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PREFACE

This third volume of the Verne VARIANTS deals with the inflectional
forms of nouns, adjectives, and pronouns The general plan and pur-
poses of the VEDIC VARIANTS series have been set forth in the preface
to Volume 1, The Verb (1930) Volume 2, Phonetics, appeared in 1932

Except for a preliminary and incomplete collection of materials,
Bloomfield's relation to this volume does not go beyond the formula-
tion of the original project On the other hand, I have had the benefit
of active assistance from my friend and pupil Dr Murray B Emeneau,
Mho supplemented Bloomfield's lists of materials by extensive additions
of his own collectanea, and prepared a preliminary draft of the entire
book I hope that it may be possible for him to continue this coopera-
tion in future volumes of the series, this volume has benefited greatly
by his industry and acumen I have, however, worked over the entire
book in the most intimate way, and the responsibility for its final form
is wholly mine

During correction of the proof, we received Hanna Oertel's valuable
monograph, "Zur Kapislhala- Katha Samhitä" (S$BAW ph -h Abt ,

1934, Heft 6) We felt able to make only the most, important additions
from its materials, these are indicated by references to "Oertel" followed
by a page- number They include all appropriate vanants not previously
noted by us

The publication of this volume, as of its predecessors, has been made
possible by the very generous financial aid of the LINGUISTIC SOCIETY
OF AMERICA and of the AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LEARNED SOCIETIES
DEVOTED TO HUMANISTIC STUDIES, to both of which we are deeply
grateful

FRANKLIN EDGERTON
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

The standard abbreviations used in this volume are the same as in
its predecessors VV = Vedic Variants, the numerals I and 2 after
VV refer to the first and second volumes Vedic texts are referred to
by the abbreviations used in the Concordance RV Rep = Bloom -
field's Rigveda Repetzhone

The asterisk indicates a variant reading in one text when the
mantra occurs in that same text with the reading for which this variant
is a substitute, that is, it calls attention to the occurrence of both
forms of the variation in the same text

The dagger t is used to call attention to a quotation which needs to
be corrected in the Concordance

15
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CHAPTER II

DUALS IN AU AND A, OF ALL DECLENSIONS

4127 We do not Include here, of course, variations in which dv vanes
with d followed by hiatus before a vowel, since these are variant sandhi
forms, both standing for au, on them see VV 2 44885 ff We treat
here as d forms before vowels only those in which d is fused with the
following vowel

§128 In the RV in general, and especially in its oldest parts, d is
found before consonants and in pause, au before vowels Contrast §221
below, in the locative of z stems au, not d, is regular in pause Before u
vowels this au is represented in the RV by d, before other vowels by dv
(for the usage of other schools see VV 2 1 e ) We divide our materials
into the two classes of (1) au d before consonants and m pause,
(2) before vowels See most recently Wackernagel 3 p 45 ff , and for
the primary matenals Lanman NI 340 ff , 574 ff , also Sommer,
Festschrift Streztberg, 253 ff , where ingenious attempts are made to
explain the cases of 'Irregular' d before vowels

§129 In a couple of cases the following word varies, so that d is
followed by a consonant, au (dv) by a vowel, In accordance with the
original distinction
tasydm suparndv adhi you nzvzy(au TB ApS` tasydm suparnd veyand

ni yedatuh RV
abhayam mitrdvurunde Stalin nah (AG °varund mahyam ustu) AV AG

§130 Flagrantly at variance with the rule is the double case in the
next variant, which also changes the cord after abeam ( °nau), but this
time a'vznuu occurs before a consonant, and that in RV itself (to be
sure in a late hymn, 10 184 2c), while AV has the a form before a
vowel both contrary to the rule Furthermore RV ends the pada
with devau, Instead of regular dfrod, and is followed by all later texts
(two substituting ubhau) except AV , which introduces the regular ubad
(Hence, possibly, the assimilatory change in the ending of the preceding
word in AV , whose meter suggests a pronunciation with hiatus, c hand
ubad )
garbham to abvznau devau (AV ahuznobad, PG HG Moon. ubhau) RV

AV $B BrhU SMB ApMB HG MG PG garbham yonydm
abvzndaydrn AVPpp 13 2 4c (Barret, JAOS 48 38)

51
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52 VEDIC VARIANTS III NOUN AND PRONOUN INFLECTION

§131 The remaining cases require little individual comment Almost
all show the ending before consonants or in pause Final position in
the pAda is always treated as 'pause', a is here regular even when the
next pads. begins with a vowel, with which the final a is fused in the
samhitü writing The a form characterizes the RV and its school
texts, KS also shows it in most of the vanants, hut there are exceptions
The cases before consonants and in pause which concern RV , besides
those above mentioned, are
caturakfau pathzrakri (AV pathiisadi) nrcakysasau (AV TA 'sd) RV

AV TA This is the only exception, except that noted in §130,
to the rule among the RV variants It is noted by Laurnan 576
The hymn (10 14) containing it is Atharvnnir (rather than 'late'),
yet, curiously, the AV itself (supported by TA ) has the 'regular'
form Note that all three texts are irregular in the preceding
caturakyau Dissimilation or assimilation of ending as between
these two words? Even this the hymn belongs by its subject matter
to AV rather than to RV , the RV form is, a priori, more apt to be
original, Edgerton, Studies in Honor of Mounts Bloomfield, 124

ubhobhaydvinn upe dhrhi Sang. (AV °rau) RV AV
yo ak,teneva rakriyd (SV °yau) sacihhih RV SV TB
dame -dame septa rated dadhdnd (AV °nau) RV AV TS MS KS

menu pihatain madyam dhrtavratd (AV GB 'tau) RV AV GB
uto le urea,, (ArS harilau) hart RV ArS
yap asya its etha rtvnld (TS ApS rtviyau) RV SV KS PB TB AS

SS ApS
ubad riydnd (AV 'nail) svadha!Jd madantd (AV °tau) RV AV MS
prdtaryuyi in hodhaya RV TB AS N prataryvyau vi inunjethdm 'FS
d dhatGlm (RVKh Scheft 'tam) pu;harasrajau (RV RVKh Scheft

AV ApMB MG `jia) RV RVKh AV SB TA MahanU BrhU
AG SMB PG ApMB HG MG hrnutam pusharasraad AVPpp
3 18 5 (Barret, JAGS 32 364) Add to VV 1 §332

dyaus ra nah (ICS TB lvd) prthivi ca prattle. RV KS TB dyaus ca
ma idem prthivi ca praretasaió AV

mrktuykrtau vyenasd (AV °tau) RV AV AVPpp Note preceding
Wean in all

asvind (ApMB °nau) tvd pra vahatsim rathena RV AV ApMB
yam nirmanthato aSeind RV ApMB HG MG yñbhydm nirrruanthatám

a.4vinau devau SB BrhU
§132. Next some cases before consonants or in pause which concern

AV In the first group AV , either alone or with others, has the au

SS
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DUALS IN AU AND A 53

form, we just saw that in several cases where RV has e, AV has au
IA no muñcatam agasah TS MS tau no muñcalant anhatah (TS KS

dgasah) AV TS KS
ubad hi haste vasune prnasua VS TS SB luau manna bahut hu

vasavyazh AV TS MS KS
vltha ghrtasya guhya ,luptiná (AV °nau) AV TS MS KS AS SS
dame-dante 9ua4utir (AV KS suyt.utyd, TS suy(utlr, MS °Li) stint zyanra

(TS MS KS vavrdhana, AV ud.vrdhúnau) AV TS MS KS AS
SS On vdm spina see VV 2 §236

,ya (AV yau) palyete apralita (AV °tau) sahobhth AV VS MS SB
SB TB AS SS

§133 Yet, contrariwise, AV occasionally shows a
rhandasvatl (AV rhandahpak,e) usasrz (MS KS 'sau) pepzhrine AV TS

MS KS ApMB
And, in the sanie verse

ketumati (TS ApMB Saturn krnvdnc) (lyric bhúrarcluaa (MS °tau) AV
TS MS KS ApMB

ya indregrti, asatuant sakha,yau KS yo agnlsomdv ajuyr, sakhayri AV
§134 In the rest neither RV nor AV figures KS and the RV

school texts seem to favor a
ukhyasya Muse pralhumam ,lu¢dnau (KS t Kaps "na) VS MS KS

KapS 25 1, SB Ocrtel 83
vman mr (ApS nn) ntz/ravarunau (ApS °nñ) MS KS AS ApS MS SG
nzra.std satuldnuzrkau salta tena yarn dvz,ntah KS nzrastau Fatuldmarkau

sahamund ApS
apanutl¢u (KS °tta) sanritltruarkau (MS sand') saha MS KS apa-

nultau banzlamarkau sahamund TS TB ApS
deva (VS dcvau) Assam avrzrrlhatant VS TB
3ubham gatnz,(hau (KS °tha) suyatnrbhzr a.;vazh (KS t asubhzlt) TS MS

KS TB
afzkuu n,yunkav (PB LS afzk8 nyankzl, MS MG salsa ayankrlv) ubhzlo

Tatham yau (MG ye) TS TB PB MS HG PC; MG ApMB
LS ApS

samjagmenau (KS °tul) diva (TB ApS diva (1) prlhzvyd MS KS TB
ApS MS

yathriyatham Tutu lanvau (AS tan., MS tan nau) ,lelavedalt MS AS MS
In MS phonetic corruption, see VV 2 §410

sudughe mdtara (TB °rau) mahl VS TB
ztulravanld (TB 'tau) lunar zdana nuns Sham TB SS
sain vasdthrznt (MS txaselhant) svuzindrl (TS suuar°, KS °vtrlau) VS TS

MS KS SB
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54 VEDIC VARIANTS III NOUN AND PRONOUN INFLECTION

hold yakfad avant! (VS KS °nau) chagasya Bump VS KS KS
Kota ,yakyad atvunau (KS °ad) chágasya vapdyd VS KS
hold yakyad attnnau (TB and) aarasuatim VS MS TB
hold yakyad atvind (MS °nau) samara. MS KS AS SS

§135 The following do not properly belong here
[gonued ú y +s ndaalyd (VS rulsatyñ, followed without fusion by ahudvad)

RV VS AS The VS Comm understands ndaalyd, not °yau, if
au were intended, dv should stand by the VS rule, see VV 2 §885
There is no real variant here, VS writes more accurately what RV
also intends, namely final a ]

[im11 (ApS maul prdndpdnau TB ApS But Poona ed of TB unau,
which is proved correct by ApS which quotes TB J

hunch( ca ptirvacstli4 cdpsaraaau (VSK MS KS esd) VS VSK TS
MS KS SB

Followed by a vowel, all texts du or a intending au Add to VV
2 §S8R
[kav deuau pinches¢ (VSK °ed) VS VSIC TB As preceding, add

to 1 e J
§136 We come now to the few sporadic cases in which dv (for d)

before a vowel, which is the rule in RV , varies with d which fuses with
the following vowel They add nothing to our knowledge and permit
no general conclusions
4undslreha srna me juyethdm AV (pranks Vint ) sundsirdv mum vdcam

juyethdm (TA om ju °) RV TA AP, SS N The AV seems to
he 'hifalutin', misapplying the hieratic a where it does not belong

uvdsdnaktdgnd (KS AS °gna, SS "naked nonce) djya.rya ,S.tñm MS KS
AS SS And in the sanie passage, dawvyd hotdrdgrn.d ( °gna, "hotdrd
aorta), etc The SS form (RV school) should be ay, not d (VV 2
§885) No v 1 is quoted If the text is correct, possibly SS
quoted from a different school (note that the mantra is found
neither in RV nor in its Brahmans) The other alternative
would be to hold that SS intends the ending d, not au, and shows
anomalous lack of sandhi

daivyd hotdrdv tirdhvam (VS hotárd tirdhvam, KS hotdrordhvam imam,
MS hotárd iirdhvam imam) adhnaram rush VS TS MS KS daivd
hotdra tirdhvam (Ppp hotárd imam) adhnaram nah AV Ppp The
AV form is plural Ppp ms (9 1 8) reads hotdra but intends
°rd since a dual verb follows All texts but KS have sandhi
forms of °rau

aávinddhvaryú MS TA mtvindv adhvaryti SS (Also quoted in Cone
under agnir hotdávind° )

)
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DUALS IN AU AND A 55

[añkdñkam (KS aiikañkam, MS añkdvañkam) chandah TS VS MS KS
6B Only MS seems to understand a dual afikau here, if afikdrikam
is also intended to contain a dual n the first part, the form añkd
must be understood Even MS has only one accent, añkdvafikám,
tho one me

forms
has dñkáv dñkam, and p p analyzes añkau, añkdm

These are however probably mere corruptions, the presump-
tion is that the unknown (and perhaps artificial) name of a meter
here found is meant for a single word The variant therefore
hardly belongs here
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CHAPTER III

FEM ENDINGS AI AND As AS DAT OR GEN (ABL) SING

§137 On this phenomenon see Wackernagel 3 §15d According to
Inn' it originates exclusively, or almost au, from the coincidence of
sandhi in final at and as before vowels, both appearing then as a, or
perhaps more properly as ay with 'Hiatustilger' y Wackernagel refuses
to admit any important relation to the increasing blend between dat
and gen cases as a whole, which becomes especially marked in later
Sanskrit and in Pali- Prakrit This blend, in general, is signalized by
the genitive's absorption of the functions of the dative, while our phe-
nomenon regularly shows the reverse The limitation of its occurrence,
on a large scale, to one particular ending (e g fern datives in aye show
no such general use as genitives) speaks for the peculiar nature of the
confusion, as contrasted with any general tendenc) to fusion of the
two cases It should also be noted that the at forms clearly, tho less
commonly, may be used as ablatives no less than as genitives We
therefore feel with Wackernagel that a formal confusion, probably that
suggested by hum, must have been concerned in this matter

§138 Yet we greatly doubt whether it is right to exclude the syn-
tactic relations of the geniti' e and dative cases so largely from con-
sideration We shall show below (§ §151 -2) that as forms are used as
datives, as well as at forms as genitives, this has not heretofore received
due attention And we shall show later (§ §614 íf) that the blend of
dative and genitive, especially the use of gen forms in dat function
(but also to sume extent the reverse), appears quite clearly in our
syntactic Nanants, and without limitation to any particular forms
Sume of the at as

-gen
variations seem precisely parallel to variations

between other dat. forms To separate them rigidly and regard
one group as purely formal, the other as syntactic, seems subjective
and unjustifiable Cf our remarks in §615

§138 We shall therefore follow tradition to the extent of classifying
here, as purely formal variants, ghats between at and as endings where
the most reasonable interpretation seems to require taking them in the
same syntactic function That is, in the major group, the form in at
is apparently to be taken as a gen or an abl And in the rest, we
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find it hard to avoid assuming the reverse substitution, ds with dative
function These are listed §152, we believe that they have not been
specifically noted before In connection with them particularly, how-
ever, the possibility of syntactic rather than formal confusion must he
borne in mind, quite similar instances of other gen forms with dat
functions will be found below in the section on variations between dative
and genitive Inevitably there are some borderline cases which are
especially doubtful, in the last analysis all the variants found here and
in the syntactic section on dative varying with genitive must be con -
sidered together

§140 We include here pronominal as well as nominal forms, since
they are obviously identical in nature and cannot be separated

§141 The substitution occurs in no RV , SV , or AV passage It
shows a varying frequency in the YV texts VS shows it in about
20 variants, more than any other texts, very often VSK disagrees with
VS TS has about 15 cases, KS only one, and MS perhaps no entirely
certain case The school texts of VS and TS follov their samhitas
In general, then, it is the VA.) and Tait schools where the change is
common They also show the reverse change (as in dative function),
which is rare, almost unknown, in MS and KS Our results confirm
the approximate correctness of Caland's view, AO 5 49 -51, notably
his statement that MS KS do not use at for as, but KSA has at least
one case, adtlyat pajr syam, §143 That VSK regularly prefers as
accords with Caland's findings for SBK It is perhaps noteworthy that
it is the relatively late and secondary YV schools which show this
interchange in both directions, whereas the more conservatne MS
and KS do not favor it

§142 We begin with forms used in genitive function The following
are noun forms from a stems, and seem reasonably certain
tndragntbhydm chdgasya vapdyd (KS °ya,) medaso 'nubraht KS ApS

MS 'Assign to Indra and Agni (part) of the goat's omentum and
fat Also, agnitsorndbhydm chaga'ya vainly= medaso 'nubrvht SB

ukhdydh (TS cyan, MS KS °ydm) sedans sue VS TS MS KS Pre-
ceded by antar agne rued team 'Within the firepan, in thine own
scat
of

' The parallels point to a genitive with miter, not a genic %e
'equivalence' as Keith takes it There is no sound evidence for

a gen of 'equivalence' in Sanskrit, while the use of a gen with
antar is proved by BR s v , a very clear case is VS 40 5

agues tea >nrtrayd Iagatyat vartanydgrayanasya ulryena (KS Iagatyd ear -
tanya) devas tea satntatsrtatu (etc) TS KS agars (rid màtrayd
ydgatyd vartanyd devas tea scuntonnayatu MS
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zddyds (Apa °yuh) padam ghrtavac cardcaram AS ApS MS tdAyda
padam ¡Acton. aarísrpam AV SMB tddyat srptam ghrtavac card -
carom TA HG Comm on TA takes taigas as dat of purpose,
gosampddanartham, but this seems fanciful

pins ddtur dakszndyd tha aydm AV pave devdndm dakpzndyat ddtur
tha bhúydsam VS The AV reading is masked by sandhi, but
p p dak tn4ydh

§143 Genitives of or I stem nouns The first seven occur all in
the same context, they are used in dedicating various ribs of the horse
to various deities at the aávamcdha All the unambiguous forms are
genitives (e g yamyat, are paralleled by y n maya), su that it
seems beet to count the forms in az as genitives also
yamyat pdttîrah TS yamydh patorah KSA
sarasvatyaz (MS KSA °yd) nzpakpatzh VS TS MS KSA
endrúnyat (MS °ydh) 04(hz VS MS
nzrrtyat (MS °ydh) pañcaml VS MS
adttydh (VS °yat) pañuaml VS MS
adztyaz (KSA °yd) dvddahi TS KSA
yamyat (MS °yds) trayodaki VS MS
adztyd (VS °yat) bhasat VS MS This and the next also occur in the

akvarnedha, in the general context of the preceding
adztyaz (MS °yah) pdjaayam VS TS MS KSA
devanya tvd savztuh prasave sarasvatyd vied yantur yantren° (VS TS

SB sarasvatyaz Aden yantur yantren °) °bhzszicamz VS TS MS
KS SB P p of MS sarasvatyah.

(devasya tea savztuh prasave 'minor bdhubhydm ) sarasvatyaz (KS °yd)
bhazsajyena VS KS TB sarasvatyds tvd zñryena yasase nnadya-
yahhz ,szzlcamz MS

yatra hhvmerjusase (TA bhv,myaz vrnase) tatra pacha AV TA (bhúmyaz
for bhunnyas = hhumes, cf Wackernagel 3 p 136, and §182 below)

§144 Genitives of u stem nouns
patty yid vadhvo (ApMB withal) earned RV AV ApMB The variant

(gen ) ending here and in the next two is (v)as, not (v)as
yatrasprkpat ranee yac ra Mewed) (ApMB tanuvam yatra wash) AV

ApMB yatra vrkpas tanuvat yatra vasah HG The latter has a
stupid corruption in vrkfas for - sprkpat (VV 2 p 105) Its tanuuaz
can only be defended as for tanuds = Mama a partitive gen
(cf §517)

na ht lc agne tanvah (JB tanvat, TA ApS tanuvat) AV KS JB TA
ApS Kant Followed by krdram dnanta (KS ApS dnd3a, JB

t
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kniram needs, TA kr° cakdra) martyah (KS martah) No mortal
has attained (comprehended, TA accomplished) the savagery of
thy self, O .Agin' So Caland on ApS Whitney (note on AV )
suggests that it may mean 'succeeded in inflicting a wound on
thee,' which would make it possible to interpret tanuvas as a true
dative (of interest), but this seems less likely to be the sense

§145 Genitives of pronouns
na by asyd (ApMB toyer) name grhkruimz AV ApMB 'I do not men-

tion her name '
imam amum dmusyayanam amusyah putram KS Imam amusga

(VSK imam amum amusga) putram amusyas (VSK °yah) putram
VS VSK SB In one of the tiro occurrences in SB amus yas

is printed for amusga, doubtless by a misprint
fasyaz (MS KS tasyd) oafs matyd (TS matt) VS TS MS KS SB

'Its, the mind's, daughter, speech'
§146 Lese certain are the following cases of genitives First, from

nominal (1 stems
asyd janaldydh Frazs(hydya svdhd MS mean 3anatdyes z, ais(hydya ApS

'For preeminence over this folk ' But this may he the 'assimilated'
dative with following dative of purpose, cf Speyer, Skt Synt
66 supra, Delbruck, AIS 149 (Quoted in Cone also under
agne halada )

§147 From z and i stems in the following the alternative to genitive
construction would be a dative of possession or interest , see next section
adztyd (VS TB SB adityai, VSK adzter) hhdgo 'si VS VSK TS MS

KS SB MS
adityai (MS KS MS edited) teased, VS TS MS KS SB TB TA

ApS MS KS
zndrdnyai (MS MS MG "yah, KS °yds) saninahanam VSK TS MS

KS TB ApS MS MG
prtheryas (MS 'yd) murrain VSK KS ApS MS
adityah (VS SB KS °yaz) soda chid& VS TS MS SB ApS MS. KS

adityas sadane side KS
§148 From pronouns These, like the preceding group, might per-

haps be construed as datives of possession or interest The dative of
possession is however not common in the oldest language and seems to
disappear later For this and other reasons, particularly in view of the
established use of at forms as genitives, we consider these also very
probable cases of genitive forms It must be confessed that at tunes
the decision 18 delicate
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yasyat (VSK yasyds) te yapityo garbhah VS VSK SB KS PG
yasyat (VSK yasyd) your htranyayi VS VSK SB
yasyaz baled.? (MS yasyd bahtryas) tanzstzo (MS tanvo) vitaprg(hdh MS

TB And others, §671 Comm on TB yasyat yasyd devyds
tanuvah

yrisyd apaSavya knee tam asyd apajahz SG SMB (also with ydayd
apulryd, ydsydh patzghni) ydsydh papi lak¢mir ya patighni td
asyd apahata SMB yásydh papi lakpmia tam asyd apa,7ahz SMB
yasyaz
yhni, pafughni,

grhaghni lands tam asyaz naßaya avail PG (also with patt-
prajdghni, ya5oghni) ydsyaz ghora lands tam tlo

coop avdhd IIG (also with nzndztd, putzyhni) The first axon is
clearly gen On the second see §612

§149 We now corne to variants used in ablative, rather than genitive,
function First, from pronominal a sterns
yu maztasya dago abhzdasdd agnznz sa rr.hatu MS (also with zndrant,

marutah, mztravarunau, soma,) wean sa rehabs yo maitasyaz
(KS t °sya) ditto 'bhzddsatz KS ApS (also with zrulrant, within etc )
wean ea dzldm decant devatrirtdm rchatu yo maztasyaz dzSo 'blade-
satz TB (also with minim etc ) zyam dig yo maztasyaz (KS
°syd) etc KS TB ApS

§160 From z and i stern nouns
gdyatryaz (MS KS °ya) gdyatram VS TS MS KS SB
earyas tvd (MS tva rasncebhzh) purastal pdtu kasyd5 cid abht.'sastyat (TS

MS KS °Saslydh) VS TS MS KS SB Striking because the
modifying pronoun kasydS(czd) has as even in VS SB ('f next

dsanyan zrta numeral pdhs (MS 7xihz pura) kasydS cid abhzsastyrih (AS
'lyaz suahrl) TS AS ApS MS Cf prec

prthzvyaz (MS KS °yrz) ma pain. TS MS KS
pail/sty= (MS KS 'yd) nulhanavat VS TS MS KS SB
apahato 'raruh prthzvyaz TS ApS upahato 'raruh prthzvyaz dr.vayqjan,yaz

TS ApS apahato raruh prthzvyd adevayajanah TS ApS (p p of
TS prthzvyah l) apararum adevaya,7anam prthzvyd devayajanaj
(ApS tadevayajano) iaht KS ApS (the latter ambiguous) apdra-
runt prthzvya (p p 'vydh) adevayu,7anam MS MS apdrarum adeva-
yajanam prthzvyd [ztz, ambiguous] ApS apdrururn prthzvyaz devaya-
jandd badhyasam VS SB

papa( (KS pdpah) svapnydd (KS °add) ahhtitydh (KS 'yaz) AV KS
agne dabdhdyo pahz prastlyaz pahz rlurnt lyaz pdhz duradmanyaz (TS

TB add pdhz duSraribit) TS VS SB TB t (in VS text has durad-
ma nyd ;li) ages 'dabdhdyo pahz prasztydh pahz durz,s(yah pdhz
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duradmanydh KS (text 'Tanya III) Also lusted in Cone under
pant

adbhyah aambhxltah prthsvyaz ISIS, ca TA AO adbhyah sambhrtah
prthsvyaz (MS KS t °yd) rattle ca (KS raaah) VS MS KS

kisetrsydt tvd nzrrtyd Jamthanedt AV kisetrzyac tut nzrrtyaz tvd TB ApMB
HG (keen; = ksetriya occurs only in this passage)

[arnorx (AV amukthd) yakrmdd dented avartyax (AV avadydt) AV TB
ApMB No ds form here ]

§161 Genitives in da as datives We have referred above to the few
but interesting cases in which fem ax ae forms vary in dative con-
struction These, to be sure, might be taken merely as cases of the
growing tendency for the gen to absorb the functions of the dative, to
be signalized below (§ §614 ff ) Yet the parallel cases Just discussed
make it obviously likely that the identity of the two endings in sandhi
before vowels and their consequent confusion in abl -gen function has
something to do with these cases At least they deserve separate group-
ing, apart from other dative- genitn e variants They arc either depend-
ent syntactically upon namah, svdha, or the root vidh, none of which
seem to be regularly construable with the genitive, or else are used as
datives of purpose It is particularly to be noted that the ri., forms are
found chiefly in V&lasaneyin and Taittiriya school texts, which are also
those in which at in genitive function is favored Evidently tins con-
fusion of endings, in both its aspects, is characteristic of these schools
But one or two cases, textually doubtful, occur in MS too

§152 The variants are
ya le ague ludo" trunk taya nail pater tasyas (MS KS tasyax) be svaha

TS MS KS
yet to etiur yuva ndina laird iii

MS
cords (MS lava vidhema) ouch, (MS tasyax)

te Hama: TS
tasyax (TS tasyas) le devi ham sa vzdhener; 'I'S MS I(5 AS SS N

Keith's note takes tasyas with hams, rendering 'oblation for you '
But tasyas can mean 'you' only by virtue of going with te, from
which this interpretation most implausibly separates it Keith
ought to render `To thee, goddess, let us offer with her oblation',
a monstrosity which his translation avoids by suuply omitting
tasyas It to better frankly to recognize that tasyas is used as
dative, or else to consider that the gen here replaces a more usual
dat (cf §634)

taayda (MS tasyax., KS t ta.sinai, read tasyat) to dev- ,stale vidhenia III
vegan( VS TS MS KS 5B TA Keith make,. the same sug-
gestion as in prec , q v
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Begat (MS °yd, but p p °vas) manyum rdidnam VS MS TB Fol-
lowed by barhz,d dadhur indriyam 'They have bestowed (upon
thee) King Wrath and power along with (or, by) the barhis, unto
authority' It seems impossible to construe zádya(h) as gen , note
the p p of MS

kfatrasya tvd paraapaya brahmanaa tanvarn pdhs VS SB brahmanaa tea
paraspdydh (MS °pdya, p p pdydh) kpatraaya Mayas pairs MS TA
pratikas, brahmanaa tud paraspayd [zta] ApS MS (could stand for
o pdyyaz or °pdydh) In the same passage the next two

divas tea paraspdyah (MS °paya, not repeated in p p ), antarik,iaxya
MS TA (and ApS pratika, with pdya [ztz]) and

mamma tea paraapdyat (MS °pdya, y 1 'pays&, p p °pdydh) caksuyas
MS TA (and ApS pratika as before) In these three adjoining

formulae only a dative of purpose can be intended 'for the protec-
tion of ' Note that TA has ° pdydh twice and °pace, once
all in the same passage VS has only one of the formulas, in which
it uses the dat of a neuter stem °pa- ( §801), equivalent to 'lid-
This game neuter form is read thrice in MS s p but once the v 1
°pdydh occurs (curiously, in the one case in which TA has the
regular dative town 'pays: P), and its p p reads °pdydh in the two
cases which it repeats at all
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CHAPTER IV

STEMS IN A

1 Nominative and vocative plural in as dsas

§163 Among the variants occur only forms of a stems, to which
dsas was originally restricted In general dsas is more ancient, or
hieratic and archaizing, as is younger or more popular Since the
variation involves a difference of a syllable in the length of the word,
the meter is often concerned in it But other changes may result in
making both forms metrical, and it may be difficult to say in such cases
whether these other changes were responsible for the change between
Ss and asas, or vice versa At tunes the familiar as is allowed to replace
dsas in defiance of the meter, without compensatory change But con-
versely a later text, in its passion for 'hifalutin' language, sometimes
puts in an unmetrtcal dsas for original as

§164 We begin with variants both forms of which are metrically
more or leas defensible, and first with those in which we take asas to
be the original reading, secondarily altered to as
yena devdso amrtatvam dnatuh RV yena lleva amrtam any avandan AV
dhruvasah (TB ApS dhruud ha) parvata ime RV AV KA TB ApS

SMB MG Here TB ApS compensate for the lost syllable by
the patch -word ha

deuáso (and, deeds tyre) dadhtre purah RV (both) The RV itself uses
a patch -word, the older form was certainly dells

toles devdso adht voratd nah (TS me) RV TS 'nave dead aóht raksantu
(Ppp * °ti, KS anu tisthantu) meha (AV also tueha, and pa/ van,
Ppp main iha, SMB ApMB HG pailcat) AV (ter) Ppp KS t SMB
ApMB HG Add to VV 1 §116

d yata pztarah somyasah (HG somydh) AV HG eta pitarah somyasah
SMB GG ViDh para yata pitarah somyasah (HG somydh) AV
HG paretana (TS KS ApS pareta) pitarah somyasah (TS ApS
somydh) TS MS KS AS ApS MS Cf VV 1 4256

ye devdnam rtinao yapñzydsah (and, rtvijo ye ca yapitydh) AV (both)
As between these two, it seems clear that yapñaydsah is older, the
other showing evidences of patch -work But even it is certainly

63
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secondary to ye Assassins yajñzyd yapiiydndm RV The AV
introduces rtvijo, exalting the pnests at the expense of the gods

4166 Next a group in which the as forms seem older, Baas being as
a rule due to conscious archaizing
tubhyarn eW dent somdh SV tubhyam somdh vina ime RV The SV

in its eagerness for archaism has crowded out ime, and left a pida
which is metrically had

atimdñl (MS KS TS t asnidn) u devil avatd Muesli (MS KS Shammy d)
RV SV TS MS KS amain devdso 'vatu have fu AV t

and Iva dabhan ydtudhdnd durevdh (Ppp durevd yatudhandh) RV AV
Ppp and led dabhan durevasah kafokeih AV

panar agnayo dhzsnyd (4S °ydso) [yathdsthñnam katpantdm (AV yathds-
thdma kalpayantrim ihazva, SS yathasthdnzzm dhñrayantam chassa)]
AV SB BrhU SS athacte dhzsnyaso agnayo yathasthdnam kat-
pantdm Anion seated HG atho ya.therne dh/snyasn agnayn yathds-
thdnam kalpayantdm /halve MG maim dammed. agnayo yathasthd-
ream :ha kalpatdm (read °ntdm) AG The SS reading is archaizing
and metrically harsh, tho possible HG MG AG all treat the
formula as prose, but all have the archaizing ending

ete paid inpascztah RV le pútain sip° SV
ye antarzksa uta ye (Kauf °kse ye Ca) loos kiitdh (Kauf 'Soot) Kauf

MG Io different contexts Pronouncing the a of antarzksr, MG
makes a good jagati, eliding it, Kauf makes a good tristubh
Kauf wins a hieratic ending only by allowing a rather unhieratic
elision (cf VV 2 p 420 ff ), and ui forced to make a further change
of uta to ca

1156 In the following variant two adjoining adjectives vary in both
readings, the longer and shorter ending interchanging in the two forms
harsamandso dhryctd (TB dhr,satd) marutvah RV TB N harsanzdnd

hrettuso marutvan AV The ms
Barret,

of Ppp has rsantdnñso rsadd
ntarutvarri, emended by JAOS 35 60, to hrransdnaso
Oswald (for which Amati or hrsztei would seem at least equally
possible) nzarulvan

¢167 We now come to cases in which one or the other reading makes
distinctly had meter In most of them deal is metrically better, and
as a rule certainly original
yatre duds() (KS deva) ajusanla rn.tue VS KS SB MS vc/ve deed yad

47usanfa parve TS The latter patches the meter while using the
shorter ending If KS were original (tho metrically poor), the
hieratic devdso of VS etc would also be an attempt to patch the
meter, but on the whole this seems unlikely
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tray() gharmdso anujyotzsdguh (MS KS retasdguh) TS MS KS ApMB
trayo gharmd anu reta dguh AV

save devdso (AV deed) adztzh s4lotah AV Ppp TS MS ApMB Cf also
olive devdh saiagasah AV MS TA

ye deed (RV VS AB AS SB demist)) davy ekddaaa stha RV AV VS
TS MS KS AB AB MS AS Siayana at AV 19 27 11 appar-
ently read ye (level dzvyd they ekddaáa stha

yenta devdso (AV deva) asahanta dasydn RV AV
veld mend avasrsldsa (KS avasrs(d) dhutdh RV VS MS KS TB ApS
deeds° barhzr dsculan RV deed barlur dada PB
to deeds() (TS dent) y41ñam imam (Ppp haver edam) ,lusadhvam (AV

,lusantam) RV AV VS TS MS KS SB to devdso haver edam
,7usadhvam AV

ri ve deed dirt mddayantdzn (KS virayadhvam) TS KS TB mSvr devisa
:ha virayadhvam (AV madayadhvam, VS SB Van. LS mddayan-
tdm) RV AV VS TS AB Vail LS ApMB

§158 Much more rarely the original form has cis, and the archaizing
change to auras spoils the meter
yr stha (raya ekdda5dh (SS ekddatasah) KS SS This is really prose

and so should not strictly be counted here, but its cadence simulates
an

urlrthñ
anutitubh pida in KS , the presumably original forni
bhavala ñzyrih AV suddhd bhavantah áucayah (N bhaeanto

yglñrgdsah) pdva/rilt AV N Cf also abhüina yyñzyah saddhdh
AV Since pdvakd must be read metrically pavrikdh, the line 19
tritubh and the AV reading is correct Very likely N intended
it ae jagati, reading pdvakrih, and altered the preceding case ending
to fit its conception of metrical requirements

§169 The following variant is prose, as is also the first quoted in the
preceding paragraph
dmanasya deva (MS dent) ye putrdh (KS para.) MS KS

2 Neuter plural in d or dnz
§160 The ending are is, of course, originally borrowed from n stems

(Wackernagel 3 p 105), where both d and dnz are prehistoric (Indo-
Iranian, ibid p 277), and are equally familiar in the Veda It 19 a
curious fact that, nevertheless, the variants reveal practically no shift
between d and dnz in n sterns, the only possible instance noted is
janzmd(nz), in maya devdndne etc , §164, and cf §269

§161 Of our variants nearly all are metncal, and in general the meter
is reasonably good in both forms, despite the difference in number of
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syllables in the two variant forme, the shorter ending is generally accom-
panied by a patch -word or other difference of reading Altho d is
certainly older and more hieratic than dal (half again as common as
dnt in RV ), the variants show no clear preponderance of originality
in either The alteration may be in either direction, indeed not infre-
quently both endings are found in both forms of the vanant, hut in
different words, as in
brahmajye,s(hd sambhrt4 vzryartz AV bra° Aryl earbhrtant TB
earn yopayanto duntri'nt vihvd RV MG samlohhayanta durite paddnt AV
attkrarrunito darted ',octant (N duntdnt vztvd) AV N

§162 Sometimes the different ending goes with a different meter,
and there is no clear reason for attributing greater originality to either
zndrasya carom

Ppp ArS
pra krtant viryd RV zndrasya nu vt.rydnt pra cocain

prd (soRV MS AB KB TB AA N zndrasya nu
read, see Whitney) wain vzrydnt AV Iagati and tri,tubh

naker asya pra menantz vratanz RV AV nakzy to eta vratd mznantz RV
Tnytubh and dtipadti virAj

sa no ner/toCha havandnz Jo?ate (MS havana jujoya) TS MS Jagatl
and tnetubh Cf also sa no nedtytham hauandny agatnat (and,
hauomnt pact) KS (both)

dun.t4nz ydnt !cant ca cakrma MS durttd ydnt cakrma TS TB TA
Jagati and anuetubh

§163 But elsewhere the same meter is used with both forms, the
shorter form is accompanied by a patch -word or other change, and
there is no clear evidence of pnority
sa ho utfoflti (RV suraodnt) pdrthzvd RV (both) KS
krtdnt kartvdnz ca RV krtdnt yet ca kartva RV
ate (RV 'agar) zn4vrint durztd farrow (RV *ra)diiah, 'waste, 'pzpar-

tana, °tint. parfait) RV (5 times) PB
skanneind m.§vd bhuvand TB TA AO askannemd (so text, for akan-

nernC or d.sk ° ?) mod blatant KS Different cords, bhuvana and
bh41a, the latter being shorter and so requiring the longer ending

andd tuyrtasya Medal: RV fuynasydndant bhedatt RV
dadhad ratn4nt dasuye RV SV VS TS MS KS TB dadhad rated vt

dotage RV dadhad rattus dd.fuye vdrydnt RV VS The first and
third variants in relation to each other might be classed in the
preceding, as anuytubh and tnytubh

agnir havyrint sz,svadat RV agnzr havyd euge daft RV
§164 Next a group which is exactly like the preceding except that

for one reason or another there seems reason for supposing that the a
form is older, yet the tins form is metrically good
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abhz yo mina (and, abhz atlas) bhuvandnt carte RV (both) See
RVRep 117

Palo vi tts(he bhuvandnu (AV °ndnt) stied RV AV
[Plied rtipdbht (MS rtüpdny abht) caste tanbark RV VS TS MS KS SB

The MS tries to improve the meter, which in the onginal is read
with hiatus, riZpd obit:

añgd partünst lava uardhayantz Vait and AVPpp, JAGS 30 221
priydny añgdnt Lava vardhayantih TB (probably secondary)

tatrdhalda tries áaldnz iaiikavah AV tasmzn sdkam inlaid na áañka-
vah RV N

apa cakrd aortae. KB SS and cakrd dvrtsata MS t apa cakrdnt vartaya
TB ApS The last clearly secondary

viávd devanain (TS mavens devo) janzmd vivakti AV TS KS Cf eared
devdndm jantmdnt vtdvdn Kaué , which, if a true

noted
variant of the

other, would show the only ant a variation fur an n stem,
cf § §160, 269 Of the others, AV KS are more apt to be original
than TS

ata snap karuard purlins RV AV Ppp ata tnvata karvarant bhúrz AV
sugd vo deudh madams (N °nan%) akarma (Ppp MS .,keno, KS Rauh

sadandns santu) AV Ppp VS MS AB KS Kaué N .maya vo
devdh sadanam akarma (ApS sadandnt santu) TS ApS suga vo
devils sadanedam astu KS

uratd nu (AB AS SS SG miff.) bzbhrad vratapd adabdyah (MS AB
AS adabdhah) MS AB TB AS SS ApS SG Only RV school
texts have uraldnz, two other schools vrald nu But this is, of
course, not conclusive evidence of priority

yatremd otávd bhuvaruidht tasthuh RV AV N yenernd sued bhuvandnt
lasthuh TA

yas td
veda

vzjdndt sa plus (TA savituh) Intelsat RV AV TA N yas !tint
sa pzlus (VS pztuh) pztdsat AV VS

[achidrd 'Alvah paddnu taksuh TS ach:drostjah kavayah paddnulakst-
suh, em from ms paddnt tekstsuae, KS J

§166 The converse of the preceding is shown in a group where ant
seems to
archaizing

be the older reading Presumably d is here due to conscious
in a secondary text With d often goes a patchword which

preserves the meter
ksdmad devo 'it dunldny (TA MahànU devo al:duntúty) agnih AV TA

MahanU
priydny coigns suadhild pare nsz (Vasa nñgd mitred /imam) TB Vait
punantu uzáud bhtláinz (MS MINA ma, TB silva dyavah) AV VS MS

KS TB
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batam pavttrd vttaid by (MS vztatdrty) asu MS Apt ApMB
d devo ydtz bhuvartdnt pa4yan (TS MS bhuvand vtpabyan) RV VS TS

MS
ya rind vtbvd bhuvananz cdkjpe AV Brasil yo rudro vzbsa bhuvanavive &a

TS KS AO MS Probably not a real vanant
prajapate na toad etdny anyah (MS *na ht teat May anyah, KS nahz

toad anya tetri) RV AV VS TS MS (bis) KS SB SB TB TAA
BrhU AS Vail, AG Kauh SMB ApMB N

§186 We come now to vanants in which one forni is metrically poor
It happens, a little surprisingly, that the metncally superior form seems
always to be historically older, there is no apparent case of secondary
correction of the meter We begin with a few cases in which the
iiginal has a, and ami is metrically bad
lama Wait !antra) nix gatra (K5 partial) harivah 'I'S KS Apt MS

Vatt
agtas &aid scan natant tad vadantt SB nylon ca infant [sarnvatsarasya,

inserted in Gaastra with all but two mss J nzuhtirtan yin vadantt
GB

§167 In the rest, the ana ending is original and metrically superior
The forni in tl is in several instances clearly due to haplulogy, these
(the first two) are treated in VV 2 §S08
Stony anyo (AV vt&vanyo) bhuvanabhtcag(c (AV MS bhuvand vicastr)

RV AV MS TB
trim Natant (TA MalidnU pads) naafi guhasya (TA MalitinIJ

guhasu) AV VS TA MahänU Ppp iris paddnzhala which Bar-
ret, JAGS 30 195, emends to the AV reading, but it may equally
well go with TA MahünU

yasrnzn vivant bhu.vandnz (MS vt.;va bhuvanddhz) tasthuh KV 'S MS
Cf prec but or,e, the unmetrical mini may have been influenced
by bhuvand, the first alteration (7)

taut czttdni (KS ms chits) vasavo izghartsatt RV AV MS KS torah
satyant mar-tan jtghansat TS Von Schroeder emends KS to
ctttanz, which seems rather arbitrary

sa ratan: (Ppp ms ctttanz) mohayatu pear,.pear,. AV Ppp Barret, JA OS
32 351, reads Ppp as cited It may, however, have intended
ratan'

agrizr vrtrani Jaighanat KV SV etc In Svidh occurs the pratika
agnir vrtrett, i e apparently, vrtra -ztt Perhaps a corruption

§168 Finally, a few variants in which one or both versions are prose
The first is particularly interesting, in it TS and PB are prose, and
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substitute the prosaic ant for the a of the other texts Or else, was the
prose version older, and to make it metncal was d substituted for ant?
eta (TS PB edits) te aghnye ('l's ayhnnye, PB 'ghnye) adman, VS TS

PB AB MA
ant savandnz (TS savana) pain VS TS MS KS AB Prose in both
ari dnz me sarvatmdnzbhrg(ah AV anf(dnz me sarvdrigdnz siantu (PG

,...nono Vazt, PG artg(a midge soon, TS TAA MS Prose
in both

3 Instrumental plural in ais ebhis

§169 The variants are not very numerous nor particularly interest-
ing In most of them ais is substituted for an original Was Thus
most clearly in the following group, where ass is unmetncal
sans vajebhth (MS vdjaih) purusrandrair abhzdyubhih RV AV MS t

2 2 6b 20 4, KS
sanurui tans nah (KS nas, TB na, Poona ed nah) svebhyah (AV

svehhzh, TB sand) RVKh AN MS KS TB b ollowed by
suntjnanane aranebhyah (AV ara nebhzh, TB aranazh), sana texts The

AV forms in both these variants are not good metricalh, but TB
is much worse

tvu,+tar devebhth sahasama indra ApMB lva;la eleven!! sahanurna iralrah
MG

soma sutra., (TS rudrebhzr) abhi rakfatu trains TS MS KS AS AA
It is strange that only 'FS (usually secondary in relation to MS
KS ) has the metrically correct form (against three different
schools') Is it possible, after all, that the others have the original
reading (thin poor metrically), and that TS has corrected the meter
secondarily?

yambhtrebhzh pathtbhzh pv.rvzrtebhzh (MS purvebhzh) MS KS AS SMB
gantbhiraih pathtbhil, púrvyazh (AV p, rjanath) AV TS HG The
meter requires yambhirebhzh thruout Whitney on AV 18 4 63
suggests emendation of MS to purvtlebhzh, which was evidently
the original on which TS IIG pti.rvyazh is based

§170 In another little group AV seems secondary in substituting
ais for ebhis, Um it presen es the meter by patch -words or other changes
aztyzrobher a aunt taunt yenta', RV TS MS angirvbhzr yajfuyazr d

yahzha AV
prehz -prehz pathzbhzh pzlrvyebhnh (AV ptarydnazh) RV AV MS AS

AG
viryebhzr (MS virebhzr, AV you vtryazr) viratantd savz,(ha (TB &sun °,

Poona ed lave°) AV VS MS SB SB TB AS SS
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1171. In other cases, on the contrary, it seems a fair guess that the
older version rs that with aza, the archaizing ebhzs being secondary, tho
the meter is not necessarily decisive
jambhyazs (KS °bhyebhza) taakardn (KS t °ran) uta VS TS KS In

KS the suffixal y is metrically infenor, being consonantal in pro-
nunciation, perhaps KS archaizes secondarily

sapper devazr (VS SB semis devebhzr) avarazh soma ca VS TS MS
KS SB

tebhzp (vam putram jenaya SG tans team pulram (ApMB parr.)
undone AV ApMB tats team garbhtni bhava HG Note that SG
is forced to read team as a monosyllable

aatyom pirvarr (KS ptlrvebhzr) rpzbhth sarnindanah (KS t °bhzi cakjpdnah,
ApS °bhts cdkupdnah) MS KS ApS Here KS spoils the meter

ß172 In the following neither metrical nor other considerations
clearly decide the original form
mztravariznau dhiynyath (KS °yebhtr agnzbhzh) MS KS añgtruso

dhtpriyair agnzhhzh TA (prose in the latter)
mule. buravuzh (TS barsvebhzh) VS TS MS KSA Prose The

majority are more apt to be original
mandrikañ Jambhyebhzh (KSA janibhath) TS KSA TB ApS Prose

4 Ablative singular in at and tas
§173 The few variants under this head all concern pronouns or pro-

nominal adjectives, and hence belong, perhaps, more properly in our
quasichapter on Pronouns The forms are, moreover, adverbial or

adverbial in function Two concern uttardt or uttaratas, one tumult and
tatas The last variant, whose right to be placed here is highly ques-
tionable, presents three rare forms in tat from afic stems, dubious in
character and solely Rigvedic, for which AV substitutes more usual
forms in tas
viévakarmd lvadztyatr ullaratah (MS KS uttardt) pate VS TS MS KS

SB vtbvakarmd va adztyatr ultarata upadadhatrim TA
jagrin. ca marundhati eoUarad (MG catturato) gopayatam KS t MG t
maenad (ArS VS VSK tote) farad ajayata RV ArS VS VSK TA
prdktad apaktdd (AV prakto apdklo) adhardd udaktat (AV uduktah)

RV AV

5 Instrumental singular of a stems in a and aya
4174 Only one or two dubious cases

prier r,hoam abhi (MS AMASS, p p jzhvani, abhi, AV KS Jihvayabhz)
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tgrnuam (AV pinata) AV VS TS MS KS Cf VV 2 §309 The
AV KS parallel suggests taking MS as an instr , in spite of p p

ayd pavd pavasuasnd vaaslns RV SV PB uta na end pavayd pavasva
RV SV The accent of pavayd is on the ultima, which gives pause
Oldenberg (Noten on 9 97 53) suggests, among other solutions,
that we have either mistaken accentuation caused by that of ayd'
in the preceding (the first vanant just quoted), or adverbial shift
of accent

suñuekayd (VS SB 'kern) tanvd sammkasva VS MS KS SB Wacker
nagel 3 p 118 supra takes svdvekd as instr , as the parallel suggests
But below, §415, we have suggested taking it as nom

[dsirddyd dampati vdmam aknuldm TS yad d,irdd dampati vdmam
aknutah VS yam dksrd dampati vdmam asnutah TS yayákspd
dampati vdmam atnutah AV Keith takes dkirddyd' as dual adj
with dampati, we prefer to take it for dhrdaydyd with Wacker -
uagel 3 p 116 infra In any case there is no variation between
case -forms a and ayd, rather days and -da are fi on) the different
stems -ciao' and -da ]

-
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CHAPTER V

SHORT AND LONG ! STEMS

§175 Out of a mass of miscellaneous vanants concerning z and i
declensions, there stands forth with overwhelming force a large group
showing confusion between forms proper to the four declensions which
are pnmanly and regularly feminine, viz the short z feminines (type
gait), the monosyllabic 'radical' i stems (type +ri), and the two deriva-
tive i declensions (types devi and vrki) We shall begin with these, in
§ §176 -213 Their treatment in Wackernagel 3 pp 134 ff 163 ff
which see for the extensive earlier bibliography, is in general excellent
While our materials do not perhaps reveal much that is new in principle,
they nevertheless supplement Wackernagel on many points, and they
emphasize rather more than his treatment the interchanges in various
directions Occasionally they suggest that forms in which Wacker
nagel sees other influences may well be due to simple confusion between
the declensions (cf notably §189)

§175a No very distinct school tendencies seem to us to he shown by
the variants Yet we would call attention to the behavior of the
Tait.tirtya school, which in certain groups of variants seems to show a
sort of perverse desire to differ from the regular usage Thus, the end-
ings ibhzs, ibhyas, and ibhyñ.m from short z stems (similarly tibhyam
from short u stems, §230) seem to be characteristic of this school
(§ §188 -9), while conversely it shows some tendency to prefer short z
forms from i stems (see notably § §198 -9) Nor are these sections the
only ones which contain examples of such perverseness in the Tait
school We have noticed like conditions in this school on other points,
cf VV 2 passim, notably § §767, 946

1 i forms from z stems

§178 We shall begin with variations between short and long z forms
and first those in which apparently original z stems present i (devi or
vtki) farm'. From the phonetic standpoint these cases have been
treated in VV 2 § §526 ff

§177 Nom sg in is from z stems Here a striking group of cases
concerns lengthening of the t in the nom sg of z stems, resulting in
forms like vrkis While some of them are more or less dubious, they

72
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are too numerous and on the whole too well attested to permit doubt of
the reality of the phenomenon, which so far as we can see happens not
to be recorded by Wackernagel (cf his p 135) In every variant the i
is secondary historically
ayäS ceigne 'sy anahhtsastes (AS ApMB HG °lit) ca MS KS AS SS

KS ApS Kaut ApMB HG
abhty(ir (HG °,,(ir) ya ca me dhrtevei (HG ca no grhe) RVKIi HG
plater (TB °sir) vyaktah Saladhdra areal( VS MS KS TB
vtsvei abheï(th prlana ,jayale MS tasca he badydh priand abhey(ih TS

'In all conflicts he shall become a protector,' Keith, who would
read ahh-e teh The accent, on the ultima (So also MS ), supports
this interpretation, the fern 'protection' is abht,(t But we see no
reason to refuse to admit, even in a masculine, confusion with the
vrki declension, we should not emend TS Add to VV 2 §529

sam arir (MS KS arty-) vulam (KS vedah) VS MS KS SB The
meaning is obscure, and the interpretation of arir doubly so
Eggeling on SB 3 9 4 21 takes it as ncc pl , BR as nom sg
the author of SB understood it as noni pl , see Eggeling's note,
Wackernagel 3 § §7O, 78 considers the passage corrupt and would
emend to vtdrdm, implying arty as nom pl , a nom

forms
sg arir is to

hire ' unglaublich' Had he known the other in this section
he might has e been less emphatic We think that they prove arir
as nom sg not at all impossible in itself

[tvufekrir awasya svadheleh sam ell RV VS TS KSA Cone quotes
vañkrzr for all tuts but KSA actually vañkrir is found in all,
and is an act pl ]

§178 Nom sg in i from t stems The forms in which i of the devi
type is substituted for es are

first,
on the whole more dubious than the pre-

ceding group, but the at least., seems to be a clear and a well
attested case
titer (TA KSA dti) vdhaso darvsdd to vdyave (TS KSA veiyavydh) VS

TS MS KSA Stem cite is Rigvedic
inns to methi bhavatu fain yugasya trdma ApMB sam niethtr bhavatu

burn yugasya lardma AV There is much variation in the forni of
this word (see BR ), but forms are older and at all periods
more usual

kdryer (MS KS MS kargy) ase VS TS MS KS SB KS ApS MS
BThPDIi Boehtlingk in pw assumes a stem kargin for the form
hurry, but in so doing falsifies the accent, which in MS is written
ka'r ¡y MS p p reads karyth, age Knauer (on MS 2 3 17)

,

o
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suggests irregular sandhi for karma On the whole, the variant
seems to

original
differ in no

or
wise from the preceding two, except that

the form (z i stem?) is uncertain
rantzr ass TS ranti ramatih mint, szInari ApS vasvi

But
rantzh sumanáh

MS sumanmd vasvi rank canon SV JB the SV is very
uncertain, it may be taken with the comm as a dual, see Benfey,
Glossae, s v ram The form ranti of ApS is for .nota by the
usual sandhi

atha tour? (RV ad/ad puri, ApMB athd sleet) vzdatham ai redan (RV
vaddthah) RV AV ApMB See VV 2 §529 In RV dual, in
ApMB sing but possibly influenced by recollection of the RV form

hoot, -Surah prati sari in caste TS ApS kart) devi prat: ,rdrar va cage KS
A peculiar case, razz is a fern nonce - formation to the usual sari,
which is used without change in KS as a fern It reminds us of
the tendency noted below ( §225) towards a repartition of short u
stems and ai stems as mast and fern respectively, but this is the
only case noted of such a tendency among z stems

§179 Acc sg in im from a stems Only a couple of cases, each
involving, perhaps, extraneous considerations
akatam devim subhagdm (TB manasah) purr, dadhe AV TB dkaitina

decrial manasd prapadye SMB Perhaps i in SMB by form-
attraction to devim

kratvd uanghanz vara dmunm tata RV AV kratve vare sthemany dmurim
uta SV Here the meter favors i, and is perhaps responsible for
the SV form

§180 Voc sg zn i from a stems We find a number of cases in which
the regular voc e in a stems is replaced by z, from the i declension
picas dorm (AV MS dance) para pata AV VS TS MS KS SB AS

ApS In RV only stem dorm
yak ca Mainly adhardg yd3 ca paled MS yds to Udine adhardd yd,4 ca

palest AV The stem bhama has devi forms even in RV probably
influenced by its synonym ;rani (cf Wackernagel 3 p 136)

abhy enema bhama arnuhz (TA bhama vrnu) RV AV TA Cf pree
ide rank 'date sarasvati praye preyarz malt: manic, 'l'S ide rants (MS

rank Jaffe) sarasvati main nitrate PB MS The form inarula may
be formally assimilated to malls (and sarasvati?)

§181 Dat sg in yea from z stems The extension of devi forms to
the a declension in the dat , abl , gen , and lee sg was so common and
persistent that it is familiar even in classical Sanskrit, where it also
applies to the monosyllabic i stems (type tri), cf §209 for Vedic variants
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of this declension We shall also find, in §209, a case of a vrki noun
showing a dative of the devi, type It is worth noting that no dens

nouns occur among the variants with dative forms borrowed from the
rival i and z declensions, but there is one isolated Instance of an ail
eg of vrki type from a devi stem, §210

§182 Among the dative forms here collected, there 1B little clear
indication of relative age, hut if anything the older texts seem unex-
pectedly to prefer the yet ending (To be included here is also the
variant yalra bhúmer [Mans," §143 above, where bhtlmyat has gen
function ) Most of the variants are prose, once yaz (monosyllabic)
seems intended to make meter out of what is a prose formula in the
other texts
devavztaye (MS °t'ityaz) Cud (KS vo) pennant VS TS MS KS SB TB

ApS devatdbhyas Cud devavitayc grhndnzt KS Only MS is intended
to be metrical

rtaye (TB rtyat) atenahrdayam VS TB
anus(up (TB °tut) pariktyat (MS pañklaye) TB ApS MS
bhatyat (AS bhütaye) namah. MS ApS MS AS
adztyaz (SG °laye) svdhd VS TS MS KSA SB TB SG
tame taynpaurtitya gdyatryat (etc) chandase (TS ApS omit.) 'bhtbhú

tape (TS ApS abhtbhúlyat, SS 'bhtbhrtyaz, KS 'bhtbhityat) svdhd
TS PB SS KS ApS

vasyas(aye (misprinted vaspa °) tut/ LS vasyas(yat tea Vatt
culfaye svdhd HG citlyaz svdhd ApS
gopithdya vo ndrdtaye MS bhtitdya Cud nñrdtaye VS SB raksdyat Cud

ndrdtyaz KS sphdlyaz Cud ndrdtyaz TS TB ApS
anumataye (TB °tyaz) svdhd SB TB BrhU AG SG Kau asiiyantyas

cdnumalyaz ea svdhd AS
suvargeydya (VSK sear °) saktyaz (VSK SvetU 4aklyd) VSK TS

SvctU svargyaya taityd (MS duke ye) VS MS KS SB Metri-
cal, teklyaz three syllables

§183 A couple of infinitive variants in e at may be added here,
altho they are probably not really comparable The origin of the at
of certain infinitive forms is really unexplained, that -dhyaz is formed
by affixing the dative ending (IE 'at or 'et =) Skt e to a stem final
'dhya or 'dhyd, as commonly assumed, is hardly more than a placebo,
and still less likely is it that the frequent ending -loyal (with double
accent, on stem and ending both) is from a stem 'lava or 'tavd, since
the parallel and similar -Lave obviously belongs to stem to (see below,
§238) But whatever be the history of these forms, the important
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point for our purposes is that from RV on the infinitive of this type
>s always dhyaz, never dhye except in the isolated TS occurrence of our
first variant, and this is likely to be a mere phonetic simplification of
az to e (VV 2 §705) The other variant which follows is even more
dubious
Is to dhdmdny utmost gamorlhye TS td (VS SB ya) to (RV KS N

vam) &anima (RV KS N vdstany) ukmast gamrzdhyaz RV VS
MS KS SB N Two mss of KS also have yamadhye

parzdhdayat yasodhdsyat PG . pandhdsye yako dhasye MG The MG
forms, at least, are best taken as verbs (fut znd ) Stenzler
(questioningly) and Oldenberg follow the comm in taking dhasyaz
as an infinitive form and yakodhasyaz as a cpd Cf VV 1 §177,
2 §705

§184 Abl -gen sg in yds from t stems What has been said on the
datives in yaz applies equally here It only needs to be noted, further,
that in the first group of variants the form for which yds is secondarily
substituted in SV is not the usual es, but the older yes, which is the
only form known in RV from the stem curt, cf Wackernagel 3 p 138
avyo (SV avyd) wire (SV udrazh) pan pnyah RV SV (ter) avyo vare

(SV avyd udrazh) pan pnyam RV SV avyo (SV tavya) varebhzh
pavate madzntamah RV SV auto (SV avya) vdrebhzr ar.att (SV
avyata) RV SV avyo (SV avya) vare nzahiyate RV SV avyo
varetu (SV avya vdrebhzr) asnzayuh RV SV avyo (SV avyd)
udrazh partpdtah RV SV

yonyd (TA goner) tea pracyuto garbhah AV TA
ead tvd pate merrier upasthdt (TA nzrrlya upasthe, AV propalhe perwstat)

RV AV TA
süryaya v,dhe 'dztyd (VSK t KS t adztyd, MS v.dhar adder, KS ddho

adder) upasthe VSK TS KS SS KS MS
adztyd (VS TS SB adztyaz, VSK adder) badyo 'st VS VSK TS MS

KS SB MS
§185 Nom -acc dual in you from t stems A single variant shows

this form in three YV texts of different schools, while only one (VS )
has the 'proper' ending 1, clearly as a secondary substitution (note that
the meter requires kronyau, as three syllables) The ending you belongs
originally to the urki declension, whence it was taken over first into the
devi nouns ( 1212, below), and then sporadically into z steins
arisau rival ca kronyau (VS Aron) VS MS KS TB

§186 Instr -dat -abl dual see §189 below
§187 Nom pl is from z stems In one variant TS has vahnis, an
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isolated form of vahnz, which seems never to have been noticed pre-
viously, for the regular man /ryes of other texts, perhaps under the
influence of the preceding and parallel dozers
upa (TS MS upe) devon dames vzfah prdgur vahnaya (TS vahniz)

uígah (VS SB pragur Olio vahnztaman) VS TS MS KS SB
§1B8 Instr , dat -abl pl i -bhis, - bhyas, from z stems Regarding i

in these forms, it is to be noted that the p p of TS reads short z where
the s p has i, suggesting that i was interpreted as (originally rhythmic)
lengthening of quasi -final z (this lengthening is regularly abolished in
the padre- pHt.luzs, VV 2 §428) This lengthening seems specially com-
mon before labial consonants (VV 2 § §464 ff 515 f , etc ) It may be
noted, however, that the other conditions favorable to such lengthening,
which Include the vowel's being followed by a single consonant, exist
only in the Instr plur (- films) The general Influence of the i stems,
so common in other case forms, seems to us an amply sufficient explana-
tion of these forms also, other pads- pálhas do not seem to support
that of 1'S , and we are not inclined to see influence of the law of
rhythmic lengthening here The variants in this and the next section
seem to suggest a preference for i in the Tait school, 90 idsu with i
for u, §230, cf §175a
rtv.n pr;ltbhzh (KSA prtzhhzh, ms bhr °) TS KSA Macdonell and

Keith, Vcdzr India 2 359, take pr ?tz for an i stein, hut the usual
theory (e g Wackernagel 3 p 136) that makes it an s stem is more
plausible

Pr;tibhyah (KSA pr51z °) stated TS KSA See prec
svr hrikrtzbhyah (TS ApS °tibhyah) pre To TS SB KS ApS MS

Most MS mss `tibhyah.
hrtdunihhyah (KSA 'at') real. VS TS KSA Originally z stem,

Wackernagel 3 p 138
§189 Nary -dat -abl dual in Mayans Irom 2 stems The forms

akiibhyárn and sronibhyám are in our opinion in no wise different from
the plural forms of the preceding section We cannot agree with
Wackernagel 3 pp 54 f , 303, who regards them as directly based upon
the nom dual ak;i, trawl If other i forms from short z stems were
unknown, or even rare, this suggestion might be considered But since
just the opposite is the case, we see no reason to look for any more
specific motivation of these dual forms Note that the stern sronz even
has a nom dual ,tronyau, following the (vrki, or later) den declen-
sion ( §185)
surakpi aham akgibhyñm (MG ak;z °) bhiydsam AG PG MG N In

the older language the form with i is commoner than that with z
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matravarunau 4ronthhydm (KSA °ne) TS KSA
Aronibhydm (TS °ni °) scald TS KSA
yakQmam 4rontbhydm (ApMB °mi , v 1 °nt °) badsaddt RV AV ApMB

ya° bhasadyam 4rontbhydm badsadam AV

2 t stems of uncertain quantity
§190 So far we have dealt only with what we believe to have been

onginally short t stems, attracted towards i declensions The reverse
process is at least equally common, especially with devi nouns, but also
with vrki and monosyllabic (Art) types The confusion is in a few cases
so old and profound that we really do not know which is original
Thus the question of takari or °rz is left doubtful by Wackernagel
(3 p 186), and we can add nothing to his statement except that, in the
following variant AVPpp , according to Roth, has femora
ve le bhtnadmt takarim (KS °rim, AV mehanam, Ppp taganm [Roth])

AV TS KS ApS
§191 The most familiar case of this sort is the notorious of actin

or °dhi Lanman (NI 371) classified it doubtfully as a devi noun
Wackernagel (3 p 186) contents himself with stating the broad facts,
as follows the sing (lacking in RV family books) has only z forme in
the Veda (to W's single exception from AV we

have i
can add another from

ApMB , §192) In the plural RV and AV forms except in the
nom (voc ), where ayas and is interchange Both types are found
later, but i forms predominate in classical Sanskrit

§192 Our variants from this stem are few except for the noni pl
We have noted only one ace sg and one dat pl
imam khandm,y osadhtm (ApMB °dhim) RV AV ApMB
osadhibhyah (SG °dhi °, ec namah) MG SG

§193 As to the nom pl , the forms ayas and is are not metrically
equivalent, and in metncal variants (which include all but one of those
here noted) this needs to he borne in mind In nearly all of them is
is the older form, historically, and in most it is also favored by the
meter As a rule later texts substitute eyes, often without any attempt
to patch the meter
yá osadhih (AV TS TB Kau PrtlntigU °dhayah) somarajñih RV AV

VS TS AB TB PrAnAgU Kau SMB GG KIG
yatrausadhih samagmata RV VS yad osadhayah samgachante (KS

sarnagmata) TS MS KS
yd osarlhih piirud Fdtdh RV VS KS SB SS ICS N ya osadhayah

prathamajdh MS KS MS MG ya )did osadhayah TS TB ApS
Note that MS etc by a further change make passable meter
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kit/pan/Am dpa oyadhayah (TS TB °dhih) VS TS MS KS SB TB
Here probably alias is original, tho poor metncally, and the sec-
ondary is is introduced to improve the meter

sani no bhavanty apa oyadhayah (AV °dhih) lush AV (bis) (Read
apa at 2 3 6, see Whitney's note) The meter is certainly better
with is

oyadhih prati modadhtiam RV VS oyadhayah prati modadhvam enam
(KS om enam, VS SB 'Avant (Lgriim clam) VS TS. MS KS SB
oyadhayah prati grbhnita VS VSK SB o,ndhayah prati grhnitdg-
nim (MS grbhni °) darn TS MS KS The RV is clearly old and
sound with oyadhih Most other texts, if really based on it substi-
tute oyadhayah, which spoils the meter, sonic try to patch it with
generally poor success

sam oyadhayo rase'na VS TS MS KS SB TB SS sam oyadhibhir
oyadhih VS SB Probably not real variants, both metncally
passable

oyadhayah (RV VS 'dhih) prdcucyavuh RV VS TS MS KS The RV
original is here rather poor metrically (Oldenberg suggests pra
acu °), and the change to -ayah was doubtless meant to improve it

zndrdgni dydvdprtluvi dpa oyadhih (KS `dhayah) 'IS KS sarydgni
dydvriprthiv/ uro sofa ikydpa oyadhayah MS Vocatives This is
the only prose variant, the isolated 'I'S is apt to be secondary

3 z forms from i stems

§194 The stein rdtri There is nu doubt that rdtri 'night' (Wacker -
nagel 3 p 185) was originally a devi noun, as it still is exclusively in RV
According to Wackernagel, KS also has only i forms except rdtrayah
which it uses exclusively for rdlrih in the nom pl , and a single case
of nom sg rritrih In the variants, as we should expect, older texts
in general show i forms, later ones i forms We find

§196 Noni sg in zs
lalo ralry (TA rata.) ajayala RV TA ManñnU Two mss of Mah$nU

rdtrir
rdtri (TB rdtri, KS v 1 rdlrih) sternum naJigyuye (KS t TB 'yi) RV

KS TB Voc in RV
sam rdtri (VS rdlrih, VSK TA rdtnh) prati dhiyaldm AV VS VSK

MS TA On VS see §206
§196 Ace sg in na (note preference of KS for im, cf Wacker -

nagel 1 e )
rdtrun -ratnm (MS KS SSB KS MG rdlrih- rdlrirn) apraydvam bharan-

lah AV TS MS KS SB KS MG
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anuvdat (etc , see VV 2 §255) rdtrtm (VS MS KS t rdtrtm) Jvnva
VS TS MS KS GB Vait

rdtnm (KSA rdlrim) pivasd TS KSA
rdtnm dhenum ivdyatim (AV updyatim) AV HO ApMB rdtrtm dhe°

ivd° SMB PG MG
rdtnnt (KS rdlrim) 3znva TS KS PB Vait,
ye rdtnm (KS rdfrim) anulisthantt (KS t °sfhatha) AV KS

§197 Nom pl in ayas
yds le rdlrilt (MS KS rdtrayah) satntar devaydnih TS MS KS Here

rdlrh. certainly makes better meter, hut is found only in TS ,
while MS KS (generally older than 1'S) agree un rdtrayah The
latter is the usual Vedic form (but no nom pl occurs in RV or
AV ), and is prescribed for the Veda by Pan 4 1 31

§198 The stem var, tri (ur vara', VV 2 §562) Like rata this is
originally a devi noun but shows z forms (Wackernagel 3 p 184), tho
only in texts of the Tait school among the variant.+ (cf §175a)

Acc sg in zm
vartiMtnt (KS t varutrirrt) tvastur varunasya ndbhzrn 1'S KS var trim

(eager varunasya ruibhtrn VS SB fvas(ur varutri.nt uaruna. +ya
ndbhzm MS

Nom pl in ayas
vari trayo janayas tvd detrzr TS variitri,s (vd

Wackernagel
(KS °iris lvd) dear vzsva-

detnydvatih VS KS SB 1 e suggests that core-
trayas is influenced by the adjoining Janayas But this will not
explain the other variants here

varatrir avayan KS varútrayas ttvavayan ApS
§199 Root i sterns, type sri Cf Wackernagel 3 p 187 Here

forms of the s type are rare We find two involving the nom sg (ore
of them, however, doubtful), and two the dative plural Again, as in
the prec Tait texts seem to favor short z
vesairir (TS °(,rer) asz TS KS GB PB Vast LS Wackernagel 1 e

suggests influence of the neighboring vasyas(ir asz in 1'S
acct., 1 (TS ApS "vat, MS °iris) ehandah VS TS MS KS SB ApS

The word is obscure and probably artificialVS Comm takes
"sayal as a cpd containing stem vayas It must certainly be felt
as nom sg , and so the other forms of the variant If they are
felt as containing the stem vi (in pada -vi etc ), the variation between
MS and TS would belong here

urea,o "eiuibityah seruinibhyul (VS TS °nibhyai) ca vo
shortening

name) VS TS
MS KS See VV 2 §527 and (for the same of the stern
in composition) §523
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namah hvanzbhyo (MS ',vane) VS MS KS rzamo mrgayubhyah
Svantbhya5 ca vo namah TS See VV 2 §528 Boehtlingk's postula-
tion of a stem Svanzn 'having dogs' is most implausible, particu-
larly in view of scrianzbhya. above

§200 Other .i stems (mostly of the devi type) show only sporadically
variant forms of the z declension among the variants We shall classify
them by case forms, first, nom sg in zit for i
prati tea parvati (TS TB °tir, MS KS MS parvati) vettu VS TS MS

KS gB TB MSS One ins of KS parvati
nanr asz VS TS MS SB TA MS nary as-i VS KS SB The stem

abhrir or bather almost always found in the context may have
caused form assimilation (Wackernagel 3 p 184)

snits ca hula ca nztatni ca MS ambit dula nztatnzr TS In AV
6 136 1 nitatni is the epithet of a plant, here of a brick The
chances are that the i stem is original

§201 The original type of the stem sdanibhanz ('ni) is variously
given Macdonell, VGr §375A3, implausibly think, that it is a cpd
of skambha and the root -noun ni We prefer to hold (a,th BR and
Wackernagel 3 p 183) that it is fern to EN skdmbhana If the accent
of VS VSK (skambhani', TS cat) is correct, the rule would require
vrki declension, so that in our variant VS would be regular, VSK
irregular KS has no accents in this mantra but in 2 7 accents skdrn-
bhani, which would suggest that the fern stem is a devi form In
either case fait texts have a shortening of the i, as seems to be their
tendency
diva (divas, divah) skarabhantr (VS SH 'air, VSK t KS t °ny) ass VS

VSK KS TS SB TB ApS In KS I 6 read +kambhany asz
dhdnyain asz, ace to note

for is
ou KS 31 5

§202 Nom pl in ayas or yas (On the endings is and yas in
the devi declension see §213 )
añyulayah Sakvarayo ea me yap-Lena kalpantrim VS :beer, añyu-

layo divas 1'S MS KS The form eakvarayo is likely to have
been influenced by the neighboring añrraiayah (Wackernagel 3
p 184)

devanarn patnir (VS patnyo, MS pal nay()) dis-ah (MS KSA f visah) VS
TS MS KSA The meter requires three syllables, patnayah is
otherwise familiar (Wackernagel 3 p 183 f )

naris (VS naryas) to pomace (VS patnyo) lome VS TS ICSA
mahanamni revatayah TS MS KSA ninhanñnznyo revat gait VS See

Wackernagel 3 p 184

dtia,i
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ß2O3 Instr pl in zbhzs for Ohs
bamibhzh iamyantu tvd VS szrnibhzh (KSA t ézmi °) .zmyantu tvd TS

KSA
ß204 Voc sg in e for z, among the vanants only by apparent assi-

milation to neighboring forms in e, as suggested for our first variant
by Boelitlingk ZDMG 52 81, Wackernagel 3 p 185 top
sara. vats nu (GG sarasvaty anis) manyasva GG KhG ApG HG In

preceding pods occur udite and arcumate., to which sarasvate seems
assimilated

sd tubhyam adite mahz (TS mahe) VS TS MS KS SB Again doubt-
less assimilation of mahe to adite

4 Interchanges between different i declensions

ß205 So much for variants between long and short z declensions
We now conic to variations between forms proper to different i declen-
sions, that is to the three types devi, vrki, and .iri We begin with

§206 Nom =g in i (of devi type) from vrki nouns In most of these
variants the Ti form is older, as we should expect Vrki nouns begin
to appear with noms of devi type, lacking ,, as early as RV itself
(Wackernagel 3 p 172)
adurnuingalah (AV °li, Ppp °14) patzlokam ú vz.,a (AV vzsemam) RV

AV Ppp SAID ApMB
guurir (AV gaur en, TB TA gnarl) rnzzrtri,ya salaam laksali RV AV

TB AA TA N
inivartipa Sabalzr (KS cavaly) agntketuh TS KS PG
sodas an TS MS ApS MS cznhy an VS KS SB KS sznhir (KS

sznhy fist
use

rdyaspo avartzh TS MS KS nnhiz (VS KS SB KS
situ /ty) neat mimeo VS TS MS KS SB MS KS staid- (KS
cznhy) nst. -voila svtiha TS MS KS sentry asz supra n anth
rayaspo,avaneh :walla VS SB soda. (VS KS SB cznhy) ass ddit-
yavanzh (MS adds sa jñtavenzh) (menu VS TS MS KS SB

mahzsti.r (KS °yy) asz TS MS KS MS On this see Lanrnan, NI 368
In RV the word is mdhisi, with accent and inflection of devi type,
in TS MS mahe í r, of vrki type KS accents ntuiuyy act, as if
of vrki type, but yet has the devi ending Wackernagel 3 p 179
distinguishes two words, mahz I' 'Buffelkuh', and nuz /tzsi 'Furstin',
the latter he separates entirely from manna and regards as fern
to campy mríhtytes This however seems forced In RV 5 25
7d (repeated elsewhere) ma/usi is commonly taken to mean 'she-

buffalo'
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samhitdsx vzávar77pi (TS AO °pth) VS TS AB AS ApSS As in the
KS form of the preceding, VS accents the word on the ending,
as if it were a urki form

phalgdr (KSA 'gar) lohztorni balakyi (VS pal °, KSA me valakeis) tdh
team vafyek VS TS MS KSA Von Schroeder emends KSA to
°krt, but since MS VS TS make the word oxytone (KSA has no
accents here), while the muse is paroxytone, it should belong to
the vrki declension KSA therefore has the correct form, which
should be kept

lam ruler (VS rdtrih, VSK TA rdtrth) prate dhIyalam AV VS VSK
MS TA Mahldhara and Griffith take rrilrih as plural, blithely
undisturbed by the singular verb with which it goes It is indeed
true that the preceding parallel Wit has chant 'days' as subject
(but with properly plural verb) The vrói nom sg of rata is here-
tofore unrecorded (even in Wackernagel 3 p 155) On mirth
see §195

§207 Nom sg in is (of vrki type) from (levi nouns Such forms are
much rarer, and generally dubious The first is the clearest variant,
and in it. Whitney calls summon/ in AV a 'blonder' This however
seems too drastic, especially since TB has the same form But it, may
be partly due to forni assimilation to hero deals preceding (subject of
sadantdrn, sarasvalih is included in the subject)
sa seat(ra (AV TB t °tih) svapasah sadantit (AV 'lam) RV AV VS

MS KS TB N Both edd of TB 'WI
samara,- abhthhiivuri (ApMB 'rile) 11V t ApMB t The ending may be

influenced by the preceding (ace pl I) sapalnir, so Winternetz,
p xxii

Carni (KapS eainya) le samdr;e vz.,°vam sets dheyiya (KS KapS dhoti/a)
lava vdmir (KS KapS vdm.y) anis ,'amrlr.st MS KS KapS velva-
sya to uzluavato veyntydvatah lavagne vdmir area sam.drle uzlva retáriat
dhtyiya TS t Keith's translation of TS is scarcely possible We
must apparently take cami vdmir as nom sg fern , and anis as
adverbial, dhd middle with relax, as commonly with garbharn
'Lovely in thy sight, may I receive all seed, lovely furthermore
(or, again) in thy sight', MS KS 'lovely in the sight of thee,
O Agni, that art all, possessest all, hast virile power, furthermore
may I receive all seeds', TS

bajdboyopakahnt HG khajapo 'jopakahnih ApMB In VV 2 §381 it
is suggested that ApMB may have a urki form But two good

alsomss read 'ni, which may well be intended A plural would
be conceivable
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.1208 The nouns sri and /aimed, noni eg Two variants in the same
passage concern there two words, the one a monosyllabic s stem, the
other ongmally a vrki noun, so that both should have noms in s, and
do so in Classical Sanskrit, where laksmi is the only vrki noun winch
regularly retains the old s ending This is undoubtedly due to the
influence of the synonym sri (Wackernagel 3 p 171 f) Nevertheless
the dean form, without s, of lakpni is known in the Veda (ibid p 175)
In the MahtnU form of the following variant not only is alaksmi read
without s, but it has etcn caused the neighboring kris) to lose its s,
producing a devi nom sg from a monosyllabic stem, which is nowhere
recognised in our grammars (cf Wackernagel 3 p 172) All mss of
Mallard! seem to agree, and the comm supports the form
trir me bhajuta TA Sri me bhajala MalitnU Followed by falaksmir

me avails TA alakimi me nasyata MahänU
§209 Dat sg in at (of (irvi type) from vrki and ri nouns The

devi ending in this and other oblique cases i well known as an alter -
',tile form in Classical Sanskrit with monosyllabic 7 stems So in the
Vedic vrki nouns, az may replace r, cf Wackernagel 3 kill The shift
has its phonetic aspect, on which see VV 2 §705 We find one or two
variants of each class
sukham mica: /a me yaz VS SB swam mesuya mesyaz (RV znccye)

RV VSK TS MS KS LS Ons ms of KS mesye It may be
noted that TS MS KS read megyaz, retaining the accent of

dcvimr,yc, while VS VSK SB accent nie,syaz, as is proper for a
form

vesa;rzyaz (LS 'ye) lva Vint LS Add to VV 2 §705
Sriyai (MG .rive) putraya vettavai (MG mane.) MG ApMB

§210 Abl sg in as (of vrki type) from devi noun Contrariwise, a
devi ,tent shows a vrki forni in the ahl sg in the following Strange
to ,ay, the irregularity occurs only in late sútra texts (to be sure, of
the 11V school, perhaps a hyper archaism')
ayusmcityd (AS SS °lya) Teo ma gata (Vast mupagdya, Kauf ma seas')

tantipat (SS °poll) samnah (AS Aetna nn om) TS AS SS Vait Kauf
ayugnuilyd reo mu Malts?. etc JB

§211 Lee sg in yam and i We find one stray .anal in which
AV shows i against RV yam Wackernagel 3 pp 168, 170, admits
only yam for devi nouns and only i for vrki nouns He does not allude
to this variant case, the stem occurs only here, so that there is no evi-
dence for its original declension On it cf Bloomfield, The Atharvu-
ieda p 49
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d (ryant (AV (14Cri) padam krauts agntdhdne RV AV MG The accent
is on the final in both RV AV

$212 Nom -ace dual in you (of vrki type) from devi nouns In this
case the original vrki ending began to displace the old i of devi stems as
early as AV and became universal in classical Sanskrit (Wackeruagel
3 p 175) As we saw above ( §185), it even affected sporadically short
t steins
ghrtaci silty dhuryau paters VS SB yhrtar-yau sl/w ya)antdzuasya dhur you

patant MS
peintre stho vaz,rnavyna (TB ApS 'vi) VS Sii TB ApS GG KhG

osadhya (I) van nave [from a stem] ,t Utah \iti
yaddrdghati (read yadd re) varadah Vait yadd rrakhotyau vadatah ApS

An obscure n pr
§213 Nom (voc ) pl yes (of vrki type) from deli nouns This

ending I exactly analogous to the dual ending just mentioned, origin-
ally peculiar to the vrki type, yes appears in ricin noun in AV and
becomes regular later Wackernagel 3 p 177 has noted many of our
variants After two consonants Jails often spelled tya.,, cf VV 2 §791
GIs dui devir (SMB MG devyo) prase (SMB BG °s(1) saw lay nah,

(PG vyayasva) SMB PG HG ApMB MG (In PG diele is to
he taken as ace VV 1 §70 )

ttsro salmis (KSA rohsnyo, ms ran ") va§ i mattrtyah (KSA "'runt') TS
KSA 1'o be added to VV 2 § §72g, 791

lasro mien(_ (KSA 'nano) tryavyas td vaaun.am TS ESA
when., (VS °nyas) tryavayo vare VS MS
pariratte (ESA 'oyes) Sara adttyananr TS KSA
anyatacnyo ntaztryah (MS 'air mattrih) VS MS
pñvanuinih (RVKh TB YI)I °nyah) pun.antu nah (trod, nui, tr) SV

RVKh TB MG VIII
(((iris (VS naryas) tr. palnayo (VS patnyo) lema VS 1'S KSA
devil vramrir as-ya bhuvanasya (TS t blydta.sya) prat llama, a rtdvarih MS

TA devyn vamryo (VSK vantrtyo) bhzitasye prathama)ri makhasya
vo 'dya .h,ro rridhyrisanr % S VSK SB Vote

torah sapa vital vatsvadevyah'I'S KSA stlpd vatsvadevih (VS °devyah)
VS MS t

mandndmni rrvetayah TS MS KSA mahrìnamnyo revelyah VS
tah pracya (Vait °yah, MS pracir) ujjtydhtre (KS t 'hire, Vait samp-

sores) Vait KS MS prricil copaydhtre ApS
phalavatyo (MS KSA °untie) na ofadhayah pacyantdm VS MS KSA

SB phalznyo na TS TB
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yasyd (RVKh VS yasydm emir) bahvyas tanvo vztanröthdh RVKh VS
MS yasyaz bahvis locum vitaprb(hdh TB

devdndm patnir (VS potnyo, MS patnayo) dash. (MS KSA f each)
VS TS MS KSA

ya deiftr antis abhzto dadanta AV yak ca and devyo 'ntrin abhzto MG
ya/ ra dcvir antdn ApMB HG yak ca devis teston (SMB devyo
antan) PG SMB See VV 2 §63

5 Other variants concerning z and i stems

§214 Stems in z and in Leaving now the interchanges between the
feminine z and i declensions, we take up next a few cases of apparent
confusion between z and in stems In the first two eases clear in sterns
are provided in secondary texts with nominatives in is, as if from z
sterns (cf Wackernagel 3 p 279 infra) In the other two cases here
quoted, contrariwise, the SV substitutes nommatives in i for RV zs,
the SV forms are taken by Benfey as from in stems
dürehetzh patatri vajinivan MS MG drirehettr zndrzydvan (PB t °yavdn)

patatri (PG °trzh) TS PB TB PG ApMB
tan no dank (TA dantih) pracodayat MS TA MahánU Stem denti

otherwise unrecorded
meth (SV °Si) pavase soma dharmabhzh (SV dharmand) RV SV

suparno avyathir (SV °thi) bharat RV SV Pan 3 2 157 records
avyethin

§215 Highly anomalous is the following gen pl mahzndrrz of VSK
If textually sound it must apparently be due to the influence of in
stems, even a short z stem of any gender should haz e i in this case
But since it seems necessary to take it as a feminine, its anomaly is
increased, for mahznaam could not pass for a gen pl fern even from an
zn stem
ma/timbre (VSK rnahznane) payo 'sz VS VSK TS KS SB KS ApS

MS SG

6 Alternative case endings within the same declension

§216 Instr sg I and yd We conic now to variants which show
different case endings within one and the same declensional type, that
is, cases in which no 'foreign' influence from a different z or i declension
is to he assumed And first interchange between the old instr ending i
and the later yd The first concerns a devi noun, the rest short z stems
aiuzbhyrim dugdham bhzgajd sarasvalyd (MS °soli) VS MS KS TB
aeztli yat (AV aczttyri cet) tava dharma yuyopzma RV AV TS MS KS
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yah samulhd ya dhuli (KS °tyd) RV KS AS AG
dvdbhydm zg(aye vi7tbatya (VS SB SS °Safi) ca AV VS MS SB TA

AS SS
dame -dame suavely (AV KS °tyd, TS °tir, MS °ti) tram +vane (TS

MS KS vdvrdhdnd, AV udurdhaiuzu) AV TS MS KS AS SS
The AS SS reading is corrupt TS sug(utir is ace pl , MS
sugtuti may be a dual adj , but may equally well be taken as
instr sg

§217. Instr sg z and ya See Lanman NI 380 for the conditions
under which z normally appears, namely at or near the end of a pdila
We find variants only of svastz with °tyd The former is original in
the first, and probably in the second, in the latter, however, it is adver-
bial and need not be felt as mstr Cf Wackernagel II 1 p 123, III
p 146 supra
sans siirzbhzr maghavan (RV MS KS hanvah, AV t /gasman) sam

svastyd (RV wash) RV AV VS TS MS KS SB TB
tena yantu yajamdndh svasti MS tenaztu yajamdnah ewers (KS ApS

°tyd) TS KS (both) ApS
§218 lnstr sg and from fern nouns, and yd from masc nouns

Here we find two cases (the first in the list) in winch nouns which are
regularly fern have the masc ending and, and conversely two nouns
usually masc have the fern ending ya To be sure ya was not origin-
ally restricted to the fem, and Wackernagel 3 p 147 regards MS
kzkzdivya in our third variant as older than the RV °ulna To us this
seems most unlikely, it is rather a late and secondary i.onfusion, either
of form or of gender (on change of gender see § §783 -802)
pretzna dharmand (MS pretya dharrnane) dhormom Iona VS MS SB
vrkgam zvasanya (HG °nznd) jakz AV HG
cagona kakzdivsna (MS 'divyd) RV VS MS KS
manual (KS manya) ru pans TS KS KSA

§219 The stem pats shows patina, patch, and patyd, patyuh, the
latter two under the influence of nouns of relationship, cf Whitney
Gr §343d, Wackernagel 3 p 142
upa prete marutah suddriava (KS suatavasa) end

svatavasa end
talpatzndbhy annum

rdydnam TS KS prete marutah vzspatydmunz raja -
nam abhz MS MS

agne grhapate sugrhapatzr ilium tvayd (with varr) grhapatina (VSK
'patyd) bhzìydsam VS VSK 'l'S MS KS SB SS ApS Kane

sugrhapatzr maya Nam (with varr ) grhapatina (VSK °trod) bhaydh, same
texts
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Juy(o vacaspataye (MS 'patch, KB S`S 'patch, TB °patyuh) TS MS
KB GB JB A3 SS Vart KS

zlo mukszya ma patch AO mrtyor mukfiya rrid patyuh MS polo
muñcatu and patch PG t

§220 Lac sg in z i Despite Wackernagel's scepticism (3 p 155),
which admittedly has much justification, we are inclined to hold that
upasruti in the following is a loe , and probably upshots also, tho we
have suggested the possibility of taking it as an adverbial (quasi- neuter)
arcirs (VV 2 §525)
agar tram eziktavdg asy upabruli (MS °h, TB upalreto) divas (TB

divah) prthzvyoh MS SB TB AS SS
§221 Loe sg in a au On the original distinction see Wacker

nagel 3 p 152 f au belongs to the position before a pause (contrary to
the usage in the nom -acc dual, §12B), and internally before a vowel
(being then represented by d before u vowels, av before others, in RV
SV VS for other schools see VV 2 p 414), while a occurred before a
following consonant Among the variants we find the shift only inter-
nally before a consonant Generally speaking late and secondary texts
substitute au for original ñ
rtasya pond mantra ahetata RV rtasya yonau manna agrbhnan (TS

KS ApMB ahinvan) 1'S MS KS ApMB
aya(h)sthdnam (TS °ndv) uditau (RV °tri) sdryasya RV TS MS KS
siren yens (SV yonau) rane$v a RV SV
utoditd (AV °tau) maghavan suryaeya RV AV VS TB ApMB
sand nu. pond (SV yonau) kalaleeu .Odors RV SV
devo nardhanso 'gnaw (SS t 'grid) va. +uvane AS AS
and (SV VS ratan) vdjasye kdravah RV AV SV VS TS MS KS

ApS MS
[nui trd

TS
ru kran piirvaczto (AV 'mild, MS 'cittau) nikdrznah AV VS
MS KS The accent of AV pzi'rvacu td corresponds neither

with pdrvarlto nor with pzirvaciltau Following p p it is usually
taken as nom pl for °sand, a poor substitute for 'cito But the
MS reading suggests that the p p may be wrong and a lac
intended I

§222 Nom -acc sg
i steins

neut in im No grammar recognizes the neuter
ending zn from except for the pronoun kern (see e g Lanman
NI 377, Wackernagel 3 §72) But TS TA agree on error on in the
following, which can be notlung else It is of course due to the analogy
of a stems, and perhaps to the direct suggestion in the following and
parallel adjectives dyumnam (TS KS satyam) citralravastamam

-

,

,
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no (TS MS KS TA gravo) dcvasya mama (TS TA 'am) RV VS
TS MS KS TA

[má me hardy (MS hárdam) M (MS dads) vadhih TS MS But here
the different, masculine stein hardy would be meant, if MS really
intended hardam (three nisi hardy)

§223 Alternative wnting of ay and y in stem final of i and a stems
This purely phonetic matter has been treated in VV 2 §§788 -792 and
need not be discussed here, as it does not really concern inflection

]
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CHAPTER VI

LONG AND SHORT U STEMS

¢224 The conditions here are different from those of the z and i
stems in several respects In the first place, there seems to have been
no ti declension originally corresponding to the devi type Stems in ti
were either declined like vrki (polysyllabic stems, type 'anti) or like Ori
(monosyllabic stems, type bhú) Forms analogous to devi begin to
occur quite early, to be sure, in the case of 'anti nouns, as early as the
RV itself But these are rare in RV and are to be regarded as sec-
ondary This analogical influence, incidentally, never extended to the
nom sg , which in ti stems always ends in s, even in later Sanskrit
In oblique cases of the sing it is extended also to ti fenunines, as in the
t declension

ß225 As in the case of z and i stems, there is considerable inter
influence between long and short u stems But here the matter is
complicated by a tendency which manifests itself quite early (already
in RV) to develop a parallelism between mast and neat stems in
short u and corresponding ferns in ú (See Wackernagel 3 § §66b, 68b,
101) This appears both with u and ti stems The former are origi-
nally of common gender, and remain optionally so thruout the history
of the language, the fern stern may he like the mast But ti nouns
are mostly fern to begin with Hence at an early time adjectives in u
(a very common type) tend to develop ferns in ti, by the side of those
in u, or also in vi (following the devi type, see below, §297) Conversely
root stems in ti when used in composition, and even derivative (fern )
nouns of the fanti type when so used, begin very early to develop masc
and neat forms in short u We have noted above ( §178, end) a single
variant which seems to show a like tendency in i stems, which has
heretofore not been noticed But adjectives in z were always relatively
rare, and probably for this reason such a tendency never acquired much
scope, whereas the very frequent u -stem adjectives afforded a wide
field for its development Hence, in distinction from the interchange
between z and i stems, that between u and ti stems is usually found to
be connected with this distinction of gender More concretely, it most
commonly means that an original u stem shows fern forms alternatively

90
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with tI for u, or an onginal ti stern shows maim or neut forms alter-
natively with u for a To be sure, there are cases which go beyond
these limitations For instance, even uncompounded u ferns show
forms of the u declension (Wackernagel 3 §101a, and §232 below)
And root - nouns, and even other nouns, in short u sometimes follow the
si declension even in the masc , or otherwise avoid the short u inflection
0227 ff ), these u forms are however regularly secondary in the variants
containing them

1 ú forms (normally fern ) from original u stems

§226 We shall begin with interchanges between long and short u
forms, and first with stems which (at least as masculines or neuters)
are originally short u stems The u forms which occur are normally
fern but occasionally secondary texts show them in masc forms

§227 Nom sg in a, from u stems The first variant concerns a
fern adjective, so that u is as normal as short u The others, however,
are masc , the v, is here clearly secondary, the older form being u
phalyiir (NSA °gur) lohttarni balaktiri (with vary §206) eah taarasuatgeh

VS TS MS NSA
Sundhyur (VS TS 'yur) ass márjdliyah VS TS MS KS PB SS
evesyur (VS SB °yiir) ass duvasvdn VS TS MS KS PB SB SS MS

v 1 'yur
§228 Noni sg in us varying with at As stated by Whitney, Gr

§345, roots in u when used as root -nouns generally take a root.- deter-
minative t Forms declined as simple u stems occur, indeed, in the
oldest language (Wackernagel 3 §66b), but are rare However, instead
of adding t, sometunes root -nouns of this type show forms of the u
declension Given the rarity of root -nouns in u, without added t, it
is nut unnatural that the very familiar root -nouns in u should affect
forms from u roots We thus have a few variants in winch a nom in
ut varies with one in as In every case it seems that the variant
originally had ut, and that 'as is secondary All are masculine The
first two variants should he added to VV 2 §554
deva&rud owls, pravape MS MS deva.lrtir elan. pravape TS HG
devasrul town deed glum demo devin pins (MS yharma devin paps

tapoidn) VS MS SB deva&rus team deva gharma devin pain TA
ApS

havaru.srun (TB hdvana.;rur) no rudreha bodhs RV TB
§229 Nom pl in (u)vas from u stems (The ending is doubtless

always to be pronounced uvas, on the writing vas uvas cf VV 2,
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§§78& -93) The first three vanants concern feminine adjectives, where
the ú form causes nu difficulty In the others the proper masc form
tripanyavas of RV is changed to °yuvas in SV The latter form occurs
in RV but only as a fern This change has a phonetic aspect, cf VV 2
§§601 -4, and below §231 It is shown in VV 2 1 c that SV prefers u
for a before v
virudhah parayctnvah (TS MS KS °navah) RV VS TS MS KS N
tasya praja apsaraso bhiruvah (MS bhiravo nama) TS MS
sumndyuvah (KS ° yavas) sumnydya summum (KS °nyarn) dhaUa MS KS
tad vcprdso vipanr /avah (SV °yuvah) RV SV VS NrpU VñsuU

SkandaU ArurtU MuktiU
la vast 1jirbhir inpanyavah (SV °yuvah) RV SV

§229a Once, in a fern vnc pl of a cpd of kratu, the RV has
- kratvas (Wackernagel III §78), for which KS has the more regular
- kratavas, while MS KapS substitute a sing - krato (still fern not
rnase , cf Oertel 74)
adhri. ('l'S MS atha) fatakratvo (KS t 'kratavo, MS t KapS "krato)

yuyam RV VS TS MS KS KapS SB
§230 Instr -dat -abl dual in uhhydoi from u stern The variants

concern the stem haros Wackernagel 3 p 54 f explains the it as
dented from the nom dual hand, but cf §189 above, where similar
forms from i sterns are mentioned We prefer to regard these cases
u of the same sort as other long -vowel forms in short -vowel declensions
i lnly TS has d, cf §175a
hanabhydnr (KSA haws') sahibs TS KSA TB ApS
hanubhyani (TS hams°) stew. bhagavah VS TS MS KS

2 u forms (normally masc -neut ) from original d stems

4231 Among the variants occur chiefly compounds of monosyllabic
('radical.) nouns in original d, in addition there is one case of tanuh
arying with tandh, in which the former is clearly secondary (cf Wacker -

nagel 3 p 194), and one of a compound of this stem, a masc adjective
ui which oh (two text,) varies with dh (one text, cf void ) Nearly all
the foams are of masculine or neuter gender, as is to be expected Only
three cases are represented nom sg dat. sg , and nun pl In the
two latter the phonetic moment of a u before e plays a rôle, sec
VV 2 § §601, 604, and above §229

§232 Nom sg in us from d stems Besides the two cases of lane
just mentioned, the variants chiefly concern compounds of bluff, and
are of muse gender

N

,
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roam to yairityd taniih (VSK tanuh) VS VSK SB ApS %yam (VS AB
e,a) to ukra tanúr VS TS MS KS SB ApS MS

agne sadaklah satanur (KS f °ndr) M badtvd TS KS apish sudakfah
sulanur he badtvd MS Masc adjectives

ñbhur (MS KS (ibhor) asya nwattgathth (VS °dhth) VS TS MS KS
Masc

kambh:ir (KS °bhur) mayobhiir ahhi ma vdht svñhd VS TS MS KS SB
Masc , note retention of si in rrtayobadr in KS

vibadr (PB v:bhur) as: pravñhanah VS TS MS KS PB SS MS t
HG Masc

utbhtir (KSA vtbhur) mritrd prabadh (KSA prabhuh) dung vs 'TS MS
KSA SB TB ApS MS Masc

sutnnafuir (KS *f 'hurl yalña (TS yuyño devdn) d cu vakgut VS TS
MS KS KapS AB MS Oertel 139 Add to VV 2 §554

btttpac chilyo;fhah Stltbhrus (KSA t °bhrds) TS KSA :Masc Add
to VV 2 §554

§233 lint sg in ave from u stems Only in muse and neut come
pounds of hha The writing ave for ve concern), phonetics, sec VV
2 §759
abhibhuve (MS abhtbhve, KS abhibhave) coal, VS MS KS TB ApS
vrbhuve (KS t vibhave, MS vtbhve) svdlui VS MS KS 'l'B ApS
sainvcSdyupavcSaya 'hhibituve (M 'bh:bhavc ) teal. KS MS

ar:,fyd avyathyat 'bhsbhuve svand KS Add to VV 2 §604
§234 Nom pl to avas from -a steno: In compounds of monosyllabic

stems
íttibhravo (MS °bhruvo) vasdruim VS MS Cf last variant to prec

but one
samudrarn viii : ubbrah irri abht; ayah RV .samudra:n na suhavant (AV

subhuva.), TB Poona cd . wool) taslhtninnarn AV TB ApS
rnahr,arn nah subhvanr laslhunin'ern MS l'pp reads as MS except
subhavas, for which Barret emends .vubhuvar,, suggesting also

as well
sre-

bhuvarn ()TAOS 35 46), subhavas would do perhaps as su-
bhuvas, alt.ho the AV comm understands. the word as fern (if the
nom is to be retained it iE, not clear what it refers to, so that the
gender is uncertain, in RV , perhaps nut a real anant of this
passage, subhvah is fern , the ace form must be muse )

3 Influence of dev; declension on u and d steins

§23b This has been discussed above in §225 The variants are
mostly ú stems of the land type, to loch are added one or two short u
stems (On fern adjectives in vi see §297 )

§
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§236 Acc sg tanúm tanvam Only this stem vanes in the aoc ag
tantIm is not Rigvedic
mantra pron. datvya dpa undantu te tantim (VSK tanvam, the IatA-

ptìtlia has tantim) dtrghdyutvaya carcase VSK KS PG
auayd fanes tanvam azrayet AV wane pat tantim tanvam airagata MS

AA AS SS ava gat tarn/ tanvam azraynta KS KSA svdydm pat
tanvam (TS tanuvdm) tans va azrayata TS KS

na te tantim tanvd sum paprcyam AV na va u te tanvd tanvam (AV te
tantine toned) sain paprcpam RV AV

§237 Dat sg in vat from 11 stems (tanú type), cf VV 2 §705 To
these cases are to be added those in which the form in vat is used in the
sense of a genitive and varies with vas They are grouped m §144
ham v astu tanvat Lava VS Sum u te tame (TS tawny) bhuvat TS KSA

ham astu tape mama AV In VS the svarita accent is retained
io Muesli

ham (okapis tenace (SMB tanvat) syon aie TS TB ApS SMB PG
sanzuehanas tanuvat (SV KS MS tame) carur edhi SV KS TB TA

ApS MS In the accented texts (TB 'l'A) the svarita accent of
tanvd is retained in tandem

kuhuat (KSA kuhve) trapo 'runaiteih TS KSA Von Schroeder emends
KSA to kuhvaz TS accents kuhvdi, a e with the svarita of kuhvd

§238 Dat sg in vas from short u stems One variant from the fern
noun 3ivatu The others are infinitives in (twat Lave Sec above,
§183 We do not think it likely that the infinitive ending Lavas is really
due to the direct influence of the devi declension, it is hardly likely to
be a feminine form at all But as it is externally similar to these forms,
it seems that such variants must be included here (NB By an incom-
prehensible and most deplorable slip, VV 2 §705 records the variant
aunavai °ve in hakraya su° tva RV JB as a dative form ]Also
tndraya su° tua in the same passage should have been quoted ] The
form is of course a 1st sg sub( , and might have been noticed in VV 1
§26, but sunaue is doubtless a bad reading, if not a phonetic simplifica-
tion, Oertel JAOS 18 28 reads as RV )
apnea Lud matrayd jivdtave TS KS apnea Iva mdtrayd jzvdtvaz

MS
datiamdsydya soma (HG °vat) ApMB HG Also da.4ame mesa sataue

RV etc
havydyasmai vodhave (KS °vat) jdtavedah TS MS KS Kaué
Wise putraya vettsavaz (SB BrhU vittaye, KS t kartuve, MG kartavaz,

v I °ue) KS SB TB BrhU ApS ApMB HG MG
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§239 Abl ag m vas from ti stem (tams)
agne yan me maori (TS lanuda) dream (SS yan ma anam lamas) tan

VS TS SB SS PG van me agna Hosea Canvas tan MS KS
The accented texts (VS TS SB ) retain the svanta accent of the
older lande (TS tanúva)

§240 Loc sg io dare from zI stem (tend)
seam yat fanny. tannin! azrayata MS AA AS SS stayd foam tanvam

azrayat AV sea yat land tanvam azrayata KS KSA sudyam yat
tanvam (TS tanuvdm) loam azrayata TS KS As aline, the
svanta accent is retained in accented texts (TS tanuvdm)

fatty.. teanvn (RV land) RV ApMB MG Knauer mistakenly
regards Moan as a 'shortening' of tanvam, but see VV 2 §308 ]

§241 Nom pl in d3 from (fern of an) u stem
manila vatrih ,fundhydr (KS 5ztndhyuvo) ajzrah TS KS Nom pl fern

adjective, the ending us is anomalous in either u or ti stems, and
is clearly due to the analogy of devi forms, more specifically, to the
parallel is (and as ?) forms in the context

4 Alternative case endings H it hin the sanie declension

§242 We come now to forms which can hardly be said to be due to
any known 'foreign' influence, at least within historic tunes, that ts,
venant forms both of which may he called props.- to one declension,
so far as the usage of our texts goes Cf the similar e and i forms,
§ §216 ff

§243 Instr sg und and ed One variant of mad hu, see Lanman NI
409, Wackernagel 3 p 146, and next section
krrztiam rihantz madhunabhy (SV madhvdbhy) añjale RV AV SV

§244 Abl sg os and vas The variants concern madhu and vase,
for both of which the regular forms in RV are madhvah, vasvah (Wacker
nagel 3 §75a note, cf §69e) In all the variants RV shows these
forms, while later texts substitute madhoh, vasoh, µhuh are rare in RV
but regular litter
madhvah (SV madhoh) pavanta urmayah RV SV
madhvah. (SV madhoh) pavo'va dharaya RV SV
madhvah (SV madhoh) pzbantz gauryah. RV SV AV MS
madhvah (VS * MS SB TA LS madhoh) pzbatam ahead RV VS

(both) MS SB TA AS SS` LS
madhvas (AV SV madho5) cakana5 carom madaya AV SV AS SS
mods (SV madho) rasam sadharnñde RV SV
ed u madhvo (SV PB madhor) madzntaram RV AV SV PB AS SS
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vasvah (TB TA MahAnU wank) kuvtd vandtt nah RV KS TB TA
MahánU

valor vaso purusprhah SV vaso vasvah purusprhah RV
§245 Loe sg in w to (mu), and in in rit

srtcriva ghrtam ramviva (TB ApS canal tea) somah RV VS MS KS
TB ApS The loe of this word is otherwise rasa in RV The
isolated camel, is parallel to and perhaps influenced by sruciva,
cf Wackernagel 3 p 188 Yet the similar lanai is regular

na dhuasmrinas tanvt (TS (anew) repo a dish RV TS
§246 Loe sg in a au Wackernagel 3 p 153 says that a for au

m u stems is not pro%ed, despite the frequent occurrence of it in the
parallel form of t stems, he denies various cases which have been sug-
gested He says nothing about the form sumnai/d, which seems to us
a more likely instance than any other This isolated form is commonly
considered an instrumental, from an otherwise unknown stern sumnayd
It occurs only once in RV (In the variant here quoted, 10 101 4),
and the AV variant has surnnayou AV 7 55 1 has sumnayd (the
only occurrence in

notes
AV and apparently the only other one anywhere),

and Whitney that there a locative seems required To us it
seems almost certain that sumnayd is lac to the familiar stern sumnayu
Render 'the wise (knees span the yokes etc ) before the gods, before
(presumably = for the benefit of) the pious man '
dhird deveju (KS "tridraya) sumnayd (AV °yau, VS sumnayd) RV AV

VS VSK TS MS KS (his) AB
§247 Num ace sg neuter in u ai This is regarded by Shacker-

nagel 3 §72 as a
ti

matter of rhythmic lengthening, the padaprithas have
in fact u for Only one variant has been found (cf VV 2 §555)
sa hr purrs (SV puns) rid Q7asa vanckncatd RV SV

§248 Nom ace pl neuter in u tint ( ti)
vtsva vaso (TS ApMB vastinz) (lac/hire varyanz RV VS TS KS ApMB

(KS v I vasti ) The meter is better in the original form, vastint,
the later and secondary reading, makes the cadence difficult

]sari grbhaya parti (TB aura, Poona ed pura) .Said RV AV MS
KS TB ]

§249 Loe sg in earn ('r) vain One variant contains a form much
can only be intended as a locative of ¿anal, and which appears according
to well- established tradition as tanvam in two sútra texts, while a third
has the regular tanvam Culanil in his translation of ApS adopts tan-
vam from MS , we should probably follow hunt but for the fact that AS
certainly read tanvam, as well as ApS (the AS comm repeats the form),
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this seems to us to make it certain that the form tanvam is no mere
scribal error The preceding adjective to vabhrte, which can only modify
tanvam, makes it equally certain that the form is meant as a locative
No such form, with short a before m, is recognized in any grammatical
authority We know of only one other place at which it might with
some plausibility be assumed, this is AV 19 37 2, carat d dhehs me
lanudm, here SPP reads tanvam with the comm and one ms , cf Lan -
man, Nlnft 412 Another way out in this case would be to take tanvam
as acc (cf §380, and on two accusatives with verbs of placing §535)
(Lanman 1 c mentions also AV 19 55 3 lanudm, suggesting that lanudm
be read, but here the acc is quite possible as object of pu?ema) While
we have no explanation for the form, we find it impossible to deny that
at least in the ApS AS forni of the following variant, and perhaps also
m AV 19 37 2, tanvam is used as loc sg of /anti
pra)dpater us4vabhrts tanvam (MS 'yam) hutam an xudhri (AS omits

Fvñhi) AS 3 11 11 (omitted in Conc) ApS MS 'Thou art
offered in the all sustaining body of Prajgpati'

§249a On Rimini Inc sg , for (anti, see VV 2 §308
§250 Voc sg neuter u o In one variant this shift occurs, cf

Wackernagel 3 §77, Whitney §3381i, where VSK uru should be added
to the small stock of voc newt forms of the u declension We may
note that AV TS have this pAda in nominative form ( uru antarek-
yam), and VSK may possibly have been influenced thereby (a sort of
blend of the two readings) But VV 2 §912 is wrong in calling VSK
'illogical'
dyduñprthua uro (VSK t urv) antarskya VS VSK MS KS TB

§251 Alternative writing of us and v in stem final of u and ti declen-
sions As in the similar case of sy y ( §223), we refer to VV 2 § §788 -93
for this phonetic or orthographic question
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CHAPTER VII

R STEMS AND CONSONANT STEMS

1 Stems in r

§252. Most of the few variants concerning this declension are cases
of genitive plurals In this case -form TS lias only short r (Keith,
HOS 1g, cell, cxlvm), the variants show the same form sporadically
in TA and MS It should be noted that ApS according to Garbe's
text (which reports no vanants) fails to follow TS in this respect in
its two variants Is this due to editorial carelessness?
avdve4o 'ay agregd netrnim (TS nett) TS MS KS agrenir asst svdveia

unnetTndm VS SB Three mss of MS also netT
dkhuh kale to pityndm VS VSK MS pdñktrah (but sec VV 2 §418)

kale to pstrndm (KSA t pstr) TS KSA
pstfruim (TS f MS pztr) ca manrnabhth RS VS TS MS KS SB LS

Kau8 N
pstj'ndm (TS pair °) sadanam ass TS ApS
deeded'," tvd 1s/4-swim (ApS purr ° °) anumato Marten: Ñakeyarn TA ApS
yd no dadas &ravanam pstfn!m KS sa no daddy .`,ravanam pslrnam

(TS putt) TS MS AS SS N
dhdta dhdtfridsn (TS t Aden bhuvanasya yes patch RV TS KS
prajananam vas pralsy(ha pstridm (TA Poona ed pstr °, v I pstr)

TA MahgnU
astdvy agnsr narrim (MS nrndm) auáevah RV VS MS Both these

genitives of nr arc Rigvedic
§253 In strong case forms of nouns of relationship, Tait texts twice

present the vnddhi instead of the guns grade in compounds (cf Wacker -
nagel 2 1 §43a)
sudakfa daksapstard (TB °pstdrd) RV TB
ye devd manacled (MS KS MS manu°) audak. a daksapstaras (TS t

° taras) TS MS KS BDh ViDh
§254 The gen -hie dual ending roe is regularly pronounced dissyl-

labically (as uros or roe't Wackernagel 3 §113) The TB reading of the
98
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following seems to be an attempt to do justice to this pronunciation,
see VV 2 §368
asatnmrsfo japan mdlroh (TB tndtrvoh) 3uczh RV TB

2 Consonant stems variant ablaut forme
§266 We find first a group of cases concerning real or apparent

variation in ablaut grade of consonantal stems Most often the vowel a,
of normal (guna) grade, varies with rì which on its face is vriddhi grade,
tho it may be actually due to secondary analogy of one sort or another
The same guna form in a may also vary in weak cases µith zero grade
We begin with a case of nom sg man of a stem in -sad, lengthened
to -sad in two texts It has been noted in VV 2 §499 that the grani-
mars do not recognize ablaut in this stem
to va aid dakstruzsat (AB AS ''scat, SA dakytnatah, LS daksznadhak) VS

MS AB SB TA AS AS LS ApS
§266 And once we find what appears to be lengthening of the a in

the nom of a participial stem in ant If correct, this would doubtless
be caused by the analogy of mint and vani stems But it or curs in an
unpublished part of MS and is suspicious (VV 2 §503)
anadvdns lapyate vahan (MS talpate vahan) ApS MS Note anadvdtts

in the same pods
§257 Nom -ace neuter forms are normally made from the weak stem,

but occasionally strung forms are found by analogy with the muse
The variants contain two compounds of pad appearing in RN' regularly
as pad, but in later texts as pad, and one case of an s stern See Wacker
nagel 3 pp 235, 288
drnpac estop. (AV Ppp VS Kaué tenpin catuspad) amuiAam RV AV

Ppp VS VSK TS Kau:
demur catu,pad (SV dinpdc catuspdd) (triton ßV SV
yacha tzah Sarnia saprathah (VS KS TA Aph AphlB HG °tiulh) RV

VS MS KS TA ApS SMB HG ApMB N yachdsmzz Sarnia
saprathah AV TS That s stems occasionally show nom ace neut

228, andforme in as is certain (Lawman 560, Wackernagel I c ,

cf next variant) Since saprathas is a standard epithet of .carman,
it seems best to take it so here in all texts, tho it would be possible
to understand saprathds as a fern , agreeing with the subject of
yacht!, the earth (so apparently Keith on TS ) Cf VV 2 §502

[3artna (TA 'ma) saprathd dvrne KS TA sarma yachdtha saprathah
AV But all mss of AV 'shah, which should be read, VV 2 §5021

§258 The ace sg of masc s stems normally has short a But in
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one variant the KS me reading shows d Wackernagel 3 p 182 denies
this lengthening to other s stems than wax, and von Schroeder emends
the KS to short a, but cf Whitney §415b, 2, 3 We see no reason for
refusing to recognise the KS form with d, tho we do not doubt that
it is analogical and secondary, it may be metn gratia, see VV 2 §502,
In/gm agntm alzlhzm suprayasam (KS °ydsam) RV KS

§269 The stem ayas normally shows no ablaut, the d being always
long In some secondary texts, however, weak case forms are made
with short a, on the analogy of as stems So Newer, ZWbch d RV
e

p
v , convincingly Geldner, VS/ 3, 122, n 5, and Wackernagel 3
282, derive the form ayasd from the different stem ayas, 'iron',

which in some occurrences seems to us clearly impossible
ayasd maned dhrtah ApS ApMB HG ayasd manasd (AS vayasd)

kTlah AS SS Kau Cf aleo ayasd hay yam ühzpe, with variants,
below §416, and VV 2 §502

§260 The stem man regularly has no vriddhi in its strong cases
But occasionally, by analogy with other n stems, such forms as vrpdnas
occur ( Wackernagel 3 p 267)
u rpanah (TB urpdnah) samtdhimahz RV AV SV TB SB Both

nom pl
§261. The stem ap, dp, 'water', regularly has spas in the nom and

opas in the ace , but the two are occasionally interchanged The
variants show one such interchange in the acc , the only recorded variant
for the nom is due to an editorial error
apo (RV AS apo) adydnu acdr-zpam RV VS MS KS SB AS LS MS

MG ApMB Note that RV itself has ape as ace
Pam no bhavanty dpa opadhayah (apa opadhzh) .-tvdh AV (both) So

RWh , but dpa is an emendation, withdrawn by Whitney in his
translation The word is apa both times, tho nom , VV 2 §498
suggests metrical shortening ]

§262 In compounds of han, we find the strong stem -han instead
of the weak -ghn in the ace pl cf Wackernagel 3 p 328
rakpoghrw (MS MS add vo) valagaghnah prokadmz vai,navdn MS KS

ApS MS rakpohano (VS SB add vo) vatop :Mona/ proksdmz
uat snaudn (ApS 't uazprtavarn) VS VSK TS SB ApS (bis)

rakpoghno valagaghrto 'minted= (and, 'vastrndmz) vat4-navdn KS (bis)
rakpohano (VS SB add vo) valegahano 'vastrruimz vazsnavdn VS
VSK TS SB

§263 In a single variant ApMB may possibly show a nom pl magic
form of a participle with weak instead of strong stem, a kind of con-
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fusion which is more extensively found in Praknt That a nom is
intended seems to us virtually certain (cf the following uksamdndh
which is perfectly parallel) To be sure the state of the text of ApMB
is such that almost anything is conceivable, cf Winternitz xvii And,
as W suggests, the true reading might be vahato uksamdridns, with
both epithets acc going with grhdn in the first pâda
tram vahanto (ApMB vahato, MG vahanti) ghrla »t uktamandh AS ApS

AG SG ApMB MG trans vahantah sumanasyamanah. HG
§284 Finally, from man/ and vant stems are occasionally formed

nom -acc pl neuter forms with lengthened d Among the variants
they occur only in RV and are replaced in SV by the 'regular' forms
with short a Cf Whitney §454c (the statistics are incomplete), and
Wackernagel 3 p 258 f
ava deem., ghrlavanit sida (SV °vanes rubs) RV SV
mtteva sadrna palamantz (SV °manes) hold RV SV part sadmeva pa3u-

mantt hold RV

3 Intennfluence of stems in vant, vans, (v)as, van

§285 The similarity in form and meaning between formations of
this sort lias led tu various confusions, some of which established them-
selves as regular elements in Vedic declension This is most strikingly
true of the vocative forms of vant and vans stems (Wackernagel 3
pp 258, 301) It must be assumed that the original vac endings were
van and vas respectively But in the Rigveda vas is used almost exclu-
sively from vani stems, by analogy with the vans stems Conversely,
in later Sanskrit, beginning with the AV , van is

which
used in the vuc of

vans stems, by analogy with the vane stems in post -RV times
had this ending, the analogy was assisted by the nom sg masc van,
which coincided with the ending of vent stems We find a considerable
number of variants between vocatives in vas and van from vani stems,
and one (the first) from a vans stem In all cases where the chronology
is clear, vas is the older reading
hotad czkstvo (AV °van.n) avrnimahiha RV AV
harsarnandso dhrizta (TB slit) marulvah RV TB N haryanidnd

hrótlaso marulvan AV (Ppp also °/van )
ramas te astu bhagavah (GB MG °van) VS TS MS KS GB TA MG

flamas le bhagavann astu VS
agrid3t patnivan (VSK t agrie vakpatns, MS KS MS poems ten, TS

putniva3h) sayúr devena (MS KS weds) VS VSK TS MS
KS SB

,
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ye to earns. (KS °Rann) drmayah RV TS MS KS N
vtávd hi maya avast svadhávah (SV °van) RV SV TS MS KS TA N
aam súribhir maghavant (RV MS KS hartuah, AV human() sain

imago (RV smuts) RV AV VS TS MS KS SB TB
Amnia adttyatita to aontappithas TS KS troasvann (VSK °van) ddr-

tyatya to somapithah VS VSK MS AB MS
ditto _Note (and, jyottr) wens. adttya KS (bis) devap to vivasvann

dditya MS
§266 Otherwise the variants here all concern nom sg mast forme

Twice Rant forms (in van) are substituted for the older van form (in vd)
from maghavan, which quite commonly appears as -cant even in later
Sanskrit (Wackernagel 3 p 264 f )
avast: na trtdro maghavan karotu AV avast: no maghnvd (Dully tndrah

RV VS TS MS KS MahAnU smelt no maghava karotu TS TA
MahAnU ream hams maghava veto tndrah SV

satrdcyd maghava (SV maghavant) soniapitaye RV AV SV
§267 The others are purely sporadic The stem steams, an s stem

in which the preceding v is radical, not suffixal, is once, in RV itself,
drawn into the band (or vans'') declension, slanting a nom in van
(Wackernagel 3 p 287) In the other vanant a pert pple in vans

(perhapsshows in a secondary reading a nom in va, as if from a van stem
aided also by as steads' followed by y, so that -do would appear as -d)
Wackernagel 1 p 332, 3 p 300 supra, has noted this variant, he seems
to think that external sandhi (before y) may he concerned in the form
in -ed, but he recognizes the unquestionable occurrence of van forms
from vans stems elsewhere, arid we see no reason to doubt that -ed
such a form
sumrdikah (VSK °Shah) svavan (VS VSK abase) yaly u,vdñ RV

VS VSK
dadhanvari (VS SB TB °va, MS KS °van) yo nar,io aims enter a

RV SV VS MS KS AB TB

4 Stems in n
§268 Aside from one or two van forms, mentioned in the preceding

sections, and one case of different ablaut grades noted in §260, most of
the variants concerning n stems fall into four groups neuter plurals
in a,

a
and ans, oblique cases of the singular with and without the

vowel in the stem, instrumentals singular of man stems with Till for
mars, and locatives singular in an and ant

§269 Neuter plurals We should expect to find here a number of
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variations between dnz and a (or a), both being common endings of n
stems in the nom -acc neuter pl and this variation being common in a
stems, which took over the ending ant from n stems (¢160 ff) Strange
to say, we have found hardly a single clear case The best is mind
devdruim Jan/minx enchain Kaub which seems rather a vague parallel
to, than a genuine variant of, mesa rtevartam (TS vacant. dens) Janina
mulct) AV TS KS ( §164) Otherwise we find only vanants in which
the shorter front is probably intended as singular, varying with a
plural in ant, such as
secs( brahntranz (SV Junkmen) ver u tat RV SV TS MS The SV

Brahma (so p p) is no doubt to be taken as sg with Benfey (who
connects it with tat)

ko asyd dhdma katzdhd ((unpin AV kati dhdmdnz katz ye tnvasdh MS
The AV is undoubtedly sg
§270 Among neuter plural forms of n stems we find, therefore, chiefly

variations between a and a, where the long vowel cannot be regarded
as rhythmically lengthened (VV 2 §459 f Wackernagel 3 p 276) In
each of our variants short a of RV is replaced in AV by d, the varia-
tions are all noted in Lanman NI 540
yatra gavdm nzhztd sapta name (AV nama) RV AV

lino (AV vaned) siryadhvani bahuld prthvstz RV AV KS Apb`
tnrisad dhdma (AV dhdma, MS tnnsaddhamd) vz rapt,. RV AV SV

ArS VS TS MS KS (The AV variant is not recorded in
VV 2 §460 ) Pratika in MS The compound of MS MS is to be
taken as mass nom sg , hut AV has a neut pl

§271 In one variant all MS KS mss have the form Adman, for
dhdma of the other texts The preceding adjective dander proves that
only an ace pl can he intended The forni is best understood as a
sort of blend with the lot sg (of goal, the word is dependent on a %erb
of motion)
upe pra yaht (TS t gars) &unarm dhdma (MS KS °man) VS TS MS

KS SB The KapS has dhdma
§272 Oblique cases of the singular with alternative presence or

absence of a in the stem The a was regular after a long syllable It
was standard in all periods of the language after two consonants, and
in the oldest language it is often wntten after one consonant when the
preceding syllable has a lung vowel (furthermore, when not so wntten,
it is often shown by the meter to have been pronounced) Cf Lanman,
NI 524, Wackernagel 1 p 11, 3 p 268, Edgerton, Language 10 260
somah kalase sate yarned (SV AV °yamend) paths RV SV AV Here,

SB
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as just stated, the meter proves that RV pronounced °ydmanu, in
SV AV it is written so

(Maya tea vyornane (MS vyomne grhndm :) TS MS
roam balaya tuodyaclie vrpane fupmdyayupe varcane (MS KS vrene fup-

maya) MS KS TB ApS Here the a (in TB ApS` ) is uncalled -for,
after a short syllable, and clearly secondary

4273 Instrumentals in nd for mnd from man stems, type manna
On these forme see Wackernagel 3 p 268 f , and literature there cited,
especially Bloomfield JAOS 16, ell,'
va:lvdnaro mahtmnd (TS imam., KS mahinaret) vzlvakrpf:h (TS KS

vifva4ambhüh) RV TS KS This is the only occurrence in RV of
the metrically bad mah:mna after the cesura, see Oldenberg, Nolen
on 1 50 7

elavali meat. (AV mahatma) Ram babhüva RV AV Cf prec
antankpdyarpayan Cud prathamald devefu divo matrayd vanna prathantu

TS magnet. prathamaid devepu divo m.álraya vannd (VS room.)
prathantu VS MS KS divo matrayd vanna (VS SB vammnd)
prathasva VS TS MS KS AB In the last, which is metrical,
uanin4 makes better meter

dyaur tea /sham. prthzviva (VSK /shone :ua) varimna VS VSK SB
dyaur make.* bhümir bhüna (KS Kaub /sham.) MS KS Kaub
Manor /sham. dyaur vanna TS

1274 Loc sg in an ant On this see Wackernagel 3 p 273 The
ending an is characteristic of older and hieratic language It also differs
from an: in being a syllable shorter, the majority of our variants show
the form at the end of tristubh- lagatf padre, so that either ending
makes good meter In these variants, where the longer ending ant is
found in RV , the surrounding pgdas are jagati,, so that the RV reading
matches them, in such cases the substitution of an is apparently due
to conscious hieraticism In other cases the ending an: is secondary
and introduces a jagati pAda in an otherwise tristubh verse It is
shown by Wackernagel, following Eggeling and Caland, that the Kanva
recension of the VAjaaaneyin school prefers an:, against Mâdhyamdma
an, but if euch variants occur in mantras, we have not noticed them,
so that our variants happen to show no trace of this

§275 The cases in which the vanant word ends its pada (tristubh
or lagatf) are the following Four times out of six the ant ending is
secondary In all except the first the secondary ending (whether an:
or an) makes the Aida metrically inconsistent with its context, at least
in certain texts
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nui samsrkgdthdm parame vyoman (AB AS vyomant) VS MS KS
AB SB TB AS ApS Here the stanza is otherwise iagati, the
AB AS reading seems to be a (secondary) patching of this pttda
to make it consistent

grivdydm (KS priori.) baddho apzkakga dsant (MS apspakga dsan) RV
VS TS MS KSSBN

prate añgegu pratt ttg(hdmy Oman (SMB dtmant) VS KS SB TB
SMB HG

tarn pratyaícam arcs ëi tndhya marman (AV marmanz) RV AV Accord-
ing to Roth Ppp reads mammon

satyadhurmand parame vyomant (MS vyoman) RV MS
sa jayamdnah parante vyomant (RV * °man) RV (ter) MS In RV

consistent with context as to meter
§276 The next two variants are prose, chronological priority is not

very clear
pain tvd Nuts-man (MS KS bhasmant) sadaydmz VS TS MS KS SB

It is possible that MS really read bhasmant (see t Sehr 's note)
asmin brahmuny asmin karmany AV asmin brahmuny asmzn kyatre

'soon karmany SS as-min
's yam

brahmuny asmzn kyatre KS asmin
brahmann asmzn kyatre ahoy asydm purodhdyam as-min kar-
mann (PG karmany) asydm devahzityam TS ApS PG to nah
panty asmin brahmuny asydm purodhdydrn asmin karmany MS
The preponderance of texts seems to point to alder ant

§277 Thrice the hieratic ending an is introduced secondarily to the
detriment of the meter
tam dtmant (TS ritman) part grhnz,ntahe vayam (MS grhntrnasiha) TS

MS KS
tuczh Sukre ahany Qjasind (MS ahann ermine, KS t §ukro ahany Nueye,

AS 'harry oyaandm) TS MS KS AS Clearly ahans is required
by the meter

jyesthasya dharmam dyukgor anike SV jyeg(hasya vd dharnianz kgor anike
RV Benfey is certainly right in regarding dharnuint as merely a
way of writing dharntan (note that a dental consonant follows)

§278 Otherwise both forms may be real metrically, if final y in any
(before a vowel) be pronounced as a consonant, or other changes accom-
pany the shift and make the meter sound
yet to asmzn ghora dsan juhomt KS yad adya to ghora dsan juhomt MS

yasyds to dsan: phore juhomi AV yasyds to asydh krdra daarl
juhomz TS ApS yasyds to ghora than juhomt VS AB

alumna (hail dtmarty) evdnupa §yatt VS Tau
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[rime dMmann (TB Cone 'dhdmany) upaluitah (TB ' °tµ) TS MS
TB (bis) Poona ed of TB dhamann both times ]

[frtiye dhdmdny abhy (VS dMmann adhy) attayanta VS TA t MahAnU t
Conc &loony for Mammy ]

§279 As an addendum to the n declension, we may mention an iso-
lated curiosity which concerns noun formation rather than inflection
dhdmne tvd KS dhdmyaz tvd ApS The latter is due to attraction to

the forms which follow in the series of formulas, via sanyui, vatlyai,
laktyai, bheityai

§280 The Concordance erroneously reports a voc sg vanant of a
neuter n stem
[vdcasyate vidhe adman (AS Cone nana, but text adman) KS AB

TA AS AA]
Compare the next, where the forms are obscure but look like voca-

tives of in stems
ldi3ñ chdri3n (MS ft/3/3 3dri3) gavye quays (TS KSA TB Apt saran

yeast maintain ) VS TS MS KSA 4 9 (add in Cone) SB TB
ApS` See Keith's note on TS , but the MS forni may intend a
vue in i (not in)

5 Heteroclitic stems and the like
§281 Stems in an and i, type asthdn dsthi On these see Wacker -

nagel 3 p 302 ff The variants show shifts between the two forms of
the stem in the nom -ace pl (strong stern), and in the weak cases,
both those with bh endings and the 'weakest' forms Sometimes the
accent regularly recessive in the z stem but on the stem final in the
an stem reveals the secondary character of one form
tesdm sane

aksdni)
/ammo ukydna (AV sum dadhmu aksini, l'pp sate dadhmu

RV AV Ppp Both accents regular
Gaya,. ca me sthdni (VS and If 1 of MS 'saint) ra me VS TS MS KS

So far as accents are wntten they are regular, except that MS
p p writes dsthdni

asthahhyah (KSA asthi °) soul. VS KSA No accent in KSA
bhadrar paáyemiksabhir (KS t and v I of MG °eiksibhir) yqjatrdh RV

SV VS MS KS TA ApS` MG NrpU NruU Accent akstbhir
in KS anomalous

aksyv3 (MS a4no3) caksuh TS TAA MS PG cak fur aksnoh AV
Vait No v 1 quoted for MS , but nies of AV mostly aksyof
(or skill, a bad writing for the same, cf VV 2 §335, where this
might have been quoted), some mss of Vait also aksyof, which
should be read in AV Vait (see Whitney's note)
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colour a dhattam aksyoh (MS akpwh) TS MS
§282 Stems in s r ( Wackernagel 3 p 310 ff ) The single variant

noted concerns tidhar udhas as a locative, cf Wackernagel I c 311.
Oldenberg RVNoten on 1 70 8, both of whom are inclined to deny any
loe tidhar (not to speak of i dhas) It seems, however, impossible to
construe the form in the following vanant otherwise than ah loi It
is very possible that tidho (aidhas) is the true reading of all texts, for
most MS mes read iidho 'di°
stirydyd tidho 'zlztyii (VSK t KS t add/n, MS tidhar adder, KS fldho

adder) upaslhe VSK TS KS SS KS b'l
§283 Strong cases of stem pantha(n) The older form', (stem pantM)

are replaced in secondary texts by those from stern panthan, sometimes
(m the first quoted cases) clearly to the detriment of the meter, but
usually this is patched up by other changes Once even occurs pathayn
as nom pl (from stem pal hi)
anrkSara r)avah santa panthdh (AV panehdnah) RV AV ApMB
ye le panthah (TS KS TB ApS panlhanah) savttah pai,nyasah RV VS

TS KSA TB ApS
ye te pantha adhn dual; SV Svidli ye te panehana 'va Brin) AV
emani panthñm arakgdma AV supra panthñaw,m aruksara ApMB
punthanam bhnlhhi ¡am VS panthñm (p p panthdnam) hhrü MS
trim panthanain (Ppp Roth, panthñm) )ayemanarnztram ataskaram AV

PPP
ye panthñno behave devayarulh AV yr, ratixirah pathayo devaydndh TS

SMB PG BI)h Wackernagel p 309 plausibly suggests influence
of the phrase palhzhhzr dcvayanazh

§284. Weak forms of path(z) ()nee the instrumentals pallid and
palhya from this stem interchange In RV VS AB pathyB may indeed
he taken as nom (see §419), but in the others it is certainly mstr
et Atoka eta (AV eft, 1'S SvetU °kd gante) pathyeva (KS pelletal) Molt

(slirch, sûrah, .,arak, VV 2 §328) RV AV VS TS MS KS SB
Svet.0

§285 The stem asan dsya See Wackernagel 3 p 317 Ari inter-
r.tuig blend form Japan, loe sg , a cross hetacen asan and asps, seems
to have been the true Atharvan reading (AV GB Kau; , and possibly
Vait 7) in the following, it has not been noted by the Cone or the gram-
marians See VV 2 §328 Most AV and Kau: mss have dorm, and
Gaastra adopts it for GB , it is, to be sure, not noted by Garbe as found
in Vait mss
vans Hoa asan (MS PG as-ye) AV TS GB TAA Veit. ApS MS Kauá

PG BDh
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pan avayam canape annam rIsye (SV riant) RV SV In a Iagatf stanza,
read asaye in RV, cf Edgerton, Language 10 253 ff

1286 The stem yofan(d) yogi See Wackernagel 3 p 112 The
only variant noted concerns the ecc sg yog im yoganám, both forms
are metrically consistent with their surrounduigs (both RV ), and there
is no evidence of priority
ny iholhuh purumslraaya yopám (and mange) RV (both)

§287 The stem yzipan yaira See Wackernagel 3 p 317
apt, yúpnd (TS KSA yilpena) VS TS MS KSA

§288 Stems raz rays See Wackernagel 3 p 214 ff , and for the
phonetic aspect of this variation VV 2 §396
ague aamrdd spe raye (ApS rayyas) Ag Aps spe raye VS MS gB

TB M$ (Cone also AS` ApS under the last, but the same pas-
sage is meant) rayyas is late and secondary
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CHAPTER VIII

DIPHTHONGAL STEMS

§289 Compare the last section (rat rays) Besides this, the vari-
ants noted all concern the stem dsv (dyu), except one isolated case of
instr eg ruivayd varying with riávd from nau On this latter see
Wackernagel 3 p 224 The RV original has nduayd, which has been
used to posit an otherwise unknown stem ndud Warkernagel however
suggests that it is a poetic nonce - formation, substituted for rulvd on the
analogy of the instr forms in ñ aya from d stems The AV ndud
is formally more regular, but metrically poor
sa nah szndhum ova nduayd (AV macs) RV AV TA For other re-

lated formulas see Debrunner, Festschrift Wznlernztz, 7
§290 Coming to the stem dsv (dyu), we find a single anomalous

genitive dyaus for dyos, one ace pl divas varying with dydn, and a
considerable number of acc sg forms dzvam dydm The gen dyaus
occurs only in MS , for dyos of all other texts No v 1 is quoted
This is a much clearer case than any of the other alleged instances of
dyaus as abl -gen , on which see Wackernagel 3 p 224 infra, with
references
süryo repent krnute dyer (MS dyaur) upasthe RV AV VS MS TB

Possibly a phonetic hyper - Sanskritism, cf VV 2 §732
§291 The accusative variants, both singular and plural, concern the

extension of the stem dsv outside of its proper range, see Wackernagel
3 p 220 The one case of ace pl is
atz dcdytin (MS dydn, TS KS TB ApS divas) paps VS TS MS KS

$B TB ApS The accent in TS TB is clods, not the Rigvedic
divas

§292 Otherwise only acc sg dyam varying with (secondary) dzvam
is found This shift is frequent While dzvam is already common in
the RV itself, the only variants concerning RV have dydm in that
text This form is probably dissyllabic in RV in all the three fol-
lowing cases, read dydm in the first, dzyam in the second and third
(and prthvim in RV in the third, cf Edgerton, Language 10 252)
tad astabhnd uto dzvam (RV uta dydm) RV SV ArS
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dydm (AV dzvam) ra gacha prthivim ca dharmand (AV dharmabhth)
RV AV TA

sa dddhdra prthzvim dydm uremia, (AV * prthwim uta dyam, *prthwim
dzvam ra, ApS prthzvtm antanksam dzvam ca) RV AV (bis) VS
VSK TS MS KS KSA PB SB ApS N According to Roth,
Ppp has dydnz utdmiim for AV 11 5 1

4299 In one AV variant the reading dydm seems probably secondary,
and intended to patch the meter in a changed form of the mantra where
the meter requires a monosyllable
divam (Ppp dydnz) antanksam ad Memo AV Ppp divam samudram

ad Mayon) AV The latter is probably original It occurs in a
Rohita hymn, and is very appropriate to the context, which deals
with the sun's defensive activities The other, with an.tartklaan
for samudram, is magical rigmarole, describing the wearer of an
amulet, after drum, anlank,am follows so naturally' We assume
that divam samudram was changed first to dzvam antankgam, and
that then Ppp tried to correct the meter by substituting dyam (here,
if a monosyllable, contrary to Sievers' Law) fur dzvam

§294 The remaining cases concern YV texts, and are chiefly prose,
or if metrical, meter seems to play no part in the shift Nor is there
much clear indication of priority, KS , apparently the oldest YV text,
prefers dydm in a number of cases, but not unanimously
divani skabhana KS dorm stabhana KS (-Imam drnha VS TS MS KS

.IB SB TB MS
dzvam garha VS TS MS ICS SR TB TA ApS MS dram gacha MS

KS AB AS MS
divani (KS ApS dyam) to diadem gachatu VS MS KS AB ApS MS
dzvam agn na nia lekhth (MS MS hznsih) 'l'S MS ApS MS dyam and

lekhih. VS KS SB KS
divam agreruzsprk,:ah VSK t divam agreruzprdt (VS agrenrisprksat) VS

TB dyam agrendsprksah (MS KS TB Oral) VS KS (ter) MS
TB AB

ud (Imam (KS dydm) stabhana VS TS KS SB PB ApS divani ogre -
nottabhrina MS MS

silryena dydnz (KSA durum) TS KSA
a yd dydm (MS divani) bhasy d prthwim ory (KS urv) antanksam VS

TS MS KS SB
drapes to dydnz and skan (KS ApS skdn, MS to divam and skdn) VS

MS KS AB ApS
avarice le divani nia slain TS ApS amnia to dydm (KS ApS orartir
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dram) and papist MS KS ApS arum Mimi ma paptah VS SB
Vait

¢496 The stem diva for div (dyu) is according to Wackernagel (2 1
pp 109, 113, 146, and 3 p 220) found in the Veda only in compounds
On dive -dive see §file Tho this is a matter which does not strictly
concern the theme of this volume (but rather Noun Format' n), we
record here in passing a clear case of locative dive in KS , no other
interpretation is at all possible
divi (KS dive) jyotir moms (MS KS uttamain) drabhetam (MS KS t

°thúm) MS KS TB ApS
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CHAPTER IX

ADJECTIVES AND NUMERALS

1 Feminine adjectives

§296 We find a number of vanations between a and i stems, femi-
nines to masculines in a, see (pending the appearance of Wackernagel
II 2) Thumb -Hirt, Handbuch, 197, Macdonell, VGr 273 n 1, and for
the usage in Classical Sanskrit, Renou, Gr Sete 279 f The variants
reveal no general principles so far as we can see
samhttdet inkvarapd MS KS ApS .samhatri.se vtSvarùpi (TS ApS °pih)

VS TS SB AS ApS
upasthdvarabhyo daáam VS upasthavaribhyo baindam TB (so Poona

ed)
turd rulasya (VSK Siva rtasya, TS arid y I of MS .lava rurlrasya)

bhe,,aji (MS j(1) VS VSK TS MS KS
.laud in.lvaha bhesaji (TS insvahabh(,aji, VS va .lvdhd bhe,,aji, MS visvaha

Noma) VS TS MS KS
sakhd saptapadi (ApMB °padd) bhava AG SG SMB Kauá ApMB

MG sakhe saptapada bhava PG
pavitre stho vattrnavyau (TB ApS °vt) VS SB TB ApS GG KhG

vsadhyd (I) vatynave sthah MS
annddd (KB °di) cdnnapatni ca bhadrd ca AB KB AS
vatrdfi (KSA t °Je) purayi (su KSA t) TS KSA We see no reason to

emend KSA as v Schroeder would
éamgayi (MS SB °gavi, TB °gaye) Jiradanú (SB Jivadñnú) MS SB

TB AS SS
[vazávadevy dmzkyd MS KS t Cone vazóvadevamtkyd for KS ]¡

§297 There are also a couple of cases in which the fern suffix i is
alternatively added to u sterns, varying with the stem in u which may
be of either gender, cf §225 above
achtdram pdrayzsnum (SMB c,nvim) TS SMB
dhtlane vida (VS VSK SB vide', KS vite) Batt (KS om) vidayethdm

(VSK vil°) VS VSK TS KS SB
§298 Otherwise we have noted in the Cone only one erroneous

quotation of fem forms in ati and anti from a cant stern
112
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[iirjasvatir oyadhir d nhantam (KSA vthantdm) RV TS KSA t Conc
+irjasvantir for KSA I

2 Pronominal adjectives

§299 There are only a few cases of variation between pronominal
and nonunal endings in these adjectives See Wackernagel 3 p 579 ff
Perhaps the most interesting is the first quoted, in which, curiously,
the late and secondary ApS substitutes a pronominal for a nominal
form of vulva, changing its own Sarnhtttl, the pronominal forms of this
stem are in general prehistoric, the nominal forms secondary, see
Wackernagel 3 p 581
tnávdrad ast.vthwindnt (ApS vthvdsdni) nas(rBnñm Amid TS ApS
ye keJlrtah. pratharrtdh (MS aine) satram dsata TB Apà MS This and

the next are quoted from au unpublished part of MS
insvasTJah. prathamtih (PB MS °mc) satram (sales (MS °te) PB TB

ApS MS
dakyirútydnt (AS °nasydnt) dth nasals plain ma?Jayantnnt TS AS
[te tnrdjani (KS santrdjani) abhi sansyantu same MS t KS Cone sarvdh

for M5 but the reading is sarvd before a vowel, and same is
intended, so p p ]

3 Numerals
§300 We have noted only the doubtful KSA reading as(ahhyah (with

short a characteristic of the later language) for as(dhhyah, of VV 2 §495,
Wackernagel 3 p 358
as(dbhyah svdltd TS ESA t (Cone uç(a° for ESA , ed with ins as(a°

in all three occurrences, first hand once as(a' )
a,stdbhyah Jatebhyah. oohs TS KSA Here the ms of KSA reads ris(a °,

ed em to ay((°
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CHAPTER X

PRONOMINAL FORMS

I Enclitic and orthotonic

§301 Almost the only formally equivalent variants in pronominal
forms are those in which enclitic and ort.hotome forms interchange
We find such variants in the forms of the accusative, dative, and geni-
tise forms, singular and plural, of the first and second personal pro-
nouns In all three cases in the plural, and in the dative and genitive
singular, the orthotonic forms are in each case at least one syllable
longer than the enclitic And even in the accusative singular, when
followed by words beginning in a vowel, the orthotonic forms mdm,
team result in an extra syllable in contrast with the enclitic md, fvd, in
which the final vowel fuses with a following initial vowel Conse-
quently variations between these forms generally involve metrical con -
siderations Usually other changes in the formula result in metrical
correctness for both variant forms At other times one or the other
form is metrically imperfect

§302 Accusative singulars The forms marl and and team led
are the only '.fines of this class which do not vary in number of syllables,
and even they, as we have just seen, produce readings of different syl-
labic length when followed by initial vowels In addition to such
metrical considerations, certain phonetic moments may be involved
Thus, when a consonant follows, they show presence or absence of final
nasal (usually anusvñra), and as such might have been included in VV 2
§ §300 ff Also some of the variants between mdm and md, lien fol-
lowed by a vowel, seem to Involve haplology or dittology (double or
single syllables and or ma -), in this connexion some of these variants
were listed in VV 2 §812, but that list was incomplete and must be
supplemented from the following materials

§303 Variants of mdm and and before a vowel in metrical passages
punar mdm ante (AV Vait Kan misty, TA * and praity) andrayam AV

AB TA (bis) BrhU SS Vait AG Kau SMB GG HG Cf
also punar dramnam (and brdhmanam) aatu and (AG MG codes)
TA AG SMB HG MG The AV Vait Kau form is metrically
deficient and may be haplulogical
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vrtraghna (MS KS °ghnah) stoma upa mam updguh (AV mema aguh,
KS morn thaguh) AV TS MS KS Here both forms are made
metrical

Laya mdm Indra sam sr7a RVKh taya tad sam mamas,. HG ApMB
The RVKh form would be a syllable short (reading mendia) but
for its use of mam before a vowel

tain rruf sam .sait varcasa RV AV etc sani magne varcasa srra RV AV
KS ApMB sam main ayuçia varcasa (TS adds prujaya) 1'S
MS K5 The first two forms are both metrical, the last (prose)
occurs in a different connexion

fn. +ve (leva abht rak. ardu (KS ans try(hantu) sache (AV °Meta, Ppp 5
4 4d mom tha) AV Ppp KS t

§304 Variants of mdm and and before a vowel rn proe passages,
cf VV 2 §512 (haplology or dittology)
tans mam amnia SMB te mdvatdm AV te muvantu Al Tt' PG le

mamba te, and prevata KS ApS tr mum avants KS ApS tau tnava-
tam AV

ayur brhat tad asTya tan mdvatu (MS main avatu) ApS MS tan m.dvatu
(MS AG MG mam Lunar) PB TA TU ApS >\IS AG MG
tan muvit MG tan mam dint TA TU

Melva kgemya cdht ma prandv r (ApS `basin) mam mum amuvyayanam
(AS prahasdr atnurn mumusyuyanam, ApS t mam dame
nam) MS AS ApS MS ('alma a99umPS for ApS the same text
as MS

yd dory ast;(aka (°ke) sa mdm upase,sva (MS mapa,rsva) MS KS
ApS (four entries m ('one )

§306 Variations of mdm and tnrt before a consonant or final IIere
the variants are metrically equivalent, and there is no need tu separate
metrical from prose variants
d roba maim (AV a and rohe) manure: saubhrtpaya RV AV
uddhtzyamñna ud dhara pdptnano ma (MS mdm) AS SS ApS MS

ApMB
upa mam. (TB ma) brhat eaha diva hvayatam SB TB SS The next

five all occur in the same passage in the texts which contain them
upa mom sakhd bhakso (TB ma bhaksah sakhd) huayatdm TB AS SS
upa mini (TB ma) rathamtaram saint hvayatam SB TB SS
upa mam (TB nui) vamadevyum hvayatam SB TB SS
upa mdm (TB ma) dhenuh hvayatam TB AS SS
upa main (TB nui) dtvydh (TB SS omit) septs huayanldm TB AS
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evam mdm brahmacdnnah TA TU evil and
sakhdyo

brahmacdnnah Kau6
evam and kñdhdtdrah SMB seam and brahmarannah SMB

gopdya and (VADh mdm) fevadhis to (with varr) 'ham arms Samhito-
paniaadB VaDh ViDh N

trpld rnli larpayala (MG mdm tarpayantu) KS MG
divo nu main. (HG ApMB nut) brhato antanksdt AV HG ApMB

Pre divo nu mdm GB Vait Kau
rut mdm (N ma) brayd iñryavati tathd ayam ViDh VADh N
punantu and (RV man') devajandh RV AV VS MS KS TB Prs

punantu ma (BrhPDh main) Voit Kauh BrhPDl
punar dravinam attu and (AG MG main) TA AG SMB HG MG

The same with brdhmanam for dramnam
prehun matar and and basil (VS SB hznsir mo aham Gear) VS TS SB

SS nut mdm maid prthzvi ()melt TS MS
and and (KS mdm) hznsz?Eam seam (KS yat seam) yonzm MS KS

and and lush seam (seam) yonzm VS KS SB TB AO
samzddho and (SG main) sari. ardhaya VSK SG
[dye. mantam karota and (RVKh Aufr karotu mdm, Scheft karotu me,

KS krnota ma) RVKh KS TA BDh A dat or gen is uncon-
grumble, only and or mart can be read in RVKh , me has crept in
perhaps from the end of the preceding verse, deli'. me, or else by
confusion with the similar pgdas dirgham dyuh krnotu me, sarvam
dyur dadhdtu me ]

0O6 Variants of tvdm and evil followed by a vowel in metrical
passages
able team indra nonumah RV SV abhz Inn Baro nonumah RV AV SV

VS etc A significant case, the final ne of team is a sort of 'Hiatus-
tiger' (cf VV 2 §309)

Inyantam wane devil madantu (TS team unit madantu devdh) RV AV
SV VS TS The original was read tuvdnu,'I'S implies the irregu-
lar or later pronunciation tea- (Edgerton, Language 10 247f ), and
tnes to 'correct' the meter

tabhz$ (vdhhi$zalcdmz MG Lana team abhz° YDh The MG is 'cor-
rected' in YDh as in prec

make rana team adman() (SV tvddrivah) RV SV SS Both may be read
metrically, but Sievers' Law requires to-

yam team ayam (TS KS tudyam) svadhztzs Imams) (tetzjdnah, hyena-
teydh) RV TS MS KS ayam hi lud seadhetis ((avant& VS SB
Sievers' Law would make RV hypermetrical

vcfvantu (read Mantis) (yam dhutayai ca sane& MU ezóvam to (read
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vzlantu) tvdhulayah aarvd(h) PranagU The latter is znetn-
cally poor

[tena grhndmz team ahem (AV grhndmz le hastam) AV VS ApMB
tena lvdham pratzgrhnamz team ahem HG ]

§307. Vanants of tvdm and tvd followed by a vowel in prose passages
etat te tala (taldsau) ye ca team anu (KS tvdnu) TS KS TB ApS

ApMB The same with (atdmaha, pztdmaha, pralatdmaha, prapz-
tdmaha, for tata (only KS reading tvdnu) ye ea (Conc wrongly
omits ca for SS) team anu (SS team otranu) SB KS ApS SS
ye cats ¡vane MS GG KhG

prayds tudnu (TS ApS team anu) prdnantu VS TS MS KS SB KS
ApS MS The TS form simulates meter, and aleo makes better
assonance with the preceding formula, prapds team anu ',ninth;
It is of course secondary

§308. Variants of team and tvd before consonants and final
cones= team (ApS tea) sabhapalah TB ApS
atas led m,snuh pdtu MS viynus team zndrzyena pdtu (TS KS team

pdtu) VS. TS KS SB
avatdm team (VSK KS ApS tea) dydvaprthzvl VS VSK KS SB ApS
inávae team (KS led) prase updvarohanlu VS KS SB ApS
roman ted (SMB v I team) nayatu SMB PG menus team unnayatu

MG Note that in MG (vain is used before a vowel, 'hiatustilger'l
[tea (i) manasdndrtena vdcd KS Read team or il ted (so Weber in

note), ur tedntanasd° ]
[learn (so Poona ed Conc ted) bhzlldny upaparyüeartante TA ]
[dew saettar etam tea (VSK Conc (yarn, by error) ornate VSK

TB etc )
§309 Variants of dat ag mahyam, tubhyam with me, te in metrical

passages In all cases both forme are metrically sound
anarnivah pradztah Bantu mahyam ApS asapatnah (Vait text nape)

pradvÑo me bhavantu AV Vait
tad astu tubhyam and ghrtam TS sarvam tad astu te ghrtam (AV, astu me

beam) RV AV VS TS MS KS SB
tubhyam (and ye la) aranydh patavo mind vane Allah AV (both)
mahyam dhukpua yaiamdnaya kdmdn TB ApS sa me dhuktva yaja-

rndnaya kdmdn (KS dhuksva sarvdri bhzllzkamdn) KS TB ApS
Both sound

swam mahyam madhumad ashy annam AV silo rums annam mad human
me krnomz MS

§310 Variants of dat sg forms in prose passages

,
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°gns Jana vin mahyanajdydm imam addt Kau3 annar Janata sa me 'mtlm
ym As SGaha

§311 Variants of gen ag mama, lava and me, te, mostly in metrical
passages
añga partinst Lava vardhayantz Volt pnyany añgant tam vardhayantth

TB dhruvarrt añgam prtyant yat lands le MS While MS is
metrically poor, its deficiency occurs in the first part of the pads
and seems not to be connected with the use of to for lava

tal punidhvam yavd mama ViDh punidhvam ra yavd mama ViDli
sarvam punatha me yavdh BDh All metrically sound

lava sydma (TS sydm) larmans (TS °man) tnvarütha udbhau (TS
vdbhtt) VS TS Jarman (MS °mans) tr sydma tritai -dthrt udbhau
MS KS TA The Fulda is hypermetric m VS TS apparently
based on VS corrects the meter by another change which intro-
duces inconsistency in number (VV 1 p 253) Apparently MS
KS have the original

lam u te lance (TS lannve) hhuvat TS KSA sam n artu lanvai laver
VS Both metrically sound

sydma lc sumatav apt RV TS soma sumatau lava AV Both may be
read metrically

Lava -lava rdyah MS KS MS to-to (TS ApS to te) rdyah VS TS SB
ApS lava rdyah MS MS Prose

§312 Variants of ace pl asmdn, yugnuin and nas, vas, all in metrical
passages
abhyattr na (SV ahhyett na, AV asmdn ally abhy) ojasd apardhantdnd

RVKh AV SV VS The AV is metrically poor, tho it can at a
pinch be read metrically

ardyo tasman abhuluhurulyate TB AP ApS ardvd yo no abht durhu-
ruinate RV TAA Taut MS Both metrically sound

asmdn (SV sa nah) site payasdbhydvavrtsva AV VS TS MS KS SB
evrisnuirt (KS red worm) isidro varano brhaspatth MS KS landsman

Isidro varuno brhaspatth AV testa no raja Varano brhaspatth TS
SS All metncally sound

ma no andhe tamasy antar ddhdt (mss dddt) MS std sv (Poona ed
mo go) asntans tamasy antar adhdh TA mo yvatvant asmdn tardrlhal
(so, with p p) MS No metrical considerations involved in the
variation

tebhtr nu rtdya aamtata vtynuh KS lebhyo asman varunalt soma tndrah
Kau3 lebhyo na indrah saintota vtsnuh ApS All sound

yo no dveg(t sa bhtdyatdm AS KS ApS Kau ApMB BDh yo 'smdn
dveg(t sa bhtrlyatam tàB t 1 6 20d Both sound

,

,
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sa no aryamd devah PG so 'mein devo argon. MG sa minim devo
aryamd (ApMB adhvarah) AG SMB ApMB Deficient meter
in PG

§313. Variants between dat pl asmabhyam (acme) and nas, all in
metrical passages
athd nah (TS athdsraabhyarn, AV adhd nah) §ant yor arapo dadhdla (MS

°tana) RV AV VS TS MS KS N tad ante sail yor arapo dadhd-
ta na RV Hypernietnc in TS

dallo o.enw.bhyam (KS dallvdydsma °, AS datldydsma °, SMB daltds7na')
d, avtneha bhudram AV KS AS SMB dadhatha no dravinam yac
ca bhadram MS All sound, but MS evidently secondary

fidntd nah army opadhih AV htvd asmabhyam opadhih KS TB ApS MS
SMB PG Both sound

§314 Variants between gen pl asmdkam, yu 1ndbam and Vas, vas,
in metrical passages, both forms are metrically sound each tune
apt jdyeta so smakarn VIM] apt nah sa ASIA bhaaydt MI)li
aharn vo asint sakhydya . tevah MS yttymdkani sakhye Otani a' ,.Seers AV

2 Sporadic pronominal form variants
§315 Besides the variations between orthntonic and enclitic forms,

only a few sporadic formal variants occur among the pronouns Among
the personal pronouns, the old form lub/iya for tubhyam is found once
in PG , HG reading tubhyam The PG form is noted in Wackernagel 3
p 459
Iubhyant (PG manta tubhya) ra samvunanam PG HG

§316 The Rigvedic locative the occurs in a number of secondary
texts (only KS reading tufty') in the following variant, which shows that
we must. modify Wackernagel'.s statement, 3 p 462, that there are no
new occurrences of Ive after the 11V
druroha lye sate' (KS tvayy apt) KS TB AS Vail ApS MS

§317. The Rigvedic dual form yuvabhydm persists also in T5 N in
the following variant, only KS using the later yuvabhydm (if the edition
is right, but the best his of KS lias gave)) Wackernagel :3 p 4b4
says that yoga' is used exclusively outside of the RV except for one
AS passage (Whitney 492b) Evidently this statement is true only
if we understand it to apply to new passages, not repeated from RV
athd (KS adhd) somasya prayati yuvabhydm (KS ed wive, v I yaw')

RV TS KS N
§318 An anomalous form written yuyman before a vowel (i e yuy-

mdni? or yu¡,mán?) seems to be intended as a genitive in the following
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It re not recognized by the grammars but is textually well established
yune (GB t yupmdrt, Gaastra with all rune , all mils of AV also yupridn,

Whitney, Index) astu dive dive AV AB GB JB ag No acc can
be construed, like yu¢me, the form can only be gen , dat , or loe ,
and of these it seems that gen rB the best choice

§318a The old dative or locative asme varies once with nah (and
later asmabhyam)
athrï nah (TS alhdsmabhyam, AV ad/u1 nah) Lam yor arapo dadhdta (MS

°lama) RV AV VS TS MS KS N tad wine Lam yor arapo dadhd-
lann RV

§319 The only other variants concern demonstrative stems (For
fern yuymds see §803) Once the gen -lot: dual of ens varies between
enes and eneyes, as noted by Wackernagel 3 p 521
na pain jigyc katarai canaznoh (AV canaznayoh) RV AV TS MS

KS AB
§320 Once TA uses a wholly anomalous form ami, for AV ami, as

nom dual fern of asau No other form than amú for this case, in any
gender, has been noted elsewhere, and this form of TA is ignored in
the grammars It is particularly strange to find it used as a fern (the
noun is ¡drake), if it were muse we might assume a use of the plural
for dual The comm interprets by amú but offers no remarks, and we
can think of no explanation, unless the influence of devi nouns
ami ye subhaye divi TA amú ye divi subhage AV
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CHAPTER XI

VOCATIVE AND NOMINATIVE

§321 The vocative and nominative case forms are, in the dual and
plural numbers (and sometimes also in the singular), formally dis-
tinguishable only by accent and consequently only in accented texts
We have tried to Include cases where this accentual distinction is pre-
served, along with other cases in which a difference of stem or ending
appears It would have been clearly improper to include here instances
from texts in which no accents are written, if the forms are identical,
merely because our interpretation (how ever obvious and certain at may
appear) makes a particular form vocative in one text and nominative
in another Since, however, the Concordance does not near/ accents,
so that these variations can only be got from the original texts, it is
likely that our collectanea are not complete in this regard

Direct address and indirect statement

§322, As might be expected, a large proportion of the variants con-
cerns shifts between direct address and third- person statement, of the
sort treated from the point of view of verb forms (with shaft between
second and third persons) in VV 1 § §292, 327 ff For example rota-
vdsmd oath+ (SG adzlzh) anima yarha (SG yams!) AV TS MS KS
TB TA SG ApMB 'like a mother grant, O Aditi, (Aditi shill grant)
protection unto him ' This sort of change requires no comment, unless
perhaps this that the direct - address form of the variant need not neces-
sarily contain a second- person verb, the it most commonly doe., For
instance svasd (SG sakhd, ApMB prod) drift (HG ApMB dcvdnam)
subhagd mekhaleyam SMB ApMII PG SG HG ,avd devi ,icbhage
mekhale ma mama MG Here MG changes the statement of 'fact'
(really a magic formula implying a strung wish that it may be a fact)
into a direct prayer, in which the personified power addressed is put
in the vocative, but instead of saying 'protect us from harm", the phrase
'may we not be harmed' is used This of course means the same thing

§323- In VV 1 § §293, 332 we have already seen that the case of the
subject and the person of the verb in such variants are sometimes
incongruous The lists there given will be found only partly duplicated

123
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by our lists below The conditions are different when one approaches
the subject from the point of view of the variation in case Notably a
nominative referring to the subject in a sentence of direct address can
not necessarily be called a syntactic incongruity It may easily be an
appositional nominative, modifying the subject, as in d Mho mUra-
vardhanah (AV °na) AV KS TB t ApS t, 'approach increasing friends'
or 'approach, O Increaser of friends,' Here and in many similar cases
both forms of the variant contain direct address, and usually a 2d
personal verb, yet the nominative may fit as well as the vocative and
is frequently the original form In such cases it often appears that the
change (in either direction) is due to form - assimilation to an adjoining
word Thus amain piba vrtrahä faro (TS TA MahAnU °haft cluing)
vidvdn RV VS TS MS TA MahAnU , 'drink the soma, 0 hero, being
the wise slayer of Vrtra' or ' O heroic slayer of Vrtra, being wise'
Of course the Taittiriya texts must be secondary, and no doubt the
following vocative lira helped the change to ertrahan, yet their sense is
quite as good as that of the original But as much can hardly be said
for the TS reading of the following, which shows the reverse change
(nom instead of voc ), also under the influence of surrounding forms,
but yielding a much less satisfactory result since the name of the god
Indra, who is addressed, dues not go well as nom in apposition to the
subject of the verb sajoga rinds (TS zndrah) sagano mariidbhih RV
VS TS MS TA MahAnU AS , 'O Indra, in association with the band
of Menace' or 'in association with the band of Maruts, being Indra'
This pads immediately precedes the one quoted above, so that TS has
substituted a nom for the voc zndra, while putting the voc ertrahan
in place of the nom

§324 The last quoted instance may fairly be called a case of syn-
tactic incongruity, since the nom zndrah of TS is not really construable
in an intelligent way Other cases in which form assimilation to adjoin-
ing words seems to have determined the shift, and in which direct
address is found in both forms of the variant, are quoted in -6
In §333 will be found variants which shift between direct address and
third - person statement, the case of the subject being in one forni of the
variant incongruous (voc with 3d person or nom with 2d) Some-
times three of the four theoretical possibilities are found in the same
variant, e g madhva yak ism nakgatz (VS TS valve o) printtnah (AV
prat °), followed by naräáartao agnah (VS TS KS acne), AV VS TS
MS KS Here AV MS (probably original) have 3d person verb with
nom subject, VS TS have 2d person verb with voc subject, only KS
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tie inconsistent, having 3d person verb with voc subject It might be
suggested that KS contains a blend of the other two forms But more
probably KS represents the first change from the original reading (of
AV MS ), and VS TS have a further changed based on KS and
designed to correct its poor syntax

ß326 It should be noted that not a few vocative- nominative forms
differ only m the lack or presence of a final visarga a very slight pho-
netic difference They are collected and related to similar phonetic
shifts in VV 2 b380

¢326 We shall list first the variants in which a nom with 3d person
verb varies with a voc with 2d person This is the simplest type, and
requires no comment, the shift in either direction is extremely natural
and common
mdtevdsma adite (SG adtlzh) farina yacha (SG yansat) AV TS MS

KS TB TA. SG ApMB
trulro vdjum aluyzl TS TB indra cajun' Jaya VS MS lib SB
bhavatz bhzkydm dehz Kauf bhavan Woke. dadalu 1G
tndrah (SV PB .indra) suteyu same, RV SV PB :,S SS Followed,

in RV SV , by kralum puriila (SV puniga) uklhyam
ogee tan amid pra nudasva lokal ApS aynzy Ian asmal pra nitnotlu

lokal MS agnty fan (VS Ian, AS till) lokal pra nudaly (AS °tv,
SMB nudatv) asnuit VS SB AS SS ApS SMB

adztzh kekdn (AV MG ` kma.Sru) vapatu AV AG MG (both) ApMB
adite kefan (and, kefafmafro) seta PG (both)

anna pate 'nnasya (anruasya) no dell VS TS MS KS 813 TB ApS
MS PrAnAgU AG SG MG ApMB anna..yan.n.apalzh prdddt PB

dydtu mere. devi, akyaram brahma .+ammtlain, gayatr7 chanda?dm mala,

tdam brahma juyasva nah TA l'AA MahiinU dohs wale dcvy,
akyare tsAtm mile, gdyalrt rhandasdni malar, zdam brahma juy-
asva me MG All the noniv in TA etc go with dljriltt, which in
MG is changed to 2d person

agnir hold velu AS SS ague vìhz AB SB AS MS
aura upasprfatu HG jayaalopa sprsa ApMB

avasdnapate 'vasdnam nie condo TB ApS avasdnanz me vusdnapaltr
vandal MS

sdvztrzm bho ana brv,hz AG SG ApG HG sdvzlrìm me bhavdn eau
bravitu GG

sam dent (KS devi) devyorvaLyd pa /Come (KS t 'casydkhyata) TS KS
ApS

u¢nena vriya udaArnehz (SMB GG udakenaidhi, ApMB vriyuv udake-
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'tells, MG vdyur udakenet) AV AG SMB GG PG ApMB MG
The form it of MG is a dubious imperfect, perhaps rather the
particle id, cf Kanuer p 165 s v td, and VV 1 p 87 In any
case MG has an indirect reference instead of direct address

prthto: velar and and hinslh VS TS SB SS and mdm máíá prthtvi
hznslt TS MS

agntndgnzh samvadatdm TA agne agnzná sainvadasva TA ApS HG
pra candrarnds tirate (TS t tirati, AV t candramas tirase) dirgharn dyuh

RV AV TS MS N See VV 1 p 221
parody,. Naga (MS tvas(ah) suvlryam (VSK TS suviram) VS VSK

TS MS puruksu deva ftvaAar [text tvas(d, accentless, followed
by r -] AV tva -tah poyaya vzsya nábhzrn asme KS Verb vzsyatu
or v:,sya

indra (MS +rash) stomena pañcada.tena madhyam (KS °daenaujah)
TS MS KS AS Verb raksatu in MS , raked in the others See
VV 1 p 223

araro divam and paptah VS SB Vert ararur (MS ararus te) dydnt and
paptat MS KS ApS ararus te dzvam rnd skein TS ApS

yajnah praty u ghat sumatau matlndm M y47ñah pratyas(hdt (v 1

praty u sthát) KS yajña prattlzslha tnzatau suSevdh TB ApS
vzsvd§ ra deva (PG devah) prtand abhzsydh (PG t °sya.k) KS PG coded

tdeva prtand abhisya TB ApS HG Sec VV 1 p 242, and on
abhzsyak (for °syat), VV 2 §142, where this form might well have
been mentioned

tasya no ts(asya pritasya dratnnehágamch VS tasya mestasya vitasya
d rain awn a gamyat (KS dravinehdgamydh, ApS dratonehdgamelz)
TS KS ApS taiga and yaiñasye,(asiju vitasya dravznehdgamydt
MS tasya yajñasyes(asya svzs(aiya dravznam mágachatu KS See
VV 1 pp 61f,232

dive _vote (KS* jyotir) ineasva (MS devajzlte vzvasvann) ddzlya te no
devd(h) dsuvadhvarn MS KS (Ins) vivasvdn arlitzr devapitzs te
na ddztyd viyarda TS See VV 1 p 239

nett dadrk,i (PB tied, read writ', dadroe) na punar yativa RV PB
vapid (ApMB mated, HG MG vaptar) vapasz (PG vapatz) kesasmadru

(AG l'G MG kedn) AV AG PG ApMB HG MG In PG
change to 3d person verb to agree with vapid (originally not sub -
ject but appositional nom ), in HG MG change to vor to mend
the sanie syntax, felt as incongruous See VV 1 p 241 f and
below §334

yo (TS TB ApS yod) agnzh (TS TB ApS agne) kavyavdhanah (RV
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kravya °, TS TB ApS °vahana) RV VS KS TS TB ApS AS
Followed in RV VS KS TS by pitfn yakyad (TS yakyy) rtrivr-
dhah, by a different pida with 2d person verb in TB , only pratióa
in AS ApS

árutakakyo arum (SV °kakydram) gave RV SV Preceded by cram
akvdya gays. (SV 'la) Note plural verb in SV cf VV 1 §372e

[indra karmasu no 'seta VS KS indrah karmasu no vatu TB But
Poona ed of TB text and comm indra vola j

§327 In the following group the nom and ',oc forms are distin-
guished only by the accents (see above, 021)
hyena and (ApMB tea) sequel pasyatapah (ApMB past/way dpah) AV

TS MS AB ApMB dpah is nom in ApMB , voc in the rest
ghrterza dydudprthivi prorn(u)vathdm (MS MS °tam) VS VSK TS MS

KS SB ApS MS
aSvind pibatam (VS KS 'tam) madhu (TB ApS swam.) RV VS TB

MS KS
devil delay° .írayantdm (TB 4rayadhvam) RS FI)
lamtai to dydvdprthivi revatTbhih AV asornabhyam d9dvd° varibhih TB

Cf VV 1 p 224, under lain-tam duhatam etc
attends eha gachalam RV AB AS SS asvrnav eha gachatdnz (TS TB

°tam, in same stanza in which RV N have °trim) RV TS TB N
8vdtlam rte cipo dcvih siadatainam TS ApS srdttani sail cipo dcvih

svadantu MS cipo drink svadantu (VSK wad') VS VSK SB
(ahaddham manu ) dikt °e rnd and hrrt.,ih (KS hdsit) TS KS BTh

dikyen (se rlikya -td) rail and haste satapd MS dikye ma and htnsih
SG See VV 1 p 225 In KS read probably dikycn

apritdm aávind (Marmara VS SB SS LS gharmrnn cpolam attend
(accented in MS which is therefore inconsistent if not corrupt')
MS TA /Semim, !Marmara Minor (MS ',before) VS MS SB
TA SS LS ApS Consistent in all but the first MS form

vzsve devaso adhi vocata milt ('I'S nu) RV TS vive devil abhi rakyantu
(KS anu
ApMB HG

liythantu) tarha (AV * KS t mcha, AV spakvanz, SMB
pascal) AV (thrice) KS SMB ApMB HG

vdjznau vaialitau avajtghratam (KS 'tam) MS KS MS vdja-

,7ito vajam avajighrata VS TS SB ApS Similarly
vd]ino vd)atilo vdjam bhagam ava3tghrata no nirjdndh (KS badge ni

mrjatdm, TS badge ni mrdrlhvam) VS TS ES SB aa)inau cafa-
jitau badge nimr)yetF,dm MS MS In this and the prec KS
has noms , the rest vocs

aivind bhiyajdvatah (MS °tarn, TB t °ta) VS MS TB See VV 1 p 71

udjino
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Lena brahmano vapatedam aaya (SG adya) AV TB AG SG PG HG
ApMB Lena brahmano vapalu MG See VV 1 p 229 The MG
form can of course only be nom , the other is ambiguous except
for the accent

a and ganta Attar') vnlvatvpdh MS a and gantam (VSK Bantam) pilas
Mara ca (VSK yuvam) VS VSK t 10 3 12c TS KS SB Add
to VV 1 §337

§328 In VV 1 § §295, 328 we have called attention to the apparent
tendency of SV to address Soma PavamAna directly in second person
forms, where RV lias third person references The following (all listed
I e ) show correspondingly voce in SV for noms of RV
pavamana vg aânuht SV pavamarui vy alnavat RV
aya somah (SV soma) sukrtyuyd RV SV
evayuilhah sotrbhsh payate vr§d (SV °bhth soma siiyase) RV SV

Phrase inflection

§329 In another group the mantras are found in different contexts
Thus we have the variant hotrdbhtr erns (agne) manuyah svadhvarah
The vocative form occurs in RV AV , preceded by sadast ranvo
yavascua puçyale 'Thou art ever pleasant, as grazing land to the
grazer, having fair sacnfices, U Agni, thru the offerings of man "lire
nominative form occurs in RV in a quite different context as an inde-
pendent sentence (with copula unexpressed) 'Agni has fair sacrifices
thru the offerings of man ' These constitute a sort of 'phrase inflection'
( § §21 -2)

htranyavarnd subhagd AV hzranyavarne subhage AV Quite different
contexts

evelyam daíamfisyo [asraj jarayuna sapa] VS SB eva Ivan, daramdsya
[sahaveht jarayuna RV , saune Jarayuna pats AV J RV AV In
Ppp (see Whitney on AV 1 11 6) evil Le garbhrz rjatu nie attu
dalamasyo bahir 3ardyuna sapa

bharatide eat-await [yd sah sarvd upabruve la sial codayala Inge] RV
Aida rruthi [imam no yarñam a

RV
['amen, etc ] RV

Indra (RV 'indro) velvabhsr út¢hhah (both) AV SV
vi vans deve (RV *devo) vayundnt rndvdn RV (both) AV VS TS MS

IBS SB TB TA In one RV passage and all others except AV
preceded by agne naya supathd raye comas, in the other 11V pas-
sage, by rbhu§ cakra idyam ecru Wilma, AV has different surround-
ings but requires a voc

upedam upaparcanam [asu go /üpaprryatdm] RV TB LS upehopa-
parcana [aerntn goy(ha upa prier; nah] AV Sec VV 1 §85
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antanksr.na saha vd,iznizrzn (once, florin) AV (ter) Verbs are consistent
sahanuine (PG HG ApMB * °ruì RV AV devgizite) sahasvatt (HG

ApMB * °ti PG sarasvatñ) RV AV PG ApMB (his) IIG See
also §346, deva,7v.le

maul yajñam asvznobhri brhaspalah RV TS Imam ya,7tiam brhaspate
fivznobad KS Followed respectively by demit pdntu ya,lamdnam

nyarthñl, and Indrdvata kdvyazr dansandhhth Yet the contexts
are fundamentally the sanie (cf below under drunk savztd°, §399)

ñ pavasse nzad:nlama RV SV sa 'amino rnariznlama RV SV sa
puruino marlin rash RV

sama.ddho agrie *hula RV AV '1'S SB TB AS SS ApA (followed by
2d person verbs) samzddho agent dhutah (surihñkrlah pzparhz nail!
KS ADA MS The latter is a blend of the former (as in RV ) with
an unrnetrical yajus text. z,to agar d/uztah piparti (KS TB svd-
hdkrlah pzpartu) na team hauzh (TB SB omit last two words) VS
MS KS AB TB

sa (vein no nabhasas pate (GB patzh) TS GB 'vale ne rznbhasas pate
AV TS alum no nabhasac petit AV GB Vert Kant

ghrlapratilco ohrtaprgtho sync (KS ApS spook) AV MS w fi ApS
ApMB HG rthrtdhavann yhrlaprslho agnzh AA Simon* mono
ghrtaprstho agrie KS

haranyaprzrnrr .akin PG heranrinpafisah saA.unzh HG hzranyrzoarnrth
akunah MU

arinr.s twine no .¿or.zszi. RV AV SV VS 'TS MS KS SB ApS MA
agile iz° so' RV AV

pavamñrzah (RV * °na) kanzd.rarlat RV (both) SV
tn.dranz soma (and, somn) .dday da:vyam. _7aruznz RV (both) Fol-

lowed or preceded rcspectnely by sanrlhor zvornzzh pavammno
arsast, and rz vzdya<lri parole rlhrirayri sutah

drvrbhyo hrzvyavdhana RV drvr.hhyn (ApA desist) havyavrihanah RV
ApA devebhyo hrzvyavrid asr ApS See X1'Itcp on 3 9 bb The
second ApS variant occurs in a context. different from any of RV
and belongs to ¢33()

deva devebhya hash (SV devrbh,yah sutah) RV SV devo rlevebhyah sutah

RV SV
sahasvnte satdmagha RV sahn-rntz.h sntñmnohnh RV
sahasTapasarn (AV Kau sa.hasrd°) subhage (TS * subhrtod) rardrztz RV

AV TS (both) MS KS Kau S SMB ApMB
metre salyrindnt pate (SS salydndm adhzpatr) TB SS mtlrah sahidndm

(VS SB satyah) VS TS MS KS AB PG Each in a series, with
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2d or 3d person verba expressed in the first member and implied
in the rest So next

invita emended. (AV adds adhzpatzh ) AV TS PG savttah prasa-
vdndm adhtpate SS As prec

§330 The following are cases in which the vanant containing direct
address has no second - person verb form (cf §322)
mind (AG sakhd, ApMB preys) devi (HG ApMB devdnam) aubhagd

mekhaleyam SMB ApMB PG HG SG Siva devi Subhage mekhale
rnfi neaten MG

upa brahmani snvanñnt vrtrand (SV °han), parareutjyd rclgimah (SV
°ma) RV AV SV Preceded in RV by rI no vilvdiu havya indrah
Samateu bhüpatu, 'May Indra associate himself with us the slayer
of Vrtra' etc SV misunderstands bhihvalu, taking it in its later
sense of 'adorn' or 'honor' To make this meaning fit, Indra must
he made the object of this verb, the subject being now the wor-
shipers, the resulting first half verse is a no m4vrlsu havyam Indian,
samatsu bhñuata, cf VV 1 p 199 But since vrtrand cannot (like
havya zndrah) he made accusative without metrical change, it is

verb,made voc , with very awkward supplying of an unexpressed
and rcisamah then follows it

opens yay(cdarn namah KS acne yap(ar tdato namah TS TB 'Agni is
the sacrificer, this homage (to him)' 'O Agni sacrificer, this homage
(to thee) '

§331 Perhaps in this same group may he placed the following rather
puzzling variant
tasyds to (levy edita (Kalif adieu-) upa,the MS KS Kauf opasthe la

Bevy adite 'rain TS Followed in Kauf by anndddyannapalydyú
dadhal, for which the others have versions containing adadhe (1st
person), see VV 1 p 211 In all except Kauf there is a direct
address to Aditi, thru whose intervention the desired result is
expected, thu a first person verb is used In Kauf Aditi seems to
be made the subject of the 3d person verb, but note that Kauf
retains le, which apparently can only refer to Aditi i In fact Kauf
is hardly capable of intelligent interpretation

§332 Similar vanants used in different contexts ('phrase -mfiec-
tion') are
saluasrdkyo umartyah AV sahasrdkgdydmartya AV In the second pas -

sage a verse of homage, with direct address, is accompanied by the
voc of the deity addressed, the preceding pada is names to rudra
krone
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ahem cztrdru t [mdtd gamin' reamer, sakhdbhad akinnor zr$dh] RV SV
Domain hz te amanrnahy, dntdd d pardkdt,) akve na mire arutet RV
The latter is secondary, see RVRep 63

abadn mama (KS nu nah) sumatnu vtávaveddh TS KS PG bhiIydvma
te sumatau vtßvavedah MS t In the latter a direct address See
VV1p 218

zndra somasya pitaye RV endrah somasya pitaye RV zndrah somatrya
pitaye vrsdyate RV A 2d personal pronoun accompanies the voc.

yuMham havyavdhana RV yajzslho havyauahanah RV Again a pro-
noun accompanies the voc

'1333 We come now to variations between direct address and indirect
reference in which either the voc or the narri seems incongruous in one
form of the variant, as in nardsanso again (ugne), '1324 Other cases of
this sort are
agne (TS KS agnzr) manyum pratinudan pare,. (TS KS purestat)

RV AV TS HS In the next pads RV AV TS Itaca pdhz, KS
pritu All are consistent except 'I'S , which has aura with 2d per-
son verb, cf VV 1 p 231

sa no mayobhúh into (play) dvisasva (dtnSeha, MS nztur ainve,ka) TS TB
AS MS SG SMB PG sa nah into madhuntein ri mach,, (Kau3
weeks) KS Kau.4 Only Kaué is

matching
inconsistent, Mi; (secondarily)

restores consistency with nani 3d person verb
apdtrtnt trait (MG indra) trig (frih) piifvi (AV piitvñ, ApMB t parley

n -, MG parry a -) RV AV JB ApMB MG The verb in the
following pads is 2d person in RV AV JB , but 3d in MG and
ApMB , despite roc epithet ui pAdu b, see Winternitz, Introduc-
tion to ApMB , xvi, VV 1 p 233 f

older agnir (VSK SBK agnzr, MS MS agile) nabho Hama (MS MS
add pat te) VSK TS MS SBK MS ended agnzr nabho pima VS
KS SB See VV 1 p 233 TS is inconsistent

try astabhnd (VS SB aska °, MS aura., KS apes', TS askabhndd, TA
as(abhndd) rodasi vtsnav (VSK MS KS tnyruz, TS etgnur) rte RV
VS VSK TS MS KS SB TA TB is secondary but consistent,
TA inconsistent, and apparently a sort of blend of the other two
See VV 1 p 232, where read VSK myna (instead of VS )

dyduaprtheui ury antarzksem AV T5 dydvdprthtvi uro (VSK t urv)

antartksa VS VSK MS KS SB Context of AV different from
all the others, there a simple third - person prayer In the rest
either (as in MS ) directly addressed to the deities, 'Litho there
also the verb is third person because the deities are riot conceived
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as the direct agents (the following pilda is brhasprztzr no hang
vrdh6tu TS MS ), or, as in VS VSK 6`B , the following pida
(brhaspataye hnviyd tndhema) contains a first personal statement
In TS the nominatives, if not a direct reminiscence of the AV
form of the variant, would be due to assimilation to brhaspatzr,
subject of vrdhatu in the next pida Keith understands them as
exclamations

§334 We now tome to variants both forms of which contain direct
address, and generally a second- person verb Nevertheless in one form
a nominative appears where the other form has a vocative Either
may be the original form, since a nom in apposition to the 2d person
subject is often as easy to construe as .i voc , iii the example given in
§323, a Naha rnztravardhuna ( °nah), it is hard to say which reading Has
the older We shall quote first a group in which the nominative seems
to be the original form and the vocative secondary
puvantdnah (SV °nn) sanitanrm vsi krnvan RV SV A slight tendency

for SV to prefer the voc referring to Sonia may perhaps be detected
in this and the following, cf VV I §328

apro,aván grhapatir (SV °pate) mahan on RV SV
tuddho mamnddhi somyah (SV somya) RV SV
sarítpavarfd chi MS sarv.pa Malin agaht SV ,1B
samrad asi krtanuh (SS `no) VS VSK TS MS KS PB SS ApS
av,yavusdd bhagavatt (KS °tt) hi thtiyah RV AV AB KB AS KS

ApS N Addressed to the cow , KS make,' one of the predicate
adjectives into a vue

unpin (ApMB vaptra, HG MG captor) rapist (PG '1t) kesnsnta4ru (4G
PG MG lawn) AV AG PG ApMB HG MG The change of
the num original of AV to a voc in HG MG belongs here,
see §326

dyuyntan (MG "moan) ?dam pert dhatsva vusah Ap \III 1IG MG , c.f

also ayuymatidam etc AV Lect fac m 11G
vasúni cdrur (SMB crinje, ApMB caryo, t, I cagy°, HG cayyo) ut Ma-

jab: (SMB bhrjasi), HG bh47d sa) p rov Al :AIR HG ApMB
Num mast in all but SMB (ca aryo to ApMB , for HG see VV 2
§244) In SMB adapted to a different context which requires a
fem , (ca)arye, voc fens Note however that SMB baldly retains
the mast fornt:Auan from the original' (jtvanti w wild be uninetrical )

sakha (PG sakhe) saptaparli (ApMB PG °padu) thrive AG SG Kau
SMB PG ApMB \IG The (predicate) nom is clearly original

purovrita (KS °to, TS °to varean) bunco 'I'S \IS hb This and the
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adjoining formulas are pretty low bathos, but some of them have
nom forms even in MS

brahmaclfry ase (SMB GG asy asau) SB AG SG SMB GG KhG PG
ApMB sense cast brahnuzcúrni mama ca Kau Perhaps hardly
tu be called variants

Idhruvatrlht papyri (PG paeye) may AVID) SG PG ApMB mameyarti
ashy peed AV Stenzler and Oldenberg take poeye as voc

belongs
fern,

addressed to the bride If this be correct, the variation
here We have preferred to understand pogge as Joe sg mast ,

going with magi, see §454 ]
3335 In some cases the change of case form seems to be due to the

definite assimilatory influence of a neighboring word, see §323 These
deserve special listing, the following are thu,e in %Inch the none seems
to be the older form and the voc secondary
contain piba DIna sd.ra (TS TA Malang! °hail (Mira) ',trivia RV VS

TS MS TA MahtlnU §,123

tu musses a i. nteuaepunah ('l'S TB niuenkana, MS KS au .ftkunah) VS
7'S MS KS SB 'l'B LA Preceded in all by avrtbhrtha ntcum-
pana (etc voc in all) Doubtless the noun is original and the
roe assimilated to that of the preceding pads

samJagmiao (loath havth (SV LS diva Auer) 11V SV 1.S Preceded by
rdhak soma ,vantage It is likely that the voc soma had something
to do nits the change tu vat. Acme The next prida begins with
pavasva, 2d person, v Licit may also have helped

agaer agar puro agnir (KS j KapS [(,riel 73] ague, 7'S j TB f para -agir,
cpd ) bhavcha VS TS MS KS KapS SB TB The °rig seems
to be TS TB ('harbinger of Agro', Keith), the second vac of
KS NapS is apparently assimilated to the first ague

§33G In the Intl the rumiratire seems to be secondary We shall
put first those eases in ix Melt form assimilation to .t neighboring word
scents to have operated, as in the preceding section, note that they are
awry much more numerous than the opposite shift
sajo,ia tndra (Ts ri,drah) saga. marudbheh. RV VS TS MS TA

MahänU AS §323
afro deva (SV tuice (levo) hiranyayah RV SV The surrounding noms

have been responsible for devo
r3tSti savasas pate (SV palele) RV SV Preceded by (vain :idea gaga ast
pavasva devdyugak (SV deva ayugak) 11V SV Pli Benfey translates

deva as
night

voc it is
explained

accented devo 11 this is correct and it is a nom
it be by assimilation to ayagak if that is a nom ,
but Oldenberg, IRVNoten on 9 25 5 considers it u neuter adverb
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dydvdprthzvi uro (VSK t urv) antarakya VS VSK MS KS SB dyd-
vdprthzvi ury antarzkyam AV TS The TS reading belongs here,
see 4333

acne sadakfah satanur (KS t °nar) hi MAIM TS KS agnzh sudakfah
satanur ha Militia MS The verb is 2d person in all, the nom of
MS is attracted to the following noms

vasupate vasuddvan RV VS SB vasuddvd vasupalzh 1'S MS KS
Preceded in all by sa bodhz sins maghavd, TS etc assimilate to
these noms

kamena krtah (RV and p p of MS krta) brava zcharn nah RV MS TB
krtah partly suggested by zchamiznah

Pray pa. (ApMB °fe) lanvam me /wooer, tvayfd detazh sahamana and rah
(ApMB tvaf(ar devebhzs sahasama Indra, cf Wintered xx) ApMB
MG Followed in MG by vzsvazr devoir rlubhth samvzddnah, pun
sdm bahi ndm mdtarau Spam, in ApMB by vzsvazr devils ralzbhzh
samrardnah, punsam bahiiruim tuatara syama Both texts are poor
and doubtless corrupt, but. the vors in ApMR are doubtless more
original, and may have been changed into nome in MG under the
influence of the participle in páda c, which is Loin in both

aahasrdkya medha a (VSK medhaya) riyarndnah VSK TS KS sahas-
rdkyo meet ay! ciyanuiruzh VS MS SB Preceded in all by imam
ma hzns-zr dinpddam pa.um (TS KS paiiindm) Voc is likely to
be original, attraction to ciyanairuzh in VS etc

Aaravye brahnuzsamszte (TS 'ta) RV AV SV VS TS lotto brahmasain-
sztah TB ApS Preceded in all by avaeryfa (TB ApS °fah) para
casa Voc was original, in TS the adjective, and in TB ApS
both it and the noun, have been drawn into the noue by the nom
adjective preceding

ado (Al S ato, AV ado yad) devi (ApS MS devi) prathamdna puraslat
(KS ApS MS prthag yat) AV KS ApS MS Direct address and
2d person verb in all, vue original, nom attracted to prathanzand

subirana srja -srja 5unaka ApMB suvunnah srja -srja HG Preceding
páda ends with suvirinah, winch certainly caused the change (it
may he a mere corruption in tradition)

oakhe (AV sakhd) sakhdyam Nam Jarzmne RV AV In the latter
attraction to the case of Nato

((Minim medha (MS medhah) sumanasyamdnah TB ApS MS Pre-
ceded by (cumin sida Attraction to the following nom in MS

¢337, In the rest a nominative is secondanly substituted for a voca-
tive, in an expression of direct address, without any apparent assimila-
tory influence of surrounding forms
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sndra (MS indrah) svadham anis hi no babhiltha RV KS MS In the
latter, 'thou hast presented thyself as Indra '

punar agate punarnava (AV punarn°, AV °vah) RV AV (both)
'lamas te astis sisara (PG sisaro lapetapahuara) PG t 1 16 24, ApMB

HG The nom of PG is hardly interpretable, indeed one is almost
tempted to suppose that sisarn is

refer
meant for voc (of an otherwise

unknown sisaru) It must to the sanie individual as te (a
kind of dog demon)

agie ghrtenahuta (KS °tah) AV VS TS MS KS ApS In AVPpp
(Whitney on 6 5 1) ghrtebhir ahutah Ppp and KS are awkward
and secondary, the nom must he taken as predicate to the subject
of the preceding verb fad earn (ApS asrruin) alarm (VS TS KS
°rdm, ApS °ran) naval

rain (TB °ri, KS v 1 °nh) stoma. rut 32gyu. e (KS t TB °ni) RV KS
TB In all preceded by upa te gd ivakaram, vrná.gua duhitar divah
The nom must be taken in apposition with the subject of urni, +va

rtena (MG riens) sat-11núnc (ApMB HG sthúnav, MG stl ilea) wihi rohe
rant (MG vanah) AV AG HG ApMB MG The appositional
nom of MG is awkward

(mira kraiva (MS indrah krill) mamas, yad vasarrut R4 MS KS Per-
haps the direct address to the Maruts (manila, vue ) in the same
pada made the redactor of MS feel that the voc Indra must he
got rid of The nom is however clearly inferior, perhaps 'When
we, 0 Maruts, acting as Indra, desire ' (9) On the original
cf Oldenherg, RV Nolen, on 1 165 7 In VV 2 §380 we have
called the nom 'hardly construable'

ague (MS ayntr) dowry pra vocah (MS coca) RV SV MS TA

Vocative and nom of independent statement

§338. In a few cases the shift between nominative and vocative marks
more radical changes in the relation of the word so changed to adjoining
words Thus, a vocative epithet may be developed into a separate
clause ur sentence (cf § §32, 38) The first step in this direction ie
illustrated by this
Botha ratham (TS rathe) adhi tam (VS SB yam, TB yad) vajrahasla

(TB °tah) RV VS SB TB Here TB , introducing a conjunc-
tion yad, makes what was originally a vocative epithet into a syn-
tactically separate, the still dependent, clause 'since thou art
vajra- wielder' instead of '0 vajra- wielders' The awkward reading
of VS SB is intermediate and paved the way
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6339 Note also the AO variant devebhyo havyavdd ass, under devebhyo
havyavahana etc §329, and the following, which show the final result
of this tendency
kdmyain PB MS GG ',rose MS
ague prñyatcille SMB PG ApMB HG none prdyasrzltsr ass SG

Similarly with vdyo and stir, (dditya)
agne grhapata upa ma hvayasva KS ApS MS ayrurya upahvayadhvam

Vara aver me hold sa mopahvayatam SB Parallels rather than
real variants?

adhvandm adhvapate pia nui lira mash me VS adhvandm adhvapate
svuoti me PB adhvarw adhtpaltr art svaslt tao SS

Transfer of epithet

§340 There remain, aside from textually dubious or corrupt variants,
chiefly some cases of 'transfer of epithet' That la, the variant word
is transferred from one person or thing to another, which involves change
of case Cf §I4 above
lava kravansy upamñny uklhyd (SV °ya) RV SV In RV the adj goes

with kravansi, in SV with Indra
kratas ta Indra soma vatdpayo (KB TA vdtdper, KS SS vdtdpe) hava -

nakrutah MS KS (9 8) KB TA SS In MS vat° agrees with
roan, in the others with Indra, either with the voc tiara or with

the pronoun te and the adj havanasrulalt
sat yesya dharmarazs pall (AO pate, Vast MS salyasya dharrnand, AS

pan satyasya dharrnand, PG pars sakhyasya dharmanah) 5S Vast
ApS MS AS PG In SS (probably orginal) pali (dual) is part
of the predicate of the two preceding püdas In ApS it is applied
to an unspecified digne personage to whom the stanza is felt as
addressed

deva djyapd ,ju;drai. signa (VS tundra) ajyasya vyantu VS MS KS Iu
the ongmal (MS KS) addressed to Agin (voc ), but he is not one
of those who are to participate in the action of v' anti The redac-
tor of VS felt therefore that there was nu reason for bringing Agni
in at all, the rest of the verse suggests that Indra is above all the
god who is to 'taste the butter', hence srulra(h), as one of the
devd(h) who are the subject of the verb

vzvasvann (VSK °van, TS KS °va) ddilyasla te somapithah VS VSK
TS MS KS SB MS The epithet belongs, as it should, to the
sun (ddztya) in all but VSK , which seems to apply it, incredibly,
to somapithah
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anu dydwiprthvve supranitih (SS °te) AS SS The anginal pads d of
AV 7 73 6 (see Whitney's note), Ppp (Roth) agrees with AS ,
with nom agreeing with hernia of 'Dada c, while SS (secondarily)
distorts it to agree with the subject of the 2d person verbs of
padas a, b

sear devil (TS TB ApS swear devdn) aganisa (MS MS agama) VS
TS MS KS SB TB ApS MS deed is accentless both times in
VS , tho comm in one of them takes it as nom (vayam ya3anuind
deed bhv.tvt) In KS 14 1 it is vac in KS 18 12 nom (but two
mss make it vac ), in MS nom the Tait texts make it accus
attracting it to the case of sear and making it a second object If
nom it must, of course, agree with the subject (as minim on
VS says)

Maya eva bteagavtre testy devah (AV t devah) RV AV VS TB ApMB
In AV the epithet (originally vue ) is transferred to bhaga(h) Ppp
agrees with RV

vevrttacakrei d.sindh HG ApMB avemuktaeakra (v 1 °r(i) ¢reran PG
See §454

yat to swims hrdayc (SMB PG ApMB HG °yam) KBU AG SMB
PG ApMB HG yat to ausimam hrdayam KBU 2 8 (not in
Cone ) smarm i=

stand,
voc fern , hrdaye loe See §457 If susimam be

allowed to it is a case of transfer of the epithet to hrdayam
the heart that is thine, of well- parted hair' (t despite the bizarre

sound of this to us, it is perhaps not impossible in a Vedic text,
the 'heart.' e, the essence of the person, and any epithet of the per-
son may he applied to it) Deussen would read su time, however

agree vaasvdnara (MS * 'rah) veiled 'I'S MS (bis) TB The subject is
molt, (neuter!), and if the nom can stand it must be felt. as going
with it But, altho no v l is recorded, we suspect a corruption
(final visarga added, VV 2 §380)

punier bralundrea (AV brahma) vasunitha (AV °niter, MS 'White, KS
°dhitam, y 1 °tarn, KS 38 12bt °tither, KapS °dhilarn or °tim)
yajñaeh (AV AIS KS agree) AV VS TS MS KS KapS SB
The vue agrees with ague (understood in KS ), the nom with
brahma, the ace with tea (sc Agni) of the preceding

Miscellaneous

§341 One or two miscellaneous cases, hardly to be called true
variants
mina blerdjdrighdre bambadre hasta subasta Welts VS TS AB audit

,
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nabhrad ahghdre bambadre hasta subasta krárino KS sugar na-
bhrdd wig/tare bambadre 'star aliases krlano MS svasa bhra(, aizgha-
rzr bambhirzh, hastah suhastah, kr.4anur vz.tvavasuh TA t In TA
part of the gandharvaganáh, obviously based on the other list
(addressed to the gandharvas at the soma purchase), but used in
a different connexion

agnzr ajyasya SB agna ajyasya "yams vaujhak SB Alto
agnzn4 ya °, agnsm djya° Rigmarole formulas, with repetition
(with slight variations) of the same words attached to various
cases of the stem agni, as required in a set of offerings

§342 We now append some nominative- vocative variants whose
right to be called such is doubtful, either because of dubiety of inter-
pretation of forms, or because textual corruption or editorial error is
involved
suapnah suapnddhtkarane RVKh svapna uvaprThhtkaranena AV

svapna svapnadhzkaranena Ppp (Barret, JAOS 35 52) Probably
svapna is a sandhi forni for svaprzah, VV 2 ß980

aumrdika sarasvatz (MG °ti) AV AA TA AS LS MG Read °lz III
all, so v I of MG , and its comm he sarasvatz In TA 1 21 3
the Bibl Ind ed reads sarasvati, but Poona ed

e main. suhtranyavrin (SS °vah) AV SS But °vein is Roth's emenda-
tion and must be rejected

ud ir%uatah patturili (ApMB 'cats) by eta RV ApMB Sec Winternitz,
xix, some ApMB mss °gait, comm °vats interpreted as a 'Vedic'
nom I A voc seems impossible

tyam o,adhe (PG °dhi) trayamand PG ApMB 11G Here too (if
prec ) the vor is absurd, yet is clearly intended in ApMB H(:
see Winternitz xxiv, and Oldenberg SBE 30 166 note

(lrlam Mirth barn it19A (TS ApS hav15h eamstah) TS MS SB KS ApS
MS Cone Samsta for MS MS , but both follow this word with
its, intending tanulaih I

dhdrulsoman manthtna indra (MS indrah) .(ukrat TS KS MS See
Knauer's note The nom is unconstruable as such

Lain nah pdsañ chwvatamdin erayasva HG lam paean (AV °un) etc
RV AV ApMB sa

person
nah page sivatanzam eraya PG The verb

being still 2d in PG , this might be classed with §337, but
PG is really hopeless

atomatrayastnn3e bhuvanasya paint TS KS AS sterna, trayastrinte bhu-
vanasya patni MS In the latter apparently stomas and patni are
subject and predicate, the divergence of gender signalizes the bad-
ness of the reading

guru vaujhak

`tt
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(alvakrante rathakrdnte) tn. nukrdnte vasumdhare (TA °rd), Itrasd loot,
dean (TA dhdrayxsydma), rakgrisxx mum pads -pride TA MahrinU
The nom is impossible as member of a series of vacs , which are
epithets of the personage addressed (loam muet be supplied) With
MahanU'e dharttii, it might, tho very harshly, be explained by
attraction In fact the comm on TA seems to have read Boos
dent, and for vesumdharñ (which he does not quote, did he read
°dare °) he has he bhtime sarvrinx vasli nt dhdrayanti salt Evi-
dently the text of TA is very uncertain

indra (MS xndrah) &rutasya mahato mandnt RV MS The nom is not
construable

na on ojIya
p reads

rudra toad ash. RV TA oliyo rudras tad asti MS s p but
p like RV but for tad instead of toad The MS is corrupt
and uninterpretable Add to VV 2 §365 (toad tail)

praty etd Wind (AS mama) pratis(hoüipavaktar (SS °ankle, y l °vak-
tar) tala KB AS SA Discussed VV 2 p 180 All texts seem
to have read °lotto, but a voc seems unconstruable, and a nom
must have been intended, whatever the forni was

yatra- yatraJdtavedah sarnbabhúlha (TB 'bhttva, Poona ed °tha) TB ApS
yatra -yatra vxbhrlo (KS bibhrata, y 1 inbhrto, bxbhnato) yatavrdilh
AV KS The nom is very awkward, Whitney translates a voc

&amain me vxcaryannm (RVKh vtcakisanam) RVKh TA TU pratikam
one virakyannm PG Scheftelowitz reads neizt,ann rn RVKh , but
this seems unconstruable

Saeu (hit (AA °(hah, but Keith "(ha with v I °thah) vajrinn ojant (AA
itlidnd,uuiyah riiiase) RV SV AA Mahan/Minya!' A mere cor-
ruption of tradition

ariuïgvaso soon& lc ',dram asiya MS KS ApS arvdgvasur lite try- uktudl
MS (pratika) It seems clear that MS's pratika refers to the
mantra of MS There is no v I recorded, but no nom can be
really intended

,
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CHAPTER XII

VOCATIVE AND ACCUSATIVE

Direct address and indirect statement

§343 The vanants between vocative and accusative are much less
numerous than those between vocative and nominative, and naturally
do not parallel them altogether, yet it is rather curious to ubsen e the
extent to which they correspond Thus, to begin with, we find a group
in which one form addresses directly a divine personage or a thing
(vocative), while the other expresses the same prayer, vu i h, or state-
ment indirectly, referring lo the same personage or thing iii the accusa-
tive Generally in such cases the variants occur in different contexts,
so that we have a sort of phrase - inflection, an adaptation of the same

a fewmantra material to different situations But not always so, in
cases the same passage undergoes this syntactic modification, Just as in
the first group of nonnative- vocative variants ( §32(i) Among the
simplest cases of this sort are two in which a first person verb meaning
in substance 'I invoke' is used in both forms of the variant, with the
god invoked in the accusative or vocative
indram (SV indra) dhenum sudogham anyára z,ani RV SV The pre-

ceding pfida is a tu adya (SV tvruiya) sabardughrvn linty ga Weave.
pasam SV , by reading tva(dya) for Iv arlya, turns the verse into
a direct address to Indra 'I call upon Indra' or 'I call on thee,
Indra'

rra Went mantle tirahmanaspatim (SV °pate), devon (SV deva) avo vere-
nymn RV SV MS KS 'With a hymn I approach the Maruts,
Brahmanaspati, the gods, for excellent aid' ' I approach (you],
0 Maruts etc '

§344 In a few other cases the accusative is the object of a causative
or
tive,

active verb, while the vocative goes with a corresponding intransi-
the action is thought of alternatively as performed by an outside

agency upon the entity referred to, or by that entity itself These are
similar to many variations of the acc with the nom §372 ff
Mania dhruud (SG ethane) prate tt,stha sale (SG dhruva) AV SG HG

thrum: dhruvani ni mutant' falám AV PG HG 'Right here stand
thou finn, O house (pillar)'', or 'Right here I fix firm the house'

140

,
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femme team stana pra pyriya ApMB tasmaz stanam pra pydyasva HG.
'Swell for hull, O breast'', or 'Swell thy breast for him ' See
VV 1 §32

unnambhaya prthzvim TS KS MS ApS pra nabhasva wale. AV
'Split open the earth' (addressed to Dhat.ar) 'burst open, O earths'
Ppp agrees with TS etc , and AV addresses Dhátar in pads c,
AV probably secondary

§345 In the stray variant which follows the ecc is original ('the
sacrifice has gone to the gods '), Ai (the reading of which is repeated
by its comm ) makes it a direct address to the gods
devdñ (MS deeds, AS devri) Janata agars yaj uth MS KS AA ApS MS t

Phrase inflection

§346 The remaining cases of shift between direct address and indirect
reference concern different contexts in the two forms of the sunant
salyadharrnrinant adhvare RV SV (preceded by kavzm agnnn upa stubs)

satyadharmano adhvarani (TS °re) RV TS (preceded by different
pädas of direct address)

y4 i¡tham ha.vyavdhana (and 'nain) RV (both) Voc accompanies 2d
pers pronoun

rudra jalasabht ,a)a AV rurlram ,tali, abhe alam RV
Mlannate safakrato RV ,afamzilim salakratum RV Voc with le, ace

with zndrani
stonaehhzr havanosrula.m (and 'hi) RV (both) Ace with mahantam.

(zndrani), sot (dual) with indrayni, or asvznet
stomebhu rnsvwarsrintm It.V stomebhzr visvarar,sane RV AV
itllanaparne siabhage (Ppp °mint ,sztbhaydnn), followed by dev47afe (Ppp

sahruiainñm) ,,ahasvafz (Ppp 'am) RV AV Ppp (,LAOS 40 161)
The latter also in nom form, §329, saharruirie

Indry zndraya pitaye RV ,alum nuiraya pilayc. RV SV
indum (RV also ?odor) zndrtiya nu,t.saram RV (both) SV
zndrani (RV also India) soma.' ja pitaye RV (both) AV SV
taaya la zslasya vitasya dravzneha bhaksiya TS ('may I enjoy the wealth

of thee ') fasya na zs {asya pritasya dravinehapameh VS ('wealth
of , conic to us here') And others, see VV 1 §104u, and §326
above The forms differ only in accent

§347 We come now to the second large group of vocative - accusative
variants In these there is direct address both times, but the person
or thing addressed is syntactically the object of a verb, at least in one
form and generally in both, while one of its epithets is alternatively
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expressed in the accusative, agreeing with the object, or in the vocative
While we can generally see which is the onginal form, on external
grounds, both forms are often equally sound syntactically, as was the
case with the corresponding nominative - vocative vanauts (§ §334 ff )
Usually the shift is due to attraction to a neighboring form

§348 In the group to be mentioned first the accusative form is older
than the vocative
tndram karmasv deafam (MS VS *fa) RV AV VS (both) MS KS

SB TB AO tndram karmasv avatu MS tndra karmasu no 'vata
VS KS mash karmasu no 'vertu TB (but Poona ed tndra
'vata) See VV 1 §354 The voc is attracted to the subject of the
verb, which originally does not include Indra

narrwayarnas tvedyam (KS °ya) jatavedah RV MS KS TB 'We pay
homage to thee, the worshipful one, () Jetavedas' or to thee, O
worshipful J ' The RV ongmal makes the epithet idyam agree
with led, the KS attracts it to Jatavedah, but in either case it refers
to the same person

agnzei (SV afire) ratham na vedyam RV SV On this complicated
verse (cf also agni rathe na vedyah RV , and below §387) see R17 Rep
on 1 186 3, with references, and especially Oldenberg, Prot 288
There is no doubt that SV is secondary All the surrounding
verses are addressed to Agni, this is doubtless the reason for SV 's
change to the vocative, which makes unsatisfactory sense, the pro-
noun vah. (plural') occurs in the first pAda, and is interpreted by

. the comm as equivalent to tvdm)
pra ya bhúmtm (TS ApMB 'mz) pravalvatz RV TS MS KS ApMB

N Followed by mahnd,7tnon (MS !wino.) ma hint Addressed to
Prthivl, 'earth', who is said to 'promote the land (Mimed', by a
natural confusion TS ApMB assimilate WISP() to the subject and
make it vocative, along with (and specifically attracted by) the
adjoining vocative epithets Note that the short z of the ending
is retained, which however implies a stem Mimi instead of Mann,
cf yd°` ca bhúmy etc, §180

mahdi tndram (ApMB tndra) svastaye RV ApMB Occurs twice in
ApMB in different contexts, both different from that of RV On
one of them see Wintermtz xxix f Both are inferior in sense
§349 The cases in which an older vocative vanes with a secondary

accusative in expressions of direct address are
ye led retry (MG rdtrim) updsale KS MG yd trim rdtrim updsmahe

PG yam tea retry updsmahe (TS updsale, SMB rata yaidmahe)
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AV TS SMB Direct address in all, even in PG, where the object
pronoun is 3d person instead of 2d, PG and MG assimilate the
form of the orig voc to the object pronoun

indra áavis(ha aatpate RV indram lamella satpatim SV Repeated in
SV from RV 8 68 1, where the first three !Atlas are it tea ratham
yathotaye sumruiya vartaydmasi, tuvikiirmim rtisaham The sac
epithets of the prec have attracted two of the three vors of the
last pâda, the curious thing is that one (tavis(ha) is allowed to
remain even in SV

áociskeáam uicaksana (AV * Tram) RV ArS AV (both) TS KS Pre-
ceded by hid deva sürya Clear attraction to the prec ace
in AV

With cikituo (AV °vans) avrnioruzhiha RV AV agrie Arles,. avrnIma-
hiho VS TS MS KS SB In all texts lid occurs in prec 'In
that today we choose thee, O hotar (as hotar) '

punt brahmäno (AV brohmd) vasunitha (AV °nitir, MS 'dhite, KS'
'dhitam, y 1 °dhilim, and "f °nitha, KapS °dhitam or °dhitirn)
yajñaih (AV MS KS a agrie) AV VS TS MS KS (Ms) KapS
AB See §340

soar devil (TS TB ApS suvar detain) aganma (MS MS agdma) VS
TS MS KS gB TB ApS Má The ace certainly secondary,
and perhaps influenced by sear, see §340

uaha kola (HG kdlam, v 1 kilts) vaho sriyarn nuibhi vaha ApMB HG
Undoubtedly ApMB is correct and original Addressed to an

fortune telephant 'Carry, black one, curry/ Carry me towards
Probably kdta should he read in HG with two mss certainly
kale,. does not make sense 'Carry the time' (Oldenberg) is ridicu-
lous, and 'carry the black one' is little better

Transfer of epithet

§360 The remaining vocative - accusative variants, except a few cor-
ruptions, concern 'transfer of epithet' from one person or thing to
another, involving change of case (and also, often, of number or gender)
rayim no dhehi subhage suvirani (Mg suvire, PG f suviryarn) AV TS

MS PG 'Grant us wealth with good suns, O auspicious one'
'grant us wealth, (0 auspicious one of good sons ' There is little
real difference in the sense, the possession of good sons by the
deity addressed implies the granting of them to the petitioner

vardAd samudram ukthyam (SV °ya) RV SV In RV ukthyam modifies
samudram, in SV it is transferred to soma (in [Ada a)

,
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tndram sakhdyn (KS °yam) anu gant rabhadhvam (KS vyayadhvam)
RV AV SV VS TS MS KS The voc sakhdyo refers to the
subject (warriors), the acc to the object (Indra)

aubhage kdmpilavdssnt TS KSA TB ApS subhadrikdm kñmpi.lavñst-
nim VS MS See Edgerton, JAOS 31 141, 144 The words are
applied differently, the aces to a rival queen, the vues (spoken
by the priest) to the Maln; i Both occur in an obscene passage
in the aSvamedha In the voc form note the absence of the impre-
catory suffix ka

krnula dhumart veyaruih sakhdyak AV krn°la Airman veyanam sakhd-
yah RV The whole AV verse is a wretched corruption of the
HV original All that need concern us here is that ursanam, in
the orig an epithet of Ailment (so Grassmann Inch Geldner,
Hillebrandt), is transferred to the following sakhdyah

kas tam Indra tvavasum (SV PB Cud vaso) RV SV AB GB PB AS
This involves a 'false division' of the type described in VV 2 §820,
where this variant might have been included 'l'he RV has a
cpd adj agreeing with tam The SV misunderstands it as con-
taming an ace led, and then makes the seemingly necessary correc-
tion to vaso, which is then a voc going with Indra

aganrna nntratartrna varrn.ya (MS ',arena, KS rises yore) TS MS KS
In KS the epithet goes apparently with (Adore, to be supplied
in
In

sense (the following radii is rdtrindm Mayo tluvayor yo asti)
T5 (probably u beet f.ic ) it is made to agree with mttrdvarund

MS has a different change, ou which see VV 2 026
achalram (SMB 'idh) Suirrau. yachata RV AB SMB The unaccented

SMB makes the epithet go with the subject, it may be taken as
either voc or nom

svargam arrant° jayema Vail . rarydn (AS text, .svaq.in) arvanto jayola
(AS jaya.tah, AS also, as variant given in the text, arvato jayali)
SV AS SS arvanto is voc

(tn SS
to SV , nom m Volt , in both cases

going with the subject either nom or
object

von ) ]n the second
version of AS it is transferred to the

rbhum rbhukyano rayira RV rbhukyanam rbhum rayivi RV SV In
the first passage rbhukyano is a voc elliptic plural, 'U llbhuksan
(and the two other Rbhus) ' In the second it is an epithet of
morn See RV'Rep on 4 37 5

roam svadiuivan guhyani (ApMB .svadhanot .waryam) bzbhar,i RV
ApMB In RV svadhavan refers to Agni, in ApMB it is made
an epithet of nano
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§351 There are two cases of the sort mentioned in §15, in both what
is in the onginal form an object noun is treated in the secondary form
as a vocative epithet They differ from the preceding only in that the
onginal accusative can hardly be considered an 'epithet'
avavyayann unhurt deva vasma (TR ApF4 vasvah) RV MS KS' TB

ApS` The original 'Removing the black garment, O god ' In
TB ApS vasvah must apparently he meant as an epithet of deva,
its meaning is obscure, Caland translates the RV reading See
VV 2p 124

pumas 8 bhúst rocanam (AV * °na) RV ArS AV (both) VS TS MS
TA MahñnU The subject is the sun, the object, in the orig ,

vievam racanam In AV rocana roust be felt, as an epithet of
the subject, 'shining' This adjective is unknown to the RV.
where rocana is always a noun

Errors

§352. Finally, a few errors
evd Madre KB AA TA AS Mahiiniimnyah The Cone follows the

Bill Ind ed of AA in quoting hinrlram, but see Keith's AA , 142,
n 12 Vue in all

kilns kamam ma dvartaya PB h15 kdntam- krimam and dvarfaya MS
But one of von Schroeder's best hiss reads Wino /damn (both
accented), this and the reading of CIS, its ritual text, convinces
us that the printed reading of MS is merely due to bad editing

yam I,'Um gin. =onto VS 11S 'I'S KS SvetU NilarU The ed of
NilarU used in Cone has gtrl.ianiam in text and comm But the
MISS ed has °santa in text (comm °santam) The ace can be
construed only with difficulty, von assumes a vue

devaynvaat (TB deva') visvavdrdm (AS 'wire) TS SB TB AS SS
Preceded by ghrtavulim adhvaryo (AS t °yoh) scot r dsya.,va The
aces go with macaw, the spoon, perhaps AS means vzsvavdre as a
voc feni addressed to the spoon, but this is really nonsense, even
if it he detached from the preceding and taken with the follow-
ing (iddntahat dctrin idea in) Note that AS r, also corrupt in
adhvaryoh (omitted in Cone , to be added to VV 2 §331)
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CHAPTER XIII

VOCATIVE AND OTHER CASES

A Vocative and instrumental

§363 The variations between vocative and instrumental are, as we
should expect, few and scattering Nevertheless there are certain
conditions in which, rather unexpectedly, these two cases may be inter-
changed with substantially no difference of meaning Thus, first, an
associative instrumental may be used with a vocative of direct address
of a person also addressed, while in another forni a second vocative
may function The associative instrumental varies in this same way
with other cases ( § §55 -7) The examples we have noted are
mo yd na indrdtra (TS t indra) pram devaih (KS deváh, TS MS deva)

RV VS TS MS KS SB In the original, 'O Indra along with
the gods°, in KS 'O Indra (and) ye gods" The next pàda begins
with astu and MS TS read devdstu, which however MS p p
resolves as devdh, astu implying the reading of KS The reading
deva would of course be vuc sg , as epithet of Indra, this would be
a case of 'transfer of epithet', as described in §15

dew -lever (ApS dew devoir) abhi and nnuartadhvam MS ApS In MS
an ámredita compound 'Ye several goddesses" In ApS 'Ye
goddess along with the gods"

d ydhi lure haribhydm (SV KB SS hariha, AS hard iha) AV SV
KB AS SS See notes of Wlutney and Keith Apparently hart
iha is intended in all but AV , hart would seem to be vuc 'O hero
(hidra) [and] ye two bay steeds"

§354 In another way the true and inter may be nearly equivalent
iri ultimate meaning in the following, which psychologically go with
interchanges between direct address and indirect statement (cf §29),
here in the indirect form the personage which in the other form is
directly addressed is put in the instrumental instead of the nom (for
the equivalence of these two cases in such contexts see §40)
jagutyainam (AS °ty Brant) vnk$v d vesaydmah (MS KS ''ma, AS °ns)

TS MS KS AS The AS reading may be only a phonetic variant
or corruption (see VV 2 §709), but if genuine it could be interpreted

1441
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VOCATIVE AND OBLIQUE CASES 147

as meaning 'O jagati (instead of 'by the jagatI') may I settle him
in the tribes,' That is, the potency which in the original is to be
the instrument for bringing about the desired result is directly
addressed for this purpose in AA

dtmdsy dtmann dtnuinam (GB dtmandtmdruzm) me and hinsih GB Vait
Matt 'Thou art Oman, O atman, injure not my Atrnani' or,
' injure not my Atman by the ;anon' If textually sound, this
would be substantially the reverse of the preceding change (assum-
mg that here the voc is original) But Gaastra reads in GB like
the others (with v 1 in 2 mss )

§356 The following might he called a case of 'transfer of epithet'
but for the fact that the two forms are used in quite different contexts,
so that it is rather what we have called 'phrase inflection' ( § §21 -2)
devi devebhzr palate (and °td) yajatrazh RV (both) devi dcveuu ,maid

ya3atra RV AV MS The latter is certainly secondary, ya3atra
is made to agree

agreed
with a preceding agile, where in the original

the word with devebhzr The contexts are different See
RVRep 241

§356. In one stray case a voc varies with an adverbial instr
ad nas samantam anu pants bhadrayd ApMB szi and (MG milt) saman-

eam abhz nary ehz bhadre MG SMB bhadre refers to the sacred
belt, mekhala 'Do thou encircle me (us) completely, U fair ones'
Instead of 'O fair one' ApMB says 'fairly', mina the old RV
adverb Or this may he the original reading, and bhadre a sort
of phonetic (Prakritic) reduction, the variant should in any case
have been quoted in VV 2 §747

§357 The next is one of those cases which by a certain stretching of
language may be called 'transfer of epithet' (cf §15) A voc epithet
of the subject is replaced by an instrumental of different, appurtenance
plate parzmidlto 'sz PG v.lcna parzmidho 'sz HG Mena parzytfo 'su

ApMB Original is apparently PG , utiila '(runaway) servant'
The word ula or úla seems to mean some kind of wild animal, see
Bloomfield SBE 42 643 (on AN 12 1 49) But the interpreta-
tion of HG ApMB is very obscure, Oldcnberg abandons the text

B Vocative and dative

§968 Here again the variants are few But they show interesting
psychological parallels to variations between the vocative and other
cases Thus first we find some cases in which there is a shift between
direct address, with vocative, and indirect statement, ni which the per-
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nonage addressed in the direct form is referred to in the dative (cf §30)
The alteration may be helped by assimilation to a case -form already
present in the older form of the vanant, as in the first case
agnaye (AV Kaué agne) sanadham rlhdrsam (SG GG andrsam) AV

Kaué AG GG SMR SG PG HG ApMB (The false emenda-
tion ogre in AV is withdrawn by Whitney ad loe ) Lanman ap
Whitney regards the voc agne as original on metrical grounds
More weighty to our minds is the fact that it seems to be a lectio
difhcilior The rest of the verse refers to Agni (Jatavedas) in the
3d person, not in direct address, and more particularly, the datives
brbal e ...dare follow immediately, and it is almost certain that
agnaye has been assimilated to them, replacing agne Note that
the following stanzas are all directly addressed to Agni Jatavedas
However, the comm on AV reads agnaye, and so does one of
SPP's reenters '0 Agni (for Agni) I have brought firewood, for
the great .1 '

brhaspataye mahisa (TS make gad) dyuman named AV TS brhaspate
mahisdya dine nrzmiih Ppp (Barret, JA().S 26 273) brhaspate
mahisa dyuman namah MS Followed by

vetvakarman names to pally asmñn AV (and Ppp) name vesvakarrnune
double case,sa u pate asn.dn TS MS In the first pads there is a

brhaspate varies with °pataye, and manse with °säya of Ppp
Altho the AV coins, reads main yod like TS we no longer hold
the view
reading

expressed in VV 2 § §392, 926 that this is the original
All texts but TS have a form of the stem mahega, we

attribute special weight to Ppp m.ahesdya which we had previously
overlooked We now take the original to be MS '0 Brhaspati,
mighty One (or buffalo bull), glowing homage (to thee), homage
to Vitvakarman, may he protect us ' Since no dative is expressed
in the first pads, one of the two vocs (which really indicate the
recipient) is changed into a dative in all the other texts, hence
maheg6ya Ppp , brhaspataye AV TS The change to direct address
in the second 'Aria in AV Ppp is also due to a sort of assimila-
tion, it matches the direct address of the first pads, to a different
divinity

§369 Parallel to the cases mentioned in § §334 etc are one or two
instances in which there is direct address in both forms of the variant,
but instead of the vocative one forni has a dative, referring to the same
person but differently construed Here too the shift may be due to
form assmulation Thus in the first instance the voc is clearly original
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and the dative assimilated to the pronoun lc, mind is found also in
the older form
kpayadvzra (TS °trir¢ya) sumeuzm asme to astu RV TS Addressed to

Rudra, the preceding is are to goghnonr uta pvrueaghrurm RV , drdt
to goghna uta plruyaghne TS The meaning of TS is far from
clear (Keith may be right in thinking that the variant word is felt
as meaning 'hero destroyer' in TS , instead of 'hero- ruler', in other
respects Keith's interpretation seems to us less happy, we think
surnnarn is felt as 'hymn' in TS ) But the assimilation is clear

unsays rudrH Rtlati ¡Q alai vah pannejanih MS ES iia.uhhyo rudrehhya
8dzlyebhyo visvebhyo vo devchht/ah pannejanir grhrwmz TS The
former is clearly original 'There are your fouthatlis, O Vasus etc. '

In TS we take it that there is still direct address, vo referring to
the gods, and perhaps the d tines may therefore be conceived as
assimilated to the case of en At any raft TS means 'I take the
footbaths for you Vasus, Rudras, Aditya.s, All -gods' (or at least,
vo must certainly go with visvrbhyo devebhyah, as its position clearly
suggests, rather than with panntjanir its Keith takes it)

pu,tipalc (MS pugta° ApS 'patayr) puistis (MS om ) (akcu;e pupae
dhthz (drhz) MS AS ApS Calmat adopts voc fer ApS but
this involves also reading pu,tttn for ins;!z,, ;hieh is supported by
AS and which MS lacks altogether To us it seems that ApS
has it genuine (I ho secondary) variant '1 o i lm Lord of Prosperity
prosperity' Gite back etc'

§360 The following may he said to be rases of 'transfer of epi-
tlo t' (ÿl4)
vipra jgatham grli/ala yaj ,ju,jn,atz (AA ',al) AA SS enprrrya f gclham

grSyata yam. jujoolc SV ]'receded by pea sa zndtaya vrhrrhanta-
maya In SV the epithet goes wilh Indra, in the others it. is
,addressed to the priests (probably by a secondary transfer)

tasnurt rudrdya note arty ageun /e (KS ApS ssia devah,, MS t stu devaya)
AV KS ApS MS SirasI1 (l'pp has the ptsda ending arty adya,
TS TA MaliñnU ending ai? i ) I ertio difficillima in AV (proba-
bly original) The vue devah cannot refer to the same personage
as the dative of the others, whether Agin be identified or only
associated with Rudra Acid to \ V 2 ¡909

§361 A couple of anomalous cases
ekam z,e TB ApS SMB KhG PG ApM A ApG HG MG Followed,

where more than a pratika, by v',cnus tidetvetu (nai¡atu) 'One
(step) for nourishment, may Visnu accompany (lead) thee ' Sinn-
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lar are iga ekapadi (se Maya) AG SG tee led cumañgalr prajd-
catt regime Kaué In these the formula is the first of a senes
employing the first seven numerals, with nearly uniform wording
In TS we find the formula isolated, in a quite different context
from any occurring in the others, as follows ekarn z -ia (mynas tvdnu
vt cakrarne) 'One (step), O vigorous one, Visnu has stepped along
after thee' Keith denies any relation between this and the other
mantras, but it seems to us probable that he is wrong TS has
simply worked over and applied differently a formula remembered
from other occasions It has turned to into a voc , probably
thinking of the RV adjective tea (but crone sarvadevatr tsyamdna)

lkanyakunráryat (TA °meri) dhitnoht TA Mahisnll Poona ed of TA
°Ieumdn, but with accent on the penult (I), and its comm °kurrulri
Occurs in a series of formulas which are closely parallel, differing
only in using various names, in all the others datives are found
Neither a voc nor a noni is, in fact, conceivable here Yerhaps
TA has a mere phonetic corruption, belonging with VV 2 § §700-
701 Comm understands a dative, adding ltñgadtvryatyayah..sar-
vatra chdndaso drastnvyah (very simple') ]

C Vocative and ablative
§362 We have noted only a single stray variant, in which the voca-

tive is surely original, it is subject of the following verb i47a 'Jr broad
atmosphere, along with god Vita, [sacrifice J' In VS AB this its
violently detached from the following phrase containing papa, and
apparently a verb meaning 'protect' must lie understood (so the
comma ), but the reading is certainly poor
uro antanksa (VS SB uror antanksdt) safer devenu vdtcria. VS TS MS

KS SB (Delete reference to KS 2 2 )

D Vocative and genitive

§363 Here again the variants are not numerous Some are essen-
tially phonetic in character, involving presence or absence of final
visarga, see especially §366 Most of them are cases of shift between
direct statement, with vocative, and indirect reference in which the
same
however,

noun is referred to in the genitive In quite a number of these,
as in the nom -voc cases mentioned §333, one form or the

other is more or less inconsistent with the context, producing stylistic
harshness Thus
ghrtavati saunter (MS KS °ter) ddhipalye (TS °lyark) TS MS KS AS
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Followed in all by payasvati ranter (MS rater) aka no aster 'In
(by) [thy] lordship, O Savitar' 'in the lordslup of Savitar' But
the first part of the stanza is directly addeesed to a different deity,
and the voc savcfar is harsh

yens to to prop /pore TB ApS yenaile pra,7tpateh MS Followed in all
by ijdnasya nyavareayan Here the following gen 1júrwsya, which
in the (doubtless original) TB ApS form agreed with to referring
to Pralapati, is doubtless connected with the alteration to prajñ-
patch But in MS 's form le is lust and the statement becomes
third- personal

tarn &amid, satyasavdm aucitrdni AV tam savitur vareryasya citram
VS TS MS KS SB ApS Followed in all by aham erne sumatim
vt;vojanydm (AV uchvavdrdm) 'O Savitar, this [thy] favor '
'tins favor of Savitar' In the 3d pada all, including AV , refer to
Savitar in the 3d person, with asya This rather mild inconsistency
does not prove that AV is secondary, on the contrary it may
suggest that the others have assimilated to the following context

apsu to ratan varuna AV &nape rdjño varunasya KS AS Followed by
grho hiranyayo mitah (AS mito hiranyayah) ' A golden house is
built for thee, O king Varuna (for king Varuna) ' The 2d half
verse refers to Varona in the 3d person in AV but probably this
inconsistency is original, and has been eliminated secondarily in
KS AS , note that they are metrically very poor Form assim-
ilation

yad bhúmer hrdayam, [diva candraniasa tritarn] ApMB t veda to bhinii
hrdayam PG HG Even ApMB addresses Earth directly with a
voc in the following, it is metrically poor in the 1st piida

vivnoh (ApMB vigno, y 1 voonoh) Sreg(hena (HVKh Scheftelowitz
$rai,lhyena) rays. HVKh ApMB MG With the noblest forni
of Visnu' 'with [thy] noblest form, O Vi,uu' The same 'Ada,
with different divine names, is found AV 5 25 10 -13, with voca-
tives, and Ppp (Barret, JAOS 48 38), with savitu3, ingnoh, tvag(uh,
but bhagah (for bhaga?) Barret emends to voce in all four cases
in accordance with ANTS' but this seems dubious procedure The
deity is addressed directly in pada c, with a dhehi, in all

so 'ham edjam saneyam agar: (KS saridrny tagneh) VS 'I'S MS IBS
`May I win strength, O Agni (of, or from, Agni) '

ghrtavatfm adhvaryo (AS t °yoh) srucam isyasva TS 'l'B SB AS SS
See §352, end, AS has a stupid corruption

§364 One or two others are used in diffeient contexts, so that they
may be called cases of 'phrase inflection' ( § §21 -2)

,
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purtdneiya prahhiivaso RV SV punrinasya prabhúvasoh RV The voc
agrees directly with soma, the gen with yasya which refers to Sonia

entente vanaspatcr tva TB TAA SS Apà PG HG parnarn vanaspale
'nu two SMB Quite different contexts

§365 We come now to a case or two i which both forms of the
variant contain direct address, but a name or epithet of the person
addressed ism one form put in the genitive These are similar to the
variants of the vue with other cases mentioned in § §27 ff In the first,
at least, we have a clear case for form assimilation
brhaspatisutasya ta (KS um ta, leaving hiatus) indo (KS MS inda)

indriyavalah pafntvantani (KS tenon) graham grhndmi (MS rddhyd-
sari, KS graham rdhyasam) TS MS KS Wasp, tutusya deva
soma to indor (VSK indo) rrulr,yavatah palnivato grahan rdhyasam
VS VSK SB It is evident. that VS has assimilated the toe of
all other texts to the gen to and accompanying adjectives Note
that only the Vhj texts have another vue (deva soma), which makes
indo unnecessary

§366 The next anant is one of those which seem roost clearly pho-
netic in character, the original vue wine becomes aura by addition of
the evanescent final visarga, on which see VV 2 § §378 S (this variant
was overlooked there and should be added to §38l) It will be noted
that not a few of the other vue -gen anants show this same phonetic
relationship, and as w e have suggested 1 c it is quite likely that in some
of them the phonetic moment is more weighty than the syntactic We
doubt, however, whether Knauer (MG , Einleitung, xxxii f ) is right in
suggesting that this added visarga was intended as an external mark of
an imperative or vocative form, we even question whether it indicated
(as Knauer thinks) aspirate pronunciation of a following consonant
da agne (MG agneh) prajaya saha RV AV PG ApMB MG (All MG

ass actually read rlagneh with secondary crasis, this should have
been recorded in VV 2 §989, Knauer emends ) Preceded by lu-
Shyest afire (SIG agar, un this cf VV 2 §864) paryavahan, stream
va hat urui spit leas, pinch (AV sa nah) pebbles. 'Give back to
(us) husbands the bride along with progeny, O Agni (with Agni's
progeny') ' But note that MG also contains ' oc agne (for original
ogre), addressing the verse to Agni

§367 In a couple of cases a voc varies with a partitive gen (see §84)
Anon ullaniasit osadhe RV VS ullanio asy asadhindm AV 'Thou art

most excellent, O plant (most excellent of plants) ' Same context
The inane gender is peculiar, apparently there is thought of the
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gender of sews A tree is addressed But fern forms occur in the
following verses of AV

Who rota. (AV uta ra3itiirn) uttarnam nuinavdnam AV TB Addressed
to a king, either makes good sense The gen rarñane might be
assimilated to the following gen ('also highest of human kings'),
nr contrariwise the vat. might he assimilated to the direct address
preceding ('[who shall make thee] also, O king, highest of men')

§368 The last quoted variant might also be called a case of 'transfer
of epithet' ( §14) T. that category certainly belongs the following
purl krarasila tnsrpo virapsin (MS 'sana) VS TS MS KS SD TB

It is clear that MS has transferred the epithet vimpain(ah) into
agreement with krvrasga Otherwise the interpretation is dubious
Alabidhara understands 'Before the bloody (battle) with its rush-
lugs to and fro, O mighty one (Vi sum or the sacrificer) ' So, with
misgivings, Eggehng, SHE 12 64 n d Sayana on TS 1 1 9 3
'Before the secret departure of the cruel foe (perhaps Araru), O
mighty one,' taking porno as

probable
ahl gerund So Griffith :nil Keith,

Eggehng thinks this more than the other
§369 A stray case or two in which the construction is altered, with

change from voc (or nom) to gen
rider optic (VSK SB agner, X15 l (trine) nalha nama (MS Mg

add ,gat te) VSK TS MS 5`BK. .11ti elder! apnea nalleo nano VS
KS $B See §333 The nom is doubtless the original loin, but
certainly the voc is better than the gen , which must be construed
in dependence on manta ('mayst thou know Agm's name : ahlias'),
leaving the subject Indefinite or at least unexpressed

Savha rcìdheuryv, (AIDS 010, AS t °gar) naval?.; ea pa:ah AS SS Ap5
A voc is clearly required (see §769), and there i' no reason why
the bonds should be called 'the adhlaryu's' Probably a misprint
in the wretched edition of AS

E Vocative and locatise

§370 First, a stray variant, resembling 'tiansfcr of epithet' (cf §I5),
an originally independent noun, in lue construction, is made into a voc
epithet of the subject
apadyarruinah prthiuydm TA ApA apadgameind tprthevc TS Ap5

avyatltarndnd prthzvyain (MS once 'vyam without y I , once 'mama
according to p p , but s p might also be read prthivt, and one ms
has °vyam) VS MS KS SB Followed in all by ñsa data a prna
Except In TA Ap5 the hrepan is addressed, and doubtless the

.
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loc is onginal not falling to (wobbling upon) the earth' In TS
(Avg ), and perhaps once in MS the loc is assimilated to the
subject and treated as a grandiloquent epithet of the firepan The
earth is a symbol of solidity and security In TA ApS the same
verse is used in a different ritual connexion which requires a
masculine pple (phrase - inflection)

§371 The next Is probably not a real variation in case
sa supranite (SS °ti) nrlarnah svarad ass AA SS Both forms may be

taken as lace, and the text rues of AS actually read °te, see VV
2 §695
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CHAPTER XIV

NOMINATIVE AND ACCUSATIVE

1 Interchange of active and intransitive phraseology

§372 The only large and characteristic group of variants between
nominative and accusative is that which concerns shift between active
(transitive, or causative) and passive (intransitive, or reflexive) expres-
sions In so far as these are signalized by corresponding shifts in verb
forms, they have been already recorded in VV 1 (chapters 2 and 5)
But of course the materials correspond only in part For example,
ninny variants between active and passive verb forms have no expressed
nominative subject of the passive (or intransitive) variant, acrid hence
no ease variation On the other hand, one or both of the variants may
lack any verb forni

§373 A very simple case of this shift between causative and intransi-
tive expressions is found in the set of formulas SG 4 9, Id and BDh
2 5 9, 10, which illustrates at the same time the point last mentioned,
that the verb is very easily omitted Here, in a long list of super-
natural entities to which offerings of water (tarpons) are made, we find
many correspondences of the type (oni) again' tarpayamt BDh , agars
trpyatu SG So with vdyu, sitrya, vt,,nu, prayipatt, etc A similar set
occurs in AG , with the verb understood thrum., and expressed (trpy-
antu) only at the end The verb is also understood in some items of
the list in SG , hence such variants as ryayah (se trpyantu) AG SG (on)
ruins tarpayamt BDh Finally, it must be noticed that in the middle of
the list SG suddenly shifts to a causative construction like that of B1)11
Gratin/ tarpayamt ), which prevails fur six items (incidentally all
these contain nouns not found in BDh ), after which, fur no evident
reason, it shifts hack again to the intransitive form Perhaps this very
irregularity of expression may indicate greater antiquity of the SG
form The Sarnhavya Grhya (quoted by Oldenberg, /St 15 153) has
a similar list with the names all in the nominative

§374 Cases also occur in which the same verb form, or at least a
form in the same voice, is found in both variants, but is used now In
active sense, governing the ace now in intransitive, passive, or reflexive
sense, with nom subject Naturally these would find no inclusion in
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VV I , yet they are psychologically of the same nature as active - passive or
causative intransitive shifts Of these we find the following examples
apochatu (AV °chant,,) mzthund yd kzmtdzna (AV ye kzmidzriah) RV AV

'Let him (Indra) shine away
The

the paired kzmidins', or 'let the paired
ktmidzns fade away ' verb apa -vas is transitive in RV , in
this AV passage it seems impossible to avoid taking it as intran-
sitil, e In AV 2 8 2 and 3 7 7 it is also commonly taken as
uit.rans , but Bloomfield (SBE 42 289, 338 f ) would make it trans

a no viSvasu havyait (SV Svidlt Acumen) RV AV SV AA SS vita
Svidh followed in RV AV SV by indrah (SV indram) sarruitiu
bhz-qatu (SV 'to) The verb is used in a different sense, explained
to §330

ny even' hers,, kumu (AprlB kaman) ayansata (AV aran.sala) RV
AV ApMB In the RV original 't) ASvms, (our) desires have
stationed themselves in your hearts ' In Ap)1B , aith less feeling
for the middle 'l) ACviris, they (people, indefinite) have stationed
(their) desires in your hearts '

ekapadz dvzpadz astapariz bhuiananu prathatonz .sixihd TS ekapadznz
astapadim bhuvaruînu prathantam VS SR ekapadant dvzpadam

l iripadavt calutpudam bhuvananu prat /wnn,m KS t )nly'I S seems
to use the verb in the intransititi e sense which it should have 'let
her (the cow) spread out over the sends' In the others it seems
that it must he taken as transitive ( pralhayantn, cf the pre -
ceding variant), the the forni is certainly anomalous Comm on
VS and Eggeling make bhuvana subject 'let the worlds spread
her along' or (comm ) ' make her renowned ' Better indefinite sub-
ject, as ,,ti{ Bested V \' 1 p 265

somata rajunam o, idhipv ap,u VS TS MS SB sotto rapausodhqv apse
KS Preceded by vaiasyernam (h,S vajasya nu) prasavah susuve
are (TS inure, raid to VV 2 §908) In the original The instiga-
tion of strength pressed out this King Soma,' nee IAS eliminates
the pronoun imam and brings .,onto raga into agreement with the
subject of the verb, which is now felt as passive, probably it also
understands prasavah as 'offshoot' 'The offshoot of strength,
(viz ) Kung Soma, was pressed out '

§375 A little different is the next, in which the sense of the verb
is also changed, but is transitive both times, the subject and object
being reversed
avratu (AA 'tam) hare, It na spread enema (AA myth) SV AA Preceded

in SV by na kamam, in AA by na sonu, 'The man who pays no
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vows attains not his desire, wins not wealth', SV 'Soma impels
not him who keeps no vows, wealth will not come near (hint)', AA
See Keith's note on AA

§378 Frequent in the YV formulas are dedicatory expressions (cf
§126) in which no verb at all is expressed In that case the formula
ordinarily consists merely of the name of the deity, to the dative or
genitive, and the name of the thing offered, in either the nominative or
accusative according as a passive (or intransitive or copulate) verb form
or an active verb forni is in the mind of the speaker These two alter-
natives may vary with each other in different texts, or either of them
may vary with a form of the other in which the verb is expressed So
we get such variants as these, it would hardly he worth while to list
them completely
hzmavale (TS NSA TA 'to) hash (TA hasizrunn) VS TS MS NSA

TA 'An elephant 119 offered, or I offer] to Himavant '
dhanti an vasanläyrilahh'ite VS dhanirri vasantdya MS In diet. one pas-

sage, praato hrmantdya VS , motif° hemant'iya \16 and others
anumatyaz (.Drub (MS (munt) TS MS ESA ad7tyaz viln.upalnyaz

raven/ (ESA ranzli) VS 7'S MS NSA And others
agar°, 'ahonzure ', lakapatuh 'I'S NSA Ap5 aynaye 'nhorm,rs parada-

smm aytdkapdtam nirvupalt MS In tins and the following MS
alone lias ace turnout, all other, nom , the 1, erb nzrvapatt is how-
ever regularly omitted in \IS So

agruiye vaaSvdnaraya dvddasakaprilnh VS TS KS NSA samara!, en
dvadaéakapalam hIS

mztrdvarurulhhydm Ayer, ayl,hyam pay a.zya (MS °yrim) 'l'S MS ESA
Similarly marudhhya nano 4gthidrn etc , aynayt fray °ti. ,

hrhaspataye pdñktriya etc
§377 In one passage uitli no verb expressed, the name of the deity

is put alternatively in the are and nom The case to be expected Is
rather dat or gen , cf §4S5 under minim svdhri etc The TB comm
supplies odds, ya to govern the au No explanation of the nom in SB
is offered by the comm or by l:ggcling Perhaps an intransitive forni
of try, is to he supplied w all the nom and a transitE e form of the saine

underverb or of yqy (hold yakgal ) ith the ace (cf § 073 and 459
mudhagnzm ) Parallel formulas in the vicinity present ace forms
mSB
svaha deal ajyapah (TB divan u3yapdn) TB

§378 Next may be recorded a group in which a form of kr or dha,
'make' or 'put', with ace , varies with .t furies of as or Alai with nom ,

SB
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or with a nominal clause without expression of the copulaic verb Thus
para svapnarnukhdh kucah AV parah seism mukhd krdhz KS 'Away

the dream fared pains' (supply Bantu in AV , rather than 'I put'
with Whitney), 'away, O sleep, put (thy) faces' (or, quite possibly,
'away put the dream- faces')

oyasvantant mdm dyugmantam vareasoantam (MS mdm sahasvantam)
munugyegu kuru (Vait ayufmantam nusnugyegu krnuhz) TS MS
AS Vait oyasvan alum manugyegu bhziyasam VSK 41asvy aham
manugyegu hhilydsarn SS copra« 'ham man° hh&° VS SB

bhrayasvantam mdm ayugntantam varcasvanlam (MS mdm varcasvantam)
manugyegu kuru TS MS bhrayasvari (SG bhrayasvy) aham (VS
S`B bhrdyzg(ho 'ham) manu,syegu bhtiyrasam VS VSK AR SS

yaradas(zm haunts Eva AV yaradagltr bhavtgyasz SMB Ppp (JAOS
42 125) reads as SMB

brahma varrna marndrttaram RV AV SV ApS brahmaham antarant
krnve (KS karave) AV KS 'Brahman is my inner defense' 'I
make B my inner (defense) '

asmakam abadr haryakva meth AV asrnakam ammo harm medtnam Iva
Ppp (JAOS 37 263 f) tha koala harm medtnam Eva KS asya
(RVKh Scheftelowitz tha) kurma (RVKh kulmo, Sch em Alamo)
hai-wo medtnam (RVKh Sch vedznan) Eva RVKh TS TB

vitvdhd dhaltam anapasph.urantim RV VS AB ApS u tvdhd sassy ana
pasphurantih AV TA

ealug(amo abhavad (MS KS ralu,9(omarn adadhad) ya turiya TS MS
KS 'The fourth (brick) has become (has set) the Catugtoma'

soya vo devah sadand (N °nun)) «karma (MS krnomt, HA' Haub Bodo-
ruins Bantu) AV VS MS AB KS Kaué N sugd vo devils soda
nedam seta KS svaga vo devah sadanarn akarma (ApS sadananz
santu) TS ApS

arzg(dm Eva (KS MS MG mri) saha patyd dadharnt (ApMB krnomt,
KS MS MG riadfuitu) RV KS MS MG ApMB arz,+tdhant sana
patyd bhtiyasam VS The contexts are essentially similar, but the
forms with 1st person pronouns are spoken by a woman

akmanant Canon krdhz AV a.;md bhavatu ras (AV te) PIMA. RV AV
VS TS MS KSA aSrna bhava parakur bhava AB BrhU KBU
AG SMB HG MG ApMB The contexts are in part similar

dkhum te rudra parfum /carom?, MS MS dkhus te pasch VS TS TB
SB ApS akhus te rudra pukuh TS ApS

yathd tvant (PG team agne) sufravah sufravd asy (SMB devegv) evam
aham sukravah sukrava bh,iya.sam (SMB brdhntanemu bMiydaam,
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AG PG MG evam main su.ravah sauáravassam kuru) AG SMB
PG ApMB MG

§379 In a couple of other cases forms of dhr (passive) or pad (middle)
are found instead of the copula with the nom form of the variant,
otherwise they are exactly like the preceding
eva te dhnyatdm garbhah AV eva dadhsmz te garbham AV evam gar -

bham dadhdmz te 'sau (ApMB dadhdtu tc, HG ladder. te) SB
BrhU SG ApMB HG ream lain yarbiuint d dheht RVKIi MG
evam

toSvasya jantor
tvant garbham d dhatsva ApMB

adhamam cakdra (RV * AV adhantas padiyla) RV (both)
AV He has made him lowest of every creature" may he fall
lowest of every creature '

§380 There remains a considerable group of other anants in which
active or causative verb forms with ace vary ith intrinsit.ive, passive,
or reflexive forms with nom In most, the not all, the varying verb
forme derive from the same root, these are given first
eixim aham dyugd sarnsndhe (SMB sum.ed?u iya) SMB l'G event

twins daunt (HG mans ntedhavd) .scnn.rdhaya ApMB HG 'Thus
1 am (may I he) inflamed' or 'thus inflame 'lima me'

sahclbhau caratdm dharmam M Dli saha dharma n rara NaradnDh saha
dharna5 caryatdm GDh

ttntn yajñesv idyah RV AV VS TS MS KS AB Loam yaíñeiv idate
RV

vedim bhümznt kalpayzlvd AV urdu bhâmtr nkalpata AV Both in same
hymn, 'shaping the earth into a vedi' 'the earth took shape as
a vedi '

varca a dhehi (KS dhdyt) me tanvam (KS tanúh) AV KS 'Set splrndoi
in my body' 'my body has been set in splendor' On lanvam
see §249

ntdmi,sdm (TS TB Apti matgdm) kas! ranoc anvil) RV SV VS TS
TB ApS mat,ndm urcheyt kim runs AV mñmikdm mar, kas tuna
AV 'Leave not one of them' 'let not anything of them be left'
('let nut one of them be let go')

gang (KS te) me ma vs trran VS TS KS SB gamin me nui vi titr,sah
(MS vs these /, Vait vy arirtfah) TS Vait MS

yukto vdto 'nlanksena te saha PB yunajms vayum antarikyrna te (MS
Lena) saha TS ApS MS

yukttis tiara tnmrlah stiryasya PB yunap,tz hero tope nt e°dryasya te TS

ApS yungínis /zero vzvrtah stiryah sava [itz] MS
dvipantam (AV sapatnún) mama (RV AV mahyam) randhayan RV AV
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TB ApS dvtaank ca mahyam radhyatu AV chap o radhyantam
mahyam MS All in the same verse Add to VV 1 § §79, 238

mrtyava ekatatam parah Kau mrtylin ekasatam rays ApS Others,
§509 The verb in Kau is nir yantu

papmanarn te 'pahanrnah KS pdpmananz me 'pa :mitt (MG me hata)
Kau§ MG papnui me hatch AG hato me pdpmd AG MG

camerarls te &undhdmi VS SB huddhàE cantreh TS ApS
trayasfrintat (VS r neat) tardavo ye vi afarm (MS yam [for mina)

vi tanvate, KS AS On vi tanvate) VS TS MS KS AS AA
' which were stretched out (which they stretched out) '

ad irl yhrtena prthzvi uy udyate (AV t prthwim ny úduh) RV AV MS
KS N ad it prthzvi ghrtatr vy udyate TS

athaivdm bhinnukah kumbhah SMB bhznadmi le kiA ambhanz AV Who
bhtnadmi tam kumbham Ppp

ayam vas team ajaruzyad ayam toad odhipzyatu n omit svand SS aernad
vas team 47dyatha ayam lead adhitdyatdm (1B °thd efa deny jOya-
trim ) JB AG ICauf

yerzakyd (SMB °Aran, PG °Away, SS yend knzra) abhyaezcyanta (SS
SMB abhyasiziratam, PG abhyaszivatzim) AV SS SMB l'G

apahato 'raruh prfhzvyaz (also harm devayejanyai, 'vyri odevayajunah)
TS ApS apararum adevayajanam prthzvyd (levayajanaj (ApS t ade-
voyqiano) :lain KS ApS apararum prfhzvyaz devayajanrirl badhyd-
sum VS SB apararum prthnrya adevayujarzarn (ApS °rum adeva-
yqJan.am prthzvyah) MS MS ApS (the last apparently an abbrevi-
ated form of the KS formula)

§3B1 In the rest the psychology of the variation is essentially the
same, but there is no such formal correspondence in the verb forms
Sometimes only a copula, or even no verb at all, is used with the nom
form, as in § §376 7
pum.dnsam putram Janaya AV SG purruins to potro van ApMB

'Bear a male son' 'a male sou is thine, O woman '
antarzk,sasya dhartrim (TS om an° dha °) vi ambhanim (TS 'Ili) di.Mm

adhzpalninz (TS soli) bhuvanaruim (MS dzsam bhuvanasyadhipal-
nira) VS TS MS KS SB lu TS predicate noms with pre-
ceding copula, in the others agreeing with object of sddayamz

stir yarn cast, pamayatat, vdtam pranam anvavasriutat MS KS AB TB
AS SS stir yes te (AV alley' me) cak/ur vdtah prdnah AV TS
hSA SS [Cf s ùryam (TA súryam te) caktur yarhatu vdtam Wind
11V TA szirya.Æ unbar vdtah prdnam, part, 1ya vz bheiire AV ]
In the same passages antarikyam arum MS KS AB TB AS SS
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anlankgam alma AV TA SA prthtvzm kariram MS KS AB TB
AS AA prthtvi barium (MA °ram aso) AV AS MS With the
first quotation in these pairs a verb of sending, forming, or the like
is to be understood The second is a nominal clause (with 3d per-
son copula `understood', as used to be said) MS in a still unpub-
lished passage was quoted by Knauer with 211 person ast, which
would seem to require a' oc instead of Horn prthtira, or else prthwf-
harirant as a cpd

mimosa yatra prattranta dyuh (MG prataram na
life (where

dyuh) RV AV MG
`We have gone where they have extended life is extended
for us, or the like) '

§382 Others, in which the nom form is subject of other intransitive
verbs, are
d to printers .)note., AV ',unto le prance ayatt (TA ayatt, AS aydtu)

TS t TA Ag
sahasrina upe nu twilit cajun (no /ante vajah) RV (both)
tasya to istasya vitasya dravtncha bhakuya TS tasya mey(a:.ya vttasya

dravznam ñ gam yet TS tasya yu,7itasye,sfasya svrstasya d,avznuim
rndgarhaty. KS And others, see VV I §Jt)4u Cf also §326 above

thaws ttg(ha manta (MG nttara) AG SG MG ApMB thanes dhruvd
(SG Aline) prati tt, lha hale (SG dhruva) AV SG HG thaws
dhruvcim no minion Salnm AV PG HG

ürnamrarlasarn (drove) loci strnarrn (KS arrutmnatlah pralhasva, Raub
il.rnamradant prathasua) svasasthant (VS t SD t °siMm) devebhyah
VS TS KS SB TB Kau6 Ap5 úrnutntradah of KS might be
taken as voc (since the text is here not accented), but Kaué sug-
gests rather nom and svasastham can only he non, (neut

yamrzya samara sunuta (AV sornah inmate) RV AV TA
§383 We shall close this section with a variant which will serve as

a sort of transition to the next subdivision
sam i valsam na nuitrbhth RV SV AD AS ,ani eaten zva matrbhth RV

SV AB AS The first is followed by &pals gayasadhanam, the
second by nave hznvdno opiate The calf Id compared to soma in
both, and the sense is essentially identical The two hymns are
workings -up of the sanie material, sec RVRep 13, and on 9 104 2

We find here something like the 'phrase inflection' found in the
next group

2 Phrase Inflection

§384 Often, as is well known, a phrase or an entire pride is lifted
out of its original context and put into a uew context Thus, naturally,

1
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may require a change in the case of one or more noun forms To such
alterations we have applied the term 'phrase inflection' ( § §21 -2) As
regards nominative- accusative shifts of this sort, they differ from those
listed above essentially only in that the context in the two forms differs
in such a way that in one form the nom is required, in the other the
arc (In the preceding variants the context is essentially the same, but
their internal syntax has been altered in a way that involves shift
of case )

§385 A simple illustration Is the pAda kyiren a pinta (paean) udakena
dadhnñ (both AV) In the first form the nom agrees with the noms
of the preceding patio (ghrtahradd madhuktildh surodakáh), in the other
(which occurs in the next stanza and is an obvious modulation of the
first) it is thrown into agreement with kumbháns of the preceding pods
(cat urah humble), caturdhd dadáma)

§386 Sometimes two entire pñds.s are thus lifted into a different
context, involving change of case in several words Thus the two fol-
lowing variant pádas are pádas b, r, of a erne w loch in K.V has for a
tam ahyan bhurjor dhtya, but in SV rsa suryena hostile The epithets
of Soma are in RV objects of ahyan, in SV subjects of Odra,
samvasáruam (SV `no) manatee (SV 'ta), followed by
patam (SV pat:r) vaco addbhyam (SV °yah) RV SV

§387. The long list of such variants now follows It will be noted
that sometunes shifts of number and gender as well as case are involved
For convenience these are listed separately, after the others ( §388)
Otherwise neither subdivision nor, as a rule, individual comment seems
to be called for
pavamanw vtraryanzh RV pavamdnam vacaryantm RV In quite differ-

ent contexts, nom subject of arocayat, ace object of ovate
tiro ra3ansy asprlam (RV* 'tah, SV astute))) RV (both) SV
kola ive pùrno vasuna SMB *sienna púrnam vasunä nyrlarn RV AV
agni ratho na vedyah RV regrew( rathant na vedyam RV Cf §348
Atmnya0 born (and °sur) aroma RV (both) See RV Rep on 8 5 28
Ikon 10001a0 patch AV TS KS ApMB ivanarnjagadazh soda PG
avyo vare (SV avya várath) pan prtyah (and, prayam) RV SV (both

in each)
pibasphdkam udarathtm AV pilot) vrkka udArathih RV KS
vasvasya jagato ntsám (ArS rani.) RVKIi ArS
sandhulas part'/ ñbhrtah (arid 'tam) AV (both)
Adorn unarm zlevaç'fryu RV sulah nome dttnyfzyu RV SV
susamtddham (VS susam°) varenyam VS TB suyamtddho (VS MS

susam °) varenyah VS MS KS TB

N
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siz vu nam (and °no) devavitaye RV SV (both in each)
rgabhah sambhrtam rasam RV SV TB re aambhrto rasah RVKh SV

TB
barhzá ca vela (SS sedan) ca MS SS
dogdhrtm dhenum SS dogdhri dhr'nuh VS TS MS KSA SB TB The

verb is asuvam to SS in the others jayatam Likewise, in the same
passages, these ace forms in SS with corresponding noms in the
others volhdram anadvdham, chain saptsm, Jaynum ratheylham, pua-
amdham yoyam, sabheyam yuvanam The entire passages are evi-
dently related, une being based on a recollection of the other, but
applied to quite different purposes, so that the contexts are funda-
mentally different, and they constitute a true instance of 'phrase
inflection' on a large scale

bahubhyah panthdm anupaspasdn.am (AV.' °rush, TA t anapaspaáanarn)
RV AV (bis) MS TA N The same verse, with ace governed
by following verb, in all except AV 6 28 3, w here the nom occurs
preceded by yah prathar ah pravaturri a sas,ida This A passage
has adapted the orig to a quite new context, see Whitney's note
and Piechel, VSt 2 73

tiras tnmansz rlaráatah (RV °tarn) RV (both) AV SV TB SB SS
The RV ace form and SS are followed by

ghrtuhavanam idyam RV ghrlahavana utyah SS The nom of RV
etc is in apposition with agnil, subject of sam adhyale, the arc is
appropriate to its different context In SS both occur as nivids,
cf RVRep 192

agnzh (RV agram) sukrena soci,sa RV (both) KS
apace palm veyabham oeadhrnam KS apum pair uryabha (KS inn vr')

,Italia ern \1S KS
°ammo, duhdrulm aditzm Jana ya VS TS MS KS SB TA ghrtarn

duhanadztzr,7andya KS
sahasradharu payasa mahi gaup. RV saha,radluaravi payasa snubs gam

VS TS ms KS SB Occurs thrice in RV , the nom being sub-
ject of various verbs In the others preceded by yam usya kanvo
nduhat prnpi.ndrn, a pada found also in AV , where it is followed
by a variant of our pada, viz saliasrudhdram mala +v bhayayo

manzh sahasraviryah AV mantra sahasrairiryam AV
yajz;dham havyavahana (and °narn) RV yaiz;,lho havyaauhanah RV
rath;t arriana rathirulm RV SV VS TS MS KS SB TB rathitamo

rathtnam RV See RVRep on 1 11 1

inávajanasya rhdya (MS KS MS ApMB chdydsi) '1'S MS KS ApS
MS ApMB vzávajanasya rhaydm ApS
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dyuh klrtzr varco Onto balam HG dyuh kirtzm yaáo balam annadyam
prajdm PG

sahasradhdram (TAA °ro) akyztarn (TAA °tall) RV AV TAA (both)
In RV both words are ace mast , epithets of tndum In AV
twice in a wholly different stanza ud utsam hatadharam, sah° aky °,
evdsmdkedam dhdnyani, sah° elks° This is recast in TAA thus
yeah. kapok 3aladhdrah, sahasradhdro akyztah, evd me astu dhdnyam,
sahasradhdram aksztam Ppp (JAOS 37 294 ff ) agrees with TAA
but for akyatah and aksatam (to be added to VV 2 §576), and the
corruption rdpa& for kupa&, which Barret I c failed to correct
The Ppp TAA reading makes both forms nom both tunes (once
mast , once neut ), and is simpler than AVS , which is certainly
harsh, see Whitney on 3 24 4, who takes the forms as ace depend-
ing on the verb of the prec stanza In pada d they might be
taken as nom neut , as in Ppp TAA , but in b this is difficult,
since ulna is otherwise mast We feel however that aces are impos-
sible, and that either utsa is here felt as neut or the forms of
pada b are mechanically assimilated to those of d (nom neut )
Cf the next, which is evidently related

sahusradharam &atadhdram utsam akyztara AV sahasradhara utso akyf-
yanuinah ApS Cf preceding Different contexts

añgabhedam añguwaram AV añgabhedo añgatvarah AV
Indium (RV tndrah) smudge Stave (RV adds veydyate) RV (both)

AV SV
duhiansam martyam repum RV duh&anso mart yo ripuh RV
dhanamjayam rane -rane RV VS TS MS ICS AB Vint MS dhanam-

jayo rune -rare RV SV TS MS KS
man/asthma vd2asitaye RV SV manhz,(ha vrbasdtaye RV AA SS
prajdpatzh prathainujd rtasya AV MS TS TA Mutant( ((mama,/

prathamaidm rtasya MS TB
§388 The following are precisely similar except that the variant

forms shift in number or gender, or both, as well as in ease
bahiñm pra3dm Janayantani sartlpam (ApMB * 3anayantl suratnd,s Jana-

yantau saretasa) TA MahanU ApMB (bis)
ay(asthdno da.4apakyah. Kaué ac(apakydra daéupakptin AV
szdhram edge ditnspr &urn (RV * SV MS KS °sah) RV (both) SV TS

MS (both) KS ApS N For dztnspr &ah, nom pl rather than gen
sg , see RV Rep on 1 142 8

gaur a&vah purufah ninth AV TA grim aÇvam puruyam tugat (AV
pelum, RVKh a &van puruydn sham) RVKIi AV TA MahanU
ApMB HG ga asvdn puruydn para. MS
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Mira Ttlpdnt btbhratah (AV 'tam) AV (both) MS
sarrednam yonsm

anu
anu santcarantam RV AV VS MS KS SB sarrulnam

paean samcarantf, (AV MS °carete) RV AV TS MS KS
ApMB

marlhzgham vo maghonarn RV manhz,tllidso ntaghonttint RV
orator devair artuntatá (KS TA °tam) marudbhzh AV VS TS MS KS

SB TA In both KS TA different contexts, in KS neut acc
adverb, see §817, in TA mase ace adjective, §849

cunt, marlyebhyah RV arnrtam rnartyabh,yah TB ApS
sahasrasa nzedha;ala sanz,syavah (RV KB medhasdtav tva lnuznid, VSK

medhasata zva tmana) RV VS VSIi TS MS KS KB SB sahas-
rasdnt rnedhasatd.v zva tmand RV SV

3 Interchange of subject and object

§389 We return to cases to which the Internal syntax of the variant
pads Is altered But now there is no longer any change in the syntax
of the verb, which is always transitive in a broad sense, that is, capable
of governing an accusative, whether as what WP call direct object, or as
goal of motion or the like Yet without any alteration in the form or
meaning of the verb, the same noun Is used now as subjee and now as
object Indeed, in a number of cases the subject and object change
places in the two forms of the variant, subject becoming object and
vice versa It is characteristic of the inflated, mystical language of the
Veda that this can not infrequently be done without difficulty Thus
in the first example, it makes little difference whether we say 'Brahman
has increased the gods' or 'the gods have increased Brahman'
udgrabham ca napalm. ca VS 1'S SB ApS udgrdóha3 ca nzg,dbha3

ca MS KS MR Followed In all hut. MS by
brahma deva (MS s p divan KS devan) avbvrdhan (MS KS "What)

The nouns in the first pñda are probably appositional to br...hma
rather than coordinate with it, cf Keith on TS 1 1 13 1

na tat prdpnolz nirrtim pal-death
prdpnw /uc)

(KR nzrrftli parastdt) KS ApS warn
prdpnotz (MS ntrrtun paräeazh (AS MS parastdl) TB
AS ApS MS 'Destruction reaches it not or 'it reaches not
destruction' For MS 't, s erb see VV 1 p 265

oho nodally (TB pilaf. rpabho (MS t vrs °, add to VV 2 §359) na Mama.
VS MS TB Followed by vanaspatir no dadhad zntdrzydnz TB
makes ojas subject and jail predicate of the first simile, reversing
the relationship found in the others, but there is little real dif-
ference
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tdbhth eamrabdham env °tendon (TB samrabdha amdat) pad urvih AV
TB 'The six wide (directions) found out hint, grasped by them',
or, 'he, grasped by them, found out the six wide (directions) ' In
a mystic verse to Rotate., one version makes as good or as bad
sense as the other

',avant anydm abhivdra AV (Ppp vaávam again vaudra, which Whitney
adopts, tho Barret JAOS 26 223 alters it to anyám abhi) va.ávam
anydbhmdvrdhe TB AO No doubt Ppp , supported by TB AIDS ,
is more onginal in making anyd subject and vtóuam object, but the
AVS reading may be rendered 'the Universe has enveloped (7) one'

jyok ca pabydlt (PG °ash, MG °ate) suryarn (MG °yah) AG PG
ApMB MG 'And long may he behold the sun (may the sun
behold him) ' See VV 1 p 235

garnad tndram (SV tndro) vrsd sutah (SV sutam) RV SV Apparently
the reversal of relationship in SV was due to a feeling that vrsd
is more appropriate as an epithet of Indra than of Soma (sutah)

tam °moor (SV °nir) anu ',clerk! ekant it puru (SV eka et) SV AV
'He, the One, has followed along the paths towards him' (SV )
'the path has followed him, the One, manifoldly' (AV ) The latter
is probably a secondary moutlung over of SV

ñ tua sakhdyah sakhyd vavrtyuh SV o coil sakhdyam sa.khyd vavrlydm RV
AV In SV the passage is extensively reconstructed, the original
object sakhdyam is made subject (with change of number also),
and so displaces the original unexpressed subject (1st person pro-
noun implicit in the verb), which is now represented by the
object and

09O In the remainder there is no double nom -ace
object (or

shift, but a
single noun forni appears now as subject, now as goal, etc ),
of the (always 'transitive') verb
pra yaksma du ntrrtent (AV °tih) pardcath AV TB HG ApMB 'Let

the fever, let perdition go far away' (AV ), 'let the fever go far
away to perdition '

jajfiñnam (SV °nah) septa rndtarah (SV nuitrhhth) RV SV Followed
by uedhdm addsata briar RV medhdm dSdsata Sreye SV

sa sura a (SS siirye) janayaft ,7yottrtndram (SS andrah) TB SS Fol-
lowed by ayd dheya taranar adrtbarhdh (SS añytrasvtn) The TB
comm makes tndram acc of goal, supplying gachatu, the subject is
surah = ddttyah SS makes endrah subject and rage loe

tas(hantam ava guhatt (mas °st) AV ti,ithann eedva tubas, SS No
intelligible meaning in either forni
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agntnñ tapo 'nvabhavut (KS t KSA t 'nvdbhavat) TS KS KSA TB ApS`
Followed in TS KS KSA by a long series of similar phrases, only
partly identical in the things named In the first formula the form
tapo is ambiguous, but the parallels show that TS and KSA con-
strue it as acc , this 19 doubtless the original construction 'By
Agni he has come up to (equalled, or attained ") tapas' KS makes
it nom 'tapas has conic up to (equalled, attained, ec him) thru
(by) Agni' Other phrases in the same lists are yamena pztrn
(KS pitarah), indrena Bevan (KS deváh, not in KSA ), offend prd-
nun (KS vBy(Iiel prank, not in KSA), vyughrenaraayan paean
(KS °aranyah pasavah), ryabhena (KS KSA ore) gall (KS gavah),
vrrsnenavth (KS °avayah), yavenau;adhih (KS °dhayah), brdhmanerua
vacant (KS vacate)

vz parjanyam (TS 'yah) m onto (MS KS pra parjanyah srjatam) rodast
anu RV TS MS KS In RV the subject is the Manits and
parjanyam definer the dunk kosam of the preceding half -verse
The others make the subject the rain -god, or deified rain- cloud,
and retain the same object, divah kosam

tnuñcatu (KS muñcemant) yajftant (ApS yajno, KS adds maim) yajrta.-
pores anhasah svaha MS KS ApS In MS preceded by viar-
dhatant bhular dadhrua Arlene, in KS by a similar but expanded
phrase It is evident that Mutt 'prosperity' is in both texts the
agent that is t o 'release the sacrifice and sacrificer from evil' AO
with the same context as MS produces a lectio facilior by making
yajñah the subject of rondo. 'let the sacrifice release the sacri-
ficer '

pra yarn (SV yo) rage ntntsust
(which

(SV ' ,tuft) RV SA, In VV 1 p 243
we have taken SV read there for 'N') to mean 'who will
bring [thee, Agni] to wealth, taking yo to refer to the sacrificer as
in the following pida (marto yes to vaso dasat) But perhaps Ben -
fey may be right to making yo refer to le (= Agni) 'what mortal
shall worship thee, who will lead [hind to wealth' As to the
3d person in such relative clauses cf VV 1 031, to which the
variant should he transferred if this interpretation is correct

prasnapayanty i rmznant RV prasnápayunta yah SV The acc in
RV is
subject

an epithet of soma, in SV it is replaced by an additional
'the ten associates (i e fingers) wash (soma), and the

waves ' Sec VV 1 p 49, the SV form must intend present middle
Delete this variant on VV 1 p 143

ártyam ca l ak,,mini ca TAA arEá ca takyrnia TAA ¢rt3 ca pustzs
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MahänU Same context, in the first form there is no subject
expressed, and comm supplies paramdlma

[starch Limiting no 'tutu TB zndram karmasv avatu MS For the
better reading of TB see §326 1

§391 In a small but rather interesting group the variant word is so
situated that it may be either subject of one clause or object of another
samudni (MS °drdn) mays vetantdh (MS °tdu) AV MS Preceded by

damn' brumo ruzksatrdnz, bhumzm yak,sdn.t parvafdn, and followed by
fe no muñcanlu arthasah In AV the three nouns of pAda e are
made parte of the subject of muiicantu, in MS of the object of
brv.mo

deed [Weed juSnd agna (VS indra) gjyasya vyantu VS MS KS
(stead) divan brut sudhdynzni hotrdj jupind ague djyasya inyantu
TB In the first version dcvdh is subject of vyantu, in the second
it becomes an additional object, of yaksad in the preceding (hoed
yaksad agnzm svandiyasya [se devdn) )

yendvrtam kham ca dzvam mutate (MahánU mahl, y 1 mahim) ca TA
MahgnU Followed by yenridztyas tapatz (sped hhrajasd ca If
the nom he read, mahl (with khans and divan: winch must then
also be nom ) would be subject of ,.Mani by whom was enclosed
the air, the sky, the earth ' But Deussen's translation implies the
v I mahim in MahñnU , in that case all three nouns are objects
of tapatz in the next Oda 'by whom the sun «arms the atmosphere,
enclosed by him, the sky, and the earth ' The double relative is
then harsh, but not inconceivably so

4 Nominative of separate statement varies with dependent accusative
§992. In a

dependent
considerable group we find that what 18 originally an

accusative on a verb is developed into an independent state-
ment, syntactically separate from the clause containing the original
accusative Or, contrariwise, an originally independent statement is
compressed into syntactic dependence, so that the nominative subject
(or predicate) of the original clause becomes an accusative The latter
is found perhaps most clearly and simply in variants where by the
insertion of ahus 'they say' an original independent statement is made
into a sort of indirect quotation Thus
warn vedzh paro antah prthzvydh RV AV VS SB AS LS vedzm dhuh

perm anlam prthzvydh 1'S KSA In the same verse
ovum yalrlo bhuvanasya (AV vzsvasya hhu °) nzihhzh RV AV VS LS

yajlam dhur bhuvanasya ndbhzm TS KSA And likewise
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ayam soma vrpno afvasya retah RV AV VS LS samam dhur vamp
TS KSA In the fourth pada of this stanza the nom remains in
all texts Cf also

dirgharn yac cakyur adder anantam AS yad shoe cakSur addle ananlam
PB .1B (see Oertel, Dz,,juncl Use of Cases, §48 24 R) Here the
forms are identical, being of neuter gender, and here the 'form
with dhus is likely to be older

§393 The accusative seems to he the original form and the nom of
independent statement a secondary development from it in most of the
following In the first the particle its is brought in with the nom to
make the syntax clear, in the second a verb is inserted in which the
secondary nom is the subject, thus expanding the pada into a com-
plete sentence
ntrrtzm tvdham part veda vz vatah VS MS SB nirrtir its tvaham part

veda insvatah (AV sarvatah) AV TS KS The meter seems to
indicate that the ace is original, it is to be noted also that the
preceding pitda in all texts has a similar phrase with ztt, winch
may have attracted airrtzrn into its own construction 'I know
thee completely as Nirrti'

atas tva rayon abhor (SV rayir abhy ayat) RV SV The 11V original
makes tva object of Murat in pada c, and rayzm ails probably au
adverbial phrase, 'unto riches' (Otherwise but implausibly Grass-

SV by a lect fac expands into a separate sentence
'thence may riches come unto thee '

arulgasa y47antdnasya vi.rdh (MS dory) AV Ap.S` MS (Mss of
MS anu,'aso for anti°, soil all but one vsram ) The original has an
independent sentence with not') , MS attracts the noun into appo-
sition with no in yo no dvcttz preceding

ndbad prthivydh samulhdne agnau (TS °dhdnara agnrm, MS KS °diane,
agnzm) VS TS MS KS SB The only possible construction fur
the nom in MS KS seems to be as part of an independent state-
ment, of which Agni is implied as the subject, avant is object of
the verb in the next piida (rayaspopiya brhute havdmahe) 'He
(Agni) is kindled at the navel of the earth, we call Agni unto great
increase of wealth ' The very harshness of this may, however, be
considered an argument for its greater originality, the other texts
look suspiciously like feet fac

foam (TB tvant) rdya ubhayaso ,manirndm RV MS KS TB Preceded
in all by team vardhants k,fatayah prtizzvyam In RV etc supply
vardhantt also in this pida (raya uhh° subject, ?vain object) In

man') )
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TB this is made an independent statement (team subject, raya
ubh° predicate, comm lalsampadaka sty arthah)

upturn (SV apnea) sudituye chardsh RV AV SV (Cone VS for SV )
In RV AV agrum and churdsh are both aces with the preceding
tdsgea Iu SV 'Agni is the chards'

adhvarakrtam (TA °krd) devebhyah VS SB TA Preceded by led
ddade, in VS SB adhuarakrtam agrees with tint But TA inserts
between the two passages abhrer asi lout- en, thus it makes our
variant pads an independent statement, understanding ass

sndrdya badgar pari Cud naydms AV sndrasya bhagah suede dadhdtana
ApS The latter is scarcely intelligible, badyah, if construable at
all, must be taken as an independent statement with some verb
(or the copula) understood The plural dadhdtana is inconsistent
with the singular verbs which follow

tdm (HG tam nah, PG sd nah) ptisafi (AV pillan, PG ptid) chivata-
mdm (PG Irv') erayasva (PG eraya) RV AV ApMB ApG HG
PG The PG has clearly a corruption, which as it stands can
only mean She (the bride) is Pusan (felt as 'prospering tine') to
us, bring her hither, most felicitous ' The comm so takes it,
Stenzler and Oldenberg translate the other reading

mater, hotdram she (MS MS upe) tam huye TS MS Apti l lti eater
hotopa tam huye KS 'I call here (hither) Agin the botar' 'Agni
is the botar, I call him hither '

akgatam ariltam Ossian, SMB akgalrtrn auy arif(ein ,(durum gopdya-
cam SG In both preceded by a formula containing ace lvd, with
which the epithets agree in SMB , in SG they arc made predicates
of a separate sentence It is hard t.o say which is original here

4394 A special group of the preceding type is formed by variants in
which the nom of independent statement is part of a relative clause,
of which it is the predicate, while the ace is part of the main clause
Thus
tam u g(uhs yo antah enid auh AV tam u gutty antahsendhum AS

Followed by
snnuh (AS sdnum) satyusya yuvdnam 'Praise him who is within the

waters, the son of truth, the youthful ' The relative clause is here
original, AS compresses it into an epithet, and necessarily alters
annuli also to natant Note the climatic, rhetorically involved
order of AV (yuvdnam at the end agreeing with tam at the begin-
ning) AS has a lect fac involving case attraction, but all the
epithets refer to the sanie person
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§396 The reverse of tine appears in the next, where the relative
clause with predicate nom appears only in the secondary PG
en maya pratzrndm (PG 'nut) AV TS KS AO SMB PG HG

MG The following pare in PG is yñ tam rntram updsmahe (for
the others see VV 1 p 213), only PG has yd as subject of the
relative clause, in which pratima is predicate

§398 Similarly, the following variants show such shifts in both
directions
tam kravyddam aÇisamam AV yah kravydt tam ati.iamam Kau
veda te bhümt hrdayam PG HG yad badiner hrdayam [tdive candramasz

trztam] ApMB The latter is metrically poor and doubtless corrupt
yo devo vttvûd yam u kamam dhuh. AV visvddam agnzm yam u MS

'skidoo agaric yam. u KS yam hutadam ngnzrn yam u AO
The nom is doubtless original, the ace being due to attraction to
the case of the following, note that ApS still has a relative clause,
but attracts it into the same construction as the following

dhattdd asmabhyam dravineha bhadram (TS ApS asmdsu drams'' yac
ra bhadram) TS MS ApS rialto asmabhyazn (etc , see Cone )
drum hua bhadram AV KS AS SMB dadhatha no drewenam yac
ca bhadram MS

apdsya ye tsinah pasah KS ApS ('off what fetters are bound on ham')
apasyah Mush oaken Kauá Followed by sortyzin (KS ed
nohow, but best ms znrlyvin) eka,atam save (Kalil nude) The
secondary change in Maul is due to the influence of mrtyzin

tdhhtr vnhatnnnz sukrldm u Sham (TA vahrmum sukrtant yatra lokah)
RV AV TA naisse ma (KS t vahansz sa) sukrtrim yatra /shah
(KS t lokah) KS TB ApS

prrlúrntz (I.S °ma) yatra bhuvanasya rtdbhzh RV VS LS prchamz lad
(AV miasma) bhuvanasya ndbhim AV TS KSA TB

§397 In the next following group there is in both variants a relative
clause, the nom is construed as part of this, while the ace is syn-
tactically part of the main clause (both refer to the same entity) As

in some of the preceding, the alteration is usually due to formal case
attraction
dranydn (AV VS °ya) gramyas ca yr. RV AV (bis) VS TA Preceded

by patin (palans) tank rakre vdyavydn In RV TA dranydn goes
with the preceding accusatives, in AV VS it is attracted into the
relative clause In AV 11 5 21 the pede occurs in a different
context

3yestho (SV °(ham) yo urtraha grue RV AV SV There are no other
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aces m the stanza, SV has turned jyefho into ari ace to provide
an object for the verb erne

crtrabhánum (TB ApS °bhóntl) rodasi ardor urvf RV SV MS KS. TB
ApS Preceded by aganma mead DOODAD yavi,r(ham, yo diddya
samuidhah eve durone (with unimportant variants) The acc goes
with yavidham as object of aganma in the first pada, because of
the intervening relative clause, it is natural that secondary texts
attract it into agreement with yo This assumes that the TB
comm is right in understanding °bhanuh, nom sg , instead of dual
(with rodasi), which would be formally possible

kakiivantam ya auhilah (TS TA 'jam) RV SV VS TS MS KS SB
TA N The Tait version can only be interpreted by referring
ya(h) to the god addressed who ( dielst make famous) K A ' So
Silyana, who supplies krtavan ass, and Keith Of course the other
reading (in which K' goes with the preceding object acc and is
referred to by the relative, 'K who is the A ') is original (cf
Oldenberg, Nolen on 1 18 1)

yatha mitrñya varuruiya .lamtanuih (SV 'mom) RV SV Preceded by
punatá dakyasadharuim, i atha.lardhayo vita ye 'Clarify the strength -
producing (Sonia), that (it may be) for a refreshing draft for the
throng, that (it may be) most gratifying to M and V ' So RV ,
making 4amtamah subject of a separate clause, SV brings the word
into direct connexion with the preceding dab, asadhanani

,yadi srrito (AV sratam) juhotana RV AV ApS MS Followed by
yady ahrato (AV 'tam) mamattana, same texts The preceding pada of

RV AV makes clear the antecedent indrasya bhogam rtvcyam
'If cooked do ye offer it, if not cooked, delay ' The AV lias
attracted the adjectives into direct agreement with Mayans (The
comm on AV however, takes them as nom neuter, supplying
Cavell

svarpatim yad im ordhe RV AV svahpalir !Jodi vrdhe SV The ace
agrees with indram (somasya jntaye) in the preceding pada, SV
makes it subject of vrdhe

5 Case attraction
§398 The preceding cases taper off into another group which is a

little hard to define further than by saying that (as in some of the
variants quoted above) case attraction, that is the influence of a neigh-
boring case - form, is responsible for the vanatiori The varying nord
still refers to the saute person or thing, so that there is no proper 'transfer

)
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of epithet', but the syntactic shift is hardly of the same type as the
immediately preceding cases, unless perhaps in the first two examples
hotel yakyat tanüInaprit sarasvatini (TB °ti) VS MS TB It seems fairly

clear that TB has attracted saran° to the case of lanünapñt, but
how either of the noms is to be construed is not obvious Comm
on VS dares to say that tanfi is nom used for ace Perhaps the
TB version may be understood as containing an independent
statement 'Let the hotar worship/ (The deities are) TanUnapiit,
Sarasvat[ '

anyain (AV anya) ti au team (AV omits (vain) ,gamy anya u tvdm RV
AV N See Wlutney on AV 18 1 16 We believe that anya is
due to stupid and mechanical assimilation to the following anya

apsu dhüto mein. setae RV apsu dhautam nrbhth sutam SV Preceded
by buhhrarn andho devavr[lam, and followed by svadantt Ovals payo-
hhth Siyana takes the RV páda as parenthetical (Midas a and c
going together), which is probably the best way out, tho all three
pádas night be taken as syntactically separate, understanding
somant or the like as object of svadantz SV assimilates the parti-
ciples in b to the case of andho, an easily comprehensible lect fac
(irassmann's suggestion that RV is

quoted,
incorrect is implausible

§999 As in the two variants just not a few of the following
passages are dubious of interpretation, and at times under suspicion of
corruption
hrtsu kratuni tvaruno (DIS °rani) ,nkpv (R.V apse, MS dzksv) agntm. RV

VS TS MS KS SB The subject is originally Vanina, who has
instilled 'insight into hearts, Agni into dwellings ' MS has an
unintelligent assimilation of V to the surrounding aces , perhaps
with the thought. that Agni is still the subject as in the preceding
stanza

tcbhih (AV VS VSK tchhiiah) svaräd asunUtm clam (AV amnia, no
adya) RV AV VS VSK It seems clear that AV , which Whitney
calls unintelligible, contains a stupid assimilation of n unarm to
the case of the adjoining word The following pieta is yathrivasam
laneam (AV tanvah) kalpayñtt (RV kalpayasva)

vt,.num cyan varurutm pisrvahfitth AV rapid cyan varuná piirvahvlau
(MS 'tun) VS MS $B TB AS SS In AV the prayer itself is
the subject of agars, in MS it is made the goal, along with Visnu
and Varuna, the subject being the offenng or the water used with
it The other texts use a locative which might be one of goal,
agreeing in sense with MS , but see §457
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gdyatrl chards tndnyam, tryavir (KS triya °) gaur sayo dadhuh VS MS
KS TB gdyatr m chorals zndnyam, tryavim gam says dadhat VS
TB The noms are subjects of dadhuh, the aces objecte of dadhat,
being assimilated to zndriyam and vayo, which are aces (objects)
in both versions These are the first of a series of formulas, all of
the same type, the meter narnes (in nom form) are uyruk (uy°ndul),
anus(up, helms, partkt:A, room, situ(, drnpadd (dvtpdc), kakup
(Saber), alzchandd For the epithets of cattle (dilyavdd, pañcdvtr
etc) see the passages, which can easily be found in the Cone

.khan, (MS KS t ukha) stamps.) adht vedtm ad/We MS KS ApS
Preceded by syrltd devebhtr amrtendgah (MS KS 'dude) The word
ukhd is subject in MS KS and it seems scarcely possible to Inter-
pret ApS (which addressee it directly in the 2d person) otherwise,
yet ApS stupidly assimilates the form to the following aces
Calaud translates ukhd, but notes that Hir ti also reads ukhdrrt,
so that the corruption is evidently very old

devah saintdbhem tzyahah AV sold devo 'bhzmalz,sdhah Ppp eleven"

trdtdram (TS KS savitdram) ahhrmdlzydharn RV TS KS Assum-
ing (cf Oldenberg, Prol 326 f) that the ace , as in RV 'I'S KS ,
is original (tho it is difficult), the change to the nom in AV is
easy to understand In AV the preceding pñda is dliala vidhata
bhuvanasya ya.s patch, and the following udtlyd radra astnnohho,
devah pant. yajarndrutm nzrrthat I'or c the others have a different
version beginning imam J4p-um (cf X329), it is significant that
this ace is also eliminated in AV

mama (AV rillasya) maid (SMB mdtarani) suhavu me (AV no)
a.slu AV TB SMB Preceded by aka/in/ devirn mamma prapadye
in SMB , which has put the epithet m.dtd syntactically into the
preceding clause, making it agree with drying, the meter proves it
secondary

samyag dyur tyajño (MS ygjñam) yajñapalau dadhdfu (MS dhah) KS
MS See VV 1 p 100 In A1 yujñam is attracted to the case
of dyur

tddrio (KS °na) calms (KS vahnim) naniasa AV VS VSK 'TS MS KS
Followed by

Doom (AV agnih) sruco scams, prayat.su (AV prayakyu), same texts
The original readings are doubtless given by the texts which agree,
VS 'TS MS A verb of approaching occurs in the preceding
The camer (approaches), praising, with adoration, to Agni
(approach) the spoons as the sacrifices proceed ' In AV agnzm is
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changed to agnzh to agree with its synonym vahnzh, and the two
pAdas are more closely connected than in the original In KS
the attraction has worked in the opposite direction, widow becomes
vahnim to match agnx.nc, .sruco is now the subject, friand agrees with
it, and the preceding pada (arhayam etc fiavasá ghrtena [AV philo
raj, see §467) is changed to achayan, grenn Suomi ghrtrzrz)z (note
retention of ayant, now ungrammatical') 'here come with might
the ghee -filled spoons, praising with adoration Agni the carrier '
Ppp lias ide vahnim namasaynini slum 'dhvaregu /irayatsu, which
is translatable but obviously secondary

gayalriva trz,s(uhhani jayati.m anustuhham (MS °line ,.spun.) AV TS
MS gdyrztri trzs(ub juyatì viral KS This is the 3d pada of a verse
u hose 4th pada in TS MS KS (omitting slight variants) is arkum
(Ta hrhad arkam) yuziyirtdh svar ahharann idem It appears that
KS has allowed the names of meters to be attracted into agreement
with yutjrindh (tho leaving arkam to be the object of the parti-
ciple, which is the construction of all of them in rs \4S ), they
thus become subjects of the verb d- zhharann The AV varies
considerably and is difficult, probably corrupt, its aces must depend
on the verb of the 1st pada

yuvo rains arlhvarani (AV t GB t °ro) devavllaye RV AV AB 6 12 7
(add in Con( ) GB Followed by the verb Air (yrttu) 'Your
chariot goes to the sacrifice ' In AV adhuara is awkwardly
attracted to the case of ratho 'let your chariot, the sacrifice,
approach ' Ppp is reported to read adhvaram

a ghat,. agnzm rtayann asñdz (TA asadit) RV TA a gharmo agni
mono na sleds MS In the latter arum has been changed to the
case of yharmo

luUnam (AV PB kamah, KS kamis) .samudram d visa (AV atveta, KS
TB inset) AV KS PB TB TA AS Api There seems little
doubt that the nom is original, and it is likely that the ace is due
tu
taken

attraction tu the case of samudranz The two aces most he
as in apposition According tu the comm on 'l'A the sub-

ject is dak,+trui TB has the following explanation of the mean-
ing samudra zva hi /ravioli, nevi iii krimasyrinto 'eta, rua samudrasya

nayanta garbhan variant Argon dhuh RV rim/an/am yirbhir varia dhz-
yarn dhah SV Highly problematical, nayanto agrees with the
indefinite 3 plural subject ('they', really the singers), nayantam, like
the other aces in the verse, must be object of dhah In SV the
subject is Agni and the aces probably refer to the singer (now
singular)
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6 Transfer of epithet
§400 A very large number of nom -ace variants concern what we

have described above ( §l4) as 'transfer of epithet' That is, an epithet
is transferred to a different entity, involving change of case Often
formal case - attraction is also involved, as in the last group, but there
is this difference, that the variant word no longer applies to the same
person or thing as in the other form As in all cases of 'transfer of
epithet', these variants have no bearing on the uses of the varying cases
There is nothing that need be said about them as a whole except that
they may of course show shift of number or gender or both, as well
as case, such instances are given separately No other subdivision of
the long list needs to be made

§401 The following show no change in number or gender
zyartz dhi2mam magma (MS KS °yo) bharzbhrat RV VS TS MS KS

ApMB '(Ago) conies clothed in ruddy smoke', original, changed
in MS KS to read 'the ruddy (Agni) comes clothed in smoke '

sear deva ('I'S TB Ap5 devan) aganma (MS MS %gama) VS TS MS
KS AB TB ApS MS See § §340, 349 The nom or voc is
certainly original, the ace secondary The nom would apply the
epithet devah to the priests 'we have gone to heaven as gods',
the ace we have gone to heaven, to the gods '

ye ca devdn (ASS deva) ayatanta AV S`S The passage deals with gen-
erous sacrificers and givers of dakgzral, AV means 'who have sacri-
ficed to the gods' (referring to niaghaveno which follows) In SS
devah, if nom ,

might
must refer to maghavanah, as in the preceding

variant It however be voc (again as in the preceding)
and no hrnitam atzthzr (SV hrnitha Whim) vasur agnzh RV SV Fol-

lowed by purupraMastu opal. RV 'let not Agni, our kindly guest,
be ashamed of us, much praised is he ' The SV distortion makes
myths object of the verb, referring to some vague person (the
yaramtina ?) other than Agni, to whom it originally belonged It
seems to mean 'be not ashamed of our guest (O Agni), Agni is
kindly, much praised is lie'

du shz deva devayuh (SV °yum) RV SV Preceded by abhz dyurnrzam
brhad yak zpaspate In RV devayuh is in logical apposition with
the subject of the imperative, in SV it is apparently made to
refer to the worshiper (so Benfey), as a second ace with dzázhz

_mitre??? indra (KS jaztrayann) ratham rz tzsfha grant (AV grandam) RV
SV AV VS TS MS KS Whether the epithet is applied to
Indra or to his chariot makes little practical difference But the
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rest of the stanza is tnsttubh, and it is curious that AV turns this
pada into a jagati by this otherwise harmless alteration One or
two mss are quoted by Leaman as reading point, but Ppp (JAOS
40 151) supports povutant

mammas. và yac chatem.ana ulcthyam (AV °yah) RV AV Followed by
viijam, with which the adjective agrees in RV , in AV (with the
help of the adjoining Sasarnrinah) it is transferred to the sub -
ject (Agni)

pan dyuksam sand rayzm SV pan dyuksah sanadrayih RV In RV
both epithets agree with the subject (Soma) of the verb of the
following pAda, in SV earned is made a separate verb (subject Suma)
with raisin as object, and dyuksam agreeing therewith

aretalruni (TS AS SS MS are ,,shin) krnuhz aarvav -cram (TS AS
SS MS "sill.) AV t TS AS SS MS In AV the epithet goes
with the object (imam of the preceding pads), in the others, with
the subject

puriar Grahnzdno (brahma) as mr lido ('nilzr, "White, "dh znz, °dhilam)
y47ñaih (agne), see §340

ava snarl (AV pnydn) adhüçata BV AV SV VS TS MS KS SB
If priyd(s) is really nom , as commonly assumed it must agree
with the subject (in RV apparently the (Omuta, in the others,
secondarily, the pitrs), pri pan is of course object, but it is not clear
to what it refers Grassmann takes priyris as ace fens , supplying
(liras (Must AV mss read ava 'przyrin, with wrong accent, see
Whitney's note )

i rdhvo adhvaram dun rlevesu dheht VS SA rirdhvam (VSK 'vo) imam
(VSK omits) adhvaram hard yarha VS VSK TS MS KS
SB TA

gonna (KS t rani, sec VV 2 §57) ma itznsir (AV trot ,jdn,int main)
amuya (MS anu yd) .4aydnd (AV KS t 'mini) AV KS TB ApS
MS The nom agrees with the subject, the ace with the object
piin ten

amain (svargam, svagdn) anent° (ai vat()) jayala (poem , jayatah,
3ayatz), see §350

tarn akralum (KU °quit) paSyati vila.tokah TA MahönU KU SvetU
pia yo Japñe vzdvdn (AV 'van) asga bandhum (AV Gandhuh) AV TS

KS Followed by vz,vd devandnt(TS tnÇvanz devo) Jantma vzvaklx
The verse is mystical and its real sense obscure It is, however,
clear that Gandhuh must be construed with or as the subject of
vzvakfz, and Gandhian as one of the objects of sank,/ or object of
vidvdn
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urudrapso vnsvarilpa znduh TS ApS purudasnw in unlpa insfuh VS
SB purudasmavad &vardparn znduh KS Followed by yammer.
(VS SB enter) garhham (TS dhira, VS SB mahtmdnam) are.,
dhirah (TS garbham) The adjectives agree with the object
garbham in KS , with the subject znduh in the others

samarabhyordhvo adhvaro divisprsam TS TB ilydhvo adhvaro divzsprk
MS KS In the ritual the TS passage (followed by uhruta yajfw
yajñapateh) is addressed to the sacrifice Ordains), and can only be
interpreted (understanding dghdram as object of samarabhyu, as
TB does) 'lofty is the cult, undertaking the heaven - touching
(dghiira), the sacrifice of the sacrificer is undisturbed ' The read-
ing of MS seems to be a lest fac samdrabhya is taken easily with
the preceding formula, and divzsprk, assimilated to the preceding
noms , applies to adhvaro (KS omits samdrabhyn) Keith con
siders the TS TB reading a corruption, but with doubtful justice

sarasvati vayatr peso mascara (TB and ins of KS °rah) VS MS KS
TB Preceded in all by tad asvvn,i bht ajd rude.... 'The
Abvms and SarasvatI make(s) his inner form ' anluram agrees
with peso But antarah, read by the sole ms of KS as well as
TB (v Sehr emends), is difficult The TB comm

Sarasvatf (or
seems to have

no qualms about making it agree with does he mean
to take it as an adverb, = antarl ya to sarasvuty antarah sari -
rarnadhye) All we can say is that it certainly no longer goes

ith peso
ud astham =ran unit VSK TS MS KS SB TA AS ApMB ud

asthdrzuirnrld vu yarn (HG abadma) AV HG '1 have risen up after
the immortals' 'we have risen up immortal' 'The AV verse
seems on the whole to be secondary to that of the Yajus texts, and
to have transferred the epithet to the subject

asmzn yajfic suhavani (AV °vii) johavimi AV MS KS TS AS SS N
Preceded by kuham der-jilt sukrtane vzdmandpasarn (with slight
variants) AV comm also has Hameln, agreeing with kuhiim,
if suhavd be kept it agrees with the subject, who then has to be
conceived as a woman

prajdpatir yam prathamn ,jzgdya SS ApS MS ApMB prajapatzh fire-
thamo 'yarn ,jiyiiya AS Preceded by taydnuntani kdmam ahem
juydnu. In AS (a)yarn goes with the preceding noms 'this Praja-
pati was the first to win (it) ' The other, with yarn referring to
kern., is doubtless original

§402 Transfers of epithets between nominative and accusative forms
which involve also changes in number or gender or both are

,

w
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vzlvdnz yo amartyo (havyd marteiu ranyath) RV vz.fve yasmznn arnartye
(havyam mu lass zndhate) SV See §457

tad ayam (MG whim) rend varuno 'nutnanyatám AG SMB PG ApMB
HG MG ayam agrees with the subject raja etc , (darn with the
object tad

devdn rich' na majmand RV deva Indra na mairnand SV In SV the
epithet deva is attracted into agreement with the subject

yd rajdrtd (TS 'Warm) saratham ydtha (MS vola) ultra TS MS KS
Subject is Mitra and Verges, with which rdyind agrees 'ye (MS
they) two kings who, terrible, go against the (warrior) with his
chariot ' TS transfers it to the object 'ye two who, terrible, go
against the king with his chariot '

agnzs had inseam (AV mss vz+vdd) ri walla (AV °tu) zndvdn RV AV
TS MS KS With Whitney and SPP tnsvad (epithet of Agni)
must be kept in AV

antihanasyam vasanarn Jars nu (SG car °, PG °n.uit) SG PG HG ApMB
See VV 2 $57

arcutta5 caryant, hrizh SV anutta car,sanWrllrrta RV Preceded by ¿vain
vrlrant harm. ((marl( with vrhutiz, 'tas with ¿vain = Indra)

aya san
MS

(MS SS ayah san, KS anus san, I+aut ayas -yam) havyam zihzge
KS TB AS $S APS Ka,i ApMB HG The original

epithet, of Agni is, with phonetic changes resulting in a different
word, applied to havyam

devatrp yarttanc avast sakhdyah (KS °yam) VS TS MS KS SB Fol-
lowed by ana tva multi pztaro madantu The original applies sa-
khdyah to mala macro, KS transfers it to tad (influenced no doubt
by yantam)

vapdvantam (MS 'to) ndgnzna lapanta.h TS MS TA Preceded by
añjantz yam prathayanlo na mprdh, MS transfers the epithet from
object to subject

prdnyd lantûns /irate (Staten any' AV avcinydns ¿antan khan, 'Matto
anydn TB In AV any' anyd refers to weaving maidens, in TB
it is transferred to the threads

inseam yo
RV

amartyah RV vzsve

the
yasnczn antartyc SV The n ace vzsvanz

of agrees with following havyd, the mast nom ensue with
the following martasalc

duvv -zm (VS deviser) ndvam seaman, iinagasam (AV 'sah) RV AV VS
TS MS KS In AV and' is transferred to the subject of druhema

sa ,famtdtz (SV °ta, TB ApS santacc) mayas karad apa srtdhah RV
SV TB ApS .famlate is epithet of mayas, on the other see VV 2
§15G
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bhtiriathdlydm bhrlry dveáayanttm (AV "rah) RV AV See Edgerton,
Studies to Honor of Maurice Bloomfield 126, and ß14 above

viávaindum (AV °do) vdcam ain vaminudm(AV avtávavcnrulm) RV AV
Discussed by Edgerton, 1 c 128, the AV is secondary

yavena (AV yavena va) kyudham pundit/1a mbvdm (AV wive) RV
AV (quater) The AV once transfers the epithet `all' from
/crud/von to the subject (of /anon in the preceding)

dhindm antah sabardughah RV dhendm antah sabardughzlm SV In
RV the adjective agrees with vatuaspatzr (=Sonia), in SV it is
attached to the false form dhendm

pardsutrpo abht hoáucdnah RV pardsutrpah áoáucatah hrniht AV In
RV án° agrees with Agni, subject of preceding srnihz, in AV with
the object (maradevdn)

dyurnantam, sam tdhinuahz RV SV VS TS SSB TB SS dyumantah
sam tdhirnahz AV TS MS KS Ace with preceding object turf

gharrnam áocantah (AS °ta, SS °tam) pravane,su (AS SS praruzveu)
bzbhratah AB AS SS In AB nom with dhzsandh in preceding,
in SS ace with gharrnam On AS cf VV 1 p 165

dmurn naya (RV MS ayuin na yarn) namasrf idtahavyam. (RV t MS t
°yah) RV AV MS In RV MS rd° goes with nom pancaJaruih
in the following

achzdram (SMB 'rah) damn ',Main RV AB SMB The unaccented
SMB may understand voc rather than nom

vande damn/ (? see VV 1 p 218) vandatnrzno tnvakmz RV vandadvdrd
vandwndrui mode SV Preceded by trcdrasyeve pro layouts krtanz,
in SV vanda°is attracted into agreement with krtánz

vanddrus to (VS SB °rur le, add to VV 2 §958, MS KS °rum le) tan
vain (farnavani) panda ague RV VS TS MS KS SB The mean-
ing here shifts with the form, nom

the
'praising', ace 'praiseworthy'

(fern gender, with tanvam, tho muse would have the same form)
akhadrdh (ApS aghorah, VS SA achznnapalydh, MS achznnapalrrzh)

pruyi abhtvcpasya (VS MS SB anuvcksasva) VS MS KS SB
ApS

vzáudh prtand abhzbhtitarani harem (SV PB Svidh narah) RV AV
SV PB AS Vait Svidh Followed in RV AV SV by sapid.
tataksur tndram,jajanuS. ca rdjase

ahruto rumba dharunaya devan (AV devah) RV AV Followed by
duffed 'youth scam a lama,. (AV f 'ydt) In AV (which has
reconstructed the passage extensively) devah is made an epithet of
the subject (a horse)
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trin satnudrdn samasrpat svargrin (MS °gah) VS MS SB samsarpa
(KS °pan) trin samudran seaman (Apt svargdnf lokdn) KS ApS

ye cerne (TS myna, VS catmint) rudrd abhttah (MS NilarU abhtta
rudrdh) VS TS KS MS NilarU The nom me goes with rudrdh,
enam, (= Rudra) or imam (apparently the earth) ie construed as
object of abhttah

fukrdm uayartly asurdya ntrnr,jam RV &ukrd vt mypanty asurdya ntrntje
SV 'They weave a bright garment for the Asura' 'the bright
( sonsa- drops) stream variously for the adornment of the A '

ea nah prthu (TB °uh) Sravclyyam RV SV S`B TB prthu, object
'the broad (apace) ' In TB transferred to the subject. (Agm)

ny adhur mdtrdyrnn (KS rndlrayd) kavayo toyadltasuh (KS °sam) MS
KS In MS yayo° goes with kavayo, in KS with agnam in the
following

apo pate anlayatt cakpese tamah RV apo mesh / vrnutr tamah
SV PB mala refers to the subject Usas, make refers to the dark-
ness

suryam
which

rdmú
she untimely

ni,ddasah (RVKh "sam) AV RVKIi SS (et! of AV
serum resddasam, but may as SS , RVKIi Sclieftcluwitz p 157)
The original norm pl agrees with devrrh in the next sentence, RVKh
has ace sg with ¿aryanz (The form Limn is probably neut pl of
asap cf Wackcrnagel 3 p 350 )

ulokam u der upa jdmim iyotuh RV lokam u (Aps id) rive upa Anti
i.yatah MS Apt pint transferred from object to subject

aunty hharaniaat (MS KS °td) asrruiyurrt VS TS MS KS SR Pre-
ceded by yuñpñthcint rdsahham yuvam, (moan grime veyartvasal. The
ace agrees with rr sabham, the nom dual with the subject of yuñ-
jdtlui e (the adhvaryu and yajatniina) The mes of MS (s p
and p p) read asmayuh, perhaps they intend name ld, which would
be another transfer

td (TS te, VS SB yd) le (RV KS N vain) dhdmäny (RV KS N
vrislüny) u &rnasz yamadhpan (TS °ye) RV VS TS MS KS AB N
Only in TS the pronoun (te) iy 'made to agree with the subject
(Keith suggests that It is a mere blunder due to the following te,
enclitic from team)

snrtrdh prajdh prgjanayan pariht TS MS KS TB Aps satire virdn
prayanayart parthy VS SB

varrnyakratasr (AV °lur) ahann RVKh AV idenyakratar (text tide °,
doubtless misprint) attain Aps Sebeftelnwriz reads °tar in RVKh
The form 'tar is acc pl fern agreeing with the meters, and this is
a simpler reading than °tar (none sg masc ), going with sham

rakw.a
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dhvdntam vrllóyrem anusaincarantau (PB abhzsam °) TS PB TB PG
ApMB dhveintd vdtri agnzm abhs ye samcarants MS MG The
mss of MS MG read desisted (nom dual, going with the subject
In the preceding pads) vdtdgnzm (for which udldgram is doubtless
the true reading, cf VV 2 p 402)

rY rasmin (RV remise) deva yamase (TB yuvase) svaávdn (RV TB
svasvah) RV VS SB TB

jyotzsnzati (MS 'tilt) prati musicale nabhah TS MS KS PG Followed
by deiri earl s+iryasya vraldnz, or an equivalent In MS 3yo°
(originally epithet of rdtri) is made an object of the verb

prow (comm ji.van) devebhya uttaram strndmz AV devebhyo'hunts
uttaram bharema TA In TA jiv° is epithet of the subject, so
divan if this is intended in AV (then with variation of number
only), plant, if intended, must go with the object airtime

hzranyariipam (MS KS MS °varnam) twerp vyus(au RV MS KS MS
hinanyaraapñ (TS TB °varndv) was() (TS TB team) smoke VS
TS SB TB Followed by

ayasthzinam (TS ayasthúndv) adds (TS MS KS °tau) sfiryasya RV
TS MS KS In both of these the dual noms agree with the
subject, Mitra and Varuna, the aces with the object, garlam

ckarnnsa rhhavah (VS t "va) stutam (VS stutah) VS MS KS TB One
of six consecutive and parallel verses In all, the remaining five
have (before stutanz or rtuldh) nedrah pafzs-artasc, cosacos trzvrla,
dome saptadase, lrayastrznse 'mrtam ( `'Id, VS ), to nave morulah (TB
mu tri In VS stutah agrees with the subject, u group of gods
that varies m each verse In the others it agrees with the object
in páda d (havzr indre vayo dadhuh)

hzranyaydh (MS "yaya) sucayo dhdrapritaih RV MS Preceded by tri
rotund davyd dhdrayanta In RV hzr° agrees w it.h the subject,
the Adityas, in MS with the object rocand

cored yad triton dadhanad dhanz,s(hd (MS virarn JaJannj jam i(ham) RV
VS MS KS TB

ore (AS zirvy and urvy) anlarzk,sam vihz VS MS KS SB Vait AS
Ibis) ApS MS The nom must agree with the subject of vihz

sa praty ud (MS sa pratyarifi) aid dharunam (TS MS KS dharuno)
madhvo agram AV TS MS KS KSA AS SS KS Part of a
mystic verse, the sense is no better and no worse, whether the
adjective goes with sa or with agram But it may be based on
»thorns. le dharunani madhvo agram RV AV in a ritualistic con-
nexion, this rather points to the onginality of the ace
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tnahtgam nah subhvam tasthtvr!ztsam MS samudram na subhvah svd
abhsgfayah RV samudram na suhavazt (AV subhuvas, TB Poona
ed suhuvam) tasthzvdrisam AV TB ApS Ppp reads like MS but
for subhavas (Barret subhuvas, suggesting subhuman as a better
reading, JAGS 35 46) Same context in all except RV the ace
agrees with samudram, the nom with the subject of the verb in
the next pida Perhaps AV is influenced by recollection of the
RV passage (i e shows contamination of tito passages)

yajri no (or grata so Poona ed of TB with MS , see VV 2 p 376)
deers (MS devo) (vomit sunirah MS TB AS ApS Nom devo is
construed as epithet of subject Agni, ace as object of yard (or
Velsen), referring to the guile to whom Agni ministers

atrtraghno (ApMB t °ni) viratarah (HG °tumuli, AS ApS ApMR vira -
vatah) suvirrin (HG susevan) AS ApS SG HO ApMB viram ht
(read avirayhni') viravatah sutevd MG The aces refer to grhdn,
the noms
Presumably

to the subject wham, which is fern in ApMR MG
the mast ahem is mure original, viratara/ mould be

impossible in ApMB MG Further than this we can lordly go
as regards the original form of that epithet But the nom mired
of MG alone is certainly secondary

ta ntamarsa rohtto ...rayon TB vt rubato untrsad vz. c,u upaat AV
The latter original (vis vat apart object)

paries rayo ntanuo/am KS parifiiant rayai poco yaymrdnam manu
gydh TS And others, see § §442 etc In KS manupi/a i,, applied
to the ya)amdsia, 'let wealth invest this man ' In TS rams is
gen , and mmtutydli must be taken with Keith a, a second subject.,
'men', or, a thought of cheer rise in the preceding, 'human
clans'

rodad rudha upastutas (ArS *tarn) cad avast RV AV ArS MS TB
In RV etc the adjective goes atilt the ,subject, Indra, in ArS
with rddha(s)

apt demi ('l'S MS KS ApS choir) mat/huznatir ayrbhzuin (TS ApS
ayrhnan, MS KS uyrbhndm) VS TS MS KS All ApS 'l'he ace
fern devtr is doubtless prig , drvd(h) goes with the subject

ayant (TA slam) devo vanacpatth AV TA Preceded by meat. vara -

ydtaz (vdruydt) TA feels the need of an object, and alters ayant
to idem

ddslyd rudrd upariiprso nah (KS °.;ant mec) AV KS amid. rudrd
ddityrt upartsprsam and RV VS TS Followed by ugrant cettdram
adhcrdjam (Aran (AV akrata) The adjective, prig going with ma,
ns transferred to the subject. in AV

,
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rid im anon na helarah (SV °ram) RV SV Followed by akdáubhann
am -&iya, nuidhvo (SV madho) rasam sadhamdde 'As drivers (deco-
rate) a horse', RV in SV hetdram is Soma (attracted to the case
of rasam), 'the inciting one'

yasya doom rut amino.; mdnuyd (SV °yam) RV SV The meaning of
RV is doubtful Oldenberg 'whose (Indra's) gifts to men go
their course like the days', Geldner 'for whom the ages (yuganz)
of men pass like (his) days ' In SV mónuyam is assimilated in
case and number to the epithets of Indra in the verse, and is taken
to mean 'friendly to man', the relative clause might mean 'whose
heavens do not pass away' (so Benfey)

taj janatir abhy aniiyata vrdh RV td jdnatir abhy anti eta toot ArS
In RV taj is object of Orion, in ArS td(h) attracted to agreement
with it

'Tara ja(hararn navyo (SV AS SS °yam) na AV SV AS SS For the
difficulties involved see Whitney's note, in any case the word goes
with Indra in AV , with ja(haram in the rest

team tsamudram prathamo vz dharayah (SV °drah prathame vtdharman)
RV SV Radical reconstruction, with transfer of object to pred-
icate noni You first arranged the sea (for the gods)' 'du bist
das Meer im allerhochsten Trager' (Benfey)

zrulram juyanri veyanam. (VS mend na patnih VS MS KS TB Here
different words are involved 'Taking delight in the manly Indra,
like wives' 'taking delight in Indra, like wedded women '

§403 In some of the preceding cases it is perhaps doubtful whether
the term 'transfer of epithet' applies strictly In these which now
follow it can certainly apply only by stretching the term Namely in
them one form of the variant shows a noun or pronoun of independent
construction, which cannot properly be described as an 'epithet' of any
other nord In several cases, moreover, the words are different, as in
the last variant in the preceding section Cf §15
pratnann nt pats krivyam RV ('he protects the ancient wisdom')

tpraindnt (Cone pra tvd nz) pats kdvyah KS ('he [Soma), the wise,
protects the ancient things [laws, or the like]')

prayipatzm sham Into samaktam rdhydsam CB Vint prajdpatzr sham
tvayd sdkydd rdhydsam MS 'May I cause Prajápatt to prosper
visibly with thee" may I, a very Prajápati in person, prosper thru
thee ' The latter is original, see Caland on Vait

achdyam etz . avasd yhrtrna (AV shade rit) AV Ppp VS TS MS
achdyam ,yank rascal yhrtacih KS See §467
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sarndhdtá samdhzm (MS samdhir) maghavd puravasuh (puro °, puru °)
RV AV SV MS PB TA KS ApMB The nom can only be
felt as going with the subject, but the whole verse is very corrupt
in MS

gtrah somah (SV giro stomán) pavamdno manieah RV SV The puri-
fied soma (has inspired) our songs and devotions', RV 'the puri-
fied one (soma, has inspired) our songs, praises, and devotions '

evam tam garbham a dhehz RVKh MG evam team garbhum a dhatsva
ApMB

asmabhyam mine irulrayuh (SV irulnyam) RV SV The verb is
pavane, to which SV supplies an object indriycm, rndrayuh is
nom , epithet of the soma -drop (indu)

dura§ ca eased avrnod epa soh RV AV turns rid itsvom tarnavat loon,
van AV dura4 is object of avrnod, bums apparently felt as epithet
of the subject

samidhyarndnah pratharra nu dharmá (TB ApS prathamo ru dharmah)
RV t 'TB ApS (RV p p prathamo, ano, dharma ) The original
newt pis were misunderstood later and made Into noms sg masc ,
epithets of the subject, Agni Doubtless the adjacent savnidhya-

-Mali helped Caland translates ApS as if it had the RV read-
ing, tho he has no note

yusnuwns ca
by vidyam

loon, ma upeta (SS ddyam ropetam) AB AS Followed
yam u ca

as
(SS uta) vrdmam upela Is nom sg of a

nomen agentis used periphrastic future 'he shall obtain you as
au inheritance from me, and also the knowledge which we know'
In SA we have upetam, past pple , attracted into agreement with
vulrjdrn, in this form there is no verb to govern the aces

dharSd (VSK °grin) nuinusah (KS °yam, TS ApS °San) VS VSK TS
MS KS SB ApS MS In KS TB ApS ace object of the verb,
in the others subject, or agreeing with the subject 'he hold, as a
man (VSK let the man be hold) '

tasmai deed amrldh (AV °tam) sain vyayantam (AV °tu) AV TS MS
KS ApMB In AV amrtanr is a noun, object of the verb

7 Neuter ace adverbs varying with nom adjectives
404 In a small and simple group we find neuter accusative adverbs

varying with nominative adjectives, virtually equivalent in meaning
suhhúh svayambhfih prathamah (AS SS °mein) VS SB AS SS
somali prathamo minds RV PG HG ApMB somasya payel prathamam

AV 'Soma was the first to marry (thee)' '(thou wast) Soma's
wife first '
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tardy artanuvratd ApMB HG vscaranty apalsvratd SS yac cacdrd-
nanuvratam (adverb) ApS Preceded by yan me mold pralutubhe
(or the like)

ava tara (TS avattaram, AV avattaro) rutdiIv a (AV nadinam) AV VS
TS MS KS SB avattaram apparently an adverb, avattaro adj
agreeing with the subject MS p p has avataram, which seems
to he what Keith means to translate by 'lower' in TS

wash nah purnamukhah pan krdmatu (HG °mukhant part krdmantu)
ApMB HG We now would render (rather than as in VV 1 §359)
'Happily may lie, with his face turned full towards us (HG they,
with their faces ), walk round us ' So better than Oldenberg's
interpretation of HG , 'walk round our full face' The Sutra itself
renders by pradakstnam

asarnbddhd yd madhyato manavehhyah MS asambddham badh.yato (read
ma °, VV 2 §241) mñn.avdn.dm (Ppp rndn.avrru) AV Ppp Kaut
See §623

dyumad vtbadtt hharatehhyah Sixth (VS .'run., comm sucth) RV SV VS
TS MS KS tart may be taken as an adverb

utsvasr devatr an mats (KS TA "tam) marudbhi.h, see §389 above
KS has an adverb

never patantu dtdyavah RV vt;vañco asmac charavah patantu AV
dgne ydht ruin arvdñ (MS area, p p arvdñ) RV AV MS

TB N
prdñ (VS TB prrtñk, MS pink, p p prdñ) soma attdrutah VS VSK

MS SB TB ApS
pratyak (p p pratyañ) coma attsrutah MS pratyañ (VS TS MS f

SB t TB pratyañk) somo atrdrutah (VS * 110 31b, MS attsrutah)
AV t (see Whitney's note) VS (his) VSK 'I'S MS KS AB (bis)
TB ApS

§405 Once we have what seems to be perhaps a fens ace adverb
varying with it nom adjective, but the form is very suspicious
d- tddyantdhmo (MS °maim) ghrtansrncg apsu RV TS MS '(Agni)

shone in the waters without kindling ' If MS is sound it would
seem to have an adverb All s p mss agree, curiously the p p
reads dlddya, asme sty asine

8 Miscellaneous and doubtful

§406 The remaining nominative- accusative variants are hardly classi-
fiable Many are textually dubious, and in most the interpretation of
one form, or both, is troublesome
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sakrd yat tva (KS te) maimed garbha (KS yarbham) alma. TS KS
Here garbha is used in different senses 'embryo' (TS) and 'womb'
(KS )

amass sarvrzñ (AS Haman) net prauz,y4ah AS Kant onto 'et sarvañ ast
origi-pratngah SG ama by ast servant ana pravistah SMB The

nal is certainly sa.riiúfi (from sarvñfue), the arcs are lest fac
apa snehtttr (SV snzhzttm) nrmaná adhatta (SV adhad rah, KS t nrtna-

Mtn adadhram) RV AV SV KS apa stuht tam nrmnám (Poona
ed snuhz tam nrnuznám) athadram TA The latter is plainly
corrupt The acc rzrmandm (had form in any case) may be felt
as a second object, correlative with snehtlir, but the interpretation
is certainly dubious

earyasya maricih TA sfznio marlezrn adatte TA Probably the two are
not really related The former occurs in a list of the paint's of
various gods, the latter in a cosmic verse about creation

uiladdya prlhuñm livaddnum (TS TB ApS )Eraddnuh, MS KS lira -
datum) VS TS MS KS TB SB ApS The rent ie clearly
established as the reading of the Tait school, but there is no stain
verb in the stanza and it is hard to construe Both Keith and
Caland think an acc (agreeing with prthivim) must, be read

kratant dadhilyd (MS 'kraut) an .0 vast (VS MS KS SB santsa-
nityadat) RV VS VSK TS MS KS SA K The context is
identical in MS , and only a awn seems construable 'lladhikra,
showing his strength according to his will ' Is the final m in MS
mere 'Hiatust.ilger '' Cf VV 2 ÿ308 ff

sanuiruzm ajmam (PB Layman) pary sii (TA ApS alma part yati)
lagrvzh RV PB TA ApS In RV 'watchful he (Agni) goes about
his accustomed course

('l'A
' The nom upriü is apparently felt as an

epithet of Agni cornet svaryayarnarui.,ilah), but is scarcely to
be called anything but a conniption (Caiand on ApS ) Comm on
PB understands main (fur adman) as a loe but probably mis-
understands the intention of its text (hi y foci in PB see Caland's
translation, xxv The Cone should be corrected for this and
tyunaymz le prthielrn ayruna saha, and these interesting variants
added to VV 2 §192 Cf also Ragliu Vira, Kapzptha1a-Ka(ha-
Samhzld, 5, I revel 28

brhasputun yajñam akrnvata rpm RV brhaspatir yulñam ablaut(' r zh
AV The same passage in both texts, dealing otherwise wholly
with Yama, the introduction of a statement about Brhaspati's
action is evidently a stupid blunder
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pane (TA Poona ed text and comm yda) to soma prdndrts tdrl (tin,
furl) 31/home TA MahtinU Either reading must intend approxi-
mately 'those breaths which are thine ' Comm on Mah&nU
supplies pa.ydmt as governing the acc The nom yda makes con-
struction simpler (prandns for prdnda being then attracted to the
following tan)

Barn OtIS liana ceder/ vah (HG cakrenah) ApMB HG Obscure and
likely to be corrupt in both forms According to Oldenberg, HG
would mean 'the carpenter hammers at (the chanots) that have
wheels ' cakri, if sound, would seem to be felt as an epithet of
(okra!

brahmdnam (TB sna) indram vayodhasam VS TB After hold yakpad,
only acc seems construable Comm on TB in fact takes brah-
manas as acc pl (agreeing with doings preceding) l as if from
brahman, with strong stem for weak

manyum (AV manyur) visa Wale mdnu,rrr ydh (TB t idea devayardih)
RV AV MS TB The nom is carelessly repeated from the pre-
ceding half verse, where it occurs three times It is really uncon-
struable, as Whitney observes, comm reads manyum Yet Ppp
has manyur, which seems to suggest that it is the actual reading of
the Atharvan schools

purdnan (TA °rid) anu venal RV TA N Comm on TA pure (ordn
devon In fact neither a nom pl mast nor a nom or ace pl
fern is construable

nardSansena nagnahum (KS TB °huh) VS MS KS TB 'l'he form
must be arc in all Von Schroeder emends KS to 'hors, TB
comm keeps the forni °huh but regards it as ace neut

paridam twig stint. (PG °damn vdjtmmn) dadhe 'ham (HG corneal
dhatsvrisau) SG PG HG ApMB Haplology in PG (VV 2 p 362),
vdjznarn not construable

bahuprryd nzrrtzm (AV °tar) a meld RV AV N Whitney assumes an
acc in AV , but the passage is mystic nonsense and perhaps any-
thing is possible Tins might be classed with 'case attraction'
above, since apparently AV has made writ- agree with bahupro3d

d vevcbdpara,Ittani (TA °ta) AV TA Only the ace can be construed,
so comm on TA interprets the forni, tho he reads 'to like both
editions

tzluzlzistam trdvatim AG t talznla egad travail. ApMB , and others,
always with nom Steuzler (note in anal of AG p 83) regards
the acc ending as certainly erroneous
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14O7 In the rest there seems to he no genuine variant at all
ssndhum (MahanU v I stndhur) na nava duritriti parut RV MS TB

TA MahAnU The If 1 is worthless, no nom could be construed
havyam pnravatebhyah AV SS So mss of AV , R -Wh emend wrongly

to havyah
pl1anvan karambham MS KS AB kurambhah is read by Von Schroe-

der in MS by emendation, and the Cone quotes KS as "bhah,
erroneously All texts should read °bham

.torah krnvanlu timyantah TS KSA Cone quotes .aumiim for KSA
this is a false reading of one ms rejected in the ed

tan sma afk, halt AS etc nrinuvauaktdh \Tart But all mss of
Vint read ca tamisarnanuvaua(krta(h), with Caland ae should
probably assume

nuituta3yeVa
that they intend the AS reading

trptarn 3uhur yoga RVKh t N t Cone reads trptñ for
RVKh , with Aufrecht, but see Scheftelnwrtz, p 87

vriyavyah kvetah purhe VS MS vayavyarn svelam AO The latter
should he deleted in the Cone it.

1

is
1

no
1

mantra hut tl a beginning
of a Brftlrmana passage, TS 2

iiamanu (SS 'na) upasprsah AV SS Read in AV as in SS (with
mss SPY , Whitney's Index, and see Bloomfield's note on 20.
127 2)

,
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CHAPTER XV

NOMINATIVE AND INSTRUMENTAL

1 Instr of means or agent and subject nom

§408 The instrumental in one aspect expresses the means or instru-
ment, or the agent, by which an action is performed Naturally,
therefore, it sometimes varies with the nominative as expressing the
performer of the action In its simplest forni this change merely
accompanies a shift between an active or transitive verb and a passive
or intransitive one, as in
ya tm vahanta (Muhfizh RV yadi vahanty ú. {avah SV 'Whoso travel

by horses' 'when the horses carry (hini) '
manyur Wait-fin manyuh karats TAA manyurúz Artant manyuh karats

BDh
§409 It is not even necessary that the verb forth should vary, once,

at least, the same verb is taken as either passive or middle -deponent
na karma,. lzpyate pdpakeno SB TB BrhU BDh na karma lzpyatc

Hare VS ISAU 'He is nut stained by evil action' 'action does not
stick to (stain) a man '

§410 A little different al psychology is the next. group all occurring
in the same passage in which the instr of means varies with what
would be, with the active voice, an ace of direct object, but becomes
nom as subject of a passive verb
untar dadhe parvatazh HG ApMB antarhztti gzrayah SG 'I interpose

with mountains' 'mountains are interposed ' In same context
antar mahyti prthzvyá HG t ApMB t, antar dadha stalled, ahora-
Irani ca sazndhzbhzh (HG °trash susamdhzhhih), ardhanuisazs ca
truisaz5 ca all HG ApMB antarhzld pray. maul irte, antarhztd
ma rlauah, ahortilrñ5 ca sanidhzjdh, mtinis cñrdhanni.;dd ra, all SG

§411 More often there is no such change in the Serb, whether in
form or meaning The variation in case may be said to signalize a
lack of clear distinction between the concepts of agent and of instru-
ment ' Indra by his might has done so and so' is equivalent to 'Indra's
might has done so and so ' In such religious literature as the Veda,
where personification and apostrophe of inanimate things and qualities

1110
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are so common, such a shift is particularly easy, it would Indeed not be
difficult anywhere It suggests a characteristic trait of Homeric diction
(ßb 'HpaKaaeíb) But it is noteworthy that the possessive adjective,
or genitive, or equivalent, which appears in such Homeric phrases, is
rarely found among our variants, the first example is perhaps the only
one Instead of the subject, nom , the vue of direct address is also
found varying with the instr in the same way, §354
pia to dive na stanayanti anemia (MS °itanfa suemaah) RV TS MS

'Thy (Agni's) furies thunder like (the thunders) of heaven'. 'they
(se gzrah) have thundered to thee w ith furies like (those) of heaven '

ahhi itolnair (RV * SV * stoma) aniisa.ta RV SV (both in each) AV
VS 'Songs of praise shouted to thee'. 'they shouted to thee with
songs of praise '

vdjasya inri piasavena (VS SB °vah) VS TS KS MS AB ApS 115
Followed by udgrrihhenod aprrlbhit (a?igrabhami, etc j 'He has (I
have) exalted me (myself) with increase of strength, a it h exalta-
tion' 'increase of strength lias exalted rue with rail' Itiuu'

film tvdhhih sus(utthhtr vcijarfantah RV tarsi ¿vä ¡¡irate sus(utayo vaja-
yanti SV 'Strengthening, thee with these fair praises' 'songs of
fair praise strengthen thee '

punantu manavo (RV vasavo,
KS TB

VS KS mamma)as Alert (VS KS dhzyah)
RV AV VS MS 'Let men (Vasus) purify with prayer'
'let, prayers purify with mind ' The change of menavo to naanasri
introduces a different word, but it is to be noted that it replaces
the instr dhtya, and so in a way restores the original construction
of the sentence

ahhe stn mahtnñ divan RV AS abhtmanr (TS MS t °Twine, MS MS
v I `min) naahind (VS °inzi, delete MS; v 1 in Cone ) (Imam
(MS dnvali) VS TS MS TA ApS MS Followed by metro (VS
tepee) habhuva snprathah 'The far- spre.irhng Mitra lias surpassed
tins heaven (these heavens) by his majesty', VS substitutes 'apse
for Nitro (phonetic shifts, VV 2 HISS, 235), and turns iaalrtnd into
inahwei, nom 'the wise, far - spreading majesty has '

kyatrant agne (AV /c atreiuïgnc) suyamam ante tubhgam AV VS TS
MS KS In AV neither the pads itself nor the context furnishes
a subject for astri Apparently indefinite subject. 'by dominion,
Agni, let it be of easy control fur thee ' The other reading is sup-
ported by Ppp and is much sim:iler, but for that reason perhaps
to be suspected of secondariness 'let dominion, Agni, be of easy
control for thee '
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bukro brhan dakçznayd (TB brhad dak$znd Nei) ',sports AV TB 'Let
the bright one, the mighty, endow [me] with the sacrificial fee'
'let the bright one, the mighty [comm , the ,amen], (and) the
sacrificial fee endow thee ' On this use of root pr see Bloomfield,
AJP 17 408 ff (esp 409)

2 Associative instr and (collateral) subject or predicate nom

§412 An associative instrumental attached to a noun in any other
case might theoretically be replaced by a form in that other case So
we find such instr forms attached to a subject or predicate nom ,
varying with a nom as collateral subject or predicate For the saine
variation with other cases than the nom see § §55 -7 With the notti
this is particularly easy in constructions with words whose meaning
suggests the instr expressions of mingling, union, equality, conipanson,
or the like Such words occur in most of the following variants
d dadhnah kala.tazr (ApMB °sir, MG °sam) aguh (with varr) AV AG

SG PG HG ApMB MG Preceded by a vatso jaga.ta saha Ppp
reads d dadhnal Watt. ca yah The ApMB substitution has pho-
netic aspects (VV 2 §701), but Ppp supports it in sense by reading
a nom (Note, however, that the fern stem kaiak is post -Vedic )
'They have come with pots of sour milk' '(they and) pots of sour
milk have come ' Knauer prints MG as kalasam azrayam, but the
mss are clearly corrupt, the syllable air must conceal the true case -
ending of kaks,fa Read kalasazr ayam, as in Kat,haka G (see
Caland's ed and note on this) In the same context

emñm pare rutah kumbhah AV enact part_srutah kurnbhyd AG a tvñ
parz.trttah ( °srutah, °srtah, hirenrnayah) kumbhah (ApMB t °ah) AG
PG MG ApMB HG

ya.4asd (ArS yeso) and dyavaprthzvi ArS PG MG The verb to be
supplied is a form of and 'find', from pads e INAo bhagas ca ma
adat (MG mat) PG MG , ,yaks bhngusya Lunch.. ArS ('let glory
of fortune find [mel', so correct rendering in VV 2 p 98) So, in
same stanza, between these two pädas

yafasendrdbrhaspatz PG MG yawn mendrábrhaspali ArS Cf prec
'With glory let find (come to) me ' However, the dual forms
might be taken as voce , supplying a 2d person verb 'with glory
(come) to me, O ' (So Oldenberg on PG )

yaya (MS yarns.) na tartar bhruvz kesardnz VS MS KS TB 'The
haire on his eye -brow are like barley and sacred straw (like sacred
straw with barley) '
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sama bhavanlz2dvato (TS °void) nzpadah RV TS KS 'The heights and
depths shall be equal' 'the depths shall be equal with the heights '

team Wins sam ved madams. RV VS TS MS N sam no mandnt
sam v o mahantdm KS A far reaching reconstruction m the latter,
it vaguely suggests the psychology of the vanants in this section

sntyd exam (AG eta) dlzsah santu kdmah (ApMB HG santu kdmazh,
SMB Jorgensen santu kdmdh, y 1 karat, AG santu serval, VS
samnamantarn) VS VSK AG SMB Kaut ApMB HG 'Let their
prayers, their desires, come true' 'let their prayers with their
desires (or perhaps, according to their desires? cf the v 1 kdmdt)
come true '

ddzlyas (ApMB °yens) to vasubhir a dadhatu HG ApMB Preceded
by sndro nuarudbhzr rtwlhd (HG An te) krnotu (HG dadhdtu)
' Indra with the Manta , Adztya with the Vasus' ' Indra with
the Maruts with the Adityds, with the Vasus'

sain revatir 3agatibhih prryantdm. VS SB ,S` sam revati, 3agatibhzr
(VSK °hhzh sam) madhumatir nuzdhumalihhzh srjyanhvam (VSK
prcy(1ntam) TS VSK TB sane revatir japatth MS The latter
belongs to the same context as the others, but the verb of min-
gling is postponed to the next pdda (.belt szvdbhzh suns asrk,satapah),
and the original instr which was paired with revatir is made into
a supplementary subject

tine mrty inri nastily sarnrndand AV tan rnrlyur nzrrtyd sumvidaruzh TB
Here noni and instr change places, without real change of mean-
ing 'Destruction in unison with death' 'death in unison with
destruction '

trim mint( devoir (KS value deva) rtubhih samveddnah (KS °ndh) VS
TS MS KS SB AO Followed by pragdpatzr Weaker. vzmuñ-
cate (AO yunaktu) KS turns the original complementary instr
(dependent on sanviddnah) into a collateral subject of the verb in
the next, pads

lukrah lukrutocz,ga VS TS KS AB TB AO lukrau i/eratorz,sau MS
'The hnght with the bright - sliming one' 'the two bright, bright -
shining ones '

layor (TS TB tasydm, MS yasyam, v 1 asydm.) diva adhzsamvasantah
(MS abhzsamvelantah) TS TB Ap; MS tasydm devazh samva-
santo mahstvd AV In AV the following verb is fender., in the
rest mddazyantdm or °yudhvam 'The gods, dwelling together '

'may we, dwelling together with the gods '

parzmam yajamdnam manurydh saha rayas poser prajayñ ca vyayantdm
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MS partmam eery. polo yajamdnam managed). TS The asso-
ciative instr ie pointed with echa See 44402 etc

tndraghopae (MS KS °pds) Gird vasubhth purastdl pdtu (KS t tvd vasavah
pu° ports, MS tvd puraetdd aasubhzh posh) VS TS MS KS AB
tndraghold vo vasubhzh purastdd upadadhatdrn TA Followed by the
next two, q v

mamma tvd pttrbhzr (KS pztaro) dakyinatah pdtu (KS punts) VS
TS KS $B praxes tvd seam,. dak$znalah pant. MS mono-
javaso evil, pitrbhzr dakeznata upadadhatam TA See next

pracetds tvd rudrazh poked pdtu VS TS KS SB _ rudrds tvd pracetasah
weal panto MS . pracetd vo rudrazh pawed upadadhatdm TA
This and the two preceding all occur in the same passage, which
also contains a fourth phrase (vzsvakarmd tvddztyazr ) m which
all texte have the Instr When a nom is substituted for the Instr
(as twice in KS and twice in MS) it may be felt ad a second
subject, so belonging in this group Yet it is at least as likely to
he felt as sole subject, modified by the word (zndraghopds etc )
which in the other version is the substantive subject, but here may
be felt as an adjective

3 Instr of karmadhérayas (or separate instr) and nom of bahuvrihis
§413 Occasionally we find the same compound stem used now as an

instr (a karmadhñraya), and again in the nom as a bahuvrilii, an
adjective epithet of the subject The instr seems generally to he felt
as associative, tho this shades over into the instr of means In general
psychology this group is similar to the preceding one Sometimes the
instr occurs in separate, uncompounded forms
a,vdndm sadhasluti (TB °tzh) RV TB The verse reads ye me pañcd-

tatam dadur, a o° sadh °, dyumad agne magi (ruin, brhat krdhz magho-
nrire, nrvad amrta nfruïm 'Who have given nie 500 horses, of
(these) patrons do thou, Agni, with joint praise (TB having joint
praise), make great the fame' etc

dame-daine suyfutzr (AV KS °tyd, TS °ttr, MS °ti) vdm nouns (TS
MS KS vavrdhdnd, AV °nau) AV TS MS KS AA SS If MS
intends nom dual, its variation with AV KS is like the fore-
going 'having good praises' or 'along with good praise' But
angels may be taken also as instr TS makes the form acc pl
depending on the pple , and AS SS are hopelessly corrupt

tam tvd bhrdtarah suvrdhd (ApMB °dho, HG suhrdo) vardhamdnam AV
ApMB HG The following verb is new jayantdm AV . 'after
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thee, growing with good growth, may brothers he born ' ApMB
'after thee, growing, may brothers be born whose growth is good '
Even closer to the preceding cases would this variant be if suvrdha
were taken with the following verb rather than with the participle,
but the order seems against this

prdno spoilt param itrrui pañcavdyubhzr dvrtah PrAnagU prdno 'path
paramdtmá vat partravdyuh samdßntah MU 'The ParamAtman is
surrounded by the five breaths' ' has entered in with (or, per-
haps, as) the five breaths ' Here the psychology is a little differ-
ent, the instr seems clearly one of means

vz yo mime rajasi sukratiiyayd RV vi yo rataruy amzmita sukratuh RV
Here a different but related word (with abstract suffix) is used in
the karmadhdraya

tripad ùrdhva ud ait purutinh RV ArS VS TA trihhih padbhzr dydm
arohat AV Here two separate words are used instead of the kar-
madh4raya compound

4 Num and instr of part dedicated in offering
§414 In the long list of dedicatory formulas used in presenting parts

of the horse's body to various deities in the AAvamedha, we find a
number of times variation between instr of the part dedicated (and
ace of the deity), on the one hand (with verb of 'gratifying' under-
stood), and on the other hand nom of the part dedicated and gen or
dat of the deity (with copula 'understood') Cf §126 on the various
types of dedicatory formulas We shall not record a complete list here,
others will be found in the same vicinity
pùyanam vanzq]hund VS MS ('Pagan [we gratify] with the van')

pion° seta{ huh TS KSA ('the van° is for Pascal') Sunilarly-
ondhdhin ( °he, °heh) stliulayudayd (sthzlra °, °yudd), and others, same
texts

5 Transfer of epithet
§415 As usual we find in a number of eases that the shift between

nom and instr is due to the transfer of an epithet from one person or
thing to another In most cases there is a variation in number or

variesgender as well as case, we quote first those in which case alone
svdvelayd (VS AB °vekd) /amid samtnhasua VS MS KS SB In VS

SB the adjective, if as we believe (cf §174) it is nom , agrees with
the subject (zytaka), in MS KS with toned

prdtarydvdno adhvaram RV VS TB prdtarydvahhir adhvare SV Pry-
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ceded by árudhz 3rutkarna eahmbhtr, demur ague saydvabhth, d
sidantu (SV sidatu) barhtyz clam (TB adds vacuno) aryamd In
the original prillar° agrees' with the subject, in SV it becomes an
associative mstr attached to the subject, doubtless influenced by
the Instrumentals in the preceding

anutlah carsarnidhrtzh SV anal la carsanirlhrtd RV Iu RV cursarrulhrtd
is an epithet of doubtful reference (cf Oldenberg, Noten, 1 p 162,
n 1), in SV it is transferred to the subject (team = Indra)

§418 In the rest there is variation in number or gender or both, as
well as case
paro devebhzr (MS °bhyo) asurazr (MS °rarn) yad oats (TS amour pupa

yut) RV TS MS KS Preceded by paro died para end prthzvyd,
except in MS which has paro dzvah para end prthtvydh (able for
instrs ), MS makes devebhir over into devebhyo in accord with this,
and since the meter does not permit asurcbhyo, it transfers this
word to the subject yod

ghnanto (MS Ap5 yhnatd) vrtrdny sprat AV MS KS TS ApS Nom
goes with subject vayam, instr with associative truircna

indrena sayuJo (AV ja) vayam AV TS Ap5 'We allied with Indra'
'we with Indra as ally'

indrena devir (MS devoir) virudhah sarnvtddndh TS MS
to d whoa[, (MS boys vahante [so p p ]) kavayah purastdt TS MS TB

tad dharantz kavayah purastdt KS In MS taint by attraction to
preceding svadhayd, cf VV 2 §342

udyan bhräjabhrs(zbhzr (PG °bhrptir) ands marudbhzr asthdt SMB
PG GG

kuddha (SV ßuddhatr) annals mamattu RV SV Preceded by inddhair
ukthazr vdvrdhednsarn, to these instr forms the SV has assimilated
ludrlha(h) of RV

agarma mand (KS nuzho) namnsd yavtgtham RV SV MS KS AB
KB TB Ap5 AS SS 'We have come with nighty homage (KS
mighty with homage) unto the youngest (Agar)' KS apparently
understands a nom pl with its mated

abhtkhya badsd brhatd éusukvanth RV dyke (MS dr3a) ca badsd brhatd
suíukvanzh (KS °vabhzh, MS sultkmand) VS TS MS KS SB
In MS su° is made an epithet of bhasa In KS too the epithet no
longer agrees with the subject (Agni) It is perhaps made coordi-
nate with badsd, or possibly it is meant to agree with su .fasttbhzh
in the following ptida (but in that case the form would be irregular
since the hitter word is fern )
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aimed manned dhrtah ApS ApMB HG aydad mamma (AS named)
krtah AS SS Kauf ayd san} (MS ayah san, KS ayas sun, me
ayds(1) manasa hztah (MS krttah, p p and KS krtah) MS KS TB
ApS ApMB HG Followed by

tdmash havyam i1hz{ a ApS ApMB HG aya san (MS SS ayah san,
KS ayas san, Kauf ayasyam) havyam rate MS KS TB AS SS
ApS Kauf ApMB HG aya no yu,riam vahast KS In the first
of these two pddas, the main are transferred to manasa from
agreement with the subject. (Agni), in the second they are attracted
to the like construction by the preceding ayusri

uruvyacaso dhamrui patyamunah VS TS MS KS uruvyacasagner
dhamnñ patyamrine AV The AV version is corrupt, by a false
verse division uru°

to
(originally epithet of the dine doors, dvarah)

is transferred dluimrui Ppp agrees with the others
pavukaya yas ('l'S pdvaka a) cztayantyd krpa RV VS TS MS KS SB

The nom in TS is really due to phonetic alteration, if Oldenberg,
Prof 453, and VV 2 §343 But it is construable in agreement with
the unexpressed subject of the verb ruruce

samjuymdno utnbhyusd RV AV SV N sanuapmdnd abzbhyusih (MS
atnhrutdh) AV MS The instr goes with a preceding redone, the
nom with the ydrah who are addressed But the contexts are
quite different, and the pádas in their original forms probably
unrelated We take it. that AV has a contamination of the MS
pads with that of RV etc

§417 The following cases are also classed as 'transfers of epithet' as
explained in § §15 -6 They show in one form a true 'epithet', in the
other sometunes a form of the same, ometurnes a different word, not
properly an epithet of anything but Independently construed
aesttzbhiÇ rakprui yac rid ayah RV MS KS uvzdvansaf rakrma kur

ranagah TS
apa druhd (AV druhu,) (anconz giihanulndRV AV The lush- of man-

ner,
subject, a

virtually an adverb, of RV becomes in AV an epithet of the
she-demon

harsamdnaso dhrs -zta (TB area.) marutvah RV TB N hurpamand
hrsztaso marutvan AV lu TB the prig nom epithet becomes an
adverbial instr of a different but related stem

zndradhzpntzh (MS KS °patyath) psprtdd ato nah TS MS KS AS
'0 Indra, as overlord (with thy uverlordship) '

vazsvanarah pavaydn nah pavztrazh TA vatfvanarah painful rna pinata
AV The TA reading seems to be intended by Ppp (Whitney on
6 119 3) 'May V with purifiers (V the purifier) purify us (nie) '
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yena prof¢ (MS ya zmdh pray]) vtávakarmd Jayana (TS vydna() VS
TS MS KS SB In MS yah goes with vthvakur nd The original
'by which V produced creatures '

yenazpa bhzitas Meaty (MahanU MundU Walrus to hate hy) antardtmd
TA MahanU MundU (2 1 9) Deussen reads bhutas m MahanU
but observes that a v 1 lias bhiUa-es and that this is a better reading
The nom is secondary and attracted to antardtmd See also Deus -
sen's note on the MundU passage

tend (TS sa) no yajalam myths .Swears AV TS Nom is secondary
candro (SV candrazr) yati sabadm upa RV SV Preceded by 3vatra-

bha3a vayasd savate soda Apparently under the influence of the
preceding instrumentals, tho not in agreement therewith, the nom
is changed into an associative instr The 'shining ones' are soma
drops according to Benfey

priyah kaviruint mall (SV match) RV SV In RV matt is instr 'by
the hymn of the seers ' In SV it is anomalously made into an
epithet of indu

súyavaszni rear zue (RV TA manuye, KS minus() da&asya (TA da §asye,
TS MS KS yasasye) RV VS TS MS KS 'AB TA The original
da&asya is instr of stem daíasya, 'benevolently' TA 's daM.,ye
seems, like yasasye, to be dual nom fern agreeing with the subject

6 Nom of independent sentence and instr
§418 Twice a dependent instr of one form of the variant is paral-

leled in the other form by an independent sentence, with nom , which
is however resumed by a pronominal instr in the same construction
as the nominal instr of the variant. form See §33
gaud te holm.. TS ApS zyam gaus tuya te krindnz MS 'With a cow

let nie buy of thee' 'here is a cow, with her '

stat to rudrdvasarn terra (VSK t elena rudravasena) poco mvjavato 'tike
VS VSK AB 'This is thy food, O Rudra, with it depart '

'with this food, (l Rudra, depart '

7 Miscellaneous

§419. The remaining nom -instr variants are scarcely classifiable
They mostly involve various reconstructions of the material, in sense
at least, and usually in form, extending far beyond the mere change in
case -forni
vz Rota etu (AV etz, TS SvetU Holed yantz) rail,. (KS patheva)

súreh (AV MS t Mesh, KS t mime, TS SvetU stirdh) RV AV
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VS 'l'S MS KS SB SvetU In RV VS SB pathyd may be
taken as nom , with Grasemann and Oldenberg 'as the path of
the stirs' In all the others, at any rate, we have an instr . 'like
the lord on his path' Cf §284

ganatr and and to titreata MS grind me ieuii vt typos VS TS SB gandn
me and vs titreah (MS "eat) TS MS See §ßj380, 459

jajñdnarn (SV °nah) sapta matarah (SV mdtrbhth) RV SV Followed
by vedhdm aMsata (SV medhdm (Hd °) else 'The seven mothers
instructed their holy child unto fortune' 'the child of seven moth-
ers prayed to the wise one unto fortune '

yarnam htnvanty adribhth RV Kola, Bantu adrayah SV Preceded by
tam &isogon abhi narah, mutant tnsvacya dhtyrI In RV narah is
subject. of htnvanty and samara its object In SV it seems that
narah must be taken with Benfey as voc with no verb expressed,
and that pads e must be completely detached from the preceding

tan ruin samvannnam krtnm MG tern samvan,nau stroke IIG 'That
concord has been made for us' 'thereby we arc concordant '

taya devah sutum a Misnames TS KSA TB sa rw as -n.rn Bugs a babhuva
VS MS 'Therewith the gods mastered the libation' 'it is present
for us at this libation ' See Keith on TS 4 1 2 1, n 6

prehielm bhasmandprna (MS KS Moms) svriha VS MS KS SB ApS
'Fill the earth with (thy) ashes ' In MS KS ec gachatu 'let
(thy) ashes (go) to earth '

ya indrena saratham gals dcvah AV yrnendrasya ratham santbabhtivuh
MS KS ApS

mandukyrz su .sate peek (TA gamaya) RV t TA mandaky apse .tam
bhuvah AV (corrupt)

dptam manah TS MS KS TB MS ApS aparaa manasd VS SB
'Mind has been obtained' 'may we obtain by mind' Ritualistic
rigmarole

aroluilmatmdnam (MS rirohdtnuriuitmdnam) acted TB AS ApS MS
'Mount as self (with thy self) upon (my) self ' TB Bibl Ind
reads arohdtyatmdnam, text and comm , Poona ed like the others

mind (SV Maui)asi) amtirarn purer darntdnani RV SV Benfey 'den
durch Thoren unbet.hort.en' Obscure

tam deeds sam acikfpan KS tam devails sam ajigamam TS The sense
is radically altered 'Itim the gods have fashioned' 'her I have
united with the gods ' Both preceded by saga, ahrutd yasya
(TS yasyas)

sam truing tnsvadevehhtr añktam VS SB sam
the barlus

indrena vnévebhsr devebhir
renders,. TB ApS In the latter is the subject
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Sam aryamd saur bhago no misty t RN' ApMB sane bhaycna sain or-
yamnd (followed by Sam dhdld wain uarcasd) AV See Whitney
on AV 14 1 34, which doubtless understands bhaprna and aryamnci
as parallel with uarcasd

kIlena bhútam bhavyam ca AV kale ha bhiitam bhavyam ra AV vulgate,
but by emend for koto of most mas , kept by SPP kdlena of the
other form is also an emendation for kale ha, which SPP keeps
This last emendation seems justified and is supported by Ppp
(JAGS 46 37f) In the other, while the loe would he possible,
there seems no reason to reject the well attested num form, which
is adopted by Bloomfield and Whitney The contexts are different
tho related (found in the same hymn), and the variant could be
called 'Phrase Inflection'

[krdrid (SV prdnei, AV prdnah) isndhüninn ka!atan avivasat (SV AV
acrkrarlat) RV SV AV holed is problematic, Oldenherg takes it
with Lanman as me tr , sec RV Rep 136 for a different view In SV
we have a phonetic shift (VV 2 §152) which defies interpretation,
in AV an attempt at rationalization of SV , which is grammatical
('the breath of the rivers has made the jars resound') but silly ]
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CHAPTER XVI

NOMINATIVE AND DATIVE

1 Dative of purpose varying with nominative

§420 Since the dative of purpose often denotes something attnbuted
to or desired for the logical subject of the sentence, it may vary with a
nominative form, of the same or a related word This nominative may
be an epithet of the entity to which the dative of purpose relates, as in
ntandra dhenasya .Move (KS `yah) TS MS KS TB KS MS SC.;

Waters are referred to 'Fair unes, unto the winning of v-.ealth'
'fair winnings of wealth' All mss of KS agree on the form

pale -pads pdstzuzh senti .+etavah (AV 've) RV AV KS ApS 'Un every
spot are snare beanng bonds (snare- hearers for a bond) '

erica apunenn ussjo ainrlya.va/i RV agner ekrnva''rn utuo amyl jais NIS
devil or (warms u.tUo aniarlyave Aps In RV anrrtyavah is aril ,
'iininortil ones', agreeing the subject, in MS a noun, 'unto
immortality', meaning about the sanie thing ApS duubtlebs
intend+ the same meaning as MS , cf VV 2 §650

wooed'? (MS °varir, y 1 *whir) BassoBrer (MS °se) vivertipdh TB Apti
MS In TB ApS gaga, is adjective '(here come the cows) with
many calves, renowned, varied in appearance' In MS ',rase is
evidently the noun,

same
'unto renown', the ultimate meaning i, sub -

staid sally the
iiiyani nkthrun avyathdyet (TS av yatheyet, KS avyathriya) stabhnútu (MS

'note) VS TS MS KS SB Cumin on TS team aryathayad
vilathrirahitam kernel, which is practically the meaning of the datives
of purpose of the other texts The sanie with prauyam uktham,
mm utvatiyarn u °, nzokevalyam u °, vanhvadevdpnzmarutr ,sLlhe

aso sari no 'vita vrdhe ra (SV vrdha§ col) RV SV 'That thou mayst
be our helper, and for (our) increase', RV In SV the dat of
purpose becomes a now of a nomen agentis, being assimilated to
audit ' and ( mayst be our) increaser'

agate sahasram d no dr.he kevirzdnt radix jyotar vzdharmeni AV ayam
drsahsahasram dnavo (Benfey and Caland assume sahaaramdnavo)

kavizuim znatir,jyotir vzrlharma (ApS °ma) SV ApS MS Comm
201
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on SV takes dráah as nom (= drupe), 'seer' or 'eye' If this be
accepted the vanant would belong here, drle is a dat (infinitive)
But Caland apparently assumes an infinitive as meant in AO
(perhaps abl -gen in form')

sardtdridrn madhyamasthd edit?. (AV madhyame;4hdh, MS KS madh-
yame;(heyâya) AV VS TS MS KS sardldndm =Amen ha
yathdsdnz AV

§421 Slightly different are a couple of cases in which the nom form
of the vanant is the subject of an independent statement attributing
the quality denoted to the person referred to
lava pra,astayo mahih (SV prafiastaye make) RV SV Preceded by

tam (al maddya ghryvaye, u lokakrenum imahe In RV our !Ada
is an independent statement 'great are thy praisings' In SV it
is assimilated to the datives of pride a 'unto great praising of thee'

rdyaepoyd (MS °papaya) yayamulnam winos, KS AO MS Preceded
by imam deed aju?anta valve 'Let increase of wealth dwell with
the sacnficer ' In MS the subject devdh of the preceding clause
holds over 'let them (the gods) dwell with the sacrificer unto
increase of wealth ' The psychological difference between such
variants and those of the preceding paragraph is slight, since the
gods are logically the subject even in the reading of KS ApS` , it
is thru them that the desired result is expected Cf rdyasposd
ya3amdnam sacanedm, in a similar context, for which one nis of
MS also reads rdyaspo;dya Such variants remind us of the quite
similar use of the associative instrumental in variation with the
nominative, §412

d ydhima ;Masai/ RV AS d ydhy ayam zndave SV This clearly
belongs here, even tho the dative of SV may not be quite properly
described as une of purpose 'Come' Here are the soma -drops'
'come, thou here, to (for) the soma '

§422 We may record here a variant in which the logical object of an
infinitive is in the original version nom subject of a nominal clause
(copula 'understood'), while in the secondary version it is assimilated
to the dative infinitive, in accordance with familiar usage (cf Delbruck,
AIS 89, where it is suggested that 'case- attraction' does not properly
describe this dative)
mayah patibhyo janayah (AV °ye) part vale RV AV ApMB 'A joy

to husbands (are) wives to embrace' 'a joy to husbands (it is) to
embrace a wife '
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§423. In the only other variant involving this dative 'object' of a
dative infinitive, the nominative form is attracted to agreement with a
preceding nominative (in a relative clause)
brahniadvrge (RV also °dvvsah) tarase hantavd u RV (both) AV The

nom form is preceded by tapurmiirdhd tapatu rakpaso ye .'may he
whose head is flame burn those (that are) hrahman -hating ogres,
so that his arrow may slay (them) ' See RVRep on 10 125 6

2 Dative vanes with nom of secondary adjective in dedications

§424 In dedicatory expressions (cf §126), the deity may be expressed
either by the dative or by the nominative of a secondary adjective,
these variants resemble some of those quoted above in §420, except that
the dative is not one of purpose
kapota (MS 'td) utùkah %alas to nurrtyai (TA KSA nairrtdh) VS TS

MS KSA 'These are for Nirrti (Nirrti's)
vrtyusatntrbhydm dyamugbhydm payah MS vdyosdvttra dqn° ranch TS

NSA P p of 'l'S vdyosd+ntrah On the formation are VV 2 §716
(Stir (TS KSA titi) vdhaso darvidd le vdyave (TS KSA vdyavyak) VS

TS MS KSA

3 Dative varying with nominative of independent statement

§425 Like other cases (cf § §32 t;), a dative may be replaced by a
nonnative of independent statement, or vice versa
lama ream bhorate tadvasdya (and, taduaso dadih) RV (both) 'Bnng

this to him who desires it' 'bring this to him lie desires it and is
generous '

§426 Elsewhere the independent nominative is thrown into 't relative
clause, and is resumed by a dative of a demonstrative pronoun in the
main clause
agninctrebhyo dcucbhyah purahsadbhyah svdhd VS SB ye de.id agnt-

netrdh purahsadas tebhyah svdhd VS AB ye debt), purahsw!o agni-
netrd (KS 'gni°) rakisohanas tebhyah svdhd MS KS ye deeds
purahsado 'gninetrd tebhyo names tebhyah setts TS Others
similar (VS 9 35 -6, MS 2 6 3, KS 15 2)

Hama vah pitaro ghordya (VSK adds manyave) VS VSK TS TB AS

SS SMB GG KhG namo vah Odra yad shoran learner AV MS
And, in same passage namo vuh pitaro 3ivdya VS TS KS TB
AA AA SMB GG KhG nano sah Intern yak jivam lemma: VSK
MS Note the difference in phraseology m VSK
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4 Phrase inflection

§427 There are a few cases of repetition of a whole clause or pads
in a different context, requiring shift of case between nom and dat ,
in short, of what we call 'phrase inflection' ( § §21 -2)
pater (VS AB patye) vc;vasya bhúmanah RV SV VS KS SB Fol-

lowed in RV SV KS by uy akhyad rodasi ubhc, in VS AB by
juhomi uz.4vakarmane

saha+räksaydnzartya AV sahasrdkso amartyah AV Preceded respec-
tively by flamas le nuira krnmuh, and ennead :man n ny uryatu

paid dig spoor ad/npatir into rakaztddstyri zsavah AV prdcyai tvd disc
gnaye 'dhzpataye 'sztdya rak,zlra rtdztydyesumatc AV The first av

followed by tebhyo namo 'dhipatcbhyas etc , the second by clam pan
dadmah Similar variants in the five following verses, see Cone
under dakrrndyaz tea , prarryat tva udiryai tvd , dhruvayes
tva , i2rdhudyai tvd

jandya vrktabarhzsc RV Jaruiso erktabnrhzsah RV Different contexts
stotdra indra girvanah RV SV stotrbhita mira giruanah RV The nom

is preceded by mown ghä te api ratan., the dat by !fad Enos., stufo
magham

5 Transfer of epithet,

§428 The general nature of such variants differs in no wise from
those concerning other cases ( §14) We quote first those ix Inch show
shift in case alone, not in number or gender But it mint be noted that
not one of them is quite strictly a case of typical 'transfer of epithet'
In the first three an original dative of independent constriction, not an
'epithet' of any other word, is attracted into agreement with the sub
ject in a secondary text In the fourth the dative (probably secondary)
also dries not agree syntactically with nny expressed noun or pronoun
Cf §15
Wend. u bra/tram/as patch RV KS again ra brahrrzanas patch AV VS

TS MS KS TB ApS Preceded by tasmaz sumo (deed) adhi
bravat (bruvan) The pronoun is transferred from the recipient of
blessing to the god 'And him (may) Brahmanaspata (hiess)' 'and
(may) B here (bless him) '

jus(o vdrarputaye (MS ''patch, KB SS 'patch, TB °patyult) TS MS
KB GB JB AS SS Vait KS In all preceded by gusto varn
(vice) hhtáydsam 'May I he pleasing to speech, pleasing to the
lord of speech' in MS , 'may I be pleasing to speech, (may I be)
a pleasing lord of speech '
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roan to rdn reweave (KS ruin)) yards. tyaniariah VS KS SB 'Thou
art a guiding controller for thy friend (KS , a guiding fnendly con-
troller) ' We suspect that KS is secondary, since it has what looks
like form - assimilation to the following noms

pitarah pztdmandh pare 'vare (KS 'varebhyas) to nah pdntu (MS omits
to nah p °) to no 'vantu TS MS KS 'Let the fathers the earlier
and the later, guard us ' In KS avarehhyas is made to refer to
the petitioners 'Let the fathers, the earlier ones, for (us) the
later ones, guard us ' Note however that we should expect an
acc agreeing with the following nah

§429 Transfers of epithet involving change of gender or number as
well as case are
suprdvye (AV °vyd) ygjamdndya animate RV AV Preceded by sham

dad/taint drat/man/ (AV 'ad) havznnate R \' make, su' go with
yarn° ,urea, 'I (Vac) give riches to the pier of oblations, to the
zealous sacrificer who presses the soma ' Whitney adopts the RV
reading following the AV comm and one me , but notes that
AVPr 4 II proves that the Atharvan reading was suprdva /d It
may he taken either as ace pl neat with rlrarnnd, or better as
nom sg fein with the subject In any case it must be derived not
from the stem supravz but from its equivalent supra j, (RV )

v.rruzntaadd !iamb r (AV 'mraddh prtlzzvi) daktzndvate (TA °vale) RV
AV TA 'The maiden (earth, this i+ what: RV TA also mean)
soft. as wool to him that gives daktzniz', in TA the epithet, 'possessed
of dalsznd' is applied to the earth, doubtless implying 'bounteous'

vaz.+vdnardya matir navyasi (ArS °w) suede RV ArS In ArS the epi-
thet is transferred from matir to vaned°

tr asrnd (KS 'seta) agnaye (Ap5 and v I of MS °yo) dravirrm. (KS
°runs) dattvd MS KS AO 'They, giving wealth to this Agni'
'these Agnis, giving wealth to him (the sacrificer) ' The subject
to refers to Agnis just mentioned, hence the secondary agnayo by
attraction

nRhhd samddyi navyasi (SV °days navyase) RV SV Preceded by yad
dha hair. inva,svati (SV °te) In RV navyasi agrees with the sub-
ject of samridyz (Oldenherg understands nah/iih), in SV with vzvas-
sate The stanza is somewhat problematic in both

§430 Only one form of the variant shows a proper 'epithet' in the
following, in the other appears a word of independent construction (in
one case with change of meaning, a namen action's instead of in
adjective) Cf §15
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are to goghnam ute púruyaghnam RV drat to goghna uta púruyaghne TS
See under kyayrzdvzra (TS °vzrdya) sumnam asme to astu (which
follows this), §359 'Far off be thy cattle killing, and thy man -
killing' (RV) In TS the nomma actions are made adjectives
going with to (Rudra)

rayas poyam czñ.ztuye (AV °pI) dadtidtu (S°3 dodo.) AV TS MS KS
SS 'Let her (KWIC)), the wise, grant increase of wealth' 'let her
grant to the wise ' Possibly the dative is secondarily attracted
into parallelism with dakuye of the preceding pada (m Ppp and all
others but not in AVS , which has a quite different pada c)

rain (KS v I ralnh, TB rain) stomata na jigyuye (KS t TB °yz) RV
KS TB The epithet (in RV referring to some unspecified 'con-
queror') is transferred to Night

8 Miscellaneous

§431 The remaining nominative -dative vanants are unclassifiable
arias., (MS °yebhyas) tua prahrhantu (MS pravrhamz) jagatena chan-

dogs TS MS 'Let the Adityas pluck thee forth "I pluck thee
forth for the Adityas '

yathaznam prase nayat AV . athaznam jarzmd runlet HG The latter
is evidently poor, perhaps 'then may old age lead him'? Or is it
felt as jams anayet, as if involving a stem *jars? Note lingual n
in nayetl

ayam (AV MS ya) (seam avayd duny(yaz (AV MS dunFtzh) AV TS
MS Followed by "mans nas lam (AV wrongly tan) krnotu (AV
krruzvad) in. vakarrnd (MS in' krnotu) Ppp has yd dune¡¢,
mama tad et° kr TS 'this is their expiatory sacrifice for a viti-

ated sacnfice, may V make it for us a perfect sacnfice ' AV MS
could apparently only mean 'that expiatory sacrifice of theirs
which is a vitiated sacrifice, may V make it ' This does not
fit the requirements, it seems to be due to some sort of misunder-
standing or corruption Whitney emends to durzy(eh Ppp ducted
might be interpreted as a loe of dungy, 'in case of an imperfect
sacrifice', conceivably this might have been the middle stage which
(misunderstood as nom sg fern of duny(d) led to the further
change to duns(ih

yatha prthzvyarn agnaye samanamann eud rnahyam samnamah nom nam-
antu AV yathagnzh prthzvyd samanamad exam mahyam bhadrdh
samnatayah aamnanuzntu TS KS t 5 20 And others in the same
passage
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yak patamgaya dhiyate (TS 3xfrxye, MS húyate) RV AV SV ArS VS
TS MS SB yak ',Malaga aéxlrz yat (KS 'ga aM.3rayuh) AV KS
The verse is desperately obscure, we can contribute nothing to its
elucidation

eka eva rudro 'va tasthe na dvitiyah N eka eva rudro (SvetU eko hi ru °,
SirasU eko ru °) na dtntiyaya loathe (SvetU tasthuh, SirasU tasrrun,
but Poona ed with cumin Lasthau) TS AO SvetU SirasU in
N 'une only is Rudra, there is

not (or
no second existent', in the others,

'one is
('stand

Rudra, he does they, indefinite, du nut) tolerate
fur', Home) a

Poona
second' Add tu VV 1 ÿÿ76, 359

[kunyakunuiryax (TA °mari, ed °mart) dhionabx TA MahñnU
See §361 1

[dyer {baya (SS iyegho) yad apracehah AV SA But AV toss iyeylha )
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CHAPTER XVII

NOMINATIVE AND ABLATIVE OR GENITIVE

A Nominative and ablative

1 Ablative of source and subject nominative (passive active)

§432 Variations between these two cases are few and scattering
Rarely do they fall Into typical pattern- groups, anti yet more rarely
do they illustrate typical syntactic relations of the two cases In the
following an ablative of source with passive forme of the root jan
'beget, bear' vanes with subject nominative of an active form of the
same root The two expressions are virtual equivalents, and the vari-
ation is of the sanie sort as the much commoner shift between instru-
mental and nominative with passive and active verbs (cf §40)

aran vat
Kaué

team ajaruiyad SS osmad vat team a.7ayntha .IB AG
amen team rills jato 'se VS SB TA HS Karmap 'He

has begotten thee' 'thou Hast produced from him'

2 Independent nominative and dependent. ablative

§433 The vanants found here belong to §g32 -8 In the first the
relative pronoun justifies construction of the nom as independent, tho
it is really equivalent in sense to the dependent abl , cf §32, end This
meaning is probably more likely to be right than the alternative inter-
pretation which would make the nom correlative with the subject of
chumbhantu, a construction impossible in the locative form of the
variant Cf § §450, 669
(ape ma trim /u chumbhentu) agneh samkasukñc ca yat (Ppp agnth sam-

kustka.% ca yah) AV Ppp (ease mrddhvam nude mrddhvam) agnau
santkasuke ca yat (Ppp as before) AV Ppp 'May the waters
purify me from that and (from) (him who is) Agni S'

v157L0 (Inmoh, v:ti+ +nos) sthanam ast (MS MS sthamast, KS sthamnah)
VS TS MS KS SB TB ApS MS In KS construed with the
following, tta tndro boyer aktnot According to ApS also the two
are connected in sense, see Keith, HOS 18 it 14 n 2

208
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3 Phrase inflection

§434 We have noted only one variant which seems to belong to this
category (cf § §21 -2), in that a pads is repeated in a different context
which requires change of construction of the noun
pone /Ayr. ca praftgraliah (RVKh °hat) RIMS), TA MahSn1:J BDh

The contexts are different tho similar

4 Transfer of epithet
§435 This occurs a few times, in some instances, as usual, number or

gender vanes along with case
pra Akan..) (KS skanriaan, v I 'nañ) ,jdyntaan haven KS KS ApS

Probably the abl is original 'let oblation be horn from the (part
of the offering that has) fallen (on the ground) ' If KS really
intends a nont , it would agree ttdh havih 'let 11w oblattoit that
lias fallen be born '

ud asya ;ussnad bhanur rwrta (MS hussar ndvifah) RV 'i TA Aps
In the original bhanu ei applied in the simile to Agni, .subject of
the verb In MS it seems to

p
apply to sup road (Understand

doubtless na avyah, despite p which does not divide )
papal (KS papah) svapnydd (Kí °add) ahhiitya /t (KS °yat) AV Kg

Preceded by parydvarte duhsvapn.ydt In KS papa teems to he
transferred to the subject

apahatu 'aaruh prthivyd rubs n yarn1015 (prthav;lai tlrvayajanyar) TS ApS`
(both in each) The epithet, is (.altered and) transferred from aruru
to prthtvi, or vice versa

§436 In another case the original, and perhaps only correct form of
the variant shows an ab]itit e witch is independently construed, t title
the nominative form (if textually sound) is ,ittracted into agreement
with the subject Cf §15
pardmrldh (TA 'mrtat) purnnuryanla curve TA MahtinL Mundt'

KaivU The ablative seems to be original, and is read by Deussen
m MahainU , and by the Poona ed (Upana,nddm Sama,ratlah) in
KaivU Deussen understands 'the immortal' from which 'all are
freed' as prahrlr, 'material nature' If the none is read it would
apply to the subject in a pregnant sense '(so as to be) immortal '

5 Miscellaneous
§437 The rest are unclassifiable, some are under suspicion of cor-

ruption
adbhyah sambhrtah (TA ApS sunabhúlah) prthivyuz (KS t MS °vy(i)
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rasdc ca (KS rasah) VS KS MS TA ApS Followed by vifivakar-
nu rush samavartatddhs (VS °tagre) Comm on VS supplies yo
rasah as subject, the KS reading is doubtless secondary (certainly
unmetrical), and seems to have been suggested by a like under-
standing of the passage In fact, however, the original subject
must have been the purusa, understood from the original context

gñrhapatyah (SS °foot) prajdyd (VSK prajdvñn) vasuvittamah VS VSK
SB AS SS Preceded by ayam sonar grhapatth Original 'he,
Agin Garhapatya, is the house -lord, must liberal in good things to
our offspring' SS seems to mean 'lie, Agni, is house -lord, most
liberal dispenser of good things from the girhapatya -fire to our
offspring ' This is barely intelligible

madhu fete (KS madhur ato, TS madhar ato) mddhavah pale rima,
TS MS KS AS KS has the simplest and, in this case, probably
the original reading 'let Madhu and Mádhava (the two spring
months) protect me ' TS 'let Mádhava protect us after (or,
from) Madhu' MS AS seem likely to contain a corruption, MS
p p madhuh, arntah, punting towards the KS reading As it stands
the reading may be rendered 'let the sweet seed and Mádhava
protect us', or 'let Mádhava protect the sweet seed and us' Either
is bathetic, but perhaps no worse than many Yajus passages

naksatrdrúim salcakdn and yau,am MS ruik,Fatrdr m rnd samkdsa.S ca
//randier cdvatdm Vint Kant§ 'May I not be cut off from the
presence of the naksatras' 'may the presence and the gleam of the
naksatras aid me '

satyd td dharmanas pate ApS satyad d (sal.)ddd?) dharmanas pall (SS
(Marranna, Vait MA dharmanas [but MS miss dharmand] pars) AS
SS Vatt MS See VV 2 §65

apdrarum adevayajarutni prthwyd tdevayajand3 (ApS adevayajano) jahs
KS ApS Caland would read adevayajaruiñ (ace pl noise ) in
both We too find ApS uninterpretable, since adevayajano can
scarcely fit the subject of Jain But KS could mean 'Smite away
Aram, that sacnfices not to the gods, from the earth, from the
sacrifice to the gods ' Caland, like the Cone , misquotes KS as
adevayalaruij

mrtyor (I) me yarn TAA mrtyor and pane TS MS KS TB AS Comm
on TAA says that mrtyor is for mrtyor, vyatyayena The variant
should doubtless be added to VV 2 §716

satyr/ esdm (AS eta) dLi,ah soma ?cannaan (ApMB HG kdmath, SMB
Jorgensen kdrndh, one ms kdrndt, AG santa same, VS samnaman-
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tarn) VS VSK AG SMB Kau ApMB IIG See §412 The
abl could mean 'according to their desire', like the mstr

B Nomertalive and genitive

1 Partitive genitive and nominative

§438 First among the nominative - genitive variants may be put a
group of rases where the two forms are virtual synonyms Namely
in one form is used a partitive genitive (almost. appositional at times),
depending on a nominative, while in the other the two words are both
nominatives, in syntactic agreement. (See §84 ) Most, simply this
appears in formulaic lists such as daksiná (anti prim, zirdhvá, prefer],

udiri) dik, 'the southern (etc ) quarter', AV VS TS MS KS SB TB
ApS ApMB Besides this list, TS also has one with the variant dikám
in each case 'the southern (etc ) one of the quarters' Quite similarly
in a list. of the seasons, VS MS KS SB Isar vasanta (and grisma,
unreel, earar) rtuh, and (remark ("rrii rti2,'the Trout, (t.tr ) season',
while TS in each instance reads rturñnu,'the spring (etc ) of the seasons '

§439 Less formulaic, hut of the same char teter, are the following
sitbhur ait (S5 author namast) srrytho rainier

r
PB SS subhur act

r Tiro rawninGm TS App svayninbh a.st srr
often

ra.`,m.ih

VS MS SB SS MS 'The hest ray' 'the best rays'
yathámi (RVKh yathdmisám, AV yalhatydin, SV yathazte,erzm) anyo

anyam na ,roan (KVKh AV SV yrrnat) RVlih AV SV VS
'That those may not know the one the other' 'that of those one
may not know the other'

Passel bhutanarn yad rathavrt KS f (nerd yad bhuvanasya unheard TB
ApS yod bhuvanasya must mean the same as bhuvanam yad,
'what land'

yds (TS yevita) tisral+. prothama3dh ('LS KS TA ',mamma. TS MS
KS TA In TS preceded by air grahah pear trearii.wA 'what cups
pertain to the five peoples (i e are five in number, cf Keith's note),
of which three are first-horn' Followed by tesdni (tdsnm) slam
tlr,/atn earn agrabhint The other texts vary considerably, and do
not mention the number 'five' On the fern gender see §835

amrtasya nidhir hitch RV TB TA antrtam nihitant guhá SV Pre-
ceded by yad ado verta to grhe 'What store of nectar is placed in
thy house' 'what nectar is placed in secret in thy house'

mitrah satyáauivn (VS SB sutyah) VS TS MS KS SB PG Parallel
formulas have gen even In VS It is not certain that they are
partitives, cf mitra satyándnt pale ( °nánz adhtpate) TB 88 (in
different contexts, to be sure)
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Here we place also the following, tho the TS is poor and less close
in meaning to the cinema)
yad snob cakrvan baddha tea AV etw mahac cakredn baddha hose MS

eras cakrvrin main baddha exam TS The last seems to mean 'the
one of them who, having committed a great sin, is bound', other-
wise Keith Undoubtedly csa is the proper foam

2 Possessive or descriptive genitive and normative

§440 Not very different from these are a group in which the genitive
is no longer partitive but rather descnptive or possessive, and so sub-
stantially equivalent to a nominative epithet of the subject, which may
vary with it (cf §85)
vrsdsy Minds TS '1'B vrsormir asi MS KS MS vrsna i rrntr ass

rastraddh VS AB 'Thou art a bull -wave (a bull's wave) '

martanam (AV nwrtasas) rid mead- añrprun RV AV 'Even of (or,
for) mortals Urva /le (even mortal Urvaéis) have been fashioned '
See Bloomfield, JAOS 20 1S3

pratis(he stho desate (MG devote dyrivaprthsvi, ApMB devataruitn) mn
mil. samtaptam HG ApMB MG 'You (a pair of shoes) are
standing- places, deities (of the deities) '

and no rakso abbe mid ydlumavatnm (AV 'naval) RV AV The varia-
tion accompanies a change in the meaning of rak'os (abstract in
RV , but in AV used in its later concrete sense) 'Let not the
injury of the sorcerous unes (the sorcerous ogre, rune.) get at us

span, sakha (GB spina) prathanuija rtrivd (GB rlasya) RV GB Here
the nom of an adjective derivative varies with a genitive 'first-
born, rta -full' or 'first -born of the rta' GB quite naturally falls
into the familiar rigmarole expression prathamayi rlasya Instead of
the RV phrase, which is more recherché, so much so, indeed, that
Grassniann was moved to suggest that teas a a should be read for
rtdva in the two places where the phrase occurs

§441 In a different way the two variants result in the sanie meaning
when the possessive genitive with an abstract noun vanes with a Holm-
native plus the nominative of a corresponding concrete, in predicate
relationship
Snots cdyavah cadhipataya asan VS MS KS SB yavandni caydvandm

cadhipatyarn asti TS 'The Y and A were overlords' 'the over -
lordship belonged to the Y and A '

la (MS to u) evadhipataya (Limo VS MS KS SB truant adhipatyam
asst TS 'These same were overlords' 'theirs was the over -
lordship '
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§442 In the remaining caeca there is a more substantial difference
of meaning between the two forms of the vanant Still fairly close to
each other, and hence to be mentioned next, are a few cases in winch
the genitive depends upon a word which, in the other form, is a com-
plementary subject or predicate, parallel with the nominative which
replaces the genitive
yeti bhaga3 ca and tndat (MG twat, mss mostly ngak) PG MG yaso

bhagasya inndatu ArS 'Let glory and fortune find me', PG , doubt-
less onginal ArS makes ya.to object, and bhagas ca is then changed
(with phonetic shift, VV 2 §189) to a gen 'let him find glory of
fortune' The real sense, in spite of all this, is not very different

parim.am yajamanam rayo menu, +yñraúm VS SB parimam rayas polo
yajamanam manu,yah TS pat-imam yajamanam rnanusydh Naha
ragas po,ena prajaya ca vyayantam MS parintan rayo mane; yam.
KS Only the relations of VS and TS concern us here (for MS
see §412, for KS §402) The former 'riches (subject) of humans'
The litter 'increase of riches (and) humans' (both subjects, §402)

apah prajripalti yajño (ApS prgjapafeh prand) yajfiasya bhesajam asz
(ApS omits as?) KS ApS 'Thou art the waters, Prajápati, sacri-
fice, "the waters are Prajapati's life breaths ' Here ApS
substitutes a different word for the correlative nominative in its
extensive reconstruction

ahoratrayor vrs(yd (VS ahordlre iirvasfhivc, MS nhoratre rirvaslive)
brhadrathanitare ca me yujñena kalpetam (VS t kalpantans) VS 'TS
MS In all preceded by a long list of noms , parallel subjects of
the verb By a clearly secondary distortion (w ith phonetic aspects,
VV 2 § §903, 840) TS allows a discordant phrase to intrude, chang-
ing the following word to a different one Original 'May the
vrata, day and night, thighs and knees, the Brhat and Rathamt.ara
sim.ins, prosper for me thru the sacrifice ' TS 'May f he vrata
by the rain of day and night, the Brhat' etc

§443 Such cases shade off into a rather miscellaneous group in winch
the genitive (possessive or vaguely descriptive) no longer depends on
the nominative with which, in the other form of the variant, the other
nominative (replacing the genitive) is somehow correlated The only
connecting link in this group is this of two nominatives, correlative sub-
jects or subject and predicate, in one form of the variant, one is replaced
in the other form by a genitive dependent on some other word than
the remaining nominative Thus
Idyratánas (MS KS nztanas) tea mando ntznatu (MS KS nthantu)]
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mttrávarunau (TS KS °uarunayor) dhruvena dharmaná VS TS
MS KS SB [varunas tw1 dhrtavrato dhtipayatu (TA °vrata ifdhttpa-
yalu)] mitravarunau (TA °uarunayor) dhru° dhar° MS TA [Cone
falls to divide these sentences properly ] 'Let Dyutgna (Nitána)

fix thee (or the like), (and) Mitra- Varuna with firm ordinance
(or, with the firm ordinance of M -V) '

ut Moka etu (eft, Moka none) pathyeva (KS patheva) mint (sank, tooth,
surah) RV AV TS MS KS SB SvetU See §419

agnir hota vets (SB and TB Poona ed vette) agnir (SB AS agner)
hotram vetu (vettu) pram tram SB TB AS SS 'Let Agni the
hotar enjoy (know), let Agni enjoy (know) the office of hotar '

'let Agni the hotar enjoy (know) Agm's office of hotar '

dazve cede ca gdlhtrulm (SS °rulh) AB SS Preceded by adhtyatn (SS
°le) deuaráta, nkthayor ubhayor rszh, 3ahntlnam cddhtpalye (SS
cadhttasthzre) See Keith, HOS 25 308 n 8 In SS what was
originally possessive gen ('and in the divine sacred lore of the
Gâthm[a]s') is turned into a complementary subject

picaro ndrd,fansah sannah (VSK sddyamanah) VS VSK ;Ware ndrd-
Sansah KS pztrruim rúsrdsansah TS Soma is referred tu, it zs

'when settled, the Nárâtansa fathers' (VS VSK ), 'the fathers, as
Melinda.' (KS ), 'NArAtansa, as belonging to the fathers' (TS )
All are banal rubbish without intelligent sense

wield, ptlfah pa,nlrrna VS TS MS KS SB TB vdynh. AV VS VSK
MS SB Kant The contexts are the same, pütah applies to Soma,
with which in the first variant (doubtless original) VAyu is iden-
tified 'Soma, (who is) VAyu, purified by the strainer ' The other
reading looks like a rationalizing lect fac it turns vdyuh into a
gen , 'purified by VAyu's strainer'

1444 Sometimes this change of case -form seems to be duc to formal
attraction to the case of an adjoining word
.Siva no aste adder (TS KS °tzr) upasthe TS MS KS AS adder

upasthe is a standard cadence (see e g RV Rep 659), and upasthe
without a dependent gen is scarcely conceivable The ong muet
have meant 'may she (the Visnupatnf referred to in a preceding
pAda) be favorable to us in the lap of Aditi ' In TS KS there IS
felt to be need of a specific name of the deity referred to by the
preceding series of nom epithets, hence adtlzr is substituted for
aditer, by a sort of case attraction

yrna dhata brhaspaleh (SG °6h) VSK AG (1 17 12a) SG yena pii d
hrlinspateh SMB GG ApMB HG MG Followed by zndrrssya
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cdvapac chirah, the ca here confirms the obvious secondarmess of
SG , which clearly has assimilated brhaspateh to the case of dhdta

mdtd (MS melba) 'radian maid MS KS ApS Preceded by prthun
prthwydrn aida, with which the first mata doubtless goes in sense
'Earth, sit on earth as mother, mother on mother' In MS
'Earth, it on earth, mother on mother's mother ' If MS is'origi-
nal, the other form may have assimilated mater to mata, but any-
thing is possible in such ngniarole

caksur yad esdnz manasat ea antyam AV cakpia esdnz marussat ru
samdhau TS caksusa in T'S 's lect fac may be partly due to
formal assimilation to mamma.;

dyumattanzd supratikasya sanoh (AV supratikah sasúnuh) AV VS TS
MS KS SB The gen of the YV texts agrees with the preceding
agneh In AV (but not in Ppp , which agrees with the rest) a closer
connection is sought with the following noms (tanunapdt etc ),
beginning a new sentence and aleo refernng to Agni See Whitney
on 5 27 1

3 Independent nominative varying with dependent genitive

§445 As with other cases 002 -8), so with the genitive, a nominative
out of syntactic relation (generally as subject or predicate of a separate
nominal sentence) may vary with another case in dependent relationship
of any kind Where the nominative occurs, it is generally, but not
always, resumed by a genitive pronoun referring to it Thus
agner Wham stristakrtn devayajyaydyuh pratzslhanz gameyam KS agneh

svzp(akrlo ham devayadyaydyusmdn yajñena pratzslharn gameyam TS
agneh svzsfakrd yajiuLsya pratzslhd tasydhanz devaynjyayd ynjfí"na
pratis(/zdm gameyam MS Note tasya in MS , resuming agneh

aynipomayor aham devaya3yayd caksusrndn (and, vrtrand) bhúydsam TS
ApS agnisomau vrtrahanau tarn- (MS vrtraharuiv agnisomayor)
aham devayajyaya vrtrand bhúydsam KS MS

somaaydham devayajyayd reto dlusiya (dhe °) TS AO MS soma
relodhds tasydharn deveyajyaya relu dhzsiya KS

caluspada ula ye dvzpddah KS MS catuspadúrn ula yo (TS ca) dznpa-
dam AV TS Preceded by yearn (AV ya) ite pa.4upatzh patanam
AV looks original, the gen depends on ite In ultimate sense KS
MS mean the same

deva yea palnir agner grhapatzr yayñnsya walla wn, (KS °paler mithu-
nam yapamanasya) Layer aham deveyajyayd TS KS dominant
patnindm aham devayajyayd MS
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v:lipti yd (and, eatzptyd) hrhaspate AV (both) In two near -by stanzas
which are otherwise practically identical Whitney would emend
inhptyd(s) to eatipii yd, but it is quite construable as partitive gen
depending on akniyat of pads c 'of the uelvpti (cow) he shall not
eat' The relative clause paraphrases the same sense The vans-
tion has phonetic aspects VV 2 §791a

4 Transfer of epithet
§446 The usual group of variants due to 'transfer of epithet' ( §14)

appears here also We begin with examples where neither number nor
gender, but only case, varies
na vaz ;vetasyddhydcare (AG 4vetaS cdbhydgdre, HG tvetasydbhydcdrena,

MG 4vetasydbhydcdre) AG PG HG ApMB MG Followed by
ahzr jaghñna (PG dadarsa) kam (AG MG kzm) cana Most texts
'In the domain of the white one (the serpent -demon) a serpent has
killed no one' or the like AG (by a phonetic shift, VV 2 §18S)
makes sveta an epithet of ahzr 'In the house (7) the white serpent
has killed nothing ' The original genitive is, strictly, nu 'epithet'
of any expressed word, so that the variant perhaps belongs in ;445

adhvandm adhvapate sredhah ava.styasyadhvanah (ApMB Sredhasyddhva-
nah, MG t sraig(hyasya svastyasyddhvanaii, see VV 2 §707) paran
a4iya AS ApMB MG In AS srrfhah is an epithet of the subject,
m ApMB it becomes an epithet of adhvanah

inprasya dhdrayd kaveh RV inprah sa dhdrayd shah SV In RV
vzprasya is the human priest, SV transfers it. to Soma (cf VV 2
§189)

pzba sutasya matir na (AV mater iha) AV SV AS SS In either reading
the meaning is obscure, if there is no corruption, this much is cer-
tain, that matir must refer to the subject of piba, and mater to
sutasya

copra uzprasya brhato vipa.c:tah RV VS TS MS HS SB TA SvetU:
uzpro mprasya mimeo vepascit Ali In the original 'The priests of
the great wise priest' (Savitar, so if v:pas° be taken with Grassmann
and Ludwig as gen sg , the alternative would be to take it as nom
pl with viprdh) In AV the context is different, the pAda describes
the goat that is being sacrificed 'The sage (was burn from) the
sage's (heat), acquainted with power or the like

Warn karnm vzlputim mdnu,rindm (and, menu, isah) RV (both) The
gen goes with vrfdm, the nom with z¢ah

mandns to mahato »unhand AV mahas to sato mahzmd Pon male (SV
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pane tams) RV AV SV VS, In RV etc mahas agrees with te,
un the AV variant it is attracted to near.

§447 The rest involve change of number or gender as well as ease
Ardeda to undra soma vatñpay° (KB TA °per, KS SS °pc) havana. rutah

MS KB (fragment) TA SS Add KS 9 8 in Cone In MS the
epithet vrit° goes with soma(h), in KB 'l'A with to (= Indra), m
KS SS with Indra directly

yegdm (AV Kau ya) i.r paAupateh palunam AV TS KS MS Kau
vaeuh (TS ApMB vasoh) sflnu.h snhasn apse raga RV VS TS KS MS

ApMB In TS ApMB vasoh is attracted into agreement with
sahaso, instead of siinrch

mahaA (TS MS KS mahi) rid yasya (TS by asya, KS devasya) midhu.m
((gaud (KS t 'vaytih) RV VS VSK TS MS KS SB The adjec-
tive is transferred from yasya nidhu,°o to yavya (nvayab)

garbho yas to yayñiyah KS yasyaz (VSK °lids) to yajnzi/o garbhah VS
VSK AB yasyas to hand() garbhah TS ApS The relative agrees
in ES with garbhas, elsewhere w ith Sc (the cow) l (Mowed by

yasyai (VSK yasyd) yowl. heranyayi VS VSK 511 ~accts ins to hero -
nyayah KS Same conditions

ucih..Eukre ahany ojasirui (MS ahann oja.sTnr, KS t suk' o ahany ojasye,
AS holy oJasin.am) TS MS KS AS If 4ptsinain is not..i mere
corrupt ion or misprint in the (imperfect) edition, it seems to be a
gen
ing

pl fern of a stem `47asa, going with (Aram in the preced-
pads

mahn noir,., kpayatt svarajah (AV * 'pi) RV AV (butt) In RV
svarii ah is gen (from monk epithet of (neut.) gotraspe

substitutes
AV ,

doubtless stumbling over the less familiar form, the
nom of ararajan, making it an epithet of the subject

asya prdnad optinati (AV * MS .fall RV AV SV VS ArS TS MS
KS SB apanuti apparently goes with rocand in the preceding
p&da, as nom sg fern ,

and
apanatah with asya See

31 2
t)ldeoberg,

RL'tVoten on 10 189 2, Whitney on AV 6
mandia (SV mahrin) rwinlim anu piirvyah RV SV The adjective is

transferred in SV from arindm to the subject
matt to pakpio (VSK MS KS pakpa) ajarau patatnna.0 (VSK 'fS t

KS °nah) VS VSK TS MS KS SB yan le pakpdv errant, pata-
trinau Kau& The nom agrees with pagan, the gen with to
The variant is really phonetic, for the actual reading is patatnno,
before a sonant see VV 2 §732

§448 Cases in which one or
but

the other form of the variant word is in
strictness not an 'epithet', construed independently ( 115), are
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judo vdeaspataye (MS °tzh, KB SS °teh, JB °tyuh) TS MS KB GB
JB AS AA Vait KS See §428 Here is no vanation of number
or gender, the rest show change of one or the other

yayo rathah eatyavartrnarjurakmzh AV yo vdm ratha rjurakmzh maya
dharma TS MS KS The relative is resumed in all texts (with
slight anacolouthon except, m AV) by mztrdvaruna(u)

agner apunann wive amrtyavah RV agner akrnvann undo amTtyave MS
deed akrnvann ukuo amartyave ApS In ApS devd(h), substituted
for agner, goes with ukzio

titled devdndrn (TS vzkvdnz devo) gamma vzvaktz AV TS KS 'He
declares all the births of the gods' becomes in TS 'he, the god,
declares all births' Ppp Inseam deed, looking perhaps a little in
the direction of the TS readingwhich however is certainly
secondary

yaj (TS MS KS yasya) 'deem janttavyam (TS MS KS janamdnam)
ca kevalarn AV TS MS KS Preceded in AV by yasyedam pradzkz
yad comm. 'In whose direction is what is born and to be born '
In the YV texts yasya refers to the following arum 'whose is
what is born and being born '

duty bhuvad (ArS bhuvann) arunir yaks,. goh (ArS gdvah) RV ArS
In RV goh (gen sg) depends on a noun (something like 'milk')
understood with gaga.. (adj ), as Oldenberg shows, RVNolen on
4 1 16 In ArS it is attracted to arunir, felt now as nom pl ,
the two words are Interpreted as 'ruddy rays' The starting -point
of the change is the ambiguous form arunir, which in RV is
nom sg

5 Miscellaneous

§449 The remaining nominative- genitive variants are hardly classi-
fiable For the most part they concern rather radical reconstructions
of very varied character In the first two the 2d personal pronoun
forms team and lava interchange, without essential difference of sense
in the first at least
tam u

dha
team (SV lava. Lynn) mayayaviulhíh RV SV Preceded by yud

(yam mayinam mrgam lava, of course, goes with mayayd
hastagrabhasya dulhit'os (AV da °) tavedam (TA team etat) RV AV TA

Followed by patyur ,janztvam able sambabhütha (TA °bhúva)
'Thou hast entered into this spouseship with thy second husband
who takes thy hand ' On the verb form of TA cf VV 1 p 178
It is there suggested that the 3d person may he due to thought of
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forms with subject bhavan (bhavati), which would be in effect 2d
person (comm glosses as a 2d person) If this be held too violent
an
may

assumption with team preceding as subject, the preceding pida
be taken as a separate sentence 'thou belongest to a second

husband who takes thy hand '
vayam to rutira sydma RV taps. vam antra aydma SV 'May we be

such (yours),' té, n pl
ayah(h)sthtinam (TS °ride) raster (TS MS KS. °tau) i-iiryarya RV TS

MS KS ubadv andra (SB indre) udalhah larynx ra VS SB See
VV 2 §188

vider natter nabho wren VSK SBK vider (laded) agnar (ague) ,

see §333
upasthatanani matravad asty ojah TS MS AS upasthaAa mttravatidam

ojah KS Both TS and MS accent upaslha'áaruim, i e upasthd'
d' °, but MS p p apparently misunderstands and reads updsthe
ü.4° KS has no accents The meaning of upastha' is obscure,
on AV 12 1 62 Whitney renders upastha's to by 'standers upon
thee', which is purely etymological, Ludwig and Bloomfield, 'thy
laps', which would imply updsthas Keith on TS renders the stay
of the earth', implying that this phrase is equivalent to dharlri
diidm, the subject in the preceding pAda Whatever the meaning,
in MS TS AS upastha íinani goes with the preceding, while in
KS aid is to be taken either as a further epithet of dharlri in the
preceding, or as subject of an independent sentence

anu sitrya uyas0 anu rasrnin AV anu saryas?ja purutrd ea rahnin VS
TS MS KS SB TB '(Agni has looked) as a sun, along the
dawns, along the rays' '(Agni has looked) many times along the
rays of the sin '

garhham aávatary asandsau PG garbhain (Avatarya iva ApMB HG
peed (KS parama °) avrrran (TS pararnachado vara) ri vive§a

RV VS TS MS KS The nom is an epithet of the subject (Vifiva-
karman) Keith on TS 'bath entered into the boon of the first of
coverers', a purely mechanical rendering, which may be quite right
in suggesting that the passage is nonsense

brahma varma mamanlaram RV AV SV ApS brahmaham anlaram
krnve (KS karave) AV KS

yd (MS ya) asavo yatudharuindm VS TS MS SB NílarU ApMB
yepu va yetludhdndh KS 'What (serpents) are the arrows of sor-
cerers' '(serpents) in which are sorcerers ' On KS cf VV 2 §990

atomo ya3ñad ca (TB ya)ñasya) ràdhyo hain vista (TB °tab) RV TB
See VV 2 §188
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árnvanlu (TS SvetU °tz) ethic amrtas-ya putrdh (AV amrtdaa dal) RV
AV VS TS MS KS AB SvetU

dhxya martah 3a.4arnate (SV martasya áamatah) RV SV Preceded by
rdhad yas te suddnave RV , sa ghd ,yas to dive, narah SV See VV 2
§189

yasya krutarvd brhann [drkso anika edhata] RV ya sma Srutarvann
drkyye [brhadanika idhyate] SV

nediya it ernyah (TS t srnyd) pakvam eydt (AV a yavan, TS MS KS
ayat) RV AV VS TS MS KS SB N See §589 Without
change of form, AV reinterprets the originally genitive sg form
('may the ripe fruit of the sickle come nearer') as a nom pl 'may
the sickles draw the ripe grain nearer'

apsarasav anu dattdm mini (AV rums nah) AV TB TA apsarasam
anu dattdnrndni MS The latter is a phonetic corruption, VV 2
§237

pddo 'syehdbhavat (AV pddasye °, TA t °bhavdt, both edd , add to Vy 1
§137) punah RV AV ArS VS TA Whitney adopts the nom
with comm and a few mss The gen seems not construable

somah prathamo muscle RV PG HG ApMB domasya jayd prathamam
AV See §404

[tasya aphid (KS what, but read mrtyus with two mss TB mrtyau)
carats raped yarn AV KS TB ]

[agnts tad dhotd kratutnd tnydnun RV KB TB ApS Cone wrongly
jandnani for viidnan in KB ]
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CHAPTER XVIII

NOMINATIVE AND LOCATIVE

1 Independent nominative and dependent locative

§450 Variations between nominative and locative are fairly numer-
ous, but quite miscellaneous Except for the usual group of 'transfers
of epithet', few of them fall into recognizable categories A couple of
cases occur in which a nominative of Independent statement varies with
a dependent locative, the first example is particularly simple and clear,
in it the independent nominative is obviously secondary
kite yonau (KS krto yonar) vapateha brain (VS SB ripen') RV AV VS

TS MS KS SB 'In the prepared womb scatter here the seed'
'the womb is prepared, scatter' etc

ruz.bha pithivyah samzdhane agruni (MS KS sanudhano agnzm, TS
samzrlhana.m avant) VS 1'S MS KS SB See §393

(sire rnrddhva.rn wale mrddhvarn) upon samAasukc ra yat (Ppp mouth.
sanikusaba,s ca yah) AV Ppp (apo ma tarmac chumbhantu) agnrh
sanikasukar ca yat (Ppp as before) AV I'pp On the interpreta-
tion of AV see § §433, 669 Whitney considers Ppp the correct
reading The same sense must 1w intended m both 'and (wipe
off) on Agni S '

§451 Once a locative of a noun varies with a nominative of a
meaning

sec-
ondary adjective from the same noun, yielding the same ('in
the atmosphere, in the earth' 'atmospheric, earthly')
antanksa uta viz prthzvyam AV ya ante, zkyrz uta parthavir yah TB

ApS ya antarzksya uta parthzvasah (AG ?tighten yah) KS AG
The ms of Ppp has entomb, uta parthzva yah, for the first word we
may read antank,,a with Barret, or perhaps better antankya
(adjective)

2 Phrase- inflection

§452 One case may be called an instance of 'phrase-inflection', the
pida is repeated in (here three) different contexts, requiring change in
the case -form
sutasa Indra gzrvanah RV 8 95 2b sutc,sv Indra girvnnah RV SV

221
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3 Case attraction
§463 A few variants may be grouped together in that the motive for

the shift seems to have been a more or less mechanical assimilation of
one word to the case of a neighboring word Other instances, as usual,
will he found among the cases of 'transfer of epithet'
¡inhalant! (SB `ne) yad znakyat RV VS AB Vait AO MS Preceded

by dare cattdya chantsat 'Tu him hidden afar may the hiding
place which he has reached be pleasing' 'may it he pleasing to
him hidden in the distant. hiding -place which he has reached '
Apparently SB assimilates to the case of dare Remarkable is the
divergence of SB from even VS as well as all other texts

mime entire (MS nitro) htranyayam VS MS TB The subjects in
the original are Sarasvatf, Ids, and RhArati, who are to put (open(
htranyayam upon Indra In MS Indra is attracted to the case
of the subject nouns and treated as a supplementary subject, no
loe being expressed

Whet hz soma in made (SV madah) RV SV AB KB SB AA AS AS
Followed in RV SV by brahmd (SV °rna) cakdra vardhanam In
RV the subject is brahma alone, soma (= .some) and made lots ,
in SV soma (= somah) and madah arc Coordinate subjects

vardhanuino (TS *riant) mandri (TS MS mafia) ri ca puykare (TS °ram)
VS TS MS KS SB The loe is clearly original, it is apparently
to be construed with d, 'on the lotus leaf', altho a regularly follows
u hoc In TS both vardhu° and pus° are made noms , this and
the next pads are now felt as addressed to the lotus leaf (see §S37),
undoubtedly the noms of the preceding half line have helped in
the change It is not clear how TS understands a

4 Transfer of epithet
§454 The following cases of simple transfer of epithet ( §14) occur,

in all but the first two there is change of number or gender, or both,
as well as case
d haryato ar3une (SV °no) atke avyata 11V SV In RV the adjective

agrees with atke, in SV it is transferred to the subject, Suma
tatrdpi dahre (Muh&nU dahram) eczema, nt tidokah (TA comm and

Poona ed text with v 1 'kart) TA MahiñnU [IAA 10 12 3,
Poona ed , reads (woken ni text and comm , the latter calmly refers
it to brahma without explanation ] In TA dahre goes with tetra,
which refers back to dahram in the preceding 'in that small place'
In \fahiinIJ dahram is an epithet of gaganam.
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Jarman (MS °mans) to sydma (VS lava &yams sarrnarts, TS lava ,ream
barman) trevaritha ud?hau (TS udbhtt) VS TS MS HS TA In
TS udbhtl is an epithet of the subject, in the others udbhau ie loc
with barman (Comm on VS understands it as from a stem
ud -bhtt He interprets it, however, as if from ud -bhi The stem
is of course udóhu, declined as a short u stein ) In all -but TS
tnvaritha stands for °the and goes Ruth Jarman In TS it might
also be so interpreted, but p p '1hah, nom , and so Keith

team tsamudram prathamo vs dhirayah (SV .samudrah prathame vidhar-
man) RV SV See §402, end

astute (MS KS °td, KapS °tdh) sixte mast nisalte (MS °lri, KS na
salts) RV VS MS KS KapS N arrirtd aired rajas() vtmQne TS
See Oldenberg, Prof 313, and RVNotrn on 10 82 4 Certainly
both aside and dark, and perhaps also ntsatte, go with mast,
asirtd is transferred to bhitani, astirtah to r.sayah, either nssattá or
°tah is possible, referring to either of these nouns

pnyo (TB AO prtyr) devdn4m parame yanstre (AV TA udhasthe.) RV
AV SV KS TB TA AO MS Addressed to the ,pint of the
dead man, edits precedes The original priyo agrees with the sub-
ject, pays with yanitre

dhruvatdhs posyri (PG tpopje) mays IRVKIi SG PG ApMB 'Be thou
steadfast with me, prosperous We take po,sye as Inc with mays,
contrary to Stenzler and Oldenberg, who understand it as voc
feni addressed to the bride (which is also possible, in that case
this variant would belong in §334)

arepusah caretasah (etc) sonars manyumattama (SV ApS manyunian-
taS) cite goh (SV cite goh, ApS culfihoh) AV SV ApS Mg A very
obscure verse, in AV cite must clearly go with svasare, in SV with
arepasah etc (here nom tease , t.ho in AV apparently ace fern )
On ApS see VV 2 § §47, 61

vsvrUurakrri anon HG ApMB (epithets of prayñh) aysmuktarakrn
(v 1 °rd) deiran PG n.tvis(aaArasau AG (here an independent
sentence, with mule understood, in Cone under some no ) If
°rakra is the true reading of PG , it may be a voc fern agreeing
with the name of a river to he supplied for the following email (so
Oldenberg), or it may be loc with the following tire

tel diva ansusu nyuptah (VSK -nana) VS VSK 'He (Boma)
is the All -gods, when lie is offered in the ansus (when the LOOM are
offered) ' Reference is made to the graha called ante (SB 4 6 1
I ff) Probably VSK is original
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bump kaki. ahany o3asínd (MS trams oJasine, KS tbukro ahany op.sye,
AS 'hany ojasindm) TS MS KS AS roadie. is nom fern agree-
ing with upra (se dzk) of the preceding, o2asine and °rye go with
ahany (ahany) Ñukre goes with the latter, lukro of KS (and
presumably sucth which in the others goes with upra) apparently
goes with indra of the following (tndradhipatyath piprtdi)

samsr,,4asu yut.sv zndro ganeyu MS samsray(d sa yudha zndro panena RV
AV SV VS TS KS See §548

§455 The rest of the cases grouped under the heading 'transfer of
epithet' can be so described only by stretching the term ( §15) We find
first a group in which an independent locative noun, not the epithet of
anything else, is changed into a nominative, becoming then an epithet
of the subject The nom seems to be always secondary in this group
All but the first few show shift of number or gender as well as case
urukpaydh expand nzdnusasah (TS °aesu) AV TS We take it that TS

is original 'widely dwelling with their troops among men ' The
AV assimilates to the preceding noms , making man' an epithet
of the subject, the Maruts

na yond (TS yondv, KS poor) ussd.sanaked (KS °naktdgneh) VS TS
MS KS The verse deals with Agni 'Dawn and night, as in
his native place ' In KS yens is made to agree with usasanaktd,
called 'the native place' of Agm

rar ass sur,aluz ya retch (MS recd zstakd svarpo lokah) MS ApS stir
ass svar asis(akd svarge lake KS 'Thou art the brick, the world
of heaven (in the world ) ' Probably KS is ong , and MS has
attracted to the case of sg(aka

ayam sahasram a no dr.+e kavinam matir meta vsdharmanz AV ayam
sahasram, dnaoo drsah kavi dm mater Nair Indiana. (ApS 'ma)
SV ApS MS Mystically obscure in both versions, but we believe
AV comes closer to the ong (cf VV 2 §833) The nom of SV
etc may be due to attraction into agreement with the subject

VJJznarzi tea va,7ino 'vanayd »mah (MS vajiny avanaydmz) MS TA ApS
'Thee, the whey, we, the strong ones, pour" thee, the whey, I
pour into the strong (mahavi.ra- vessel) ' MS is doubtless ong

ya (MS ya) zsavo yatudhdndndm VS TS MS SB NilarU ApMB
yesu va ydeudhdndh KS See §449

mash% to `,paint sadane (KS °ni) rtasya KS TB ApS MS Addressed to
the firestieks 'Ye that are two mighty queens, (come hither) to
the scut of the rla' ' that are two seats of the ria, (come hither) '

devaluing sump brhatc (TB ApS manna manta) ran áya VS MS KS
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SB TB ApS Preceded by sumo lobes, (TB ApS ave dakee)
dak«aptteha sida The lot , 'in the favor of the gods', is made an
epithet of the subject, 'agreeable to the gods' Caland adopts
sumne in ApS , but this needlessly violates the clear intent of the
Tait school

samvetane (noun, 'at entrance') tanvaá (AV tunas) rdrur edits RV AV
samvekarws (epithet of subject, understood as 'entering'?) Maas
(tame) cdrur edits SV KS TB TA ApS MS

ydh parastdd rocane (MS °nah) eúryasya TS MS yd rocane parastdl
siryaeya RV VS KS SB 'Which, in the light -space beyond the
sun' in MS , 'which bright ones, beyond the sun ' Refers to
waters

iyotzrjardyd rajaso vim-me (KS °nah) RV VS TS MS KS SB N
Preceded by ayam codayat prBnzgarbadh KS is secondary
but by no means 'absurd' (Keith on TS ), it takes the word as an
epithet of the subject, meaning 'traverser' or the like, a sense
familiar in RV (see e g 3 26 7) No need to emend KS with
Raghu Vira KapS p 27, n 2, Oertel 5

§456 In a few cases, contrariwise, an original nom epithet is changed
in a secondary version to an independent locative
minam devehhyo arnrtasya ruibhzh (ArS name, TA TU NrpU ndhhdyz)

ArS TB TA TU NrpU N Preceded by aham sins pratharnaja
rtasya The nom is original 'I am the nave of immortality'
The lot is rationalizing

ukpd sarnudro (MS KS °are) arurrah (RV arupah) suparnah RV VS
TS MS KS SB In the ongmal samudra is an epithet of the
sun This seems quite recherché to the redactors of MS KS ,
which understand it of the real ocean, the lot as rationalizing and
secondary but perfectly sensible (the verb driveler follows), and by
no means to be descnbed as a 'mere blunder' (Keith on TS )

dprr no hodhz sadharnddyo (SV °dye) vrdhe RV SV In RV the word
is an epithet of dprr 'be our friend, convivial, unto increase' In
SV it may be felt as agreeing with vrdhe, conceived as lot but
Benfey takes it as an independent noun, = sadhamdde, 'in dem
Gottermahl '

5 Miscellaneous

§457 The remaining nom -lot variants seem hardly capable of classi-
fication, tho many of them are interesting individually
pumdn patio ydyatdm (ApMB SG dhiyatdm) garbho (SG parbhe) ankh

venal
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HG SG ApMB The double meaning of garbha, 'womb' and
'embryo', is responsible for this change Similarly

garbhe (MS garbhah) sari (san, sam -) jelyase punch RV VS TS MS
KS SB As prec

yac ca ktmcej jagat sarvam (MahénU and TA comm ,poly coon) TA
Mali &nU 'Whatever (in) this whole world is seen or heard' (fol-
lowed by drkiate Ariiyate 'pi vd) The loc seems to be rationalizing
and secondary

yatrddhz súra udito vibadte (TS udetau vyete) RV VS VSI{ TS Differ-
ent words, cf VV 2 §732

vi3vdnz yo amartyo, havyd mode,, rung,§ RV none cannon/ amarlye,
havyane rnartósa zndhate SV 'What immortal (Agni) rejoices in
all offenngs among mortals' 'in what immortal all mortals kindle
oblation '

pzbdt somam mamadad (AS SS somam amadann) eriam z,'tc (AS SS
zs(ayah) AV AS SS Cf VV 2 §746

ores vanam (ApS vane) area madah (ApS made, SV sutah) RV SV
ApS 'A hull (is) the wooden (soma- vessel), a bull the exhilara-
tion' Addressed to soma ApS has a natural rationalization
('thou art) a bull in the vessel, a bull in the intoxication '

tasya mrtyu,4 (KS mrtyo,4, read with v 1 mrtyub, TB mrtyau) carats
rdjasüyam AV KS TB Perhaps TB means something like 'his
coronation walks in the presence of death', i e proceeds in spite of
the powers of destruction? Comm tasya rdjiio mrtyau duttafrik,d-
ruparnarananemzttabhúte sate rdjasv,yam carat'

vdjasya hi prasave (TS °vo) nannamite (TS namna`) TS MS KS
Keith 'the Instigation of strength is propitious ' Better perhaps
with active meaning (well established for namati) 'the impulse of
strength bows (causes to bend) ' MS KS perhaps, with intransi-
tive meaning and indefinite subject 'on the impulse of strength
one bows ' This and the next belong to a series of mantras which
show continuous play on various meanings of vain

tntuam astu draeenani also (KS vdje) acme (KS fasmzn) RV BS TS
MS KS Original 'let all nches and wealth (or, strength) be
ours ' KS takes odic as 'struggle' 'let all wealth be (mine) in
this conflict ' Cf prec

apnyah prati muñcatdm AV apreye prati muitca tat (Kaut f muñcatam)
AV Kaut Contexts somewhat different, and voice of verb vanes
(VV 1 §30)

vtpnum apart varunani pffrvahzüalzh AV vcynv, organ varund piranha /au
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(MS °hiitzm) VS MS $B SB TB AS SS See §399 The lac
might here be the equivalent of the acc of goal But Mahfdhara
takes it, probably nghtly, as true loe , at the morning prayer',
and so Griffith and Eggehng A still different interpretation is
found in the comma on $B and TB , which make it not lac but
a dual adjective going with menu varund

ag-ntr jyotzr3yotzr agnzh SV VS MS KS etc agnau jyahrnotzr agnau
KS The contexts are different

rirdhvo adhvaro asthdt (VS SB dhvara dsthñt, KS 'dhvare sthdh, ApS
adhvare sthat) VS MS KS SB ApS 'He (Agni) stood upright
at the sacrifice' 'the sacrifice stood upright'

rtasya garbhah (MS dhdnzan, KS dhdrna) pratharro vyü. u,i TS MS
KS PG 'She who first lighted up ti e Usas) was the child
(abode, or the like) of the rta' 'first lighting up in the abode of
the rta '

ya sma ,trutaruann ñrk,,ye SV yasya 6rutarvd /Than RV See §449
yat to susime hrdaye (SMB PG ApMB HG 'yam) KBU AG SMB

PG ApMB HG 'What in thy heart "what heart is thine '

KBU 2 8 has the version yat to merman, hrdayam, see §340
yo antarzk,se- r47aso inmdnah 11V VS VSK TS yad antank;,am rajas()

vzrnrinrun AV Different contexts, AV has used a vague remi-
niscence of RV 10 121 5e in a quite secondary way 'He who
measures out the space in the atmosphere' 'what atmosphere
measures out space '

atha visve arepd edhate grhah TS adhd inSudhdrapa edhate tike VS

The latter 'lie (the child) flourishes unharmed at all times in the
house ' 'IS corrupt, insve translatable only as nom sg , cf §731,
grhah seems to have been attracted to the case of the subject
'all (7) the house flourishes unharmed '

prapztdniandn bzbhartz pinnate., (TA t "nzahatn bibhara( penvamdne)
AV TA svarge lake pznvamdna hzbhartu ApS Preceded by sa
Inbhartz pztarant pitdmahñn AV , sn nah (TA tasminn etia) pitaram
pzteiniahain TA ApS Both sa and tasminn (with which pznva-
mdne agrees) refer to utsa of the preceding, while etia refers to Vais-
vönara The loe of TA is almost 'absolute'

§458 There remain u few corruptions and errors
vas-ant janamdna (SV fit() janzmdny) ajasd RV AV SV VS N

Followed by prati badgam nu di.dhe nie (SV °mah) The SV reading
seems hopeless

tare maneirdsu prayak,eu AV start' mandras suprayaksuh KS sa im

join
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(TS I) mandrá euprayaeah (TS mandrdeu prayaeah, MS mandril
reprovers. 8tariman) VS TS MS Very dubious, and likely to be
corrupt in all Cf VV 2 4839

(wrens divah, ndbad prthtvydh TB var$man divo ndbad prthivydh ApS
Poona ed of TB correctly yardman, a loc is necessary ]

]uta úím utero budhi (GB budhth, but Gaastra with all rues but one
budhi) RV GB ]
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CHAPTER XIX

ACCUSATIVE AND INSTRUMENTAL

1 Associative instrumental complementary accusative

§459 Among variations of the accusative and instrumental we find
first a group of cases in which an associative instrumental vanes with
an accusative which is parallel with and complementary to another
accusative Such variants occur also between the instrumental and
other cases ( § §55 -7) The meaning is virtually the same Thus
asthz ma7jdnam músarath (MS °ram) VS MS KS TB Followed by

kdrotarena dadhato gavdm tvacz 'Putting upon the cattle's hide his
(soma's) bone and marrow, with (the drink) rndsara

difference ..f
and the

straining-cloth ' In MS there is no real meaning,
tho mature is there made an additional direct object, parallel with
astliz and majjdnant

tapzinyy (MS tapoblitr) agne died patanigdn RV VS TS MS KS
Followed by asantdzto vt srja vi vag ulkdh The original correlates
tapzingy, patamgdn and ulkdh as objects of Di stun MS substitutes
tapobhir for the first, probably as an associati a instr , thu it might
also be one of means, correlated with

rúpair ainn, ad (TB * riipdnz paean) bhiivandnt maid RV AV VS MS
KS 'l'B (both) N 'He shaped all beings along with their forms'
'shaping all forms and beings '

avail vanaspatim przyam pithy na hhepjant (MS °bath),
viand somata tndrzyam (MS °yaih),
svd /idgrtzm na bhr,gajam. (MS °Jain), all VS MS TB The words /iota

yak$ad, 'let the hotar worship', are
must

understood with all, and it
seems that the instrs of MS he understood as associative
Without the comparison of the two forms of the variant, we might
be tempted to interpret them differently, as metre of means or
cause ('with' or `by reason uf' )

hastya. vdavatarai ralhtrth RVKh Colic (Aufr) haseyatvddigave ratham
RVKh Scheft bahvasvdlagavedakam MG

sapta ca ntdnusir (AG SG MG vdrunir, PG vdrunair, v 1 °Mr) width
(PG MG malt pr47dh) ApMB HG AG SG PG MG Fol-
lowed by

229
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Burvaá (ApMB HG tzar* ca rajabandhavlh (PG °vazh, MG °vyah,
ApMB °bandhav -ah, HG °bandhavazh) ApMB HG AG SG t PG
MG (Conc puts prajah with the second pads in PG MG ) The
preceding verb is apa jahz in all but the plainly corrupt MG (see
Knauer's note) The metre are associative, equivalent to correla-
tive objects

masorena pal-La-rut(' (TB par/Arta, KS parzsrutam) VS MS KS TB
Preceded by gobhir na amain /Pend, and followed by sam adhatdm
saresvatya, svahendre sutam madhu Part rut is the name of u kind
of liquor, and is one of a series of gifts made by the A3vins to
Indra Some (samara, sutant, madhu) are made direct objects in
all, others associative instrs ,

partykrtd
parzsrut is treated in both ways in

different texts In TB must be meant as nom dual with
aávena, this is a reminiscence of masarena parzykrtdh (so VS TB ,
in MS pansruta), which shortly precedes in the text

vz kumaram jarayuná AV vt garbhanz ca jardyu ca 1'S KS The verb,
continued from pads a, le bhinadmz the child with (that is, here,
'from') the afterbirth' 'the embryo and the afterbirth (I separate) '

'dam ahann rakyo 'bhz (MS ' rakgobhzh) sam dahami (MS KS MS sam
ahem/) TS MS (bis) KS MS The instr occurs in the brtihmana
passage corresponding to the mantra rakyo 'bhz, it seems as if this
latter must be intended both times (VV 2 §383) Yet it is strange
that, to judge from the editor's silence, there is no v I At a
pinch rakyobhzh could be associative, with /dam felt as the direct
object

gamin me ma va troth (MS °sat, Vait vy arinyah) TS Visit MS
pans and and vi throats MS 'Cause not my troops (me with my
troops) to thirst'

§460 Peculiar are the following two cases, it seems doubtful whether
the ace in them is of quite the same character as in the preceding
sam and

'I
seamy adbhzr ('l'S apa) oyadhibhzh VS 1'S MS KS If TS means
unite myself, [unite] the waters, with the plants,' as it seems to

on its face, it is rather bathetic Keith, both here and in the
following, seems to understand apah as a secondary ace , as if of
goal (cf the use of the locative in §462), at least he renders 'I
united [unite?] myself with waters and plants', which is the mean-
ing of VS MS KS Is it, literally, 'I unite myself unto waters,
with plants'? Cf §59

sam ted rzahyamy adbhzr (TS apa) oyadhabhzh TS MS MG As prec
§461 Sometimes, especially where a verb of joining occurs in the
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phrase, there is an interchange of acc with instr and of instr with
acc , the two case -forms changing places
;vapid ripen¢ samanaktu yajrtam AS tvapfd rúpdnt samanaktu yajrlash

AB TB SS KS 'Let Tvastar unite the sacrifice with form' or
'forme with sacrifices '

462 In at least two such cases a locative appears to be involved
In the first it, rather than the instr , varies with the one acc after a verb
of Joining, while the other variant has instr plus acc
añgány Mona (MS /Occur r bhzsajd tad attend VS MS KS

TB 'The physician /Ovals Joined his limbs upon his body (self)',
or ' his body with his limbs' MS is evidently influenced by
the following pAda atmdnam a,tgath samadhdt sara.ivati. (in all)

§463. In the other, where there is no verh of Joining, the locative
nevertheless is bracketed with the ace to one form, while in the other
we have acc plus instr
samudre yasya rasám td dhuh AV yasya samudram (MS KS Ppp

samudram yasya) mango sahñhuh RV Ppp VS "FS MS KS
'Whose, they say, is the ocean, together with the (stream) Rash'
AV as it stands would mean ' the Rasa it the ocean', which
may he defended, but note that the meter needs an extra syllable,
which the instr samudrena would furnish If we dared emend AV
thus, we should have a double interchange exactly like that of §461

2 Other aces and instrs , substantially equivalent
§464 The associative instrumental, as we have seen, may in theory

vary with any other case as a correlative to another form in that case
We now come to other variants in which, in one way or another, an
acc and an instr may be nearly or quite equivalent in meaning We
here approach a sphere in which the uses of these two cases converge
more specifically, to be sure, among the variants last quoted, especially
those containing expressions of Joining two entities, we already entered
a more restricted region where we should scarcely expect to find, nor-
mally, other cases than these two (altho curiously we found the locative
also cropping up)

§465 We now take up, first, some cases in which what is sometimes
called a 'cognate' or 'inner' accusative varies with an instrumental of
means or manner, both meaning much the same thing The type is
exemplified by such expressions as 'sing songs' or 'sing with songs',
'walk a path' or 'walk on (in Sanskrit, 'by') a path "Thus
ghrtendrkarn abhy meant, versant AV tam arkatr abhy arrant, vatsam
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TB 'They sing with ghee a song unto the young' 'they sing
with songs unto the young'

yam putrzna dkramante méoketh AB yenakramante putrino (ye) vtáokdh
SS Preceded by (In panthd urugdyah suéevah (SS Wale) deva-
ydnah) '(The path) which they tread' or by which they tread'

tantum totem pr.4asd samvayanti VS pesasvati tantund ...pants (KS
TB samvyayanr) MS KS TB Dawn and Night are referred to
as 'weaving a thread' or 'weaving (rolling up) with u thread '

yena tvdbadhndt (KS ma , TS ApMB yam abadhnita, MS MG yaj
jagrantha) sound suáevah (AV °udh, TS ApMB suketah, MS MG
ealyadharmd) RV AV TS MS KS ApMB (bis) MG '(the bond)
with which he bound thee ' or 'which he bound ' Note that
the 'inner' acc is not used with the acc of the person

§488. Quite close to the preceding are cases of a sort, of 'resultative'
accusative, varying with an instrumental, of the offenng made, after
forme of roots hu and yaj
Sauna zndrdya Sulam d juhota (TB ApS juhomz) VS VSK MS KS

SB TB ApS MS tasmd zndrdya havzsa (TB havzr a) juhota MS
TB 'Offer (with) the drink (oblation) to Indra here'

arucdjydnz juhvatah AV srucdjyena juhvatah TB (so Poona ed for the
corrupt srucdnyena juhvata of Bibl Ind ed ) 'Offering (with) ghee
with a spoon ' Preceded by medasvatd yajamarüih, the instr medas-
vatd (which because of gender cannot agree with .mind, and seems
to need a noun) may have caused the change to djyena, which we
believe is clearly secondary

§467. With a verb of motion an ace of goal is a very natural con-
struction If however there is contained in the verb also the notion
of joining, that is if it means something like 'go to join', an instrumental
is equally admissible
murya wa yuuatzbhzh sam ersatz (AV um yosah sam cosies) RV AV SV

'He rushes as a male tc joui the maidens', RV (Grassmann, 'mit
jemand eilend zusammenkommen') The AV comm reads pooh
instr , and Whitney calls the construction with yosah 'lame', which
seems to us unjust The acc of goal is surely quite natural, indeed
with this verb the instr strikes us as more recherché, tho compre-
hensible (suggested by the associative idea in sain)

Bimini kiruIéd abhz (AV anu) yantu (MS ki,ndéo abhy etu) vdhazh (AV
TS vdhdn) RV AV VS TS MS KS SB 'Prosperously let the
plowmen (plowman) go along with (after) the draft animals '

trayo gharmd anu rota aguh AV trayo gharmaso anu jyotzsdguh (MS
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KS retasdguh) TS MS KS ApMB 'Three cauldrons have fol-
lowed (with) the seed (light) ' In a mystical passage, the real
meaning is obscure

achayam ett Sawed ghrtena (AV ghrtd ctt) AV Ppp VS MS TS
achdyam watt revved ghrtdclh KS In the sequel, as we have shown
§399, both AV and KS seem to be secondary In VV 2 9824 we
have treated AV ghrtd ctt as secondary to KS ghrtdczh We now
think, however, that ghrtd ell may well be the original reading
'here comes (Agni) with might unto the ghees (offerings) ' It is
perhaps easiest on this basis to explain both ghrfdcñh (agreeing with
sruco which is made the subject in KS 'the ghee -filled ladles,' see
§403) and ghrtena, which would he at least partly due to form -
assimilation to the case of savasa It would be harder to under-
stand the change from either of these to ghrtd est, a lectio difücdwr

§468, To these may be appended the following, in which the verb is
not one of motion but one of speech, we may however remember that
such verbs in Sanskrit have construct inns parallel to verbs of motion,
taking an ace of the goal of speech In this variant that case varies
with an associative instr , if the reading is acceptable
grava vaded (KS Cone with v 1 gravdvadzd) abht aomaryan4um (ApS

rend) KS ApS Followed by zndrant (KS ed endratn, Conc with
v 1 zndrant) e°tk,erneiufurui sulena Caland assumes the KS read-
ing for ApS 'may the pressing -stone cry out in greeting to the
shoot of soma, may we present Indra with the pressed drink ' But
it scenes that the mere can stand 'may the pressing -stone cry out
along v, tt.hi the shoot of soma,' etc

§469 Other instances, in which the associative idea of 'joining' is
hardly felt in the instr , a Inch nevertheless interchanges with an ace , are
demur ukta (Ppp sr (d, KS nulla, ApS MS nyupta) vyasarpo mahiteam

(Ppp KS ApS MS 'tvd) AV Ppp KS ApS MA In AV , 'thou
didst expand unto might.' In the others, with quasi- adverbial
instr , 'thou didst expand with might (mightily) '

ye taprathetam (AV ArS lied ,,) atnztebhzr ojohhth (AV amid yojanans,
ArS amztant abhz yojanam) AV ArS TS NIS KS 'Who have
Spread out unto unmeasured leagues' 'who have spread out with
unmeasured strengths' The change in the noun Is connected with
the change of case Add to VV 1 §331

pra rddhasd (SV radhrinst) codayate (SV °yate) mahstuand RV SV
'Let him promote (he promotes) us with favor (unto favors), with
might,' or, SV might mean 'he sends favors unto us with night'

,
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See Oldenberg, Prolog 287 f , against Grasarnann's suggestion that
SV is onginal

pra émaáru (SV ámaárubhzr) dodhuvad úrdhuathd bhrlt (SV °dlid bhuvat)
RV SV 'Shaking (with) his beard'

sa tnrdjana (KS ja) part' eti (MS etu, KS pan wilt) prajdnan TS MS
KS 'He goes about knowing majesty' 'he goes about with maj-
esty, intelligent' or 'intelligent with majesty' The VS parallel has
sane nt raja pare ydtz vidvdn, which is evidently based on a mis-
understanding of KS , taking vzrdjd as nominative

aham (AB AS edam) tad (MS tam) asya maraud hyena (MS * ghrtena)
VS MS (bis) KS AB SB TB AS ApS teniiham adya manasa
sulasya KS The contexts are the same, both are followed by
somam rdjdnam the bhaksaydmz The pronouns tad (tam, tena)
refer back to the preceding '(what is left over of the Juicy draft,
of which Indra drank mightily,) that (with that) of him with
auspicious mind I here partake of King Soma ' KS tena seems
to be a rationalizing reading, avoiding the harshness of tad followed
by somam, both really referring to the same thing For a similar
reason MS changes tad to tam, to agree with sonzane

[manna púzvir aryo manisdh (p p °A) RV The s p has mania
apish , implying maniscih, which is vigorously defended by Olden
berg Proleg 385, SBE 48 71, IfVNoten on 1 70 1 'may we, the
poor, succeed in many pious thoughts ' The p p must underót and
an instr , it is followed by Geldner Ved St 3 87, 89 ]

3 Ace of bahuvrrhis instr of karniadharayas (or separate instr )
§470 The nature of the inetr is such that in a karmadhdraya cpd

it may express the same idea which may be elsewhere expressed by a
bahuvrihi cpd agreeing with a noun, which might in theory be in any
case at all We found above 0413) such variations between instr and
nom forms, here we record one of instr and ace, as well as another
somewhat similar case in which instead of the instr karmadháraya we
have the cpd broken up into its parts, an adjective (ace ) with dependent
instrumental
rdkdrn aham suhavdm (AV °vd) sus(ur have RV AV TS MS KS SMB

ApMB N Comm on AV and Ppp read 'Wm, if °vd can stand,
it has been attracted to the case of sag(uli 'I call upon Fiala of
good call (with good call), with fair praise '

adhrg(an dhr,nvojasam (SV dhrpnum ojasd) RV AV SV Epithets of
Indra, 'endowed with resistless might' or 'resistless with might '
The meaning is practically identical Cf VV 2 §818
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4 Adverbial accusatives and instrumentals

V171 The adverbial accusative, called 'accusative of specification', is
precisely equivalent to the instrumental of the same meaning, and varies
with it sometimes without difference of meaning
juhiir, upabhrd, dhnavass ghrtaci tufmna TS (intending juhiir am ghrtdci

nam.rul, upabhrd an , etc) ghrtdcy ass upabhrn ndmnd (VSK
Hama) VS VSK AB (also with dhruva and juhiir for upabhrd)
yuhúr an gdirtaei ndmnd TB dyaur Last janmand juhiir nama MS
(also with prthzvy dhruvá , and annrd. pare upabhrn )

pra han.vasai trpalam (SV °Id) manage, (SV vagnum) achy RV SV
The RV trpalam is apparently an adverb, 'joyfully' In SV if
the p p is

trpalah,
correct it must also be considered an (instr ) adverb

(but 'joyful,' n pl adjective, may be intended by the s p )
§472 In other cases only one of the varying case forms is adverbial,

while the other lias various non - adverbial constrictions
yard vo iuddhah (VSK t °rdltalt) para Jaghnur (VSK ,taghanaztad) -Edam

vas tar chundhamz VS VSK AB yad a;wddhah para jaghana tad
va etera e:andhrantd:n KS In the latter atria is hardly adverbial
'hy this (procedure) ' In VS etc it seems to he represented by
'dam, which is apparently an out - and -out adverb 'Whatever of
yours the impure have (has) defiled, that here do I now (idem)
purify 'whatever the impure has defiled, as to that for you thru
this let then: purify themselves (or, let them purify that for you
thni this) ' In MS yad vo 'Surddha adebhe tañ seindhadhvarn there is
rio such pronoun

yas to
MS

rajan varona drama paáas tam to etenavayaje (KS to clad avayaje)
KS In KS clad is a pure adverb 'I now (or, here) sacrifice

that (fetter) of thine au ay ' In MS /lens (as in the preceding)
means 'by this (rite) ' Sce also the similar entries surrounding this
in the Comic and those beginning yas to deva mamma, a hich occur
in TB and have etena

snug,. dhamna (1'S TB ApS term., VSK reams) pnyam soda dsida
(VSK TS TB ApS pnye sardasz sida) VS VSK TS SB TB
ApS (bis) sedarn enema dhanena pnyam sada tasida (VSK prz-
yena name pnye Radar sida) VS VSK SB In TS etc texts
payola Hamra 'with thy dear name', associative instr Cone
suggests reading namna in VSK , but this is

thought
unnecessary, 'with

that which is dear by name' is good Vedic
yad alum dhanena prapanan§ rarñmz ApMB yad vo devah prapanam

cardma HG pens dhanena prapanam carámz AV yad is used as
a conjunction, scent v.it.h dhanena
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5 Case attraction
1473 We come now to cases in which there is a more pronounced

reinterpretation of the variant passage, and first to instances in which
the change seems to be due to more or less external attraction to the
case -form of an adjoining word (a motive which, as we have seen, is
frequently perceptible in the variants listed above)
*aci ham annal (TS MS KS annam) rabhasam dr imam (TS t KS

viddnam) RV VS TS MS KS SB In the original annazh is
instr of means with either vyaczy(ham or rabhasam, which refer to
Agit 'broadly extended by food, impetuous, beautiful' In TS
MS KS it seems to be mechanically assimilated to the case of
these adjectives, becoming thus a complementary object along with
agnim of ptida a Keith takes annam as object of vzddnam, but
the position seems to he against this, and certainly in MS no such
construction is possible

haute yajña (TB yajñam) tndnyarn (VS °yazh) VS MS KS TB Pre-
ceded by tam zndram pa.Mvah sad, asvznobad sarasvati, deaden
abhyanü ata In most texts tndnyarn is a collateral object

(praised Indra), his heroism, with oblation, at the sacrifice '
In VS it is attracted to the case of hatnsd ' with oblation, at
the sacrifice, for his heroic deeds ' In TB in a

tndnyarn
similar way the

loe yajñe is attracted to the ease of '(praised Indra)
with oblation, (praised) the sacrifice, his heroism ' In such ritual-
istic rigmarole it makes little difference how the words are con-
strued, this is a stnking example, and proves little about the use
of cases, but much about ritualistic psychology and style

agnerjthvdm Odin (MS 3thvdbhz, p p jzhvdm, able, AV KS jzhvaydbhz)
'Welfare (AV grnata) AV VS '1'S MS KS Preceded by dazvya
(AV (laud) hatdrd (AV °ra) úrdhvam (KS hotdrordhvam imam, MS
nIrdhvam imam) adhvaram nah, The instr of AV KS is original
'greet our high oblation with the tongue of Agin ' In the others
the preceding aces have attracted 3zhvayd into their case 'greet
the tongue of Agni, our high oblation ' On MS see §174

6 Other miscellaneous variants
§474 The rest. contain miscellaneous reinterpretations, sometimes

accompanied by rather radical reconstructions of the material
rakes tvam asmdkam ndma (AB AS ndmnd) MS KS AB TA AS SS

Preceded by vzdhema te mime, in AB AS the words dydm pacha
are added, and with this phrase the instr is construed 'Let us
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reverence thy name, do thou reverence our name' (in AB AS )
' do thou do reverence, with our name go to heaven'

laved u domain (SV atomaih) ciketa RV AV SV The root czt governs
either acc or gen , so that it is permissible for SV to reinterpret
fain (originally possessive) as object of cikela 'I have thought
only on thy praise' 'I have thought only on thee with praises'

cake l czt adrye aacd RV cakpugd rdryam dole SV In RV cakpui is
governed by d dade of the preceding 'he unites our eye to the sun,'
cf Bergaigne, Rel véd 1 184 The SV has a lect fac 'that we
may see the sun with our eye'

pratipraathdtah pakunehz KS ApS pratzprasthdtah yahoo upakalpa-
poem MS 'Come with the cow' 'bring the cow near' Change
of verb

yajñam yad yarñavdhasah AV ypinazr ad (TB vo) yajñavdhaeah RV
TS TB The context of RV TS to wholly different from that
of AV TB In RV TS followed by vtprasya va multiuse, mantles
lrnuld havam, for the interpretation see Oldenberg, RVNvten on
1 86 2 In AV TB followed by kzkyanla nopa (TB dkzkfanto na)
lekzma AV makes yajñam object 'in so far as we, 0 sacrifice-
bearers, desiring to effect the sacrifice, have not been able to effect
it' TB is variously interpreted, the comm is worthless To us
it seems to mean, if anything 'seeking power by sacnfice to you,
O sacrifice - bearers, we have not succeeded ' But the real explana-
tion is that TB , in repeating the AV stanza, has contaminated it
with the similar pads from a totally different context, which is
remembered from RV , or more likely from TS

stomazr (giro) vardhanty atrayah, gzrbhth (gush) 6umbhanty atrayah RV
(both) 'The Atne increase (the god) with praises, the Atns deco-
rate (him) with songs' 'the Atns increase songs (for the god),

decorate (i e fashion) songs (for him) ' The first is preceded
by an acc referring to the god, the second by a dat

divyam innovator/ vdyasam (AV payasam, VS TS KS SB myriad,
TS MS vayasam) brhantam RV AV VS TS (bis) MS KS SB
AS Suparn The original vdyasam 'bird' is changed into the instr
vayasd 'with strength', from a wholly different stem

pra tad menu (vi¡nuh, meow) stavate viryena (AV virydnt, TB ApS
trirydya) RV AV VS MS KS SB TB AS ApS NrpU The
original means 'Viynu is praised here for his deed of heroism',
stavate having passive force In AV , unless pra stavate is under-
stood in its later sense of 'begins' (which seems unlikely), it must
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apparently be taken with active force 'V here praises his (own)
heroic deeds ' Instead of this foolish perversion, TB ApS have
another one, with a dative of result 'V is praised unto (so as to
perform) Heroism ' Cf §558

ghrtena team immix (TS Memo) vardhayasva RV VS TS MS SB
ApS MS N ghrtasydgne tanta sane bhava KS MS Kaum MG
Parallels rather than true variants, tho the contexts are in some
texts the same

nicdd reef svadhaydbhz pra tasthau Ppp TS KS nicazr refresh svadhd
abhz pra tasthau AV The meaning of the always troublesome
word svadhd is doubly doubtful in this obscure verse of an obscure
hymn AV svadhdh is generally taken as acc 'he set forth unto
the sacrificial drinks (' cf gharrnani of the preceding verse) ' The
others 'he set forth according to his own will (7) ' Bloomfield m
a note suggests that svadhd may be noni sg in spite of the sandhi,
which in more than one connexion is problematic Macdonell,
Ved Gr 251, notes that this word, originally apparently a stem
in radical d, sometimes appears in the nom sg without s in the
p p but with hiatus in the s p , and refers to RPr 2 29 TPr
10 13 teaches the sandhi svadhd are If nom , the word would
mean here '(the first - born's) will set forth ' The variant may
be partly phonetic in character, It suggests the use of y as 'Hiatus -
talger' (VV 2 § §338 ff this might have been mentioned in §342)

toot dfidh pramvñcan rndnugtr bhzyak VS TS ream (MS vy) anñpdh
pramuñcan mans, +ibhzli (KS ' ehhyah, MS °dndm) AV MS KS
See §573 The VS TS reading has all the earmarks of a lest
fac with mdnmslr understand kr'(is 'freeing men from fear' Cf
VV 2 §§783, 832

udagrdbhasya namayan vadhasnazh (SV 'mum) RV SV There seems
to he no object for namayan in RV , SV feels it. necessary to
specify who is 'brought low', and makes it 'the weapon - hearer',
doubtless thinking vaguely of demoniac enemies

dame -dame swearer ( °tyd, "ter, 'ti) cam :wind (vavrdhand, 'nais), see
§413 The instr is clearly original, acc secondary

Iran me 'vdii ndbhzm atzgdh TS KS MS mart evd gruibhzr abhigdh Vait
Read in Vait and me 'vdg ndbhzm ]

7 Phrase inflection
§475 We find a single case which seems to belong in this group

( § §21-2)
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tuvzdyumrta yadasvatah (RV °vatd) RV (both) AV See RV Rep on
1 9 6

8 Transfer of epithet
§476 Of the instances of transfer of epithet ( §14) causing ,a shift

between ace and instr , all but the first involve change of number or
gender, or both, as well as case
ilia tea goparTnasa (SV °sam) RV AV SV Followed by mahe man -

darztu radhase 'Here thee with (soma-juice, supplying sutena with
Grassmann) rich in milk' 'here thee rich in milk' Oldenberg
suggests as an alternative goparinasdh (me scrnah), uonz pl , imply-
mg that RV p p is incorrect

yarn nzrmanlhalo rz.,vrrta RV ApMB IIG MG yabhydnt nzrnranthatüirn
atrnnau devau SB BrhU. Preceded by hzranyayi arani, and fol-
lowed by tarn to yarhham havamzhe (dadhamahe) In the first yam
refers to garbham, in the latter yribhydnt to arani

paths malhurnata bharan (MS mar/humal db /taran) VS MS TB Fol-
lowed by aóvtnendrdya viryunt The adjective goes alternatively
with pallid or viryarn

yebhzr saran vz.vartüpebhzr (TB °rdpam) avyayan (TB samavyayat) KS
TB The adjective is transferred from yebhu (TB comet yeah
karmakausalaih) to vacant

uva hddhe prtanyalah (ApS °ta) MS ApS And others, see Cone Pre-
ceded by zrufrezta man yunI yuja In MS pre' means 'enemies',
in ApS '(friendly) champion', agreeing with znulrena Caland
translates the MS reading without comment, we see no reason to
abandon the text of ApS , tho it is of course secondary and based
on MS For prtanyatz with Indra as subject and a hostile object
cf RV 1 54 4 The next following word in both is Omani,
agreeing with zndrena

yayd,ftsa dampati vamarn aSnutah AV yam ri trd dampati vdmum r tna-
lah TS yod scuds dampati vrimam asnutrzh VS The original yaya
is transferred to agree with varmint , on the gender- change cf §809

unfit tvadhant su /tiyasa ItV ApMB upa to 'dhdm sahiyasim AV Pre-
ceded by upa (AV abhz) to 'dhdm enharnandm 'I have luid under
(AV over) thee the strong (plant.), I have covered thee with the
stronger (thing, AV I have laid under thee the stronger (plant])'
The mstr in the original does not go with the plant, as the gender
shows ( §808), by a natural shift it is transferred to it in AV

§477 There are also a couple of instances of the type described zn §15,
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in which a word which in the original is not properly an 'epithet' at
all is altered in form so as to become a true 'epithet' of another entity
hastacyua (SV °cyulam),janayanla (SV t °yala) praéastam RV SV KS

KB ApS MS N The original form is a Vedic instr , 'by hand -
motion', like the parallel didhsltbhih in the preceding, it goes with
janayanla, whose object, Agni, is modified by a series dace epithets
(of which prahastam is one) In SV hula° is made Into another
epithet of Agni

savdlarau na tumid (TB °ai) VS TB The word savdlarau (said by the
scholiasts to mean 'having a common calf', with dheni preceding)
is one of a senes of epithets of we 'dawn and night' (m hold yakpad
ups ) VS (spud is an iustr of means with the following verb
(vatsam indram avardhatñm), of which savdlarau may also be con-
sidered the subject 'they two have increased Indra with splendor'
It can hardly be doubted that TB téja.i is a simple case of form
assimilation to the fern dual, the Comm takes it as an adjective
Manama), but the accent shows that it is rather a noun, 'the two
bnlliances'

-
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CHAPTER XX

ACCUSATIVE AND DATIVE

1 After verbs of motion and the like

§478 Among the cases in which accusative and dative constructions
approach one another, doubtless the most striking and familiar are those
in which after a verb of motion an accusative of goal may vary with a
dative In the Veda, this dative is, as a rule, perhaps not to be regarded
as a psychological equivalent of the accusative, Delbrück (AIS 143)
has made out a plausible case for the theory that it regularly contains
a suggestion of the interested party, rather than the goal of motion,
pointing out that it generally occurs with persons Or, in other cases,
the dative may be final in character ( Delbruck 147 f ), approaching, or
even attaining, the status of an infinitive We shall not enter into these
questions, contenting ourselves with recording the variants which occur
kamena ma (TA me) kdma dean (TA d gift) AV TA 'By love love

has come to (for) me'
ado rnsgachatu MS KS MS ado ma dgachatu ApS (Delete Ap$ 4

13 8 under the former heading in Conc and add it under the latter )
If ApS has auythuig other than a peculiar sandhi variation (cf VV
2 §990), it would belong here

§479 Examples of a more strictly final dative varying with an accusa-
tive of goal after a verb of motion are
sd paprathe prthavi pdrthavdns (KS MS °soya) KS TB ApS MS

'This earth spread out unto the earthly (regions)' or 'so as to
reach the earthly (region) '

stndhur avabhrtham avaprayan TS sindhur avabhrthdyodyatah VS
'Sindhu going down into the purification -bath' 'Sindhu lifted up
for the p b ' The verbal expression is changed in VS to one which
mure naturally goes with a dative

3ubham ydtdm (MS kubhe kam) anu ratted avrtsata RV TS MS KS
Here both dubham and Sotto may be classed as infinitives

§480. Here may be mentioned the following, in which avast& is rather
ambiguous, Keith takes it as an independent interjection Chad 19, to
us it seems most likely to be an adverbial ace

241
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tam (TS tad) edema part dhattam naafi. (MS °taye) TS KS MS '0
/Uvula, encompass this one comfortably (unto well -being) '

§481 After a verb of sending, a dative of 'indirect object' varies with
an acc of goal tagged with the postposition upe
athem main (AV athemam enam) pia hznutdt pztrbhyah (AV t pain upe)

RV t 10 16 ld, AV TA 'Then send him forward unto the
fathers' AV comm reads pztrbhyah but also comments upon upaa
(as if blending the two readings)

§492. Verbs of placing, especially dhd, may be construed with either
acc or dat of person, with (we may suppose) different psychological
turne (see §72)
avargant me lakam yajamdndya dhehz Vast aovarge lake y47arndnam hz

dhehz (and, dhehz mum) TB ApS (both in each) 'Grant the world
of heaven to me the sacrificer' 'place (me) the sacrificer in the
world of heaven '

§483 Verbs of revering or the like are also found with either dat or
ace of person
yajnasya tea (MS te) yap3apate s ktoktau (TS harnrbüh, KS saha) VS

1'S MS KS SB Followed by s'aktavdke (omitted in VS MS SB )
narnovdke vtdhema (VS AB add yet sued, MS adds svdhd)

tvag(rmantas (MS MS tvag(rz°, AIDS tvaytu°) tuft sapema VS MS KS
SB ApS tvaytramati (TS AO tvag(i', and so TA Poona ed with
v I `(ri °) te sapeya TS TA ApS We need not accept Pa9chel'e
improbable theory that to is acc (see Oldenberg's judicious critique,
RVNoten 1 25 ff ) The construction of sap 'devote oneself to
(a god)' with dat, is exceptional, but may easily have been suggested
by this construction with sac (see e g RV 8 60 18)

§484 Other verbs
dbhfzsantas te (TB lid) sarnutau condo. RV AV TB The usual

interpretation makes te a gen with sumatau, which is dependent on
the participle 'presenting ourselves to thy fresh favor' Without
denying this possibility we suggest that te may be a dat depending
directly on the participle, used in the same sense as the simple Nair
with dat (BR cinders, colere) For this in TB an ace is substi-
tuted ( comen on 1'B servatab pra.ansantah) 'attending thee in a
new song of praise '

tam zndram abhz gdyata RV 8 32 13 (amid zndruya gdyata RV 1 4
10, 5 4, AV Both 'sing praises to this Indra' The compound
onto -gas takes acc the simple gaz dat RV 8 32 13 = 1 4 10
entire
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2 Dedicatory expressions

1485 In formulae of dedication, accusatives and datives are variously
used in substantially equivalent phrases (see §126)
dzgbhyah Srotram (se álabhale) TB t 3 4 18 1 Waft Srotram (sc anua-

vasoaldt) AB TB AS SS '(He take,) the ear for the directions'
'(send) the ear to the directions'

agnim svdhd MS agnint agnau svaha (here a verb of placing is under-
stood) AO MS ApMB svdhagnzm KS SB TB SS agnnye
svdhd AV etc Likewise svaha prajdpataye (TB °patzm) TS
KSA TB svdhd sarasvatyaz (KS 'tine) TS KS etc , svaha eidvan
divan KS real. vzluebhyo dcvchhyah VS TS KSA SB And many
other similar phrases The contexts are often quite different The
dal. is felt, as governed by semis, 'hail to ' The ace is sometimes
dependent on some verb supplied from the context, but at times
no such verb is clearly suppliable, and then the ace is

lioiiever,
commonly

understood in a sort of interjectional fashion, one may
always understand, if one wishes, a verb such as 'Nse worship'
Cf next, and §377 The '1 B conun supplies uddztya Cf also
§459, seahagnzni

akv.tim (MS MS MG °tam) arum prayujani svaha VS TS MS KS
SR MS MG akútgaz prayu,7e page (MS KS agnayc) seals VS
TS MS KS SB ApS Cf prec and see especially TS 4 1 9 1,
where the ace form occurs in a list of several such ace formulae,
followed by to in the dut

3 Dative of purpose accusatr e (ohje( .l or goal)

§486 The dative of purpose is sometunes used to express the same
idea which is otherwise expressed by the same word in the accusative,
either felt as =medial a object or goal, or in apposition to snot her word
so used Theoretically the dative in this use might, indeed, vary u ith
any other case, see §70 Thus
rayas porno) ui swill (RV MS 'l'B * gone. AV MS pia) nabhrzn

asmc (AV asya) RV AV VS TS DIS (his) TB (his) ApS tvagtah
posdya vzsya rulbhzm asine KS '(Our seminal fluid, turiparn) release
(let hint release, etc ) for increase (as increase of wealth) for
us (etc) '

mahyam adro abharaj ,jyotz1c kam AV mahyam jyotzr abharat sdryas
tat KS 'The sun brought (it) to me in order to light' 'to me the
aun brought that light ' The AV (probably original) understands
the object from the preceding pads, KS by a lest fax makes
jyotzs the object

,
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asamáltm grhetiu nah AV grhdndm asamartyaz TS In AV the ace
is governed by the preceding abht rakgedu, Bloomfield, following
Stiyana ' preserve for us (possessions) without measure [liter-
ally, unmeasuredness] in our house ' In TS is added another
pgda, bahavo no grhd asan, the two constituting an independent
sentence 'may our houses be many, for unharmedness of our house '

tam le grhnamt yarmyazh ketubhth saha KS tam to (AS tvd) hardms
brahmand TB Vait AS AO MS The preceding pidas are yo
akvalthah amigarbha druroha the sacs (KS tvayy apt) 'The akvattha

that has grown up by thee (TB comm the tvayz nzmztlabhrlldyam
satyñrn), that for thee I take ' In AS the meaning is essen-
tially the same, but instead of the dative (TB comm tvadartham),
referring to the firestick, we have an appositional ace 'that I take
as thee (the firestick) ' The firestick of course is made from the
dealt&

mane kummaydyuye carcase TS veyanam lu;rnam dyuye varcase krdht
MS Preceded by ma ma rajan etbibhzio ma me herdt (MS °dim)
tined (MS dead) vadhih 'Terrify me not, O king, smite not my
heart unto (i e so that I may hare) manly fury, life, splendor'

make (for me) manly fury, unto life, splendor' It is hard to
say which is original, if MS be considered so, TS could be explained
by case- attraction to the accompanying datives

[pra tad menu (tn nuh) stavate viryena (viryent, virydya), sec § §474, 558
The instr is the original form ]

4 Miscellaneous final dative accusative

§487 There remain a few miscellaneous cases in which a final dative
varies with ail accusative, variously construed, other changes in the
phraseology unite with this to produce a rather extensive reconstruction
of the variant
tukrdm vayanly asurdya nzrntiam RV kukrd in yanty asurdya nzrntie

SV 'They weave a bright garment for the Asura' 'the bright
(soma - drops) stream variously to adorn the Asura ' The noun of
RV becomes an infinitive in SV , perhaps by case- attraction to the
adjoining asurdya, but cf also ntrniJe in RV 10 49 7

tam (MS tan) and devil avantu kobadyaz (MS °yt) TS MS TA 'May
the gods aid nie unto splendor' The MS form seems to be neut
ace of a stein kobadyin, doubtless adverbial, 'splendidly'

prehdnit /ed ellaye (LS °yam) devasakha VS AB AS SS Vait LS
The dat eztaye may be considered an infinitive 'I ask thee for

'
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understanding (i e that I may understand) ' LS cclayatn (repeated
in the comm) would seem to be from an unrecorded *cztaya, an
adjective agreeing with ted ' thee that understandeat' Cf
next

kavin prchdmt nub/Lane (AV salsa.) na vzdvan RV AV 'I ask the
sages, I ignorant, to one that knows (those that know) ' The
AV is a legit fac , attracting the adjective into agreement with
kavin The change resembles that in the last

5 Miscellaneous dative of interest. accusative

§4B8. Similarly a dative of the interested party varies in miscellane-
ous ways with an accusative, usually there is extensive reconstruction
of the passage, involving sweeping changes in other forms also
dyau.s ca ma %dam prthn2 ca pracetasau AV dyau.; ca nah (KS TB led)

prthzvi ca prase., RV KS TB The RV passage is in a differ-
ent context from all the others In KS TB the pronoun is object
of pipartii 'protect' Ppp according to Roth ap Whitney has red,
arc , for AV ma edam, this latter Whitney finds 'embarrassing',
but without reason as it seems to us, edam is object of /sports, me
dative of interest We may render with Ludwig 'llyaus and
Pfthivi fordere mir dies', or we may take /smote from pr 'fill'
in the sense of 'fulfil, grant.'

ajljapatrndravi vajam VS SB (a3i 3agata) endrani vñjunn (MS MSS
zndniya vacant) rnrnucyadhvam TS MS KS TB MS 'Ye have
caused Indra to win the prize, (be released) ' Sn essentially all
but MS MS , which mean 'ye have caused Speech to win for
hidra '

vana.spatin vdnaspalyan, osadhir uta virudhah AV 8 8 14ah, 11 9 24só,
Bevan punyajanan pill-n AV 8 8 156, 11 9 24d vanri.spalibhyo
ednaspatyebhya osadhibhyo virudhhyah sarvebhyo dcvrbhyo rlevoiane-
bhyah punyajanebhyah Kau In Kaué a dedicatory formula, based
on vaguely remembered fragments of AV passages (used in AV in
quite other, and mutually different, contexts)

yajñam hinvanly adrtbhih RV yajiuiya santy adrayah SV 'They pro-
mote the sacrifice with stones' 'let the stones be for the sacrifice'
See §419, same context, loosely rephrased

madhu ted madhufd cakara (Ppp karat, MS krnotu, TA ApS karate)
AN Ppp MS TA ApS madhu me mad hula karah AV Change
of person In pronoun, 'the honeyed one has made (shall make)
thee into honey' 'mayst thou, honeyed, make honey for me '
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pdvamdnyah (SV MG °rah) punantu ma (SV nah, MS tvd, YDh te)
RVKh SV TB MG YDh 'May they purify me (us, thee)'
'may they purify for thee', with indefinite and unexpressed object
Cf next

sa led (Kuutl no, VIDh me) raksatu sarvalah AV Kauh ViDh In
ViDh no object is expressed, unless me be taken as ace as Jolly
seems to take it (cf above, §483, we take no stock in rite, te as
aces) As in the preceding 'may he protect for me on all sides'

kas te (pinatas, and kas te inmuficatz, MG kas tvá ynnakli, and Ras ted
moil- watt, VS TS KSA SB TB ApS ko vo yunaktz, and ko vo
eimuñcutz, ApS MS MG On the 'yoking' and 'unyoking' of a
rite see Caland on ApS 4 16 10, it is simply a mystically grandiose
expression for 'beginning' and 'ending' In most texts tvd is used
referring to the rite In MG twice te is used referring to the dcvatd,
the object (the rite, as in the others) being understood MG
'Who yokes (unyokes) [the ntel for thee?'

asmzn yaJñe yajamdnaya Maim AV imam yaiñant yajamanain ra sarau
ApS Preceded by tndrdya bhagam pari tvd naydmi AV , Indic /pa
bhagah swats rladhdtana ApS Both unintelligent and scarcely
translatable, ya3arndna and sari ought to refer to the same person,
but only Ppp (as reported by Roth ap Whitney, yajñapati ca
earth) has them in the same case (the nominative, in other respects
Ppp is hardly more intelligent)

tans (SV errand) krnvanlo create (SV °Inh) RV SV Preceded by suga
(skins vdjznah Subject is the soma- drops, Meth which vajinah
agrees in RV 'creating

ones, and
welfare uninterruptedly for the offspring,

they the swift for the ,teed ' SV 'the swift ones, creat-
ing welfare and horses for the offspring by themselves', or 'creating
welfare and swift horses '?

arnd ma edht nid mrdhd na (AS tina) Indra AS SG optima edhi ma
mrthd na indra SMB 'Du riot abandon us (me)' 'do riot die for
us' (i) See VV 2 §78

ahhi tvadhant sahiyasa RV ApMB ups te 'dharn sahiyasim AV See
§476

agnau vd foci gdrhapalye 'bhtrenth AV yarn te cakrur garhapalye AV
The latter 'what (spell) they have made for (against) thee ,

while in the former led is object, of abhzcerur 'bewitched'
samzdhah (ApS MS samzdhhyah) prrsya SB SS ApS MS In all texts

addressed by the adhvaryu to the maitrivaruna 'order (the botar
to recite the formula) for the fresticks' The dative is usual with
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the stereotyped prefya to denote the deeds to which offering or
prayer is made, the ace to denote the rite or action ordered (e g
sama or the like, see BR s v if + pia) Here samulbhyah is
originally the proper form, the kindling sticks being the devatd of
the formula which the hotar is commanded to recite But by figu-
rative transference samzdhah is treated as the name of the rite
'order (the recitation of the formula for) the hoc ticks ' See on
this sort of 'name' Edgerton, Mimansd Nyaya Prakdsa, § §2O4, 300

tan ma (Vait ma) dpydyaldm punah GB Vait In GB 'let that be
strong for me again ' Note hiatus in Vait If it really intends
md, it must understand the verb in an active sense, as in Mbh 5
506 'let that make me strong again '

[yatra vrksas Wont yatra vdsah HG yatrdeprklat tones yac ca vdsasah
(ApMB tanvant yatra vdsah) AV ApMB lanuvas might be gen
with ending as ( §144), cf the AV reading which is certainly gen
But. since I1G Is otherwise corrupt (Ohlenberg adopt, the AV
reading), little reliance can be placed upon it ]

G Transfer of epithet

§489 Transfer of epithet ( §14) between dative and accu,.ttne fortes
appears in the following cases First, sonic in which number and gender
are not changed
dak,dya dakvtvrdhani (TS °dhe)'I'S MS KS Preceded by prR7dpatayc

tad iyotzsmate iyolzgrnantant grhrtdmz In MS KS the adjectiv e
agrees w idi lud, earned ales from the preceding, in TS it is attracted
into agreement with daktidya

dyaus le (AS PG tvd) daddtu prthmvl (PG adds tad) pratzgrhndlu AS
PG HG The dative refers to the recipient of the gift, the ace
to the gift, 'may heaven give (to) thee "The next two are similar

Sukram le ;ukrena grhzuirnz TS KS ApS óakrum tua óukra sukrdya
grhîidniz MS !1Iá Sukram tua ,ukra ddhunonti VS till As to prec
and next, the pronouns refer to different things

Sukram to (MS to ukra) Sukrenu krindmz (MS omits kri °) rands can -

drendmrlanz unirtrna (MS adds krindmz ) TS MS KS Sukram
tad .sukrena krindniz VS $B to refers to the seller of the soma,
tua to the soma, cf preceding two

athazldn aslaa Inedible (TB t 3 4 19 1 athaztdn arüpebhya) dlablude
VS VSK TB In VS VSK the adjective refers to the eight
'malformed' men who are dedicated (in these texts) to Piajapati,
in TB the same eight are dedicated to devat is celled lot mleY,'
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dhallam raytm sahwiiiram (ApMB daa'aviram) vacasyave RV ApMB
rayon dhehs sarvaviram vacasyam AV The epithet vacaaya is
attracted in AV into agreement with raytm, in the original it
referred to the recipient of the gift

ygjridya stirnabarhzye vi vo made RV AS ygjñeyu stirnabarhzvam tnvak-
ease SV In the original the adjective agrees with yajr aya, in
SV with tva of the preceding (hotaram lvri vrnimahe)

xndräya tvu brhadvale vayasvala uklhayuvc (VSK MS °yuvam, VS AB
KS t ukthdvyam, VS VSK AB °am grhnñmi) VS VSK TS MS
KS SB The ace goes with tva, the dat with xndraya Add to
1' V 2 §805 (sterns ukfhdyu ukthd -vi)

§490 With change of number and gender as well as ease
iditva hx mahe (ApS mahi, y 1 mahe) vrsan SV ApS Followed by

dyñva hotrdya prams (ApS °vini, see §746) In SV the adj agree.
with hotrdya, in ApS (if mahi he read) with dydvel

§491. In the following an originally independent noun seems to be
attracted into functioning as epithet of another word, if we ere right
in taking KS TB ApS as secondary Cf §15
ayakvmdyu fva samerJúmx pru3abhyah VS TS MS KS AB ayakvmii

yak prajayd sanisrjdtnz KS TB ApS 'I unite thee unto health,
unto progeny' 'I unite you, diseaseless, with progeny'

§492 Contrariwise, in the next what is in the original form an epithet
is made into an independently construed noun (here, a dative of purpose)
in the following
átrjasvali rdjasvul (MS KS rdjaai.yd5, TS rñjasi ydya) nasal. VS 7'S

MS KS AB The waters are originally described as 'king
creatung', in TS this adjective is replaced by the noun 'for king-
crowning', which depends on stanch, ('caring for, haling regard to') ,

cf BR s a 4 al, 2 See next
mane reijasiiyah MS MS avand rdjaedydya rxtdndh TS sound rajasvah

VS SB Supply upon it all, we have here a reminiscence of the
formula just quoted, q v
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CHAPTER XXI

ACCUSATIVE AND ABLATIVE

1 With verbs of separation, guarding, etc

§493 The accusative and ablative approach interchangeability chiefly
in connexion with certain verbs and certain prepositions Thus, first,
verbs of separation, guarding, purifying, or the like, since they suggest
separation of two things or of a thing and n quality, may in principle
put either of the two separated entities in either the acc or the ahl
Hence the following variants
,yarn duruktdt (PG °lam) parzbadhamàruz SG SMB PG ApMB MG

'This (girdle), guarding (its wearer) from slander' or warding off
slander (from its wearer) '

spas tea tarmac 3ivalah AV apes tat servant ytvalah ApS Followed by
',motto (ApS surufhanlu) karayah tram 'May the pure living
waters purify thee pure from that' or 'purify (thee) pure as to that
all', in ApS tat servam may either be understood as a quasi - adverbial
acc , or as a second direct object, so that we should then have in
AO a blend of the two constructions, 'purify that (thing which is
impure)' and 'purify thee (from that) '

sakhyam to nut yo,esh sakhyam to ma yoghah SMB sakhyd! to niñ. yo,'ani
sakhyan me ma yo,+thah TB AO ApMB HG The root y" is
either transitive, 'separate', or intransitive, 'be separated' In
SMB the tan clauses, one with active and one with middle verb,
seem to be equivalent in meaning (transitive in both!) 'Withhold
not thy friendship ' The others 'may I not be separated from
thy friendship, nor thou from mine '

2 With prepositions

§494 Similarly both cases are used after various prepositions, with
or without difference of meaning Notably a in the meaning 'up to,
until' may take either ace or abl , while in the meaning 'from' it takes
only the abl , never the ace Also port is used with both cases, tho
with different meanings
ür)o ma pahy odreanz MS ürdlivo ma pally odTrah 1'S ürdhvo ma pahy

249
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250 VEDIC VARIANTS Ili NOUN AND PRONOUN INFLECTION

anhasah, dsya yaji.a yodrrah VS SB a- udreah ( °cam) in all means
'until the end (of this sacrifice) ' The variant u rjo for rlydhvo
(obviously a silly blunder if not a misprint) should be added to
VV 2 §1fí0

ary antarikgam
the

SS ñsrn.út sadhasthdd oral. antankfat TB AO Here
contexts are quite different, and the preposition has different

meanings, 'to' with ace , 'from' with abl Probably not truc
avants

yr jdlds lamas (PB 'vain) part RV MS PB AB TA 'Who are
[her] body'

boni
from the body (of Aditi)' 'who are born about (near)
But Caland is doubtless right in assuming that PB has a mere
corruption of the RV reading

3 Miscellaneous

§495. Of the restbarring those classified under 'transfer of epithet'
there is little to be said They concern miscellaneous reinterpretations
of the passages, usually with other changes besides the one with which
we are concerned, and oftener than not yielding very poor sense in the
secondary v ersion, so that the term 'corruption' begins to apply In
not a few cases

variation
the variation is between n and t, suggesting possible

graphic (VV 2 §871)
+ripen, varnam pabirrñm and ntrmrksar Ai, rapid varnam. ma

mrksat MS 'May I not wipe out the form, the color of the cattle'
'may he not wipe away the color from the form ' ApS is a little
less banal than MS

yaksn.dyanlijandrt (AV ApMB ,anion) ono RV AV ApMJ in RV
abl of source 'from the (malicious) folk,' anis yanli, 'follow'
AV ApMB construe ann as postposition with are Altho
Bloomfield (Thr Atharvavrda 50) mentioned this as an instance of
a superior AV reading as compared with RV , we think lie would
perhaps retract this opinion now, see Oldenberg, RVNotrn on 10
85 31 If there is a single case in which AV shows itself superior
to RV in a variant reading, we do not know of it

ilvadhyam vdtam (MS idiot) saóvam (TB Poona ed sabvvan.) tad deal
VS MS KS TB Preceded by apdn.atcm durrnatvn badhamandh
'Driving away undigested food, wind, and digested food' (? but
saóvam is quite uncertain) Does MS vatat mean '(arising) from
wind,' referring to iivadhyam and saóvam? Or is it to be taken as
abl with bddhamdruih, or with drat felt as an adjective (a sort of
'case attraction')? In any event it is secondary and poor

t

nir-

jrnian
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divas czd antad upamdm (TA tupa mini, RV anlan upamdn) ud aria(
RV AV SV TA Some AV mss read upa maul with TA , and
Whitney adopts this Benfey, Glossar, defines uparnñm as 'asks'
(adverb), but he translates 'zu allen Himmelsenden drang er auf-
warts,' which seems to imply =tan The RV alone is easily inter-
pretable 'he has attained unto the utmost bounds of very heaven '
The others perhaps 'even from the bounds of heaven he has
attained unto me (? unto the highest) '

to auaurtran sadaruid note, (TS radio a krtvd, KS sadananz idly()
RV AV TS MS KS (bis) N 'They have turned hither from
the abode of the rla (having established their abodes, etc ) ' Add
to VV 2 § §421, 665

i adzasiga gaapalydn (VS SB °yam, KS °y() inayobhvs rhz VS 'l'S MS
KS SB In TS `patyat is certainly intended, this is read not only
in the p p but in the pratika 5 1 2 3, which see for the rather
forced interpretation required by the form But for this µe should
noisome that °patyan is nee pl which is probably the intention of
MS (whose p p would seem to read so, judging from the silence of
von Schroeder, see §§526, 705)

antan prthivya diva!' TB ApS tad antat prthzvya milli MS Preceded
by yad glum malt paryavailayal (Mb parydu °) pari -erl cans proba-
bly = 'has brought hither ' The 'i B ApS stanza is very obscure,
its last half is different from that of MS

elrbhanad ristzbhir yaludiwnat RV utarrbhanan rgtibhzr yatudhanan AV
Preceded by atalabdhant (AV utarabdhan) apenuhr ;Anode! 'Win
tiny, () I him who is seized from the sorcerer who has seized
hint µ ith spears ' So RV The secondary AV takes sprnuhz zeug-
matically as meaning 'win away' = 'set free' in a, but 'win'
'conquer' in b 'w in away both those who are seized, and (conquer)
the ,norm ms who have seized (them) with spears'

tad ,,A prthwya divo janitram (PB °trat) RV PB Followed by .;rnvanty
(PB °tu) apo adha (PB dhah) L arantih RV 'they know the
birthplace of earth and heaven ' In PB janztrad would seem to
be felt as abl of source with ktarantih, 'flowing from the birthplace '
But this leaves viduh apparently without. object (inland calls it
incomprehensible and adopts the RV reading

yato (KS yad td, TS yadi) Alums,, 3anayan vtsvakarmd RV VS TS
MS KS On KapS cf Oertel 16 For the abl pronoun KS
(and TS) have adverbial forms used as conjunctions

§496 Yet more dubious, or certainly corrupt, or based on misunder
standings or misquotations, are the following

,
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and (AV taira) yamah addend (TA °nett) to minotu (AV krnotu) RV
AV t TA 'Here let Yama fix a resting -place for thee' The TA
reading (Comm sthdpanantmzttam) can hardly be anything but a
phonetic blunder (VV 2 §405)

jdmtm ztud ma mantes token TA gamut( rivet metva pain lokdt AV The
latter is original 'having gone to my relatives let me not fall from
heaven ' TA Poona ed ,dint mttvd lokfit (y 1 /plain) The
Comm , tho he reads lokdt, seems to understand an ace lokam
naive lapsyast In any case TA is scarcely interpretable See
VV 2 §198 (besides §871)

yeti tvenahe (SMB to mane) prat; tort no (Kaué prat; rigs laj) jiwasva
RV TS MS Kaué SMB PG ApMB On SMB see VV 2 §§365,
835, where three different commentarial explanations of its seem-
ingly impossible reading are quoted

[yarndd ahatn (fitment./ RV yan me yamam vaivaavatam PB So
Cone but the facts are obscured both by this comparison and by
Caland's remarks on PB 1 5 18, which Caland identifies with RV
10 60 10 The truth is that PB 1 5 18 is a combination of RV
10 58 lab with 10 60 10cd, when this is realized it will be seen
that there is no case variation ]

[pañcadandt pra1ltdt yn mural h KBU tarn ardhamdsam prasutdn vary-
(Judah JB Cone but read ardhamdsyan prasutdt part, Oertel,
JAOS 19 (2) 112, 115 ]

[devdndm valor pnyam d sadhastham VS TS MS KSA Cone sadhas-
thfit for KSA ]

4 Transfer of epithet
§497 Transfer of epithet involving change between accusative and

ablative forms (sometimes also shift of gender) has been noted mainly
in cases where one of the variant forms cannot properly be called an
'epithet' but is rather a form of independent construction The follow-
ing is perhaps the only case of true 'transfer of epithet', and even in it
this term perhaps requires stretching It is m any cane clear that the
ace forms of VS MS KS SB are original, and that they are correlative
with, if not exactly 'epithets' of, the aces of the preceding Aida, also
that the abl forms of TS have been drawn into agreement with the
preceding ties
rtasya dhantno amrtasya yoneh TS rtasya yonim mahtyasya dhdrdnt VS

KS SB yhrtasya dhdrdm mahztasya yontm MS Preceded in all
by igam norm sham tea adorn (Made, ddi)
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4498. In the next group a word originally of independent construc-
tion has been drawn into agreement with another word ( §15)
prdkto apdcim anayam tad endm AV prdcim avdcim ava yann artplyat

TA The adverbial prdkto of the original AV is attracted to the
case of avdcim, which in both texts agrees with yuvatzm of ptida a

imam adhudnam yam agdma thirst (LS dúram) RV LS yarn adhvdham
agdma dúram AV Again the adverbial form of the original RV is
made in AV LS into an adjective agreeing with adhvanam

anamztram no adhardt AV anamzlrarn me tadhardk (KS no adharak)
VSK KS followed by

anamztram na utlardl AV anamztram udak krdhi VSK KS Again the
original has ablative adverbs This time the acc forms might also
be regarded as adverbs, but it is at least as likely that they are
adjectives going with anamztrarrt. 'Freedom from enemies
(from) below, (from) above '

yak,emaan kronzbhydm (ApMB front) bh4sadat RV AV ApMB yaks
main bhasadyam.tronzbhyam badsadam AV The original from the
rump' is turned into an adjective agreeing with yukprmam, 'of the
rump' The verb is in vrhamz In the text of AV there are in
fact two such adjectives, synonyms, one is doubtless an ancient
gloss (Whitney ad loc , and Bloomfield, The Atharvaveda, 47)

§499 We have noted only two instances, closely parallel and in the
same
epithet is

context, of the reverse of this, in which what is originally an
changed into a noun of independent construction (§15)

avalan and vyathitam (VS SB `tat) VS TS SB ApS avalad vyathitam
MS KS SB 'Protect me distressed' or 'from distress'

avalan and nathzlam (VS SB °tae), same texts
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CHAPTER XXII

ACCUSATIVE AND GENITIVE

1 With verbs governing both cases

¢600 Accusative and genitive touch each other most closely with
certain verbs which may be construed with both cases See in general
Delbrück AIS 158 ff , our variants supplement and modify slightly,
at certain points, his treatment We shall refrain from discussing, as
Delbruck does, possible differences of connotation between the two
interchanged cases after these verbs, since in the nature of thingb there
can be no proof of such distinctions, any one is at liberty to assume them
subjectively if he desires

¡601 Verbs of eating and drinking and the like (partaking) constitute
the largest group among the variants Here there is, of course, no
doubt that the genitive is partitive in character Yet. the accusative
may also be used in cases where the partitive idea would seem to us to
he especially demanded, as in the first variant, where KS ApS certainly
cannot mean that the whole of the River Sarasvati was drunk'
papuh sarasval ya nadyah (MS `trim nod yam, KS ApS Clint nadon)

Vait KS ApS MS 'They drank (of, or bl in) the River
Sarasvati '

akarea bhadrazn yo nah mutant (AS mamma) payayt,,yatt AS SS ApS
indra piba sularurm RV amain indra satant piba RV SV PB AS SS

ApS
yad zndro aptbac rhaci.biah VS KS AB SB AS ApS yasyendt o apibac

chartbhzh KS yam
hutam pr(Hndntz

asycnd,o aptbaii dacihhill MS
vdcaapalaye Iva 1 S ApS eaia.spatina tr hatasyege pra-

nays prriirilmi (SS hutasya prasndmi,te pruneya, SB hulasydi-
namy ) SB AS SS

vasumariganasya npahaitasyopahiito bhaL,iaydntz (MS upahaita upa-
hiitam Make) 'l'S MS

tan me 'áiya HG tastja to bhaksiya (ApMB 'áiya) TS ApS ApMB
mano jyotir (VS SB LS 3usaldm ajyasya (TS TB ujyam, AS

ti3yam me) VS VSK TS MS KS TB SB AS Vait LS KS
The texts that have ace and those that have jyotir with gen must

254
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mean 'may mind and light enjoy (partake of) the butter ' Those
withpitzr and gen may be construed in the same way (so Mahidhara
and Hillebrandt), but other interpretations have been suggested,
see Eggeling, SBE 12 215 n 1

lekah salekah sulekas to na adztyá (Wam ju,ránd vtyanlu TS salzlah
salzgah sagaras to na áditya havzoo )uyáná vyantu seats MS KS
In the same context also passages beginning kclah sakclah ,

see Cone
§502 Verbs of offering, cf Delbruck 160, %here the gen construction

with hu is noted for Bráhmana prose but not for RV altho the RV
version of the first variant seems a clear instance
tame zndraya .swam rz juhota (TB ApS phew ,) VS VSK MS KS

SB TB AO MS tasrna zndrdyándhaso juhota RV fauna indrdya
homed (TB haver o) juhota MS TB See also §466, etc

zndragnzbhyám chrigasya With (ApS MS hatnf ah) pre7ya KS ApS MS
Also zndrágnzbhyám rhayasya vepayri medasah (KS vapam medah)
pre, +ya, mere' puror1dasya presya (KS puroda.am, supplying pre-
via), same texts And similar items containing enu Aright instead
of preyya We should render the first variant 'prompt (to the
offering) of an oblation of a goat to Indra -Agni ' The gen seems
t o be dependent on an expression of offering understood, cf Schwab,
AlTzeropfer 119 Otherwise Delbruck 161

ape (TS KS wino) dattodadhim bhzntta (KS * KapS dehy udadhzm
hhzndht) VS TS MS IiS KapS (Oertel 76 ) Cf §711, apes best
taken as ace of plurale tantum stern ap

§503 Verbs of ruling
I refry vzsvam vzrrijatz AA mire vzAvaeya rapt:. SV VS AS Svidb

§504 Verbs of 'intellectual activity' ( Delbruck 158)
pre tad cored amrtasya (Ppp VS weft am nu, TA M1abanI1 voce a+nrtam

nu) outwit', AV Ppp VS 'TA 'Knowing immortality ' No sig-
nificance can be attached to the fact that the adjectival- participle
trulván is used, obviously it is construed just as a finite verb form
would be

§505. Verbs of robbing are recognized as taking two accusatives, but
we have found no recognition of their use with an ace of the person and
a gen of the thing In TB the following variant seems to show such
a use, unless we take goh as see pl (I) as the TB comm seems to do
yod amuinIlam avasarn pump, gait (TB goh) RV TB When you two

stole the food, (robbed) the Pam of his cow(s) '
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2 With nouns containing verbal force
VIOL In several variants we find the acc varying with the gen after

nominal periphrases of verbal ideas, cf Delbrtick 181, Whitney 271h
mint anuvratá bhava 11G ('be faithful to me') cf furrier (AV patyur)

anuvrald bhalvd AV TS KS TB MS ApMB Tho in different
contexts, AV and HG both use the formula in the marriage
ceremony

apafradaghvannasya (MS MS ApS apatedddaghvánnam) bhuyásam AV
MS MS ApS 'May I not be failing of food '

ántir no astu MS 3dntzr me astu ldntih TA sd rnd .lántir edhz VS
The acc
Mahidhara

seems to depend on the verbal force still felt in bank,
and main prat:.

§507. With nouns of agent ui tar, a difference of accent is said to
distinguish dá'td vaszlnz from ditd' vas-zinc/in, and according to Pan 3 2
135 unaccented tar should denote a habitual condition, accented tar a
specific act The actual conditions are hard to reconcile with this
theory, see Wackernagel, AIGr 3 201, 597 We find one such variant
pada, the phrase refers to Aryaman, who surely must be characterized
as a habitual 'giver of good things' in both texts, in our opinion it would
be pedantry to try to find a distinction in meaning between the two
forme of the variant
data earn ,i peruhvla arhan 'TS data vas-ant tndadhe tanupah MS

TS accents the second syllable of datd, MS the first, which accords
with the rule of accent The accusative cannot be taken with
tndarlh2 in MS since that word is accented, and this can only mean
that it begins a new sentence

3 Dedicatory expressions

§508. In many lists of dedicatory formulas we find an acc of the
deity and instr of the offering varying with gets (or dat ) of the deity
and nom of the offering (see §126) We content ourselves here with
two examples
andhdhin (TS °he, KSA 'Itch but ms °he) sthiilagudayi (TS KSA

sthilraguxtd, MS sthiiragudayd) VS t TS MS t KSA '(We gratify)
the blind -worms with the large intestines' 'the large intestines are
for the blind -woes '

puaanani vanzalhund VS MS prima vanza(huh TS KSA

4 Descnptive or possessive genitive . modifying accusative
§509 In a considerable number of cases we find a descriptive or

possessive genitive, sometimes approaching what is called the 'apposi-
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tonal genitive', varying with an adjective or noun or pronoun in syn-
tactic correlation with the other (accusative) form Such genitives may
be found in principle varying with any other case, depending on the
case of the noun on which they depend, see §85 The practical meaning
of the two forms of the variant is in many cases substantially the same
avyo (SV PB avyam) varam vt dhavati RV SV PB 'He (soma) flows

thru the sieve of wool (woolen sieve) '
vriltm divah pavasva rtt,m apdm (SV apah.) RV SV 'Let stream the

rain of heaven, the stream of waters (SV the stream, the waters) '
In view of the rarity of singular forms of stem ap, we prefer to
construe apah thus as an acc pl (in apposition), rather than with
Benfey as a gen sing

[apdsya (ApS opts »,an) riazrrtdn pdtan,] mrtyor (ApS mrtyún) eka.tatam
cage, [apdsya ,ye tstruih pasdh,] mrtyor (ApS mrtyan) ekatatam save
KS ApS Also, in a different tho similar verse, [apti.sydh .atvanah
pä.ñn,] mrtyan ekatatam nude Kati 'I remove from lure the bonds
of destruction, the 101 (bonds) of death (the 101 deaths) '

nfisam nitro (TB roans amttro) vyathir a dadhar,mtt RV AV TB
'No enemy does violence to their wandering course (to them (or]
to (their] wandering course) ' TB comm takes rood, (on the
meaning
attribute

of which see Oldenberg, RVNoten on 1 117 15) as a nom
of mouton, which is obviously absurd

iv.rgo Maya. prlhwya (KS ApS "vim) vary (KS ety, ApS etv)airman
MS KS ApS 'He (Savitar) goes filling the earth's lot with food'
'he goes (let him go) to the earth, filling it (and) its lot with food,'
or the like Here the occurrence of the verb of motion makes a
complication, the acc is doubtless felt as goal of that verb, but
perhaps also as one of the objects of dprruin

agnim (VS SB agner) jyotzr mcriyya [pithuya ahhyabharat] VS TS MS
KS SB Svet U 'Fire (and) light' or 'Agni's light '

somanam (SV °mini.) svaranam RV SV VS TS MS KS SB TA SS
ApS MS N The SV is certainly worthless, tin the crucial soma -
ming see Oldenberg, RVNoten on 1 18 1

§510 In a couple of cases of this sort, the noun on which the genitive
depends is in the other form of the vanant made into an adjective
agreeing with the (now accusative) form which replaces the genitive
ava devandm yoyo hedo ague (KS yaje hldyam, MS yaje hedyani) AV

KS MS argrie devandm ava heda vyak ,iva (KS lkrva) KS ApS ava
devdn yaje hedyán TB ApS In the last variant hedyan is an
adjective agreeing with the acc dcvan 'the wrathful gods' instead
of 'the wrath of the gods '
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pra samrdp (SV °lam) asurasya praáastim (SV °tam) RV SV KB
Here too SV has an adjective ('the praised lord') for the acc noun
of RV ('praise of the lord')

§511 Essentially similar are the following cases involving pronominal
forms
ddetyd rudrd uparispráo nah (KS °Mm rod) AV KS vasavo rudrd ddityd

uparispráam and RV VS TS '(Make) me a king' or 'make our
king '

d le aorta idhtmahi RV SV TS MS KS PB AS SS MS d (mixed
idhimahi AV Kau Followed by dyunuintam devdjaram This is
one of the passages cited by Pischel (ZDMG 35 714 ff ) as con-
taining ace te, but see Oldenberg, RVNoten p 29 (a word for
'flame' or the like is to be supplied with the following adjectives)
AV has a lect fac , feeling the need for expression of an accusative
noun or pronoun with the adjectives, it supplies the need by chang-
ing te to tvd

pusyema (AA puyyanto) rayini dhimahe to (AA lam) indra SV AA SS
Keith (AA 295 n 7) would make this an instance of variation
between acc and gen after a verb of 'intellectual activity' (cf
§504), understanding the verb as connected with root dhi He
follows SLyana in this Most western scholars have t aken dhimahe
from dhd, te is then possessive gen with raysm, and tam also refers
to raysm

devasya te (AG MG ted) savituh prasave 'Manor bdhubhydm piano
hastdbhydm hastam grhnámy asau AG SMB GG MG 'At the
command of god Savitar I take hold of thy hand (of thee [by]
the hand) '

§512 In the following the secondary reconstruction goes farther
tiro and sari/am dyur and pra hdsit (AS santam rod pra hd,s1h) TB AS

AO tiro me
hdsih

ya)ña dyur and pra hash (Cone reads iidstt with one
ms) MS in MS may be kept 'desert not my life at the
sacrifice '

§613 Sometimes the acc is the sole goal of the verb, either no goal
is expressed in the variant containing the gen , or the goal of that variant
is made into an associative instrumental (equivalent to a coordinate
acc , §459) in the alternate form in which acc is substituted for gen
dam (GB etasya) team prajanaya AB GB The context is the same

The pronoun refers apparently to the yajamana, who is to be
'generated' by the recitation of the Suklrt.i (RV 10 131) and other
hymns which follow (Otherwise Keith, who seems to us to mia-
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understand AB) With the gen of GB is doubtless understood an
ace of Moan and other parts of the yalamana, specified in the
sequel 'Propagate hen' or 'propagate his [body, etc ]', or possibly
'propagate [such things] for him ' In such mystic rubbish almost
anything is possible

ganan me nu ve tìlrgah (MS °tat, Vait try ariri ah) TS Vait MS
pone roil and et us -bats MS gotta me and vi tram, VS TS SB
'Make not my troops to thirst (etc )' 'make not me with (my)
troops to thirst' 'let not my troops thirst '

§514 We may append here a case in which a descriptive gen varies
with a postpositional phrase containing an ace
ye ea (MS omits va) vanaspatirtr anu (MS Marl' vanaspatindm) VS

'I'S MS KS SB NflarU ApMB 'Or (serpents) which are of the
trees (among the trees) '

5 Partitive genitive modifying accusative

§515 Quite similarly a limiting genitive which is 'partitive' in char-
acter ('genitive of the whole', 'des geteilten Ganzes') varies with a
coordinate ace , as with other cases ( §84)
imam in.dra vardhaya kiatriyam me (TB kyatriydnam) AV TB Kau

17 28 (only pratika in Kami3 14 24) 'Increase this keatriya for
me' 'increase lien of (all) ksatriyas ' TB comm kgalriydnam
madhye

imam and han,;ir rka5apham (also, dvapddam) pears (TS KS poll...)
VS TS MS KS SB 'This whole- hoofed (two - footed) animal
(one of animals) '

vìrudham (AV 'Wham) balavattamdrn (AV 'malt) RV AV (bis) ApMB
'Most mighty herb (of herbs) '

athe diva Saradah Satan VSK adiad jivema farad., Satan AV Others
similar, see Cone

§516 The following is in reality doubtless only a case of sandhi, or
perhaps better of orthography
chili, caryanìsaham (TB °sahan) VS TB Preceded by diva carman

samidhyatc, and followed by yeti) ajyasya 'Upon the height of
heaven is kindled the mightiest of the rulers of men, let him taste
the butter ' An ace is quite impossible, yet both edd and the
corona have the same reading in TB The comm seems to regard
the arc, as equivalent to a partitive gen tan uddiíya Want (deva-
nan) madhye Final m and n before v in the Veda might both be
pronounced alike, as a nasalization (Wackeruagel 1 § §281a, 283e),
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thus confusion between the two may have arisen, and the TB may
have incorrectly restored n instead of m This variant might have
been men honed in VV 2 §944, tho the original final is clearly m,
not n

§517. In a few others an ace direct object vanes with a partitive
gen depending on a relative word
yet tvd (KS te) kruddhah parovapa (AV kruddhah pracakruh) AV TS

MS KS ApS MS In KS 'whatever of thee I in anger have
rejected ' The others 'whatever (to whatever extent) thee I in
anger (thee angry men) have rejected', or possibly with yat as con
junction, 'if I ui anger have rejected thee'

yat teal (AO te) kikvah pardvadhit AV ApS Followed by takyd hasten
vdayd 'Inasmuch as (or, to whatever extent) the skilful smith has
struck thee off "what of thee the skilful smith has struck off '

yatrdsprkiat tanvo yac ca vdsasah (ApMB tanueant yatra vdsah.) AV
ApMB yatra vrkyas tortures yatra rasa)) HG 'Wherever on thy
body, whatever of thy garment it has touched' 'wherever it has
touched thy body, thy garment' On HG see §144

6 Phrase inflection

§618 Phrase inflection ( § §21 -2) occurs in the following
bhindhi darbha sapatridruim (sapatndn me) AV (both) Initial packs of

consecutive verses, different constructions required by what. follows
krtydkrtein valaginarn AV krtydkrto valaginah AV Different contexts
samara's satyadharmanah (TS ApMB satyarrúlha+ah, VS salyaradha-

gam, AV visvarrulhasah, AS vdjinivatah) AV VS 'TS MS AS SS
SG ApMB N The VS form is in a different context

7 Miscellaneous

§619 There remain a considerable number of variants between ecc
and gen which involve miscellaneous, and often quite radical, recon-
structions of thought.
indrasya vdyoh (SV vdyum) sakhydya kartave (SV uardhayan) RV SV

'For doing a friendly act for Indra (and) for Vüyu' 'increasing
Väyit unto the friendship of Indra'

sakrd yat two (KS te) manned garbha (KS °bham) d..ayat TS KS The
word garbha shifts in meaning, 'an embryo has entered into thee,'
'it has entered into thy womb '

warn nah (MS me, KS ma) sapta pradisah VS TS MS KS Followed
by catasto va pardvatah, vain no (MS KS ma) Mean. demur, dhana-
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sdtdv ( °td) thdvatu KS makes the pronoun in pads a object of
avatu, anticipating ma in pads c, MS makes it possessive gen with
vale, the others, with ruih., are ambiguous and may be taken
either way

rayaspoyd ya,Iamdnam sacantdm (TS °nidnasya suntu) AV TS MS MS
'Let increase of wealth attend the sacrificer (be the sacrificer's) '

[yo idea saumyo vadho 'yhdyiinam udirats] veictlkuham tea dhanvana
[vyasydh pariparithznam sadasaspataye namah] AS [,yo 'dya saumyo
vadho 'yhdytindat udirate] vnvdkuhasya dhanvaruI ['pa tan varuno
dhamat] PR The obscure word onstikuh(a) seems proved to
refer to some hostile power by LS 3 11 3 This makes PB
(rendered by Caland ' blow them away by means of the bow
of Viatükuha') seem corrupt, as it suggests that V is a friendly
power AS thus seems more plausible But the word cannot be
interpreted with any confidence

tad t rata (Ppp N atrasata) rsayah septa sdkam AV Ppp N tasydsata
ayah (TS TAA `sale harayah) supra lire TS Sli R1ItTI TAA

In AV tad is direct complement of úsatc, in place of the more usual
loc (cf BR s v 2 ús, I), the loe tire has this construction in
the other texts, and taiga (substituted for tad) depends on it
'Sit upon it (its bank) ' Ppp and N have the loe adverb atra
instead

apdm na panty úrmayalt RV apo
RV

Santa v.rmayak SV Preceded by
pre somaso vspaScttah 'the somas rush forth like waves of
water' SV by a false word division (VV 2 §S29) produces 'the
soma., (as, i e iii) waves, carry forth the w uteri '

imam ratant (SV asya ratan) salute pant RV SV In RV tenant rateen
agrees with avian, in SV Altos is a different word from rdlem
'at this man's offeruig '

dhintirn entalt sabarduyhah RV dheruiat anlah sabarduyhdm SV We
take it that shins.. depends on sahardttghah., anlrth being an adverb
That SV w botched is shown by the false accent of dhendm, un the
final syllable, but doubtless dhenttnt (dependent on ardah) was
meant Even the RV passage is obscure, for a different inter-
pretatton see Oldenberg, RV Notes ad loc

Ttur janttri taiga apes (GB apa.sas, but Gsestra apes) pan RV GB
See VV 2 §810

8 Transfer of epithet
§620 Transfer of epithet ( §14) between accusative and genitive

forms occurs in the following In the first group there is no change of
gender or number
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amanmaht ,shad,, (MS KS mahad) rtaeya ndma TS MS KS TB
The gen agrees with rtasya, the ace with ndma

manyumjanasya dtidhyah (SV °yam) RV SV KS 'The wrath of the
evil- minded man' 'the evil- minded wrath of man ' The ed of
KS has manyam, doubtless by misprint

brhaepattsulasya ta (KS omits ta) indo (inda) tndnyrivatah patnivantam
(KS °vato) graham grhnámt (MS rddhydsam, KS graham rdhyd-
sam) TS MS KS brhaspaltsutasya deva soma ta ,odor (inda)
indnyavatah palntvalo grandrt rdhydsam VS VSK SB narrates.-
modifies graham in TS MS , to (unexpressed) in KS and probably
to in VS VSK SB (so Eggelmg, otherwise BR )

pdñcvanyasya bahudhd yam tndhale AV yam pditcajanyarn bahavah
sam dhole TS MS KS In the YV texts Nitres` is drawn into
agreement with yam, which refers to Agri', in AV it agrees directly
with agner of the preceding !Ada, so that the real sense is the same

prahar?znam madtrasya made mreasd asti Who tea ho,ydmt KS prahar-
ytrto madtrasya made (erodes. asta ApS Von Schroeder emends
KS to praharltno, and indeed it seems scarcely possible to construe
the word with tea, which would be necessary if we keep the text
§521 The rest involve variation of number or gender as well as

case
moon (SV TS vasoh) minim sahaso jalavedasam RV AV SV VS

TS MS KS 'Good son of strength' 'son of good strength ' This
seems the simplest interpretation of vasoh The preceding pads is
agmm halaram mange &Impact , Benfey and Keith make vasoh a
noun depending on ddsvantant, despite the pads division A third
alternative would be to make it a noun correlative with sahaso
'son of good (s), of strength '

vasurnalas (VS SB °matins agne) to chayam upastheeam VS MS SB
'May I enter the shadow of thee, the rich one (thy rich shadow,
O Agni) '

kardhdñsy agne ajarant (SV ajarasya) dhakealah (ApS dhakeyase) RV
SV MS ApS 'O Agni, thy ageless troops (i e flames) as thou
burnest' 'O Agni, the troops of thee, ageless, burning' For ApS
cf VV 1 §27

pdtho (Ppp SS pdtam, TS vitam) ghrtasya guhyani (AV guhyasya)
mama AV Ppp TS MS KS SS 'Ye protect (etc) the secret
names of ghee' so most texts, AV seems to take path° from pa
'drink' (so Ludwig and Whitney), and makes guh° agree with
ghrtasya 'ye drink of the ghee that is secret by name'
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tndraaya vary varyakrlo baht abhyupdvahardmt (VSK earn bdhu vfryakrtd
upd°) VS VSK AB 'I draw you down, two arms of prowess -
working Indra (two prowess working arms of Indra) ' Also
zndrasya to (dryad./ baba updvahardms TB (here the king, identi-
fied with Indra, is addressed)

parimam y47amdnam rdyo manundnñm VS SSB parimam rdyo manu-
eyarn KS See § §402 etc

§522 There remain two cases of the sort referred to in §15, in which
a word originally of independent construction Is attracted into agree-
ment with another word, becoming an 'epithet' thereof, in a secondary
version, in both either gender or number varies as well as case
dñgúsdndm avdvahanla vdnih RV añgortnam avdvafanla uánth SV In

RV , 'the music of the hymns', in SV an epithet of Sonia (vreanatn)
lea; been extracted from the genitive

paramarn padam ova Mats (VS SSB hhdre) Main (TS bAüreh) RV VS
TS MS KS SSB N Preceded by alydha tad urugdyavya vzynoh
(RV N vrenah) In the original bhúrz is best taken as an adverb
'The bull's (Vtsnu's) highest footstep slimes down mightd) ' TS
makes the word an epithet of mynah 'of mighty Visnu '
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CHAPTER XXIII

ACCUSATIVE AND LOCATIVE

Ace and Inc of goal

§523 By far the largest and most important group of variants show-
ing syntactic contact between these two cases is that concerning the
accusative and locative of goal After verbs denoting motion (in a
wide sense), both cases are familiarly used Many interpreters try
to distinguish between them Thus Delbruck, AlS 122, says that the
loe is used 'wens es etch um ein Ankommen bei, ells Eindnngen in
u e w bandelt, wahrend m den A das Ziel tritt, dem man zustrebt,
z B deve,,7i gachati er geht unter die Goiter, aber dentin gachatt er geht
zu den Gotten' hin ' Others, whether consciously or unconsciously,
seem anxious to avoid admitting the Inc of goal at all Thus Whitney
on AV b 48 1 -3 renders nosh ma sam eahrisya yayñasyodrez svahñ
'carry me along to welfare at the close of this offering', whereas it
obviously means 'carry me prosperously to the end of this rite' (cf
Bloomfield JAOS 16 3, 23), this would be clear even without the SS
variant stand ma sampdraydsya yajñasyodream, with ace instead of loe
Even worse is Whitney's rendering of AV 7 40 lb yasya vrata upa-
ti -0lhanla Opal 'in whose course stand the waters', to avoid recognizing
the loe of goal (all the parallel texts umlaut) Whitney ignores the
established meaning of upa -slhri (approach, ahuays of motion, never
'stand') Clearly we must render 'Into whose control the waters enter '

§524 In other cases the matter is less clear, and there is more reasona-
ble ground for distinguishing between the two cases Yet we feel that
it is a false and specious conservatism which insists on rendering a loe
by something like English in, or German in w ith data\ e, u herever the
meaning can possibly he twisted in that direction We believe that in
not a few cases where at first glance this meaning seems quite plausible,
a closer examination will reveal grounds for holding the loe to be sub-
stantially equivalent to an ace Take for instance the variant súrya-
syazkd carom niykrtep'u (MS KS na krldnz) TS MS IíS PG We shall
not stress the fact that MS KS , generally the older and better YV
texts, have the ace , after all, even if TS PG are secondary, they may

264
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quite well have interpreted the passage in a new way So there seems
on the face of it to be no objection to the rendering 'one moves among
the seats of the sun' or the like (so Stenzler, Oldenberg, and Keith, on
PG and TS ) But note that a preceding verse in the same context,
dealing with the same situation, has the pada trtttáat svasára upayantt
nilikrtam, with the ace nz,tkrtam in all alike To our minds this; com-
bined with the indubitable fact that the loe is used of the goal of
motion, suggests that it is at least likely that TS PG mean by carats
nz,,krte,'u about the same thing that is meant by carats 'ass/glans is MS
KS Naturally, no one would claim certainty for such an interpretation

§525 While, therefore, we should not deny that some such distinction
that suggested by 1)elliruek may have been concerned ui the origin

of the locative of goal, and while we freely admit that in some instances
of shift between the two cases a distinction may, nay at times even
must, have been felt, we nevertheless believe that our variants tend as
a whole to indicate similarity, rather than distinction, between them
It is easy to he over subtle in such matters, we shall for th' most part
try not to impose our views upon the materials, preferring to let them
speak for themselves At the same time we shall occasionally call
attention to what seem to us significant features, particularly when they
support the view we hold, namely that scholars have failed to recognize
with sufficient clarity the close similarity between these uses of the ace
and Inc Special attention may be called here to the pads omen.. ya
atom to ye (rasps MS ES ApS , ua which the ace vaydnst and the lot

occur iii tw o precisely parallel phrases, surely no one would sug-
gest that there can be the slightest difference in meaning between them

1 \\ rib verb= of going, entering, mounting, and the like

§526 We begin with verbs meaning hung like 'go, enter, mount',
and list first cases in which the ace and loe scent most nearly akin in
meaning
swish rod sans vahasya yajrzasyodrez svasa AV masts iii samparayasya

yajñasyedrearo SS See §523
y nay vratam (RVKh Scheftelowitz, Ppp KS 'le) game yards serve

RVKh AV Ppp TS MS KS AS SS 'Into whose control go
all cattle ' Cf next

yasya vratam (AV irate) upatzy(hanta apah, same texts, immediately
after preceding See §523

baths ralham (TB rathe) adht tam (VS SB yam, TB yad) vairahasta
(TB °tah) RV VS SB TB 'Mount upon (adhi -stha) this chariot'

as
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endraaya3afhare (SV °ram) inlet RV SV 'Enter the belly of Indra'
evo ruhdnd adhi ndkam uttamam (TS t MS t KS ndka (tame) VS TS

MS KS SB 'Mounting to heaven, to the highest sky' The
verb is adhz -ruh

uttamam ndkam (VS MS KS SB utlame rake) adhi rohayemam (VS
MS KS SB rohayainam, TA rohemam) AV VS TS MS KS
SB TA

akgaram brahma sammetam TA TAA MandnU share brahmasammzte
MG Preceded by dydtu varadd devi (MG ayah, vsra a devi)

ya dvzgfo vayaaeu (Ppp yo mofo vayaaz) yo mrgegu AV Ppp vaydnsn ya
ameba yo mrgegu MS KS ApS See §525

d mztrdvarund bhagam RV d mitre varune bhage SV Followed by
madhvah (madhoh) pavan. úrmayah The SV comm reads aces
like RV , and Benfey renders 'In Mitra fliessen '

vzbo -vzáah pramkzvdrisam imahe AV ui vasydm ink pravzvzhzvdnsam (KS t
pravu nhdnam) imahe TS MS KS

prdndpdnayor (SG °nd) uruvyacds tayd (SG tvayd, so AG must intend,
and BO Stenzler translates it) prapadye AG SG 'I take refuge
with (flee to) peons and apiina with thee '

upa dydm upa vetasam AV Vait ups _mane upa vetase VS TS MS
KS SB The verb avalara 'descend into' is found in the following
Oda in all but AV Vait TS , and in these some such verb is
understood

yak lam dadhdndh (ApS veddndh) sukrtasya Wean; (ApS loke) KS ApS
Preceded by to yantu prapdnantah

purigam vasdnah sukrtasya loke (MS KS lokam) VS MS KS SB
purigam vasdnah swim yonira yathdyatham ApS Preceded in MS
KS ApS followed in VS SB by tetra gacha yatra púrve paretdh
The acc is certainly one of goal of motion Mahidhara on VS
rightly takes Joke as loc of goal, Griffith and Eggehng construe it
with vasdnah as loe of situation They also, moat violently and
against Mahidhara and all probability, detach sukrtasya from loke
and make it depend on purigam

rudrasya gdnapatydn (VS SB °patyam, KS °patye) mayobhizr ehi VS
TS MS KS SB 'Come, gladdening, to the lordship of Rudra's
troop' VS SB KS on TS MS see § §495, 705

keev (LS kern sind) antah pare, a coda VS SB AS SS LS
sudughendre (MS °dram, p p °dre) taarasvati VS MS Followed by

eterd bhzga dvatam (VS °tah) See Neisser's illuminating treat-
ment of av (ZWbch d RV , e v ), which establishes the fact that it
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is fundamentally a verb of motion This receives new support
from our variant, where the loc can only be interpreted as equiva-
lent to the acc of goal 'strive towards Indra'

§527 In the next group the loe can be, or has been, with more
plausibility interpreted as one of situation, differing psychologically from
the acc We nevertheless believe that in some of these variants, as in
the preceding, there is little if any real difference between the two cases
siíryasyatkd carats nzskrtesu (MS KS ...tans) TS MS KS PG

See §524
vzy'nd egan varum pdrvahiUau (MS °hütznz) VS MS SB SB TB AS

SS` 'It has gone to Visnu and Varuna, to (at) the first oblation '
The generally old and primary MS may be taken as a kind of com-
mentary on the others, yet the loe of situation is possible A

still different interpretation of piirvahiilau is offered by the comets
on SB and TB , which take it an a dual adjective agreeing with
vzynd varund

andgri devdh sakuno grhesu (AV grham nah) RV AV Ppp MG Pre-
ceded by ózvah kapota zrceo no onto 'Favorable for us be the dove,
harmless the bird, sent to our home, O gods ' So essentially Grass -
mann, taking grhesu closely with t,n o, the AV supports this But
Ludwig 'im Ranee '

divas (douse) prylharn (PB promo) hhandamaruzh (PB mend') suman-
mabhzh RV PB TA ApS Preceded by vat vrinarah pratnathd
ndkam druhat (PB druha) In the original prylham is acc of goal
with rnnrhrnl, parallel with ndkam In PB meths could be AO con-
strued, as loc of goal, but here we incline to agree with Caland in
taking it with mandamdru,h, 'rejoicing upon the back of heaven '

salyadharrridno adhvaram (TS °re) RV TS samara prayaty adhvare'
MS SB Preceded in RV by rtadhilaya it gala, in the others by
it tin devdsa ramie RV 'come to the sacrifice, O (gods) of invio-
lable statutes ' The Inc may also be one of goal 'we come to
you to the sacrifice ' But a Inc of situation is also possible,
not indeed with salyadhanndna, 'ye that have true ordinances at
the sacrifice' (Keith), since this would require accentles adhvare
(Whitney 314d), but rather 'we approach you at the sacrifice, O
gode of true ordinance ' Cf also (kaezm agnzm upa riots,) salya-
dharnidnam adhvare, in a different context, here the loc is clearly
one of situation

prdtarydwina adhvaram RV VS TB prdtarydvabhzr adhvare SV See
the whole verse, quoted §415 The acc is certainly one of goal
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with prdtarydvdno 'coming betunes to the offering' The Inc may
be taken in the same way, or (with Benfey) with a ifdatu, and
parallel with baring, 'at the offering'

deva rya marsh save (SV savant) RV AV SV TS etc etc This com-
mon phrase ordinarily contains a loe of situation 'at the instiga-
tion of God Savitar "The ace savant occurs once in S V in a verse
found also in AS AS Vazt all of which read save, it, In preceded by
char maryd d vdjam vajzna agman, and followed by vargam (AS
SS °gdn) arvanta jayema (jayatah, jayata) Clearly SV has acc
of goal with agman ' have come into the instigation (control)
of Savitar ' In the other texts, however, we must doubtless under-
stand the usual sense 'at the instigation of ' Cf next

tango plldd prasave (TS 'vane) yati vedvdn (TS KS devah.) RV VS TS
MS KS SB Similar to preceding

antankge (KS °ksam) vzynur (MS vzynur antarzkse) vyakransta VS
MS KS SB SS trazylubhena chanda.sdntarek,sam anu ve krame TS
'Visnu strode thru ( durchschritt, or, strode forth in) the atmos-
phere ' Similar formulas with dzsn (dzk,,ri), prthzvim (°vyarn), divan
(darn), and different meter names See also deva uzyna ury adyds-
min §549

§528 In another group we find different words used, either different
governing verbs or different variant nouns, resulting in a shift between
ace of goal and lac of situation, in these cases we no longer feel doubt
that the force of the two cases is quite distinct
pnyena rlhdmn,t (TS TB ApS rulrnnñ, VSK mama) przyam sada asida

(VSK TS TB ApS ` pnye sedan sida) VS VSK TS SB TB
AO (his) madam pnyena dhamnd przyam sada asida (VSK pnyena
?Lama [for nulmnd'?) pnye scans?. sida) VS VSK AB It seems to
us impossible to consider it an accident that the simple sad is here
construed each time with loe , the compound c -sad with ace
Evidently the addition of the preverb Is felt as reinforcing the
motion -idea in the verb sufficiently to require the ace instead of
'sit on', it means 'take one's seat upon' It is true that both verbs
are otherwise found with both cases, FO that, this variant night be
put with §527, but the concomitant variation of case and verb -
form seems to us surely significant

wit) (MS yd) dtasthatur bhuvandnz 'rood (TB hhuvanasy/a Inc, rep) AV
MS TB 'Who entered into all beings (took their stand in the
midst of the universe) '

ukyd hzbhartz bhuvanúnz (SV ArS munch bhuvaneyu) ca3ayuh RV SV
ArS
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Pram (ApMB 31vdm) rudantt to mayartte adhvare (AV nayanty adhva-
ram) RV AV ApMB The AV clearly has a lect fac , but the
original is quite obscure in meaning, cf Bloomfield AJP 21 411 -9,
Oldenberg RVNoten ad loe

antankgasya evil sdndv avagúhdmz (KS °kgaaya sdntipega) TS KS ApS
Aural] sanúpega MS MS The MS p p absurdly divides sand, pegs,
von Schroeder rightly understands sdnu, upturn, 'zu des Himmels
Rücken strebe auf '

§529 The following case is like those of the last section m that
agram is ace of goal with ruhelah, a verb of motion, while ogre is loe
of situation with krídatah, it receives separate rubrication because it
leads over to the next following group
agram v )Cored, rohalah VS TS MS KSA SB TA ogre vrkeasya kri-

datah (VSK SS kril °) VS VSK SB AS SS

2 Adverbial acc loe

§530 In another group of variations between these two 'twins agram
and ogre, it is possible at times to doubt whether both or either are felt
as expressions of the goal In some instances, at any rate, it seems
hard to avoid construing them as vaguely adverbial, 'in the beginning'
or the like
agra imam yaiñant nayatdgre yairlapattnz dhatta TS agra imam adya

yalñant nayetdgre yapñapattm sudhdtum yaiñapaltm devayuvam VS
agram yajñatn na.yatdgram yarñapatzm MS 'Lead forward this
sacrifice ' But here, with the verb nayata, the wont may be
felt as 'to the front'

ahrulm /trim ugasdm ety (AV t en) agram (TS agre) RV AV TS MS
KS N Here too, with a verb of motion, the idea of goal may be
present in the ace form, at least 'As banner of the days he goes
(thou guest) at (to'') the head of the dawns '

jayanttndm mango gamy agram (TS agre, AV MS KS canto madhye)
RV AV SV VS TS MS KS 'Let the Maruts go at (to ?) the
front of the conquering armies '

tete, devil devaldm agra (VS MS KS agram) dyan AV VS KS MS
Lapsed (TS tayd) devil devatdm agra dyan TS TB TA MahgnU
'By this (by tapas) the gods attained to godhood in the beginning '
Since devaldm expresses the goal, it seems that agram can hardly
be anything but an adverb

dgnzr agra (SV agram) waving aSoci RV SV Perhaps motion is felt
in the verb d -tuc 'Agni was enkindled at (unto?) the beginning of
the dawns '
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§531 Similarly durum or dire may be used in a quasi adverbial way
with a verb of driving, which yet permits the idea of goal to be involved
bddkaava (AV bddhelhMm) dire (AV loran, TS Ppp deep) nzrrttm

parñcath RV AV Ppp TS 'Dove perdition afar off '
§632 We have noted one other variation of strictly adverbial acc

and loc , iii a pads where the absence of any verb of motion makes it
impossible to feel an idea of goal
ye arvdñ madhya (TA omits madhya) Ida vd purdnam (TA °ne) AV TA

'Whoever in recent times, in middling tunes, or in ancient times'

3 With verbs of placing, establishing (chiefly root dhd)

§633. The root dhd and its synonyms are familiarly used either with
the ace of the person and the loe of the thing ('set, establish in'),
or with the dat of the person and acc of the thing ('establish for',
'give to'), see §482, where this vanant is quoted showing both
idioms
evargam me lakam yajamamiya dheht Vait svarge lake yajamanam ht

dheht (or, dhehz mint) TB ApS
§534 We find also several variants in which, after dhd, the thing

'placed' is put in either acc or loe , while the person is expressed by the
pronoun nah, which might be either dat or acc It is commonly, and
perhaps rightly, assumed that tins form is felt as a dat in the variant
containing ace of the thing, and as an ace in the form with loe of the
thing 'set us in' or 'establish for us ' It should however he noted that
two accusatives may be used after such verbs, as the next paragraphs
will show, tho this usage has not been generally recognized, so that
nah with ace of the thing might he taken as an acc (something like
'set us unto ')
tndrarsabh.d drone (MS °mini) no dad/01u AV MS
sa nah pdvako dravtnam (AV 'ne) dadhdtu AV TS MS KS KS
sa rui bhúmth piirvapeye (MS `yam) dadhdtu AV MS

§535 As we said in the last section, there are at least a few variants
in which, with verbs of placing or the like, we find two accusatives
varying with an accusative and a locative That is, instead of the loe
of the remoter goal, that into which something is set, an acc is used
sutrdmendre (MS °ram) Nara :wait VS MS TB Followed by balam na

vricam dsya uydbhydm dadhur tndriyam This, it seems, can only
mean ' have put strength in Indra, speech iii hie mouth ' It
may he however that MS has been influenced by the following
verse, a vanant of taus one, in which avardhayan (with acc) replaces
dadhuh Similarly, in the same passage
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bhtpajendre (MS °ram) saran. VS MS TB Followed by prdnam
dadhur See prec

ut sakthyd (SS °yor) ava pads. (TS KSA ApS saklhyor grdam) dhehs
VS TS KSA SB SS ApS adhdma sakthyor ava qudam dhehs
Vait

rathanitaram mama (also vairdjam,
pm

cups. and brhat soma, and idk-
eararazvate adman) zylhzlya rinks (KS "'clam, TS °ilhstyas,
om antarzkye) VS TS MS KS SB A verb like seabhndtu rs
supplied from the preceding, and it seems that KS antarzkyam can
only be construed as an acc of remoter goal 'let the Rathamtara
suman (fix thee) for firm station in (into) the atmosphere '

d gharme (AS °mane) mura paya usriydydh AV AS SS 'Pour the milk
of the brindle -cow into the hot drink ' d -sic is here construed as a
verb of placing

§536 The compound sane -rihd, as a verb of joining, is construed
either with acc and instr or ace and loc it is the loe form which
varies with the ace ni the following variant, on which see §462
mashy dtman (MS creator dlrnGnam) bhzsajd tad atvzreá VS MS KS

TB Followed by dtmdnanz añgazh samadhdt .iarasvali
§537 A couple of times, in ritualistic formulas, we find reciprocal

shift between loe and acc forms
rare, (VS SB vareo) varyLyase yowls ya,Irlapatinz dhdh VS TS SB

varviyo varsfyaso yajñaen yajiapalau dhdh MS KS Addressed to
the atmosphere 'Being more extended, establish the patron of the
sacrifice in a more extended sacrifice' 'being more extended than
the more

'

extended, establish the sacrifice in the patron of the
sacrifice In such rigmarole the inversion of ternis make's little
difference

asmrn yajrie !mamandya silrzm AV imam yaffunez yajanidruzm ra saran
ApS See §4Nä Neither reading is intelligible, hut the reciprocal
interchange of the foins of yapia and stirs seems to be similar to
that in the preceding The verb (preceding) is dadhdtana in ApS ,
pan nayanni in AV

§538 Tho the verb is a forni of dial in the next variant, the psychology
of the variation seems to be different
dadhad ralnam (AS mind) dakyaprtrbhya (AV dakyam pz °) dyunz (AV

dyil nyi) AV AS SS 'May he assign wealth and dexterity to the
pitta (wealth to the Dakyapitre), and long lives (in [respect to?[
their life) ' Neither the acc 411n4z (complementary object), nor
(apparently) the loe dyurz (tho its meaning Is not very clear),
can here be understood as the remoter goal of dadhad

,
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4 With various prepositions
§639 There are a few variants involving ecc and loc after various

prepositions In the first, with adhs, the verb is dadhdts, 'assigns', pos-
sibly the feeling that motion is involved in this verb is responsible for
the secondary use of the acc in SV
nulma trtfyam adhs rocane (SV °nam) dams RV SV `(Assigns) a third

name upon the bright expanse of heaven '
§540 Similarly in the next, we find in SV ari isolated use of the loc

with acha, perhaps owing to the fact that the RV verb of motion
(room,) is replaced in SV by mynah 'purify', which was felt as requiring
a loc
marsh when, sndandny acha RV mrjants erne sedan age ache SV

'They drive (purify) the carrier unto (upon?) the seats '
§641 A third variant shows ankh; with acc and loe , only the former

seems to be known to the earliest language, but the latter us familiar
later
antara dydvdprthtvi apah suvah (MG "prfhivyor apasyuh) TB ApMB

HG MG
§642 Finally, one variation is due to the use of different prepositions,

anu with ace , adhs with lac
ye ke ca ring., ana (KS prthsvydrn adhr) RVKh VS TS MS KS SB

Botti mean 'un (or thruout) the earth '

5 With other verbs than those of motion
§643 Other verbs than those of motion may in various Rays show

interchange between these two cases 'Thus, sensed 'converse (about.),
discuss' governs either In passing we may note the absence of any

speech),variant showing acc loc of the person spoken to ('goal' of
which we might have expected on the analogy of the frequent inter-
change of the two after verbs of motion In the later language these
cases are quite interchangeable in this construction, but in the Veda
such a use of the loe is perhaps hardly to be found
prattpravfhdtah preen (MS pales) samvadasina ApS MS 'Prati-

prasth&ttu, speak about the victim (with the slaughterer) '
§544 Also verbs of eating and drinking show, besides the gen 0501),

the loe varying with the ace
papuh sarasvalyd nadydh (MS °lyam nadydm, KS ApS °tim nadim)

Vait KS ApS MS See §501
praydvaf1h s-ftyavasam (AV "se) rulanlih (RV and TB comm rs.4 °) RV

AV TB See VV 2 §627 on ru'anlih TB comet explains by
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bhak$ayantih, so also AV comm , tho it reads rah° 'Grazing
(shining ?) on good pasturage'

§546 A verb of beating
aphridridh penmen.. AV urah patriarch aghnanah AV 'Beating

upon their breasts with their hands' 'beating their breasts and
thighs ( ?) '

§546 A verb of conquering is construed with a hoc or with (a sort
of 'inner') accusative
tvaya (omitted in VSK TS KS TB ) vayam sarnyhdtam samghñlain

(VSK sarnghatc- samghate, TS TB omit one
TS

samglultam) jey-ina
(bis) SB(KS *jayema, and t'samjayerna) VS VSK MS KS

TB 'May we (by thee) conquer (in) every fight '
§547 The root rue (rocatr -, ruruce) is normally middle and intransi-

tive, taking no
like)

accus except a 'cognate' or 'inner' ace ('slime forth
light' or the The original forni of the following variant accord-
ingly has a loe , 'on the earth', but KS °ubstitutes an are (elliptic)
dual, and must understand raruce as transitive (equivalent to the causa-
tive) 'He (Agni) has illumined heaven and earth as with the light
of dawn '
ksaman (KS kpama) ruruca usaso na bltdnuna (MS KS krtuiut) RV

VS 'I'S MS KS

6 Locative absolute and accusative

§548 Several tunes an accusative in
that

regular syntactic relationship
varies with a lee so loosely construed it may not unfairly he called
a locative absolute
ndbha prthuvyih samidhdne agnau ('l'S samidharuim agnim,

Followed by
MS KS 'no

agnim) VS TS MS KS SB ruyaspobdya brhate
havamahe 'When Agni is enkindled at the navel of the earth, we
call upon (him) ' 'We call upon Agin enkindled etc ' On MS
KS see § §393, 450

samsray(a sa ye She twire ganena RV AV SV VS TS KS samsrs(dsu
yulo metro ganesu MS See §607, loe abs in the secondary MS ,
yudha(h) object of the agent noun sanwras(d

yd svapantam bodhayati (HG svapatsu jagartt) ApMB HG '('l'he she -
demon) who awakens the sleeper' 'who wakes while people sleep '

7 Case attraction
§549. Most of the remaining variants are so miscellaneous as hardly

to permit classification We may group separately a few in which
formal, external attraction to adjoining case -forms seems to be involved
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hotrod yaiña (TB yaiñam) twiny., (VS °gash) VS MS KS TB See
the passage, discussed §473 TB has assimilated ya3ñe to indriyam

devdv a4innau madhukaáayddyemam variant (ApS °ka4ayddyrismtn mile)
ya amdruiyn mtmtkfatam PB KS ApS MS 'O divine Ai Ivins,
with the honey -whip mingle ( ?besprinkle) this sacrifice for the yaja-
mana ' Only the acc seems sensible, ApS seems to leave the verb
objectless, 'mingle (what?) at this sacrifice' It is no doubt influ-
enced by some of the parallel formulas in the same passage, which
have similar expressions oath intransitive verbs and locative nouns
Most perversely, in some of these ApS uses acc forms instead of
the locs of the other texts? Thus

deva myna ury adyrìsmin yaiaïe (ApS mans ury adyemam yalñam) yaja-
mdnayadht (ApS °yanu) vrkramasva (MS yaiamaruiya vrkramasva),
same texts Here, to be sure, the lac as well as the acc may be
defended, with rn -kram, cf §53O above But in the next the ace
seems as impossible as the loi in the preceding, and is doubtless
to be explained in the same way

deny edate svadalyam adydsmin yalñe yaiamrjndydsuvasva (ApS adds 'ni'
adyemam yaiivam yajamdnayai.dhi), saine texts

( Miscellaneous

§550 The rest are miscellaneous, and generally involve rather radical
reorganization of the passages
dyumnam errata yuppie RV VS TS MS SB dyumnam (and dyumne)

vareta pu,sliatu KS (both) 'Let him choose glory, that he may
prosper' 'let him choose glory, let loin prosper' 'let limn choose
(him, Netar) in glory, let him prosper'

vrsd puivin a rnyuoe (SV dyain,a) RV SV The pple is intransitive in
RV but transitive in SV

lokarn patrsu vulva AV paten by atra garhasa 'l'A 'Having found a
place among the fathers' 'for thou shalt go there to the fathers'

sa 4amtdla (SV °ea, TB ApS °ri) mayas karad rapa seminal, RV SV
TB ApS She made (for me) blissful (kamtdti) joy (joy rn bliss) '
We should expect 5amtdtani, 'bliss'

upa tint kama imahe .uisrymahe SV upa tud k:amar, mahah sasrirnche
RV AV

naskd sine (AV ete, MS by etc) yajarndnasya hradhne (MS °cram, AV
lake) AV TB ApS MS 'These are rude in the sacrificer's sun
(or heaven, TB comm the world of the Adityas, as the fruit of
sacrifice)', in MS preceded by darbhaah vitiate , bradhnurn being
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object of this verh 'Strew with darbha- grasses for these are
jewels the suri (- heaven) of the sacrificer ' Caland strangely
takes bradhne as nom pl (adjective with nzskdh')

augadd yonau seals vd( (TS TB yawn audlui) VS TS 5B TB audhin
yonin susaddm prliuvtm (ms °vi) )tided KS Preceded by cinema
nah plum krnu (KS krdhr), Cone quotes the whole mantra of
KS under this We see no way to construe susadd yonom, Keith
assumes 8n. widm, which is supported by KS (but note there also
prthzvi in the ms ') 'make our food pm'onless, the lap pleasant to
sit in

5B
' On the loss of annoy.. cf VV 2 §307 It looks as if

VS , starting from TS 's reading, had interpreted wadd as loe
of an unknown *swarth, and changed to yanau to match it

samurlre ya°ya ratan rd dhuh AV yasya mama a (Ppp MS KS
sam° yasya) roans, sandhuh RV Ppp VS '1'S MS KS See §463

caksus rot slice. sard RV rak;ucd Aryan! dpe SV See §474
layoff devdh sham d habhvvuh'I'S KSA TB sa no asnton sulu it babhúva

VS MS See §419
drnhasva prthtvyam VS KS ,5B drnha prthzvim PB 'Be firm on

earth' 'make firm the earth ' Contexts are identical
avartanam nivartanam RV AV dvartanc. vtvartane TB ApS The

forms are differently construed, cf ('thud's note on Ap5 The
latter forni of the verse is radically altered

reaper prcdhd y47ñapatun chew MS KS soul, tlajanuine grippe dh,1

densa VS t SB f ,(valor a147fiapatirn prtyarlhdroala 'IS Ap5 'O
rich one(s), kindly approach the uirifiecr' 'give what he desires
to the sacrificer, approach (turn) '

upa rsabha,ya (TB LP. .,parr rrtasz (AN yod rial), followed by
upendra lava virye (AV 'yam) RV AV TB The stanza is exten-

sively all erect (AIM in y on AV 9 4 23) The verb is upa prcyatdm,
'let he mingled', ni all but AV , which reads alai pram, tl.is we
take as active, and he ace construe and tclah and viryam as ace ,
not nom with Whitney If we are right, the ace -Inc variation is
psychologically similar to those listed § §533 -8

9 Corruptions
§561 The following seem clearly corrupt

sirynd tiro 'psasdpso ardayan AV sirsrui szro (Ap5 pirau) oaken a coke.

cyayan KS ApS The blunder of Ap5 , olio uninterpretable, is
interesting because it is obviously a reminiscence of RV 8 45 5
girdv spay na yodhisat, on which see Neisser, Z11'bch d RV e y

L::4
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apart! The variant should be added to VV 2 § §153a (apses
vaklas, synonyms), 360, 732

ya djagma (N °muh) savane and (TS KS savanedam, N savanam tdam,
VS MS SB djagmedam savanam) juydrtdh AV VS TS MS KS
SB N Whitney renders AV (p p savane, md) 'ye that have come
enjoying me at the libation', but observes that It is a corruption
of savane 'nid (and + svnd), which the comic reads So also Conc

tore catvdre ra3aso ezrndnúh (MS °ne) KS MS Other versions of the
pada (see Conc) all end with devaydndh All Knauer's mss read
inmdno, for this K emends 'ne, 'im Dunstkreis' But it would be
at least as simple, and more in accord with the parallels, to emend
to vtmdndh

10 Transfer of epithet
§552 Nearly all the cases of transfer of epithet ( §14) between acc

and loe involve also change of number or gender
amulya tvd prane (SB KS prdnam) sadayamt TS All TA KS AO

tdem chain mnusydmuyydyanasya prane sddayams MS In SB KS
prdnam (the life of an enemy) defines turf 'I put thee down, the
life - breath of so- and -so,' cf the next mantra, arnusya tvd prdnam
apzdadhdmz These texts magically identify the soma - vessel ad-
dressed with the life of an enemy, making prdnam appositional to
tvd The others 'I set thee (this) upon the life- breath of so-
and-so '

nt tad dadhs a 'varatn param (AV " Ppp ',rare pare) ca RV AV (bis)
Ppp Followed by yasrnsnn dutthdvasn durone

ahhr yonzrn ayohalam (SV VS °te) RV SV VS Followed by drone
(RV drund) sadhastham dmadat (RV assure) The adjective is
switched from vent,, to drone

vat-üthyam (SV °ye) varune chandyarrt surah RV SV
[yasydm karmdnz kurvatc (AO krnvale) KS ApS yam karma,) cakrzre

AV Preceded by andptd ya (AV ye) vah prathamd Obscure,
the forms of pads a are neat pl , going with l.armtinz, so that AV
yam really corresponds to KS ApS yd of pada a, AV ye of páda
a of course goes with the subject What yasydm refers to is not
evident AV p p mss have andptd but prathamdh, the latter
would be possible, going with the subject ]

§553 What is originally a word of independent construction is at-
tracted into agreement with another word, as its epithet ( §15), in
yatratruun (AG Kau' SAID HG MG yatraztdn) vettha nzhztdn pardke
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(SMB pardcah) VS AG Kau SMB ApMB HG MG pardcah
with etdn, parake adverbial, 'far away'

d to (gleam dsydm (HG dayd) dade HG ApMB tam to vacam dsya addle
(read ddade?) hrdaya ddadhe PG Followed in HG ApMB by d
(HG orn) manasyarn hrdaydd adhz Karate suggests dsydd, mure
likely dmjnm is intended, with one ms , as in ApMB If PG is
original ('iii the mouth'), then HG ApMB have made drys over
into an adjective, 'of the mouth', agreeing with uacam, cf maim-
sydm which must certainly be taken as an adjective from mantis

atheme anya upare utcakiearinm (AV One) RV AV PraeU Followed by
sept acakre yadara diner arpitam In the original incakcanazn (refer-
ring apparently to the cosmic year) is object of áhur AV stupidly
attracts it into agreement with the following locatives, leaving the
object (still the same entity) to be supplied from the preceding
line Ppp a.9 RV

§554 Conversely, in the following what. is originally an epithet is
changed so as to be construed independently ( §15)
imam ratan (SV ruse ratau) sutam piba RV SV Prink thin presented

soma' 'drink the soma at. this man's offering'
agnzm tete ptirvatatttm. (TS ° eillau) namobhih VS VSK TS MS KS AB

'I revere with homage Agni whose is the first (ancient?) devotion
(TS , at the first devotion) '

11 Phrase inflection
§555 Occurs once

rtasya padc (RV "pada.m) kavaya ne pants RV (both) TA JUB The
ptida with the toc is preceded by an object 'manikins, different
contexts
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CHAPTER XXIV

INSTRUMENTAL AND OTHER OBLIQUE CASES

A Instrumental and dative

1 As equivalents, with names of desirable qualities

§666 With nouns meaning something in the nature of a boon or
desirable object or quality, a final dative often varies with an instru-
mental Thus sain tam stñcatu radhase RV Veit , 'may he pour it
(enrol, or the hke) together unto bounty,' becomes in KS ApS (in a
different context, yet closely modelled on the same original) sain tat
siñcatu radhasa, may he pour it together with bounty (bounteously) '
The practical meaning of the two versions is the same, and both types
of expression are very common, correspondingly common are variants
showing both in different. passages They constitute the one large block
among the variations between these two cases The nouns in question
mean regularly something like 'strength, support, aid, sustenance, food,
bounty ' The instrumental seems at times to be felt clearly as one of
means, sometimes as one of accompaniment, but often it shows a rather
vague and undifferentiated adverbial function

§667 In some instances, which deserve separate rubrication, the pres-
ence of a dative of purpose in the vicinity seems to he responsible for
the alteration of an original instrumental into a dative
kratvri vanstham vara airman ula RV AV kratve vare slhemany amino

uta SV Preceded in all by jajanu.t ca rajase In RV kratvri seems
best taken with vary hare, 'the most extended in power (wisdom,
magic power)', yet it might even there be felt as going with the
preceding verb ('created ( Indra] unto rule, by (magic] power, the
most extended ') Certainly the dative of SV must be taken
with the preceding, and evidently it is assimilated to rajase 'created
(Indra) unto rule, unto (magic) power '

suvargeyaya (VSK star °, VS MS KS SB svargydya) Anent/ (TS
°yat, MS taktaye) VS VSK TS MS KS AB S`vetU '(We
strive) unto the heavenly, unto (by) might'

dpa undanlu 21vase (AV carcass, AG varease) AV TS KS AG SG
278
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SMB GG ApMB HG MG 'Let the waters wet (the beard) unto
(with) long life (splendor) ' Inn most texts including AV a dative
phrase, dirghdyutvdya cakyase or varcase, occurs in

un° Aran
the vicinity

Delete in Cone the AG reference for ripa
prajdpates tvd ( °tey (vri) prdnenábhzprdnim-i púynah poyena (MS poydya)

nurhyarn dirghdyutvdya TB ApS MS 'I breathe upon thee
with (unto) PQgau's prosperity, unto long life '

pra no ray(' Norton. (SV rdye panlyase) RV SV KB Followed by
rats eajaya pantheon 'Break forth a path for us by nches and
plenty (unto wonderful riches), unto strength'

§558 Ln the rest we have not noted any special influence determining
the alteration in ease
tam hi svardjam urpabharn tam abase (SV Rjasa) RV SV AV Followed

by dhryane ni4titakyatuh 'For the two vessels (heaven and earth)
have created hum (hidra), the independent hull, unto (with, by)
strength '

pra tad non (vtynuh, 'arias) stavate viryerta (TB ApS vi .lriya, AV
/Aryan') RV AV VS MS KS SB TB AS ApS NrpU See §474

saptaryayas tapase (AV °sa) ye ntyeduh RV AV
sarasvaty asunod tndrrydya (LS 'yens) VS MS KS SB TB SS Vait

LS 'Sarasvatl pressed (the soma) for (by) strength'
uat.ivrinaro navdaye (TS MS ApS MS iityd) AV VS TS MS KS AB

KB SB AS SS Vait ApS MS Followed by d pro ydtu para-
valah 'Unto (with) aid '

raye (TB ApS revai) jdtrzlt sahase (TB ApS °srì) vrddhah KS TB ApS
'Born unto riches (richly), increased unto (by, with) strength '

tris turi dear (AV om dear, SMB MG devyo) Jarase (SMB HO °sri)
sam lyayantu (PG uyayasva) AV SMB PG HG ApMB MG
'May these goddesses wrap thee up unto (with) old age ' On PG
see VV 1 §70

d rnri somo amrtatvena (TS °Mayo) yamyrit VS TS MS KS SB
andgasam brahmarui (TB HG ApMB °ne) tvd krrwmr (TB HG ApMB

karomi) AV TB HG ApMB 'I make thee guiltless by my charm',
AV For brahmane Oldenberg on HG says 'before the Brahman',
rather something like 'unto holiness' or 'holy power' TB comm
partvrdhdya jatakarmadtsarnskardya

Lena to vapdmi brahmand (MG °my dyuye, ApMB °my aide ayuyd vor-
crud) VSK SMB PG ApMB MG Lena to dyuye vapdmt AG
tendsydyuye vapa ApMB In the texts which have dyuye or dyuyd,
the dative is one of a series of dative, the matnunental one of a
pair of instrumentals
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tenßsmaz yaJamdndyoru (MS KS yapuapataya urn) rdye (TS rayd) krdhs
VS TS MS KS SB 'Hereby make broad (room) for this sacri-
ficer unto (by, with) wealth '

apdm stoke abhyapaptad rases (ApMB °lac chwcna, HG abhyapatac
chznñya) AV ApMR HG

apdm prasasti u (RV t prakastaye, AV VSK °tzbhzh) RV AV VS
VSK TS MS KS SB Followed by alien (devil) Mavens ( °tha)
vdpnah 'Unto (by, in) praising of the waters, O horses (gods),
are (be) ye strong ' Here the locative is also brought in, without
essential difference

éatant bhavdsy vltbhzh (SV VS iltaye) RV AV SV VS (bis, add in
Cone SV 2 34c, VS 27 41c, with v.taye) MS KS TA ApS

kdmerta (TS MS kdmdya) fuel prati (TS um prati) grhridmz AV TS
MS KS PB TB TA AS ApS 'I receive thee with (unto)
affection '

maghavañ ( °van) chagdhz Lava tan na útzbhah (SV PB TB TA ApS
Inane) RV AV SV PB TB TA MahgnU ApS

yarn 'esteem na prakastibhzh (SV °lays) RV SV Followed by mortis,
dadhire purah 'Whom like a friend mortals have magnified with
(advanced unto) praise'

slim dada,, prajaya (AV prapdyai) to sam rd)tyatarn RV AV AG ApMB
soda pdhy abhzy(ayc ( °(zbhih) RV (both) See RV Rep on 1 129 9
amend to abhiis(zb)iih (SV °rays) RV SV VS ApS MS May we win

by (unto) thy aid '
atho arts(atdtaye (RV " AV " °tibhth) RV AV " PB

§559 Both the dative and the instrumental have a tendency, in the
ritualistic language of the Veda, to become formulaic and rigmarole in
such instances Even some of the above variants approach such a
classification, which becomes more definitely applicable in the following,
here little really intelligible sense can be got out of either form
pretind dharrnand (MS pretyd Anneal.) dharmani Jima VS MS This

is one of a long series of formulas used with the laying of the
stomabhága bricks With advance by righteousness (fur righteous-
ness) quicken thou righteousness ' 1,S (and SB ) vary between
dat and instr in different formulas of the series, MS has the dative
consistently thruout To the same group belong sanidhznñ.ntarik-
eninlarzksam (MS samdhzndntariksdydntariksam) pima VS MS

vis(ambherta vrt(ya (MS vrp(yai) vr¢(iin Jinva VS MS anvityd diva
(MS dive) divam Jima VS MS SB pravayahnd (MS pravdydhne)
'har dims VS MS pratzdhzna prthivya (MS °vyaz) prthzañrrt pima
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VS MS , and others Cf enmity- ase dive Cud diearn Jima TS KS
GB TB \rant , and other formulas m these texts corresponding to
those of VS MS , they seem to confirm the originality of the
datives of MS

3ukram to 3ukrena grhndmi TS KS ApS tukrani tad nooks sukraya
grhrtdme MS MS 'I take thy bright one (thy bnght.ness'') with
bnglitness (with a bright one')' 'I take thee, the bright one, O
bright one, unto brightness (unto a bright one ?)'

soiled maruclbheli, (MS "bhyab) pan3rayasva (VS SB 'firyaeva) VS MS
SB 'Hail/ be encompassed by (for) the Maruts ' The come. un
VS and SB , where the verse is addressed to the chief cauldron
(mandvira), say that. 'by the Manita' means 'by us, the people',
having ni mind the proportion Indra Maruts = king Meth

2 With expressions of uniting

060 A special ease of this interchange which i.cems to deems sepa-
rate mention, the it is not essentially different from the var..ii,t+ quoted
above, concerns passages containing expressions of union, where the
final dative varies with

'tr) tua
the associative instrumental (cf 59)

susambhrld (MS ,rear bharanit TS TB ApS MS '1 unite thee
with (unto) good union '

ayak rndya tad sarnar arnt prajubhyah VS 'I'S MS KS kl ayak,sma
fish prajayd samar)inz HS TB Api MS '1 unite thee unto
diseaselessness, unto offspring' 'I unite you, dweaseless, with
offspring '

.samve arras (RV AV °su) tartar= (AV tanta, SV hS MS laitue, KV
lamas) cdrar edhz RV AV SV KS 1 B 1 A ApS MS 'Be happy
in union (or, as a uniter) with (of, to) thy body ' Of course the
RV , with an objective genitive, is the original (see §617), but it
is interesting that either an instr (AV ) or a dat (most texts) may
be substituted for this rather unusual form There seems no objec-
tion to taking sanivelanas as a nom agentis, with comma on TB
and TA (sam io3oyzla), this would not alter the constriction

awn.ddnanz rtnh svebhyah (AV svebheh, TB svaih), followed by
samjñrin.am aranebhyah (AV °nebhzli, TB "math) RVlih AV MS KS

'I"B In AV TB , 'harmony for us with our own men with
strangers,' in the others, 'harmony for us unto (= with) our own
men' ele The inatr is more natural in sense but metrically inferior
and probably a secondary lect fac

tijarasai/u suns weakly aryamd RV SMB ApMB ahardlydbhydm scam
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snakes soma AV 'May Aryaman unite unto old age (with day
and night) '

3 Other syntactic shifts
§561 More real difference of meaning appears in the remaining

variants But sometimes the difference is still so slight that the varia-
tion could almost be classified with the preceding instances
apo mobs vyayats cakyase tamah RV apo mold mina cakyu?d tamah SV

She (Uses) folds away (removes) the great darkness, unto seeing'
'she, the mighty one, discloses (removes) the darkness with sight '

§562 A somewhat different understanding of the verb seems responsi-
ble for the shift of cases in the following
hasldya (SV hasten) vajrah pralt dháyz darkalah RV AV SV 'The

splendid valra was placed in (grasped by) the hand (of Indra) '
§563 Others evidently intend to express really different ideas in the

two forms, other variations in the phraseology often accompany the
change in case
vdcaspataye fed Want prancing TS ApS vdcaspalinsi le hutasye,se prd-

rulya prdsfldmt (SS haies ya prallutntite prándya, SB liuttisyásnámy
urja uddndya) SB AS SS 'I cat (of) thee, offered to (by) the
Lord of Speech '

yd to tsar yuca fu ma tayd rw mods (MS tayd vidhema, KS tasyaz to
indhema) TS MS KS 'Thy arrow with it (to it) would we
do reverence (with it be merciful to us, TS) '

yah sainpraman (TS MS 'main) anode (KS )at/atz) sam yudhe vati (TS
MS sain vati yudhe, KS sam vaki y'2dhá) AV TS MS KS 'Who
brings together the hosts for fighting (conquers the hosts by
fighting) ' The change in verb (riming, add to VV 2 §853) condi-
tions the change of noun cane

pralzprasthdtar dadhzgharmen<irnIdehz (MS dadhtgharmaya dadhy upakal-
payasea) ApS MS Again a different verb makes the sense wholly
different, MS 'fix the curds for the curd - porridge '

vitam ,Samztre (MS 'lid, KS °tam) kamztá (MS °tam) y47adhyat TS
MS KS 'Welcome (is it) for the immolator, let the immolator
sacrifice', TS 'welcome is that which has been slaughtered by the
immolator for sacrifice', MS 'welcome is that which has been
slaughtered, let the immolator sacrifice', KS Cf coats have i
kamztarn .Samzlá yajadhyaz VS SB 'the welcome offering has been
slaughtered, let the immolator sacrifice' (otherwise Mahldhara and
Eggelirig)

arvdg deed asya vesarjariena (TB °ridya) RV MS TB The comet on
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TB is not troubled by the dative, simply taking it as the equiva-
lent of an abl (which varies with the instr after arvdk, cf Speyer
VSS §39, and below, §574) But doubtless TB misunderstood
the sense of the mystical verse and took it to mean 'the gods (came)
hither (or, subsequently) unto its creation (i e to create it ?) '.

tebhvh (AV VS VSK tebhyah) .wend asunttt9n etam (AV aeunUtir rtti
adya) RV AV VS VSK Followed by yathdvailam tanvam (AV
tanvah) katpayata (RV °lianta) The interpretation is difficult in
any reading, see the commentators

patint suraya (TB 'yet, VS suraya) bheggram VS MS TB Mahidhara
takes suraya as associative mitt A dat or gen slums required,
see §622

sajar death sayam.yavabhih (SS devebhyah tstiyamyrivabhyah) TB
SS ApS And the seine with prdtaryavuhkth (SS t °)Idvabhyah)
'T'ogether with (for) the gods that come in the evening (morning) '
The instr may be suggested by sajv.r, if the dative (dedicatory)
be taken as the original, but the formula is rigmarole an anything
is possible

namah krtsnayataya (VSK °yataya, KS krtsceniñtiyc., TS MS krtsna-
vitaya) ,Masai, VS VSK TS MS KS Certainly a dative is
required, tito the variations show that the meaning was not under
stood VS cumin struggles with the instr as an abstract noun,
dependent on dhavate,

apparently
he analyzes it as from krt,nñyata (krtsna-

dytitri) + ta, assuming haplology (or is there a misprint,
for °yalataya ?) The original dat is an epithet of Rudra

4 Case attraction
§564 In a couple of cases external case attraction seems responsible

for the change
yunapnia sayer, untarikç'erua te (MS tens) salsa TS ApS AIS yukt' vato

'ntanksena te sapa PB 'I join wind (wind is joined) for thee with
the atmosphere (wind with this atmosphere) ' Formal assunda-
tion of te to terra, influenced by antartk,serui

drla rra badsa brhatd sustkmara MS dr'e ca bhiisa Watt su'ukuanih
(KS °kvabhih) VS TS KS SB dre is infinitival with sukuk °,
and drill seems due to formal assimilation apparently 'with great
appearance (arid) brilliance' (on su.hkrnana see VV 2 §240)

5 Corruptions

§585 A few cases seem more or Ices certainly corrupt
aghdya blob. harivah paradai (MS °darh) RV AV 'FS MS On MS
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('by betrayal ") see VV 2 §384, it Is probably corrupt, or else a
mere phonetic variant

dike ardem (KS dtk, ay) hater agachalam nah KS TB AA There is
no stem 'dram, and it seems that KS (all flies and ed ) must be an
error

fendhnedam ahar akiya svdhd KS idahna id ñharam eats MS ed by
em , the mes corruptly point to the same text as KS See VV
2 §709 ]

6 Phrase inflection

§566 Phrase inflection ( 1121 -2) occurs
rtubhap tvdrtavazh AV HG rtubhyas tvdrtavebhyah AV In two differ-

ent stanzas, AV 3 10 10 and 5 28 13, one (it is not certain which)
is repeated AV 19 37 4 (see notes in Whitney- Lanman)

asme kpatrdya varcase balfzya RV satin ksatrena varcasa balena AV In
different contexte

eahasrdkpdya nadir e (NilarU vajzne) VS VSK '1'S MS KS NilarU
sahasrdksena vdjind AV The same stanza as in VS etc occurs in
NilarU , but has apparently been influenced (as to valine) by vapna
of the quite different AV stanza

7 Transfer of epithet
§567 The only cases of transfer of epithet noted between dat and

instr seem to he instances in which the variant word is a tare epithet.
only in one of the versions, in the other having independent con-
struction ( 115)
yo agnaye daddy havyadrilzbhzh (SV °ddlaye) RV SV 'Who has done

homage to Agro with oblation - offerings (to Agni the presenter of
oblations) ' So it seems best to take SV , with havya° as a noun
of agent, as in RV 6 48 2 ddtema havyaddlaye If however we
take the SV forni as a noun of action, the variant would belong
in §558

vïly arpa canig(hayd (SV panzs(aye) RV SV 'Go with sustenance most
desirable', RV The SV is usually understood to mean 'go a ith
sustenance unto praise' (VV 2 §86), the epithet being changed to
an independent noun If we dared take panzy(aye as an adjective,
it might go with the 'fulk' (jaruiya) of the preceding pra -pra
heed, pririyass, jundya gusto adruhe (SV °hah), this would be a
genuine 'transfer of epithet'
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B Instrumental and ablative

1 Instrumental of means and ablative of source

§558 Since the source of anything may be regarded, from a slightly
different angle, as the means by which it is produced or brought about,
it is natural to find the ablative of source and the instrumental of means
interchanging Such variants form the largest block of variations
between these two cases, of which it in to he noted that our inatenals
seem to indicate a very marked affinity, to judge by the fact that most
of the variant passages show very slight differences in meaning between
the two forme

§569 We find first a group containing a verbal forni expressing source,
and an ablative of source varying with an instrumental of means
yds to vitas tapasah (TB °s(i) srirztbahlulvuh AV TB 'Whatever clans

have sprung up from (by) thy lapels '
payasa (MS °salt) Sukrani airirlam 3anilram, followed by
surayd (MS KS sardya) ward] janayanti (VS t MS °nkz) etch VS

MS KS t TB 'By (from) milk they created) the bright immortal
productive seed, by (from) :urn, from urine ' Here the original
clearly had abl niutray (all texts), but instr payasa (all but MS ),
while the form of the stem Iona was either instr or ahl in either
case being assimilated in two of four texts to the following ur pre-
ceding parallel forni MS KS are more apt to be Dogma! than
VS TB

surayd (MS surdydh) soma sofa asuta mark, \ S MS KS AB TB
The AB understands 'uraya tu, associate c instr , so also COMM on
TB and Griffith Despite the authority of this ancient interprets.-
tion, we feel that the MS variant, and the similar passage just
discussed, make more likely this interpretation 'Soma, pressed
forth by (MS from) aura, distilled unto enjoyment ' 1 his seems
supported by Mahidharn on VS asitah suraya tsvrthrtah san

yatah pray" akhtdra (MS ytna pray" arhtd) a) matron. lasniai tua
Juhontr.l'S MS hS

punsah kartew matart ast +ilia JB puns" kartra »;star? rots nzpznra ( °cata

to be read ?) ICBU 'Front (by) a man as creator (father) ye have
implanted (implant) me in (my) mother' On the verb -form see
VV 1 §372c

tábhya and ni tvartaya RV t"bhyas tua vartayanta.,t KS tabhsr d ear -
layd punch TS ApMB 'From (by) them (the four quarters of the
earth) bring them (we bring thee) back ' The Salt reading is
clearly secondary and poor
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§670 Similarly in other passages where no verbal expression of origi-
nation is present
tarn yawl bhyah (TA °bhzh) VS SB TA 'Welfare (be to us) from (by)

the sacrificial formulas '
pauruseyad dazvyat KS t pauruveyena daivyena TS MS Iyena -yens vd

krtam] pauruseyan na drnvrzt AV Preceded by yad %dam abhzdasatz
KS , yad dam mabhzkocalz TS MS , pan medam abhzáocatz AV

anyad cvahur tadyayah (VSK l aU vidpaya),
anyad dhur (IfdU tevakur) papa (VSK ISaU avzdyaya) VS VSK

IAAU 'Different, they say, is (the fruit) arising from (by means
uf) knowledge and ignorance ' That the words are felt as able ,
not gene , is proved by the parallel patios anyad evdhuh sanibhavat,
anyad dhur aaambhavat, which occur in the vicinity

evand ya,7ñam. munasah (KS' [2 3] patñamanasah) VS MS KS t (bus)
SB ApS MS svaha yajñanz mamma (KS °si) TS MS KS ApS
A verb such as d rubhe (hut with the Inc mariais, mime §607) is
to be understood In KS 23 5 stay yajianz manuzsah (which
certainly should be read also in KS 2 3 for ed yajñamanasah, cf
VV 2 §819), 'I take sacrifice from mind,' is explained by the brat,-
mans
lence

maraud vas yapna alahh fate a striking proof of the equiva-
of the two cases in such expressions

2 Instnunental of means and ablative of cause
§671 The ablative of cause is only a slight development of the abla-

tive of source, into which it shades over imperceptibly, and it varies
quite as easily with the instrumental of means The following variants
seem to contain what may best be classified as causal aids
terra (TB Cato) no mstravnrunau (and) aysvtani (TB until RV MS TB

Preceded by pad barhiythani natnndhe (TB °vide) sudanú, achzdram
Sarnia bhuvanasya yopä 'By (thin) this (aid, Sarman), O M and
V , help us

Murat team indra bralunazuï (MS °no) n.ahan RV TS MS KS AS
'Become thou great, O Indra, by (thru, as a result of) our holy
words '

pars salyaspu dharmanri (PG sakhpasya dharmanah) AS PG The PG
reading is regarded by Stenzler as corrupt, and we have followed
him m VV 2 §143, the context makes it easy to assume a change
from satyasya to sakhyasya, and the reverse

easy to
change is not easy to

understand Yet pars is not very construe in AS , while
in PG it goes very naturally with the abl dharrnanah, either in

'
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the sense of '(turning away) from the condition of fnendship' (so
Oldenberg), or (perhaps better) 'in accordance with the law of
friendship (or of truth, if satgasya he read) ' In the latter inter-
pretation, the abl of cause with part would be equivalent to the
mstr

§572 To this group would belong three other variants, if their abla-
tives were to be accepted as textually sound, they are however all
suspicious for one reason or another
abhz sravobhth antra RV //la quanta (MS , ravala [p p °sah] a)

prthuñm VS TS MS TA 'And (has spread over) the earth also
by reason of his glory ' MS like the others has in the preceding
the parallel rnahzna (instr ) divah, over the heal, ens by his great-
ness ' If sz avasah be accepted it w cold (tote to be an ahl of
cause, but see VV 2 §991

hzranyapanzr amtmita .sukratuh krpa (AV front) tool AV SV VS TS
MS KS SB AS Sti Whitney adopts krpa for AV , which is read
by some mss and cumin (the variant might he added 'o VV 2
§420) AS SS add the Oita fryer svah for Lr pit svah, which should
have been recorded in VV 2 ¡l38 Can the anomalous final t of
AV be explained as due to misunderstanding of a nis ^eating in
which t «as inserted, interlinearly or marginally, as a substitute
for k krpa, and later taken as an addition at the end of the word'

satyrs e,súm äszsah santa roar h (SMB karat) SMB ApMB HG So
Cone but Jorgensen reads kamah ru SMB , with only one ms
recorded as reading karma Cf §,412

3 With expressions of separation

§573. The instrumental is sometimes used with expressions of separa-
tion or release, of the thing separated from, by analogy with the arso-
Native instrumental used after (antonymie) expressions of joining See
e g Whitney, Gr 283a, Speyer, VSS §33 In this way it comes to he
interchangeable with the ablative of separation
tebhzr no adya (ApS tebhyo no zndrah) .Inv dodo nylon tebhyo

amain varunah soma zrzdrah hau6 Vie verb in muñconta follows
'May (Indra,) Sumter and Visiiu free us (today) from these (fet-
ters of Varuna)', or the like

vasva (MS vy) amivah pramurtran moor anion (KS Ppp °gebhyah, MS
°Sánanz) AV Ppp MS hS vz5va (mall pramuñcan nzanu'ir bhtyah
VS TS Followed by Savñbhzr (Ppp VS KS MS ,zvebhzr) adya
pan polo rui payam (VS TS MS KS vrdhe) All evidence points

in

ApAKt
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to manuytbhzh as the original The AV comm followed by Whit-
ney supplies tlttbhzh But the noun most naturally understood
with marine!nei is vcb or Orel, 'tribe' (see Grasamann, Wbch s v )
The instr is then probably one of separation 'freeing all diseases
from human tribes ' KS Ppp must be interpreted similarly,
taking nuinupebhyah as abl , 'from men' On VS TS see §474
MS has a possessive gen 'freeing (removing) men's diseases '
1 he following piida is a reminiscence of RV 6 71 3b, ftvebhtr adya
part pñhz no says, where ltvebhtr goes with a preceding payubhza
(the context is w holly different) Here hurdler or lwabhzr must be
taken either as an adverb, 'auspiciously', or ao a noun, 'with kind-
ness' Note that only AV has manupibhth and livdbhth m the
same cane form

4 Dependent on prepositional adverbs
§674 The prepositional adverbs paras, aves, arvdk govern either abl

ur instr without. difference of meaning This use of the abl is appar-
ently related to the abl of comparison, cf Speyer, VSS §39
paro diva (AV vulg divo by misprint, MS dtrah) para end prthivyd

(MS °ydh) RV AV VS TS MS KS 'Higher than the heaven,
higher than the earth here' Followed (except in one of the two
RV occurrences, and AV which repeats this) by

paro devebhir (MS °bhyo) asurair (MS °ram) yad asti (Ts csuratr guha
yet) RV VS 'l'S MS KS

moat ca yah parah sruca (Vast. srucah, KS paro divali) RV KS Vail
arvdk tva parcel, 'indent (VSK lvd parebhyah) porn varebhyah (TS tvd

parser evident paro varech, MS tva parebhyah paro 'varebhyo 'vtdam)
VS VSK 'l'S MS KS SB 'I have found thee on the near side
of the farther, on the far side of the nearer'

5 In adverbial forms
§676 Temporal or local adverbs are formed with the endings of butte

cases,
nicdd

usually without clear difference of meaning
urea nvadhnr /nook prefer.. Ppp TS KS ntcatr ucrach svarlha

abhi pra tasthau AV Here nicad has distinct ablatival force
'(from) below above (nach oben)', or 'below (and) above'

ayam palydd (MS pasta) vndadvasuh MS KS In this and the next
two the p p of MS reads pared/

ayam palcad (MS paled) vtivavyardh VS TS MS KS SB See prec
maryo na yotam abhy ek palcdt (MS pasca) RV AV MS TB See

prec two
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yad ahnd (and, rdtrtyd, v 1 rdtryd) pops,, akdrsam TA MahAnU yad
ahndt (and, rdtrtydt) kurute pepsin TAA The comm repeats the
strange forms ahndt and rdtriyat (blended forms under the influ-
ence of ablatives of a- stems), saying that they are 'Vedic'

6 Case attraction, and miscellaneous

1676_ Almost the only variants in which the two cases seem to have
really quite distinct meanings are the following, in the first of which it
seems
influential

likely that external case- attraction (formal assimilation) has been

sa budhruld (AV Ppp °nydd) a (a Janut hhy (AV janupo 'My) agram
AV Ppp (JA05 37 260) TS KS AS The instr is doubtless
engine), note that even Ppp has it 'From the bottom to the top
he has reached by his nature' or the like The isolated Januyo is
doubtless due to attraction to the abl hndhnyad, now taken a, an
adjective 'from the lowest generation to the top he has reached '
Otherwise Ludwig

sdyur na tdita fditavyair demur anlarek,yaih (ApS dntarik -0aih) polo KS
ApS vdyuf tvantan.k,at Pali sirup divah MS

samuagmano (KS °red, MS TB ApS °ruin) diva (TB ApS diva d)
prthivyd (ApS t °vyah) VS MS KS SB TB ApS All but TB
ApS have two instrs 'uniting with heaven and earth' The sub-
ject is the áukra and (or) the manthin graha, either together in the
texts that have a dual, or separately (in VS SB , which repeat the
formula with each) TB keeps the instr prthivyd (the final d is
fused with the next word ayuh), while ApS (which reads prthivya
ayuh) understands an abl (so Caland, less likely gen or dat) both
must take diva(h) as abl Caland renders 'Zusamrnentreffend von
dem Himmel, von der Erde her' The TB comm understands
'uniting with the earth, as far as (i e including) the heaven' d divo
dyulokasahitayd prthivya The secondary TB ApS reading con-
tains the reverse of double sandhi (false vowel resolution) and
should be added to VV 2 §991, the variant might also he added to
VV 2 §732

C Instrumental and genitive

1 Objective genitive

§677 In contrast with the ablative, the genitive shows few variants
in which it is used interchangeably with the instrumental Most of our
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vanants are miscellaneous in character and show quite different syntactic
applications of the two cases

§578 The objective genitive, which easily interchanges with various
other cases (107 ff ), vanes with an associative instrumental after noun
expressions of union or association, with practically no difference of
meaning
eainvasdnm (SV Na) vtvasvatah (SV °ta) RV SV 'Fellow -dweller of

(with) Vivasvat'
eamvesane tariva3 (AV toners) edrar edits RV AV 'In joining of (with)

thy body ' Other texts samvetanas tanve (tanuvaz) , with
final dative, see §560

vt,tveudm devdnam sham (KS vz° ahem dev °) devayayyayd prdnazh (KS
prdnánñni) sayuyam gameyam KS AIDS ' may I go into asso-
ciation with (of) the life- breathe'

§579 After expressions of gratification, the objective genitive inter-
changes with the instnimental of means
ten° ttrpyalam arlhahau TB ApS tasya tlrrnpatam svriha SS
jtz ani devebhzr (AV devandm) uta manuyebhzh (AV mrinugdnam) RV

AV 'Accepted by (pleasing to) gods and men '

2 Subjective genitive

§580 Again, the subjective genitive varies, without essential differ-
ence of meaning, with an instrumental of means or agent, after a parti-
ciple or its equivalent, the difference is one between nominal and verbal
psychology
yan maya duskrtam krtam. TA MandnU BDh yan me kern cartel du,ykr-

tam ViDh 'Whatever evil has been done by me (or, of me, as it
were 'my deed') '

yan me (TA BDh mayd) mimosa mica TA (both) MahitnU BDh
(both) As in preceding, the participle krtam follows

chandobhzr yajñazh sukrlarn krtena AV brahmand guptah (ApMB
eamprncdnas) sukrtd krtena ApMB HG 'With the deed of the right-
eous' 'by (with) the holy speech which is made by the righteous
man ' There is no need to emend HG to sukrtarri with Oldenberg

dim devih p- atharnu3d rtena (AV rtasya) RV AV 'The divine waters,
first - produced by (first -born of) the rta'

3 Partitive genitive
§581. The partitive genitive (almost appositional at tunes) exchanges

in various ways with an instrumental, sometimes with little difference

andhdhuhi
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of meaning, as in the first instance, where the instr is appositional to
another instrumental, in phrases of this type the gen may exchange
with any other case (¢84)
eaaantena (also yri-0rnena, varsdbhss, farads, hemantakzkirábhyñm) tear -

tumi (KSA saint) hams/ diksayams TS KSA 'I consecrate thee
with the spring (etc ) season (with the spring of the seasons), with
oblation '

§682 Psychologically similar also are the uses of the two cases with
verbs of offering
Mama :lard y° hantii 3uhata MS tasmd indraySndhaao puhola RV 'To

Indra here make offering with oblation (make offering of the soma) '
Others with the ace , §§466, 502

§583 Somewhat less close are
yad alga karmarw 'tyartncam ApS HG AG ApMB yid karniaruHyari-

ncam SB BrhU PG 'Whatsoever of this performance (by my
performance) I have done in excess

sukalpam ague tat lava (AV troy.) AV TS MS KS 'Thai (part) of
thee is easily made good' 'that is easily made good by thee'
Addressed to Agni

anus(up (also Crestup, gayatri, 3agati, pañktes) tcñ chandasam avatu (KS
chandasavatu) TS MS KS 'May anustubli (etc ) of the meters
(with meter) help thee ' Formulate rigmarole

sujyoti-r,7yotisti (TA ApS °wail) steal VS FIB TA ApS 'Fair - lighted
one with light (of lights) ' As prec

twain rhidram prati dadhmo yad rare KS tesdrn cturinarn tarn etad (SS
.sum imam, TS praty strut) rladkrlmi VS '1'S SS tebhst chidram
apzdadhmo yad acre MS AS 'Of (by) these (33 threads) '

4 Instr -gen of time

4684 The question whether the gen can be used adverbially in
expressions of tune was formerly mooted but may now be considered as
settled affirmatively, see §678, and cf especially Oldenberg, RVNoten
on 1 79 6 In this sense it is therefore interchangeable with the instr
We have however noticed only a single variant, and even its forni is
not certain
madhu madam utosasah (KS °sá, 'l'S TA °as) RV VS TS MS KS

SB TA BrhU Mah&nU Kaut§ The RV usasah has been taken
(e g by Grasemann) as nom pl 'the rught and dawns are honey '
This is impossible because there is no nom naktam (Wackernagel
3 p 234) that form cari only be adverbial ace , and consequently
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Waaah is also adverbial It might (with Wackernagel 1 e and
others) be taken as ace pl , but may at least as well be gen sg , in
either case it means practically the same as ward (or 'et), 'at dawn '

5 Case attraction
11185 The rest contain miscellaneous shifts which are hardly classi-

fiable in terms of definite syntactic relationships We shall mention
first a group in which formal, external attraction or assimilation seems
to be responsible for the change
cakquyah (KapS °¢a) pztd maraud hi dhirah RV VS TS MS KS

KapS ApS Raghu Vira emends to caksuÿah, wrongly, assimila-
tion to mamma (Oertel 18)

in vaayeódna ojasd (SV °sah) RV AV SV 'Ruler of all by might'
'ruler of all might ' We take it that mesa has been altered to
qoaaah by attraction to vzávaaya

aamvatsarerw saints no ahndm (MS ahnd) TS MS KS AS 'By the
year of days' 'by the year, by the day' 'I'he MS form seems to
be assimilated to samvatsarena, so in the next two But note that
in all three the formal difference consists in loss of a final nasal,
and cf VV 2 §307, where these variants might have been quoted
the change may be largely phonetic in character, since the final
nasal seems to have been weakly pronounced

tnvrn nn viAhayi (KS tempi vzy(hayrz) damn ahndm. (MS ahrui) TS MS
KS AS As prec

mztrdvarunú 3aradiihndnz (MS °hrzd) oikttnu, (with varr) TS MS KS
AS As prec

trazp(ubhena chandasenrtrena devalaydgneh pakseruigneh pakiani upa da-
dhamt TS lrazc ubhena : ham hiss chandasdgneh parsvenagneh para-
yarn upa declining KS lratptubhasya chandaso 'gneh pak,,endgneh
pakóam upadadhamz MS 'With the tnotubh meter, with the side
of Agin ', so 'I'S KS , original In MS the first phrase is assim-
ilated to the following agrzeh 'with the side of the tnstubh meter,
of Agni ' So also with the meter -names gdgata, gdyatra, dnu8-
(ubha, pd Aldo

devasya tvd smell. prasave '3vznor bahubhyrim prtti no hastdbhydra sums-
rated vdcd (VS TS AB sarasvatyaz vdco) veinier yantrerui abhz-
{nñc4mz VS 'l'S MS KS SB sarascatyaz vdco yantar yantrzye
(VSK vdco yan turye turyam) dadhdmz VS VSK SB Assuming
that MS KS are imaginal, we have assimilation of vdcd to the
preceding sarasualyd(s) or °yat (4143) and the following yantur in
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the others If, as is less likely, the gen te original, it has been
assimilated to the preceding instr in MS KS

4686 In the next the formal association is of a rather different sort
Here the assimilating force is exerted by the construction of a parallel
formula m the vicinity, to which the variant formula is brought into
closer parallelism by the change, it is not a question of influence of
another word in the same passage The three formulas here quoted
belong to the same context
pdvamdnasya tva stomena gdyatrusya vartangopanior viryena MS

pdvamanena tva stor enu ydyatrasya (KS °tryd) vartanyopari,or
viryena TS KS

brhadrathanitarayes tva stomena triylubho vartanyd .iukrasya viryena
TS brhatd tva rathamfarcna traistubhyd (KS triatubha) vartanyd
Sukra.sya MS KS

agnes tva nui(raya jayat jai. [gen ] vu unye'gee aryl viryena (KS jaÿutyd
vartanyd) '1'S KS agne, Iva mdtrayd jagatyd vertanya MS
In these three associated formulas, the gens pdvaman.isya (MS
only) and hrhadratharntarayos ('TS only), 'with the hymn of the
P ' and 'of the B -R (sñmans),' are clearly secondary and modelled
on the parallel agnus tva mdtrayd etc of the third formula, the
instr forms (found consistently in K5 ) are original The second
phrase of all three formulas consists of vartangil modified by an
adjectival or appositional instr in KS , and again this seems to be
the original form In the first formula the instr is replaced by a
dependent gen in both 'I'S and MS , in the second and third
formulas un TS alone These gens are modelled on the next fol-
lowing phrase, spanner (Sukrasya, dgrayanialya) viryena

6 Miscellaneous

15,587 In listing the remaining miscellaneous variants, we begin with
those in which nu otliei change, or no serious change, in addition to the
shift of case -form, occurs in the variant
vayam mana pra bravamra (KS t °ma, add to VV 2 §446) ghrtasya (TA

ApS ,ghrtena) RV VS MS KS 'l'A AO MahánU (All but one
ais of MahnnU used by Jacob read ghrtena, which therefore should
probably be read as in 'J'A ApS , tho the comm has yhrlasya )
Caland translates ApS as if gen , but the agreement of the Tait
texts suggests that ghrtena us the true reading of the school, non-
sensical as it seems tu us 'l'A comm says the 'name' means the
pranava (ant)
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pra yujo (SV yujd) vdco agrtyah RV SV Followed by the verb
rakradal (SV actkradal) RV `let the leader (Soma) of his asso-
ciate, the song, sound forth' yujd may be an adverb (so Benfey),
'the leader of the song has sounded forth together,' or perhaps
better a noun, 'the leader of the song together with his associate
(the song) '

aarasvatyt (TB °tydh) supsppalah VS MS TB Preceded by devo
demur (TB isidro) vanaspatth, hsranyaparno uávtbhyam The instr
is associative, and TB glosses the gen by sarasvalydh sambandhi

rosant pans-.pan (MS °ta) na Tongan( VS KS MS TB The instr
depends on the verb assort in the prec , felt as a verb of mixing or
uniting as the red sap with portend' However, VS comm glos-
ses pansruta with partarutah ('as the red sap of partarut')

ado bhñgaa (TA 'badpas) Nyasa (AV °sas) tam tapasva RV AV TA
'The goat is (thy) portion (TA portionless), burn him with heat'
'the goat. is the portion of heat, burn him ' Whitney considers
the AV superior, but wrongly, cf Oldenberg Noten on RV 10 16 4

paint surdya (TB surdyaz, VS suraya) bhetajarn VS MS TB See
§563

earn brahmanñ (AV °rain) devakrtam (RV AV devahitam) yad asti RV
AV Ppp VS TS MS KS SB TB The instr is associative, with
sam nest (nela) of prec 'bring together with the prayer which has
been made by the gods ' In AV it becomes a partitive gen with
yad 'whatever prayers have been ', no instr being expressed
tho one must still be understood

uzíva (MS uy) amlvuh pramuñcan rnanustibhzh (KS °,,ebhyuh, MS
°sanñm) AV MS KS See §573

§588 Different words, or more extensive and radical reconstructions,
are involved in the following
agnzr dyusman sa tens tvayusayusmantam karomt (KS tasydyam dyu-

sayusmdrt arty aaau) TS KS PG ApMB By this life' 'by his
life' The meaning is practically the sanie, but different pronouns
are used

awns no nabhusas patch (TS ApS nabhasd parch) AV TS GB Vint
Etui ApS Followed by sannsphdno abht ranee.

ye barn, (MS °sa) namovrkhm (VS VSK MS SB namauktzm) nu
gagmuh (VS SB yajanti for na ,la °) RV AV VS VSK TS MS
KS SB TB

ya zndrena saratham yatz devah AV yenendrasya Fulham sambabhúvuh
MS KS ApS See §419
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salsa to dharmanas path ApS aatydd d dharmanas pans (SS dharmand,
Vait MS dharnzanas pan, but MS toes dharmand pan) AS SS
Vait MS

sam tea nahyamy apa (MS MG adbhzr) osadhibhsh TS MS MG sam
Iva nahydrnz payasaucadhiruim AV Cf sam tea nahydmt payasd
prthzvydh (TS ghrtena), which Immediately precedes this, see §460

pú8á saninarn (TS ApS Tanya), soma rádhasam (TS °sd) TS KS MS
ApS MS (only the first t.wo words in ApS MS , delete MS in
Cone under soma rd °) In MS KS probably a noun, 'giver',
rather than a verb of giving as y Schroeder suggests, is to be
supplied 'Pfisau (is the giver) of gifts' etc In TS dvavrtran pre-
cedes 'Púgan (has surrounded me) with gain' etc

ghrtasydgne tanvd earn bhava KS MS Rauh MG ghrtena team &savant
(TS tenuvo) vardhayasva RV VS TS MS SB ApS MS N

sam zt tarn rayá matt svadhdván (AV rdyah snob. svadhdbhzh) RV AV
(both)

dyurdd agree lump jasdnah (SG hatn d vrdhanah) TS TB TA AS
ApS SG

yena (AV yasya) dyaur ugra (AV tea) Mimi ca drdhd (TS drdh,, AV
mahl) RV AV Ppp VS VSK TS MS KS In passing we note
that the change from agra to arvi is a sign of the increasingly
unpleasant connotation of ugra

§589 The forms themselves are doubtful of interpretation, or textu-
ally suspicious, in the following
on,sfah sydma tuned suMMA RV AV TS KS an,°(as (Vivo b/ulyásma

LS The LS tanvo is doubt fui as to form and meaning Is it gen
with arzy(as, 'without harm to the body' (Whitney Gr 296b)'. Or
abl of source or cause? Or adverbial accus 7 Or even nom pl
('may we he unharmed bodies, persons')? It may, finally, be a
mere error or misprint in the unreliable edition

nediya zt srnyah (TS t °ydt pakvam. eydt (AV a yavan, TS MS KS
dyat) RV AV VS TS MS KS SB N Here srnyah may be
variously Interpreted In the RV form, it is often taken as gen
'may the ripe grain come near to the sickle' But ace pl is also
possible, likewise nom sg (stem srnyà) may be considered (cf
Oldenberg, Nolen on 1 58 4) The AV makes it a nom pl

prthwvya (MS Will) sambhava VS TS MS KS SB KS ApS See

VV2p 197
[vdcam zndnyendvz;a (TS MS mica mends.) TS KS MS Read KS

like the others, see v Schroeder's note on 31 15, p 18 n 1 1

'

'
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7 Transfer of epithet
1590 The only case which may be called in the strictest sense a

'transfer of epithet' is the uncertain one which follows
amaigdm attain prabudhdm (TS KS °dhd) m nesat (KS nahyatu) RV

AV TS KS 'At home let the plan of these clever (enemies) come
to naught. ' In TS KS prabudhd may be taken as personal, 'by
the wise one', referring to Agm, to whom the verse is addressed,
or else, with Keith, as impersonal, 'by (his) wisdom '

§591 In the rest an originally independent word is transformed into
an epithet, of another word, to the case of which it is attracted ( §15)
stoma pariah ca (TB yajfiasya) rüdhyo hoops. (TB 'fah) RV TB

'Praise and sacrifice (are) to be offered by the sacrificer' Once the
gen has been introduced in TB (see §449), havi,sniatd is assimilated
to it

wyeth eutasyau3asd (SV PB °salt) RV SV PB In SV ojas is made
an epithet of soma 'of the hull [that is] strength, pressed out',
instead of 'pressed out by strength'

eedam savitra prasútam niaphondm AG veda,, prasiitani entre niaghonñ
SG Stenzler and Oldenberg both adopt for AG the reading of
SG , with no me authority To us it semis that AG is not only
sound but original 'holy knowledge pressed forth by Savitar for
liberal patrons ' AG has secondarily assimilated maghond to
savitrd, transposing the latter word into juxtaposition with what is
now its epithet ' pressed forth by the liberal Savitar'

phrtasya rnbhra,stim ano kukrasorm,cah (RV AV VS KS vast? .socmoi) RV
AV SV TS MS KS Followed by äjuhvanaslla sarpm,ozh The
two independent words of the original are replaced by a compound
epithet of sarptyah

D Instrumental and locative
1592 The variations between instrumental and locative are instruc-

tive in showing a much closer association between these two cases than
has commonly been assumed Speyer (t'SS §75) notes uses in which
the locative vies with most of the other oblique cases, but does not
mention the instrumental And yet our variants show that they are
interchangeable, often with little or no difference of meaning, in a
variety of ways

§593 'In the iris tr u icntal is put that concept which is associated
with the principal concept in the (I)clbruck, AIS p 122) The
locative designates primarily the sphere within which an action takes
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place But the sphere of the action may also be regarded as an accom-
panying concept of the action Conversely, the accompanying concept
may be treated as the circumstance within whose sphere of operation
the action takes place The occasion (loc) is at the same time the
means, cause, or manner ( instr) of the action The phrase marulñm
prasaveJaya (TS 2ayata) of TS MS KS Mg means 'in (upon, German
auf) the impulse of the Manure conquer' Is there any essential differ-
ence between this and the variant of VS SB , with prescreen? Only a
faint and elusi%a one, 's a should say, Lust as we imagine a Latinist would
be puzzled t.n make a very clear distinction between zn hoc signo vines
and hoc sign° cilices

§694 Adverbial expressions of tune and place, as well as manner,
occur with both cases Distinctions are often drawn between them
Thus it is said that the instr denotes the time or place thruout which
the action takes place Delbruck uses the terms Nairn- and Zeiler -
streckung of such instrumentals To be sure he admits (.118 p 130),
at least for trine concepts, that this distinction cannot always be felt,
noting that dose, instr 'in the evening' is the precise counterpart of
ugasz, Inc 'in the morning' We are very doubtful whether the dis-
tinction lias any value At any rate our variants show a number of
cases in which it

recognize,
seems forced

§695 We of course, that these two eases developed some
quite distinct uses, and we should not claim that in all or even most of
the instances in which they vary with each other, their meanings are
precisely identical 'fo some extent we shall keep in mind the conven-
tional terminology which speaks of instrumentals of 'manner, cause,
accompaniment' etc and of locatives of various sorts And where it
seems to us likely that the two cases had somewhat different connota-
tions, we shall not hesitate to point them out Yet we believe that the
mass of our variants will be found to confirm the view that the two cases
approach each other much more than has been generally recognized, so
that it is anything but surprising that in a number of ritualistic, rigma-
role formulas, either will do as well as the other ( §604)

I Time expressions

§696. We have already referred to the use of the two cases in expres-
sions of time, and noted that the distinction made by Delbruck and
others is not supported by the variants ( §594)
nzaghdsu (RV aghdsu, ApG niaghabhzr) hanyante gavah (ApG giivo

grhyante),
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phalgunipu (RV arjunyoh, ApG phalguntbhyanz) vy (RV part') uhyale
(ApG v.hyale) RV AV ApG Kau 'In the asterism of the
Maghia (Aghas) the cows are slam (taken), in that of the Phalguni
(Arlunl) the marnage takes place ' Distinction of meaning is
scarcely conceivable

madhu naktam utosasah (KS °sd, TS TA °s:) RV VS TS MS KS
SB TA Brill,' MahrtnU Kau Here upasah (probably gen sg )
is the original, and is replaced by either mstr or loe , see ß5S4

2 Place expressions

ß587 The instr is particularly frequent in expressing the 'way' with
verbs of motion (Speyer, VSS ß42), but the loe may equally well be
used
samudram gendharvep(hdm. anváei,i(hata (KS vats patma-

nedztd (KS patrnqnn ìdita) MS KS 'On the path of the wind '
avyo vamp (SV avyd uareóhzr) asmayuh RV SV , and
avyo vare (SV avya vdrazh) pan priyah (and pr/ yam) RV SV 'In (or,

thru) the sieve of wool ' The verbs are pavasva, punanah, hznvanti,
the subject, soma

drund (SV drone) sadhastharn alma,. RV SV 'By (in) the wooden
vessel thou attainest thy place ' The vessel is the 'way' thru which
the soma flows

drund (SV VS drone) sadhastharn asadat RV SV VS As prec
ß59B And without the concept of motion, in simple expressions of

location, the instr may replace the hoc
adhz bums vzpunlpam (ArS Kama tnsvarzlpam.) yad asti (ArS asya,

earth',MS f data) RV AV ArS MS TB Here khans, 'on the
must apparently be instr , and is well known en the RV itself It
cannot be regarded as dependent on adhz, which is not found with
the mstr (tho it may reinforce the hoc , as probably here with
Imams)

paro yad zdhyate diva (SV dim) RV SV Here diva is commonly
regarded as dependent on paras 'beyond the sky' (so Ludwig,
Grassmann Whch and Bergaigne 2 187) Yet it may quite well
mean simply 'tn the sky', with paras an independent adverb (so
Grassmann's translation), in that case it would be the precise
equivalent of dun

tire tubhyam gasps HG lire tubhyam asau PG arena yamune (acid,
tirendsau) lava ApMB Preceded by ezvrttaca,trd dslnds HG
ApMB , avimuktacakra (v 1 °ra) asiran PG It seems scarcely

f °(hulha)

,
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possible to take ApMB tiring otherwise than as an expression of
location, 'sitting un thy hank '

§599 The instrumental adverb guhd is used sometimes in ways which
suggest that it may have been originally local This, to be sure, is not
proved by the fact that it varies twice with the locative guhdsu, 'in
secret, places'
gandharvo dhdma paramam guha yet (VS (Mime tnbhrtam guild sal) AV

VS gandharvo mama nzhitanz guhdsu TA Mal1AnI1
trim paddni (TA MahänU pads) nihvta guhasya (TA MahanU guMsu)

AV VS TA MahAnU

3 Instrumental of means or cause and locative

§600 We now approach cases in which the instrumental is no longer
strictly local or temporal, but is tinged with its more familiar meaning
of means Even so it often varies, with little shift of meaning, with a
locative, which then ordinarily denotes the occasion rather than the
literal, physical 'place', cf (in) hoc steno muses, §593 As a transition
case we mention first the following variant, «here the loe kumhhe, 'in
a pot', is still used of physical location, while the instr , 'with pots',
regards the noun as the means by which water is carried It is obvious
that the difference is subjective and that either way of looking at it is
simple enough
lain a yah kam(,ha dbhrldh. AV ;am yah. kunzbhebhzr ahhrtah AV

§601 others, in which the literal local sense is not, or not so clearly,
present, are
na vat §velasyddhyzirare (AG halm cabhzrdgdre, HG /vetaxyabhyñcarena,

MG . AG I'G HG ApMB MG Followed by
ahzr jaghana (PG dadarsa) Lam (AG MG keen) cana Kirste
a-t una's that HG is corrupt, and Oldenberg renders a hoc , 'within
the dominion of the white one ' The instr is indeed had net rically
and doubtless secondary But abhydcara in the sense of tibhzcdra,
'attack of hostile magic,' is guaranteed by AV 10 3 2, and there
is no need to abandon it, the more since MG has the loc of the
same word 'by (MG in) the hostile magic of the white one the
snake has killed no one (nothing) ' The other texts have differ-
ent words

marutrirn prasave (VS SB 'versa) Jaya (TS jayata) VS TS MS KS
SB MS See §593

apam ute prahastzyu (RV t "tojo, AV VSK °tzhhth) RV AV VS VSK
TS MS KS SB Followed by aáva (deed) bhavata ( °the) vdjznah
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The RV original has a dative of purpose ( §558), for it the later
texts substitute instr or loe, which are virtually equivalent, with
the loc , the praising is the occasion and so the means of the becom-
ing strong 'Become ye strong in (by) the praising of the waters'

nana Yakhzhhyo hams (MS KS °yd) svadhdvah RV VS TS MS KS
'Teach, O S , (thy seats) to thy friends at (by) the oblation ' The
oblation is the occasion, and so the means, of the teaching

vatrape adman ilia (MS adhz, KS vatrúpena stinted) tac chakeyam (TS
chaLema) 'I'S KS MS AS 'May I (we) have this power in (by)
the vairupa adman ' The next petit, which is closely parallel, has
an instr (3agatyd) in all

Trishaw copra abhvsvard (SV °re) RV SV AV Preceded by metro)
ment cakuasd 'With (in) their song of praise '

magnate! tvddhitena rudrdndm tirmyddztyandm tejasd tn(vegdnc dcvdmint
kratund manta. emnd 3uhamz need TB ApS easiindin at/hi/au
rudrdndm Jammer) adilyandm glen (cc tua juhomt) MS '1 offer
thee with (m) the meditation (7) of the Vasui,' etc

ahno rape (TS nipena) sriryaaya racrntpu (TS t rasmthluh) VS TS MS
KS SB The verb is (rhea or ddhunnmt 'I take (stir) thee in
(with) the form of day, in (with) the rays of the sun '

avapnah svapnsidhikarane RVKII !unpin .'vapndbhikara.ncna AV 'In
(with) the superintendence (meant anon?) of sleep ]let sleep put to
sleep all the people] ' Cf Edgerton, AJI' 3 i 436 f

srmzaaya AuBrnah suraya (MS surdyàm) sutasya VS MS KS SB 'IB
'The power of soma pressed out by (ut) ur.i '

svargena takeruz sarnprornuvdthdnc Vait svarge 10A prorrnivdlhdni (VSK
prvrnvrithant, MS prornuvdtdm) VS VSK MS 513 targe (KS t
suarge) lake samprornvdthdnc (NSA f (m ,alfa,,) TS KSA TB
'Wrap yourselves up with (in) the heavenly world '

agnzr ukthena vdltasd VS TS MS KS AS SS agnzr uktheav enemy
AV Contexts essentially the same

§802 Several tunes, at the end of pádas, the loc sg ending e varies
with the instr pl azh While both forms are interpretable lust as in
the preceding, we have little doubt that phonetic moments (e az, and
the light pronunciation of final visarga) are involved, see VV 2 § §381,
706, to which the first two vanants should be added
bodharnan tud haryatva yagñazh (MS yagñc) RV SV MS
mztrdvanund rak,Yalam ddhzpalyazh (AS `lye) 'I'S MS KS AS
Ointment. saurtar (MS KS °tur) ddhzpatyc (TS `tenth) TS MS KS

AS
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4 Instrumental of manner or accompaniment and locative

4603_ In the next group the instrumental cornea even closer to its
fundamental, ongmal meaning, as denoting an attendant circumstance,
and so vanes if possible even more easily with the locative of the occa-
sion There is, however, of course no sharp dividing line between the
instr of association and that of means or cause, and some of the follow-
ing cases might perhaps as well be put in the preceding group
Moss norms (KS pose) sam tsd modems VS TS KS SB TB ApS

MS SG PG 'May we revel with (in) increase of riches, with
food ' Associative feeling is perhaps indicated by sam The
meter indicates that KS is secondary

means a ( °yarn, °vdn) ddttyae a tasmtn (TS tens) mass (TS KS
niandasva) VS VSK TS KS AB 'Delight in It

ny adhur nzdtrdydm (KS mi./rap/1 kavayo vayodhasah (KS °sam) MS
KS 'Established him in fixed order' will translate both, but KS
has an instr of manner, MS a loc of situation

Eve dakse (VS MS KS SB svatr rlak,sazr) dak,aptteha olds VS TS MS
KS SB TB ApS 'Be seated in (with) thine own power(.)'
Add to VV 2 §706

sa sine sa lnrrantdhydm (SV °dhyd) RV SV AV JB Preceded by sa
tihd no yoga a hhuvat 'May he stand by us in nur work unto
riches, in (with) liberality ' puranzdhyd lzheralxter

norm (MG rte 'va) sthgndrrz (ApMB HG 'Tidy, MG °nä) adht roha
vansa (MG vansah) AV AG HG ApMB MG All Knauer's
mss rteva, Knauer says 'wohl nicht rid iva' If he is right, rte is
Inc of the sphere of action

tea yd (RV tee d) bhg,,anit vedhasah RV SV 'Worshipers devote them-
selves to (busy themselves with) thee ' Phonetic moments are
involved here, VV 2 §911

§604 In some ritualistic formulas the sense of the rigmarole 19 so
feeble that one case will do about as well as any other
prdcyam diss (MS KS MS prricyd drat, AS prdcyd dial saha) deed

rtvz3o mdrjayantdm TS MS KS AS SS ApS MS 'The gods,
the priests, shall purify (me?) in (with, by ?) the eastern quarter'
In SS saha proves that the instr is associative, in MS KS it
might also be one of means Similarly the formulae beginning
udieydm dzIy, urdhvdydm dth, pralicydm dike, dakptndydm dodo, with
variant metre

svdydm yal tanvdm (tanuvdm) tannin atrayala TS KS svayd tanvd tan
turn atrayat AV sud yal tang bantam atrayala KS KSA 'Pro-
duced a body in (with) hia own body '

-
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5 Instrumental and locative with verbal expressions of joining

§605 Special rubrication is deserved by a group in which a verbal
expression of joining is used, now with an associative instrumental, now
with a locative of goal (cf the similar use of the accusative of goal, §467)
In all but the first case the verb is one of placing or of motion, com-
pounded with the preposition sain, in these the locative may be felt as
going more closely with the notion of the verh, the instrumental with
the preposition
bTha.pate fyamyam (KS nie yanyd) yuñgdht (yuñdhz) vdcant TS MS

KS AS Von Schroeder emends KS to yamyrim, but the instr is
perfectly sound 'yoke up holy speech in (with) ydmi', whatever
pima may mean

east devdtuint au.malya (AV VS MS SB sumatau) yajfizyaruim RV
AV Ppp VS TS MS KS SB TB '(Bring us) together with
(to, in) the favor of the sacnficial gods

earn paint hated sukrteyu (TB ApS sukrtrna) gachatam MS KS 'I'B
ApS MS 'Let the wife with her husband conic together to (with)
good deeds '

hyena (VSK .owe) me Sant tis(hasva VSK TB TAA ApS 'Come
together with (in, unto) luck for me '

arigdny atoms (MS añgazr Moan() bhz,sajd tad atvitui VS MS KS
TB The verh is earn -dhd, see §462

§606 In one variant involving the root sprdh 'vie', the two cases are
differently used This root takes the instr of the person vied with,
the loe of the person or thing striven for For the exegesis of the
variant see VV 2 §109
spardhante dhtyah (TS KSA divah) surge tux (SV sire na, TS KSA t

n2ryena) shah RV SV TS KSA

6 Miscellaneous

§607 There remains a relatively small group in which the instr and
Inc seem to he used in definitely different constructions, often different
words are used or the passage is otherwise reshaped
garbha wet subhrto garbhinibhzh (RV sea sudhzto garbhtnigu) RV SV

KU 'Well borne by (well established in) pregnant women'
vayant rajabhzh (AV r6jasu) prathama dhananz RV AV (both) 'We

along with (our') kings, the first "we first among the kings'
It is not clear who t he 'kings' are The p p of both RV and AV
read prat /omit, Grossmann and Geldner (VSt 1 150) understand
ptathanid, n pl
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samsrafkl sa yudha sudsy ganena RV AV SV VS TS KS samsrp(dsu
zjittsv dubs yariesu MS 'This Indra, meugler of the fight (yudhas,
objective gen 't) with his band (instr of means) ' MS has dis-
torted the Aida, starting with a phonetic corruption (VV 2 §660,
some AV mss have samsrs(ri) 'Indra, in the mingled fights and
hands' or when the fights and bands are mingled '

yalhd prthivyam agnaye sarnanamann eva mahyam saninamah sani
nanuinia AV yathdgnih pre/tivya samanamad evam mahyam bhadrah
samnalayah sam namantu TS KSA t 5 20 The latter seems to
have an associative instr 'As Agni with the earth made obei-
sance ' But the mantra is obscure rigmarole, for a different
interpretation see Keith on 'I S Other parallel formulas in the
same context

yat kusidam apratiltaro (MS MS 7 A °Blum, 7 A Poona ed 'Milani with
y 1 Warn, SMB apradaltam) maycha (I'S maya) TS MS TA
MS SMB 'The loan which has not been paid hack hi nie' In
TS magi perhaps the unpaid loan which (rests) upon me '

maya Ova yopatirut sruadhearn AV mays naval santu gopatau AS
mays lzs(hantu yopalau MS Different verbs for the loc with
Santa cf §671

mandn niahitve tastabhanah (KS real. i sums tambhe) KS 7 D ApS
'Great, taking thy stand on greatness' 'great with greatness on
firm foundation '

Srusti (SV Of v) Joists, tndavah svarvidah RV SI sirs is taken as
mils of an t -stem, 'quickly', Benley understands ,rusk a, lut of

an u -stem, 'der Sat sung gems.
svaha yajgam marrie (KS 'Ai) 'I'S MS KS ApS Others with gen

°ce §570 Different verbs understood, vi'I S a ruble, in KS marie
§608 The change seems to he due to case attrvctinn in the follow ing

vatívúnararya tejasa (MS 'si) TB ApS MS Preceded by Sires lapasy
ahilani The preceding tapes has influenced MS

7 Phrase inflection
§609 What we call 'phrase inflection' ( § 121 -2) seems to be found in

the following variants, used in different contexts
,a rosy¢v dany(rayoh (and danii(rabhyam) AV 'l'he form with loc

is followed by agriar apt dadhamt tam, of these two pintas an unmet-
neat recast seems to be found in ea, tuna y act dans(rayor apt
dadluirnt AV

devi devehhtr yajale (and 'ta) y4jatraih RV devi dove, u yajald yajatra
RV AV MS

,
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vat to pavztram arena (AS °ra) RV VS MS KS TB AS LS VHDh
In all but AS followed by ague entotam ardor a In AS followed
by kaladesu dhdvatz, which is probably meant to be part of the
same formula, in that case AS does not intend a pratika of the
RV. verse

8 Transfer of epithet

MO We have noted only one instance of thus, and in it the original
form is an independent word, which is attracted in a secondary text
into a forni which zs an epithet of the adjoining word
adr-rthathdh 5arkarabhts tnvtNaln (MS tnbhr,stzbhzh) KS ApS MS

'Thou hast made thyself firm with pebbles over heaven' ' firm
with three- pointed pebbles '

9 Textually doubtful or corrupt

§811 The few remaining variants are textually doubtful or corrupt
room mire na (MS e p zndrena) bhesajam VS MS TB Mere Muni

Jargon, it does not matter what is read, but MS p p agrees with
the others Cf VV 2 §826

oarsman keatrasya (AV rds(rasya) kakudi (TS TB Poona ed kakubht,
TB Cone kakubhth, MS kakubbhth) dt.4rnanah (AV TB drayasva)
AV TS MS 1'B Comm un TB kakubhir uttamrñge (intending
kakubhy ut °'?) One ms of MS kakudbhi Probably MS like the
rest intends a lot! the strange looking forni kakubht would easily
suggest an instr pl to a thoughtless copyist Cf VV 2 §400
'Resting (rest thou) on the summit, on the head of royalty'

samudre na (and rents) ssndhavv yádamñnáh RV Read samudre
na both times, VV 2 §526

na maroon na snávasu ApMB neva manse na pibast AV naive man -
sena plum PG '1 he last simulates a vue sg fern pavan This
initial corruption brings in its train miasma, dependent on the
following participle eiyatam But the reading hardly deserves con-
sideration

[tanúr me Mood saha MS tams tanva Sonora) me saha (AV sahed entail)
AV (mss) 'l'S TAA Visit PG The vulgate emends AV to tantis
tanvám me ()hayed onto ,. , but tho the end of the pads is obscure and
doubtless corrupt, we must surely keep the instrumental tanua with
the other texts ]
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CHAPTER XXV

DATIVE AND ABLATIVE, GENITIVE, LOCATIVE

A Dative and ablative

§612 Since most nouns do not distinguish dative and ablative forme
except in the singular, it is not surprising to find few variants between
these cases They present only one well - defined group, in which a dative
of interest varies with an ablative of separation with verbs meaning
'remove' or 'free' The practical meaning of the two forms of these
variants is identical But most of them are formally uncertain, since
the forms classed here as either datives or ablatives may also be con-
sidered genitives
sa sutrrñnd svavrin pub same (AV MS asmat) RV AV (bns) VS TS

MS KS Followed by dear rid dvcsah sanutar matte (RV * yuyota)
'May Indra, well - saving, keep very far away from (for) us all
hatred ' This is perhaps the clearest case ae have, since the
ambiguous acme in such a connexion can scarcely be anything but
dative, and asmat is unmistakably ablative

tul utiainani mamugdhz rush (MS vial) RV KS TB MS 'Loose the
upmost (bond) for (from) us (me) ' But here rush may (with the
comets on both RV and TB ) be considered genitive

:dais ahain senriyd ahhilvaryaz (MS °ya) rnul.ham apohdmi TB ApS
MS 'I remove the front from (for) the hostile army' But a
genitive would be as possible as a dative or ablative ('the hostile
army's front'), and is preferred by Caland, note, further, that the
ending -pan may be considered ablative or genitive as well as dative
(Chapter III)

ydsya apa.tavya (etc) tangs tam asja apalahz SG SMB yñsyat tam
asyaznet PG yñsyaz tam 'Inane HG For full quota-
tions of this group see §148, where it certainly belongs since the
first asyds or asyaz is clearly genitive The second aayd occurs
before a vowel but is doubtless intended for asyds rather than asyaz
It may be meant as

here'),
ablative ('from her'), but also as genitive

('that [form] of or even dative (§ §151 2) Similarly the
second asyaz of PG may be meant for any one of the three cases

305
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Only HG has an unmistakable ablative, zto Since this cannot be
said to prove the intention of the other texts, their interpretation
remains obscure

§613 There remain only a couple of miscellaneous cases in which
real differences of interpretation seem involved
i,+tdpiirtam krnutad river a.smaz KS is(dpzirtam sma kern soma: AV

i,tdpartr kpsavdthdrnr (VSK SB krnavaihatir, TS TB MS
krnutad den) asmaz (MS asmdl) VS VSK TS TB SB MS The
original 'make clear his zptdpdrta for him The abl of MS (all
mss ) is rather surprising, perhaps 'the z,e(tipürta (that proceeded)
from him'' (abl of source')

yadz varunasydsz raja() varumit Iva raj fin 'Oa Are n Kau§ each vdruny
ass not tvd nzgkrindmz (Rvidh varundya tvd purskrindmy
ahem. ) ApG Rvnih yady ail vdruni varundya led ra3eie parch

CC And similarly with tad' snmasydst (seamy ass, yady a.ss

sauna) etc In a pregnancy rite 'If thou art Varuna's (Soma's),
from King V (S ) I ransom thee' or 'for King ' The ablative
seems inure

might
natural, possibly it etas

implication
changed to a dative to avoid

what. be felt as an of hostility to Varuna and
Soma Some of the texts have other similar formulas

B Dative and genitive

§614 The intonate relations between these cases are well known, but
our variants make them appear even closer than has commonly been
assumed, for the Vedic language at any rate Later Sanskrit. allows the
genitive to absorb all the functions of the dative, except perhaps that
of purpose, see e g Speyer VSS § §71 f Our variants show at least
une case ( §627) where a gen seems to replace a dative even in an expres-
sion of purpose (cf Speyer, fine print ut the end of §72), and they sug-
gest that in other functions onguially pertaining to the dative it is older
and commoner than has been supposed At the same time there are
not wanting instances of the reverse, dative forms where %%e should
expect genitives (cf tat puruydya vzdmahe etc §ti34) The Prakrit
languages, as is well known, have merged the t%uo cases pretty com-
pletely, genitive forms as a rule taking over all the functions of the
dative except that of purpose, but occasionally, especially in personal
pronouns, old dative forms survive, usually with genitive functions, see
Pisthel Gr d Pkt Spr §361, and under the pronominal inflections

§615 A special complication is
feminine

the recognized use
genitive

in Brührnana texts
of the dative ending at of nouns in function, and the

ndmt
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less recognized reverse of this Undoubtedly the confusion between
the endings at and as in feminine nouns goes far beyond anything that
is found between other genitive and dative forms, so that we have felt
constrained to agree with Wackernagel that some special factor must
have been at work in them, this special factor may reasonably hi found
in the sandhi concltt ions of final at and as Accordingly we have inclined
to group variations between these endings as formal rather than syn-
tactic variant;, in $,5§137 ff rather than here Yet since not only in
forms as genitives but also ds forms in dative use are found, and since
some
of

other variants between the two cases are precisely similar to some
these, it is impossible to separate them wholly To sonic extent

surely the same syntactic confusion is concerned in that formal inter-
change, and § §137 ft mint be considered together with the sections
which follow here

1 With adjectives meaning 'pleasant' and the 1i4.

§616 We begin with a group of variants III which both dative and
genitive are et atom from early times, so that the variation is easy and
constant at all periods Cf Speyer T'SS § .§46, 71
polo uaca'pata' /e (NIS 'path, KB SS `patch, TB `pa /yob) TS MS

KB ill GB AS SS Vail KS 'Pleasing to V '
y tar, mica (GB AS Vint KS silo) lihtiya? ant TS MS KB GB JB

AS SS Vint KS Apti MS (2 3 6 1N)
mtmn devubhya (TS rlrvanani) ,loon aitu havyani VS '1'S NIS KS SB

ti]S
janaya jii>lu ad,illi (S V c/al,) BV SV See the context, quoted under

vily anal cant t/iaya (SV pauuIa /(), $567 SV probably takes the
dot with the verb city, rather than with »ittu

pri/ano sana,vya pajatah AV aarvacniai ca viprisyate AV (the latter
preceded by p riyain nut kreu ) Delhi-tick AI5 p 146 says be
knows no certain case of ply with dot A whole 'cries occurs in
AV 19 32 8

agner,piheast 'uhar (KS super, VSK TS TB slalom -) deuthhyah (TS
7'B devdnant) VS VSK 'l'S KS TB SB SS 'Thou art Anon',
tongue, invoking (purifying, being) pleasant( -1y) for (to) the gods'

átvas !okays. nano (KS t tanve) ria ihn (KS MS t edlu, v I chi) KS MS
Kau4, yarn tokays tar uvc (SMB tans.) syonah 'l'S TB ApS
SMB PG

tavyas (MS tatyat) learn harass tapan VS t 12 l6c, 7'S MS KS Fol-
lowed by,pataveda)i wive bhara 'Glowing with warmth, be gracious
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to her (the ukha), JAtavedas' So VS comm and Griffith, Keith
on TS takes tasyas as possessive with harasd If this be correct
for TS it would be equally possible for all the others, and tarry=
would be a gen in at (Chapter III) But ( §141) MS does not
favor these gens in at

2 With nouns of uniting

§817 Similar is the use of the dative in variation with the objective
genitive (also the instrumental of association) with nouns of uniting
samveáanas (RV AV °ne) tanuvaz (SV KS MS lance, RV Canvas, AV

toned) cdrur edhz RV AV SV KS TB 'l'A ApS MS 'In joining
of (with) thy body', RV AV 'uniting to thy body '

3 Dative of interest and (possessive) genitive

§618 Often a dative of interest (or, at times, indirect object) vanes
with a genitive which may frequently be felt as possessive So espe-
cially m YV dedicatory formulas where no verb is expressed, thus in
the first quoted, 'the fox is Aryaman's' or 'the fox to Aryaman'
aryamno (KSA °ne) lopdía/i 'I'S KSA
purugamrgas eandranzasrzh ('l'S KSA 'se) VS TS MS KSA
eny ahnah ('I'S NSA ohne) VS TS MS KSA
kgzpraiyendya (TS NSA °nasya) vartzkd VS TS MS KSA
uasúnñm (MS vasubhyah) kaptigalah VS TS MS NSA
samudraya (TS KSA szndhoh) AL§unidrah (KSA t st. {f°, TS uznsu °) VS

'I'S MS NSA
somdya (KSA sonzdya ra)ñc, 1'S soniasya id3ñah) kuluntgah (MS kulañ-

gah) VS 1'S MS NSA
htmavalo (VS MS 'le) hash (TA hastinani) VS '1'S MS KSA TA
nitamgoh (MS 'gave) krznth (TS &ninth) VS TS MS KSA
pzkah (KSA pzgah) kivzñkd nz.ladirgni to ryarrzne (ESA `nab) TS KSA
ulo halzksno (TS tila hall °) vrgadansas to dhdtre (TS KSA dhatuh) 1'S

TS MS KSA
ei uebhyo devebhyah. prtaltin (MS also °tali) VS MS (bis) iiisvegam

devanúnz prmatah VS
dhzintra bahhrunikaáah pzttruim somavatdm, and habhravo dhiimranika.4dh

ptl?nñm barhtsaddm VS pztrbhyo barhttadbhyo dhiimrdn babhrva-
nakdsdn, and pitrbhyah somavadbhyo babhnin diaimrdnzikdsdn ApS`

agnage tvii TS TB I'IS edam agneh VS Sri KS ApS
agnisomabhydnt (tea) TS TB :darn agnigomayoh VS SB KS ApS
[paw (VS MS ptdi.o) nyarzkuh kakA atas (MS Aakuthas, TS ka.as) to
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'numalyaz VS TS MS bzdvo nyañkuh kakis to 'nurnatyah KSA.
So Cone , but RSA actually reads 'nurnatyú followed by a° and
may lust as well stand fur 'numatyes, there is nu p p ]

§619. Similarly with a copulate verb and a nominal form containing
the root da 'give' (or dhñ used as its equivalent, cf VV 2 § §100 it )
devebhyo (VS devanam) bhñgada (TS bhñgadha) used VS TS MS KS t

'Be he a giver of portions to the gods '
asmabliyarn su maghavan bodhz godah RV VSK asmakam su maghavan

bodhz gortah (and gopah) RV
§620 The exact force of the gen in the following is less clear, but we

are inclined to feel it essentially as in the preceding two sections
rnedobhyah mind VS mcdasah svahñ VS VSK AIS 'l'B The dat is

simple and regular, but occurs in a different context, there is no
real variant in the passages containing the gen With it the VS
comm supplies devon as object of the verb yat (the formula begins
hold yakyad ovum (VS indranz) ,,vand3yasya sash.. et^ ) 'let the
hotar worship (the gods) of marrow with hail" So with the other
parallel gens (there are no datives in the passage) But TB '-omm
supplies a copula, paraphrasing svñhutir anti, and this seems
more likely to be approximately right

§621 Less jejune and formulaic, but not very different in psychology,
are the following, in which a dative of interest (nr a dative whirl] may
he felt as an indirect

case],
object, or even, when the verb one of motion

[see the first of goal) varies with an adnominal (possessive or
objective) genitive
onsets (KS vr,snn) rodasva ,utulzm RV TS MS KS Pada a us mama,

(KS ka,,maz) 'Amon abhzrtyavc KS is anomalous both in using
the interrogative stern (farm,. (which seems due to the initial of
the following stanza, kam u sold asya .st7ta /ñ) and in detaching
trine from the preceding pronoun with which it should agree Its
gen vrsno is felt as dependent on ,u. }lupin 'Inspire fair praise to
(for, KS of) the bull'

imam v (MS u) su foam asmdkmn (TA ApS su Nam a,rnabhyam) RV
SV MS TA ApS .7NIF3 Followed by sancta gríyatravr navyñnsam

'Proclaim this(navcyansam), acne (agnzr) dune pra vocah (yore)
new song of ours (fur us) '

tasya guptaye dampati awn iraycthñm AV tasmaz gotayeha ,7ayrlpati
samrabhethimTA For protection of it' 'furil,forthefamily(')'
Comm on TA refuses to connect tasmat directly with gotraya,
probably rightly

i
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urea mine (SV vrtnah) pan pavtlre akpdh RV SV Preceded by epa aya
le madhumdn endue somali 'This honeyed soma, the bull, has
flowed thru the sieve for thee, the bull (thru thy, the hull's, sieve),
0 Indra'

vaifvdnaro añgzrasdrn (AV 'ñgtr °, AS aizgtrobhyah) [stomata uktham ea
cdk(pat, with varr ] AV AS SS

mamma tvd Madam somend lanacmt (VSK tanakmt) VS VSK KS SB
zndrdya tad badgam somenatanacrnt MS MA somera tvdtanacmin-
draya dadhz TS TB ApS 'As Indra's portion' 'as portion (curds)
for Indra'

§622 The following we have also grouped here since they may easily
he interpreted as containing a real syntactic shift, hut since they con-
cern the fern endings at and ds, they might also he regarded as purely
formal (with § §137 fi)
palm surdyd (TB siirdyaz, VS surayd) bhepaiant VS MS TB 'A

remedy for (of, l e against) surd' VS comm takes the and as
associative, it seems that dat or gen zs required, but either of
them would be satisfactory

ulldruiyd (TS °yai) hrdayarn yad vzkastam (TS intty(am) VS TS MS
KS SB Preceded by sum to vdyur mdtartsvd dadhdtu ' heal
the broken heart. of (for) thee, lying supine '

so yaz (MG 'sydh) prairnn ntuñcatu mrlyupdbñl AG SMB t PG ApMB
HG MG 'May he free the offspring for her (her offspring) '

athdayaz (TS TB MS °syd) madhyam edhatdm (with varr) VS TS
MS AB TB AS SS Vait LA adhdayd madhyam edhatdm KSA

§623 The following variants still show a dative of interest varying
with a possessive genitive, but other changes in the form or meaning of
the variant word, or changes in the other words and the construction of
the passage, make the variations somewhat different in character
pra sunvdrasydadhasah (SV PB sunvrnuiydndh °) RV SV PB Fol-

lowed by mane ra vrta (va,sta) tad vacah 'Let him accept this song
of the pressed -out herb (for, on behalf of, the presser of the herb) '
In RV sunvdra w generally active in sense, e g 8 31 16, this is
the only passage in which Grassmann asrtgns passive force to it
Hence the change in SV , which makes it active

ghannam frinarzlu prathamdya dhdsyave (AS SS brinanti prathamasya
dhaseh) AV AA AA 'For the first drinker' 'of the first drink'

asanibadhd yd madhyato rna avebhyah MS asambddham haft.. (read
man, VV 2 §241) ntdnavdruim (Ppp mdnavetu) AV Ppp Kauf
'Who (earth) isunobi,tmeted for men in the midst' 'unobstructedly
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m the midst of men (Ppp among men, in [their] midst) ' Differing
from Whitney, we take asambddham as a neuter adverb 0404)

indraya Wiliam pan led naydmz AV rndrasya badgah suede dadhatana
ApS The gen is apparently felt as possessive with badgah, §393

devo devaneim parntram an TS MS KS devo devebhyah payasea VS AB
As in prec , the gen is possessive

rayas posam (KS tyas(ah posrzya) iz,rgala (RV MS TB syatdm, AV
MS KS sya) ndbhzm asme (AV asya) RV AV VS 1'S MS (his)
KS TB (bis) ApS `Let htin release (release thou, etc ) (our
seminal fluid, turipam] as offspring for us (of it) ' Ppp has acme,
and Whitney calls mega 'senseless', but this is too harsh It refers
to turipam and is not harsher than many another secondary change
in AV

§624 In one variant it seems scarcely possible to interpret the diner'
forms except as equivalents of the possessive genitive It i perhaps
worth noting that the dative is the pronominal tubhyam, which is pre-
cisely one of the Sansknt dative forms that lives on in Pealed, with
genitival function (Pischel, §420 f ), indeed, even in epic Sanskrit
mahyam and tubhyam seem to be used as gens (Speyer VSS §46 note)
tire tubhyam asap (HG tubhyam gauge) PG HG tzrrnasau lava ApMB

Simply on thy bank' seems to be the only possible meaning
§626 Conversely, one variant in Much the sense seems to require a

dative of interest shows no the pronominal one, now other forms which
are unmistakably genitive Naturally me is here interpreted as dative
of interest, yet the only reason for taking it su, rather than as genitive,
is the prevalence of the dative in this sense On the other hand it is
difficult to take the gens pitman etc III any other sense Oldenberg
on HG frankly does so, and Bidder's rendering of BDIi , ,ayes thou
never fail to the (manes of our) fathers,' is hardly inure than an evasion
of the problem (drugging in

Sanskrit the
a possessive genitive by a very forced ellip-

sis) In later gen replaces the dat ni lust such uses
unmistakably(Speyer VSS §72), and we have little doubt that the

gen forms of the variant, at least (and perhaps even me ?), must be so
interpreted
aksrlam an end pttrnant (ApMB maiFam, HG BDh also prtamahanam,

prapztanuzharulrn) Crop.Crop. amutranrusnrznl like ApMB HG BDh
aksztzr an and rite ksesfhd VSK AS SS KS ak,nto 'sy aksztyaz
ted and me kses(ha 1'S GB V'ait MS

§626 Similarly in the next, the dative depends un pratt -bhar 'bring
(as a gift)', and if the gen is textually sound it most be an early ease
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of the absorption of this dat function by the gen , as in classical Sansknt
The SV reads the form narah at the end of a stanza, and the next stanza
begins with a, -but it would probably be over -bold to suggest that it
originally read nara for Hare, with sandhi between the stanzas, and that
this was later misinterpreted as narah The SV comm glosses with
naraya
apaScäddaghvane (SV apaácada°) rare (SV narah) RV SV TB AO

4 Dative of purpose
§627 As has been noted above ( §6l4), the dative of purpose is not

usually replaced by the genitive even in later Sansknt, and when we
find it varying with the genitive in the Veda, we can usually see a differ-
ence of psychology, as is to be expected Yet in one case, at least, we
find it hard to avoid the feeling that the gen is the exact equivalent of
the dative of purpose This concerns a series of formulas beginning
with amnia and savdruirn (prasavdnárn) maids, and continuing with
parallel formulas to which suvatam or the like is understood The
dependent nouns (savanstnl etc) are all genitives in most texts, but in
three of the formulas some texts have datives 'l'he dative of purpose
is what we should expect in all, and the commentators are hard put to
it to explain the gens Mahidhara on VS supplies ddhipatye, similarly
Eggeling, 'for (powers of) quickening' etc Keith makes the gens parti-
tive 'May Savitar of instigations instigate thee,' which in some of the
formulas seems clearly impossible (e g rudrah pa. {v.nñrn, 'Rudra of
cattle") PG reconstructs the initial formula thus agnir bhrltdndm
adhipatxh sa ,navatu, which makes the gens simple but is clearly a
secondary avoidance of the difficulty We feel that the only natural
interpretation is to take the gees as mere equivalents of the dative
of purpose
brhaspatir vácarn (VS AB vice) VS TS MS KS SB
rudrah pa.rinóm (VS SB pasubhyah) VS VSK 'l'S MS KS SB PG
ands jye4hñruim (MS KS jyara(hyand.m, VS SB jyaisthyaya) VS TS

MS KS SB PG
§628 The other cases involving dative of purpose are few and miscel-

laneous In the first the gen is the object of a verb of ruling; the
variant is precisely parallel to those between dative of purpose and
accusative of direct object (§ §70, 420), except that here the verb requires
a genitive object
k;ayantam rádhaso (TS °se, KS hawse) mahah (TS KS male) RV SV

VS TS MS KS AB 'Ruling over (unto) great bounty '

,
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§629 The next two involve the well -known construction of a dative
of purpose with a dependent genitive or a second dative, on which see
Delbruck AIS § §103 and (with infinitives) 54
raye (ApS rayo) ape make tva (ddruiya samidhiniahi) SV ApS 'We

kindle thee, Agni, unto great riches, unto giving (unto great giving
of riches) '

divas (MS dive) hat jyotife TS MS A verb like 'I place' is understood
'thee (the brick) for heaven's light' or 'for heaven, for light '

samveiayopavetaya g iyatryui (also trip(ubhe ,7agatya anus Mandan
'bhtbhuve, svand KS ari,31ya avyathyaz sanive,4dyopaveidya gayaeryai
chanrlase 'bhtbhuve (ApS griyatrya abhibhatyai) svah,l KS ApS
earn ue.ttdyopavehdya gayatryai (PB S`S also tnslubhe and Jaga-
tyai, TS ApS gdy(1lnyris tri,s(abho jagrdyu anustubhah pafiktya)
charolase (TS ApS om) 'hhibhutaye (with varr) suand TS PH
gg KS ApS On the meaning see Caland's note on ApS 14 19 1
'For the gayatri (etc ) meter, for conquest' 'for the conquest
(conquering power) of the gayatri (etc) '

§630 The next is not very different, here the dat or grin depends
not on another dat but on an ace
vida raye (AA rdyah) suviryani ILVKIi (Schcfl.elowitz p 135, vs 4a)

AA Mahilnaninyah 'Grant us hero - abundance of (unto) wealth '
But rayah may also be ace pl , 'wealth (arid) hero- abundance', the
variant would then belong with §496

§631 In the next it is possible to find the influence of formal case
attraction
akuparasya :khans (SV `na /i) RV SV N Ilere ((avant is an infinitive,

'unto giving, that thou mayst, gene ' SV attracts it to the case of
akuparasya, making it a noun of agent (as often in ripa, of the
type riva- rldvan) 'inexhaustible giver '

5 Dative .urd genitive with verbs
§632. The confusion between these two cases appears irr a few vari-

ants in which one case is regularly construed in dependence on a particu-
lar verb, and is replaced by the of her in one variant form Cf Delbruck
§110, Speyer VSS §72

§633 Thus, in two pales of one verse, the root radh 'he subject. to',
which regularly takes the dative, has the genitive in secondary texts
dvi,ardam (AV .opinion) nwhyarn (TB ApS mama) rarulhayan RV

AV TB ApS dviyali..4 ra mahyarn radhyatu AV dvivarda radh-
yantdm mahyam MS (Add to VV 1 §§79,238,349 ) Followed by

K.
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ma aham (AV and rdham, MS and le sham) donate (TB AO °tn, MSS
°tdm) radham RV AV TB Ap9 MS The verb radh is otherwise
recorded only with the dat , for which the gen is here clearly a
substitute TB Comm interprets mama as possessive gen , 'my
enemy', which would be possible but for the parallel dirafato, winch
obviously cannot be taken so, TB comm takes donate as abl ,
dtn° sakakdn mo radham mama hinsdm prdpnuvdnz, which is absurd

§634 Conversely, the roots and and dhi, as verbs of intellectual
activity, may be expected to govern the genitive In the ease of yid,
perhaps the nearly homonymous root tndh, which governs the dative,
may have been influential in introducing the dative in the stray occur-
rence which follows It is noteworthy that, in the same context TA
and MahAnU present parallel formulas with the regular genitive
tat purusdya eidmahe, manddevñya dhi.mahz MS KS TA MahAnU

Immediately preceded in MahAnU by tat pure. a.sya vadniahe, sahas-
rdksasya mahadevasya dhzmahi, in TA by /memo, vzdma, sahas-
rakfasya mahiidevasya dhimahz

6 Phrase inflection
§635 In a couple of instances we find what we have called phrase

inflection ( §§21 -2), that is the use of formulas in different contexts
requiring different construction of the nouns in question
punániiiya prabhzüvaso RV SV punuruzsya prabhLvasoh RV
varuna mztra ddku,sah (and ° e) RV (both) SAyana and Grassniann

take dafusah as gen sg , Ludwig as ace pl

7 Miscellaneous

§636 The remaining cases are miscellaneous, involving individual
reconstructions which fall into no general categories
melon vocam

devo (KS
tndathd jatavedasah RV pia no vac() vtdatlta jdtavedase ArS

silryo diva, so read both times, once ed reads limo, but there
is a v 1 riva, and one is a repetition in a Brahmana passage of the
other) dzinsadbhy° lone k ?atrdya (KS t katrasya) vayuh pra3abhyah
(KS prayranam) ]brhaspatzs tud prajapataye juhotu] TS KS (bis)
In KS understand dzti adbhyo with each genitive 'Let Surya offer
thee for the sky -dwellers of the sky, Mateo for (those) of royal
power' etc In the secondary TS the datives are attracted to the
case and construction of praiffpataye 'Let DhAtar offer thee for
royal power' etc

,nay, dohah padydyam tnrajah (MG adds kalpatdm) AG HG MG may,
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padydyav vird)o dohah SS SG PG mama padydya vv rada ApMB
'In me [may] the milk of Padyti Viral (see Ohfenberg SBE 29 p 97,
note on SG 3 7 5) [dwell],' most texts ApMB reconstructs the
formula 'Shine forth for my foot- water' or the like Used in a
foot - washing rite Note that padyayav is clearly felt as genitive,
but the apparently dative forni is responsible for the change to
padydya ui ApMB

8 Errors

§637 There remain a few cases which seem to Involve errors, or al
least seem uninterpretable
tube jand (ArS bane) annum . vah AV ArS hey yujo varam (SS Want,

conjecture of Hdlebrandt) sahah AA SS Both forms and mean-
ings of the words are wholly obscure

devasya (SB devehhyas) tva savzluh prom '1nnor bdhuhh am maim
hastdbhydnv a dude VS TS MS KS KSA ßI3 (both) l'B TA
Kau§ The dat form occurs at SB 14 2 1 6 which quotes VS
38 1 incorrectly, VS has devasya Nute further that the latter
part of the formula in SB omits the word short before rash.,
tito it is found not only in VS 38 1 but in the same phrase almost
immediately following, SB 14 2 1 8 = VS 38 3 Eggeling seems
right in assuming that SB has a mere misquotation of Its source,
VS , rather than a real variant based on contamination with such
phrases as devebhyas tea (see Cone under these words)

[atha (AV adhd) mama vasudeyaya krsva (AV Imam e) RV AV Cone
vasudeyasya for RV ]

[riiijkd et( yaaamanasya lobe (KS t yalamanasya santa) AV KS Cone
yalaniaraya for KS ]

C Dative and locative

I After verbs

§638 The extent of the interplay between dative and locative in
adverbial constructions lias hardly received the emphasis it deserves
That both cades are, used to express the goal of motion and of actions of
various kinds is Indeed well known (cf 1)elbruck, AIS § §811, 96,

Speyer, VSS § §76, second part, 81b), and that the dative of the inter-
ested party, and the locative as expressing that in relation to which
the action takes place, may interchange, would doubtless be recognized
by all Our variants however suggest that the scope of such inter-
changes is greater than has ever been clearly stated Without claiming
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precise equivalence in psychology between the two oases, or even
attempting to differentiate rigidly between different aspects of the use
of each, we shall assort our variants according to the various verbs with
which dative and locative are interchangeably used

The roots dha and da

§639 In VV 2 §101 we have already referred to the use of these two
cases with the roots da and dha, and pointed out that while both are
freely used with dha 'place', the simple root da 'give' is not properly
used with the locative (tho as we shall see some of its compounds may
be so used) In the same place we showed that but for this difference
of construction, da and dha are often genuine synonyms Moreover
the dative and locative after dha are hardly distinguishable in meaning
Such a phrase as yado mays dhehz PB Vait SMB is equivalent to ya .to
me dhehz (TA dhah) TA SS , whether we prefer to translate 'put splendor
in nie' or

dha
'assign splendor to me ' And so with the following variants

after
varco dha yalrtavahase (VS SB °sa) RV VS MS KS AB TB SB
dhehy asmabhyam (ApS asmdsu) dravznan: 3atavcdah SS KS ApS
dhattad asmabhyam dravzneha (TS ApS asmdsu dravanarn yac ca)

bhadram TS MS ApS
asmarm (TB mono) anira moho varcan..a dhehz AV TB
agur yapñaya (MS gajne) dhattam MS TB ApS
dyur yajñapata,ye dhattam TB ApS dyur yajñapatau (se dhuttum) MS
sudevam zndre a tend (MS zndrdya. vzha) VS MS TB The verb dadhur

follows
atha nah (AV adha nah, TS athasmabhyam, RV ' Lad acme) Lain yor

amps dadhata (RV MS °Cana) RV (bis) AV VS 'I'S MS KS N
But acme may be dative

§640 While the preceding instances show dha alone, in the next, we
find, beside dha with both dative and locative, forms of da (or rarely
other expressions of giving) with dative (not locative, VV 2 §101)
divan, mays dhehz VS VSK MS KS PB SB LS ApS MS úr3arn me

dhehz (TS dhattam) VSK TS (both) KS GB TB Vait. KS
úriani me dohs (VSK TS yacha) VSK TS PB LS

lrolram maya dhehz TS KSA t srotram me dhattam (AV MS dah) AV
TB ApS MS

caksur mays dheha 'I'S caksur me dhehz (VS SB dabs, AV MS dah)
AV VS MS KS KSA SB

ayur may: dhehz VS TS SB ayur me dhehz VSK TS KS KSA MS
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JB TB ApS dyur me dhallam TB ApS . dyur me yacha (ApS
yaehala) MS KS ApS (bis) MS ayur me dehz VS TS SB SS
PG dyur me dah AV VS MS SB TA ApS MS

tejo mays dhehi AV VS TS KS SB TB LS SS ApMB tejo me
yacha (TA dhdh, AS dept and doh) TS MS KS TA AS (bis)
ApS MS

rayas po,am czkztu. a (AV 'iii) dadhatu (SS daddlu) AV TS MS KS
SS rayas pobam yajamdne dadhatu AS

varco asmasu dinette. (AS dhehi) AV AS varco mays dhehz VS TS
PB SB TB ApS varco me dhehz (TA dhdh) VSK MS KS JB
TA ApS varco me debt (MS MS dah) VS TS MS SB SS MS
PG varco the yacha MS KS ApS MS

§641 In other cases the dha form is found only with the locative,
while the dative occurs with da, or occasionally with other expressions
of giving
was te dadami MG was (Puna?) tvayz dadhamz SB BrhU PG HG

Also with hhzie and )nuns for seas, and with Nair bhuvah seas
saho may. dhehz (AV me dah svdhr) AV VS TB Also with balam

for saho, and cf next
ojo may. dhehi VS TB ojo me dah AV VS TB
payo me drib (ApS mays dhehz) MS ApS
muds. amen? dhehz VS pray.?, me dah (KS ApS MS yacha) VS

TS MS KS SB TA ApS MS
miry balam Wand?, balam asmzn yajñe mayo dadhatu (TB yajñe yaja-

mandya dadatu) svand SB TB KS Likewise with sara'vati pustom,
cavils motets?,, shed bhagam (main), hrhaspatzr brahma, varunah
samraf, some raja, rnztrah ksatrani, agrir annido, tvas(a rapdouim
(paurindnt)

§642 The compound a-dha has the same two constructions
bhiyasam a dhehz satru,u (SV satrave) RV SV
rds(rdny error a dhehi (11S asmzn dhehi) MS KS TB ApS
tdsrini tvd jara.;a ddadhdmz 'l'A HG ApMB lacy tvanlar jara.ry d

dadhdmz AV (Ppp has ,)aras )

Other expressings of placing and giving

§643 Other verbs of establishing or placing with loe vary with
expressions of bringing or giving with dat
sa tva rds(rdya subhrlani tnbhartu AV sa no rdy(reyu sudhslanz (intending

°lard) dadhatu TB 'May lie support thee well supported unto
(establish us well established in) rule'
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yasmzn (Kalif yasmai) bkvtam ca bhavyam ca Kau HG ApMB The
following verb is prate /pima ('handed over, entrusted') in Kau ,

érztah in HG and samdh:tdh ('based, established') in ApMB
§644 Other verbs of giving and the like, including some compounds

of da, are used with both cases
tans devebhyah parzdadamz AO tarn devers par:darlúnn vidvdn AS MS

'I give hun over to the gods'
aserto ndntaham asmi sa dtmdnant ni dadhe dydvaprthivibhydm yopithdya

(KS sa :dam dyavdprehzvyor dtntdrtant pandade
and

tayoh iraye tayoh
pardkrame) AV KS The verbs ni-dhd pari -da are both used
with both cases Here the dat is doubtless favored by the accom-
panying dat of purpose, the loc by the loes with the two other
verbs

thdsmdsu (MS zhdsmabhyam, TB * iha mahyant) rtz yachatam RVKh
AV MS KS TB (bis)

sa yajña dhukrva want me praydydnz (SS praydyaz) VS SS 'Milk
forth (= bestow bounty) generously upon my, offspring'

to dyalarttu Mammies (MS KS t °rui) sam mina/ (MS canna) a) RV VS
TS MS KS 'They offered (sacrificed) riches to hum But MS
N, 1 asmaz

raninas (maid devebhyah (VS t TS t KS t devenu) AV VS 'I'S MS KS
In AV the dat depends on the following svadayatu, but in the
YV texts it as well as the loe roust depend on raidnes (the pads
division is here different from AV , see Whitney's note on AV )

ham padam mayhant trayi,zne na kdmant (AA rayirani na
wealth '

.Sonia%+) SV

AA '(Grant) prosperity to him who seeks Keith
understands raytiani as loe with copula understood, the sense
being the same as in SV Perhaps a verb like dha could as well
be understood

Verbs of uniting

§645 Verbs of uniting may take dative or locative as well as instru-
mental ( §59)
aprtye prat: musca tat (Kau& muizratam) AV Kaué dviiadbhyah prat:

muñrñmc pdiam (HG papam) SMB HG ApMB '(I) fasten this
(evil, bond) upon the enemy '

aprzye (AV ` dverute, RV apt ye) sane naydmasz RV AV (bis)
yid dha krdrui vivasvali (SV 'le) RV SV Followed by ruibha samddyt

(SV 'ya) navyasi (SV 'se) Apparently both dat and loc depend
on sans 'mute', cf Ludwig 4 p 193 and Oldenberg ad loc
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Verbs of bringing and the like
§646 In these, which cannot he sharply distinguished from verbs of

giving, the locative begins to appear more clearly as one of goal of
motion
devebhyo (AO devesu) hasyavrihanah RV ApS Different contexts

The variant is included here because the governing word, havya-
vahanah, tho a noun, is clearly verbal in force

mahyam vatah pavatam (KS °le) krinze asnrsn (AV kamdyrlsrnac) RV.
AV TS KS 'Let the wind blow (the wind blows) for me to this
desire '

yajñaya stirnabarhrse n? vo made RV AS yekpñrsu stirnabarhi am vsvak-
sase SV The governing verb is vrnimahc 'we wish' _ 'we call,
bring' (thee to the sacrifice) Cf §489

yad vo devasa figure (MS °rr) TS MS Followed by havamahe 'we
call', felt as a verb of bringing, cf prec

Verbs of saying

§647 It is well known that either dtit or Inc (as well as arc ) may
be used of the person spoken to Whether w e should render the lots
in the following by 'among' rather than 'to' may he left an open quest ion
drvehhiyo and su.krtam brutal (AB with Cilia, voceh) VS AB devesa nah

sukrto (VSK ma sukrtam) brütdt (KS brrila, PB MS brúyat) VSK
TS KS PB rukrtann tits devesu hnilrit TS

pra nisi ('l'S ApS no) (,VISA bhagadain (7'S `Slain, ApS 'dham, KS
dhavirda [read °drivi'l]) devatasu (KS °tabhyah) 'I'S MS KS ApS

Miscellaneous verbs

§648 The root stha m the ,sense of 'serve, obey' governs not only
the dative (Ilelbruck A IS p 143) but also the locative
gyazkth+ /r sraslhyc ca gathindh Sti dhrtyaz aras;thyaya gathinah AB

Preceded by rtevarataya faslh?re
deed devehhyo (MS dezegu) adhvaryanto (KS °riyanto) asthuh VS TS

MS KS SB
§649 The verb jaw- 'watch (over)' also takes either case

ba darts ApS exam asyrrnz sztrkayam, saputnkaydm 3agratha
PG evam asym, .suputrzkayaz prat¢ HG

§650 The verb hu 'pour, offer' takes either case, according as the
offering is thought, of as 'poured in' or 'offered to'
rudra , /at to krayi (krsys, kraut, port-) parera prima hums, (VS MS SB

tasmin) hutam ass VS VSK TS MS KS SB TB

M
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prthsvyam (KS °vyd) arnrtam Juliann AS KS ApS
§651. The root ci 'pile up, build'

aahasrdkfa (VS MS SB °kyo) medhdya (TS KS medha d) ctyarndnah
VS VSK TS MS KS SB Tiled up at (for) the sacrifice ' Cf
VV 2 §342

§652 With the root rah 'take' both dative and especially locative
may he felt as cases of goal
mays (ApMB mahyam) grhndma tram aham VS ApMB 'I take thee

(the oblation) to (fur) myself '
§653 With the root jan 'produce' the psychology of the two cases is

more distinct The variation in the first instance may be prunarily
phonetic, cf VV 2 §342
vativdnaram rta a (TS maya) Jdtam veneer RV SV TS VS MS KS

PB SB
ajtjano amrta snartyefs a (SV martyaya kam) RV SV 'Thou hast pro-

duced among men (fur man)

2 With adjectives and nouns meaning 'pleasing' and the like

§654 That the locative as well as the dative and genitive ( §77) may
be found with adjectives (and nouns) meaning 'pleasing' or the like is
recognized by Delbruck AIS §79

prim manufo vtli (SV vile) RV SV
priyam and brahmant (ApMB °ne) kuru ApMB HG Parallel padas

have lots m both texts But there is no need to read brahmant
or brahmani tu ApMB (cf Wintersitz p xsiv), since the dative is
equally sound

Ida frddra want. AV srulydya eArydye ra AV VS Both preceded by
priyam mss krnu

aham vo asmi sakhydya levah MS yufmdkam sakhye ahana admit leva AV.
dhird demos (KS `sndraya) sumnaya (AV 'yau, VS siZmnayd) RV AV

VS VSK TS MS KS (his) SB
siiyavasani manase (RV TA manufc, KS minus) da.hasyd (TA "ye,

TS MS KS yesesye) RV VS T'S MS KS SB TA In RV
rnanufe is dative, like manse, the others (including TA many.)
have locatives

3 Miscellaneous
§655 The remaining variants are miscellaneous

mays dohah padydya. ratite)) (MG adds kalpatdm) AG MG HG
mau. padydyai inrdjo dohah SS SG PG mama padydya et raja
ApMB See §636
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dabame mast shave RV RVKh AV SB BrhU ApMB MG daba-
mdsydya svlavaz (ApMB °ue) HG ApMB 'In the tenth month'
'tenth - monthly' (adj )

ps[4ne 3arase (MS t =Aran, p p °sah) svand MS TA ApS svand pine
arse VS SB KS 'Hail to Ptüsan, to the skin of milk (MS

apparently 'to P in the skin of milk') '
sam yujyava (TS bahh&va) sanzbhya a RV TS sam sanuydva vari$v d

KS sanzbhyah rs dat of purpose (not abl , as Grasamann takes
it), cf Oldenberg Noten on 1 17 2 and Newer, ZWbch d RV
e V a On the meaning of KS , 'in the waters', see von Sehroeder's
note

z +e rdye (rayyaz) ramasva sahase dyumnayorje (VS SB tdyumna tire)
'patydya (see VV 2 p 429) VS MS SB TB AS ApS 'For
splendor, for might' 'for might in splendor'

tanûnaptre ,ta/rmane ;dkvaraya , aamand (KS sakmann) ojr ?thaya MS
KS tansirmptre Mikvardya ,takmana (VS SB .takvana) oyzyfhaya
VS VSK All (see Conc under dpataye tua panpataye) sakmane
sdkvardya óakinana Quythaya tva grhndmz MS sakmann oplsthdya
toll yrhiuimz TS sakmann ojz,sthriya TS GB Rakmana ojzsthaya
tva Vast. The original (TS KS VSK ) has loc of noun, 'in
strength', the others assimilate to the surrounding dative adjec-
tives, 'for the strong'

prthrvyam aynayr samanainan sa ardhnot AV prthwyaz sam aroma( TS
TB

asambadha ya xnad9 loll rndnavebhyah MS asambddharn hadhyato (read
ma°) mdnavdndm (Ppp 'vesu) AV Ppp Rauh See §623

udce svand VS etc svaha mice GB AG mace vane/ TS In the latter
the context iy different and Oct depends on the following verb
dhdh, not on svaha

[uttanayai sayaiuiyaz SS uttanayam. sayaiuiyam AV RWh by cm ,but
arse uttamdnaye layandyaz, intending the SS reading ]
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CHAPTER XXVI

ABLATIVE, GENITIVE, AND LOCATIVE

A Ablaltve and genitive

Ablative of source or separation and genitive

fi666 The only considerable group of variants under this heading
shows an ablative of source or separation varying with an adnommal
genitive which is its virtual equivalent. The genitive may be possessive,
subjective, or partitive
tale and ya$asydkir agachalu MS KS ApS tasya mdkir cumin cardhaldm

AS 'From it may blessing of sacrifice come to me' 'may its
blessing aid and increase me '

yasya (KS yalo) deva dadht,se púrvapeyjam RV VS TS MS KS SB
'Of (from) which (soma) thou hast taken to thyself the first draught,
O god '

talc) no dept geode RV TB TA tasya no dheht pave AV SV Kaué
'From (of) it give to us that we may live '

and para sect mat payah (SS LS SG no dhanam, ApS nah svam,
ApMB me dhanam) SS LS KS ApS (bis) MS SG ApMB (bis)
PG HG MG 'Let not the sap from me (our wealth, etc ) be
poured away' The ApMB reference with mat payah should be
2 9 14d

agars au prathamo devatdbhyah SMB agntr ado prathamo devatandm
AG SG HG ApMB 'First from among (of) the gods'

apasman (KS apasya) murex. pdkán KS ApS 'Away from him (KS
literally, away his) bonds of destruction '

fi657 Once after the preposition pan (and with a verb of separation),
where obviously only an ablative construction is possible, gen dual
forms occur in one form of the variant They can only be taken in
ablatival sense The variant is instructive for the confusion of the
two cases, which is helped by the fact that in the singular the two have
identical forms in most paradigms (in the context adjoining the variant
ptida occur such forms as gtreh, svasuh etc )
pan sarvebhyo jriatibhyah HG ApMB part pttrok ca bhrdtok ca PG

Followed in PG by sakhyebhyo tnsrAmy aham
322
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§668 Once the ablative of comparison after a comparative vanes
with the partitive genitive after a superlative The contexts are
different
bhtsagbhyo bhtsaktardh AV bhtnajam subhtsaktamah AV

Case attraction

§659 Two other variants show different sorts of case attraction
tat team btbhrht punar a mad moon (AS t MS a mamattoh) TS AS MS

Both mean 'until my return', in TS (doubtless the original) we
find mad by attraction to the case of the ablative infinitive (cf
Delbruck AIS pp 90, 431 and our §86) See Oertel 92

team nrnám nrpate (KS team nrbhyo nrmano) jñyase instil RV VS TS
MS KS TAA N Preceded by team vanebhyas team osadhibhyah
'Thou art produced pure from trees and plants, O lord of men (KS
'and from men, 0 thou mindful of men') ' KS has nrbhyo by
attraction to the case and construction of vanebhyns osadhibhyah

B Ablative and locative

1 Ablative as whence -case and locative as where -cane

§660 The source of anything (ablative) may also be regarded as its
original or typical location, and so may be expressed in the locative,
as in
karkandhu)(Vie mudhu sarayham mukhat (MS mukhe) VS MS KS TB

'Jujube and sweet honey were produced from (m) his mouth '
§661 Here there is little practical difference Likewise, even when

no idea of origination is clearly expressed, an action may be spoken of
alternatively as proceeding from, or as taking place in, a place, as in
táh (VS SB pra) parvalasya ursabhasya prsthdt (TS KS prs(he) VS

TS MS KS SB Followed by naval raranit (nave 'sands)
'The ships proceed from (upon) the back of the mountain -bull '
Note that the ablative is found in the texts which read pra ('forth'),
but also in MS which does not

§662 Yet more clearly does the locative differ in meaning from the
ablative in such a variant as
yada mahah sumvaratuid (KS One) ay asthat RV SV VS. TS MS KS

KB SB 'When he (the horse) stepped forth from (in) the enclo-
sure ' ( mahah in KS must be nom sg , in the others it may be
this or abl sg , Oldenberg decides for the latter )

§663 These examples will suggest that the psychology of the two
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cases generally differs more or less, tho the extent and practical impor-
tance of the difference vanes greatly, being no doubt least when used
with expressions of source or separation or protection For even with
a verb of protecting the threatening danger from which protection is
desired may be put in the locative, as denoting the state in which the
person finds or fears to find himself
eyd tra pale Hinter upasthlt (TA always upasthe, AV prapaihe purastdt)

RV AV TA 'Let this one protect thee from (in) the lap of
destruction '

§664 The following additional examples occur, we quote first those
in which the practical difference between the too cases seems least
Assam prajdbhyo 'hrneonlam (KS t (dins°) prthzvyah sadhasthdd (TS

MS KS °sthe) agnz;m (TS 'grim) purifyam angerasvat kharidmah
(TS KS t °mz) VS TS MS KS AB 'We (I) dig forth from (in)
the abode of earth Agni ' In the same context

devasya fed savituh prasave 'Mane bdhubhydm pima hastdbhydm prthz-
vydh sadhasthdd (TS MS °sthe) name (TS t 'gram) VS TS MS
KS AB Add to VV 2 §910 Cf prec

apdm yo madhyalo (KS madhye) rasas tam alarm amid grhndmz KS
TB 'I take the sap that comes from (is iii) the midst of the
waters '

vzbhrdiamdnah sarzrasya (MS walkups) madhye (TA °ydt) VS TS MS
KS AB TA 'Shining in (from) the midst of the waters'

dzvah (MS divi) Ripon avatatam TB ApS MS
tam fe (TS Elam to tad) in sydmy ayuso na madhydt (MS KS nu madhye)

VS TS MS KS SB 'I loose that (bond of destruction) for thee
as from (in) the midst of life '

bdhucyulo (VS AB pravacyuto) dhuandyd (VS TS AB dhzsanayor)
upasthdt (KS °sthe) RV VS TS KS GB SB Visit MS Pre-
ceded by yas to drapsa skrndale yas to amok Here it seems that
KS must intend a fundamentally different meaning 'The drop (of
Sonia) which falls from (but KS on?) the lap of the bowl (two
bowls) '

agnzh predahsavane (MS MS °Tuft) pale asman AV TS MS KS KS
ApS Perhaps MS asks for protection from (hostile) soma-
pressings', cf MS 4 7 7 102 5 ff , the brúhmana dealing with
this mantra, where it is stated that by the mantra the gods ob-
structed the savauas of the Asuras, and so the sacrificer can ob-
struct those of his enemies

d and ulcerate (MS °tad) bhaja VS TS KS SB TB 48 MS Pre-
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ceded by plAt magne &seconded (VS SR pan magne duhcarztdd
bddhasva) No doubt mechanical attraction to the case of the
preceding duscarztdt is responsible for the ablative in MS Yet it
can be defended in a way 'Give us a share from (out of, of) good
deeds '

2 With prepositions

§665 Quite similar to the preceding are variants between ablative
arid locative after the prepositions adhz and ardor Both cases are
found with them, but in different senses, and in the first variant adhz
with the ablative varies with the simple locative, without adhz
tam to vacant dsya ddatte (read (Wade) hrdaya ddadhe PG a (HG out )

manasydnz hrdayad adhz HG ApMB 'In (from within) thy
heart '

tasydh (TB tat yam) samudrd adhz vz k,sarantz RV AV TB S; N
'From (in) her the seas flow forth'

yam aSvxrui =rawer asurad adhz (SS t namucdv asure dadhz) VS MS
KS SB TB 85 Vint LS Followed by sarasvaly asunod indrzydya
Cf Bloomfield LAOS 15 144 ff on the Name' story Some verb,
doubtless a form of su, is understood 'which (soma) the Abvine
(pressed out) from (in) the Aura Namuci' The word dadA, in
SS certainly coot tuns a corruptions of adhz

ye devil dealt (MS KS devehhyo) adhz detafvam cyan VS TS MS KS
SB 'What gods have arrived at godhood over the gods (from
among the gods) ' The abl with adhz seems about the equivalent
of a partitive gen

samudrasyadhs vi ;rain (RV °poh) RV (bis) SV In different contexts
('f also sarnudrasyddhz adapt (SV °pe) rnati,una/z RV SV

ya lanai spat (SV apt ya) (afar asmanah (SV °at) RV SV 'The
cows from within (SV the cows within) the rock'

§666 On the other hand, a with the ablative may mean 'up to' and
so may interchange with the loe (and the ace ) of goal with no differ-
ence of meaning
dsya ya rzasyodreah VS AB ,rash. and cant vandsya yapftasyodrez wand

AV svavlz ma sanipdrayri.sga yoo a» tear SS See §523

3 In adverbial forms

§667 Adverbially used ablatives have a tendency to pale out, so
that no distinctly ahlatival function remains They then become inter-
changeable with locative adverbs or locative phrases
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are (TS drat) te goghnam (TS °na) uta penui Semen (TS °ne) RV TS
Both mean supply 'far off', not 'from afar'

yda te rudra absentee (AG púrvasydm ditt) sends tabhya esa baits tdbhyas
te namah (AG semis tabhya eral) AG PG Here there may be in
the abl a suggestion of 'from the east', but it is hard to be sure of it

4 Case attraction
§668 The following (cf also a and emerge etc , §664) seems to be an

instance of mechanical case - attraction
dre as-man (MS NllarU asman) rn dheht tam VS TS MS KS NllarU

One ms and p p of MS read asman (asmat) If asman is sound it
must be attracted to the case of are 'In this distant (place)'
instead of 'far from us'

5 Phrase inflection

§669 Phrase inflection is found in the following
(alas mrddhvam nade mrddhvam) agnau samkasuke ra yet AV (dpo ma

tarmac, chumbhantu) agneh sainkasukar ca yet AV Both times Ppp
reads agnzh samkuszkat ca yah Caland KZ 34 456 f considers
both AV pádas 'phrase - inflections' of what. Ppp (substantially)
reads See § §433, 450

trtiyaayd tto dtvah ApMB trtiyaeyamz sto diva AV IIG Wholly differ-
ent contexts

añgad -añgal lomrw- lomznulz RV AV ApMB afige-añge lornnz- loznnt AV
In the first passage the abls depend on vz vrhamz, the second is
followed by yes (se yaksmas) to parvanz- parvanz

6 Miscellaneous

§670 A few miscellaneous cases remain
ma to yuyoma samdríah AV mid to vyoma

we not
samdrst (LS` 1 samda&a [ztz])

AA TA AS LS MG 'May be separated from sight of
thee' 'may there be no vyoman (lacuna? TA comm chzdram) m
thy sight ' In LS a forni of samdrI (either °,ah or °se would he
possible) must be intended If not a mere misprint, as we suspect
(so Whitney on AV ), this should be added to VV 2 §631

varsiyo (VS SB vario) varsiyast ya.tñe ya3ñapaltm dhah TS VS SB
varsiyo vareyaso J4jrzam ya,7napatau dhah MS KS Addressed to
atmosphere 'Being more extended, establish the sacnficer in a
more extended sacnfice' 'being more extended than the more
extended, establish sacrifice in the sacrificer' The latter is doubt-
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less original, the former a lect fac , with a kind of 'transfer of
epithet'

[ardhamdayam praralál pttrydvalah JB (bis) Both passages have the
abl , see Oertel, JAOS 19 (2d half), pp 112, 115 ]

C Genitive and locative

1 Locative of position aduonnnal genitive

§671. Most of the variants between these two cases are approximately
equivalent in meaning The person or place in which something is
located may be thought of as the possessor of it (possessive gen ), or as
that upon which its influence is exerted (objective gen ) Naturally
the line between the two is sometimes hard to draw, in the first men-
tioned cases the gen seems clearly possessive
mayy asir (Ppp KS lair) astu may/ (Ppp KS t mama) devahiilth

RV AV Ppp TS KS May prayer and divine invocation be in
me (he mine) '

a.smdkazn (TS asmasu) tarty astgah VS TS MS KS SB SS
yad devannm (VS deve,su) trydyutiam VS VSK SG SMB ApMB HG

MG Preceded even in VS by tryayitisam jarnadagneh, katyapa.sya
tryayu,am (with slight variations in order) VS is isolated and so
may be suspected of being secondary Were it original we might
think of case attraction to the preceding gens in the others

the rayah VS TS SB KS ApS Lava rayah MS MS tava -lava rayah
MS KS MS to -to (TS ApS to-te) rayah VS TS SB ApS

yat prthzvyarn (MahünU °vya) rajah seam TA MahanU 'What rajas
is in (of) the earth '

ya to patzghni lanai) HG yd to paltghni tamer PG ya to pate -
ghny SG ydsyam pateghn . ennui. ApMB 'What hubband-
slaying body (form) is thine (in her) '

dirgharn yac cakyur adder anantam AS yad ahu9 cabala adttuv anantam
PB JB (See Oertel, Disjunct Use of Cases §48 24R )

ma team harjih (rata, mayi PG krulani me and pra ha,rih RVKIi
dhruvazdhz po,iya (PG pane) mugs ItVKh SG PG ApMB mameyam

astu peril AV 'Be steadfast in (with, bee) me' 'let this woman
he mine, prosperous '

t'ehdya rogam tans) naiad)) (TA tarn, sea yam) AV TA 'Abandoning
disease of (in) their own body'

anvdtanszl tvayt (MS °tdnsus tava) tardum slam VS TS MS KS SB
'He (they) spun out this thread in thee (of thine) '
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sham prajd ajanayam prthwydm (MG °eydh, ApMB pttrruim) RV
ApMB MG 'I produced offspring on (of) the earth (the fathers) '

akah au (TA sa) lokam sukrtam prthwydh (VS SB °vyam) VS TS MS
KS SB 'He hath made an excellent place of (on) the earth '
The gen may perhaps better he called partitive than possessive

yasyd alas (KS ands) tam() vitapraMh AV KS yasyd bahviyas (RVKh
VS yasydm tmd bahuyas, TB yasyaz bahvis) tans° (tannin) vita -
pr,°lhdh RVKh VS MS TB 'Whose (in whom) are smooth -
backed forms '

asamdtzrn grhe¢u nah AV grhanam asamartyaz 1'S See §4S6
pa/you (ApMB patyur) me ,tloka Warmth RV ApMB 'My supreme

renown rests in my husband (is my husband's) '
sarasvalydm adht mandv acarkr,,uh AV sarasvatyd adht manic (KS

mama, v I mans, SMB Jorgensen mantic') acarkryuh (varr VV 1
§136) KS TB ApS MS SMB PG Preceded by marlhuna samyu-
tam yavam 'Barley mingled with honey they plowed on the
Sarasvati (river)', AV The form sarasvatya has been interpreted
in all sorts of ways, as gen 'with honey of Sarasvati' (TB corm ,
Stenzler, Caland), as instr (in spite of the sandhi, Oldenherg SBE
29 338), as abl (Jorgensen on SMB ), and as dat (VV 1 §136)
We now think gen or abl most likely

¿tint (sc dzkyu) tudntar jarasy ddadhamz AV Moon (Sc dz.am) tea
jarasa ddadharntTB HG ApMI3 'I establish thee in old age within
them (unto their old age, i e unto as long life as the directions
possess, so rightly TB comm) '

§672 Peculiar and deserving of special rubrication are the following
cases, in which the Inc is parallel with another Inc , on which the gen
depends in the other form of the variant (cf §85)
asyd (MG t asydrn) ruiryd gavinyoh (MG °nyam) AV MG (the latter

also has a v 1 culrydrn) asyam ndrydm garnnyam RVKh ApMB
'In this woman's two canals (in this canal of the woman)' 'ui this
woman, in her canal ' Assuming that the gen is original, we may
see case - attraction in the Inc

Rigor/ ria rnadhye nihhyam (MS °ydh) VS MS TB 'In the middle,
(viz ) m the navel' in the middle of the navel ' As prec

ye 'do (MS ami, KS vado, VS SB wand, NilarU rani) rocane Arch
(NilarU dun) RVKh VS TS MS KS SB ApMB NilarU As
prec The phrase means Much is standard from RV on, clearly
case - assimilation in NilarU
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prd6he prthivya (AV nabha prthzvyann) nihtto davzdyulal AV VS TS MS
KS SB As prec , Ppp is reported by Whitney to read prthwyáh,
which is standard after milk, (see Cone under this initial)

§673 To these we may append a case in which the loc noun which
governs the possessive gen is omitted in the variant form, thus com-
pelling the use of loc instead of gen
visralopa uthvaddvaa-ya tvdsañ ,Worm TS GB Vait uitloka insvaddvye

Eva .sanuukanu svdha M5 'I offer thee in the mouth of the burner
of all (in the burner of all) '

§674 Essentially similar, also, is the following in which the gen
depends on an adverb (madhyato) a hill, while abl in form, is essentially
Inc in meaning, Ppp uses a loe of the noun instead of the gen
asambadham badhyalo (read ma') rnanavanam (Ppp °veyu) AV Ppp

Kau See §623 'In the midst of men 'ni the midst, among
men '

§675 The gen after adjectives of nearness or similarity is doubtless
to be felt as objective in character
syama sunuiasyadhrzgo (SV .,umnr to adhrzgo) RV SV Preceded by

nx nedzs(halama 2 //a! 'Let us be nearest to he draught, to (in)
thy grace '

tam td arbht parity a samdnnni if, tam in male ornate nanyanz teal RV
team arbhasi1a havzsah sarnananz st, team maho vrnate (TB ApS add
naro) ndnyarm !vat SV IS 'l'R ApS 'Him they choose alike at
the small oblation and at the large' 'thee they choose alike for
(equal tu, equally capable or Caland 'ale gleichen fur') the small'
etc For the gen a itli Hunts of likeness cf Speyer 1/ SS §70e

§676 Definitely objective is the genitive in the following cases, with
nouns or adjectives containing verbal force, in which the two forms are
practical czpiivnlents
Walt rayula upaprk prtlzzvyah (TB 'vyrénz) RV MS TB N
naruzrularz samrajñi Lhasa RV SMB ApMB nananduh samrajfzy edits

AV 'Be queen over thy sister -in -law ' In the seine verse
samrajñt sva.trvdnz (sv st avant) Maya RV SMB ApMB samrapñy ula

.%vasrvah AV
prdcydrn, disc (AV praryd di/as) team tndrdsz raja AV TS MS KS In

the saine verse
utodicyarn urlrattan erlrandsi TS MS KS utod °'cya duo urtrahan chatruho

'at AV
2 After the preposition andar

§677 Delbruck AIS p 445 f ignores the construction of andar with
the gem , winch is however indubitable, cf §142 In the following

l
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variant gen and Inc with anlar interchange Tho another loc fol-
lows, the gen cannot depend upon it
ukMydh (TS °yen, MS KS °ydm) .alone we VS TS MS KS Pre-

ceded by anlar apse rued team

3 Adverbial uses
§678 In several variants we have, certainly or possibly, both cases

used adverbially to express time Ori the gen of time see especially
Oldenberg RVNoten on 1 79 6
dive -diva (AV devo -diva) a

loc
suva Wars patvah AV KS TB AS SS

dive -dive is certainly in sense, whatever be the historic origin
of the form (see §295, and for the most recent theory of the form
Sturtevant, TAPA 62 11931] 20)

madhu naklam utolaaah (KS °sd, TS TA 0s1) RV VS TS MS KS
SB TA BrhU Mahan!' Kau Sec §584

aktor vyugau pantakmyayah (and °yam) RV (both) Uncertain, see
RVRep on 5 30 13 and literature there quoted, especially Olden -
berg RVNoten

§679 The following variant is also obscure and dubious We are
inclined to feel that both parinasah and °n are adverbial (not, of course,
temporal), meaning approximately 'with plenty' or 'plentifully'
Despite Oldenberg RVNoten ad loc we

ablative
incline to separate the word

from kasya But it may be felt as rather than genitive Lud-
wig's interpretation makes it adnominal gen with dheyo, w loch is perhaps
also possible
kasya noon, parinasah (SV °se) RV SV Followed by dheyo Jinvase

dampate (SV satpale)

4 Dependent on verbs
§680 Verbs of drinking take a (partitive) genitive, which vanes with

a locative once or twice (as well as an accusative, §501)
papuh sarasvatyd nadyah (MS "(yam nadydrn, KS ApS °tim Radom)

Vail KS ApS MS
Lava (SV tve) Olive sajoyasah RV SV Followed by devasah pitam dáata

Here pilim dSata 'obtained a drink' may be regarded as a peri-
phrasis for 'drank', and it seems to us that the gen and loc are
both best regarded as comparable to the same cases in the pre-
ceding variant, so Ludwig construes lava, while Grossmann takes
it as possessive, 'thy drink', and Benfey takes the as dependent on
sajoyasah Wackernagel 3 p 462 quotes the here as the only new
post - Rigvedic occurrence of the forni
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§681 The gen in the following, with root rd, seems also to be parti-
tive, it may be influenced by the gen in the following clause
yd sarasvall uetabhagtnt tasyd no (ApS vatobhaginä, laaydm me) rilava

tasyas le bhaktzvdno bhúydenut KS ApS 'Grant us (me) [a share]
of (in) her'

§682 With the verb adht -i 'think on' the gen (or ace) is regular
In the following vanant MG has a loc , perhaps influenced by thought
of the literal, etymological meaning 'go upon' (adhz + lac) It should
also be noted that the following pads (yeti sautnanasam mahal in MG )
has a loc which is approximately parallel and may have exercised some
influence
ye8dm (MG yelp) adhyetz pravasan AV VS ApS LS SG HG MG

5 Transfer of epithet

§683 Transfer of epithet (§ -6) is found in the following
fossil have ahany olastimi (MS ahann amebae, KS t .4ukro ahany 47asye,

AA 'harry Raisin,,) TS MS KS AS See §447
svasty aprii adore svarvalz (MG t ',opens numelah) RV AB MG 'In

the bright place' 'm the path of the bright one ' The onguial has
an epithet, of mane, which MG changes to an independent form
Some MG mss point to the RV reading

6 Miscellaneous

§664 The rest are unclassifiable
ava tara (TS avallaram) nadi,sv d VS TS MS KS AB avallare nadinrtm

AV Too obscure to make any interpretation of ruulindm worth
giving, see VV 2 §S33

s :'Aids'ni nuts', Indio memo MS samsrasld sa yudha zndro gamma
RV AV SV VS TS KA See §607

sand u (SB also agnrr) vasuvane vasudheyasya velu vauthak SB !both)
AS Ritualistic rigmarole, various case -forms of agni are used in
mechanical modulations of the formula

arable (MS KS °td, KapS mast nz,salle (MS nzsattd, KS
na calla) RV VS MS KS KapS N as rtd sana ratase ezmdne
TS The latter is a reconstruction containing a reminiscence of
RV 10 123 1, which contains rajaso vimáne

and no (md) Mawr Jambi yah prthzvydh (KapS °yam) RV VS VSK
TS MS KS KapS SB ApA Raghu Vira emends to °yñh (cf
Oertel 19), but the loc can be construed with the following pads

°tah) .+arts
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CHAPTER XXVII

SINGULAR AND PLURAL

1 Generalizing singular and plural

§685 Among the variations between singular and plural (see § §112 -7
for a

in
summary), the great majority concern the use of a generic singu-

lar, variation with a plural which may be specific, referring to particu-
lar individuals of the class, or may itself be general, including them
all As a rule there is little real difference of meaning between the
two forms The singular tends to think of the class as a whole, the
plural of the individuals which compose it Sometimes the singular
seems to be a distinct collective, but more often it merely indicates the
genus, without centering the attention upon the individuals which com-
pose it For instance, as in military language today, 'the enemy' may
mean the whole hostile army Likewise the sacrifice', as an institu-
tion or type, vanes with 'sacrifices' as individual acts (but usually not
conceived specifically, rather all 'sacrifices' in general) And so one
may say equally well 'good deed', generically, or 'good deeds' 'food' or
'foods', 'praise' or 'praises', 'heroism' or 'heroism,' (that, is, deeds of
heroism), and so forth

§686. In some of the cases which we shall feel obliged to list under
this heading, it is very possible that the singular may have been felt
specifically, of a single definite individual So notably with the word
agni 'fire' ( §691) At times it cannot be doubted that reference was
made to one particular fire, especially one of the three sacred fires,
while the plural forni refers to several individuals (say, to the three
sacred fires) Where we find definite evidence that the change between
singular and plural was of this sort, we shall classify the variant in the
appropriate place below ( §74(1) It is, however, usually hard to identify
such cases, to separate theta from instances of the generic singular,
and the latter is so common and so characteristic of the Vedic language
that as a rule we tend to assume it in default of clear evidence to the
contrary

Amredita compounds

§687 Sanskrit has a special device for expressing clearly the notion
of generalization in connection with a noun the use of repeated

332
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(drnredtta) compounds They may be used in either the singular or
the plural to denote every individual of the genus Once a plural
amredzta varies with a singular modified by the word uzáva 'all', so that
the two expressions are equivalent In another case a singular dmredzla
vanes with an obviously generalizing plural which, tho there is po word
like mecca, can only mean substantially the same thing
vtko- vzsah praveszvartsam imahe AV mien,.mien,. t'di precede. Sam

(KS t prame Seam) imahe TS MS KS
ruho ruroha (TB roham- roham) related ruroha AV TB

§688 We now proceed to give the lists containing a presumably
generalizing singular in vanation with a plural, arranging them under
semantic categories, beginning with

§669 (1) Words connected with the ritual Among ritual moss we
find first the 'sacnfice' itself Good.) and its more specific designations
(havya, hams, etc )
asman raya uta yarñdh (KS t yajriah.) sararddm TS KS ApS yu,m,an

raya Ida yajñd asakrala MS
yajñam yod yajñavahasah AV ,yapñazr va (TB vo) ,ya,lñavahasah RV

TS TB
tvastd ra.piriz (AS rtipena) samarraklu yalfutzh (AS ya,piant) SB TB

AS SS KS
What.. tva haryasva ya,7ñazh (MS yglize) RV SV MS See §602
ya,lñd,ya stirnabarhz,e vz vo made RV AS ya,7ñe, u stirnaharhz,am vtvak-

,ase SV
brahma yapñah (MS yaiñah) ',Aerie) dhdrayanli. AV MS
drvehlnyo harryam (MS MS MG havya) vahiztu prajdnan RV AV VS

TS MS KS SR TB Vait MS Kauf MG
havya marte,u ranyatz RV havyam madam zndhate SV
jatavertah prate havyd yrhhi,ya AV SMR jat.avedo haver idem su,asva

AS AIDS MS HG
agntr hatch (AV VS TS MS havyam) Ronda sadayrttz (AV svadayalu)

RV AV VS TS MS KS agar,- havyane sz}roadat HV saner
havya su,údalt HV

alondra /mewl (SV havyam) tarn havt,krte RV SV
smarm- ,luhotz havi,d capita (TB ,7uhott yaru,d havzrhhzh) AV TB

impala vtdhema namasd havzrhhzh RV AV TS MS KS
pura swami (TB dx,s(dd) ahutznz harder asya (TB ahuttir asya hanlu) AV

TB
ya ahutem (RIB "tir) alyantartyanta ducal) AV ,IUB tas le gat:hartly

dhutznt (KS "tir) ghrta.sya TS KS
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pelara ayugmanlas te svadhaydyu8rnantah (PG svadhabhzr (VW) TS PG
ß69O The words used at the sacrifice, whether spoken or sung (stoma,

prasastz, arka, uklha, brahman, malt, dacio, yams, adman) Here also
may be placed the variante involving the words dhi, veda, chandal,
and several others that have to do with meter
laved u stomata (SV atom a:§) casts RV AV SV
stomeno prat: bhú.att RV stomebhir bhtiyatz pratt SV
apam uta pra.tasts u (RV t prasastaye, AV VSK °ttbkuh) RV AV VS

VSK TS MS KS SB
Lava prasastayo mahih (SV °fastaye mane) RV SV
yarn rntlrarn na praiasttbhth (SV °taye) RV SV
ghrtenarkam abhy arcano vatsam AV tarn arkazr abhyarrantt vat sain TB
agnzr ukthena vdhaaa VS TS MS KS AS SS ayntr ukthe}sv anhasa AV
vacad brahmdnz (SV brahrnett) ver u tat RV SV See §269
sam brahmarui (AV °nam) devakrtam (RV AV devahztam) yad aero

RV AV Ppp VS TS MS KS SB TB See §587
tdam brahma peprhz saubhagdya MS ama brahma pipzhz saubhagdya

VS KS SB (Eggeling wrongly considered brdhma a vocative )
ato nadir (SV matzm) janayata svadhabhzh RV SV
omit (TS imam) rudraya lavase kapardtne, k,ayadviraya pra bhardmahe

matih (TS maim) RV VS TS MS KS
stain (KS siüktam) Balk VS MS KS TB SS KS ApS MS
rksamabhyarn samtaranlo yarurbhth (TS °bhydm yajusa sarntarantah) VS

TS KS SB MS
prastotah sama gaga MS ApS prastotah samanz gaya MS TA KS

ApS (MS p p sama
udgatah samara (MS 2 5 4 25, 4 4 11 santa) (Joya GB MS (MS

4 2 10 has adman., hut y 1 sama )
Lalvaya savzta dhzyah. (VS Avant) VS VSK TS MS KS SB SvetU
vedasya (MG veddnam) nidhipo hhtiyasam AG PG MG
chandansz (KS charolo) gacha asaba VS TS MS KS SB
Mandan/ (MS rhandobh:r) hansah tuczsat VS MS KS TB
gayatram chanclo ana sarnrabhadhvam MS gayatrnn chandansy ano

samrabhantam KS ApS
disipada ya caluiparla (VS yai ratugpadah), tripada yd ca ,a(puda (VS

ya. ca ,atpadah), vachandd ya (VS yds) ra sacharuld)t (TS KSA
sachanda yd ra vzrhandoh) VS TS MS KSA Supply rr or rrah

avasyuvdld brhatir nu takvarih (MS KS hrhati na takvari, AS brhatt
lu lakvari) TS MS KS AS Followed by

Imam yajslam avatu (TS avantu) ya (TS AS sui) ghrtaci (TS °rib) TS
MS KS AS ditdrn decry (MS levy) avatu no ghrtaci TS MS AS

)
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vz ftoka etu (AV etz, TS SvetU Halal yanlz) pathyeva (KS palheva)
earth (AV MS t mirth, TS SvetU esarah, KS t siirah) RV AV
VS TS MS KS SB SvetU

1691 The sacrificial fire See above, §686 It os often impossible
to say whether a single fire, nr the individual god Agni, is means by the
singular, or 'fire(s)' in general
to asnta (KS 'em(1) agruzye (ApS MS v 1 °yo) draeznam (KS *mint)

dativa MS KS ApS
agnzr me hold sa mopahvyalam SB agne grhapata upa ma hvayasva KS

ApS MS agnaya upahvayadhoam Vait The last no doubt refers
definitely to the three sacred fires

agnaye suzs(akrte svand TB TAA etc aymbhya/t
fire,

.sutstakrdbhyah eva /ta
KS The latter refers to the three

agnzm (ApS agnirt) sarnadhehz MS MS ApS
zhazva san tatra sato vo aynayah TB ApS Mama san (MS sans, so also

TB Poona ed) tetra santazn tvagne TB AS MS
raudrenanikena pane magne (VS Vait palm nuignayah) VS IS MS KS

AS Vait 18 8 Followed by
pzprta rnagnayah (KS pips&& magne) VS KS Vait
ye agnayo apsv ardor ye vrtre, ye rouse ye a.lmasu AV yo ape enter

amour yo 'tire, yah peruse yo almanz MS KS ApS Ppp also
intends the latter reading

§692 Various utensils and appurtenances of the ritual
ukhyam (AV uklu,an) hastesu bzbhratah AV VS TS MS KS SB
samzdham (Kau HG °dha) a dhehz iB SG Kaut SMB PG GG HG
emir) etat to unman GG /tart vah pztare (Snub (VS yams adhnita) VS

VSK AS SMB etano vah pztaro vasansi ApS HG The 'clothing'
is the threads, wool, or hair placed on each cake offered to the
Pitrs

a me graho hhavaty (KSA grated bhavanty) a puroruk TS KSA
brhaspatosutasya graham grhnzlnzz (KS graham rdhyasam, VS VáK

SB graham rdhyasam, MS graham radhyasam) VS VSK TS MS
KS SB

nor ahavan (KS °vain) krnotana RV TS KS Followed or preceded by
sanz aura. (KS °trän, z e °tram) dadhatana, same texts
Srnvanty ape dhzsanas ca dev,h (M9 dhzsaruz ca devi) VS TS MS (bis)

KS SB In MS both passages show both readings in
passages

the russ ,
von Schroeder finally adopted the singular tin both

upastavah ka&z.4ah (MS 'vah kata.44h) sumo agnih (MS somadhanah)
TS MS ApS

erkoanam gharmam abhz edema. RV AV N trim gharman ASIA cava-
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band AV Tho the passages are obscure, there is little doubt that
phonon is a ritualistic word, probably the pot in which the milk
>e heated (so Oldenberg RVNoten), or perhaps the hot milk itself
(Bloomfield SBE 42 590 is doubtful which is meant)

[ti dadhrtah kalaáazr (ApMB kala41r, MG kalabam) aguh (AG ApMB
ayan, SG garnan, PG upa, HG ayann zua, MG azrayam) AV AG
SG PG HG ApMB MG But see §412 ]

§693. The drink soma and associated concepts As for agni ( §691),
it is difficult to distinguish the dnnk from the god who is the drink
ukthald sonoindm (AA KS * ApS MS * somasya) AA (bis) KS

(bis) ApS (ter) MS (ter) om uktha;rz yoga somasya AA
sontasydgne (SS somdruim ague) !Alit AB GB AS SS (bis) Vait ApS
sitter zndraya udyave, sono arvatt uzvnave RV mold indrdya vayave,

soma arvanit (SV 'tu) vz,snave RV SV The pAda sutil tndrdya
vayave appears in PB as a pratika, and again in RV followed by
somuso dadhydlzrah

te (RV 'sa) vivid ddlu,se vara, soma (RV *some) dtvydnz parthzvd RV
(bis) SV The Ilea containing the plural is surrounded by trias
referring to soma

that
in the sing It may be suspected (cf RV Rep

on 9 36 4) the plurals accompany a plurality in the ritual
Indra piba sued,. RV imam Indra sulant piba RV SV PB AS SS

ApS
ya djayma (N 'mull) savane ma (read in AV savarusmd, 'I'S KS sava-

nedarn, N savanam Warn, VS MS SB u,¡aymedarn uzvanant) ugandh
AV VS'I'SMSKSSBN

made susiprarn (SV made;tz szprani) andhasah RV SV See VV 2 §S39
[pavamana (SV "nil, misprint) vidhharmanz RV SV

§694 Other materials offered, including ghee, medas, masara, ida,
purodasa
Coffin ayne pradiva dhulam yhrlena (RV yhrtazh) RV TB ApS
achdyam et, lavasi yhrlena (Ai' ghrla cul) AV VS TS MS
ad zd ghrtena prthzvi vy udyate (AV t prthzvint vy iidoli) RV AV MS

KS N ad zt prthttñ ghrtatr vy udyate TS yhrlena dydvdprthtvi vy
undht (KS vyundan) RV KS

philo, (SV pinta) vasanah pan yams nirnzjam RV SV
erucdndnzguhvalah AV sriscd3gena3uhvatah TB Poona ed (Cone with

Bibl Ind ed corruptly srucanyerta juhvala)
utivebhyo devebhya (MS °bhyah) assassin. dragoons mevrindnt (MS ch°

m° use) vapdruzrn medasdm anubriihz (MS medaso 'nuhriihz) ApS
MS Also with prey ya for anubrahz

yaja
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candravapayor medasam anubrdhz (and prepya) ApS hayasya chdgastijos-
rasya cartdravapandnt medaso 'nubrtiJzz (and 'salt pre,sya) MS

rnedasah (VSK medusa) svdhd VS VSK MS TB rnerlubltyah svdhd VS
oaths majjdnarn mdsarath (MS truism am) VS MS KS TB
sapir ayrtzr vatsudruara zddb/zzh 'l'S sapir vazsvanaru zduyá (VSK ztaya)

VS VSK MS KS SB
z,gant no mztrdvarund karlancdrant AA aryl mitro varunah pznvatcdúh SV
avivrdhat puroda,§ena (VSK °uTdhola purobisena) VS VSK ravivrdhanta

purodd,Æazh (°la5atlt) VS VSK KS avzvrdhrlrint puroddscna (AS
°ddsath) MS AS

amen adya hotaram purorldsam (coin) grhrtann (barlhnann, etc )
VS VSK MS KS TB Six (tern, see Cone

§695 Priestly personage, and the yalamñntt
sorna;, ra
brdhrnanah

yo Mdhrnanan (TA °nanz) rivrresa RV AV l'A
(MS brdlentanrFh) santth MS 'l'A

punur bralunrino (AV brahnui, Ppp bra/multi()) vusunilhu tvasúniltr
"attain, 'dhUe) yajfuath (agne) AV VS 'I'S MS KS ::;13

girbhtrvzprahpramattmzchamanah(TB 'vtpruh trhanuindh) RV MS
KS 'I'B (ins) Ati dhibiur r:tprdh pramattm trhaandnah KV MS

sa tiara stomavdhasdm (SV `haul) tha srudhe RV SV
rna te rzgann upasaltdro urine. (and, upasattdro yrhdntine mile) AV (both;

rod ra
hotus ramasah

rtywl upasalla te agree VS TS MS ES
praztu pra hrahmanah prod9dlFnrim (App \Ip prodgdtuh,

AO also úha, prorlyutPzuint) pia yajamdnasya (App mill. pra.sarla-
syaeya) pB lip App NIA

agner datvinñnt (AB Kp ha rlarvindnt) vt.dm purarGiyaur (NO 'yam
sunvan) yajarn.drto rrtanus,yrinrîm tiB 1p Apti r drrvinrirn
muant purartrme surtvanlo yajwndnu ntanar yrirzrirn \1

mufurmam yajñant ntuñtra yufruapatrzn unJta.sah svdlui KS nzuftrenzant
anhasah TS TB ntufu:entdn am +in anhrasalt :valid AV

firavase no rnayhonah (SV mayhorunn) RV SV
lena panty yajarruindh svaste MS tenait yajamiueah. swish (KS ApS

svastya) 'I'S KS (ter) AO Ou tiny plural see VV I p lJti
nayanto garbham vanant dht,yant dluah RV rtayantam girbhz.r vand ella yam

dhah SV See §399
§696 The dak;zne

,yat partant yri.s ca rlak,stnrilt VS SB yad datlam yd ra rlak;ind TS
dakondbh,yalz (KSA daksrnayat) svaha TS KSA
Tg Vasa brharlrathanztarc gaibha/t prataanzvzdo jardyu yajito valso rlak,)tnrI

(AEA dakznah) p-iryvsalt ES ApS
yajrltas cu rlukazrui ca (ApMB `nds ra rlak+tnc) ApMB

MA

SC
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§897 (2) Divine personages
yad devil devam ayaganta rOve RV yad devil devdn havzp!yajanta AV

Different contexts, no specific god seems to be meant in RV
eldzlyam (RV VS TS MS SB ddztydn) Indus. salryam RV AV SV

VS VSK TS MS KS SB
Hama ddztydya dzvskpzte lokasprte (MU °entree) KSA MU Hama adz -

tehhyaß ra rnávehhyat ra devebhyn dzinkyzdbhyo lokakpwlhhyah ChU
vi parjanyam (TS °yah) srjantz (MS KS pra parjanyah srjatdm) rodasi

anu RV TS MS KS
dikpdpoluiya vanalarn (TB °polebhyo 'vunatant) ht fiakrd TD AS
dmanasya deva (MS °va) yd (MS yrih, KS yds) strzyah TS MS KS
dmanasya devil (MS °va) ye putrdli (KS pulydsah) MS KS
dmanasya devil (MS MS °va) ye sayitdh TS MS KS MS 'The

gods) of affection' seem to be nonce -gods, whose number of course
is also invented for the occasion

vraldnlirn vratapale (Kaue °layo) vratam w:dnpam (MS acdrpam) MS
TA Kane

anu me diktat, dikpdpalzr rnanyatdm (KS dlkpdpatayo manyadhvam)
anu (SB * °pair amanstdnu) lapas tapaspalth (KS °prtlayah) VS
TS KS SB GB Vait anu mu edam mate. vralapatzr manyatam
anu dtkpdm rtkpdpattr añjasa MS upa ma dzkpdyam dikpapatayo
hvayadhvam MS

'marten. (HG °gzbhyah) svñhd ApMB HG nzpañgin = Rudra, the
plural = the Rudras, or Rudra's hosts

nzparigina upa spttata HG nzjañgznn upa sprsa ApMB
drtavo 'dhzpatzr resit TS urtava adhzpataya dsan VS SB rlavo 'dhzpa-

taya dsan MS KS Perhaps better to be placed with §709
vasdrtdni pavztram asz TS MS KS TB ApS MS vasoh pavatrant asz

VS KS SB KS
vasavah cdttpthan vasudhdtarafi ca AV vases cetzptho vasudhatumas ca

VS 1'S MS KS The latter i° original, Ppp agrees with it (JAGS
42 108)

zndraghopas (MS KS °pis) tva vasubhzh moss f pdtu (KS t tva vasavah
pu° pilau, MS tva purastad vasuhhth panto) VS TS MS KS SB
tndraghopd vo vasubhzh purastdd upadrzditalani TA The meaning of
zndraghopa and the corresponding terms ni the next two variante
is uncertain, some sort of nonce - deity, or strained epithet of a deity
The commentators suggest the gods that are appropriate tu the
directions named (Agni, Yama, Varuna respectively)

manu avds tvd pitrbltzr (KS ;Mara) dakpznatah pata (KS pant's) VS TS
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KS SB 'seams Eva manolavd daksznatah pdntu MS manglavaeo
vah mired./ daksaraala upadadhaldrrz TA

pracetas Eva rudrath pa&cal pata VS TS KS SB radicle Eva prace.lasah
pa.fcdt pdnlu MS pracetd vo rurlrazh pa5cdd upadadhatdm TA

dhisaruas Eva dear vtsvarlevydvalzh (MS dhz,sana tea devi vz&vadevyavatf)
prthtvydh sadhasthc anigzrasvarl (TS 'ñpz°) abhindhatam (MS
abhinddhdrn, 'abhindhatanz) ukhe VS TS MS (bis) KS SB Cf
VV 1 p 255

vazti,trtg (vd (KS °tris tva, TS °trapo ,7anayas tva) dads vtsvadevydvatih
VS TS KS SB f varatri (and vane) lcd devi vzFvadevyavalf MS
(bis) Cf prec

remote predhd ya,lñapatznz a vita MS KS cenote ya,7amdne preys'', dha
a vt.§a VS t SB t rr-valtr yapñapatvn preyarlhan: ata TS ApS The
singular, according to hB as Vac The plural is vanously inter-
preted of different °ema-deified entities

vanant.]adakzim khddena '1'S t KSA No The word is explained by
TS corm as bhaksayzln devata, au if 'ester' ]

§698 (3) Words meaning people, community, place, world, region,
geographical ternis, and the like
pra no pacha binavas (AV serve) pate AV 'I'S pra no yacha (KS rdsva)

volas pate RV MS KS
svasttda vz;as (AV Malzlnli ve, ana) patzh RV AV 5B AdB TB TA

TAA >\4ahainL' ApS VHDh
Janata ca mstra yalati bruvanah RV rnntra,7andn yatoyatz bruvdnah (TS

ApS pra,7anan, TB ApS ,7anan kalpayatz prglanan) RV TS KS
TB AS ApS (has) MS N

,landya vrktabarhtse RV Jerome vr6taharhzsah RV
,yak,sm.a ,yantz _pallid (AV ApMB ,7azurn) ans.( RV AV ApMB
bhv.mzr atz tvdbhzpram.anvate januh (TS tva ,land vzdnh) AV TS yarn

land Jano Sham., ztz pramandate \ S MS KS SB
Sale samgrrimrin (TS \IS 'loam) na!ratz (KS ,layatz) am yudhe casi

(TS MS sam yak, purlhr, KS corn casi yudhd) AV TS KS MS
samsrastd sa pudha :miro panerai RV AV SV VS TS KS saazsrstdeu

yalsv zndro gane,:u MS
trayatdm (AV trdyaratam) mandant ganah (AV ganah) RV AV
a&astthd vr,Ianam (SV towns) raksamanah RV SV
grdmarn sa,ldnaya gachantz ApMB t (Irannrin sg/alayo yard: HG
vzdma te Aliens vzbhrtd pirates RV VS SB pulp. le sudino vabhrtam

purutrd TS MS KS ApMB

'
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awl vo data sadan.d (N aadanam, KS Kaut °ruins) akarma (MS
krnnmt, KS Kaut sanlu) AV VS MS SB KS Kaut N sugzl
vo devas sadanedam astu KS svagd vo desalt sadanam akarma (ApS
aadandnt santu) TS AIDA

ta dvavrlran sadandd rlasya (TS sadanánt krtvrz, KS t 8adananz ratui)
RV AV TS MS KS (both) N

yesdm (RVKh tesdm) apsu sadas (TS ApMB °dah) krtarn RVKh
VS TS SB NilarU ApMB ye apsu Mama (KS 'psu saddnsn)
cakrzre MS KS

apam sadhtsz sida TS spas/ tva sadhz,sz (MS t sadhrtstt) srtdaydnzz VS
MS KS SB

aadhasthesu (RV sadhasthe va) maho dzvah RV (bis) SV
etas/ sadhastha (AV KS °athah) part te (AV KS vo) daddrnz AV VS

TS KS SB MS sadhastha = loku
tdbhtr vahatnam sukrtam u lokam. (TA vahemam sukrlarn yatra lokah)

RV AV TA vahdsz mrt (1(ti t vahansz sa) suArlam yatra lokrih
(KS t lokah) KS TB ApS

yatavedo vahemant (SS vahasvaznam) aukrtarn yatra lokah (TA lnkdh)
TA SS Amnia rupia hy (rend rzaya.,y9) ennui sukrtam yatra
kkah JB

tundhalam lokah pztrsadana)t TS ApS tundharzlam (AV SurnhhantGrn)
lokrih pztr,sadanah AV VS MS KS SB MS

vz jzhisva lokanz krnu (TA ,7zlrirsva lokan Ardhz) AV TA
te brtzhmalokesu (TA 'lake tu) pardntakale TA MahánU MundU

KazvU
vzdus(aro diva drodharutnz RV subsist arndhananz drvah RV KS
yasmznn tdam instant hhuvanam adht natant "I'S yasmzn vz,vanz. Nueva-

aunt (MS uzsvti hhu.vanatlhz) tasthuh RV VS MS
anlarzksasya dhartr%m vzy(amólzan%m discern adhzpatnirn bhuvanñndm (MS

dtsdm bhuvaruzsyarlhzpatnim) VS MS ICS SB vz,stamhhani dzsdm
alhzpatn.i bhuvanaruzm TS

tvastedam tnsvanz bhuvanam,7a,7ana VS TS I(fiA hastened vzóva Mums,
747dna MS

sa tdam vz4vam (TS TB sa vzsvñ hhuvo) abhaval sa dbhavat AV TS TB
sa vzsvd bhuva dbhavah RV AV

sa mimes (AV uzsva) prati rak(pat (AV 'pc; AV AS Sfi
na tarn indatha ya zmd (TS KS tdant) ia,7ana RV VS TS MS KS N

:ma = bhuvananz, tdam. = vzsvam, or the like
hhzilasya (PB bhzllananz) 7dlah pals eka asit RV AV VS VSK TS

MS 11S KSA PB SB N
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term (TS tayd) rohem dyann upa (AB rohan ruruhur) medhydeah AV
VS TS MS KS SB roha = evarga

magma arvanto jayema Vait svargdn (AS text, svagdnl) arvanto _layette
(AS jayatah) SV AS AS svargdn (text svagan) arvato ,7ayatt AS

abhi,ma.m (TS MS t °mint, MS MS v I °man) mahtnd (VS 'ma,
delete MS v 1 m Conc ) down (MS Mush) VS TS MS TA ApS
MS

sa vd,7i. rocand (SV rocanarn) dtvah RV SV
ye aprathethdm armed swam (ArS anzttam able gagman) AV ArS
asking asya y41anam (SV °nd) RV SV
tredhd ns dadhe padarn (AV MS pada) RV AV SV VS TS MS KS

SB N The adverb tredhd probably suggested the change to the
plural

mrtyoh peplum (MG padans) ,yopayarzto RV AV TA MG
pardrim (RV °cir) anu samvrttam (RV °fah) RV AV
IIrvan (SV arum) dayanta,garulm RV SV VS
adhvana skabhnita (VS skabhrivanlah) VS TS vq/anz nprzn ,7aya-

tddhvdnatn (KS °dhvanas) sh.abhnuvanto z/ojarui mznzunah MS KS
(The MS passage is entered in the Cone also under =Mumps
etc ) vdgvzo vajatto Amens (VSIC vajzno vQ7am .7ayatadhvana)
skabhnuvarito ,yo)arzd mammoth kas/harn medulla VS VtiK SB

agatya vajy adhvdnam (TS ApS adhvanah) VS TS MS KS SB ApS
MS

adhvaruim adhvapate pra ma lira svastt me satin patht rlevaydne bhiiydt
VS adhvanam adhvapate, semi! me 'dyasmzn rlevayone prttht hh&yat
PB arlhvano adhtpattr as: sunset no 'dydsmzn devaydne paths stilt
(read swat) SS

tirah purd cul arrutvam jaganvdn (SV arrzavdn ,7agamydh) RV AV SV
ghrtasya kutyarrt anu 'I'S MS KS SB ghrtasya hive upa VS VSIC
k,selrasya (VS TS KS kpclranrinz) pataye rzamah VS TS MS KS
suma bhavantúdvato (TS °vald) nzpadah TV TS RS
antan prthtvyñ dtvah TB AO tad antat prehtvyd adht MS
vavrdn anarztdn (AV vavram anaritrtm) ava su padDrta RV AV
(alra (AV tatra) yamah sddarui (TA *tuft) te minotu (AV krnatu) RV

AV t TA See §496 ]
hraddk ca pundartkdns RV hrado va pundarzkavdn AV 'Ponds (and)

lotus-pools' 'a pond full of lotuses'
e,a te "mate raja MS KS MS e,s.er vo ,anald raia AO This formula,

used in the rtslasúya ceremony, is meant to hate the appropriate
name of the tribe substituted for the collective Janata In ApS
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the formula is preceded by actual formulas of the type epa volt
pascals rapt, and it is possible (as Keith suggests un TS 1 8 10 2
n 6) that their plurals have produced the plural janatdh of this
formula

§699 (4) Words denoting living beings (plants, animals, men), and
first, plants
antarzkydya fees vanaspalaye (KS °patzbhyah) KS MS
vanaspatayd ulzlkan MS vanaspatzbhya ulzikdn VS
vanaspalaye (sc namah) SG vanaspatzbhyah (Sc namah) MG MDh
vanarpalaye svdhd Rent vanaspatzhhyah svahti. VS TS MS KS KSA

TB ApS
addhz trriam aghnye vzkvadanim RV AV KS ApS N attu troll, SMB

GG , and cf the other references in the Cone under this last quota-
tion, all of which have the plural

atikurn (AV ankiln) babhastz (ApS gabhasti) harztebhzr loot lilt AV KS
ApS

chino rohantu puspznih (AV rohalu puspzn') R \' AV Sonic mss of
AV , followed by comm and SPP , read as RV , and Ppp likewise,
as reported by Whitney

latamtild lati ikurd TA MahánU kalatnzildh satdakuzah MahknU
The Was refer to the rltirvd- plant, singular or plural

avakam (MS KSA avakdn, but MS p p avakam) danlarndlazh VS
MS KSA SB

aghadvzstrz devalñta, virile rhapathayopant AV atharvyu;hi dev47vtd,
vidu chapathajambhanih ApS Tho ApS is corrupt

of the
in this line, it

undoubtedly intends a plural, as the verb following line
shows Caland translates as tho singular, evidently using the AV
readings in part

adha (alto) satakratvo ( °kratavo, "krato) yziyam, see §229a Plants are
addressed el, crywhere in the plural, yet all texts have sing amba
in plda a, to this MS KapS assimilate the adjective

§700 Animals Here also some words denoting all living beings as
a collective whole, and some Was in which man is included in a list
with other animals The word mood is placed in §702 below
Ripon., (MS KS jagatas) Inlays namah VS 'l'S MS KS
a ',also jagata (AG jayalam, PG jagadazh) saha AV AG PG HG MG

ApMB PG 's tupelo (cf VV 2 §60) is said to mean 'attendant,
companion', then 'the Half with its companions '

gaur aluah purugah paluh AV TA vans (dram purugam jagai (AV
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paáum, RVKh asean puny., aham) RVKh AV TA MahtinU.
ApMB HG ga Wean pump. pasfcn MS

tvayd gam asvam purusam (HG gd auxin pur-a,van) sanema AV HG
ghrtenúktau pasv,ns (VSK TS KS Apt; palm) trayetham VS VSK.

TS MS KS SB ApS MS
yards (TS palatal na gopa trait parz,7md RV TS KSA
opadhibhyah paSavc no (KS MS Apt` palubhyo me) jandya (KS MS

ApS t dharsaya) TS KS ApS MS
askun yrim rsabho yuca KS askdn rsabho yuca gah TB TA ApS
yad amusrsilam avasam panzni gdh (TB goh) RV TB See §505
upahrita gavah saharsabhah SB upahvta dhenuh sahary°abad (AS SS t

saharpabha) TS TB AS SS
nrbhzr yatah krauts nzrnz,7um gah (SV gam) RV SV gah (gam) = mdk
vatsarn pliant na dheriavah (SV nzatarah, AV palm nag And) RV AV

SV
payo grhesu payo aghnyayam (TB ApS *maim) AB TB AS ApS

payo ughn,yasu payo valsesu MS
marutam pr9atir (VSK prpatim) garba VS VSI( SB
arulhahin (TS °he, KSA °heh.) sthrilagudaya (MS stMirag°°, TS KSA

slhriragudd) VS t TS MS t KSA
rabhíyasa (MS TB Poona ed °bh%yansanz) zvu krtvi karad evam devo

vara.palzr lupalam /moth VS MS KS TB The Hots is to 'make
stronger' a number of sacrificial animals

totrazturrz (VS KS °tan) prastulyevopa.slutyevopavasrakpat VS MS KS
TB In the same passage as the preceding

babhravah saumyah VS MS ApS babhruh saunsyah VS TS KSA
vzsvebhyo devebhyah praatan (MS °tah) VS MS (bis) vzSvesam deva-

raira prpatah VS
dkhuh sr,/aya Sayandakas te maztrah (KSA ms Saydndakas te mazGyah)

TS KSA Sargah sr7ayah Sayarzdakas te rnazlrah VS MS Von
Schroeder emends KSA to the TS readingwith doubtful Justice

kapota (MS °ta) utrikah Satu te nzrrtyaz ('l'S KSA nazrrtah) VS TS
MS KSA The p p of MS reads kapotah, but despite this it is
probably only MS 's peculiar sandhi for kapótah útúkah

§701 Human beings General words, such as purusa, martya, as
well as the word mrta in one variant, also one variant involving a desig-
nation of an occupation, and one referring to men as 'sleeping' (soupera)-
ma hzrisih purusam jagat VS TS MS KS SvetU ma Inns. purusdn

mama NilarU
s;yiano amrta marlyesv a (SV martyaya kam) RV SV
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nwefiayann amTlam marlyam (TB amrldn martymtá) ca RV VS TS
MS TB

jivdm rtebhyah (read mrlebhyah) parzrtiyamdnám AV mrlaya jivdm
parzniyamáruîtn TA

human kinuFSd abhz (AV aria) yarLlu (MS Canaan abhy elu) canna (AV
TS va/tan) RV AV VS TS MS KS SB

yd svapardam bodhayalz (HG svupatsu jdyartt) ApMB HG See §548
§702 Words denoting family relationships, including saki,, and prgld

in its various meanings
supra,lah prajabhzh (VS prr{labhz, ?misprint for °bhzh, VSK prajaya,

SS prajabhir) syant (VSK SS bhúyasanL) VS VSK SB AS
SS supr47alL prapdbhzh syamn (VSIi prajaya bhziydsam) VS
VSK SB

dive prlhzvyaz sain ca prajayat (SV pra,7abhyaA) RV SV
dhata pra)a,ya (AS prajunam) uta raya ife TS AS SS SG ApMB
prqld (Vait prajam) jznva TS KS PB Vait
pm,labhyah ,malta TS KSA TB prglayaz mild TB
prajdh (AG PG pram)) pro jarLayrivahaL JUB AG PG prajam d

janayawzhaz AV
prgluh (KapS prayunz) ptpartz bahudlhri (RV VS przprt,a purudha) tt

rd,latt RV SV ArS VS MS KS KapS ApS Harts( 12
prajapatzr jrnta,yati praja :malt AV prajdm dadatu (KS pepartu) part-

vatsarv nah MS KS ApS prgpipati ranLayatu pra,7li iba KS a
nah. (AV varo) prajam prajapatzh RV AV MS KS ApS
MS AG SMB ApMB

pr47apatth prajayd satBraranah AV VS MS JB SS MS pra,ldpafzh
prajaya (Ppp 4'ait KauS prtgabhzh) samvzdanah Ppp TS KS
PB TB TA MahánU NrpU Vait ApS KauS

garbham (SS garbhan) dhattam svastaye TB SS
sa nah pzteva sitnave (AV KS ` putrebhyah) RV AV VS TS MS KS

(ter) SB The contexts are different
pulram pautram (ApMB HG putrdrt pautran) abhztarpayantih AV

Kaut ApMB HG
pileva pulram (AV Kaut putrún) abhz (SG An) raksalnd imam (VS

SB mann) AV VS TS SB TB TA AS SG KauS piton pulram
jarase ma emam (Ppp KS HG ApMB nayernam) Ppp MS KS
HG ApMB

virant (VSK tarin) vzdeya lava devi (TS IiS TA um ) santdrfz VS
VSK TS KS SB TA

virgin (Mans (AS virant nte dotta, MS 111.111111 no datlu) (antra( AS ApS
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MS Orrin nah piano dhatta ViDh Oran me pttaro (aleo tata
maha and pratatamaha) donna Kaué

Mira paíyenta ;Moral ca putran (TA pztaram ca petram) AV TA
svadha pztrimandya (Kaué °mahebhyah) AS MS Kau/ In the same

texts with the same variation in number omAha pare (pttrbhyah),
and soothed prapztarnahaya ( °mahebhyah)

prapitdmandn htbhartz ptnvamanah (TA t °nw.ham /, /hast pinvamane)
AV TA

syvruzrn palye (AV palihhyo) vahatunt krnucva (AV krnu team) RV AV
SMB ApMB MG N

samrÚJñi sva.fure bhava RV SG SMB ApMB samrd ñy edit .;vakureyu
AV

o al sakhdyarn sakhya vavrtydnt RV AV a tea ,,akhdyah sakhya vavrtyuh
SV

pratikysardr sva'uro dreams ra AV praln,yanlam tdvatruvo dcvards ca
ApMB Change of gender aL =o ( §762) A, to devara. ('r'O, both
are plural, one from stem deer, one from devara (corn l Whitney's
not r)

§703 (5) Words meaning 'enemy', 'demon', 'evil', ',ni' (La the Hindu
point of view that sui is of the nature of an external evil, i.ve Bloom-
field Atharvavcda, p R3), 'disease', and the like It is often difficult to
distinguish between 'enemy' and 'demon', as III the case of the nerds
arrdt and rakyas
ayam salmi?! (KapS mtrunr) ,layatu NS VSK TS MS KS KapS

SB TA AS Oertel 76
hhiyaram d dhehz 5alrufu (SV .salraer) RV SV
ldrhtnd (TB Poona ed tadikna) falrum (TB +alrun) na kilo vivrtsc (TB

moats'', Poona ed medic) RV TB
dvt'antas tapynntrim hahu 1115 dtzsan me bake .,oratu 7 R ApS
dvtsatarn pate anhasah. RV darn, pate anhasah AV The reported

reading of Ppp is dve alas prou ltbhyalr
yavaya (v l 'yä) dve,o asmal MS yavayasntad dveyam (y 1 ',all) KS

yavayrismad dvefah (TA agha dve irin) VS TS SB TA Kaué
dinaantam (AV sapatndn) mama (RV AV mahyam) randhayan RV AV

TB ApS dtn an§ ca mahyam radhyatu AV dvrsanto radhyantam
mahyam MS

and sham climate radham AV ma te sham /rnWare radham MS rno

attain (Impale (TB ApS 'to) radham RV TB ApS
avaham Marla upahhrta sapatrrdn (KS dvtyanlanr) KS TB ApS
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ye no dvtpanty anu tdn rabhasva AV yo na dvegtt hamlet rabhasva Mb`
yo no dves(y anu tam rename (read rabhasva?) ApS

prayufam dvepah VS prayutd dvesri st MS KS ApS MS The VS
Comm 'hostility is removed ' This may he the interpretation of
the plural also, or both singular and plural may mean 'the enemy
(ei) are destroyed '

mdkim brahmadfnpo (SB 'sam) canal!, RV AV SV
turydma dasyún tanúhhth RV sdhydma dasyum fanúbhzh SV (Ben -

fey's text has dasyúm Is this a misprint for dasyum7 B trans-
lates by a singular )

(yo nah suptdn jdgralo vdbhcddsdd ) tan pratico nzrdaha jcitavedah AV
(agne yo no anti tapalt yak ra dire ) tam praiyañram sam daha
jdtavedah ApS

and lvd panpanno (TS parzpari) vidan (TS f vale( KS tud paripanno
Man and panpanthtnah, MS lad parzparrno and paripanthinah)
VS TS MS KS SB

loam tdn agar menydmenin krnu svdhd AV tam agne nunydmentm krnu
TB taydgnr team menydmum amenne krnu TB Preceded in all
three passages by a relative clause with yo abhzddsati (AV abht-
dlisdt) and vanous methods of attack in the instrumental

ye 'smdn ahhyaghdyardz AV yo semen abhyaghayatz AV
pra nasals prattmdnam prlhtvydh AV pra sdk;ate prattmdnlnz hhúrt

RV AV N
ami ye sweater (MS °tdh, KS °tds) sthana (MS stha) AV MS KS

asau yo vzmanl janah RVKh
bhettdram bhañgurdvalah (VSK °tam) VSK TS hantdram bhañgurd-

vatdm. (AV °tali) RV AV VS MS KS The precise nuance of
meaning denoted by bhañgurdval is uncertain, 'treacherous' and
'destructive' have been suggested

taphdrtt,Iam (AV °rumo) yena pa.tyast ydtudhdnam (AV 'ruin) RV AV
uldrebadndn rittbhtr ydludhdndn AV dlehhdnld r:(zbhir ydtudluiruit RV

See §495
ydtudhdnam ktinidtnam AV yrdtudhdruin kzmulznah AV
amün krtydkrto jaht AV ava krtydkrtani jaht (Ppp prati krtydkrto daha)

AV Ppp
ni duryona durnaiii mrdhravdrah (and 'vacant) RV (both)
yaraydrdtih (MS Kau§ 'tint, MS p p and KS ydvaydrditm) VS TS

MS KS SB Kau
sahasvdratIh (MS KS "tuns) sahaava prtaruiyalah (TS sahasvdrdtiyatah)

VS TS MS KS SB
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augdrhapalyo v:dahann ardlih (AV uztapann ardtzm) AV TB ApS
aiaksmir (RVKh Scheft °min, t e °mim) ruFáaydmy ahem RVKh TAA

Comm on TAA Interprets by alakymim
eam,Idnánau vzjahatdm ardlih TB ApS dprintinau vz,7ahatd ardtzm MS

KS
pratyuytam rakyah pralyuyR.d ardtayah (MS KS pratyuy{drdlzh) VS TS

MS KS JB SB TB AS ApS Kau
haul: rako badhate pary aralih (SB °tznt) RV SV
ntrdagdha arñtayah TS TB ApS nzrdaydhñriitth MS KS
pardpv.td (VSK praliptita) ardtayah VS VSK TS SB TB ApS

paraptitaratth MS KS
avadhtila ardtayah (MS KS avarlhútarritzh) VS 1'S MS KS SB TB

ApS
sahasva no abhzrn¢tzm AV sahasva me aralih VS
nt m.ztrayur aralin attïrit MS KS vz antra evatr roam atartl TS TB

Different words
átSile (pike raksase (AV raksobhyo) vtnzkye (KS °nakye) RV AV TS

KS N
zdam ahant raksasdrn (VSI( TS MS KS MS 'so) viva apt krnlam:

VS VSK TS MS KS SB MS
snail dhara ava yad dana.vdn han SV s7,7o vi dluird ava ddrtavarn han

RV N
lunt zto ruisayrirnasz RV AV MG tan zio nBsayrtmasz AV Both tam

and tan refer to hats of demons and superhuman foes
aparo napril pralirak5aren asuryam (MS °kyad asuryan) VS TS MS

KS SB asuryam is
collective

usually translated 'the demons' power ' Is
it not rather 'the demon(.)', with MS 's variant referring
to the individual demon?'t

apa proiha (AV sedha) dunduhhe duchund (AV duchunam, TS dacha-
ruin, p p °nan) ztah RV AV VS TS MS KSA duchund, 'mis-
fortune', is perhaps personified as a demon

apsarastiv anis datia.rn rnarn nah (TB TA mini) AV TB TA apsa-
rasdm antuialtanrnant MS (p p anu, dattanz, mint)

enartst cakrina vayam AV VS MS KS TB ena5 cakrrnd va,yam TS
IiS TB

cakrrna yac ra duykrtam AB cakrrna yant duykrld KS TA
yat kusutam apratiltam (apratilam, apradaltant) maya (mayeha) TS MS

TA MS SMB !piny upamzty4ny apratittan,y (°tilany) asmi TB
ApS apantttyam apratiltam yad arms AV

Warn uham tam valagarn (MS KS tan vatagan) ut Damn (VSK TS
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MS KS AO ud vapdmz) yam (On) VS VSK TS MS KS
SB ApS

atnyad vah krzmayo (Ppp aimed turi krme) hantnz AV Ppp stani tint
krone Imams TA ApS halos te atrinri krimzh (GG krmzh) SMB
GG

la no andvrirn (TB arnica) apabddhamdnau MS TB
apdmivdm (TB ApS apdmivd) apa rakpdnsz sedha RV MS KS TB

ApS
apa salad. (SV snihttim) nrmand adhalta (SV adadhrdh, KS t nrrnaruim

adadhrdm) RV AV SV KS The meaning of the word snehttz
or snihztt is uncertain, it appears clear, however, that it must be
something dreaded

ava dezuindm ya)n hedn agne (KS yaje hidydni, MS yaje hedyñnt) AV
KS MS agne devdndm ava heda zyakyva (KS tkwa) KS ApS

tannin pdsdn prahmuficdrna elan MS KS yarn dvztmas tasmin prati
m.ufi.rdinz pd.4am 'I'S ApS

width pd.4ant (MS KS pd.idn) pro 'mania etani (MS KS etdn) TS
MS KS ApS

druhah pavan (TS KS pdtam) prati ea (KS ;ri) mursta (AV prati
nzuriraldni vah) RV AV TS MS KS

ayasmayain vtertd (KS arid) bandhant dam VS TS MS KS SB
rzyasmayrin, vurt.d harulhaliawin AV

]tndrdnantlram nah pasrdl (VSK 'tram pasrdn nie) AV VSK KS
'Jill sole ins of KS reads 'inttran, and so Comic but. v Schroeder
is obviously right in emending to °tram ]

§704 (6) Words meaning a boon of some sort, such as 'aid', 'suste-
nance', 'food', 'wealth', 'bounty', et c
Aatani bhavris,y ,itibhth (SV VS ulaye) RV AV SV 2 34r. VS (bi;,

add in Colic 27 41c with útaye) MS KS TA ApS
nia¡thavañ (Nato) dolphin tova tan na zittbhih (SV PB TB TA ApS

dtayr) TV AV SV PB TA Mah.inL' ApS
uancnid te ahhty(ibhzh (SV °taye) RV SV VS ApS MS
.,add pd/ty ab/izy(zbhzh (°(aye) RV (both)
vyacz,(hant annoi (TS MS KS annam) rabhasam rlr.,dnam (TS t KS

solarium) RV VS TS MS KS SB
annanrim (MS annas,ya) palaye namah VS TS MS KS
Aatam kurnbhfin astiu:atan surd,ydh (and madhtiruim) RV (both)
swim no mitrdvarunri Aar(ancridm AA zir,/d micro uaratnah pinvatedrIh SV
teSdm tk(rint .,run zyd malantt RV VS TS MS N sani no multi-Litt sain

z,v maharitrìnz KS

,
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rayo (AV rayzm) devi daddtu nah (AV dadhñtu me) RV AV
rayo (AV rayzm) drz.nñya rodaya RV SV AV Grassmann considers

rayó genitive singular, Oldenberg, however, considers it accusative
plural, and the AV reading, tun its verse shows some corruption,
bears out his view

'sntd) agnayete asma (KS (ApS MS y I ayrzayo) drat/main (KS °nine)
rlaltvd MS KS ApS

rlhaltdrl asmabhyarn dravznrha (TS ApS asm.asu dravznane yac ca)
hharlram TS MS ApS

tasya ta e,sfa.sga v:lasya rlravzneha hhak.,siya TS tasya na zsta.sya pritasya
rltavznrhdyarrteiz VS tasya md ya,7ñasye,vtas,ya eñtasya dravzreehdga-
mydt MS taiga ntepla.sya vitasya

rlravznehñ,yameh)
dravzna»t a gamyrit (KS dravzrte-

hagamydh, ApS TS KS ApS Mega ya,7ña-
sycstasya nests, dravznam mdyrzchatu KS (fur the reading see
VV I §104u) The first TS passage lias the plural, and MS may
possibly have a plural, see §346

ta a yajarda dram,,,,, (MS KS t dravtnd) ,sant asmaz (\1S (omen) RV
VS TS MS KS

daft() asmabhgant (KS rlattvtiydvna°, AS rlaltdyasnza`, SMB dattdsma°)
dravzneha hharham AV KS AS SMB rladhatha no dravzream yac
ra bhnrlrant A15

aham dadhamz dravrrzam (AV rlravznd) Imamate RV AV
rlhrynavr dhiyatr: dhanñ (SV rlhanarrt) RV AV SV
yo rlevakdmo na rlhand (AV' dhanam) runarldlez RV AV (bis)
moho ye dluznam (MS ES rlhand, TS rrzlnant) metre, jab/wire RV

VS TS MS KS SB
dadhad ratruun (AS mewl) riak;ant pitrbhya (AS SS rlal.,apdrbhya)

ayunz (AV dytln,sr) AV AS SS
pra rdrihasd rada/ate (SV rdr/hdnsz rodayate) rnahrttand RV SV
soon rdrihasdrn (TS °sd) 'l'S MS KS
púyd sartindnt ('I'S ApS maya) 'l'S MS KS ApS MS
rl,yumnanz sudaha manhaya SV dyumna suk,salra manhaya RV
again (AS' aham) Mean; (VS VSK SB vd,/dn) ,7ayatu (AS' ,laydmz)

vdjasdtau VS VSK TS MS KS SB TB AS (Its)
értyatn r.rz lakym.,nt ca pu,stznt ('I'AA Sris ra lak,smis ra peep) ca ki,rtzm

ranrn.yalGnt brahntanyant baltupvlraldm TAA (bis) srr ea puptz.s
r.dnrnyrzne bra/trnanyant bahuNutriruint ìLfaht3nll

tayaham habttya saroaiantya mahyam dvzpade madame. ra santznz karomz
TA tahltzh .,arttthhzh .sarvarudzhhzh samayamg aham AV f.vrz,yd-

ham sdntyd sarvasdnlyd rnah,yam dvzpade ra ratu,sparle ru sardine
karontz MS
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evdMgnzm na bhefalam (MS °lath) VS MS TB
'veld vanaspatzm prtyam pdtho na bhefajam (MS jazh) VS MS TB
hzranyena varcartsz (NSA uarcah) KS KSA
shad ca vzíud (MundU t sand) ofadhayo rasa (MundU Mah&nU t rasa,

MahfinU y I rant() ca TAA MahrtnU MundU
dieu dhdrd (KS °ram) asaácata TS MS KS
dnandd modah }warred. AV /sands modah pramodah TB modah

pramoda dnandah TB
sugehhzr (AV sugena) durgain alildrn RV AV SMB ApMB
alho artytatdtaye RV AV PB alho any(atdtzhhzh RV AV
marmanz le varmana (TS varrnabhii) chddaydrnz RV AV SV VS TS
mbhum kdrnam. (VS vzhhan kdnuin) vy asiya (VS KS TB ahnavai) VS

MS KS TB
any Weary anu ramose (TB ApS Namur u) pus(azh VS TB ApS In

VS sarvena is paraphrased by the comm anyenapz {carry-ma In
TB ApS we may have merely the plural of this, or sarvacr may
agree with pup(azh (so TB comm and Caland) In the latter case
this is an instance of number attraction

papa svdhdkdrazh (TA svagdkdrena, KS ApS svaydkdrazh) MS KS
TA ApS

ubad hz hash vasund prnasva VS TS SB hustau prnasva bahubhzr
vasavyazh AV TS MS KS

'imam puy(ant easy dvc5ayanti AV vs. va spat; vasany dveáayanli TS
aura petal vapid sukrtcfu (TB ApS sukrtena) gachatam MS KS TB

ApS MS This and the following variants are not quite at home
under this heading but may be placed here better than elsewhere

tad anu preen sukrtdm u lokam VS SB tarn anu preht sukrtasya lokam
TS KS Cf prec tho aukrt and sukrta are distinct words, the
phrases in which they appear with loka are equivalent

tabhydrn (MS KS add vegan) manna sukrtdm u lokam (Kaui pathy-
dsma sukrtasya irks..) VS TS MS KS SB KauS Cf prec

charulobhir yalitazh sukrlam krtena AV brahmani guplah (ApMB
samprñcdnas) sukrtd krtena HG ApMB Here sukre 'righteous
man' is personal in both forms of the variant, which strictly speak-
ing does not belong here, cf the preceding three, and see §580

§706 (7) Words meaning act of heroism, power, rulership, majesty,
fame, ordinance, and the like
pro tad input (nook moms) stavate omens a (AV viryanz, TB ApS

v./xi/di/a) RV AV VS MS KS SB TB AS ApS NTpU

,
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sta zndras Ez$than vtryam akrnad devaldbhxh samdrabhya MS sta indro
akrnod airy.., TS TB tea zndro ',Byron akrnat VS KS SB

hams. ya,7ña (TB ya,7ñam) truirzyam (VS °yazh) VS MS KS TB
svdhd somara zruirtyam (MS °yath) VS MS TB
rudrasya ydn.apatydn (VS SB °yam, KS °ye) ma,yobhtlr ehz VS TS

MS KS AB In MS probably acc pl , tho tn TS abl sg , see
§ß495, 526

ghrlavali savttar (MS KS °tur) drlhtpalye (TS °hlath) TS MS KS AS
Phonetic in character, as are also the following, VV 2 §708

mttravaruna metal= ddhtpatyath (AS °lye) TS KS MS AS
s7rc dakp (VS MS KS AB stair dakyatr) dak,paptteha sida VS TS MS

KS SB TB ApS
asme rdstrant dh.draya (KS rdarant adht°iraya) MS KS aannul rdgram

adhtdraya TS
ea led ra,34raya subhrtant Warta AV sa no rd,slregu sudhtldm (read

°Ian) dadhdtu TB
tad asydma lava rudra pranilau (RV t KS °nittsu) RV TS KS
ut par,lanasya rlhamabhah (MS dhdntnd, TS TA ApMB 3u,smena, KS

vr,styd, PG drp(yd) VSK TS MS KS TA AS PG ApMB
ko asya dhdma kalzdha epee fife AV katz dhrirnant katt ye vzvdsah MS

See §269
/Main (ArS ChU tdvdn) asya mahtmd RV VS TA ArS ChU Edvanto

asya mahtrndrtah AV
aóht dravobhth prthtvim RV uta sravasd (MS sravasa a) prthtvim VS

TS MS TA
vydnasth (SV °Si) pavane soma dharmabhth (SV dharmand) RV SV
dydrn (AV dtvam) ca gacha prthtvtm ca dharmand (AV dharrltabhth)

RV AV TA
d gdgrvzr utpra /Id (SV rtam, PB f krla.m, misprint for rtam7) malindm

RV SV PB
rtam (RV rld) mutant() anrlaui rapcma RV AV
pitre pulraso apy avivalann rtam (AV rid/0 RV AV
vratrtm rak°anh vtsvahd AV vratd (karmicdarde agneh VS TS MS KS

vratd raksante vt§udkd RV
mama ',ascot hrrlaydnt vah krnornt AV mama urate te hrdayam (AG

SG vraie hrdayam te) dadhdrnt (SMB MG dadhdtu) AG SG
SMB PG MG mama

kpatrdnt)
hrdayc hrdayam te astu HG

k,atram (TA ApS dhdraya VS MS SB TA ApS
brahma (MS asme brahmdnz) dhdraya VS MS SA
floras tokasya tanayasya sdtau (and saint) RV (both)
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vdmi ee samdrsz mkt/am rein MS KS viivasya le Yam -vain tribal
retdnst TS

nicad urea svadhaydbht pra tasthau Ppp TS KS vicar heard, svadha
abhi. pra tasthau AV But the interpretation of suadhd(h) is doubt-
ful, both as to its meaning and its form, see §474

§706 (8) Words denoting various abstract concepts
aty arittzm afy ardlim agne (MS KS rift nzrrtzm adya) VS t TS t MS

KS aly acttlir alt dzn,yah AV
amiyim czllarn pralzlobhayanti (AV Merin' pratimohayan/i) RV AV SV

VS N
mama villain anu cittebhir eia AV mama railani ritterzdnvehz HG
brdhmanena carom (KS vdrah) TS KS KSA
[ward rnerulrzyeriávisa (KS vdcdm indr °) TS KS MS But see §559 ]
brhnspatzr',dram (VS SR °rr) VS TS MS KS ß
Silo ra (y 1 tileoz) yac ra pdpakam SMB (The Conc records the text

as reading Flirts )
bhtyo (AV bhzyam) dadhdnú hrdayesu aatravah RV AV
sahhd sakhytzr na pra mine, ram0rram (AV `rah) RV AV SV
cadre jye thdndm (MS KS jyazylhydndni, VS SB jyaz,sthyaya) VS TS

MS KS fiB PG
pied virdyim rsabho rayindm TB rats() tulip vr,abho malindm AV
rumor, (KS NilarU nam zisi) ...Maya VS MS KS NilarU lb1j

Brhl'Dh
dens soez /aN team diA.sdya (KS diksdnirrl) dik,ripatsr as MS KS
ud ralhaninl Jayaldnz yantu ghoydh (TS jayrzldrn rtu ghorah) RV SV

V9 TS ud cirdnrlm yaya/am the ghasah AV
ártyo (AV TB Arzyam, Ppp Arty()) roman, carats svaroczh (TB "rdh)

RV AV Ppp VS KS TB
III lITI rrian.cmi3m/erna RV AV artnaso vrjani?hzrja! /erra AV
yarn rikdhr (ItVKh

/rrna
Scheftcluwit.z 'tint, Cool. with Aufrecht "tzr) riarztd-

mast (HVKh Scheft munamasz, \iS anansata) RV Ku AV MS
samdni va dklilzh RV AV TB AG Tanana vd (KS va) dktildnt MS

KS Ale
sampasyan pañktir (AV pañitin) upalzg(harndnah RV AV The mean-

ing of the whole verse is obscure, we suspect meter- names, in which
case this w ould belong in §690 above

akntzá ca me ktlyaviU ea me TS kuyavani (MS v 1 kii') ca me 'kstttá
(VS 'k,ztanz) ca me S MS KS

§707 (9) Words denoting parts of the body and physiological or
pe)cho- physical entities
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eupadd yonau avdhd 'Id( (TS TB yonsm avdhd) VS TS SB TB audhin
yonín aupaddm prthsuím (me °eí) KS See §550

sam vah aridms hrdaydnt (KS °yam, MS °,ydns vah) KS TB ApS MS
mama vahepu hrdayanz vah krnomt AV mama orate te hrdayam (AG

SG vraie hrdayam te) dadhdmt (SMB MG dadhalu) AG SG SMB
PG MG mama hrdaye hrdayam te (zeta HG

prat?, prdnepu (SMB prdne) pratt tt,ç(hdmz pup(e (SMB puy(au, MS
tzpthdmy dlnusn) VS MS KS SB TB SMB HG

prdnam (MS prdndn, p p prdnam) na tdryanz nest VS MS TB
prdnd (MahdnU pram) vd dpah TA MahñnU AU Jacob's mss but

one prdnd(h)
lvaptd rúpdnz (AS rtZpena) samanaktu yadñash (AS ya,7ñam) SB TB

AS SS KS
tvaptur aham devaya,7yaya paAtin6m rtZpom pupeyam (MS dev° sarvdns

rd.pdns pahsindrn pupcyam) TS MS
nakyalydnz rapena (TS KSA pralzrtitperza, MS ',path) VS TS MS

KSA
nzdnsdya (VS mdnyebhyah) sudhd VS TS KSA
na mdnsepa na .prusvusa ApMB neva manse na píbasz AV nazca man-

Sena pican PG The reading of PG is clearly a corruption of AV ,
see §611

.éarn te parebhyo gdtrebh,yah, harn aste avarebhyah VS TS KSA Mm me
(Ppp te) parasrnas gdtraya, ham aste avardya me (Ppp pard,ya te)
AV Ppp

nzhírya (MS prahírya) salydnñm mukhd (MS KS t mukhanz) VS TS
MS KS NilalU mukha ts used figuratively the point(s) of the
arrows

hzprdh sír,san hzran,yayih RV hsprdh airfare testata hzranyayíh RV See
RVRep on 5 54 11

ualmíkan klomnd (VS klomabhzh) VS TS MS KSA
nuzru:ír vzpnulbhzh (MS )trued) VS MS

§708 Also the word tanú
kpalras,ya teil paraspdya brahmanas tanvam pdht. VS SB brahmanas fed

paraspdydh (MS 'paya) kpalrasya lamas pans MS
tena ctnvdnas tango (TS lanuvo, MS tanvam) nz pida VS TS MS KS

SB
tan nay trdyaldm lanvah Santo (ApS tan no uthvalo) mahat KS ApS

tan me tanvam lydyatam varcato brhal AV
yalhdvahanz tanvam (AV °vah) kalpayasva (AV VS kafpaydh) RV AV

VS
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pat kern ca (KS cet) tattoo (TS tanuvsm) rapah RV VS TS MS KS
ghrtena ham tanvam (TS tanuvo) vardhayasva RV VS TS MS SB ApS

MS N The 'body' or 'bodies' belong to a plurality of persons,
hence the secondary plural in TS instead of the generalizing sing

§709 (10) Seasonal and meteorological
aha (AV ahar) miman() aklubhzh TV AV (bis) ArS N
sass ahndm pralarita eerie dzvah AV somo ahnah (SV ahndm) pralari-

tosaso (SV °.sdm) dzvah RV SV
sajar abdo (MS abrid) a,yavobheh (TS ApS ',yavahhth, MS MS aya-

vablezh, MS KS d,yavohhzh) VS TS MS * KS SB ApS MS
MS 3 4 4 reads abdo syavobher, error or misprint for abda aya° or
abdo aya°

s sarenameat sates no ahnam (MS ahmi) TS MS KS AS Case- and
number-attraction, see §5S5 Similar are the two following

trtvrn no ins(haya (KS (nord ves(haya) storno ahnam (MS alma) TS
MS KS AS

martens,. saradahruim (MS °hrui) c-:ktlnii (MS ciktttatn, KS pgatmI,
AS rekttvam) TS MS KS AS

laradhhyah (SG parade) .svriha TS K-A SG
rtu4 ra me mates ca me TS ',ratan' ra ma naval ra me VS
sama (VS KS samse) ra ma (VS KS ma) metros ea me VS MS KS
soma (VS TS sarna;) (*umiak VS TS MS KS KS has y 1 camas
usasah Freyasih-4reyasi.r rlruthal TB ApS (TB Poona ed reads as

ApS , so rean) warn-warn srrn/a.sein dhehy appal AV
heranyavarnam (RV hzran,yarapam) usaso ryas., RV MS KS MS

htranyarupa usaso vzroke VS SB heranyavarnav vsasam woke TS
TB

ralhd asses usaso vyuslau (and v,yuslzsu) RV (both) 'At the first
light(.) of dawn '

jyottsam na praka.'sale RVKh na,7yolin,sz cakes, Suparn
vita (MS vatah, KS eaters) sprtah VS MS KS SB vats sprtdh TS
mdsat (TS meant)am) caturthah TS KSA Gens
mthani na talo en ha vale Manta RV mahi no vala :ha they Mesas AV
abhipaln urs(ya (RV urs(abhes) tarpayarilam RV AV TS KS
dusikahhzr hrsdunzm (KSA t hrad°) TS KSA hradunir dusekabhth VS

MS 'Hail-stones (we gratify) with the rheum of the eyes '
a9ruhhth prsvam (KSA prusvam) TS NSA prised asrubheh VS MS

'Hoar-frost (we gratify) with tears'
ve Nuke elu (AV etc, TS SvetU sloka pants) palh,yeva (KS Wheys)
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'arch (AV MS t sera, TS AvetU shah, KS t ,olrah) RV AV VS
TS MS KS AB Svet.0 In KS , as the sun on its path', TS
AvetU have 'successive suns', i e the sun day by day

ea kukrebhzh .Izkvabhl (TS áukrena szkvand) revad asme (TS MS agrnh)
RV TS MS

§710 (11) Utensils and other articles, not including those used in
the ritual
vz te muñcdmx saran. AV et te rnuñrrmn rusanúm (TS °rid) vo ra.min

TS MS KS MS MG
d raémin (RV slim.) deva yamase (TB yuvase) svaávdn (11V TB

svafvah) RV VS AB TB
mike aksesv rsabhasya (KS TB aksesu vey °) v47e AV KS TB raihesv

aksegu vrsabhardjah Villh
drilydnz sthalir (KS TB rehab) nuxdhu pinvanzdndh (KS TB innva-

mina) VS MS KS TB
chin) bruvata riyvdhamz (SV °rlhd) RV AV SV The reference is to

Indra's weapons
yah puruse yo a, mana MS KS Ap5 ye puruse ye asmasu AV (Ppp

as the others )
d turf parzsrxtah (MG parxsrtah, PG ApMB pansrutuh) kumbhah

(ApMB t °hhdh) AG PG MG ApMB Cf puree. pansrutah
kumbhan SB , in an entirely different context

§711 (12) In a number of interesting cases of venation between
singular and plural, the plural is of the type known as plurale tantum
E g viva is probably originally used in the plural only, 'the joints of
the neck', and the singular 'neck' is later, and developed from the
plural So also yrha is the plural 'Cire apartments of the house', vara
in the plural 'the hairs winch make up the sieve', Snaky in the plural
'the hairs making up the beard' In these latter cases the evidence of
the oldest texts does not support a dogmatic assertion that the plural
usage is more original than the singular, but on a priori grounds it is
probable that the use of the singular grew out of the use of the plurale
tantum rather than vice versa The psychology underlying such a
development is parallel to that demonstrated in the preceding sections,
which causes variation between generic singular and specific plural
In fact, sonic of the cases treated above are not far removed from those
collected here, e g those involving lokdh, raksdnsi, etc See §716 for
pronouns referring to nouns of this class
andgd devil Sakurw grad, (AV drama nah) RV AV Ppp MG
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sndraaya (irk, 'n AV TB TA sndrasya grid vaeumanto ApMB
PG sndraaya grhah Siva SG

rnd to rite (SMB grhepu) nth whop utthdt SMB ApMB HG
grtvdydm (KS pried!,.) baddho apskakea daunt (MS aptpaksa loan) RV

VS TS MS KS SB N
pra Mann (SV ámaérubhtr) dodhuvad fardhvathd bhill (SV ürdhvadhd

SIMA)) RV SV
avyn (SV avyd) Ogre (SV udrazh) pan pnyah RV SV (bis)
airy() vdre (SV avyd vdrazh) pan prtyam RV SV
varan (SV vdram) yat pfato alyepy avydn (SV avyam) RV SV
adorn (SV asta) raieva satpatah RV SV The plural of asta is unusual

if not isolated, it is likely to be due to thought of the use of grim in
the plural

apo (udno) dattodadhzrn Mimeo (dehy udadhzin bhzruthz), see §502 Here
TS KS have the sing stem udan, the others the plurale tantum
up face pl )

§712. (13) Adjectives and pronouns, without clearly expressed noun
Here we include cases of substantially equivalent singular and plural
forms of pronouns and adjectives, referring to entities not clearly
expressed in the context Psychologically they belong with the pre-
ceding sections dealing with nouns Thus in the first variant soma,
singular or plural, is referred to (cf §693) Since the trca

it
containing

the plural passage is surrounded by tress with singular, is possible
that, some ntualistic plurality is concerned in the change of number
(cf RV Rep on 9 36 4, and te[sal aired etc , §693) , yet the mere change
in number is, in the light of the numerous other changes of the same
sort adduced here, not enough to prove it
kumbhamûrui (RV °na) rtdyubhth RV (both) SV mrjyamánfa (and

°rw) gabhastayoh RV SV (both in each)
§713 So in the next, the 2d person pronouns are addressed to the

sacrificial fire or fires, the sing to the áhavanlya alone, the plural per-
haps to the three sacred fires (but cf our remarks §686)
ned eta (Nomad (TS TB tvad) apacetaydtaz TS MS TB MS eta net

tvad apacetayatas VS KS SB But MS MS use singular pronouns,
with the same reference, in the rest of the stanza

§714 Similar are the following, where reference is to various sorts of
entities
atho (TS MS athd) savant stha (MS KS team ass) nsskrtih (TS same,

MS samkrtsh, KS nzpkrtsh) RV VS TS MS KS Addressed to
plante, or a plant, plurals occur in the rest of the stanza
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aamadrdtd (TS asmadddtrd, MS SS add madhumatir, KS madhumaii)
devotee gachata (KS gacha, TS adds madhumatih) VS TS MS
KS SB SS ApS Addressed to dakytnd, sg or pl (cf §696), see
VV 1 p 256

ma vo riyal (Kaué te span) khan., yasmat cdham khandmt val (Kaué
ca tvd khandmass) RV VS TS Kaué yasmas ca tvd kharfdmy
sham VS To plant(s)

1 yotzyri tvd (TB ApS vo) vazávdnarerwpatzgthe TB (both) AS ApS
To the fire

tarn vo (MS te) grhnamy (MS grbhndmy) uttamam VS TS MS KS
SB TA To one or perhaps all five of the cups (graha)

devatdbhyas tvd devuvtaye grhruimv. KS devatrlaye (MS °vityat) tea
(KS vo) grhnamt TS VS MS KS SB TB ApS To the oblation

adztyas tvopasthe sadaydmt TS MS TB ApS MS adztyd va upasthe
sadaydmt MS MS To the oblation

dcheltd te (TB ApS * vo) and norm (resat, mdryam) TS MS KS TB
ApS (both) MS

§715 Pronouns refernng to collective nouns may either be singular
if the collectivity is more prominent in the mind, or plural if the speaker
is thinking of the individuals which compose it, cf §836 Thus
yuvam tan (SV ubhau tam) sndra vrtrahan AV SV Reference is to

send 'army', hut AV thinks of the individual men who make it up
To be sure the AV comm reads tam, and Whitney would emend
to this, but it seems tu us unnecessary

§716 The converse of this is the use of a singular pronoun referring
to a plurale t.antum, conceived as a single entity Thus
samudrasya vo Tarps (VS SB tvdkgztyd) un nays (VS SB naydmt) VS

TS MS KS SB ApS MS In the sanie ritual context, referring
to water (dpah), hence plural in most texts, but the Vñj school
uses a singular, thinking of the water - libation as a single thing

§717 So adjectives of indefinite reference, especially anya and larva,
may be used in either number without essential difference (cf aleo the
indefinite neuter, §727)
anyñns (TS AS anyam) te soot tapanlu hetayah VS TS MS KS SB

AS
anyam a=man (MS anyans te amass, KS anye 'aman) nzvapantu tah

VS TS MS KS If anye is sound, it can be nothing but a Prak-
rituc BCC pl , cf Puschel, Gram d Pkl Syr 425, 433 (and for
nouns, 367a)

Baryon tam bhasmasa (TS SB maraud) kuru VS TS SB maims tdn

*
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name, a (KS TA magma4d) kura MS t KS TA salvo. ni magma
8ákaram AV

yet the kruddhah pracakruh AV yet tvá (KS te) kruddhah parovapa
(KS ms °vápa) TS MS KS ApS MS 'If angry ones have
thrown thee out' 'if I in anger have (KS nie if an angry one has)
thrown thee out ' The other texts state bluntly what AV puts
diplomatically, using the indefinite third person so as not to admit
in words the sin which it really implies It is the speaker, never-
theless, who is conceived as the doer of the act, even in AV Cf
VV 1 §315

§718 Other cases show pronouns or adjectives referring to the per-
son or persons, not definitely expressed, on whose behalf the rite is being
performed
pdtaanant práñcam VS SB pata mammal (KS prancah) MS KS

ApS MS
pála ma ttryañcam TS TB polo.... tzryafiram VS SB pals tzryañ-

cam (KS ttraácah) MS KS
pála (pála ma, pritaznam) rape... (KS pratirah) VS TS MS KS

AB TB AO MS
pátánvañcam (KS °nicah) MS KS anew-tram ma pata TS TB
utálabdham (AV utárabdhán) sprnuhi 3atavedah RV AV
yacyáhant asrnz purohztah VS TS MS KS SB TA yeaám amyl pure -

httah AV
pima putram (AV Kaué putran) abht (SG the) rak,atñd imam (VS

SB main) AV VS TS SB TB TA AS SG Kau§ pzleva putram
Sara. ma emani (Ppp KS HG ApMB nayemam) Ppp MS KS
HG ApMB

§719 (14) This brings us to the use of pronouns, singular or plural,
referring in a more or less vague and general way to the priests and
their associates In VV 1 §290 we have discussed this type of number
variant in the verb In so far as nominative pronouns in varying
numbers accompany singular and plural verbs, there will appear some
duplication between the following lists and those quoted in VV 1, but
for the most part the materials are different, this related psychologically
They must be regarded as complementing each other, and must be
considered together As we saw 1 c , different persons may be used,
as well as different numbers Hence we find, here also, cases in which
pronouns of different person as well as number are used We quote a
few examples but have not attempted an exhaustive list (cf §9)
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§720 First and second persons
sa tud rdgtriya subhrtam bthhartu (Ppp pzpartu) AV Ppp sa rw rdstresu

mina., (read chin) dadhdtu TB
d lud (TB na) svo elialdna (TB ahzutant) varnah AV TB

§721 First and third persons Here we find a number of variations
between the forms asmaz 'for him' and asine for us', which are obviously
phonetic in character and have been therefore treated in VV 2 §704
The shift between e and at is very easy Nevertheless m most cases the
meaning fits equally well with either reading See also §738 for some
formally similar cases
asmaz (TB asine) dydviprlhzui bhzln vdmam AV t TB
asme (AV wawa) dhatta memo smart AV VS TS MS KS SB N
asme (AV asmaz) dhdrayatam (MS °trim) raytm RV AV MS Differ-

ent contexts
asme (KBU aura() prayandhz maghavaun nigsn RV KBU AG PG N
asmaz (MS asme) rdsliciya maki karma yachalam TS MS AS
supsppalrI osadhih karlantisme (AV karlam asmaz, VSK kartam asine)

AV VS VSK MS
savztrd prasavztrd zrzdrenizsme (VSK °see,( VS VSK
asme ,solar, dhiraya (KS rd,,(ram adhzsraya) MS KS asine ksalydnt

dhdrayer unit dyzin RV TS MS KS asmaz k,,alydnz dhdrayantam
ague AV Different contexts

asine (AS asmaz) zudrdbrhaspat! RV TS MS KS AS Doubtless mis-
print in AS

yacht! nah karma saprathah Cavell) RV VS MS KS TA ApS SMB
HG ApMB N yaelismaz sarnia sapralhih AV TS

ud enam Atom, ( °rdm, §S14) naya AV VS TS MS KS AB Volt
ApS MS` KauA ud cumin uttarin naya ApS In same verse

prayayd ca bahum (ApS bahtin) krdhz AV VS MS KS ApS

First person pronouns, singular and plural

§722 The vast majority of variants under this heading show first
person pronouns, alternatively singular and plural, referring to the
priestly authors of the mantras and their associates Little need be
said of them, they are as simple and natural as they are familiar, and
there is no real difference in meaning, at least as a rule, between the
two numbers Compare our remarks in VV 1 § §344 ff , which deal
with the saine matter from the point of view of verb forms Their
number is, however, remarkable and impressive

§723 As with the verbs ( §346), in some cases one or the other number
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is more or less inconsistent with the context The inconsistency ie
sometimes original (and removed m a secondary text), sometimes
secondary We shall list these inconsistent variants first
yd saraavatl vetabhag ni tasyd na (ApS eißobhagind tasydm me) rdsva

taayda to bhaklzudna bhvydenia KS ApS Note 1st plural verb
mayldam indra indnyam dadhdtu VS AB SS asrndsv zndra indriyam

dadhdtu TS MS KS MS maylndra tndriyam. dadhdtu TS TA
TAA AG The first two occur in the same context, which has
three 1st plural pronouns even In VS AB SS

bhavalam nah eamanasau VS TS MS KS AB Vait ApS MS Kau
BDh auatam and samanasau samaukasau TB Surrounding for-
mulas have plural pronouns even in TB

eilryo and (MS nas) tebhyo raksatu TS MS KS Also with vdyur and
agntr instead of adryo (Delete reference to KS under agntr nas
m Cone) The following pfula has 1st plural in all

devi trap gat to varo (yad varo) madhumat (madhunw.ttamam, `!amain
CAn)AI mare) tasmin ma (KB SS no adya) dhdh SIMS) TS KB
GB PB JB AS SS Watt. KS A 1st sg verb precedes in all

vdjo no (MS KS me) adya prasuvdti damn. VS MS KS 1st eg pro-
noun in the same verse in VS

viler havyam prayalam ¡Mutant me (SS nah) AS SS Both have plural
elsewhere in the verse

érnotu metro an lama bhago nah (KS me) RV VS KS N 1st sing
verb in the verse even in RV

áraddhe Arad dhdpayeha nah (TB ma) RV TB 1st plural verb in both,
here TB is secondarily inconsistent.

ctttasya (TB SMB A Then¢) maid (SMB mdtararn) suhavñ no (TB
SMB me) astu AV TB The AV has me in the next páda

vattudnarah pavayan nah pavi(rath TA vatávdnarah paortd ma pond!!
AV The rest. of the verse has 1 rig in both Ppp intends to
read with TA (Whitney on AV 6 119 3)

d and ploy, gachats van moms, (TS KS van sus fist, MS oar nv (isam,
p p vdk, nu, dram) AV TS MS KS Note that. TS KS are
inconsistent within the same pedal

tva,l(d me (SV no) daivyam vacah AV SV Kaus Plural follows in both
ayam to asmy upa mehy (AV na ehy) arvdñ RV AV Ppp In the

same verse
mango vaunnn abut ream (AV abut na, Ppp upa na) a vavrtsva, same

texts The following pada has 1st dual verb (representing a com-
bination of 1st sing with ninny'any'ui), RV is the only really con-
sistent text
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mint dheht TS TB TA asrnin dheht KSA The latter is emended by
von Schroeder to mini, because the next mantra has mays In the
light of the variants here presented this seems very inadvisable

d no (VS nid) sane 4razxzyatam yuvdnd RV VS TS MS KS TB Pre-
ceded by two púdas with plural pronouns, and followed by one
with singular

paraztu mrtyur amrtan ria auto (SS SMB am/lam ma a gdt) AV AS
SMB The two latter texts combine this with a pads containing
a plural

polam no (ApS md) dydvdprthzuñ upasthe RV MS KS ApS Preceded
by a plural in all

sui tandr baüzdeydya mein (AV baladdvd na GLORY AV Singulars in
the rest of the verse in AV

verve devdso malt vocatd nah (TS me) RV TS And others, §154 RV
ris inconsistent, having sung pronouns in the rest of the vs , all
later texte

nah (KS
restore consistency

dyau ca TB tva, AV ma idem) prihzui ca pracetasd (AV °sau)
RV AV KS TB See §488 Phis pronoun follows in AV

rüyo (AV rayon) devi dada. rush (AV dadhdlu met RV AV Plural
precedes in AV

edam chain lane valayane (tin yatagan) yam (yin) me (VSK TS KS
nab) VS VSK TS MS KS SB Note ahem in all

mama.) mama adhi no (AV nie) bruvantu AV TS MS KS A plural
follows in AV

ddityd rudrd uparz.,prso nah (KS °bane nui) AV KS vasavo rudrd
ddityd open pram met RV VS TS Plurals in the context, only
the secondary AV ris consistent

aida. mama (KS nu nah) aware) , uzsvaveddh TS KS PG All have
singulars in the rest of the verse

anulran no
(both)

ve

In
indhyatdm AV manzdmztrdn vi vuthyala (and °tu) AV

different contexts, the sings are inconsistent with their
surroundings

apdrna edits and mrthd na irzdra SMB am4 ma eater. nid mrdhd na (AS t
ma) Indra AS SG aruirnayazdhz mi rngdnza indo Kau

§724 The rest show, as far as we have noticed, no inconsistency as to
number in the context The long list follows
agile dakiazh puni.hi nah (TB md) RV TB
adhvanizm adhvapate pia and lira made me VS adherent/ adhvapate

(SS adhvano adhzpater ass) svasti me (SS no) PB SS
pdvanodnih ( °nyah) punned,. nah (RVKh TB md, MG lvd, YDh te)

SV RVKh TB MG YDh
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upa mil (SB SS mdm) brhat saha diva Mayo). SB TB SS (also with
ratlutmtarani saha prthzvyd, and vdmudeuyam sahdnlartk,senu) upas-
man ida huayaldm AS

pari nah (and ma) pahz vn5vatah AV (both) Different contexts
tasya na tgtasya prilasya dravznehdgameh VS tasya ma yapñasyey(asyu

vzlasya drauinehagamyat MS tasya me,slasya vilasya TS KS
ApS tasya ya,lfiasyeatasya suz,starya drainnam magachatu (cf VV 1
5104u) KS

yo nah (AV ma) /soda cud abhulasalt druha (AV druhuh) RV AV
devasydham (VSK devasya uayam) savituh save VS VSK SB
ma no hardi trod vadhih RV ma me hardi tvt,sñ (MS hardzm dzngd)

vadhih TS MS
varnam pavztrant (MG puranam) punali ma (SG na) (Wit SG SMB

PG MG 5arma uanitham (HG 5armavarathe) punali na dgal
ApMB HG

dyanlu nah pttarah somyasah VS a me yanlu VnDh (pratika of an
unknown mantra similar to that of VS )

hush sagmo bhavdn nah TB ApS {tea ca me : agmd caulhz TB ApS
yad antarik,sann tad u nie (MS f nah) pntdbhzit (VSK ptáisa) VS VSK

TS MS SB
asme te rdyah MS KS asme rayah VSK TS ApS nie

462
rayah N S KS

SB ICS On mé (loe ) see Wackurnagel 3 p
imam !donut'''. ,luvasva nah (and mc) RV (hnth)
imam (HG etam) yajñam pitaro me (HG no) ju,Fantdni AV HG
imam no (MS KS me) deva savttah VS TS MS KS SB
man me

ultamam
(ApS no) mztravaninau (ApS °ruI) MS KS AS ApS MS SG

ud mumugdhz nah (MS mat) ItV KS 'I'B AI.;
thdsmasu (MS ihdsmabhyam, TB tira mahyam) ne yurhalam RVIib

AV MS KS TB (bis)
rtena nah (ApS ma) pdht MS ApS
upa md (Vast no) rajan suk,-te hvaycvva TB Vait
zirdhoo nah pdhy anhaso ni ketuna RV MS KS AB KB TB zirdhvo

md pdh,y anhasah VS SB
rlavart yarñzye ma (AV nah) punzlam AV MS TB
evil asta dhanyam Ppp TAA evarrndkedani dhan,yam AV

no (MS KS nia) ghrtapvah (TS °puvah) punanlu RV AV VS
TS MS KS SB

tabour no (KS me) dhehi cakou,se RV MS KS MC
talo no (KS ma) vrS(ydvata (VS t KS `Nita) VS TS MS KS (both)

ApS MS
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tan ma (TA na) isidro varYenn brhaspalzh TA MahánU BDh
tan ma dcakproa (SS nah prabrII.hz) ruirada AB SS
dyaur me (AV nah) pztd,7anild ruzbhzr afra RV AV N
nadasya wide pan polu me (AV rin) manah RV AV
ye mdmakdh pzlarah VIDh ye 'smdkam pzlarah tesdm barhir an AV
zdam brahmajueasva nah (TAA MG and TA v I me) TA TAA MG

MahCznU
pv,sd bhagam (AS bhagam pzi,°a) savzld me (TB AS no) daddhu SB TB

AS SS KS PG
pra)dm me ddh VS TS MS SII TA pra,pnzi me yacha KS ApS MS

prajdm annulus dhehz VS
micro asrndsu dhalla (AS dhehz) AV AS varro ma,yr. rlhehz VS 'I'S PB

SI3 TB ApS varrn me ddh MS MS vario nie riels VS TS SB
SS PG varro me dhehz (TA dhdh) VSK MS KS ,IB TA ApS
varro me yacha MS KS ApS MS

praFdnz me narya pdhz MS KS ApS MS MG pray. . no narya pdhz.
ApS

praia.m me narydjugupah (ApS MS y I jágupah) MS KS ApS MS
pr47am no naryd,piLlupah ApS

pasúrz Inc ansya pahz MS ApS MS pakun nah :ansz¡a putt) ApS
paSun me sans,yd,7ugupah (ApS °Jzlgupah) MS ApS MS pasan nah

Anna ya],IP+Pnh ApS
annam me (ApS ruz) budhya (ApS budhnya) pdhz, tan me (ApS no)

gopdyasnadkam punar dgamdl MS ApS (his)
annam me (ApS no) budhyg7ugupa.s (ApS budhnya°) tan me (ApS

nah) punar dehz MS ApS (bis)
lam me (ApS no) gopaydsynakam punar aganull MS ApS (bis) MS

Also zazth tan for tam, but not in MS
lam nie (AI>,S nah) punar rlehz KS MS ApS (Ins) MS Also with

tan for lam, hut not in KS or MS
brahma Lena panda nah (LS ma, VS KS puruilu ma, MS TB puni-

matte) RV VS MS KS TB LS
ma para seri no dhan.am (ApS nah svarn, ApMB mc dhoti m) tiS LS

ApS SG ApMB
md vayam dyu,sd va nota ca MS Iradham dyu,sd (KS adds varcasd

vzrddhz,qz) TS KS
yah pota sa punalu nah (VS MS KS ApS md) RV VS MS KS ApS

yah pzllah sa punatu Ind TB (so Cone , but Poona ed reads paid)
yena team deva (SS om

trmasrnabhyanr)
deva) veda dc'rzebhyo vedo 'bhava, Lena mahyam

(SS vedo bhuyah (VSK bhava, SS veda edhz) VS
VSK SB SS
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yo nah kat cdbhyaghdyalz AV yo and kat cdbhsddsatz AG PG MG
yo no ants tapais tam etena Joann MS yo me 'nits dare 'rdtiyats tam

done jesam TS
yo and cakguyd yo manna TB yo 'smdnt cakyusd manna catydkalyd

ea AV
yo 'smdn dues(: yam ca va yam dvigma :darn Dada grits! apt. krnldmt TS

:dam aham yo me (KS nas) :aman yo Romano 'Tanya!, Maya privet
apt krntdmt MS KS zdarn enam adharam karomt yo nah :aman
yo ' :aman 'rdtiyalz TS

tan me lanvam trdyaldm eared° brhat AV tan rias trayatdnt tanvah ear -
vato (Ape tan no Inhale) manat KS ApS

vshve no (KS ma) devil avasd gamantu (RV * VS * MS KS ApS gamann
'ha) RV (both) VS (both) TS MS KS Ape

vaztvdnaro adabdhas (AV no adandhas, TA me 'dandha.s, MS Ape
'dabdhas) tanapah AV VS MS SB TA Ape SMB The pre-
ceding pñdas, which show much vanation in their enumeration of
protectors, show the fallowing number variants

punah prdnah punar aima ma (MS TB ApS HG punar dkülam, TA
punar akatam ma) dust (VS SB agan) VS VSK MS SB TB TA
Ape HG punch pranah punar alma na Tolu (MG punar dkützr
astu) AV MG And the following

punar mach punar ayur (SMB alma) and (MS na, ApS om the word)
dgdt (VS SB dean) VS VSK MS SB TA ApS SMB The
texte are consistent thruout in their use of singular or plural

fidntt.r no astu MS fidntir me astu Sdnlzh TA sa ma canto edhi VS
tied loam mahyam edhi HG burr na zhazrlht AV
iraddhd ca ria ma (mamma( ViDh MDh BrhPDh AuSDh Sraddha me

and vydgdt ApS
sarvant svtaam suhutant karotu (AG HG t karotu

(BrhUK
me) Ape AG ApG

HG &meant suhulam karotu svdhd t karotu nah svdhd)
SB BrhU BrhUK

sarvan mac chapathdn adhz AV mama/ su sapathan mike Ape
salve kdtna abhz yantu nid (HG nah) prtyah ApMB HG Follow ed by
ahhs raksanlu and (HG sravantu nah) prsyah ApMB HG
sahasva no abhimatim AV sahasva me mall!, VS
sa nos santantam arm manila bhadraya ApMB sa and (MG nah) seen.,

tam abhz pary chi hhadre MG SMB
sa nah (KS ma) sspraci supraticy edits (VSK MS KS suprati i bhava,

TS suprallci ram bhava) VS VSK TS MS KS SB
surdg(rd zha mdvala (MS no 'vola) TS MS KS
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auhavd nit chi eaha n3yaspopena MS auhavd meat aaha prajaya aaha
rdyaapopena KS

sa mdm polu KS so 'smdn polu TS
deva varuna devayaianam no dehs svdhd (ApS °yq,tanam me deht) PB

ApS Cf deva cavilar devay47anam me deht deuayqjydyat AB
agntr ma tasrnád enaeah AV VS TS MS KS TB TA AS SS KS

ApS Kauf SMB aunts nas tasmdd enasah MS KS MS
evdsmdn (KS ever mdm, AV teruienuïn) yarn sarong brhaspalsh AV MS

KS lena no rajd varuno brhaspatzh TS AS
rod ma (SMB no) htriszp(a VS PB AS SS SMB Visit
ma no (VS VSK SB nut) lung.) )anted yah prthtvydh RV VS VSK

TS MS KS SB ApS
ma ma hasz.n (MS hdsir) ndthslo net (MS na) tud jahdnt (MS °dms)

AV t KS MS mit no Melt me,tthzto net tvajahdrna TB ApS ma
tvd jahdmtrw ht acid dhznstto dadhdmt (sonie mss oni dadhdmt) na

AS
yajatrd muñcateha nah (TB ma) AV TB
yad bhadram tan na (TB TA ApS ma) d Suva RV VS TB TA ApS

Kauf MahAnU
yo no (AV md) diva dzpcatz ,ya4 ca naktam RV AV
edit) nah (MS me, KS nut) sapid pradzhah VS TS MS KS In the

sanie verse
cajo no (MS KS md) vtAvazr devatr VS TS MS KS
uaikvdnaro rasmtbhzr and (AV nah) purúitei AV MS TB
fain ra no mayal ra nah AV Kauf lam ca me mayas ca me VS TS

MS KS
tabhe ca no (SB cazrurtn, SS mutant Ina set veil) dyavaprthzvi anhasah

palm. MS SB TB AS SS SB also has the reading vbhe ca
and etc , which it rejects, since and would refer to the hotar, whereas
the yajamñna should be indicated The difference between 1st
and 3rd person then seems to depend almost wholly on brahmamc
theorizing However, MS , TB , AS , a school contested by SS ,
and the Ki;nva recension of AB read no, making no difficulty
about including the officiating priests in the benediction

rtan nut
TA

muñcatanhasah TB krtdn nah pahy anhasah (TA enasah) MS

opadhibhyah palave no (KS MS ApS palubhyo me) janizy° (KS MS
ApS t dhandya) TS KS ApS MS

kalpatam me yogakpemah AB yogakpemo nah kalpatam VS TS MS
KSA SB TB
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grhdn nah pttaro datta VS VSK SB SS KS ApS SMB GG Kram
me (MS no) dalla ptlarah AS MS ertran nah (Kaué me) pttaro
Anita (Kauß (Jolla) Kau VIDh

gopoyam ca me (MS AS gopoyam ca no, TB t ApS gnpo¢anz no) vtrapo-
,sarn ca yacha (AV MS Wahl) AV TB 3 7 2 7 AS ApS MS

tdsdm te saniasam vayan (and °stznz aham) AV (both)
lasya blui,lrtyateha nah RV AV SV VS TS MS HS TA ApMB

tasydgne bha,layeha ma TB
taydham vardhamdno bMlydsam dpydyamdnas ca ApMB vardhz,stmaht

ca vayam ri ca pydstytm.ahz (MS MS ApS t pyd,yt,°zniahz ca) VS MS
SB TA SS ApS MS SG HG

tan no (MahgnU me) varona raja TA Main-mil
tan me. (VS no) astu tryayusam VS VSK ApMB HG MG
tan (GB elan) no gopdya MS KS GR ApS tan me gopdya (Kaué

gopdyasva) MS KS ApS MS Kalif;
tarpayata nu (SS nah) pttrn VS SS ApS SMB BDh
tasya no (TS me) rdsva 'I'S MS KS ApS
Pumas no (AV nid) devdh paridatteha (KS MS °dhatta, PG °dhatteha)

same t reeve) AV TS KS MS ti]1$Fi PG BDh
tabhtr no (MS !ebbs' md) 'banish mined puraitu MS ApS tahht,y Iva desalt

anta punatu ApMB
agnzr nah (VSI( md) prìtu durzlad avadydt VS VSK SB
agnzr nui (TA ma) ta.rnzdd nulrak ea MS TA
agne pderin pro nuda nah (AV me) sapatnñn AV VS TS MS KS SB

TA ApS MS
agne 'hhyavartenn abht nid nt vartasva (7'S abht na a vartasva, KS abht

no
TS MS

nzvartasva, MS abht mavarlas7vi, Kau abht na a vavrtsva) VS
KS 813 Kant

adhd rid truÌra one (SV nah) sard RV AV SV
anamztrane nw adhardt (VSK t me adhardk, KS no adhardk) AV VSK

KS In the same verse
trulydnam.ttram (KS ni9 °Iran, ;PC §703 end) nah pascdl (VSK °tram

pascar. me) AV VSK KS
abhayam nnztrdvarundu zhastu nah (AG °varurui mahyam astu) AV AG
abht preht dal,,sznato bhavd me. (AV nah) RV AV
abhty(ar (HG abhiptir) ,yrz ca mc dhruvd (HG ca no grhe) RVKh HG

abhisrir yd ca Oui grhe ApMR
arvdctnanz vasuvtdanz bhagain nah (AV me) RV AV Ppp VS TB

ApMII
nidne (AV canna ni punihz (MS pundhz) vzvatah (AV cakyase) RV AV

VS AIS KS

(MS
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ahar no atyapiparat SMB MalninU altar mala apiparah AV
adzlyds tasman no (TB and) WISP" AV TB
a no (VS SB ma) gort vifialv augadhi,su (MS o,sadhi,yu, VS KS SB d

tartars) VS TS MS KS SB
air na (TS KS KS nia, MS rui) vriam uta saupraiaslvam (TS MS

KS KS supra') AV TS MS KS KS
abhayan vo (SS * te) 'bhayam no a+lu (AB AS me 'atu) AB AS SS

(both) abhayam no aslu MS KS SS SG abhayam me tutu (AB t
'atu) AB ApS

dpo asnuin (MS nui) mdtarrzh sundhayanlu (AV MS KS siidayantu,
TS Apti sundhantu) RV AV VS 1'S KS MS SB AS Apti

agonia pztarah Raptor( alum yugmabhar bhv,ydsanm supra,7aso maya yIIyam
bhtlydsta 1'S aganta palatal( somyasas tela', nah piativ:ttd arts*
aydmn supttaro vayan yu,smdbhtr bhziydsma suprajaso ytlyant asmd-
blur bhziydsta MS

papi nd ddhdt sukrtasya joke MS wild mddlult (AV znd dhdt) sukrtasya
lake AV TS KS

handhur me (AV no) ?mild prlhzvi irialriyam RV AV N
bodhd me (TS no) asya vacaso yaun,(ha RV VS TS MS KS SB
deve,u nah. sukrlo (VSK drur,su ma sukrtani) bri7ldt. (1(S brilta, PB MS

brüyat) VSK TS KS PB M5 devebhyo nui sukrtam b,dtdl (SB
with cilia, torch for (tram() VS SB sukrlam nui the( tu brt71d1 TS

pra and ('l'S Apti no) briutrld bhmigaddm (TS °dhdn, ApS °dhant, KS
dhavzrdrz) dcvatdsu (KS 'tdbhyah) TS MS KS ApS

§725 Of essentially the same sort are a feo variants in which adjec-
tives agreeing with the subjects of 1st person orbs vary between
singular and plural
edhanuinah (Kau 'nah) sragrlte (Kati 3 ave aras) áB BrhU Kau

edliamanrt sue vase ApMB
iiva (TB ApS alto) _tivanllr upa tuft sadema (TD ApS Astern) AV

KS TB ApS MS
deva dhanena dhanam tchamdndh IIG dhanena dead dhanam zchamanali

AV ApMB The verbs cardrna, °mz occur in the preceding
ayu,srnán ,7aradagzr yalhdadnz AV dyu,tm,anto yarrim upagarhenia devah

(KS fivah) KS Apti
galranñnt le gdtrabad,jn badydsrria (1(S gdtrabhag bhziy7sanm) TS KS
tva,strmarilas (MS MS tva;trt', ApS tvas(u°) tad saperne VS MS KS

SB ApS fvaytremuti (TS ApS tua,(ï , and so TA Poona ed
with v 1 tva,st.rï ) te sapeya TS TA ApS Cf §849

zhazva sanlah preti tad ydtaydmali (AV prati desires rmat) AV TB ApS
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durum sari nzravadaye tat TS On this variant see Whitney's notes
to AV 6 117 1 and 2

§726 And a couple of others of the same sort in which there is incon-
sistency with the context
yack te juhumas tan no asti RV AV VS TS KS $B SB TB

TAA SMB ApMB N yatkdma zdam _whom' tan me samrdhyalSm
TB The context of the latter is partly the same and has a plural

yac cdham eno vzdvdn3 cakdra yac cdvtdvdne VS SS yac cdham eno
vidvansaá crlvidvansas camel cakrma MahñuU The cumin tu
the latter attempts to remove the glaring inconsistency by supply-
ing (Mamma with aham

2 The neuter singular (and plural)
§727, The neuter gender often carries with it (cf §S07) a tinge of

generalization, and neuter singular forme (nouns or indefinite adjec-
tives), which are indefinite or abstract or collective in force, vary with
plural epithets of the same or other genders (On neuter adverbs
see 1734 )
kry(apacydá (TS KS *yam) ca me 'kry(apacyaá (TS KS 'yam) ca me

VS TS MS KS Preceded by oiadhayaá ca me vixudhaá ca me
'(Plants) which npen under cultivation and not under cultivation'
'that which ripens' etc

ekaáaphum asrjyata MS ekaáaphdh palavo 'rrjyanta VS TS KS SB
In MS ('the whole - hoofed (kind of cattle]') followed by a parallel
formula, keurlrah palavo 'sriyanta

dsyaz brdhmandh snapanir (ApMB °nam) Insane AV ApMB 'Let
the brahnians bring ber bathing - water' With snapanir se apah
Cf next

dpah pddyrih Ap5 pddyam (Kant not. HG pddyam bhoh) Kauá
HG '(Water) for the feet ' Cf prec

hotriadanam harttant hIRISO, yam AV Ramada. haritah suvantah TB
Ap5 With the latter supply darbadh '(grass) for the hotar to
sit on, yellow, golden ' AV feels hotr,adanam, which means the
same thing,

sluts
a neuter abstract 'a seat for the botar' etc Cf

darbhaih harstath w anti (KS t s-uvarnath) KS MS
samrddhzkaranam tova (HG °karandn mama) PG HG Preceded by

emdnl lajdn a vapdmy aynau (HG earner, not agnau), followed by
tubhyarn (PG mama tubhyam ca) samvananam 'I cast these ker-
nels as increase - makers (a making of increase) a harmonizing '

trmpantu hotrd marlhvo ydh ssn.y(dh (VSK yat smut(am) VS VSK SB
Followed by
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yah aupritdh suhutd yet tivand VS SB yet asbhrtam yet evdhd
VSK In VS SB 'Let the priestly offices, which have been well
offered, rejoice' etc In VSK yet etc might refer to the unex-
pressed and indefinite object of the verb 'let the priestly offices
rejoice (in that) which is well offered' etc But the change was
surely suggested by rehab/ yet wand of VS , in which yet is a con-
junction, 'when well offered with svahrV Most likely, therefore,
yut is to be taken thus all three times in VSK and the neuters are
indefinite 'let the priestly offices rejoice when good sacrifice has
been made' etc

durst ca vz.htn avrnod apa svah RV AVturaé nd ',therm/'steam( lapas-
van AV The AV is corrupt, hut inhale seems clearly an indefinite
neuter

prajd warden (ApS in/rumen, MS prajah krnvan) Janayan strtipdh
(KS 'pain) MS KS ApS virüpani indefinite neuter in KS
(probably original), in the others prajdh is understood with it

taj (RV ta) Juyacva yeers(hya RV AV VS TS MS KS SB The RV
to refers back to dream, the other texts substitute the indefinite
sing lad, with the saute reference, possibly, but see §737 In
different context, tam ja° ya° RV

salakfma (MS KS 'ma) yell 111131113 (VS MS KS SB 'pain) bhavati
(MS KS babhúva) RV AV VS MS KS SB vz,+unlpti yet saleky-
mano bhavatha TS The pride originally (in RV AV ) occurs in
the Yama-Yami hymn, the fern adjectives apply to Yarn! The
YV texts apply it to a wholly different context, by 'phrase- Inflec-
tion' ($84N) Here it apples to the members of the slaughtered
animal, here assembled, and most YV text use the indefinite neuter
singular 'that what is manifold may become of one sort' (In VS
SB only this can he Intended, as vt,,unlpam shows, salak,md is
anomalous,
to he

perhaps due to influence of the RV original, perhaps
explained as having rhythmically lengthened final a, VV 2

§ §459-60, the comfit interprets as neuter ) In TS the members
of the animal arc directly addressed, and the adjectives are mast
pl 'that ye, manifold, may become of one sort '

§728 So the indefinite sarvam 'everything' varies with reran 'all
(men)', but the variant sarvúñ, nom eg , 'heading everywhither', is
likely to be more original than either
amiss (SMB (ma by ass, SG asno si) sandy', (AS moon, SMB sar-

vem) ass (SMB one) pravidah AS SG SMB lire/
§729 Also tad and tans, neuter sg and pl , both indefinite, are inter-

changeable (see also yasmaj flUam [data] etc , §81O)
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yas tad veda (AV * VS tans veda, RV AV TA N tu ezjanet) sa patu0
(VS MahxnU plait, TA savt.tuh) pitasat RV AV (bin) VS TA
(bin) MahnnU N

§730 In substantive use, a pronoun introducing a predicate noun
commonly agrees with that noun in number and gender, but may also
be neuter
predicate,

singular without regard to the number and gender of the
as in German ('das bin ich, das Find die besten Leute' etc ),

cf § §776, S12 So
tad (VS tai) apah sa (VSK tat) prolog oi, VS VSK TA Made,

Note that TA MahiänU are inconsistent, having the neuter in
one of the two

VS
phrases, hut agreement in gender (and number) in

the other and VSK are (in different ways) consistent

3 Plural of vtsva with singular noun (T)

§731 Twice the text of TS presents the forni visor, apparently nom
pl , where other texte have vi4vo (in the sense of 'every, each'), agreeing
(even in TS ) with a singular (martah), both are parts

inferior,
of the same

stanza The TS version of the sties is otherwise and Keith
calls rare 'senseless' Yet the reputes seems to guarantee it as the
genuine Tait reading moreover ApS has the sanie Either it is a
Mñgadhism, intended as nom sg (ef Pisehe], Grant d Pkt Spr §363),
or else a plural epithet going wills a singular subject Tho this would
be a bizarre construction, 't is not uuoucervable that TS may have so
intended, it would be an illogical blend of vivo martah 'every man' with
vi4ve martah 'all men ' The saint. vicvc apparently with a sing noun
occurs a third time in TS atha vt <vc arepa rdhatc yrhah, §457, q v
lasso (TS ApS visve) dcvasya kola? RV VS TS MS KS AB KB SB

AS ApS MS :.1G (delete J(SA in Cone )
rn.vo (TS name) ruga iyudhyati ('I'S "st) RV VS TS MS KS SB

Other shifts of sing and pl u ith no essential change of meaning

§732 With this we conclude the subject of the generalizing singular
and plural There are however a few other variants in which, for one
reason or another, singular and plural may interchange with virtually
no difference of essential meaning We shall take them up before pro-
ceeding to the cases of real and important change of meaning

4 Llhptic plural
733 I ir't, an elliptic plural may vary with the singular of one

member of the group
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Mali (SV mitras) panty alruhah RV SV Preceded by yam marina
yam aryamd, in SV aryarna is a complementary singular to the
elliptic plural mitras, which means Mitra, Varuna, and Aryaman,
cf § §746-7

5 Adverbs
§734 Adverbial forms, singular and plural, and equivalent in mean-

ing, may vary, or a neuter singular adverb may vary with a plural
adjective without essential difference of meaning
aired ucca svadhayabht pra tasthau Ppp TS KS nicazr uccath svadha

ubht pra tasthau AV
trine padans (TA MahinU pada) nshzta guild sya (TA MalninU guhasu)

AV VS TA MahrinU Both guha and guhaau are quasi- adverbial
agnaye vo yustan protesarny area,. vo ju;hin MS MA' agnaye vo

'Wain prokyarnz TS TB ApS justón agrees with vo = offerings
of food, Ju.t(am is doubtless an adverb 'agreeably to Agni' (other-
wise Keith)

bhuyab ca .iaradah ,S alai VS MG bhvyasi) (m,, °;1) ,aradah taint AV
sa no nedzitha tiaras., peat(' (MS !unarm ju3o,a) TS MS sa no

nedz9(hanz havanany óganrat (and harananz 3o at) KS rudzttham
adverb in KS

6 Adjectives agreeing with one or several of a group

§735 An adjective or participle may variously agree wall all the
members of a coordinate group of nouns (plural), or with only one, the
nearest Inthel atterease hone. er, we may amuse hat its application
to the others is not really excluded Cf Hamlet, Act 2, scene 2 King
Thanks, Ro encrant.z, and gentle Guilder-tern Queen Thanks,
Guildeustern, and gentle Rosencrantz The same variation in verb
forms, agreeing either with a plurality of subjects or with Ilse nearest
one alone, was noted in VV 1 § §353ff
carulrena pmttr amrtam drulhdneh (KS TB Poona ed and comm °nd)

VS KS TB lrakram rra 3yotir amrtanr. dadhdru7 MS (p p °71ó.h)

The sing agrees with Sarasvati, the nearest subject, the plural
with S and the Ayvms On the phonetic aspect (final visarga
present or absent) cf VV 2 §381

true. teem, (MS =inns frond) pra jayci saneraranuh (VS KS AB °nah)
AV VS TS MS KS SB Ap8 ApMB The verb, in the following
páda, agrees in number with the participle in all texts, except that
in KS , which has the mantra three times with plural pple , the verb
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is twice singular in the edition (but with v I plural in one case)
See VV 1 p 262 under yafantdrt6ya durmast's] dadhdta ( °tu) Proba-
bly the plural should be read all three times

(tdd earasvati mahl) badrali grnarul AV MS (ida sarasvati bharaii)
mahl grrulrui (KS mahir grniimih) VS TS KS ida sarasvati bad-
rail mahih (TB mahl) VS TB In the last, formula (in which the
Poona ed of TB separates mahl from the preceding, making it
part of the next pada), the TB comm interprets mahl as a plural
(mahatyah), going with all the nouns (I)

Singular- plural variations with more definite change of meaning

§736 The phraseology used in this heading does not mean, of course,
to deny that a change of 'meaning' in some sense occurs in the variants
heretofore mentioned, we suggest only that such changes are not, as a
rule, of the sort commonly and conventionally associated with the
simple contrast between amgulanty and plurality of objects The vari-
ants now to be considered fall roughly into the following groups First,
'transfer of epithet' the variant word is applied to a different entity,
in essentially the saine context, necessitating a change of number
Second, 'phrase inflection' the formula is used in a different context,
involving a different application of the variant. word Third, pluraliza-
tion or the reverse in the sanie context without change of context or
verbal attraction to a different entity, the word is nevertheless undr-
stood of a plural entity in one forni and of a singular one in the other;
the entity referred to may he otherwise the sanie or different Fourth,
other, miscellaneous changes are involved, in some of them form attrac-
tion to some other word (other than what we terni 'transfer of epithet')
seems to have been influential

7 Transfer of epithet
§737 We have met this phenomenon frequently under variations

between the cases, see §14 for a general statement Many of the
transfers listed under the various shifts of case involve also change of
number, these will not be repeated here The following are those which
involve shift of number only (or, in a few cases, also of gender), between
singular and plural
indrena devaih same/tam turebhth (AV turena) RV AV Tho the con -

texts of the mantra arc different, the epithet tura is transferred
within its pAda from devaih to sndrena

viva rtijxini sambhrtd (JB °tam) SV JB SB LS Preceded by gdya-
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tram trasplttbhamjagat, JB makes the epithet apply to (presumably)
the last of the singulars in the preceding pads

tai (RV la) "mewl yamsthya RV AV VS TS MS KS SB Pre-
ceded by yad agne kdnt kánt rid, a le dánint dadhmast (with slight
variants) RV refers to to ddrv,nt, the others with tai refer either
to the same indefinitely ( §727), or specifically to what is denoted
by yad

ntykr'dah sa (TS ntskrito 'yam, KS MS ntykrilds te) ya.pñtyam bhágam
etu (KS MS Shogun, yantu) AV TS KS MS Singular refers to
pasupatt, plural to the cattle themselves

d yat upon macula vdvaádnuh (MS °nah) RV TS MS KS Preceded
by pupa vo strata huye turdndm The epithet is apparently trans-
ferred from the Masts to the subject of trpat, Ludwig makes the
plural refer to this' The verse however is very troublesome, see
Oldenberg

iddrw (KS °nd) vahnrr (KS °ram) nan+a.sa AV VS VSK TS MS KS
The latter makes the epithet agree with sruco in the next pada,
see §399

uruvyacaso dhamna patyarndruih VS TS MS KS uruvyacasdgner
dhamnd patyamane AV The YV texts make uru° agree with
dvdrms, AV has a false verse division and makes it agree with
dhdrend

anadhrstd apasgo easdnñh (KS f °nah, mss varndnah) VS MS KS SB
anibhrstá apasyuuo vasdnah TS Pischel V Sl 2 213 has made it
probable that the original had ,a Inch, epithet of Vanilla in the
following pAda In VS MS it is transferred to dpah in the pre-
ceding, the adjoining plural forms helped in the shift

maynbhuro vrslayah sandy acme RV KS mayobhár oafs visvakrttayah
swats asme TA In the latter the adjective is made to agree with
undo, which is itself a secondary intrusion in TA

dhanur heated ddadáno (TA °n1) mrtasya RV AV TA AG 'Taking
the bow from the hand of the dead man ' With Oldenberg on RV
10 18 9 we understand team in the following half verse (alratva
team tha vayam shah ].suáevdh]) of the dead man, TA comm
understands it of the widow and makes ddaddndt fern eg agreeing
with it, we take the pple as adaddruali nom pl mast going with
vayam, cf Oldenberg's remarks, the sg doubtless refers to the son
of the deceased

tdbhs. tvabhtdtñcdmt MG terra team abhtstñcams YDh Preceded by
sahasrdkpam áatadluiram rytbhth priva nain krtam, and followed by
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pdvamdnih ptlnanlu evil (with minor variants) YDh has adopted
for terra the number and gender of pdvanam, instead of pñvamdnih

§73B In the following, the vanant word is in one form of the variant
an independent forni rather than, strictly speaking, an 'epithet' of
another word ( §15)
asme (Apt asnuti) karmane jdtah MSApt 'Born for us for the rite

(for this rite) ' Cf VV 2 §704, and above §721
asme devdso vapuse etkilsala TS Apt brad appal nato vacase dadhdlana

VS Keith and Calanri assume runner as, intended, cf prec But
asme might at a pinch be interpreted as 'ethical dative' 'O gods,
regard the wonder which we tell ' The change is really phonetic
in character, however

Asulptpdsdmokr,lyeslhdh (TAA °malamlye,sthdin)RVKli TAA Schefte-
lowitz reads )yeg(hdm, which is douhtlec the correct. reading
(= Misfortune, eldest sister of Laksrni), it jyc thdh he kept it can
be construed as an adjective, with the follow mg alakyniir (for which
Scheft adopts the monstrous alaksmin) If °maid can stand it Is
doubtless a fern ace pi , epithet of ala/wnir ('stained by hunger
and thirst'), the alternative would be to take it. as Vedic n pl
(for °malrïru), °malam would be an independent coordinate noun,
the stain of hunger and thirst '

S Phrase inflection

§739 This has also been met above, under variations in the cases,
cf § §21 -2 It is essentially a matter of adaptation of old rnat.enal to
a new context
Mama t para sum VS MS ES (sc yatudhdnyah) adharrfñeant para

aura AV (se takmdrusm)
vied inprasya hrhalo vip.ícttah RV VS TS MS KS SB TA Sv tU

vi pro vtprasya saliaso myosin/ AV The latter refers, in a new con-
text, to a goat (aka)

!Osaka dhaltam anapasphurantirn RV VS AB AO vihvdhd sante
anapasphuranlih AV TA 'Ever not shrinking from being milked',
of a cow or cows, in different contexts

frit varan rrnrsva KauA carom vrnisva Ap1t1B HG Not true variants
sardh (RV VS sirdh) patalnni(h) sthana (KS stha) RV VS TS MS

KS card patatnni bhütvd AV Reference is to a plant or plants,
in different contexts

metro rah (AV me) Sarnia yachalu RV AV SV VS TS Different
contexts
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tar d davo vedathe patyamánah Cute) RV (both)
yalamlrui, ( °no) raámableah silryasya RV (both)
ralnam devasya savour aytnah punk) RV (both)
rakyohano (VS SB °harw vo) velagahanah polka. vaiynavan (ApS

°vane) VS VSK TS SB ApS (bis) In ApS 11 12 5, where
vaasnavan is found, the ritual context is the same as in TS and
the rest, the plurals refer to the 'sound holes' In 12 2 15 the
skin (carma) for the soma- pessmg is addressed in a different con-
text, and the formula is partially adapted, the sing vaesnavam
bong appropriate Nevertheless the plural forms of the first two
adjectives are inappropriately retained from the ongmal form of
the formula, perhaps they are understood indefinitely, as refernng
to any 'demon slaying' entities

rayas puke yaffiapatim abhajanah (TS 'ti) VS TS (both) MS KS SB
rode,, krnvalir (krnvaty, k]-nvanto) ayham AV (ter)
saoIJagrriano afnbhyuya RV AV SV N sanijagmarui abibhyu,ih (MS

avzhrutñh) AV MS
das tva yunaklr sa tisi yunuklu (VS SB 'It) VS TS KSA SB TB ApS

ko vo yunaktz sa vo yun,zktu ApS VIS kus le yunaktz MG Also
with forms of vz -mur, to different ritual entities

adabdhenu tea (KS ApS vas) raksugavupaíyame VS KS SB SS
ApS adabrlhena tua (ApS vas) cal, su,,avrk:,c TS MS ApS 1.15
MG (delete KS reference in Cone )

sumrdikan abht,taye RV TS MS sumrdikum abhz,tuye III VS BSK
TS MS KS 81i

tasya vayam salmatau yajiuyasya its AV VS TS MS KS TB
tc;am vayam stineafau yajirt,yanim RV AV VS TS IBS 111' SMB
PG N Several different contexts

yathaham toga arang RV ApMB yalhabam ,sine bhatanam (AV
v.ranita) RV AV The sing is said by a woman of her husband,
H\ biiiihiroim by a

influenced
king of his subjects, and so AV reran., but

apparently ni its choice of epithet by reminiscence of
virasya in the different RV context

eva trzndsnann ahrniyamanah (TS "nah) AV TS
ghrtapru. a warmed (TB rnadhund) havyam uauiun (VS rnanasa

contexts
neoda-

manñh) RV VS MS KS TB Several deferent
anhoL cui aunt urusakrzr adbhutah RV anho; cad urueakruyuh RV

anhok cad urucakrayo 'nehatah RV
ado yuzbhyo adhz gal pradhdvasz TB ado yad avadharati AV anti ye

kc sarasyaka avadhavatz HG ApMB
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asmaMyam gaturxltamdh (RV °malt) RV (bis) SV As both refer to
soma, the venant might perhaps be put with §712, tho the con-
texts are different

Damson vdrydnárn RV AV SV TS MS KS .113 Sana vdryandm RV
AV MS TB TA

kills te panrladrímy sham ApS tam te pandadarny sham (TA panda -
dunn) TA ApS

ya (AV ye antankfa) ogadhigu pahugv apse antah (KS pahu¡v avtvela)
AV (bis) KS

hhakgiya te (and vo) 'vaso dasvyaerya RV (both) Sing Indra, pl the
Moiety

binitya; tua (Kau3 uah) KS TA ApS Kau§ Hardly true variant.
tdn (TS tam) raklodhvam ma vo dabhan (TS dabhat) VS TS (bis)

MS KS SB
mays vah krimadhararusm badydt (SS nm hh;ayäl) VS SB SS maya te

kamadharanam bhúyat VS TS MS KS SB TB
ayátu (TB ayántu) yglñam upa no .pugarush (TB °roil) VS MS KS

TB (both)
subhútáya tue (SS vah, HG adds pandaddms) ApS SS HG Hardly

true variants
anehasas trotayah RV anehase va útayah RV
ayam vo Bertha rimy ah VS TS MS KS SB ayam te yonir rtvsyah. RV

AV VS TS MS KS JB SB TB AS MS ApS JaLU Different
contexts and probably not true variants

mays vo (TS le) rayai srayantam 1'S (both) MS KS LS
sndraghogas (KS MS °gas) tua vasubhth purastdt patu (KS t tvd vasavah

pu" pdntu, MS tue purastdd vasubhah pdntu) VS TS MS KS SB
andraghogd vo vasubhsh purastdd upadadhatdm TA This and four
parallel formulas are used all together, in TA (with plural ace

sg )pronoun) addressed to a layer of bricks, in the others (with
to the altar The settings are wholly different, obviously TA
lias borrowed the whole passage and applied It to a new purpose
Two of the parallel mantras are quoted §412 under man47avas
and pr acetas The other two are

tua,s(d tua rapair upang,at patu KS ApS tvada vo repair uparsg(dd
uparladhatam TA And

ussvakarma tvrirtityasr uttarntah (MS KS ?Won't) pate VS TS MS
KS SB o;Svakarmá va rirletyatr ultarata upadadhatám TA

dews lea sauetd pundit) (MS GG KhG savrlotpundty) achsdrena TS
MS KS MS GG KhG diva vah sauna punulu achidrena MS
KS
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upahata (LS. °M) upahaeam te (LS vo) 'Rya TS MS KS SS LS
akpans tan VS KS TB ayhat tam VS aghastam tam MS TB 3 6

15 1 The pronouns refer to sacrificial animals, in different but
related contexts

mama va§etu hrdayam vah krnomt AV mama urate te hrdayam (AG SG
circle hrdayam le) dada.. (SMB MG deal/vita) AG SG SMB-
PG MG mama hrdaye hrdayam te astu HG The AV addresses
the subjects of a king, the others the guru's óisya at the upanayana

rakfdnsz toad (and !abhor) daha yalavedah Kau § (both)
tram vahanto (ApMB vahate, MG vahanti) yhrtam uk,eamanah AS ApS

AG SG ApMB MG tram vahantah sumanasyaniandh HG In
different contexts, MG refers to the bride But the adaptation
of the formula ut MG is imperfect, we fail tu see how Knauer can
defend the correctness of his text as he does

ayakgmaya tua samsr) amt prajabhyah VS TS MS KS SB ayaksnta rah
prajaya santsrjamt KS TB ApS Different contexts

9 Pluralization, or the rio erse, in the same ritual context

4740 Thirdly, in some cases where the context is the same, and where
there is no formal 'transfer of epithet', the ritual entity designated by
the vanant word is pluralized in one variant by the inclusion of other
individuals, or by the substitution of a plural entity for a singular one
or vice
sthindv,

versa Foi example rima (MG mira) sthiinatn (ApMB MG
MG rhino) firths rohe mesa (MG vantah) AV AG HG

ApMB MG , 'mount, O pole, upon the post(s)' or the like The
dual form of ApMB HG can have nu standing and is best regarded as
a phonetic corruption (e for en, VV 2 §237) The verse i, used in
mounting the ridge -pole of the house on the middle post. (and other),
either singular or plural makes sense, but not dual The plural of MG
may be defended, tho KG 11 3 has sthvruim, Ppp is quoted by Roth
as sthuna dhz

Other instances
mahad adya bharatasya (and bharatandm) 8 (both) enahakarma bhara-

tasya AB The singular refers to Bharata Dauh;anti, the plural
to the Bharata family

atharvane svaha SB atharvabhyah (se svaha) BDh Hardly to be con-
sidered variants The plural means the (hymns of the) Atliarva
Veda, the singular the rei Atharvan

adttyait come savztrat ca me TS odztyTh ca ma indrat ra ene MS Same
context, se in both 'prosper by the sacrifice' In TS prahah is
understood 'the cup for Aditya (or Aditi)', in MS 'the Adityas'
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brdhmanas led ruithakdnia upadhñvdmx (ApMB °karma prapadye) SMB
PG ApMB HG brdhmano vo ruZthakdma upatlhdvdmx SMB
Singular is addressed in several successive mantras to various gods,
plural to them all collectively

abhayam vo (SS te) 'bhayam no astu (AB AS me 'silt) AB AS SS
(both) The formula with to is repeated at each of the three
altars, and then with vo referring to all three as in the other texts

Islam tam (and tan) alt arid= tam (and tan) mabhy avanzkyx AV (both)
Both in the same litany, addressed to various ritual entities

esa vo deva savzlah small. TS ApS deva .shear esa le snmah VS MS
KS SB MS Followed by ma tva (TS vo) dabhan (TS dabhat)
VS TS MS KS SB The plural pronoun refers to the gods
including Savitar

mxtrasya tva eakp esa pratikye (with vanants) VSK TS KS KB TB
AS SS LS KS ApS MS AG mztrasya vaf cakyuyd prekye
(rakyuydnuoìkye) MS AS MS Reference to various ritual entities,
in Panne context

utemdh paSya TS utemam pcíya MS MS In the same context, but
with different. reference, in TS to waters, in MS MS to yajao

devasya tra (MS vah) savituh primate samvapdmx VS MS TB SB
(Delete reference to MS under devasya evil in Cone ) Singular
refers to rice, plural to rice and water

anther! t sapatnakszt VS wafter/ 'es sapatrulk,sxt VS SB ansSztah (KS
ApS add stha) sapatnak,sayarah MS KS ApS Used in the :ante
ritual context of various implements, one or several (crue, sruva)

rak;ohanam tva vatagahanam araszñrdrnx (and avaslrruirnz) vazynavanz MS
MS raksoghno valagaghno 'vaszricdnzx (and 'vastrruimx) vazynavan
KS raA- ohano (VS SB add vo) vatagaharw 'vasdrnamz vaifruzvan
N S \'SK TS SB lour holes are referred to, MS MS address
them one by one

ya (ApMB HG yam) (Mara) 3mnadagnzh PG ApMB HG In the
same context, singular refers to a wreath, plural to flowers

Arabian, nz patt Aauyanz RV tpratndnz (Cone pra tva ni) patt kdvyah
KS See §403

IO Form assimilation

§741 Among the remaining, miscellaneous variants between singular
and plural, some seem to involve external forni attraction that is, the
shift 19 due to the influence of some other form in the vicinity, altho
the variant cannot be classified as showing 'transfer of epithet' Thus
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tnh sapla mdtuh paramam midan RV ink sapta paramam Mina lawn
ArS Preceded in both by le manual° pralhamam ndma dhenoh
'They thought out the first name of the cow, they found the thnce
seven supreme (names) of the mother (cow)', or 'they knew the
thrice seven (names), the supreme (name, of the cow) ' The
change to singular in ArS is due to the preceding singulars

ahhz playa (SV pnyam) divas padam RV SV It is obvious that SV
has assimilated the adjective to padam This is a lect fac , the
sense requires such a construction The RV pray¢ must be taken
with Lanman NInff 349 and Oldenherg Nolen ad loe as acc pl
neut sc paddnz 'unto the dear (places), the place of heaven '
Cf RV 9 12 B

unto ed (VSK vu vo) mano va VS VSK SB vayur vd lvri manor va ted
TS MS KS TB ApS MS N The pronoun tva refers to the
horse mentioned in pads c (scram in all), vo of VSK can scarcely
have any other reference, the plural may be due to thought of the
'horses' mentioned in the preceding verse

keels prehdmi vidmane (AV vidvano) na 'Wont, RV AV See §487

11 Change of words or meanings of a cord
§742 In the rest different words are used, or else the saint word in

different meanings, requiring different numbers
urjasvati riìjasva.t (TS rajasv.yuya, MS KS rajas-uyuó) eitdruih VS TS

MS KS SB '(Water') rich in fond, king-creating, wise (or, wise
unto king - creation) ' In this ro)ard or

rajasuya
'sdya as adjective varies

with the commoner abstract noun Cf next
mead rajasñyah MS MS suaha rujasiìyraya (ztam/it TS cvdha rajasuah

VS SB Cf preceding, which comes shortly before this in the
texts

drapsas caskanrla prUuvirn ano dydm (RV raskamta pralhaniun ana Joan)
RV AV VS TS MS KS SB 'l'A Here the two meanings of
the stem div are concerned RV 'thruout the earliest days', the
others 'that earth and heaven '

tasmai brahma ca brdhmas (TA brahma) ra AV TA WI' ate 1. er Utah.,
of AV may mean, which i, uncertain, TA has a different word
and means the personalized Brahman

zndrasya hardy (AV hdrdznt) uvzMan maniszbhzh (AV inanzyayu) RV
AV SV 'By the wise (priests)' 'by wisdom'

jaghdna vrtram yatir na SV AS SS vrtram yo Jay/ulna yatir na AV
Obscure, cf Whitney on AV 2 ri 3
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prdvanebhzh (MS KS pravanena) eargurah RV VS TS MS KS SB
Uncertain, see VV 2 §491

yo agnaye daddAa havyadatzbhzh (SV °taye) RV SV See §567
march ealyñrazm (VS SB satyah) VS TS MS KS PG Abstract

noun adjective

12 Doubtful or erroneous

§743 Doubtful or erroneous variants
trayadrnnkat Mulatto ye et taenzre (MS yam eel anted, KS AS ydrt Klan-

vale) TS MS KS AS SS The singular makes no sense, tho MS
p p also reads yam, it seems as if yan must be intended Perhaps
it is to he connected with the peculiar sandhi of final do before
vowels (in MS this appears as am), cf von Schroeder 1 p roux

[pan co rudraeya hear amain AV KS (bis) Add KS 30 10, for
which Cone has pan tad I

[arkam (TS brhad arkam) yuñ)draih soar (sugar) dbharann zdam TS
MS KS Colic yurbdnah for TS ]
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CHAPTER XXVIII

DUAL AND OTHER NUMBERS

I Elliptic dual, and devai&- dvandvas

§744 The most interesting group of variants between the dual and
other numbers is that which concerns the elliptic dual and double - duals,
known to the Hindus as devata- dvandvas These double dual forms
denoting a pair of entities have been explained by Edgerton (KZ 43
110 ff , 44 23 ff ) as an outgrowth of the Indo- European elliptic dual,
in which a pair is denoted by the dual form of one member alone, an
idiom which is still very much alive in the Veda The first step in the
development was the addition to the elliptic dual of the singular of the
second member of the pair (mitra [= Mitra and Varuna], followed by
varuna., ca) We then have an illogical association of a dual and a
singular form, referring together to only two entities There is evi-
dence for the view (Edgerton, 1 e ) that this illogical association existed
in ludo- European In most languages, however, it was supplanted by
an association of two singulars, so also to a large extent in Sanskrit
In Indo- Iranian, however, the assimilation of the two forme may work
the other way, the complementary singular being replaced by a dual,
so that the result b a double dual, e g niilrñ- varunuu

§746 The variants illustrate these rather complicated processes at
various points To begin with, an elliptic dual may vary with the
singular of the prior member of the pair The meaning is then of course
different, the singular can scarcely have been felt as including the unex-
pressed member
añghriná mono ma Minn (KS meal ma mini ava) kram.isam VS KS SB

apt-mama ma varn ava kramzyam TS TB ApS In most texts
Including KS the pan Agin and Visnu are addressed (in KS by
the elliptic dual menu), while VS SB address Visnu alone

ksáman (KS ksama) ruruca usaso na bh.ánun¢ (MS KS knurl) RV
VS 'I'S MS KS See §547 Tite original ksantan = on the
earth', KS has an elliptic dual, 'the two earths' = heaven and
earth More commonly dyad two heavens' is used in this
sense

381
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382 VEDIC VARIANTS III NOUN AND PRONOUN INFLECTION

Tatra pat yema pitarau ca put ran (TA teleran» ea entrant) AV TA The
elliptic dual pitarau (= father and mother) is replaced in TA by
the singular 'father'

§748 Once a sutra text presents a complementary singular expressing
the second member of the pair after an elliptic dual In this case the
form of the variant which is presumably older (SV ) has a second dual,
forming therefore a double dual, yet this chronology cannot be regarded
as certain
dyava hotraya prthwi (ApS °vim) SV ApS

§747 More or less the reverse of this is found in a variant in which
the undoubtedly older form has an elliptic dual with complementary
singular, a secondary text removes the logical inconsistency by substi-
tuting a singular for the dual, thus presenting two coordinate singulars
ubluiv indra (SB :mire) udithah surya5 ca VS SB There is no reason

to emend the SB reading with Eggeling and the Cone irulra
means Indra and Sfirya, vim are here, to be sure,

Vanilla
equated by

ritualistic-mystic symbolismwith Mitra and
§748 More frequently we find double duals varying with double

singulars, both referring to the saine pair The two dual forms may
be separate µorris, sometimes omen separated by other words
vaynum cyan varenum piirveh atilt AV tone cyan serene piirvandtau

(MS °tire) VS MS SR SB TB AS SS
centra :refrain vrtrahand hove 'ham (MS °harems huvema) AV MS

aryl. zndra vrlrahanri have vase 'l'H The double dual indra agni
occurs twice in RV , and the compound zndragni (often pronounced
as four syllables) is common Note the singular adjective in MS ,
cf §757

§749 It is more usual In find the double dual forming a single com-
pound word, which may vary with two singulars
a rnatravarurui hlingara RV a mitre varune

znrlrah
tillage. SV

andrasurñ gunny a sir mean, 'I'B name pralhamo vzsvakanrui
AS

4atam indrñyni (AV' +alum to andro agnih) Narita hrhaspatzh RV AV
(both) N Note that. AV is metrically had

warn no nutravariuui Aartanrdrint AA aria nitre) vurunah pnnvatcdah
SV

alas .Cando market upuvira ulukhalnlz Ap:MMB t Satulñ.rriarkri (HG Lando
marks) upavirah PG HG The cd of PG prints lunch markú as
separate words

nani,, dive rtamah prihivyai AV VSK TS MS GB TA AS LS ApS
nanto dyrivaprt /uvilihytim VS SB SS SG
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§760 The normal dvandva compound of Sanskrit develops out of
the double (devait!) dvandva of the Veda by the substitution of the stem
form for the nom -ace dual form in the prior member This also
appears fairly early, and varies in Vedic texts with two singulars as in
the preceding paragraph
röi bodhapralibodhau AV ryzr hodhali prabodhah ApMB bodhat ca led

(KS MG oui) pralibodhu5 (MG prate') ra AV KS t MG ApMB
Note sing roto in ApMB , see §757

+rikvarrnn ratealanr santa KS íakvararazvatr Arno , VS TS MS KS
Again cf §757

mayt dal,o maya kratuh VS MS TB SB TA SS stays dakpakrabí
ApS AG HG

vatreipa,n ra vatradam caparau AB , varrapavazrale asses. LS
Norma varalharrt (HG er oral#,) punali na agar ApMB HG But

for the separate accents, .+arena- vartilhnn of ApMB night he con-
sidered u singular dvandva, cf next §

brhala tea rathanttarcna lratslubhya (KS lrty(ubhri) varlanya MS KS
hrhadrathanttaruyo.v tea stamina tnsfubho varlanya 'IS

brhar ra le ralhamtara,u
pzürrnu padau

ra penau polo' b /tavalam AB brhadralham-
tare le Lti

§751 Still later, no doubt, but already found even in earl} Vedic
tt.vtS, is the singularization of dvandva compounds (as neuter collec-
tives) We find several t anal ions between inch neuter singulars and
dual dvandvas
ktulpipñsabhyant (TAA 'saga) wain Siili TAA CC
z,Nfaptirtr krnavalhavtr (kr naval Aa, Arnutrtd rivrr) agnat (1\15 aamat)

VS VSK TS TB AB ' IS r oont noria krnalavt, asmaz AV
s/(apdrf.am Arn.ulrtd aver armai 1tS

rial takrala (MS cd t °lu, y 1 'la) le mattravarunah prilu AlS ApS
lintalan hrdayaupa,ablo dnt (VS ' +ena, A SK 'snta) VS S SK TS MS

KSA The p p of TS divides balaya- aupara The meaning of
the second member is quite unknown Mah[dliara take; the cpd
ris a tatpuru,a, the fleshy ports of the heart', but the dual of the
other texts suggests that it is rather a singular dvandva

2 Collective singular varies with dual

§762 Leaving now the subject of dvandva compounds, we take up
first expressions for dual entities, which may however be thought of as
units, being then expressed by singulars A simple example is the word
for 'nose', which may be either singular or (when thinking of the two
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Tatra peAyema plenty ca parr. (TA ptlaram ra pulram) AV TA The
elliptic dual pt/aran (= father and mother) is replaced in TA by
the singular 'father'

§746 Once a seta! text presents a complementary singular expressing
the second member of the pair after an elliptic dual In this case the
form of the variant which is presumably older (SV) has a second dual,
forming therefore a double dual, yet this chronology cannot be regarded
as certain
dytivd hotraya prase (ApS °vim) SV ApS

§747 More or less the reverse of this is found in a variant in which
the undoubtedly older form has an elliptic dual with complementary
singular, a secondary text removes the logical inconsistency by substi-
tuting a singular for the dual, thus presenting two coordinate singulars
ubhav indrá (AB zndro) udithah suryaé ca VS SB There is no reason

to emend the SB reading with Eggeling and the Cone , indra
means Indra and Serve, who are here, to he sure, equated by
ritualistic- mystic symbolism with Mitra and Varuna

§748 More frequently we find double duals t arving with double
singulars, both referring to the same pair The two dual forms may
be separate words, sometimes even separated by other words
vim urn agar lumen) ptirvahtltth AV vapntr organ varand ptirvahiltau

(MS °tarn) VS MS SB SB TB AS SS
agnirn zndram vrtrahana Aver 'ham (MS 'hanarn huverna) AV MS'

aped zndro vrtrahana have vain TB The double dual indra agni
occurs twice in RV , and the compound indrayni (often pronounced
as four syllables) is common Note the singular adjective in MS ,
cf §757

§749. It is more
which

usual to find the double dual forming a single com-
pound word, may vary with two singulars
d mitrávarund ileum RV a mitre ,, assts bhaye SV
irulydsttra jana+/an vt,vakarnia TB ituhal, nitro[ prathamo visvakarnta

AS
salon' irulragni. (AV' ratan la zndro agree) cube) brha,patih RV AV

(both) N Note that. AV is metrically bad
:,cant no rnttrdvarund kartanedam AA 'raja miro varuna/i ptnvatedah

SV
aya§ Sandy marka upavira ulttkhalah ApMB t sanddrrtarka (HG .arid°

marka) upavirah PG HG The ed of PG prints .§ands marka as
separate words

name? dive namah prthtvyat AV VSK TS MS GB TA AS LS AO
namtt dyavaprlhtvihhyurn VS SB SS SG
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§760 The normal dvandva compound of Sanskrit develops out of
the double (devoid) dvandva of the Veda by the substitution of the stem
forni for the nom -ace dual forni in the prior member This also
appears fairly early, and vanes in Vedic texts with two singulars as in
the preceding paragraph
rsb bodhapralibodhau AV rgzr bodhah prabodhah ApMB budha3 ca tud

(KS MG md) prat tluidhaa (MG prate) ra AV KS t MG ApMB
Note sing rstr in ApMB , see §757

sakvaram razvalam :area KS .4akvararazvale samara. VS TS MS KS
Again cf §757

may; duAso may' kraluh VS MS TB SB TA SS mays dakfakralú
ApS AG HG

vazrapum ra vale ta's cdparau AB vatrapavazrd3e antic[ LS
4arrna vanithant (HG arnravaralhr) pariah na ague ApMB HG But

for the separate accents, sarma- vanilhani of ApMB might be con-
sidered a singular dvandva, cf next §

brhald tva ralhantlarenatrat,tuhhyd (KS trt,tilubhri) vartanya MS KS
hrhadrathmntarayvs tva stomena tngfuhho variant /d 7'S

hrhar ru to ralhantlarant ra pavan Wait bhavulant AB brhaslralham-
tare to ;aorta pudau LS

§761 Still later, no doubt, but already found even in
(as neuter

early Vedic
texts, is the singulanzation of dvandva compounds collec-
tives) We find several variations between such neuter singulars and
dual dvandvas
ktiutptprisabhyrint (TAA °soya) strait(' SAID TAA GG
es ,plie krnatathdvzr (krnavathavzr, krnulad aver) metal (MS asrridl)

VS VSK TS TB SB MS tstuptirtant area krnutavzr amen AV
tstriptirtam I, muted river arena; KS

daksakralzi, (MS ed t `tu, v I `iii) to otaztravarunah pale MS ApS
iimuhin hrrlayau.patdhhyant (VS `rein, VSK 'sena) VS VSK TS MS

KSA The p p of TS divides hrdaya- aupa.a The meaning of
the second member is quite unknown Maliidliara takes the cpd
as a tatpuni;a, 'the fleshy parts of the heart', Intl the dual of the
other texts suggests that it is rather a singular dvandva

2 Collective singular varies with dual
§762 Leaving now the subject of dvandva compounds, we take up

first expressions for dual entities, which may however he thought of as
units, being then expressed by singulars A simple example is the word
for 'nose', which may be either singular or (when thinking of the two
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nostrils) dual Such variants occur especially with parts of the body,
but also with other entities We shall mention first a case which is
particularly interesting as presenting a neuter singular collective instead
of a fern dual This reminds us of the use of the neuter singular in
dvandva compounds, mentioned in the last paragraph, and so far as
we know neither this nor any similar form has been noticed heretofore
vz.§dkhe nakptram TS . mBdkham naksalram MS KS t So von Schroe-

der reads in KS with two mss , one ins viMkhd, which must be
fern and may be understood as either sing or plu Only one me
of MS has vzddkhe The constellation is made up of either two
or four stars, and its name occurs in sing , dual, and plural, but is
otherwise recorded only in the fern gender, cf §798

§763 The other words recorded here keep the same gender in sing
and dual
apdnena ndstke (MS °kdm) VS MS
asyd (MG t asyrim) nóryd gavinyoh (MG °ydm) AB MG asyam

ndrydm gavinydm RVKh ApMB The word gaiñni, (and gavintkd,
AV ) is regularly dual, it denotes sonic obscure pair of organs in
the abdomen

dnandam nand alhund (KSA °thubhydm) TS KEA nandathis is
nowhere recorded, not even in Hindu lexicons, as name of a part
of the body, and its meaning can only be guessed from the con-
text The dual of KS suggests perhaps 'testicles', 'penis' would
be more natural and may be intended in TS (Comm guhyendrt-
yarn) A series of duals follows, and possibly the dual of KS is
due to mechanical form assimilation tu these

a'(rdm tadant pratindhñ (AO Warn prattndham) MS Apt Refers to
some unknown part of the plow Caland adopts the MS reading
for AIDS , but since no one knows what the word mezzo=, we see no
good reason to question the sing

punarvasur (TS °sw) nakvatram TS MS KS Usually dual

3 Dual and plural of parts of the body
§754 Like the singular (ante), the plural also varies with the dual

in names of parts of the body, usually both are comprehensible Thus
the word gambha or jambhya means either 'tooth' or 'Jaw' (originally
'crusher, grinder'), in the former meaning it is naturally plural, in the
latter dual
jambhabhyam (VS TS °bhyazs, KS °bhyebhzs) taskardn ('rart, °ran) uta

VS TS MS KS
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Javam,7añghäbhth (VS °bhydm) VS TS MS KSA The 'shanks' of the
horse, here referred to, are of course four, hence the plural is proper,
VS must have carelessly used a form appropnate to human beings
only

gtrin plä ibhzh (MS °kibhydm) VS TS MS KSA The stem pbThi is
usually sg or plu , its meaning is quite unknown and the guesses
of the comme are not worth quoting

4 Other entities conceived as dual or plural

§765 Besides parts of the body, other entities may be thought of
as dual or plural groups Thus the constellation phalguni is a group
of two plus two stars, and may be thought of as dual because con-
sisting of two pairs, or as plural
phalgunir (TS °ni) nakyatram. TS MS KS
phalgunisu (ApG °nibhydra) uy uhyate (ApG ilh °) AV Rand ApG
mandate sadohavudhfinnth (TA °dhrirúihhom) MS TA iulitih sado-

havzrdhdruibhydm KS The havzrdhdruz itself is referred to as either
sg or dual (cf TS 3 1 3 1), combined with the sg sodas, the
compound is either dual or plural

ux yo memo r47ast sukraf.8yayñ RV vx yo Territory amimite , ukratuh RV
The 'spaces' (rajas) are either two or three (or even more) in
number

5 Generalizing dual (for sing) and plural

§756 In one group we find dual and plural forms varying in essen-
tially the same way as the 'generalizing singular and plural' forms
treated above, § §685 ff Here, instead of the singular, we find the dual
because the 'single' entity happens to be a pair, otherwise the psycho-
logical relation between the two variants, and the motivation of the
change, is exactly the same The dual may he a single uncompounded
word, an elliptic dual, or a dvandva compound, ut all cases there is
substantially no difference of meaning
ud clam MAY (MS MS bdhún) avast VS TS MS KS SB TA ApS

MS Since the 'arms' belong to a plurality of individuals, the
plural is comprehensible, but since each person has 'two arms', the
dual may also be used exactly as the 'generalizing singular' would
be possible in the case of a singular entity

apochalu (AV °ntu) mtthund yd kzmzdznd (AV ye kzmxdtnah) RV AV
The kinzidins are apt to go in pairs ( §764), the RV dual here is the
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substantial equivalent of a generalizing singular, since it really
means any pair of demons, or all of them

ahoreitrayoh samdhvbhyo 3atuh VS ahnah samdhsbhydm jattlh MS
Since there are two 'joints' or twilights of day and night, the dual
does duty as the equivalent of a 'generalizing singular'

ahoralras (KS TA °tries) to kaipantñm VS KS SB TA ahordtre to
(TB me) kalpetdm MS TB `Day - and - night' 'days and nights'

.Sam ahobhyah (TS ahnbhydm) VS TS SR KS Here the relation is
not quite the same, TS has an elliptic dual which muet. mean 'day
and night', the plural of the other texts doubtless means 'days' in
the sense of days of 24 hours, that is a plurality of days and nights
That ahan may mean this is proved e g by the preceding vanant
but one, since the 'twilights of day' can only mean twilights of the
24 -hour day

utkulanskvlebhyas tnslhtnam VS utkúlavvkúldbhydm tra thtnam TB
Fanciful entities to which homage is offered at the Purus.amedha
The plural apparently can only mean a collection of the dual
entities

6 Different agreement of adjectives arid other epithets
§757 An adjective or other epithet eometuues agree' alternatively

with a dual, or with une member of the pair, cf the like variation between
singular and plural, §735 Some cases of this sort will he found in
§750 Also
yasya dyaur unii What ca meat AV pens dyaur Two prim en ca drdha

(TS drdhe) RV VS VSK TS MS KS Here the original makes
drdlui apply only to prtiivvi, TS applies it to dyne° also

§768 Similarly an adjective or epithet may vary between dual,
applying to a dual entity, and plural, including sonic other entity
uvpvpand (VS 'nah) sarasvati VS MS The dual refers to the Atoms,

the plural to them and SarasvatI
(ayuykrd dyuspatni svadhdvantau) gopd me .slam dtmasadau me slam

AV (dyuis tad dyupatnv [read dyu,krd dyupatnâ7] svadhavo) papa
nah .stha rakyvldrah KS (ayukrd dyuhpatni svadhd vo) goptryo me
stha alniasadn me stha ApS Explained VV 1 §357

§7513a Once a sing , doubtless felt as an abstract, in predicative
apposition to a dual, varies with a dual concrete epithet
concur bahtl stho devayandndm vvdharanrh (KapS °ni) KS KapS (Oertel

137) Two blades of grass are addressed, KapS surely intends a
dual, 'two supporters', KS , 'a support' The stem vidharanv is
not recorded in the lexicons
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§769 Two dual epithets of an adjoining dual noun may vary with
two singulars, each then applying to one of the pair
ugrampafiye ugrajztau tad edge AV ugrampahyrz (MS text uprant

pa.ydc, VV 2 §405) ca rdffrabhrc ca tans MS TA dürepa.40 ca
rdsfrabhrc ca hint TB Followed by apsarasdb , the epithets
agree with this word (AV ), or apply to the two individuals denoted
by it (probably felt as proper names in the latter case)

§760 Once what appears to be an adjectival dvandva, in dual form,
is allowed to agree with a singular noun (I), in the other form of the
variant the uncompounded, single adjective is singular The variant
strikes us as bizarre, but is psychologically comprehensible
anuvatsarinánt svastzzn dfidste TB Ap5 anuvatsartyodualsarlye svaslzm

dddse MS 'He desires well -being lasting for an anuvatsara' 'I
desire well -being lasting for an anuvatsara and for an udvatsara'

§761 Perhaps somewhat similar is the following, if the reason for the
dual in MS is the dual character of the adjective compound rather than
its reference to two entities The context deals, however, with the
hukra and munthzn drafts of soma, and it may he that MS thinks of
the word as applying to two oblations only (tho the neuter gender
makes it impossible to supply sukramanthznau Egrahau] with it, and in
fact the mantra can hardly be applied specifically to those two drafts,
which are not, of course, offered by the camasddhvaryus)
madhyrztahkdrindn cama.vddhtvanyavo vasafkrldnuvrisa(krtdñ (MS °le)

jufrula Ap5 MS ' offer the (MS two°) oblations (in ApS`
somdn is apparently understood) accompanied by vasal and by the
secondary rasa('

7 Transfer of epithet
§762. As with cases of transfer of epithet between singular and plural

( §737), we shall list here only variants which do not involve change of
case, these latter being treated above under case variations Variations
between singular and dual are
to asya .clans dune (KS dzvyah) VS TS MS KS The sing of KS

agrees with yonzr in the next piola
ubad kavi yuvdnd (PG yuud) AS SS Vait ApS PG mated kavi yuvdnd

MS Followed in PG by yo 7W dharmah pardpatal, Stenzler trans-
lates yuua with dharmah but observes that the text is corrupt, and
Oldenberg abandons it

dirghaprayajyum ah yo uanusyatz RV TS MS N dirghaprayajyzi
hang vrdhdrui MS TB The latter occurs in a modification of
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the RV verse (which MS elsewhere repeats without change), with
transfer of the epithet to the dual divinity addressed (onginally
Indra - Varuna, here Mitra- Varuna)

vsávakarmans (entire( aat SB eiávakarmdnau tantlpau me slhah SS
Explained VV 1 §351

mina., yarn (TB te) viryakrto VS VSK SB TB See §521
aévtnendram na )agrvt (TB °vi) VS MS TB Comm on VS takes

Jdgret as dual adjective, but it ne rather an adverb (so BR and
VV 2 §525) In TB it is made to agree with a4vtad

§763 Transfers of epithet between dual and plural are
navena púrvant dayanulndh sydma (VS TB dopamine) VS MS KS t

19 13 TB (both) The plural agrees with the subject, the dual
with devi to whom the passage is addressed

sa vefvdclr (KS act) abht cape ghrtdcih (KS °fit) RV VS TS MS KS
SB The original probably applies to sacrificial ladles, tho no noun
is mentioned, cf SB 9 2 3 17 KS attracts the adjectives into
agreement with rodasi For the phonetic aspects of the change
see VV 2 §357

8 Phrase inflection

§764 Here are presented cases in which the shift of number is due
to adaptation of old material to a new context Sometimes all three
numbers, singular, dual, and plural, occur in different forms Thus
agkhdyau saptapaddv abkiiva (ApMB t °pads babhilva) ApMB HG

aakhd (PG sekte) septa,. (ApMB PG °d(1) bhava AG SG
KauS ApMB PG SMB MG sakhdyah saptapadd &Annie TB
ApS See VV 1 p 274

yeitudhdnant ktrnidtnam AV yretudhdrtdn ktntidtnah AV t/atudhdnd
kani<dïnñ RV Different contexts Fiends arc otherwise known
to go in pairs (malty,. a precedes in RV ), cf apochatu etc , §75(i

la no mrddla idrse RV SV VS VSK TS KS to no ntrdaniv idrse AV
sa no mrddlidrte RV AV TS MS KS ApMB N

.Variations between dual and singular
(1rftdr41-(RV SV "no) Jamadagntnd RV (both) SV (both) AS SS

AG SG
tanvano (TB °ne) pajama purupe3asam dhtya RV TB The latter

lifts the pads from an Agin verse and uses it in a different one to
dyavaprthtvi

yayñasydyuh praltran (KS t2 7, MS prattranlau) MS KS (both) MS
Two wholly different contexts in KS , MS agrees with one, MS
with the other

iSIS.
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tuba r derma pzlrhhzh aantvuMnah RV TS mature demur y47ñzyazh
eanevzdanau (TS KSA °nah) TS KSA TB AS In TS KS two
different verses, one adopted from RV , in TB AS this single "Ada
is used in a wholly different context

devi devebhir yajala (and are) yajatrazh RV (both) devi deveuu maid
yaiatra RV AV MS

lasyarn (ApS layer) devil adhzsamvasanlah TS TB ApS tasyam devazh
samvasanto mutated AV yesyam (v 1 tame.) devil abhzsamvzáarttah
MS Half a stanza is adapted to a different purpose in ApS

motto. lva VS TS MS KS SB TA KS ApS MS lyotzfe vain KS
ApS Different contexts, dual only ut one passage of KS ApS
Also lease lva (vain), cakpuge lvd (earn), carcase lvd (vam), and
prayabhyas tva ( °bhyo vain), sings in various texts, duals only KS
ApS

a &asii.nd medhapatzbhyam (MS KS °pataye) medharn MS KS AB KB
TD AS SS The alias medhapataye and 'patzbhyah are prescribed
in the sequel in AB see Schwab, Tzeropfer, 102 Really this
involves all three numbers and so belongs nn §764

bhadrd to pilsann (TA bhadrd vain pilsanav) zita ratzr ash'. RV SV TS
MS KS TA (both) N Here a whole stanza is adapted to a
different context, in TA The sing is addressed to Pusan, or
according to the TA comm to san,vatsara, the dual, to dyavüprthzvi
The next two occur in the same verse

.tukrant yam anyad rajalani (Poona ed ya,7 °, v I raj') vam anyal TA
Sukram to anyad mutant. to anyet RV SV TS MS KS AB KB
'l'A AS Svidh N And

toted hi nuiyà avast svadhiivah (SV 'van, TA * avalhah svadhavantau)
RV SV TS MS KS TA (both) N See prey

dews tvii (Ap.. devo vino) sauna madhvanaklu VS TS MS KS MS
ApS

v:Svet la to (RV * yam) savaneeu pravacyd RV (both)
stomebhzr Aasenaa horn (and 'td) RV (both)
iliryham want (and ta) ayuh satntd krnotu AV (both) In different parta

of the marriage ceremony, sing is the wife, dual husband and
wife Might perhaps be called a vikára and placed in §769

pali (RV palm) turasya radhasah RV (both) KS
rajardant adhvararuim RV VS TS MS KS SB raprttdv adhvaranzim

RV
samrdjyaya sukratuh (RV °tú) RV (both) VS TS MS KS SB TB
awaited vain (and arvdñrani lva) saptayo 'dhvara rzyah RV (both) See
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390 VEDIC VARIANTS III NOUN AND PRONOUN INFLECTION

RVRep on 1 47 8, which calls the sung an flha of the dual, It is
hardly that in the strictly technical sense, tho in a wider sense all
these variants might be called alias

dyur t,dm (AV MG clyuy fe) 3aradah Adam. AV MG (both)
anti (MS nu, read anti, KB SS ups) tern rhea ghrtam ii caranyat MS

KS KB SS prati Upend ghrlarn ur caranyet (MS KS °yal, VS
SB °yet suaha) VS TS MS KS SB prati yarn Jthva ghrtam uc
(AV TS ta) caranyat (AV excel, TS °yet) AV (bis) TS (bis)
MS KS KB AS SS

rate danesunl yuvalth supetah (KS supatni) KS TB ApS catuhMi-

khande yuvati ¡canine ApS In the latter a largely new verse is
constructed for a different context See next

ghrtapratikd (ApS °Ice) bhuvanasya madhye TB ApS (both) Follows
the prec

dirgham ayuh krnotu me (AV ApMB vam) AV (ter) .}B Kaub ApMB
We lens tips sarpalah SV JB and. ana sarpata MS It seems that

MS has adapted the SV original to a different ritual context The
interpretation of this and the surrounding mantras in MS is
obscure, see ApS 4 10 4, with Caland's translation, which deals
with the same ritual With Benfey we understand trod as dual,
imam of MS would seem to refer to Ida

nilalohilam Maya() RV AV nilalohite bhavatah ApMB Whitney says
that ApMB speaks as if the bridal garment which is given away
were two (or better, made of two parts) Perhaps the variant
did originate in that way, but ApG uses the mantra in referring
not to the bridal garment, but to two threads put one III each
wheel -track of the car un which the bride is brought to her husband's
house, that is in a different context, thu still part of the wedding
rites

nui ted vrk3ah (TA ,rksau) sate bddhz.ta (TA °l4m, and bddhetharn) AV
TA (bis) According to Kauk 82 32 the AV verse is used in
burying the bones of the burned corpse at the foot of a tree TA
uses it twice

the
in a different part of the funeral rites, namely in con-

to thestructing funeral pyre, the 'two pieces
surrounding

of wood' refer
parallax (of which there are four) the pyre, the verse
is applied once to the north and south pair, once to the east and
west pair

vidhrtir ast TA SS vadhrti Allah MS
§766 Phrase inflect tun , variations between dual and plural

zruiravanla (TB °tau) hater edam Jufethdni TB SS tndravartto haver
idem ju/antñm TB ApS`

'
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yahvi Ttasya mdtard RV yahvir Ttasya mátarah RV
uruvyacaso dhdrnnd palyamdnáh VS TS MS KS uruvyacasdgner

dhdmnd patyamáne AV
purufte 'dhi samdhstdh (and °te) AV Both m the same verse; the dual

goes with amrlam ca mrtyus ca, the plural with nádyah
awns vo (sam) aste sumo ta cantsfhd RV (both)
agner en 'pannagrhasya (TS * TB ApS sam spousal) sedan sddaydms

VS TS (both) MS KS TB 6B ApS (both) MS
cyan, krastthye dadhatu rush (PG nau) SG PG The dual refers to the

householder and his wife, the plural, in a different context, is
generalizing or 'editonal'

Tt tvdnd ( °vino) ,lane bane RV (both)
sam u yam (co) gradate mahayam ( °yan) namobhth RV (both)
saha nah 5adhtekrtyd 4B LS KS sahatvu nau sukrtant saha di/Ai-tam

Kau sukrtont nau .saha Kau
sam yam

(both)
(AV MS * KS * vo) mandnst earn urate AV VS TS MS

KS (both) SB

9 Duahzat.ion, or the reverse, in the same ritual context

§767 The next group includes variants in which the form shifts from
dual to singular or plural, or vice versa, in the same context, in accord-
ance with a change in the number of the entity designated, which may
be the game or

context
different Included are some ritual has and vikñrae

where the seems to us to he the same, the number of the entity
only shifting It is perhaps doubtful where the line should be drawn,
or whether it should be drawn at all, between this and the preceding
group, we have tried to draw it at the point where the context ceases
to he 'different' and becomes essentially 'the same', but these terms are
not strictly definable, and ritual films perhaps belong rather with the
preceding When the change of number involves transfer of an epithet,
it is of course treated above, §1762 ff , and when, without such trans-
ference, the change of number seems to be due to some sort of formal
or external adaptation or assimilation, it is included below in § 1773 ff

§768 Variations of all three numbers
tasya to daltdm yasya (and yaynh) prdno 'st mad TS tasya le dadatu

yesdm prdno 'es svand TS tasya to daddtu yasya pram) 'si svdhd TS
Modulations in the same passage For yaeya after dattdm, yaynh
is to be expected, perhaps a mere error?

lads devufayiiriyira tied dhtuvd hide VS TS etc dhruvah sida VS
AB TA dhruve Mutant VS dhruvdh sidata TS Also Lena
brahmand etc , see Cone
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agneyah kr$nagrivah VS TS KSA . agneyau krynagrivau TS KSA
krynagriva dgnryo rara(e (MS laM(e) purastdl VS MS krynagrwa
agneyah VS MS ApS All in lists of animals at the aßvamedha
TS KS have sg and dual in adjoining formulas Probably the
plural rs a substitute for the dual, but this may itself be a mere
Cilia of the sing

ydnt gharme k-apaint TS. MS KS KS MS In MS two ghee yad
gharme, arid yr; gharme

span( adya hatdram avrnildyam ya2amanah MS (and the next five
Items in Cone) vain, adya hotdram (avrnitam arum ya7amdnau,
and avrnateme yajamaruih ) SS See Conc

agnayc prahrzyamdnriydnubriihr SB KS MS ngnzbhyam prahnya-
nzanúbhydnt anubruhi KS agnthhyah prahnyamanebhyo 'sands
SB

ardv (Osa) anu and tanu (LS tanuhz 3yotzya) MS KS LS MS ApS
nmti anu and tanutam, and and ante and farads MS Elias

punah krnvans Iva pztaram yuvarzanz TS punah krnvantah pztaro yuua-
nah MS punch. krnveinñ (KS krnvanla) Mara unwind VS KS f
SB We cannot interpret this passage It seems that the dual,
as in VS KS , is probably original, Mahidhara takes krnvarui as
plural, for °salt, Even such violence helps little

§769 Dual and singular
samjagmarw (KS °nut, MS TB ApS MS °n.au.) diva (TB ApS diva a)

prthzvya VS MS KS SB TB ApS Same context, but in VS
SB the formula is repeated, once each with the éukra and manthm
grapas, while in the others it goes with both together Sec §576
In VS MS KS immediately folloued by

kulcrah sukra.6aczrà VS TS KS SB TB ApS kukruu kul.rakoczyau MS
As preceding, but here KS follows with a separate formula manila
manlhzkoeird, while TB ApS do not connect this immediately with
the preceding

krnulam tdv adhuara 3dtavedasau MS krnotu so adhvardñ (VS TB era)
jalavedeth VS MS KS TB AS so adhvara. (AB 'Awed karats)
jatavedah AB SB See VV 1 p 263, under ayad Agar ,also next

yakyat wane mahzmanam VS MS KS SB TB AS yakyatah strait
m.ahzmñnau MS In same context as prec , mahzman pertains to
the subject and varies in number with it

pranaya me vareada carcase pavasva VS VSK TS SB prartñparuibhydnt
me varcodaaau pavethdm MS See VV 1 §368

Infirm (tabhydm, in 11 2 27 read tarmac) Hama yatamasydnz dsMitah
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AV (all three) All in the same hymn, referring to Bhava or
Rudra and Bhava or their weapon, practically alias, but perhaps
better to be placed in §765

vebaya vim (TS TB ApS tort) VS t 1 6, TS MS SB TB ApS MS
Kind Sing used by TS addressing ladle and winnowing - basket
separately, dual by VS in addressing both together Also used in
other contexts, the dual having other applications

le to dhñmany Oman garnadhye TS la (VS SB ya) to (RV KS N
yarn) dham any (RV KS N vdstiny) ulnas, yanisulhyav RV VS
MS KS SB N In a Visnu hymn, the dual is understood to
refer to Indra and Visnu, who are however nowhere mentioned in
the hymn Even the latter part of this verse mentions Visnu alone
in the sing The secondary change to the singular pronoun is
therefore very natural

agineva team stlara (MG ApMB HG tl 4 1 thero) Maya AG SG
SM1B PG ApMB (his) HG (bis) MG asnieva yuvarn sthzrau
biumatam MG Sing fern refers to the wife, dual to

used in
wife and

husband, in the same context The masc sing is a differ-
ent context

varunasya skambhasarlanam (KS °ny) an TS MS KS MahünU MS
varonasya skancbhasarlani silts& VS SB Explained in Keith's
note 7, HOS 18 27

spa le
SB

ogre sannl lava (MS luya learn) vardhasva ca ra pyayasvu VS
SS MS ApS SG ApM13 11G ete vane agni samadhau tabhyini

vardhetham ca ra py«yetham KS (an fiha quoted in KS comm )
«yu krd ayuypntni svadhavanta'u AV ayes had ayupalna (ms °rah)

svadluivah KS ayukrd ayuhpatnl svarlha soli ApS The reference
seems
others

to be to the sacred fires, so at least in ApS , obscure in the
AV continues with dual forms, KS ApS with plurals,

see pope me slave (gnpa nah stha, goptryo me
asthapayata

stAn ), §758
«muitard sthapaya,scpyatnu RV AV mataranijigalnum AV

In RV the 'two mothers' (parents?) are heaven and earth In
AV ,matron, possibly refers to Indra's mother, suggested by Indra's
heroic deeds in the following pida, cf RV M 45 4, 77 1

gravacyulo dhzsaruzyor upasthdt VS SB bahucyuto Amended (TS dhzya-
nayor) upasthdt (KS °tithe) RV TS KS GB Vait MS See Hille-
brandt, VMyth t 1, p 420 ff According to H dha,sana originally
means 'earth' (dual in RV only 'heaven and earth'), then the vedt
identified with the earth if so, VS TS have reinterpreted the
old word in a new sense, the conim makes it refer to the 'pressing
planks '
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en$nar martasd plies sthah (Kauá paean' ass) MS KS ApS MS Kau
(both) GG KhG Refers to two 'purifiers' of kyle grass, or once
m Kau to a single one

teed cddhvaryii (ApS °yo, AS t °yor) Traoatss ca yobs AS SS ApS
Spoken by the botar as he touches the adhvaryu and the agnidh,
In the dual form both are addressed Since the agnidh belongs to
the class of adhvaryu priests, the dual need not he considered elhp-
tic The AS probably has a misprint ( §369)

unmoor( (SG upa mane.) dharunam mdtre dharuno rnataram (LS MS
mdtre rmltaram. dharuno, ApS mdtre mdlard dharuno) dhayan VS
SB JB LS ApS MS SG swan (AS apeman() ...Imam
malaram dharuno dhayan AB AS The 'darn' is earth Caland
suggests that the dual mdtarñ may mean 'heaven and earth', this
may be the intention but it seems inappropriate Obscure

§770 Variants between dual and plural
earnprca (°cah, °ca$) stha VS VSK KS SB TB ApS MS samprcau

sthah VS SB Also, in same passage
vtprca ( °cah, ocas) stha, and vsprcau schah, same texts See VV 1 p 259
eta ((sedan sukrtasya lake TS TB eta asedan, and (uha) etas asadatam

(pratikas) ApS`
erucah sarnmrddhs SB KS MS srucau sarnmmrddhz MS rsmear( ca

sruca5 ca sarnmrddhs ApS
d Ind ganlam (VSK gantarn) petard Band ca (VSK tyuvam) VS VSK

10 3 12e, TS KS SB a and ganta plea, enwrap,. MS It is
not clear who are meant by the 'parents' or 'fathers' For the
added ca after a double dual see Macdonell Ved Gr p 156 Add
to VV 1 § §337, 352

method,. stnkan apa yan rarddha AV madhavyau stokdv (MS doled)
apa tau rarddha TS MS Why TS MS should think of the lost
drops of soma as exactly two is not clear to us Followed by

earn mas tabhyarn (AV tebhih) srjatu viSvakarnta AV TS MS The
interpretation depends on that of the preceding

reason nultanbhcari.r (AV text °Svarir, read doubtless as RV) anprdh
RV AV svasdrau matarsbhvart (text eni ° Svari, read with mss
and Whitney °bhvart) aripre AV Part of a mystic verse, it is not
clear who the 'sisters', dual or plural, are Ludwig suggests 'heaven
and earth' and apparently believes the dual to be original, relying
doubtless ou the preceding verse, a tuatara sehdpayase jtgatnú, cf
§769 But this would Involve the rash assumption that AV is
more original than RV
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dawyd (AV Ppp dazed) hotdrdv iirdhvam (VS *rd 11r °, KS holárordhvam
imam, MS °rd wed /man imam, AV °ra iirdhvam, Ppp °ra [but
intending °rd since dual verb follows] amain) adhuaram nah AV
Ppp VS TS MS KS IS 17a

§771 In a number of variants the plural which vanes with the dual
is a first - person form or epithet of the subject, referring to the priests
and their associates generally, and 'generalizing' or 'editorial' in char-
acter, like the variants treated in §724, while the dual is specific,
including in the pair the speaker
yalhdyatliam ruin (KS nn) vratapatr (KS °pa) vratdnz (TS MS iralznar

vratdnz, KS vralzrulrn madam) VS TS MS KS SB The dual
includes Ago (vralapati) and the yajamána, KS 's plural either
refers 'editorially' to the yajamána alone or to his associates From
the phonetic standpoint this and several others in this paragraph
belong in VV 2 §732

tan (AV tafia) ruin samskrtam AV VS 4 34, KS tan nah saniskrlam
TS MS The dual is taken to refer to the sacrificer and the offering
addressed (perhaps better to Inni and his odes), the plural refers
to him and his associates, or perhaps really to him alone

rd no (AV nau) mu hhzh paramein yams tan nau RV AV The Call-
tonal') plural occurs also earlier in the verse The dual of AV is
doubtless secondary (cf Oldenberg on RV 10 10 4), it refers to
Yuma and Yami, and is doubtless assimilated to the following nau,
which lias the same reference

punsdnt bahúnàrn matai, roman (MG °eau sydva) ApMB MG Ad-
dressed to the wife by the husband, the dual means 'parents', the
plural is 'editorial'

rtiahhd ,lanayanls nah (ApMB °yanlu nau, HG °yard,. nah) ApMB
(bis) HG (mina wAJAam.rdi nah SG Spoken by the husband, as
in prec ApMB has the No forms in adjoining verses in the same
context

ast/tars mi (no, KS nail, MS t nau.) jdrhapnlydnt .canto (VSK :olds
certain Parma), Latimer., ruts te)ae(i (TS no brahmand, KS nao brah-
neund) barn sz,4ddhz RV VSE TS MS KS TB MS The dual
doubtless thinks of man and wife together as possessors of 'house-
hold affairs' , the plural is 'editorial' Note the inconsistency of MS

§772 Similarly the next., where the dual is 2,1 person, apparently
referring to the sacrificer and his wife (and spoken by a priest)
trlatvdsmdn (RVKh Moller, followed by See n t , triumvir seine) anu vasldm

vratena (RVKh as before gh.rtcna) RVKh AV iddsmdn anu vos-
Mdm ghrtena ApS MS
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10 Form assimilation

§773 In a group of cases the number is changed by attraction to the
number of some other word in the context, in a rather external way,
the change in meaning, tho apparently real enough, is not dictated by
the logical requirements of the situation, in essence the variation is
one of mechanical form assimilation Thus, all three numbers of the
vocative of vayu are found in the HG forni of the following With
cunning inanity, HG makes the number of the vocative agree each
tune with the number of the pronoun, which refers to sacrificial posts
Oldenberg fails to understand HG , not having in mind the MS parallel,
and translates all the nouns as

predicates
nominatives, emending vaya to udyuh,

so as to make the nouns to the pronouns
ete fe vdyo (HG udyavah) MS HG era to vdyo MS MS HG elms to

udyti HG vdyav esa (and ete, elan.) to soya Ap' 'This is (these
are) thine, O Vdyu (HG also O Vñyus, dual and plural) ' Note
that, inconsistently, the pronoun to is always singular, even III HG

§774 Other cases, first those involving singular and dual, are
vrsanarn (MS °nri) rindrdbhydrn VS MS In the afivamcdha 'I gratify

the bull (the two bulls) with his testicles' The bull or hulls are
imaginary, transcendental beings, and there is no reason for the
duality except the duality of dnddhhyrnz So with the next two,
which occur in the same context

ka»ulhhydm srotram (MS byres) VS MS See prec
nndyutam kaninakdbhydm (MS RSA kanina °) VS MS NSA vzdyntau

kandnakabhyam TS Cf prec two
.trotram (AV tratre) to cakre a.ddm RV AV The AV makes rotra

dual because of the predicate cakre, 'thy two wheel
yens stnyam (PG hr yam, SS stnyav) akrnutam (PG °trim, fi$ Mu-

rutam) SS PG SMB GG 'By which ye two (Aévuis) made
woman (two women) ' SS 's variant is phonetic in character (VV 2
§237), with the help of attraction to the number of the A. vins

§776 In a couple of instances, however, the assimilated dual form
seems to be the original, and the singular is substituted for it in secondary
texts because for one reason or another they feel that the entity desig-
nated should be singular, despite its reference to a duality
putrah pitarav (AV °rani) avrirUa püsd RV AV In both texts the

reference is to the Mauls, the singular of AV is secondary and
may be due to a feeling that paternity should he single, tho pho-
netic considerations are also involved (VV 2 §237)
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duhdthdm gharmadughe iva dhenti AV (in Cone preceded by 'amain,
which belongs to the preceding Aida) samduluithdm gharmadugheva
dhenuh TB The dual entity heaven and earth is compared to a
milch cow, or in AV to two cows, the assimilation in this case is
natural enough, and is doubtless the original form.

§776 A special case of this form - assimilation is constituted by the
variation in the form of substantive pronouns, which may be either neut
singular (indefinite) without reference to the number and gender of the
predicate noun, or on the other hand may agree in gender and number
with the predicate, the latter is the more common usage in the Veda,
and is found in the original (RV) form of the following variant, while
secondary texts use a neuter singular (cf § §730, 812)
mukham k,m asya (VS asydsit) kau (AV VS kart) brthú, ka (TA ktv,

AV VS kite) rira pads (TA fpaddv) rowed RV AV VS TA
§777 Form assimilation between dual and plural occurs in the variant

sd no (nau) ndbhrh etc , §771, and in the following
ÉC$C vf17t074 rndtrob (SV mama) RV SV 'Thou lurkest in the sticks

of wood, thy (two) mothers' Dual in RV because reference is
to the two grants, plural in SV by attraction to vamps

vdiirto vd:id/Ito cation VS TS KS SB ApS vd]inau vrijajztau vaam
MS KS MS See the several entries in Cone Two asso-

ciated formulas, in KS (probably original) one (dual) is addressed
to one pair of the racing team, the other to all the team (cf KS
14 7 206 22 f) The other texts assimilate in one direction or
the other, both are dual in MS , both plural in VS TS

11 Corruptions and errors

§778 The following seem to be due to corruptions and errors
devi dvdrau (Vast, rhea, dvdro) and rad samtríptam TS AS Vait The

dual of the word for 'door' may be used, with reference to the two
panels (here the two doorposts are actually addressed) The plural
is equally familiar But the dual verb makes it almost impossible
to construe the plural of Vait , and Caland's translation seems
silently to abandon it The form dvdro may be regarded as a
phonetic corruption for dvdrau (VV 2 §732)

saha nau vratapate (1'S MS add vratinor, KS text vratapd vrattndm)
vratdni VS TS MS KS SB The plural of KS is inexplicable,
in view of the dual nau, the hest ms in fact omits vrat4ndm, and
so KS should probably be read, vratindm probably crept in in the
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inferior mail of KS from the mantra ague vratapü punar vralapd
vrattndm vratdnt, which shortly precedes

ld mandasdnd manado durona â RV. ApMB ad mandasdnd maned
hyena AV The original refers mandanInd (dual) to the Aévms,
to whom AV also refers in the sequel Apparently sa, nom eg
fern , Is due to a stupid misunderstanding of the endings -d, no
feminine entity can be concerned here

apsarasdv anu dattdm mint (AV ream nah) AV TB TA apsarasam
anu daltdnrndnt MS Phonetic corruption in MS , VV 2 p 122,
1 p 282

[Mdkhdbhyah svdhñ VS TS MS KSA Cone quotes lakhdbhydm for
VS TS]

Protraya me varcodd varcale (MS me varcodah) pavasva VS VSK AB
MS trotrdya (me varcodau varcale pavelhdm) TS Conc Similarly
under aftgebhyo me See VV 1 §372a ]
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CHAPTER XXIX

GENDER

1 Male and female persons and animals

§779 We shall begin our treatment of gender (see § §118 -25 for a
summary) with variations between names of male and female animals
or persons, varying with each other They usually occur in contexts
where either is equally appropriate, sometimes we think we can see
the motive of the change, but often we find none Thug, first, male and
female animals
hold yaksat sarasvatim nresasyu (KS mend) mamas VS KS It is

likely that KS uses a female animal as more appropriate to the
sex of Sarasvati So in the next two

ayd( sarasvalyd mesasya (ES 'metal) havisah VS KS
tetra sara vafyd merest, (KS mesyri) havisah VS KS
rsabadya (MS see) gavayi VS MS rsabadya rdjñe gavayah TS KSA
yad (Marino (TS KSA TB °ni) yavam atti VS TS MS KSA SB TB

SS Possibly gender attraction from faded, in a parallel sentence
in the second half -verse

mutter asen 'ydmi. (SS and AV mss asvdydmi) AV t AS t pass shah
suydmi (SS and ydmi) AV SS

(lit-huh mayd fayandakas to mailydh (KSA ms saydrulakds le maitrydh)
TS HSA Pisgah srjayah saydndakas fe mailydh VS MS Name
of an unknown animal, male or female The ed of MS follows
the p p , the other mss have srjayd

ajo (TS ajo) by gees e,anedez Sold( (TS garbadt) AV VS TS MS KS
SB

§780 Dependent on the change of gender in the last- quoted pinta,
in which TS makes the goat female, are the three following pales, inn

the same stanza, with pronouns referring to ajo or ajd
so (TS sá vd) apakyaj janitdram agre,
tens (TS tart) dead deeded, agra (agrani) dyan,
terra (TS hoed) sedum dyann upa (AV ratan ruruhur) inedhydsah, all

in the same texts
§781 Similarly with an adjective referring to unexpressed animals,

male or female
399
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hips vavfvadevyah (MS °vth) VS MS fvlpds trayo vaifvadevdh TS
KSA 'The (three) varicolored (animals) are for the Viávadevas '
The annals are male in TS KSA , female in VS MS

§782 Names of human or superhuman beings, varyingly male and
female
fildydnjanikarim (TB cram) VS TB 'An ointment- maker' (female

VS, male TB)
piáarrbhyo bidalakdrini (TB cram) VS TB
ydtudhdnebhyah knnfakakdrarn (VS kanfakikdrini) VS TB Note the

curious accord in the grammatical gender of the word for 'thorn',
which is fern in the compound 'female thorn- workLr', mast in the
other

pro devdh (AV der.) prom siinTld BY AV TS MS Possibly gender
attraction to curved in AV

kñtydyandya (MahífnU °yanyai) vidmahe TA MalnanU Epithets of
Siva or his consort

dkraydyd ayopum VS dkramriyayorrani (Poona ed dkraydyd °) TB A
nonce- deity, dkrayu or °yd

yamdyn (TB yamyai) vamas,im VS TB
pratikpante Arafura devarai, ca AV pratik,sanldri tfvairuvo devaraf ra

ApMB

2 Variation of nouns in grammatical gender

§783 We come now to vanants involving shift of grammatical gen-
der ni nouns This shift may be signalized by a change in the form
of the noun itself, as when a masculine or neuter a stem varies with an
otherwise identical feminine a or i stern of like meaning, or when an n
stern appears now with a nominative in a (muse ), now with une in a
(neut) It may on the other hand appear only in the gender of a modi-
fying adjective or pronoun, because the noun itself lias the same

ninny
form

in either of the varying genders, this is true for instance of case -
forms of the i and u declensions and of the diphthongal stems We shall
not separate these two types ni our list, but shall divide the materials
first according to the genders which interchange, and secondly according
to what appears to be the regular or primary gender of the word In
some cases the change in gender seems to be due to assimilation to
another word in the context

Masculine and femmine

4784 We begin with words which seem to be regularly or primarily
masculine, the feminine forms being apparently exceptional or at least
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historically secondary Thus the word yarn is always masc in RV ,
and the fern is rare in the older language, its origin may be connected
with the word's meaning, 'womb', which suggests fern gender Among
the vanants, MS and KS , the oldest YV texts, show only mate
gender, with one exception (the first) in MS
saga yenta. (KS yoninr) a prnasva ( °vn) ghrtena VS TS MS KS SIB

TB
seam (TS t only seam, thrice) yonzm zhasadah VS TS MS KS
seam (MS KS seam) yonzm gacha AV VS TS MS KS SB .Kayo-

min gacha MG (with y 1 seam yonzm, which Cone suggests
reading because of the MS reading)

ague siam (TS TB seam, SB leant, for .seam') gamut a sida addhyd
(VS 513 sddhuyd) VS TS MS KS SB TB

dhruvam (TS dhruvdm) yartzm d sida sddhya (VS SB sadhuya) VS TS
MS KS SB

yajño Waited yapiam a sida seam (MS seam) yonzm TB ApS MS
nui nui (KS mana) hznstb(arn seam (KS pat seam) pantin rrru: anus (KS

avz5dthah) MS KS ma ma hats-1h scam (KS 'loam) yonzm tivzsanli
(KS TB ApS damn) VS KS SB TB ApS mimant hznsisfam
scam yonzm tivisartlau AB

ehhpo (Kauy tihhyo) yonzhhyo adhz jalaveddh VS MS KS AS Kaus
yasyaz (VSK yasyti) yonzr hzranyayi VS VSK SB atho yonir hzra-

nyayi TS partir yes tc hzrunyayah KS
§786 Next the stem rain or raz Wackeruagel 3 p 216 notes that

the word is regularly mace in RV and suggests that the fern is due to
influence of parti or the like
su no daddta tam (AV tam) rayure AV AA fiS
athasntabhyam sahavirdnt (AV VSK MS KS °virant) raytm ddb AV

NS VSK TS MS KS HG Wackcrivagel 1 r mentions rayznt
sahavirant and sarvavirarn (see next) among the RV phrases in
which AV keeps marc gender, otherwise the word is regularly
fern in AV But note that this parla, as a whole, is not Rigvedic

rayznt ca nah sarvazt rani (TS t °rant) nz yurhatu (AV ,what) AV TS
MS sa im rayon sarvaviram nz yarhatu suited (VSK orn svaha)
VS VSK SB saran rayznt ..ahaviram nz pansai KS Cf RV 10
15 11d, and see prec

§786 The stem do) (dyu) is regularly muse in the early language,
later fern , see V'ackernagel 3 p 221
abhirnarn (TS MS f °main, MS MS v 1 'atan) maluzui (VS 'nui,

delete MS y I in Cone) down (MS dwah) VS TS MS TA ApS
MS
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§787. The word Mania is regularly maze , in the following ApMB.
seems to show a fern form kalaSir, but this may be a phonetic corrup-
tion for kalavair, cf §412 and VV 2 §701
d dadhrrah kala.Sazr (ApMB °.§ir, MG °barn) aguh (ayes, etc) AV AG

SG PG HG ApMB MG
§788 We come now to words in which fern gender appears to be

regular or at least historically original
yd (MS ya) zyavn yñtudhdndnñm VS TS MS SB NilarU ApMB The

word i u is regularly fern in the older language (always in RV )
Here the mast pronoun may have been due to the aeries of muse
ye'e in the preceding and following formulas

make-. (MS KSA awaken, but MS p p molars) danlannilath VS MS
KSA SB

vy amivah (TB °van. §) cdtayasvd vzsaacih RV TB Both edd of TB
amivdrlt, and comin likewise amivñn rowan, finding no difficulty in
making vzyvcih agree No mass is otherwise recorded, and in view
of the fern adjective vs,nicih we may assume an ancient corruption

pravaydhndhar yznva VS prrsvdydhne 'liar jini,a MS pravdsz TS KS
Vest (pravo 'sy ahrui °z GB Ganstra, corrupt ) The niece is
otherwise unknown, but. MS p p gives prows

[lima (MG rteva) slhriruinz (ApMB I1G sthiiruiv, MG sthúrul) adhz
rohe vansa (MG van..ah) AV AG HG ApMB MG See §740

§789 In the rest we find no criterion to determine clearly the original
gender In some cases both seem equally regular, one is a äA Xt.),
maul parisrulah kumbhah AV enam parzsrutah kianbhyd SG Other

GS texts preserve kumbhah which seems to be original in this
formula

dadhl mantham (SS mantham) pare (SS pars.srutam) AV SS
agner akynah kaninakam (VSK °kdrn, TS MS KS °rukdm) VS VSK

TS MS KSSB
vrerasydsn kaninakah (MS MS MG °marl ) VS MS SB MS MG

mztrasydst keninzka KS vrtrasya kaninekast (VSK °nakdsz) VSK
TS ApS

Luna (VS stnuiih) krnvantu (VS * Sara yantu) Stmyanfah (VS .tarnyantih)
VS (his) TS KSA t An unknown word, cf VV 2 § §278, 572

Masculine and neuter

§790 Among the mace -neut vanants appear a number in which we
think we see reason for believing that the shift is due to assimilation in
gender to another word in the context, most commonly a predicate
noun Special attention will be called to these
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§791. We begin with words which seem to be regularly or originally
masculine Thus, first, the word a.ru as neuter is recorded heretofore
only in a Hindu lexicon (see BR.) Even Benfey's Glossary to SV
gives the gender as maze Yet the following is the only occurrence in
SV , and here it is obviously neuter, the VSK reading in the second
vanant confirms such a possibility We see no chance of interpreting
either case

(SV
as due to assimilation

anon asu) Deane apish RV SV
opined (KS apdna.§) ca me 'sus (VSK 'su) ca me VS VSK TS MS KS
krnotu so adhvardñ (VS TB °rd) Jrntaveddh VS MS KS TB AS

krnutdm tat) adhvard jdtavedasau MS so adhvard (AB 'discard
karats) ,7dtaveddh AB SB Nowhere has adhvara been recorded as
neuter, but this case is \Nell attested and certain VS consul inter-
prets adhvarart, TB comm considers the form a loc

grim o dare man paksah (MS dakfsnarn paksam) MS TB TA Fol-
lowed in MS by varsd aflame (sc pakcau)) MS unmistakably
makes paksa neuter Neither BR nor pw record such a usage,
Monier Williams states that it occurs 'in one passage' which is
not cited

Lgdtunt y47itdya gallon (TA once eater rata) yajitapataye RVKh TS
MS SB TB TA (both) N But TA Poona cd has only patent,
which is doubtless the true reading ]

§792 In several cases a mace noun is made anomalously neuter,
apparently under the influence of the neuter gender of a predicate noun
nzkdya.§ (MS KS °yarn) chandah VS TS MS KS SB In this and

the next it is quite likely that the original form of the variant pads
had the variant word in neuter gender, by assimilation to chandah,
and that the regular inane form is actually

TS MS
secondary

samudram (VS SB °rat) change VS KS SB
vzvadhas chandah VS TS SB vivadham (KS °dhaf.) chandah MS KS
yard" (TA caftan,) tapah TA Mahan' Poona ed of TA has v 1

yap-ins, and so the comm reads in both edd
§793 Next words which are regularly or originally, neuter there arc

several cases of hard;
indrasya hardy (AV hdrdim) dvtkan marcvsbhzh (AV ntanfyayd) RV

AV SV
mano me hardi (VSK hard) yacha VS VSK TS KS SB ApS mano

Urdu') yacha MS MS Once (out of three occurrences) the MS
p p reads hardi

and me lards. wind (MS hardim dvisd) vadhih 'I'S 1118 and no hard;
wand vadhih RV Three muss of MS hard;
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avakrarulena Milli (TS KSA talum) VS TS MS KSA Regularly
neuter, occasionally mast , but BR cite no Vedic instance

valeta )ardyu (KS parhho jardyuh) praltdhuk ptyilgah AV TS MS KS
1arayu is regularly neuter, the Hindu lexicons allow it to be either
mast or fern KS may be thus interpreted, or it might be con-
sidered ari adaptation to the neuter us- stems, cf the next

Imam (JB TA guitar) jardyu (TA °yur, Poona ed text °yu, but note
seems to indicate that all mss read °yur) gaur the AV KS JB TA
ApS Here the word is accusative, consequently if Jardyur be
read, it could only be understood as if from a neuter us -stem ]

ydnz k8etrdnt ya nand AV ydnt dhanvdnt ye vana (read varulh with two
Ions) ApMB vana, regularly neuter, is quoted once as mane in
BR , from the Rhmayana

[catvarz kings lotto asya pariah RV VS MS KS GB TA MahAnU
ApS N Cone quotes «route for GB , hut. Gaastra reads írñgd
with all mss , and obviously this is the only possible reading ]

§794 In the following we seem to find assimilatory influence of other
words in the passage
dhartram (TS °ras) catu4tomah VS TS MS KS ;;B The predicate

noun assimilates the regularly neuter dhartra in TS
vyomd (TS vyoma) sapladasah VS TS MS KS SB KS MS The

regular neut. gender of reunion is found only in TS Undoubtedly
the original reading of the formula was vyomd, rove by assimila-
tion to saptademah (stomah)

ayant sahasramdnavo (so read) vzdharrna (ApS °nza) SV ApS M
Probably assimilation of gender in ApS to the subject ayant

mat) 'sz bradhrath 09S bradheu 'sz) />ralz l /ui santl,rarnarutnt (ApS °nah,
M8 °krarnanatamam) KS ApS MS No mast: samkrarnana is
recorded, and the word can scarcely be an adman e, but it. seems
likely that ApS assimilates either to the gender of milts and
bradhn.ah, or more vaguely to the personalization of the gold ,ete
here addressed in personalized guise

§795 We come now to words in which both masculine and neuter
gender are, as far as we can see, equally standard, or at any rate we
cannot tell which is more original in the absolute, tho textual criticism
may suggest that one forni or the other was first used in these particular
formulas
yat ranch sdnum maths( (SV sdnv druhah) RV SV Both genders in

RV
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seed saumanaso bahuh (MG mamas= mahal) AV VS ApS LS SG
MG eta saumanavo bahuh HG As an abstract the word would be
expected to he neuter, but the masc is otherwise known (e g
AV 3 30 7) and is clearly primary in this variant

radon upnt,sam ass MS TA Ap5 Me indrá,nyei upnîpah VS S`B
Both genders are familiar, probably the neat is primary here

akpata3 ca me ktiyavd.í ca me TS kuyavam (MS v 1 kiZ °) ca me 'kprtaá
(VS 'k,satam) ra me VS MS KS The word yam is mass and
18 followed by kilyava in TS This stem seems to occur only here
except that RV has kuyava as a demoniac name or epithet (here of
course mase) Most likely the majority of texts have the original
gender (neut )

[prajanaruth (MalianU °nam) TA MahanU So Cone , hut both edd
of TA read prgjaruzh, MahñnU has vv 11 prajanah and prajana-
nah Either prajanah or prajananam must be read, both would be
regular

§796 We may mention here a few cases concerning the mate and
neut stems brahman, which are properly different w orda distinguished
by shift of accent, in unaccented texts their oblique cases are indis-
tinguishable See VV 2 §460 for some of these and other somewhat
similar cases considered from the phonetic aspect (a d)
yarn (MahánU yad) antah .sarnurlre kavayo vayanla (MalianU vadanta)

TA MahánU Referring to doff man or brahroan, even in TA
other neuter pronouns occur in the context

rtasya brahma prathamota jajñe TB hhuldruini brahrnd prathamo ha
(11155 °mota) fermi AV

tan no brahma (TAA °ma) praeodaydt MS TAA (not TA a) MahánU
brahma (Ap5 'ma) dcvdruini prathamaja rtasya PR ApS brahrnadevf

pldhamayi rtasya JIl 2 258 (Caland, PB transl 21 3 7 note)
brahma devakrtam upahrltam 1'S MS 1'ß AS AA brahma Mokpo

pahv,ta SB The context is the same and refers to the cow m SB
only is the subject of this pada personalized by assimilation to the
cow, the pple being made fern and the stem brahman personal
(quasi-fern °) 'she, god - created, has been invoked as Brahma'
VV 2 §460 is incorrect

Feminine and neuter

§797 Here also the shift in gender seems to be due sometimes to
assimilation to adjoining words We begin with words which are usually
or onginally fern

l
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uarpáó cratru4yah VS SB varpdns cákpusdni TS MS KS The rainy
season is meant, the gender is usually fem , but occasionally neut ,
doubtless because varca 'rain' is neut in the early language, and
in this variant the original form doubtless had neut gender

dryam uktham avyatháyaz (TS avyathayet, KS auyathdya) stabhnátu (MS
°natu) VS TS MS KS SB Instead of avyatha, which is to be
expected, KS uses an otherwise unknown avyatha 'firmness' (proba-
bly neut , less likely mast) The same with praugam uktham,

¢rutvat yam u °, nzrkevalyarn a °, vathvadevtignzmñrule ukthe, eta
§798 Due to assimilation to an adjoining word

ns -0(yam (KS °yá) nakra(ram MS KS This rare name for the con-
stellation mitt occurs as nzstyá in TB (see BR s v) We assume
that KS has the 'proper' form and that MS assimilates to nakya-
tram, as in the next

vzkdkham (TS °khe, KS v 1 °kM) 'taiga/ram TS MS KS See §752
§799 The regular or original gender is neuter in the next group

tdbher Yost dillydm (MS °yam) eiiryasya RV MS yabhzr yin di/twin/
súrya,rya TB See Piscine] VS/ 1 22 The regular form is days,
but in this variant, of course, the fern is older

assets. vr,Ianeriá jayema RV AV ari (riso vrjanibhzr jayema AV
Warn tova prasarpanarn (JB *rid) RV ,1B t 3 169c Oertel and Caland

emend JB to °nowt, as the gender of dam seems to require)
[zhz tore 'tz rocanuh TB ApS chi Izsro 'tz rocanei AV So Cone

There is no actual variant in the form, since it is followed by y -,
AV p p to be sure reads rocanti, ae if neat , which is the regular
gender of the word, but the fern adjective Lora proves that rocanálz
fern must have been understood Ì

§800 Due to assimilation
vino yantre (KS yantri) nudamáne arñlzm KS TB ApS The word is

in appositon with devi (dual fem ), and is assimilated to it in gender
in KS , yantre is neuter, but the change may have been helped
along by the fact that it is formally ambiguous, since it might be
derived from a fern 'yenta/ as well as from neat yantra

prthwy udapurarn annena uzg(d TS udapurá námásy annena mad MS
KS A nonce -word, hut the neuter gender of TS is rather to be
expected (pura neut ), it is assimilated in gender to the subject in
MS KS (probably original)

§801. In the rest either gender seems justifiable, mostly nonce -words
are concerned, but the first contains svastz or °tih, in which both genders
are known
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perdu. (TS paráur) vedth paced. nah naafi. (TS °eah) AV TS The
lose of final visarga is an easy phonetic change (VV 2 §381), and
svastth occurs just before, even in AV On the other hand TS
may have mantra by assimilation to this preceding form

ktydmbv atra rohatu RV kydmbúr aira rohatu (TA jdyaldm) AV TA
The word is known only here

asyopasudydni and chattel SB BrhU asyopasadye and riydma SG t 3 7
3c, Kau g unsnarl upasadya, probably 'worship', neither known
elsewhere

kyalrasya tva paraspaya brahmanas tanvam polu VS SB : brahmanas tea
paraspúyrih (MS °paya, p p °pdydh) kyatrasya tanvas prat MS TA
(pratika, °pdyd [tit], ApS MS) Stems paraspa °pa, as abstracts
('protection') both recorded only here See §152 In the same
passages

prdnasya tort pataspdyat (MS °pdya, v 1 °pdyñI, p p °pdyaf,) cakyuyas
MS TA (pratika ApS) And

divas ted paraspdydh (MS °pdya) antartkyasya MS TA (pratika
ApS)

§802 Apparently due to assimilation
varunasya skambhanam (KS °ny) ast TS KS MandnU ApS Nonce -

word, either gender is formally good, KS doubtless assimilates to
the gender of lamyd 'yoke -pin', which is addressed So in the next,
in the same context

varunasyu skambhasarianant (KS °ny) an TS MS KS MandnU MS
varunasya sianrbhasarianì sthah VS SB On the dual see §769

3 Distinctive feminine forms varying with masculine as
'common gender'

§803 An interesting little group of cases concerns words which refer
to feminine entities and appear in one variant in distinctively feminine
forms, while the other variant shows forms that are masculine or at

gender'least not distinctively feminine, they may be called 'common
forms Thus the acc pl of the 2d personal pronoun is, of course,
regularly isomers without regard to gender But since the ending sug-
gests masculine rather than feminine gender, the form yu,pnris is twice
used in VS (followed by SB ) when referring to feminine entities (Whit-
ney 492a, Wackernagel 3 p 468)
yeoman (VS SB yuymd) audio 'errata vrlratúrye VS TS MS KS SB

TB
hvam dyanlam abhy atra yuprmdn (VS SB amnia) VS TS MS KS SB
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PM Somewhat similarly, the technical priest -name hob-dirt/tern is
once feminized when it is made to refer to dpah, fern , in a ritual passage
ñpo me hotrtilanszraah (AG °senyah) $B Apg AG

OM In the preceding the masculine ('common') form is regular,
the feminine unusual and analogical In a couple of other cases the
feminine form is regular Thus stems in the agent suffix tar regularly
have feminines rn Cri (Whitney 375e, Wackernagel 3 p 202), but in one
vanant the 'common gender' form is used with a feminine noun
albhzr vzsvasya blow .IóhaA ApMB sulbhth sarvasya bhartrbhth SG The

latter doubtless feels bhartrbhzh as an appositional noun 'the
waters, bearers of all '

§806 Yet more anomalously, MS once uses the masculine form
adhipati instead of the fern adhtpatni referring to Aditi The formula
occurs in a list of similar ones with different god - names, mostly mass
so that adhzpatt is properly found in most of them, this doubtless helps
to determine the use of the common gender form in MS But all the
other texts have the 'proper' fens
adaLar adhipalny (MS °pater) delf VS TS MS KS SB

4 The indefinite neuter
§807 A neuter epithet, most commonly an adjective or pronoun,

thu sometimes the adjective is practically substantivized, is not infre-
quently used in an indefinite or absolute sense, translatable in English
by a periphrasis containing the word 'thing' or the like, or by a pronoun
in like construction Stich a passage may, in a vanant form, appear
with a mast or fern form, which indicates that the author has more
clearly in mind the gender of the entity referred to The masc or fern
forni with definite reference may be dual or plural when the number
of the entity referred to requires it, while the indefinite neuter is regu-
larly singular in any ease, such variants, involving difference of number
as well as gender, have been listed above in ßß727 ff and will not be
repeated here, they belong, of course, equally in this group We shall
append here also a group of rases in which an indefinite neuter vanes
with an equally indefinite masculine, the only difference being that the
latter is personal ('such and such a one'), the former impersonal ('such
and such a thing') Substantive pronouns, which may either be indefi-
nite neuter singular, or agree in gender and number with predicate
nouns, will also be mentioned here (cf ßß730, 776) Hirt, IGGr 3
ß226, regards the Indefinite neuter us an inheritance from a prehis-
toric period in which grammatical gender did not exist
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1,808 Adjectives of definite reference varying with indefinite neuters
occur as follows.
indrasya (also ',tenor) dhruvo 'sz (TS AO dhruvam an) VS TS MS KS

SB ApS MS A knot (grantht, m) is addressed, hence mast in
most texts 'Thou art Indra's (Vern.) fii7 i one (firm thing,
Keith 'fixed point', Caland 'Fester') '

brahmavanz tva !gagman! rayaaeposavanz pary&hamz VS SB brahma-
unmet tvB kpatravanzrn (TS KS add rñyaspopavantm) paryüluIms
TS MS KS MS tuff refers in all to a post of udumbara wood,
audumbari (sc sthan i), and is fern (cf TS 6 2 10 3, and KS
8 5 31) In VS SB it is made neuter 'thee, a brahman- winning
thing' etc Mahidhara, in his ea anal way, takes it quite
simply as for ''vino with loss of ending, referring to Pan 7 1 39

abhz luddhñm sahiyasd RV ApMB upa to 'dham sahiyaAm AV The
RV onginal has a neuter indefinite, 'with that which is stronger,
a stronger thing', but really means a plant just like AV which
makes the adjective agree in gender with marl hr

ya (yas, yah) strinam ,jivabho)anah VS TS ESA SS riot strinam
livabhojanam Vait The 'antecedent' is añ)zm, 'the slippery one',
referring to the male member, it is mare even in Vait which follows
with these indefinite neuters, 'the thing that is '

agnzr rkdkyarena (MS KS 'kparaya) prananz (MS TS KS vdcam)
udajayat (VS SB add tam line,am) VS TS MS KS SB. And so
afvznau dvyaksarena ( °ksarayd), ennui tryaksarena etc , 17 items in
same passage With the ferns doubtless vied is to be supplied
'with monosyllabic (etc ) utterance' The accent. (ék') shows that
possessive adjective compounds are meant in all texts (not, then,
'with one syllable') Mahidhara supplies rharulasa with t.heni, but
it seems more likely that they are indefinite 'with flue mono-
syllabic (thing) '

indrasya oaro st cartraghnah TS MS KS TB MS ApMB indrasya
vartraghnam as:. VS SB Since a bow is used in the ritual of the
Vaj school, VS SB may understand dhanus, yet it is at least as
likely that the adjective is Indefinite ('thing relating to the Vrtra-
slayer, victorious')

§809 Pronouns, relative and demonstrative, varying between indefi-
nite neuter and definite mast or fern
tart a &ezriá parzdhattam masts TS tam a.vina parzdhattam nest! (MS

svastaye) KS MS The mast refers to wind, here invoked in the
ritual The indefinite neuter must really have the same reference

,
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sam tam (KS ApS tat) azñcatu rddhase (KS ApS sad) RV KS Vast
ApS tarn refers to soma -drops (drapsa, anku), tins is repeated in
KS once with the indefinite neuter tat Another KS passage
adapts the formula to a different context, where tat refers to cht-
dram, this is repeated in ApS

yam Minn eau kevali sd nie will AV yad wham, maned sak rnah TB
Followed by

videyam enñin mamas?. pravrtis(ram (TB enad dhrdaye nzuz,s(am) AV TB
The definite 'what desire I go to' of AV is replaced by 'what
(thing) I desire' in TB , hence neut for fern in the following pule

pumdri enam tomato ut ?moons RV purndn OrAd vayaty udgrrcattz AV
'This' in RV refers to yajiIa in the preceding In AV no word for
sacrifice occurs in the context, and enad is indefinite, tho it must
mean something of the same sort

yam dkzrd (VS yad dkir- /a) !movie ochres. a nutah VS TS In VS ,
'what good thing', in TS gender influenced by the following putra,
which is the specific boon obtained

yad undro apubac chacibhih VS KS AB SB TB AS ApS yam asyendro
apzbarï tartbhih MS Preceded by yad atra sistam (nplarn) raszriah
sutasnla The relative is made ntasc in MS in reference to sutasya
(m ) which immediately precedes Followed by

chant (AB AS edam) tad (MS tam) asya mono. .hyena (MS ghrtena),
same texts

devo savzlar darn (LS elat) le yaiñanc prdhur SS LS dam Ic deva
saunter yaiñant prdhur VS SB The context of LS refers to
samzrlh (fern ), and the pronoun must be indefinite ('this thing')

ya clad (TA MalidnU enam, MahfsnU v 1 clad) tndur (SB BrhU ye
tad radar) amrtas to hhauantz SB TA BfhU MahtinU: KI: SvetU
'Those who know this (him, TA Comm paranidtman) '

tad (MS tarn) sham manse prabravimz VSK TB ApS KS MS Vait
'I proclaim ibis (truth, MS him, referring to Savitar) '

kam (KapS me km) avid garbham prathamarn dadhra (KapS °T -It dpah
RV VS TS MS KS KapS Raghu Vira em to kam, wrongly,
Oertel 18 In RV etc kam is adjectival to garbham, m KapS
substantival, 'what (thing)?' On dadhrur see Edgerton, Language
10 243f

tad anu preta sukrtdm u lokam VS SB tarn anu prep, sukrlasya lokam
TS KS It seems that tam must go with lokam, there is then no
expressed object of the verb in TS KS The VS has a lect fac ,
tad is the object and refers back to yad of the preceding
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era (MahánU etat) te /alma TAA MahánU kamaitat te AV etc The
TAA comm supplies ri2yahhdgah, that on MahánU havth, but the
latter with etat is surely indefinite The formula kdmaitat te occurs
in a different context and is perhaps not really to be brought m
here In the same passage

elf! (MahinU etat) te mango TAA MahánU
4810 In other cases an indefinite neuter varies with a masculine

which is equally indefinite, but personal This occurs especially in
negative expressions, where the meaning is 'no one' nothing'
ahir .jaghrina (PG dadarta) kam (AG MG kin) rana AG PG HG

ApMB MG The serpent has killed (seen) no one (nothing) '
team halve" kim (GG kaS) cana TB ApS MS GG
rrtdmiydm (TS TB Apg salaam) kam canoe ehtyah RV SV VS TS

TB ApS mann4ani mast kas cana AV matyñm tooth,,, kam cana
AV

flaky- (SV na kt) Indra toad ultarah (SV °Tarn) RV SV A8 SS Fol-
lowed by

na jydyan (SV .maya) asti vrtrahen RV SV And
nuke (SV na ky) evd (SV warn) yathd tram RV SV Wackernagel 3

p 562 considers (na) ki (fond only in SV ) a mere corruption
To us it scenic clear that it is a deliberate variant, a neuter to
RV 's rnase formed on the analogy of the endingless neat nom -
ace of i stern nouns See also §Fí10 where both hake and RV
nakis are adverbial

yasmdl jabaro na aura keel (-antrum VS yasrncij jato na paro 'nyo (SS
rags) asti Jl1 SS yasmad anyo nui paro ash y tah PB yasmad
ariyan na parant kin ruruistt Veit yasrndn tut Ault paro amp, asti
('sri) VS TB KS Apg MalifinU NrpU tarsal parant nays..
asti kin rit TA M3.h1nU N Samar dtuinyun ria paraît knot wads.
RV TB yasmal Jail nu para mina kin swarm TA Only the
forain ,lain na para of TA need explanation The comm takes
them as fem sg supplying praja But more likely they are
Vedic neuter plurals (indefinite)

4811 But also with positive expressions, meaning 'such and such a
one' or 'thing', sometimes it is hard to see the reason for the variation,
as in the first
gopayamanarn (KS °ras) ra ma reek eamknam (KS 'ras) ra gopdyetdm

('yatant) KS PG MG 'The protecting one (thing) and the guard-
ing one (thing) shall protect ' Occurs in a list of formulas, the
subjects of which are all personal (masc or fein) in all texts except

,
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for this formula in PG MG Parallels in AV 8 1 13 Why PG
MG provide this one formula with an impersonal, neuter subject
does not appear

avasphzirjan (MS KS 5ad) hell'. (TS prahetzh, MS KS dhetzh) VS
TS MS KS SB 'The one who (that which) thunders is his
weapon ' Griffith and Keith render supply 'thunder' The sur-
rounding formulas generally have personal subjects The following
one has vidyut, perhaps MS KS have adapted the forni of ava°
in an external, mechanical way to the ending ( -t) of this word
But vidyut is regularly fern (exceptionally neut according to pw ,
without quoting any occurrence)

brhad (SB rnahad) dha tasthau bhuvane,gv ardah RV SB AA bThan ha
tasthau rajas° vzmeinah (JB vzzn4nazva) AV 113 Both 'the great
one', magic or neut

éukro ()Than daksinaya (TB brhad dakyzn4 MI) pipartu AV TB The
comm on TB understands by brhad the samara of that name
That on AV takes lukro brhan as Súrya, Whitney, Soma

[yan (SS yarn) rah pia sarn3änete AB SS Indefinite in both AB
'what (i e the situation which) our father approves ' SS might
be interpreted 'whom (whatever person, really thinking of Suna1
éepa) our father approves ' But the SS cornni reads yule, clearly
understanding yad (gloss yen no 'smakani pita sam,janite tasrnznn
arlese vayani ttsthñmahe) It seems that yam is only a had writing
for yan I

Suhstantite pronouns in equational sentences

§812 In introducing equational sentences, pronouns may he in the
indefinite neuter singular without regard to the gender or number of
the noun referred tu, or they may agree in gender and number R all the
latter Cf § §730, 776, where other examples are quoted, and §826
ka (TS TB km) .wad visit pzlzppsta,
ka (TB TB kin) sind visit pznaizyzlù,
ka (TS TB ApS km) surd alit púrvaczttzh, all VS TS MS KSA SB

TB , the last in ApS
kah (VS kzm) sent wilily yeti varrzyán (VS °yah) VS AS SS The answer

expected is 'Indra', hence mast kah m most texts

5 Adverbial forms

§813 Related to the indefinite neuter are the numerous neuter forms
used as adverbs, it is the indefiniteness of the neuter gender which
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makes it the favorite form of adverbs When forms of other genders
are used adverbially, we take it that in principle they must have been
originally definite, with ellipsis of inane noun, altho, to be eure, there
are such cases where it is difficult for us to suggest the noun to be
supplied, and we may admit that such forms corne to be used as stereo-
typed adverbs Aniorig the variants we find distinctively fern as well
as scut adverbs, varying with adjectives of any of the three genders,
as well as with other adverbs

§614 We begin with the rare instances of fern adverbs varying with
mase adjectives
ud cram ultararn (VS TS KS SB °rant) ruiya AV VS TS MS KS

SB Vait ApS MS IiaiS ud adman ?Martin ruiya ApS
divas rid (=tad upland, (TA t upa main, RV antan spasms) udana4

RV AV SV TA Whitney adopts the v 1 7tpa 'marl for AV Ben -
fey takes upaniñm as an adverb See §495

§615 Neuter adverbs varying with masculine adjectives
syne yahz suvidalrebhir arvdñ (MS arvak, p p arvdrt) RV' AV MS

TB N
yuktvu (so Poona ed of TB for yukla Conc ) hurl vr,'ata yahy anulñ

(MS arvak, p p arvdñ, KS ms arvd(, ed arvak) RV MS KS TB
pain (VS TB prank, MS prak, p p pain) ,'onto atzdrutah VS VSI{

MS AB TB ApS
pratya/ (p p pratyart) sumo alzsrulah MS pralyañ (\ S TS MS t SB

TB pratyanA) roma atzdrtdah (VS ` t10 31b, ì\1S &!,worn!) AV t
(see Whitney's note) VS (bis) VSK TS MS KS SB (his) 'I'B
ApS

ctal tua diva uvular mink, SB drug similar darn tva vrnate AS
S5 N

tarn u twat (SV lava Lyon) rnayayavadkih RV SV Preceded by gad
dha avant 7ndyirtatrt rnryarn SV 's Cyan can only be constnied as
an adverb It is due in sonic part to the preceding lyant

font idant (ApMB imam) vz vrluñnz to RV AV ApMB 'I here (now)
pluck it out for thee' Warn is an adverb, ApMB snakes it into
a pronoun agreeing with tart

svastz nah purruunukhah part krdrnalu (HG °mukhant pan krdmantu)
ApMB HG See §404

ava tara (TS avrattararn, MS p p avuturam, AV avaltaro) radio a (AV
nadlruirn) AV VS TS MS KS SB avattarant is apparently an
adverb See §404

tad (Lulu ryayah ,,apta sakanz AV lasyasata ryayah (TS TAA °asate
haruyah) suple are TS SB BrhU TAA tad seems to be adverbial
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aávznendram na 3dyrvi (TB °vï) VS MS TB See §762
tam tud pra warn: sarvaguh saki yan me 'sli Lena AV tam (KS f

tat) tvendragraha prapadye (ApS praysidnz) saguh calla yan me
*set. (asti) tena KS ApS tat in KS adverbial

vzsvak patantu dzdyavah RV vzsvañco asmac charavah patantu AV
dyumad eddy. bharatebhyah teeth (VS Suez, Comm Suczh) RV SV VS

TS MS KS duct may be an adverb, but cf VV 2 §381
tam (MS tan) nisi deva avantu Sobhayaz (MS °yz) TS MS TA Per-

haps bad writing (tan for tarn)
tan (JB tam) ma perm kartary erayadhvam JB KBU As prec
somah prathamo vivide RV PG HG ApMB somasya Gaya pralharnam

AV 'Soma was the first to marry thee' 'thou wast Soma's wife
first '

ye 'do (MS anti, KS vado, VS SB vino.) rotane dzvah RVKh VS TS
MS KS SB ApMB ye earn rotane dzvz NilarU adas adverb,
'there'

§816 A special group under this heading may be formed of the
vanants involving the pronominal neuter yad, used as a co'iiunction,
in variation
arundhatim

with masculine form, of the same pronoun
ye (ApMB yad) dhruvatanz ha nznyuh ApMB HG '(The

Isis) who have led "since (the rsis) have led '

take vd gosu tanaye yad (and yam) apsu RV (both)
nava yat puro rzauatzrrz ra sadyah RV AV nava yo navatznz purah RV

AV SV
yam' yat (MS yah) sann aparo Mande, ApS MS
pra ye (SV yad) yaw rut bhrirnayah RV SV
yad (MS ya) agachat pathzbhzr devayanazh VS TS KS 513 TB MS
ya (TA ApS ApMB yad) rte (PB t yaksale) cid abhzvrzsah RV AV

SV TB TA KS MS ApS Haug ApMB GG
yena tvabadhnat (KS me, TS ApMB yarn abadhn'da, I'IS MG ya1

jagrantha) scrod sudevah (AV °vah, TS ApMB ' suketah, MS MG
satyadharmn) RV AV TS MS KS ApMB (ins) MG

vztvakarrna unman rid uzhayah (KS vzmana yo vyonia, MS rename yo
vilely., TS m nasa yad vziuiydh) RV VS TS MS KS AS N

yad (SV yo) deva.sya Mama prarinah RV SV
yad ague kavyavaharuz TS TB ApS yo aynzh kravyavahanah (VS KS

kavya °) RV VS KS AS
yad (LS yam) devdso lalñmayum AV VS SB SS LS
anu yam time mmdanty (AV' anu yad enam madante tvzLva) amok RV

AV (both) SV VS AA ApS MS N
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tz4hd ratham (TB ApS rathe) adhz tam (VS SB yam, TB yad) eaira-
hasta (TB °fah) RV VS SB TB

esprit tgdtham gayata yak ju)o;atz (AA °;at) AA SS inprdya tpdtham
gdyala yam jujo;ate SV

§817 Feminine adjectives varying with neuter adverbs The first
case involves the conjunction yad, as in the last parhgraph
andhena year (TA yd) lamasd prdvrtasit (TA °tan) AV TA `When she

was (thou who wast) enveloped in blind darkness'
yaiñasya jzhvdm avzddma puny. (MG guhyam) RV TS MS KS

'We have found the secret tongue (in secret the tongue) of the
sacrifice '

intvatr devair animal(' (KS TA 'tam) marudbhth AV VS TS MS KS
SB TA The original fern adjective applies to sill 'furrow' In
TA it occurs in a different connexion which requires a magic
( §849) In KS the connexion is the same, and the neut must be
taken as an adverb

rusty ananuvrald Ap11lB HG u rant/' apativratri SG MDh yac
cacarananuvratam ApS See §404

asanrbddlzd ya nuzdhyaty inanavebhyah MS asambadham Mande, (read
ma') mdnavdzairz AV Kau See §623

ac /zzdrarn vachzdrena Ju; lam (KS °Nat, v 1 °lam) grhnamz MS KS
ApS The ferns refer to sort Caland on ApS would read
ju; (am (adverb) in KS , and since the best me reads so, with the
parallel texts, he may he right But ju.;(anz as fein adjective would
he equally construable

§818 And once a fern noun, in the dati%c (quasi adverbial), varies
with a neuter adverb
tam (MS tan) and diva avante sob /diva' ( \IS °yz) TS MS TA 'Unto

splendor' virtually equals 'splendidly' See §437
§819 Neuter adjective varying with fern adverb

upanninz (SV °nzdnr) devatataye RV SV ligament goes with kavah
preceding, upamñnz must be an adverb

§820 In the rest both variant forms seem to be adverbial The
only clear case of mast -neut variation here concerns the Rigvedic
nobs, formally a nom sing mace , but sometimes used adverbially,
twice in the same

Svidh
verse SV replaces it by na h, on which see §810 above

natl. (SV na At) Amid mtnimast (SV Svidli ztci') RV SV Svidh
nakzr (SV na ky) d yopaydmasi RV SV

§821 Once, also, SV substitutes nakzh for RV (nú) rit
nú czt (SV 'warn) sa dabhyate janah RV SV
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§822 We may mention also the following, which simulates a masc -
neut variation with the forme kam kam, altho of course kam cannot
be, historically, an ace sg

anirtam
masc of the stem ka

prajayaz kam (AV lam) návrntta RV AV
§823 As to fern -neat variants, we find chiefly a group involving the

equivalent adverbs prataram and °rani (once samtarum °ram)
pro tact' agne prataram na dyuh RV MS KS AO pratary ague prata-

ram na ayuh TS
3ïeatace prataram (SV SMB 'ram) sadhaya dhzyah RV SV SMB
zndremant prataram (VS TS SB °ram) krdhz (naya) AV VS TS MS

RS SB
draghiya ayuh prataram (TA t °rúnr, MG prataram) dadharui.h. (AV *te

dadharnz) RV AV (ter) TA AG MG ayor dadhdnuih prataram
naulyah AV

sanzra3yaya prataram (ApS °ram) dadhanah RV KS Ap5 MS
adhz kyarni pralaram didhyarzah RV AV amen k, aye prataram didyaruih

SV
pra tarn (RV ' na) nays prataram (TS ApMB °rrinr) tame arha RV

(bis) VS TS MS KS ApMB
samtztam tit sarntaram (VS TS KS °rani) sam szsadhz AV VS TS

MS KS
§824 Otherwise we have noted only the following, in which both

variant forms are parts of the pple of a compound verb and are per-
haps hardly to be classified here, of VV 2 §505
svanzkrto 'sz KS svamkrto sz VS TS MS SB ApS \íS

6 Pronouns referring to nouns of different. gender

§825 Pronouns which refer to a series of nouns of different genders
may agree with the nearest noun in gender, or with the gender of the
plurality of the nouns, or else they may be rouse if the series includes
both masc and fern nouns
tas (ApMB te) tva vadha praldvatim AV ApMB Preceded by ya

osadhayo ya nadyo yam kptranz ya vana (ApMB yarn Adman)
ye vanah, so read) In AV tas follows the gender of the ferns of
the first pads, in ApMB te follows that of the nearest. noun, vanah
(on which see §793), or is masc as including both masc and fern
(see next)

veld( kurufrnfzei golattzka to apsarasam (VS to 'piarasarn) VS TS MS
KSA Since role( is regularly fern , the fern pronoun is expected
(with only fern nouns) The masc of VS is apparently due to
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taking rohtt as masc (so VS comm ), with a 'genes Including meet
and fern nouns, a mass pronoun is justified by usage (Renou,
Gram p 500)

7 Pronouns agreeing with antecedent or predicate noun

§826 When the antecedent and the predicate of a substantive pro-
noun are of different genders, the pronoun may agree with either
(cf §812)
minas to brhate yat to uttarato yat to uttarah pakpah LS mamas to brhate

yas la uttarah pakpah AA mamas to brhate yas to uttaro bdhur yae
to uttarah pakpah SS brhat means the s&man of that name Simi-
larly mamas to rathamtardya (rdtham °) and mamas to vdmade,-
vyaya (rajanñya) , see Cone

(yadt vrkysad abhyapaptat phalam tat) yady antartksdt sa u vayur rva AV
(yadt vrkpdprad abhyapatat phalam) yad vdntankgút tad u vayur eva
HG (yids vrksdd yady antartksrit) phalam abhyapaptat tad u vigor
eva ApMB The neuter tad of ApMB HG refers back to phalam
and keeps its gender, despite the magic predicate vdyur The mast
sa of AV is doubtless to be explained by the gender of the predi-
cate, altho apdm stokah of the preceding verse may also have been
influential

strzyah salts tan (TA ta) u me puma dhuh RV AV TA N 'Those
that are women, they declared to me to be men "The original
makes the pronoun agree in gender with the predicate, TA changes
it to agree with the antecedent

§827 Somewhat sunilarly, an adjective epithet in the following
variant agrees in gentler either with the subject (Agni, so most texts),
or with an adjoining noun predicate of a different clause this time,
but one which immediately preceden and is closely associated in TA ,
the text which makes this agreement
semi pnyan pa.tubhtr bhava (TB AO bhuvat, KS °yah pasubhth) MS

KS TB AO sampnyam prajaya pa.§ubhtr Mural TA Subject
is Agni in all, the formula purifarn ast precedes in TA and KS ,
and follows in MS

8 Compound nouns
§828 On the familiar use of neuter singular dvandvas as the equiva-

lent of duals (or plurals) of any gender see §751 Peculiar is the case
of the dual stem alwratra, for the maze or neut gender of compounds
in -ultra, see Wackernagel 2, 1, p 40 Note that there is nothing in

,
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the context of the following variant to disprove that - riilyds and -rdtre
may be fern (which gender the word has at least m VS 14 30)
ahardtras (KS TA 'trans) to kalpanldm VS KS AB TA ahordtre to

(TB me) kalpetdm MS TB
§829 Occasionally shift of gender is due to taking a form in one case

as a kannadharaya, then keeping the gender of the last member of the
compound, and elsewhere as a bahuvrlhi, then agreeing in gender with
the noun it modifies Thus
ayaksmayñ (KS 'mena) part bhufa VS TS MS KS NIIarU Pre-

ceded in all by yñ to hear $021410V grama, haste babhtiva to dhanuh, layds-
mein vtsvalas Ivan: (with slight variants) Since KS Will fern tayd
(referring to hear) in pads c, like the rest, the meet ayaksmena of
prided can only be taken as a karmadharayt , 'with non -disease'

pivoanndn (VS °.Iii, MS °rutm, p p 'ruin) raytvrdhah surnedhñh RV VS
MS AB TB AS Ap5 All texts but VS intend pivoanndn, a
bahuvrihi, 'he seeks men with rich food ' Mahidhara, followed
by Griffith, takes VS iii the same way, calmly dating that the final
n of the ecc masc is lost I Unless it is a phonetic variant or cor-
ruption (cf VV 2 §307, to which tkis'aliould he added), it must of
course be a karmadharaya, ace pl neut 'he seeks rich foods '

tatrúpt dahre (MahanU dahram) gaganam utaokah (TA Poona ed
°kam, v I °kah) TA 1túsltñnU tnfobah. 'freedom from grief',
coordinate with gagarutm, which is modified by vtkokam 'free from
gnef'

9 Nom agent's (masc) nom action's (fern or neut )
§830 Occasionally the sauce (or virtually the same) word is used

either as a noun of agent (masc ) or a noun of action (neut. or fern
according to formation)
ex vas twin., anah SSi etra vah sadviväcanam AB Comm on AB

paraphrases by adhydpanam and supplies kar:syatt Better, 'he
(shall be) to you instruction in what is right ' SS , ' instructor
in that '

sa (MS yd) prathamá samara, vttvavdrei (MS yaiñe amnia VS MS
AB sa prathamah samkrtzr vifvakarmd TS TB Apj The latter
make a noun of agent out of sarkrtt

l0 Substitution of one noun for another
§831 Sometimes the change of gender in an epithet is due to the

substitution of one noun for another, altho the context is in general
the same Thus, as between maim and fern
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amassed (TB ApS °fah) para pata RV AV SV VS TS TB Vint ApS
AG Followed by

éaravye brahmasam&¡te (TS °ta) RV AV SV VS TS harp brahmaram-
á¡tah TB ApS For 8aravya TB ApS substitute the synonym
Sara

ilrvam gavyam moral Imo adman RV KS ('surrounding it they pene-
trated Into the prison -cave of the lime') imam gavyam parasadam
no akran AV (a far - reaching Verballhornung, Whitney, they have
made for us a wide conclave rich in kine')

parch apram. mnmks& RV quer avacaranlzka AV Preceded by kus-
umbhakas tad abravit RV , karrui mint tad abravit AV The fern
gender of 3vavadh is otherwise unrecorded and is ignored by the
dictionaries

§832 As between mace and neut
yarn (AV TS ApS yet) te devt nu -tir a amen ,
Warn (AV TS ddma) grtvdsv avzcartyam (VS AB avzcrtyarn, AV av¡-

mokyar yat),
tarn te (AV tat te, TS Warn le tad) v¡ wamy ayuso na rnadhyut (MS KS

nu madhye, AV dyuse manna Wean) AV VS TS MS KS SB ,
and the first in ApS MS Here the two synonyms are pata rnase
and daman neut

§833 As between fern and neut
yatheyam titre pautram 'sphere na meat AG SMB PG ApMB HG

yathedam stripautram aganma
reconstruction, zdam

rudnyaya MG The latter has a
far - reaching agrees with stripautram

§834 These cases, where the nouns to
enough

which the variant epithets
apply are clearly expressed, are simple More dubious are some
cases in which, without change of the general context, an epithet changes
Its gender, apparently in

both,
agreement with nouns which in at, least une

form, and usually in are not expressed in the context at all A
simple instance, requiring no comment, Is the following, in which the
late RV hymn 6 75 speaks of the bow as 'father of many daughters'
(arrows?), bahvindm fern , for which MS substitutes 'of many sons',
bahfandrn rnase (no one would want many daughters)
bahvindm (MS bahzlndm) pzta bahur udyu palm! RV VS TS MS

KSA ApS
§83e In other cases the nouns denoted by the variant epithets are

In une .or both eases often uncertain Masculine and feminine
team uttamdsy osadhe RV VS uttamo asy osadh%nddm AV The AV

6 15 la repeats RV 10 97 23 with change of gender, apparently
referring to an unnamed plant with masc name (according to the
contra, patñtla, but Kaud uses barley)
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late dhanveva tin slit RV AV SV VS dadhanveva td slit TA nzdhan-
veva tern tint TA The TA repeats the verse in the name context,
once recording hr(s), fern , which seems to us to make no possible

sense We believe that it has merely lost final rl by the phonetic
process treated VV 2 §309, to which this vanant should be added I

tdsdm tnSttnändin (KS mizAnydndrri) MS KS tepdm enttpriydndm (VS
SB °rinn vo 'ham) VS TS SB Preceded in same verse by tilt
(TS yeyñm) tiarah parama24h (MS prathamayth) Reference is to
soma -cups (graha), and we do not understand the fern , yet note
(mesh even in TS (The TS comm supplies prakrtayah) Keith
ignores the point Perhaps a fern synonym of graha, such as
daunt, is understood

jivam (ApMB 21e'Im) ridden vz mayanle (AV woman) adhvare (AV
°ram) RV AV ApMB In an obscure stanza used in the wedding
rite, see Bloomfield AJP 21 411 ff , Oldenberg Noten on 10 40 10
The fern of ApMB surely means the bride, it is still problematic
who is meant by jivam

emdm (SG enam) kun dras tarunah AV SG , and
vain parzsrutah kumbhah AV enam parisrulah kumbhyd SG The

ferns refer either to the house Wild) or to the chief post (sthúnd),
the mast apparently to the latter under its name sthúndri,7a

utemani panto MS MS utemdh pasta TS See §740
asyat ('I'S atonal) sane dotty viryam (TS bhesajam) RV VS TS oasis;

refers to an herb, into which all herbs are to put their healing power,
of course for the benefit of the yalamñna, to whom 'l'S refers
directly with asmaz

Swebhtr (AV VSK TS .ftvibhzr) adya part paps no gayam (vrdhe) RV
AV VS VSK TS (both) MS KS TB The masc agrees with
pdyubhth in the preceding in some texts, in others some such mast
(or neut 't) word has to be supplied, or else it is an indefinite, quasi
adverbial neuter With the few the AV cumin supplies anal),
it might however be considered adverbial

anu manyatdm anumanyamanah (TS °mdnd) AV TS And
Easy° (TS tasyai) vayam hedasi inapt bhiima AV TS These two Midas

occur in a hymn addressed to Anurnati, to whom the ferns refer,
the masc forms of AV are well attested but we can explain them
no better than Whitney (see his note)

vista (MS vy) anima pramui can mdnuplbhth (KS °pebhyah, MS
°8druim) AV MS KS See §573

Sam eta firths vacasd (SV vibvd gland) palm dwelt AV SV By tithe
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AV undoubtedly means 'all men' Benfey suggests either that
uthvd(h) is a nominal instead of a pronominal form, in that case
mast , or else that statayah is to be supplied with it Ppp is
reported by Roth as reading vt.4vd

[andbha mrda dhúrta (MS dhúrte, v 1 °to) MS MS (4neirbhava mrda)
dhúrta (KS 'te) llamas te aile ('stu) KS AO Knauer on MS
would read dhúrta also in MS Rudra is addressed and no voc
fern seems possible, if a voc form is concerned it can only be
dhúrta But dhúrte occurs in KS , KapS (4 6 45 1, see Oertel
101), and in two mss and p p of MS The persistence of the form
suggests that dhúrta is a lect fac Perhaps we have an obscure
corruption of some form containing the pronoun te, or some sort
of noun form, dat sg or loe sg ]

[rndnasya paint total. syond AV and nah sapatnah dames. syond HG.
Followed by

[devi devehhsr nzmsiisy ogre AV devo devehhir vimzldsy ogre HG The
ferns hare and syond are sufficient to prove the corruption of
HG , Oldenberg adopts the AV readings!

§836 A special case under this heading is formed by an interesting
group in which occur pronouns or adjectives referring (In the fern ) to
a collective noun such as Sena 'army', or (in the mase ) to the individu-
als which compose the collectivity Cf §715
gird dsdm (AV MS KS eydm) nets brhaspalth RV AV SV VS TB

MS KS The fern pronoun refers to moan 'armies', in the con-
text, the ruse to the men who compose them

yuvam tan (SV uhhau tarn) indra vrtrahan AV SV As in prec , here
mend sing

dmdr ajo pratyavartaycrndh RV VS TS MS KSA pramitn jaydbhime
jayantu AV The original amúr probably refers to armies (Geld -
ner) Whitney takes the AV form as cumin, referring to the
individual enemies, but p p amúm (comm áatrusenúm)

llama dvyddhznihhyo vundhyantibhya4 (KS vzvtdhyadbhyal) ca vo namah
VS TS MS KS In this litany to Rudra and his associates, the
plural doubtless refers to Rudra's hosts, understanding send phi ,
the mast of KS to the individual members

§837 Masculine and neuter
mdteva putram, bibhrtdpsv enat (MS bzbhrld ev enat, TS KS bsbhrtd SV

enam) VS TS MS KS 5B The neut refers to the ashes put
into water (mentioned in the context), the mase apparently to
Agni, the fire here carried in a pan
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vardhamdna (TS °Dam) molten (TS MS maha) d ca pupkare (TS °ram)
VS TS MS KS SB The half -verse accompanying this one in
VS 11 29 is addressed to a lotus leaf (pupkara or puskaraparna,
both Deut) on which is laid a lump of clay representing Agni
Our pñda is followed by dare 7rullrayd vaned (variui7üa) pralhaeva
Mahidhara on VS thinks that vardhamiino still refers to the lotus
leaf, with 'Vedic' change of gender With Griffith we must rather
understand Agni, in the form of the lump of clay, as addressed
In VS 13 2 the verse is used in laying a lotus leaf on the site of
the dhavaniya fire altar, and Agm is doubtless again addressed in
the 2d half verse TS rises neuters, referring to the lotus leaf as
in the other half verse

ya eared veda sa id dead (AV seam) arhats RVKh AV The neut refers
to hiranyarn, the mast apparently to an unexpressed mini or some
mast name of a Jewel (Bloomfield, SBE 42 669)

nasty uttardn (MS MS °ran, TS ApS teeny) wiry TS MS HS ApS
MS Used in the shaving ceremony, the neut we take to refer to
kmasri1ni, with Caland and Henry (otherwise cumin and Keith)
The mast pl (intended also in MS MS ) may refer to kale , it is
hardly necessary to emend as Schroeder suggests

devafrud 'man (Sc kehdn) pravape MS MS deli drtlr atom (Sc
kmsi5rani) pravape TS HG As prec

(visa (SV dz.ío) vi.4ud anu prabhuh (TB prabtiu) RV SV MS TB Fol-
lowed by s -, doubtless phonetic corruption in TB , cf VV 2 §381 ]

[.samkzlam ksalram Jzsnu (Ppp MS KS TA ksatrum me jzynu, AV
ksatram ajaram aatu dip,uh) AV Ppp VS TS MS KS SB TA
ji. nuh can only be a blunder, VV 2 §381 1

§838 Feminine and neuter
gdthayaits pare. krtam (AV 'ea) RV AV See Oldenberg, Notegi on

10 85 6 Apparently the neut refers to Surya's garment. (vasah)
AV makes the fern refer to Saud

haves ( hauch) krnvantah panto earinem (MG °rïyain, HG t SMB t
'imam) AV SMB ApMB HG MG Both Kirste and Jorgensen
confess inability to interpret the fern , and ue can do no better
But its occurrence in two texts, of different schools, is very strange

[ya dbabhüva (PB duce) bhuvamini uzkvd (PB vikvdhi) VS PB JB SS
Vast vihudh is perhaps a misprint, certainly an error (VV 2 §381),
the comm has ezkvdrzi

§839 Masculine, feminine, and neuter
zirnamradasam (Used.) ivd dreamt (KS úrnanzradah pralhasva, Kauf

]
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tirnamradam pralhasva) svdsaslham (VS f SB °alhdm) devebhyah
VS TS KS SB TB Kaué ApS Masc in TS TB ApS (apply-
ing to prastara), fern in VS SB (to vedi), neut in KS Kant (to
Naha?)

11 Transfer of epithet

§840 The preceding group of variants leads over naturally to those
in which the change in gender is explained by the application of an epi-
thet to different nouns in the context These are of the same type as
those classed under 'transfer of epithet' between various case forms,
many of which, it will be remembered, show change in gender as well
as case, these will not be repeated here Transfer of epithet appears
in the following variants between masculine and feminine forms
14ìirw (KS 'net) unbar (KS °nzm) namand AV VS VSK TS MS KS

See ,399
rosining ahrutd yesya (TS and vikira of SB imagist) VS TS KS SB

Followed by tam morn (KS tam divas, TS and vikdra of SB
tam (loath) earn awgamam (KS acik(pan) The mane (original)
makes the pronouns refer to the embryo (garbha) of the cow, the
vikdra of SB contemplates the possibility that the embryo will be
female (and belongs with §782) TS , on the other hand, contains
a genuine and obvious 'transfer of epithet', making the pronouns
refer to the cow herself (who, to be sure, to referred to in the stanza
only by second person pronouns)

lad emir anumanyaldrn ayarn (PG stain svdhd) PG HG The simpler,
and presumably original, reading is again, referring to Agni, ?yam
is difficult, St cozier omits the word in translating and regards it as
an intrusion, Oldenberg renders by 'N N ', apparently as standing
for the name of the bride (the verse is spoken by the bridegroom),
the comm on PG makes eyane agree with svdhd ae n pr 'and this
Sváhz (Agru's consort) '

dvdro dens env avya vz ve (MS KS in /vdh) AV VS TS MS KS The
masc vidve is

an
a coordinate subject, along with dvdro, in MS KS

it becomes epithet of the latter
tam warn svadham tats sahopa diva ApMB tam svadhdm ak,idam lath

sahopajivdsau HG Most likely HG is original 'upon that (wave,
tiros, which is) sweet drink (and is) inexhaustible live thou with
these ' ApMB makes the pronoun agree with svadhdm

tames (KS Enema() deva vacad alto tubhyam VS VSK MS KS SB
tasmam ca devi vacad TS The voc masc refers to Pralápati (or
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`Ka'), the fern of TS to Prthivi (denoted by uttdruiyaz in the pre-
ceding)

garbham eravaatam agadam akah (AS akarma) TS AS ApS , garbham
.rravantim agaddm akarma ApS ukhdm sravanlim agadam akarma
(KS aganma) KS` MS The mast forme go with garbha, the feme
with ukhd (which is clearly understood even when not expressed)

apdsya ye tsindh pdhdh KS ApS apdaydh satvanah palm Rauh The
fern refers to Nirrti, preceding, the masc apparently to the yaja-
mAna

zndrena dattam prayatam (TS dat6tm prayatdm) marudbhzh TS MS
KS Preceded by Oder, dhdrdm amrtasya panda./ (MS rui-
bhzm) The mass pples agree with the last word, the ferns with
dhdrdm

ma henaz,sur vahatum uhyamdnam (ApMB t iihyamdruzm) AV ApMB
'Let them not injure the procession as it proceeds' 'let them not
injure the procession and her (the bride) that is being carried off '

§841 In some of the above the 'epithet' is in one forni more or less
independent, in a couple of others it is quite distinctly so, that is not
really an 'epithet' of another word at all (cf §15)
pratyaññ ud egs mdnugdn (AV * °gth) RV AV (both) ArS N Pre-

ceded by pratyat devdri4m vzhah The RV mdnugan = 'humans,
men', in AV se vilah

mud na bhimas taingibhzr aroma, (TB tavigehhir grant) h.h) RV TB
The ong tauigibhzh is apparently a noun, 'with might', TB feels
that a form of the adjective lama is required, and supplies úrmzbhih,
perhaps recollecting RV 6 61 2

§842 Transfer of epithet, masculine and neuter
anöptd yd (AV ye) vah pralhamd (AV p p °mdh) AV KS ApS See

§552, end
ega vas-ant pzbdend (SV °nah) RV SV The adj is transferred from

vasv.nz to rsa (= Soma)
hambhu mayobhu (TB TA hambhilr mayobhúr) no hrde RV SV TB TA

Kau N Preceded by vetta dvatu hheyajam, the adjectives go with
bhegajam, or with valah

Gamin have puruhutah purukyuh (AV TS °kyu) RV AV Ppp TS KS
Preceded by uruvyaca no mahzgah harma yansat (yachulu) Trans-
fer from mahzgah to harms

kakubham (kakuham) rayon urjahhasya (rapam re) rouge brhat (VSK
brhan) VS VSK TS MS KS SB In VSK brhan goes with samah
following
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rodad rádha upastulal (ArS °tam) ad arvák RV AV ArS MS TB
The adjective is transferred from the subject (Indra) to rddhas

tad ayam (MG 'darn) raja manna 'numanyalam AG SMB PG ApMB
HG MG In MG darn (with tad) replaces ayam (with raja
varuno)

vzduharás tapa eyra (AV arrant) mayobhtlh RV AV
matsvá suhpra (SV °przn) harms tad (SV tam) imahe RV SV. 'We

wish that' 'we pray to [thee] here'
yens samatsu xásahah (SV °ILA, MS °hz) RV SV VS ApS MS The

onginal sásahah is a verb form, in SV it becomes an adjective
epithet of the subject 'whereby (thou shalt be) conquering in
battles' In MS this adjective is made to go with the preceding
manas

brahmddhi.guptah (PG brahmdbht °, MG brahmdbhtgtìrtam) ward k8ardns
(PG surakyztah sydm, MG svarúksdnah, most mss svardrak anah)
.svdlui (MG omits) AG PG MG In MG the first word is
attracted into agreement with the preceding neuters (bhtitam bhatn-
,syad uta bhadram asta me), in the others it goes with the let person
subject

dhr,sánani (AV 'no, but Whitney translates snare, AA dddhr$narn)
dhryztam (AV °fah, but Whitney translates 'tam) Noah AV AA
SS t The anise forms, if accepted, would apply to Indra, the sub-
ject of the preceding pads, instead of to lavah The passage is
very troublesome

§843 In the next. (cf §15), the 'epithet' is in one vanant made an
independent word, ammo modifies panthá(h), but. MS uses amrtam as
an independent noun, 'nectar'
pránasya panthd ammo (MS °tans) grandbhyam VS MS KS TB

§844 Transfer of epithet, femmine and neuter
upastiu Ldndm mitravad arty ojah TS MS AS upaslhalá mzlraratidam

ojah KS In KS rnzlra° agrees with d.,4I, in the others with ojah
tebhtr and (ApS tdbhtr no, ApMB tdbhty (va) devo/i sand() pundtu MS.

ApS ApMB Preceded by latam pavan) staid by (MS vctatány)
asu (se apse) The pronoun refers to Sandra in MS , in the others
to asu (apsu)

§845 The next may perhaps be classified as showing an anginal
'epithet' made into an independent ward ( §15), but the reconstruction
of the secondary ApMB is very sweeping It means 'shine thou for
my foot -water (padya, neut) ' In the original, padya is used as an
epithet of the noun Vuráj
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main dohah padydyaz vzrd,jah (MG adds kalpatdtri) AG HG MG mays
padydyas tans, dohah SG AS PG mama padyaya vz raja ApMB

12 Phrase inflection

§846 In many
adaptation of

cases variation in gender accompanies and signalizes
the old matenal to a new context Sometimes several
!Adds, or even

itself
an entire verse, is thus readapted For example, the

Rigveda contains a verse winch is used twice, once in a woman's
charm against feminine rivals, and once in a man's charm for dominion
and victory The two verses are practically identical thruout, but the
subject ui feminine in one case, masculine in the other Hence the
variants
asapatnd (RV also °nah) k,ldbhuvain (ApMB °bhavam) RV ApMB

followed winiediately in both RV and ApMB by
asapahsah sapatruihd RV AV asapatnd sapattuzghni RV ApMB

§847 Such a variation may properly be called u vikára in the tech-
nical sense Many of the variants here included are nothing but tech-
nical vikáras or tihas, often they appear in the same passage, modulated
according to different nouns, as in the following, where the AV in a
single hymn applies the epithets once to mitrdvarunau, roast, and once
to (dyauh and) prtiiwf, fern
jardmrtyum krnutdin sainvzddruiu (and 'ne) AV (both)

§848 We find the following variants of this sort, first some in which
all three genders appear
udnaspalyo 'sz PB ApS MS AG vdnaspatyam ass KS vanaspalyasz

MS ApS MS
jdgatam ass MS TA Ap.S jdgaldsz MS jágato 'si MS 1118 Also

gdyatram ass, gdyatro 'si, gdyalry ass, erasstubho 'sz, Wain ass
salaksmd (MS KS 'ma) gad vsyurilpd (VS MS KS SB °pain) ((lanais

(MS KS hahhdva) RV AV VS MS KS SB +nyuri4pd gat salaky-
nano bhavatha TS See §727

§849 Between masculine and feminine, besides those just quoted,
occur
trpto 'ham MS KS MS trpluham (v 1 trpto 'ham) MS In the last

the t',orde are spoken by the patri, it is a simple úha of the other,
recollection
(TS MS

of which is responsible for the v I with mast
tas to to nah) krnvantu bhevajarn RV AV TS MS PG Differ-

ent contexts, perhaps nut true variants
agnsm knit/yam abhssammsardih (ApS °vasdndh) MS ApS agnsm

Arhapaltm ahhssamvasdnah TB AIDS The entire verse is repeated,
with subjects respectively prajdh and paíavah

,
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aide me bhagavo 'yani,sthd mattravarunah MS anti me bhagavaly 4Ja-
nis(hd mastrdvaruni MS Chas, followed by the respective direc-
tions_ soi puminmam pliant abhisnantrayeta, and its stnyam jdtam
abbé In the same passages the next four

card cztram (and cztram) asst MS ,
ritrdf cztrd (and "ran) asuvan MS
punyd punyam (MS " puny.) anit MS MS ,
punyah punyd (and °ydn) asuvan MS
,your inhvasmaz hltuvaruaya krnvati (and krnvan) RV (both) To Usas

and Savitar respectively
tam (KS "tam) agne hrdah pari te vrnaktu VS TS MS KS (both) AB

To Agni and maya, in adjoining stanzas in KS , the others also
have both stanzas hut with a different pñda Instead of tam KS
has allowed one

bhaktivdnsah
stanza to

(MS
influence the other

tasya te sydma KS bhaktzvdno hhiyaenza) AV MS
KS tasya te savant Moat thdihupt biaiyasma ApS tasyas te bhak-
stvdnah. sydma (MS KS ApS t" bhaktzvann ?Anytime, AS bhagam
asimahz) MS KS TB ApS (ills) AS Different contexts

tails tr panrladdmy a /tarn ApS tam te past dada sham (TA 'dadams)
TA ApS

trie brim. vzdathr pulyanzdnah (and °marsh) RV (both)
tvaslrmantas (MS MS tea gtrz', ApS tea(,,) tea supema VS MS RS

SR ApS tvas trfmati (TS ApS tvasti , so also 'FA Poona ed with
y 1 Ratter.) te rape, 7'S TA ApS The fern subject is the
patni, see §725

part Inland manses )zpdat (and °rtipd itgalt) RV (both)
meat. devais anomaly (KS TA 'tam) marudhhsh AV \ S TS MS KS

SB TA Different context in TA , on KS see §817
zndraya soma.. susutam bharantah (and °tih) RV (both)
asmeva tvam Ward (Ppp MG ApMB " HG t 11 4 1b) Warn) hhava

Ppp (for AV asma hhavatu te tanüh) AG SG SMB PG ApMB
HG MG The fern tu the bride, the maso in different context
to a boy

pari dhatta dhatta no varcasemam AV pari dhatta dhatta uri me must
(HG ApMB 'nano) SMB HG ApMB As prec

fattiyusam (SMB °yim) krnuta dirgham ayuh SMB ApMB HG As prec
ayusmatfdam pan Autism .Sash AV SMB PG MG ayusnzann sdam

MG ayusman edam ApMB HG As prec
upahzúto 'yam yajamdnah ( ) TS MS SSB TB AS SSS ApS upa-

hsiteyani yapped a TB The whole of the second passage ut TB
is a vikitra of the other It contains the next six

,
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dsvye adman?' (*many) upahfitalt (TB °hind) TS MS TB
utfaraaydm devaygjydydm upahsllah (TB °td) TS SB TB
tasmznn upahsilah (TB ' °td) MS TB AS SA
upahulo bhiiyaxt havzbkarane (hainhk°) MS AS SS Mayan haozdkarana

upahútah (TB °td) TS t 2 6 7 5, TB (bis) SB
vzhvasya prtyczayopahrtlasyopahdlah (and °td) TB (both)
!Minna asya (TB asydh) przyant upahiilam TS TB (both)
mass vr$nydvan (Haub °vats) AV t Haub t Different contexts, tho

both in ntes for virile powe..i', AV addresses the man concerned,
Kau the magic herb

infra vahanto (ApMB vahalo, MG vahanni) phrtam uk,9amdndh AS ApS
AG SG ApMB MG srdm vahantah sumanasyamdndh HG See
¢739

I.4dnam vdrydndm RV AV SV TS MS KS JB ládtad (sc dpah)
vdrydriizm RV AV MS TB TA

mays puy(sm (AV pagan) tpu,s(tpatsr (AV purge) dadhdtu (AG
tdaddtu) AV MS KS TAA MahànU ApS AG SMB mays
puf(zm pug(zpatnf. dadhdtu HS The latter in a different context

yatamdnd (and 'no) ra.4mtbhth sú.ryasya RV (both)
rdkdyd aham devayt{lyayd prajdvdn (and °vati) bhfiyd=am ApS (both)

Spoken by the yajamgna and his wife respectively, in adjoining
passages In the same the following

sznivdlyd aham devaya,?yayd pahuman (°mali) hhtiydsanr, and
kuhud ahom devaya,jyayd pualvndn pasum.dn (pu,sttmatt pasumalS) blvd"
roden krnvattir (°vaty, °vanto) aghast AV (ter)
vsyticf,m (arid vt,svañcam) vs vrhdmass AV (both)
Alvah hapmo bhavdsz nah TB ApS bard ca me 4apmd c,asdhs TB ApS
samvalsarasya Sas(hah (TS * KS * Sas(hi) TS KSA Both in a senes

of formulas, with the masculines different parts (avayava, m ) of
the shoulder are offered, with the feme various ribs (vañb-rz)

caen cdrur (SMB cdrye, ApMB cdryo, y 1 cdyyo, HG cdyyo) ct bhajd.n
(bhridsz, bhqjd sa) jwan AV SMB HG ApMB See 1334

sa cakardrasant (and sd rakarthdrasam) vzyam AV (both)
sa iiwwa haradah Adam SB BrhU KBU AG SMB PG ApMB HG

MG N Mbh ad jive arada hatam ApMB An Cilia
samiagmdna abtbhyudd RV AV SV N samjagzndnd abzbhyuyfh (MS

avthrutdh) AV MS
aa (and sd) no mired ah dvzyah RV (both)
sd (HG ea) trim d neared sha (MG mhatdm shasva) ApMB HG MG ,

and RVKh Scheftelowitz 10 151 3d
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ea (and ad) no dohatdm suiltryam (MS mama) TB ApS MS (both in
all texts) 'Chas, in same passages

eumr4 kdrt abhzo(aye RV TS MS sumrdfkdm abhs RV VS VSK TS
MS KS SB

yasmdd bhild (bhtto) maid.. MS (both)
yanea rcil TS KSA TB yantri ruf VS TS MS KS SB ApS MS

And, in same passages
yantdsi yamanah VS TS KS KSA SB TB yantry art yamant (TS

yamzlri,) VS TS MS KS SB MS
sa (AV sa) nah serum tnvarfftham vc yansat (AV nz yachdt) RV AV MS

KS TB ApS
ürdhvdm swim (VS SB LS drama. enam) uc chrayatat (chrdpaya)

VS TS MS KSA SB TB AS SS Vait LS ApS In same
passages the next

athasyai (TS MS TB °syrz, KSA adhasya, VS LS athusya) rnadhyam
edhatam (edhalu, vatu, gala) VS TS MS KSA SB TB AS SS
Vait LA

ut Mho (VS SB KS ulthaya) hrhati (TA brhan) bhava VS TS MS
KS SB TA MS Followed by

(IMAM (TA °vas, VS SB ud u) tzytha dhruvd (TA °vas) team VS TS
MS KS SB TA

yamena team yarn ya sanrozdana (TA °nah) VS TS t MS KS t SB
TA (his) The fern of all but TA applies to Nirrti In the
two TA passages, which are different from the other contexts, a
dead man is addressed, the form should according to the sense be
masc both times Yet once TA reads sarnvedanattamam (coni-
bining with ultamam, first word of the next pads), for which the
comm says samvtdand camvzdana azkarn.alyanz praptah Here we
must either understand samvzdñnah with 'double sandhi', or a
mechanical reminiscence of the (more original) feminine form found
in the other texts

marls martyehhyah RV amrtam martyabhyah TB ApS
scrub. sati na nzvartate TA uruh Ran na nzvartate TA 'Chas, in adjoin-

ing passages
and arias aapalnaksil VS . anilctah (KS ApS add stha) sapalnaksayanth

MS KS ApS anther, 'si sapatnakp-st VS SB
¡Muss bhzkydnz delis Kau Masan Macs. dadatu AG

aham vo asmi sakhyaya kevah MS yupmdkam sakhye aham asmi And
AV The next is in the same passage

Wham treyo many. Mnedam dpamam AV edam áreyo manyamdno vd
dgdm MS

' '
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zzgrah ca bhimah co VS MS MS agni ea bhima ca TA
apadyamanah prthzvydm TA ApS apadyam4nä tprthzvz TS AO

avyalhamand prlhzvydm (MS v I °vi) VS MS KS SB
adhardczh (AV adhardñcam) para cuva AV VS MS KS
dreaded (TS ApS MS °nah) saumanasam (TS AO suvlryam)

AV TS KS TB Vait AO MS ApMB
edhamánah (Kau§ °ndh ApMB °na) svagrhe (Kaut see grhe, ApMB

eve vale) SB BrhU Kaut ApMB edhamdn4 see grhe (HG vale)
ApMB HG On the m (rig or pl) see §725 The fern is used in
a different context

nzvelani camgamani vasslndm TS nzvesanah samgamarzn va.selndm AV
VS TS MS KS SB ApS MS rayo budhnah samgumano vasa-
nám RV

adztzr aehznnapalyd goya (and achznnapalrah przyo) devandrn KS
(both) Chas, in same passage

eta u tydh praty adrhran purastat RV eta u lye pally adrsran RV
di (AB sa) team asy amo 'ham (and the like) KS AB JUB SB BrhU

AG SG PG ApMB MG The fern (original) refers to the bride,
the mast to the purohita, whose relation to his king is paralleled
to that of wife to husband In the same passages

amo 'harp aunt sa (AB ea) team AV KS AB etc amahanz acme sd
(vain TB ApS ApMB HG

svdsasthns (TS °s(M) farmed sarn,n acva TS TB ApS
arena (loathe kari.sznih (Kaut °nah, MS purisznih) AV MS Kaut

Onginally referring to cows, used in Kaut in a new context, refer -
ring to grhah

4860 Phrase inflection, masculine and neuter
tannin ma clot suhutam astu prrihitram GB Vait manna ma esa suhuto

'stv odanah Kaut As in §846, an entire verse is here adapted to
different contexts Followed by

tan (Kaut .sa) sea and hnzsit pararne vyoman GB Vail Kau
aruirlhry(dsa (SS °(dny) ojasa RV SS
barhaspalyam an MS bdrhaepalyo 'ez PB

aile tea AO MS vdpnam III VS VSK TS MS KS SB
ado gad avocado.. AV ado (adverb) gzrzbhyo adhz yat (conjunction)

pradhdvasz TB asau yo 'vasarpatz VS TS MS KS ami ye ke
sarasyakd avadhdvatz HG ApMB Duff contexts, hardly variants

amrtam an VS TS MS etc trail° 'sx SMB Hardly vanants
ghrtad ulluptam madhumat auvarnam (AV madhurzd samaktam) RVKh

AV ghrtdd ullupto rnadhumdn payacvan AV In this and the

'
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GENDER 431

next two (same stanza) we have adaptation of almost an entire
verse, the marc words refer to an amulet of darbha - grass, the
neuters to a rtnple' amulet called trsvrt, neut

bhúmtdrrtho 'cyutaé cyävayzynuh AV bhiirnedrnham acyulam pdrayspnu
AV dhanamjayam dharunam dharayipnu RVKIi See prec and
next

bhindat (AV * milan, RVKh rnak, 10 128 10) sapatru n adharariá
ca krnval (AV krnvan), sanie (see prec )

akpiam ass ma pzti-ruim ApMB I1G Bllli akiito 'sy akpztyas tud
ma TS GB Vait MS Cf skids an mu VSK AS SS KS

tai (RV ta, see §727) jusasva yavz,,thya RV AV VS TS MS KS SB
tarn jusasva yavzplhya RV

tad asuran pdtu vztvatah AV so asuran palls sarvatah AV so asuran
sarvatah pate AV

tat te badi suinzy dyupe encage balaya AV tam te bedlam,. jarase svastaye
AV tam te badhntimy amuse (and ayune carcase) AV

tens (and tuts) warn garbhtnt bhava HG (both) tuna is rime (yarbha),
tats neut (virydnz)

vigacinan (VSK °na) vyasyalam (VSK `tat) VS VSK TS MS KS
SB Duff context in %SK

satyam (RV 'ya3) cztralravastarnans (RV °mah) RV TS KS
§851 Phrase inflection, feminine and neuter

earn asya (Kau4 asyaz) larva (tanuva) bhava VS TS MS KS SB MS
Kaus

na in (aloe (AB janantz) yatarat (AV 'ru) paraslat AV AB IB
vis(hztah (AV °la) prlhtvim ana RV AV VS AB TB SMB
laya (and Lena) sapatruin pari vrnrlhz ye manta AV (both) Modulations,

in the saine hymn
prthzvyd adhy udbhTtarn (and 010) AV (both)
subhaganzkarani mama AV subhilgamkaranam mama SMB t

§852. The following variants hardly belong here but may be added
as an appendix because superficially they look like gender variants
In reality they are variations between (relatively) primary nouns and
derivatives thereof In the first two, gdyatri is the name of the meter,
while gayatra is the adjective derived from it, meaning 'of the griyatri
(meter)' In the third, gayatra is the mimeo( the sriman so called (fun-
damentally, of course, the neuter of the adjective just mentioned),
while gayalri may either be felt as adjectival ('the wheel, variant, of the
gayatra -adman [of the gdyatri']'), or as an appositional noun ('the
gdyatri [meter] as wheel')
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432 VEDIC VARIANTS III NOUN AND PRONOUN INFLECTION

valsam gdyatrim anu td vhdguh AV gdyatram valeam anu tds ta dguh TB
gdyatram chando anu samrabhadhvam MS gdyalrim Mandarin anu

sarnrabhantdm KS Apfi (Add to VV 1 §337) The latter means
'the gdyatri (and the other) meters '

pdvamdnasya (TS KS pdvamdnena) tua gamma gdyatrasya (KS °trig)
vartanyd TS MS KS See §586

pdvamdnyah (SG °nah) AG SG Sc impede 'The pñvaminf hymns
the (F$te) of the p hymns'
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INDEX OF SUBJECTS
Nnte -The detailed Table of Contente makes it unnecessary to furnish to this

volume an extensive index of subjects or of words We have tried to include in
this and

the
the next index all entries which are likely to he really useful to users

of hook, but no others It to our belief that all subjects and words treated
in the book which are not here listed ran easily he located, either from the Table
of Contente, or from the index of mantras, which in complete References in all
the Indexes are to sections

Adverbe, 43-66, 67 -9, 83, 96, 106-9, 113,
122 (arc these sections for other ccfer-

crencea)

Articular relative, are: Relative
Assimilation (Attraction), of Case -

forme, 17 -20, 8.5, 323, 335-6, 347 -9,
359, 363, 365, 367, 3114 -9, 424, 444,
453, 473, 549 557, 564, 569, 576,
58,5 -6, 659, 665, of other forms
(number or gender), 17 -20, 118, 741,
773 -7, 763, 788, 790, 792, 794, 796,
798, 800, 802

Attraction, nee Assimilation
Case attraction, are Assimilation
Compound nouns

karmadhárayaa,
bahuvrihie and

58, 124, 413, 470,
829, dvandvae, 115, 124, 744 -51,
ümrrditas, 687

Dedicatory expressions, 126 (y o for

other references)

Form assimilation or attraction, are

Assimilation
Infinitives, dative, 183, 238, 424, 631,

ablative, 659
Hñfhaka Samhitl use of nu and d to

dual, 131ff , ai and da as gen (dat ),
141, 151

435

Maitrüyaniya school ni and as as gen
(dat ), 141, 151

Meter, 153 -8, 161 -7, 169 -71, 258, 272,
274 -8, 292 3, 3111 -3, 906, 309, 311-4

Phrase inflection, 21 -2, 329, 332, 346,
355, 364, 384-8, 427, 434, 452, 475,
518, 555, 566, 609, 635, 669, 739,
76466, 846-51

Pronouns, substantive, 113, 121, 123,
730, 776, 812, 826

Relative, articuler, 20, 338, 394-7, 426,
43.3

Rigveda and Its school use of au and
a in dual, 129ff

Taittirfya school ai and as as gen
(dat ), 141, 151, forme of i, i sterne,
175a, 188 9, 198 9, of u, u sterns,
230, of r stems, 252-3

Transfer of epithet, 14-6, 340, 350 1,
357, 360, 366, 3711, 400-3, 415-7,
428 -30, 435 -6, 446-8 454-6, 476 -7,

489 -92, 497 -9, 520-2, 552 -4, 56.7,

841-5560-1, 610, 683, 737 -8, 762 -3,
Vâjaaaneyin school at and an as dao

(gen ), 141, 151
Vajasaneyui school ( Rinse) ai and

do as dat (gen ), 141

.

, .
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akBi-, 199
anye, acc pl (7), 717
aml, nom dual, 320
arlr, 177
asrivl-, 'v1-, 199
âAlydâyrì, 174
Alga, 211
oyadhi-, "dill-, 191-3
takart-, °ri-, 190
tanvam (/oc ), 249
tubhya, 315
tubhyarn (pen ), 624
te (arc ?), 483 (tvaB¿imantae

(â te agna )

tve, 316
dive, 295, 679
dyaue (pen ), 290
na ki, naklR, RIO, 820-1
n5vayl, 289
pati-, 219
patnl, 202

), 511

439

parvati-, 'ti, 200
pavâ, paveya, 174
bbOmi-, ISO
mahinâm, 215
RIP (arc 7), 4A8 (ma tvâ )
yuvabhyâm,317
yu9mân (pen 7), 318
yuBm5B 803
TAW-, 194-7, 206
lakyml, 208
varutrl-, var0", 198
viAve, nom ay (7), 731
Art-, 199, 208 .9
Irani-, 185, 189
hvani-, °nl-, 199
Avâvidh, fern 931

e umnayâ, 246
rlri, 17R

e kambhani-, 'ni-, 201
e vâve9â, °Nayâ, 174, 415
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ad4um (adbün) gabhaatt (habhastt) hart-
tehhtr Aaabhth, 699

adaau grlvAé ca éropyau (3rnnl), 195
aAhoé etc' aamA urucakrir adbhutah,

739
aùhaB rid urucakrayah (°yn 'neha-

eah), 739
akab eu (sa) lokam aukrtam prthi-

vyah (°vyant), 671
akrtparasya davane (°nah), 631
aktor vyugtau pantakmyayah ('yArn),

678
akeads tan, 739
nkeatam anatam ill[ndam, 397
akeatam aay angora annaM gopaya-

nam, 393
akearam brahma eammttam, 326, 526
akrlare hrahmaeamnute, 326, 526
ak6itam am ma , 625, 850
akeitir ern , 625, 850
akeittß na me küyavab ea me, 706, 795
akeito 'ay akqttyat tva ma , 625,

85(l

akeYué (alumni) cakauh, 291
akhtdrñh praJA ahhivipaáya, 402
aganma mahA (mahn) namaeA yavte-

tham, 416
aganma yatra pratiranta Ayuh (pra-

taram na Ayuh), 381
agna AJyaaya vyantu vauJhak, 341
agnaya upAhvayadhvam, 339, 691
agnaye 'nhnntuce 'etAkapalah (purn-

(af+ani etc ), 376
agnaye gAyatraya trivrte rathamtarA-

yaetAkapalah (etc ), 376
agnaye tvA 619
agnaye prahriyamanßyAnuhrOht, 769
agnaye vaióvAnarAya dvAdaéakapalah,

376
agnaye vo JuStarb (JuetAn) prokpAmt

,734

agnaye eamidham Ahaream (ah3°), 30,
358

agnayr evahA, 126, 485
agnaye evtetakrtr. avIIhA, 691
agnA u vaeuvane 684

agnavtenü ma yam ava kramyant, 745
agnih pratahsavane ("eavanat) pity

adman, 664
agnim ratham na vedyam, 348, 387
agmm l':ukrena Anci=a, 157
agnim ea rr hatu yn mail asyat (`syA)

dito 'hhtdAsath, 149
&glom ea dißilm doom devatanñm

ri hatu yo maitaeyai , 149

agnim samadhrhi, (191
agnim suditale chardth, 393
agntm arucn adhvarryu pra,3aleu, 399
agmm evahA, 116, 485
agnimt hotaram iha (iipa) t!un hula., 393
agnim kitlayam ahhieamvt4ant111

(°vssanah), 849
agnim grhapatim ahhieamvasanAh, 649
agnim prole nuAyya, 509
agninagnili buoyed., 91,6
agninAJyas,ya vyantu vauJLak, 341
agninA tapo 'nv abhavat (A'), 390
agnmetrehhyn devchhyah purahaad-

hhyah avaha, 426
(nm) arum tarpaylmi, 39, 126, 373

agnibhyah prahnyam5nehyo 'nub-
rah', 768

agnibhyah evte(akrdbhyah svühá,691
agnihhyam prahriyamiui.-tbhyam anuh-

rah, 769
agnim agnau evahA, 485
agnim adya hotArani avrnitayam

yaJamIlnah purodlâam (°daáAn)
694, 768

agnim adya hotAram (avrnitam =au
yaJamanau , avrnatcmc yaJa-
móuóh ), 694, 765

437
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agntm alyaaya vrtu vaulhak, 341
wpm mdram vrtrahana huye 'ham

("hanam huverua), 749
agnm tie pilrvactttam (pürvarattau)

namobhaF:, 554
mutton bliarautam (hharanta) Rama-

yam, 402
agntr tumid° 'nnapattr maya dad-

ltidu (yalanaanaya dadittu) evñhH,
641

aguar ijyaaya vetu vaulhak, 341
menu ayuarnan tena tvayugayu9-

mantam karum (taayáyam ayugra-
yugmian aatv aaau), 588

agror ukthena vahaea, 6(I1, 690
agnat Mather, añhaau, 601, 690
agntr ckahaaraya vivant udajayat, 808
agnir ek6kgarena pranam (viaram)

udajayat, 809
agitar etu prathamo drvatiabhyah, 90,

656

agnar art.0 prathamn rlrvataniun, 90,
656

agntr lanavut mialayant lisyam amiam
aditt, 310

aqua Anita aa me 'mint layant dadatu
evaha, 310

agutr lyotar jyotir until, 457
agnar deveau pra voru, 337
agnar datvnaiun (ha ditty') main

puractñyiant ("yam sunvan) yala-
niimu manu+yanitm, 1195

agnor datvtnam vibam puraeteme sun-
vanto yalamania ntanujyiattam, 695

aguar nah (rait) patu durtt:ad avadyat,
724

aguar uas tumid tndra3 ra, 724
agni naa tanned rnasah, 724
agnar naa t.ebhyii raksatu, 723
agror manyunt pratinudan purastat,

3.13

agnar md tumid tndrab ca, 724
agror nia tumid enasah, 724
aguar ma tebhyo rakgatu, 723
agntr nta patu , ace agror nah
agnar me hotA ea mopahvayatam, 339,

691

agnar ya,tedam namall, 330

agnar vrtraiat larighanat (a° vrtrett),
167

agnar ha datvinam nee agnar druid-
nam

agnar havth (havyam) bamata eüda-
ydta (avadayatu), 669

agnar havyaan etavadat, 163, 689
agnat havya euaüdatt, 163, 669
agnar hola vety (vettv) agnat (agner)

hotram 326, 443
agnar hotalvanadhvaryü (abvtnñv

adhvary0), 136
agnar hotopa tam huer, 393
agnat bukrena boet9it, 367
agnat

(lananant),
tad dhoti kratuvid vtlanan

449

agota tad vabvam ( "v ad) a prnatt ( "tu)
vadvñn, 402

agit, (6ñ (tin, (al) lnkat pria nudity
( "tv, nudatv) asnult, :126

agit, tan aemiat pra nunottu ASST,
326

agnat tagmena 4oeina, 329
agnat trpyutu, 39, 126, 373
agnat eamkusikat ea yah, 433, 45(1, 619
agnth sudakaali autanur lia thittva,

232, 336
agnat ;meta,. chard., 393

agnat) eruct) adhvareau prayak'u, 399
agnat avaatakrd yaltlaaya , 445
agni Indra vrtrahana huye vain, 748
agnln eamadheha, 1191
agni ratho na vedyah, 348, 397
agnt9omaynr aham dcvayalyayia rak-

au5man lhüyisaana, 36, 445
agni nrnuilihyñm chagasya vapñyat

medaan 'nubrüha, 142
agntaomñhlayiam (tua), 618
agntanmxu vrtrahanau tayor (vrtra-

ha9av agntanmayor) aham deva-
yalyaya vrtraha bhüyatam, 36, 445

agne agnma aamvadasva, 326
ague grhapata upa ma hvayaava, 339,

691

agile grhapate sugrhapattr aham tvaya
(us th vary ) grhapatma (°patya)
bhüyasam, 219

agne ghrtenkhuta (°tab), 337

,
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agne Wan
n4n, 724

pra nudi nah (me) sapat-

agne tin aam4t pra nudasva luk6t, 326
agne tigmena boctpa, 329
agne tvam ynnnm aaida sadhuyi, 7B4
agre tvam a0ktavfig any upaBrutt (°ti,

'Into) divas (dtvah) prthivynh, 220
agne dakyath punilu nah (mi), 112,

724
ague 'dabdhayr paht prarttyat

(°tyalt) pain durtBlyat (°slyah) pain
duradntanya' ("nyah), 150

agne devanam ava heda tyakyvu
(thyva), 510, 703

agne deve±u pra vocah, 337
agna3t (agne) patnivan (vakpatnt,

patnlvfi3n, patnlvrL'ih) 265
agne prftyaár'tte (prayaBcttt'r art)

339
agne halm, saha nlah kramamiunaya

me di abh'bastakrtt 'nabhtfaste-
nyayasyan Janata} at ("rya Janata-
yfth) 146

agne 'bhyavarttrut abht mit nt var-
tasva (mitvnrt.asva, no Ti vartasva,
no ntvartaava, na a vavrtsva), 724

agne manyum prattnudan pare.yam,
333

agne yan me t.anva anam (yan ma
Emma tanvas) tarn ma a prna, 239

agne yastar'darn named 3'i0
agner akrnvann ub'Jo amrtyave, 420,

448
agnt.r aknah kaninakam (lam,

°n'kam), 789
agner agne puro agner (agne) bhaveha,

335
agrie ratham na vedyam, 348
agner anuvrati hhOtvi, 53, 57, 506
agner apunann whin amrtyavah, 420,

448
agner aham nvtsyakrtn 445
agner jihvim abht (Jehvahht, jthva-

yihhi) grnitam (grnata), 174, 473
agner ]thvisn ruhUr (supra, subhOr)

devebhyah (dev4n4m), 616
agner Jynttr meiyya, 509
agner vasuvane , 684

agner vim apannagrhaeya (vu 'pan-
nagrhasya) aadast aidayimt, 766

agre vikpatni , are agni3t (under
agne) patnivan

agne vtbv4nt durtta tarema, 163
agne van, 326
agrie vasBvanara ("rah) 'MIAMI, 340
agneb rant brahmararm mama ca, 334
agneg lva matrayft Jagatya vartanyfi

J tvittvat, 142, 235, 586
agne radakvah satanur ("nGr) Ia'

hhOtvit, 232, 3.16
agrie samidham ahargam, 30, 355
agne aamrad nse raye (rayyaa) rama-

ava , 288
agues tva matraya Jagatyat ('tyfi)

vartanyi Jtvatave, 142, 238, 556
agne roam (evitru) yunuu a ridi ts7d-

hya (aadhuya), 754
agrteh samkaaukiu ea yat, 433, 450,

669
agnch avnytakrto 'ham 445

agne hotaram avrntmaluha, 349
agnd:ll patnivan (eh. ), are agne
agnau Jyotar Jyntv agruu', 457
agnau vi tvi garhapal.yc'bhtrrruh, 441
agnau earukaaukr ra yat, 413, 450, IAA

agra imam yaJtiarn uayatagre yaJt7a-
pat= dhattq, 5:10

agra imam adys vaJrìarn nnyat5gre
yalfiapatun , 530

agram yaJram nayatagram yaJnapt-
tsn', 530

agraru vrknaaya ruhatah, 529
agrrnir aat evaveba unnrtmimt, 252
ogre vrkyasya kridnt.ah, 529

aghat tam, 739
aghadvn9(.4 devaJita, 699

aghastam tam, 739
aghaya bhMta harivah parada' ('dash),

565
aghasu hanyante givah, 1117, 506

aghnrah praji abhtvnpalln, 402
añkañkam (añk4v nftkaut, añkadkam)

chandalt, 136

añkau nyañkav (afeka n}ankñ, afik8
nyañkiv) abinto rttham yau (ye),
1.14

,
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agabhedam añgalvaram, 387
atlgabhedo aßgalvaro, 387
atlgad-atigal lomno-lomnah, 689
atigatn ca me 'Want ('ethrnt) ca me,

281
añgany ahruta playa (°eyat), 840
añgany atman bhtyala tad aóvtnA, 59,

104, 462, 536, 605
añga parOñyt tava vardhayanti, 164,

311
atigtraao dhtettyatr agntbhth, 172
a6gtrobhtr â gain yalntycbhth, 170
aßgtrnbhtr yalPltyatr fi gahiha, 170
añgulayah Oakvarayo dtOaO ca me

yalfiena kalpantAm, 202
artge-a6ge lumni-lomnt, 669
añgebhyo me varcodah pavaava, 778
aIIgebhyo (me varcudau varcare pave-

thAm), 778
añgatr Atmónam Mamma tad samara

59, 104, 462, 536, 603
añgoytnam avavaóauta vAnih, 522
aüghrtnA vim) ("ant]) mA tv&va (vam

ava) kramtyam, 745
acttttbhtO cakrmA kac rid agnh, 417
actttl yat (actttya cet) tavu dharma

yuyoptma, 216
achAyam yant! Alma. ghrtacih,403,467
achayunt ett Saving' ghrtena (ghrta

ctt), 403, 467, 694
acludram Oarma yachata, 350, 402
arhtdra ttátlah padAnu takyuh, 164
acludr&dt tvachtdrena luytant

(luytam) grhnamt, 817
achidram paraytynum ("ypvim), 297
at.htdrah óarma yarhata, 350, 402
achtdrottlalt kavayalt padant ('anu)

takytyvat (°tyuh), 164
achtnnapatrah ("trail) pral& anuvik-

yaeva, 402
alanti vahntm sadanany acha, 540
alaarauttvam (tva) sabhap&1ah, 308
ala by agiter alantyta garb., 779
alilann amrta tttartyeyv a (martyr,.

kam), 653, 701
alilapatendrartt vAjam, 488
ajo bhagaa ('bhAgay) tanned (*sae)

tata (aparva, 587

ajo by agner ',rude OokAt, 779
ata moat karvara purQpt, 164
ata invata karvarant bhart, 164
atandro havyA (havyam) vahaet

havtykrte, 689

ataé ca vtévA (nary.) oyadhayo raaa8
("eaO) ca, 704

atas tva rayim abht (raytr ahhy ayat),
393

etas tvi vtynuh pittu, 308
attkrñmantn durttA padAnt (duntant

vtóva), 161
attrhandaaam chanda tndnyam, 399
atmhanda indrtyam (attchandaO chanda

tndrtyam) brhat, 399
att dtdyíin (divas) pAht, 291
att dytin paht, 291
att dhanveva tAn thi, B35
at' vtóvAnt (Jttrtta tarema (*tint par-

san, etc ), 163
ato devi prathamanA prthag yat, 336
ato math. ('tim) janayata dyad.,

hih, 690
attu tram, 699
aty acttttm aty natant ague (att

ntrrttm adya), 706
aty actttír att dvtyah, 706
atra yamah sAdanA ("ait) tY tntnntu,

496, 69B
atrAsata ryayah eaptaAitkam, 519
mama tva krimc hanmi, 703
atrivad vat, knmayo ("vat tva krme)

hanmt, 703
atha ltvrtr (lava) vtdatham It vad&st,

178
atharvane evAhA, 740
atharvabhyah (ev&ha), 740
atharvyuyta devalGtAh,fi99
atha wive arap& cdhate 'ghat', 457,

731
athA livri vtdatham A vad&at, 178
athA tvam ari samkrtih, 714
athA nah óant yor arapu dadhAta

(°tatta), 313, 318a, 639
athA manu vasudcyaya kryva, 637
athA y0yam atha samkrtiit, 714
athA Oatakratvn ("to) yQyam, 229a, 699
atbA eumasya prayati yuvabhyAm, J17
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athaamabhyam tub yor arapo dad-
hAta, 313, 318a, 639

athAamabhyam eahavlram ("virgin)
raytth dill, 785

athaaya madhyam e"atu, 849
athAayat ("eyA) madhyam edhatam

(etc ), 622, 849
athr,mam enam pra htnutat ptttnr

upa, 481
atheme any upare vtcakpapam ("pe),

553
athem enam pra hiputAt pttrhhyan,

481
athad.an ap(.au vtrOpan (athattñn ar0-

pebhya) Alahbate, 489
athatte dhtpnyaao agnayu yathaathA-

nam kalpantAm Marva evahA 1M
athamam "annw nayet, 431
athateam bhinnakah kumhhah, 380
atho artp(atatayr, 558, 704
atho artptatatthhih, 558, 704
atho "Iva laradah tatam, 515
atho tvam uar nipkrtth, 714
atho hhinadmi tam kumhham, 390
atho yatheme dhapnyñeu agnayo

yathaathanam kalpayantam thatva,
155

atho yrtyam atha ntykrtih, 714
atho ynnir htranyayl, 784
athu ra"ann uttamam manavanam, 367
adabdhcna t.vA rakyupa , 739
adahdhrna vat rakpupA , 739
adrtayc evAhA, 182
adttih ketAn vapatu, 326
uditth patam ("tan) pra mumuktv

etam (rtan), 703
whim ea yo ntartaayat ('aya) dttn

'bindaaati, 149
adrtar arhmnapatra pnya (arhmna-

patrah prtyo) drvanam ,

Halt,
849

adittr adhtpatir ('patny) 806
aditrh tmatru vapatu, 326
ad141E eadohavlydhanahhyam, 755
arlite ketan (ketatmatru) vapa, 326
adttya uynTpam aal, 795
adttyah ('tyar) pañcaml, 143

141,adttyah ("tyat) pA"aayam, 143
adttyA ("tyat) dvadati, 143
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adttya ("tyat) bhaaat, 143
&days ("tyro, "ter) bhAgn 'et, 147, 184
adttyA ("tyat) Minim, 147
adttya va upaathe eadayamt, 714
adityAe tvopaethe eadayamt, 714
adttyah (°tyai) odds Aehia, 147
adttyAh eadane Edda, 147
adttyat ree addyA(h)
adttyat vippupatnyat rarum

376
adttyat Evaha, 162
adurmatìgallh ("11) patilokam A vita

(vitemam), 206
adrñhathah tarkarAhhie trivtplapt

(trthhrptlhluh), 610
ado girtbhyu adht yat pradhavaet,

739,
ado

8.541

devi ('vt) prathamaua prthag
yat, 330

adn magarhalu (ma Aga'), 478
5511ado yad avadhavati, 739,

ado yad devt prathamAu`t puraelAt, 336
addht Worm aghnye vitvadanlm, 699
adbhtr vi4vaayu hhartrihhih 505
adhhib Earvaeya bhartrbhth, 805
adbhyah eamhhìttah prthtvyat rtu+at

ca., 150, 437
adbhyah aambhrtah prthtvyat ('vya)

reaAe ra
adharArth

(raaah), 150, 437
parA auva, 7311, 849

adharañram pari auva, 739, 849
adha cid indra me (rtalt) tiara, 724
adha "tvri vtdat.ham a vudathah, 179
adha "ivemu 4aradam tatant, 515
adha nah tam yor erario dad..

313, 319a, 639
adhi mann vaeudeyaya krnu+va, 6?'
adhama eaktbyur ava cud,tm (Orhi,

535
adhA vtivaharapa rdhatr grhr, 457
adha tatakratvo ("taw), 'to) yityam,

229a, 699
adha eomaeya pntyat.i yuvabhyam

(yuva"), 317
adhaaya madhyam rdhatani, 622, 849
adht kami prat.arani didhyanah, 923
adht kpamt vrpurUpam (kparnA vilva')

yad eett (oeya, iota), 69, 107, 598

( "ruh),
a
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adhrplam dbrpnvolasam (dhrpQum
manS). 470

adhvana ekahhnita (ekabhnuvantal?),
098

adhvanam adhvapate pra mA Lira
avaatt me 'amtn patht devayane
hhUyit, 339, 699, 724

adhvanam adhvapate éreptbah evas-
t.yasyadhvanah (éreythaeyidhvanah,
éraivthyaeya avaataayadhvanah)
pram af iya, 446

ndhvan3m adhvapate avaatt me 'dyae-
min drvoyinc path' hhLyat, 339,
698, 724

adhvanu adhipattr afia avaatt no 'dyAs-
man devayAne patht stat (twat), 339,
698, 724

adhvarakrtam ("krd) devrhhyali, 393
adhvanam ekahhnuvanto yulanA

mamAuah, 698
anativarts tapyate vahan (talpate

vahAn), 256
anarlvan gaur vayn dadhuh, 799
anadvAham gam vayn dadhat, 399
anamttram na uttarit, 496
ananutram no (mc) adharat (adha-

rak), 498, 724
anamttram udak krdht, 498
anamivalt pradtEah euntu mahyam,

309
anagaeam brahmanA (°nr) tva hymnal'

(karumt), 558
anagaao yaiaminasya vlrah ('ran), 393
anAga devñh éakunn grhepu (grham

nah), 527, 711
an7dhrpt.a apaayn vasAnah (`nah), 737
anadhrvlAny nlaaA, 8.50
anAdhrptiaa Naafi, 850
anAptä ye (yA) vah prathamA(h), 842
anabho mrda Mart, ('ta), 635
anamayatdht ma raplima indo, 723
ana3ur aévo 'yam! (aAvay`), 779
anahanaeyam vaeanam c.aripQu (ian-

pnu, iartvnuh), 402
anthhrpla apaayuvu vasAnah, 737
anaéttasa eapatnakpit, 740, 849
amMt611 Utah etha) eapatnakpayanih,

740, 849

an'étto 'et eapatnakptt, 740, B49
anuttaé rarpanidhrttl}, 402, 415
anuttA carpaQldhrtA, 402, 415
anu dyAvAprthnl eupraQitah (`te), 340
anu ma 'dam vratam vratapattr

manyatim anu díkpam dlkpApat'r
an}aeA, 697

anumatayr evaha, 182
anumatyat carol, (°rum), 376
anumatyat evahA, 182
anu manyatim anumanyaminalt (°na),

835
anu me dlkpam dlkpApatir ('patsy')

manyatim (etc ) anti tapas tapae-
pat'l.t ('patayah), 697

anu yam vive madanty (anu yad
ennui madantt v'4va) ümAt?, 816

amyl ratrya ratrim pnva, 196
nnuvatsarinAm evaettm 46 Late, 760
anuvataarlyudvatearlye avaattm AdAae,

760
anu (nu) vim phvi ghrtam a cara-

nyat, 765
amyl, ratryai ratrim pnva, 196
anuvaea ratn}at tva alma ("trim)

pnva, 196
anuvtuk panktyat, 182
anuvtup chauda indriyam, 399
tmuptup tva chandaaam avatu (chan-

daaavatu), 583
anuylup pariktyat (`ktayc), 142
anuvtubham chanda indriyam, 399
anti eürya uvas,, anu ratmin, 449
anu army., purutra ra ra,4miit, 449
anrkparA rlavah Bantu panthAlt (°tha-

nah), 283
anehasae tvntayah ("so va Ltayah),

739

antara dyaviprthivl apah suvah, 541
antara dyavaprthivynr apaeyuh, 541
antar'kpa uta vb. prthavyam, 451
antankpam vtpnur , aeeantankpe
antartkpam ali ianmanopabhrn nattta

prtya devAnim priyena namu9, 471
antartkpam útmA (alum), 381
antartkpaeya tva Ana,/ avagühamt

("kpasya aAaüpepa), 528
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antartkpasya dhartrtm vtetambhantdt
dtáâm bhuvanaey8dhtpatntm (dtáAm
adhtpatntm bhuvan8n8m), 381, 698

antartke8ya tvA vanaspataye ('ttb-
hya)}), 699

antartkeAyarßayaa tvA vartna pra-
thantu, 273

ante ne eaha v8luttvan ('van), 329
antankee Clean)) vtenur vyakrañeta

trarelubhena chandaaa, 527
antar dadha

dadhe
rtubhth, 410

antar parvatath, 410
antar mahya prthtvya, 410
antarhtta girayah, 410
antarhdA prthtvt mahl me, 4111
uutarhttA ma rtaval}, 410
antan prthtvya divah, 495, 698
and1u111tn ("rdlr, 'Ethel') ethúlagudaya

(ethúra", 'gudâ), 414, 5013, 700
audhena yet (ya) tamacâ pravrtaait

("tam), 817
annapate 'nnasya (an') no deLi, 126
unnam me (nn) hudhya (hudhnya)

pain tan mt. (no) , 724
annum me (nu) budhyñlugupas

(hudhnya') tan me (nah) punar drht,
724

aunaeyannapatth prldât, 326
annida ('dt) cannapatnt ca , 296
anniutaut (cnnrurya) patayc namah,

704
anya a su yamy (anyarn G yu tvarn

yarny) anya u loin] 399
anyatttenyn (ctttr) mutryah ('trth),

213

anyad rihur (evahur) avnlyayñh
('dyayA), 570

anyad evahur vtdy3yah ('dyayrt), 570
anyam (anyAtle) te asmnt tapantu

hetayah, 717
anyam aeman (anyAña te aernan, anye

'aman) nivapantu tan, 717
anvañram ma pita, 718
any aßvatr anu eurvena (earvatr u)

pWóath, 704
anvAtañsit tvayt ('tLneue tava) tan-

tum etani, 671
anvtttr av dive tvA dtvarn priva, .559

anvtty8 dtvA (dive) divan pnva, 559
apa (okra avrteata, 164
apa cakrett vartaya, 164
apadyamAnah prthtvyAm, 370, 849
apadyamana prthivi, 370, 849
apa druha ("hua) tan pm gílhamana,

417

apanuttau ("tta) ßandAmarkau (,anda')
Baba tena yam dvtemah (sahAmtmâ),
134

apa prutha dundubhe duchuna
itch, 703

apamdyam apratittam yed wino, 70.3
upaßradaghvannaeya (apaßraddaghvA-

nnam) hhuyAaant, 516
apaßt.Addaghvane (apaßeñda') flare

('rah), 626
apa sedha dunduhhe durhun:un itch,

703

apa auchrtir (militant') urmmA
("tam) adhatta (tR. ), 46, 703

apahato 'raruh prthnya adevuyaia-
nah, 150, 380, 435

apahatu 'raruh prthtvyat, 150, 380
apahatu 'raruh prthtvyat devayala-

nyat, 150, 390, 435
apam youth prttthantal.i rta.yu, 440
aprlm yo

79,
madhyatu (ntudhye) meow

, 664
apam sakha pratham.ya ¡boll, 440
aiant eadhtgt 8111.1, 699
twain etnko abhyapaptac (htvena

(t htvaya, "paptad rasrna,, 559
apatartl aßvula gharmam, 127
apanab ea me 'suit ea rne, 791
apaneua naatke ("kam), 116, 753
apAm tvrt bhaenian ('tnant) eadayCunt,

276

apam tvA sadhtet (aadhrt.u) aaduyanu,
699

apam napat pratarak,ann aeurv im
(pratirak.vad aauryan), 703

apart na yanty órmayalt, 519
apama rdht ma mrth5 na Indra, 488,

723
apamtvArrt ('v.a) apa r.lkYlnel sedha, 701
apam uta prafaattgu ('atthhah,

'etaye), 67, 100, 558, 601, 690

("Ilan)
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apt& path vrpahham opadhinAm, 387
apâm patir (vrfabha) marksman, 387
aptrarum adevayajanam prthivyA

devayajanIIj (adevayajano) Jain,
150, 380, 437

apararum prthivya adevayajanam
("rum adevayajanam prthtvyah),
150, 380

apArarunt prthtvyat devayajanad bad-
hytaam, 150, 380

apâlAm indra ("dran) trip pOtyi (etc ),
333

apAeman (apitoya) natrrtan pAéAn, 656
apAeya ye einah pedal, 396, 840
apAsyth aatvanah p3fiAn, 396, 840
apt jAyeta ao 'anttkam (apt nah ea

kule bhtlyat), 314
apu ady8nv ai:artsam, 261
apuchatu (°chantu) mtthunA yA (ye)

kimldnnA ("nah), 374, 756
apt) dattodadhim bhtntta, 502, 711
apo deva (devil.) madhumatlr

agrbhnan ("nam, agrhnaa), 402
art dehy udadhtm bhindht, 60'2, 711
apo nayanta ttrmayah, 519
apo mahn vvayati caksase tamah, 402,

561
apo mahl vrnute caksupt tamah, 402,

561

apo yQfna (yQSena), 287
aprtyah prati muftcatam, 457
apriye prati mutica tat, 74, 467, 645
apriye prati muftratam, 74, 457, 645
apriye earn uaytmaei, 645
aproptvtn g¡hapattr ("te) within tun,

334
apearastm anudattanrnant, 449, 703, 778
apsarasav arnt dattAm roam nah

(mint), 449, 703, 779
apsu te rijan varuna, 363
apnu dhútn (dhautam) nrbhth sutah

("tam), 398
abhayani vu 'bhayam no aetu (me

'etu), 724, 740
abheyani te 'bhayam no astu, 724, 740
abhayam no aatu, 724
abhayam mttrtvarunty ihéatu nah

("varuna mahyam aetu), 129, 724

abhayath me aatu ('atu), 724
ahhikhyA bhAaA brbatA dutiukvanth, 416
abht te 'dbilm sahamAntm, 476
abhi tvtdhAm eahtyaaA, 476, 486, 808
abht tvAm indra nnnumah, 306
abht tvA éQra nunumah, 306
ahht priyA ('yam) dtvan padam, 741
abht preht dakpioato bhavA me (nah),

724
abhtbhuve ("bhve, "hove) svahA, 233
abhn yonim ayohatam ('te), 652
abht ya mahtna (Imam, 411
abht yo valva bhuvanant caste, 164
abhtrakpantu ma priyah, 724
abhi viAvtnt hhuvantnt rafle, 164
abbi aravobhth p¡thtvlm, 572, 706
abhtérir yA ca nu grhe, 724
abhtp(tr ("stir) yA ca me dhruvA (ca

no grhe), 177, 724
abht savantnt (savana) pain, 168
abbi stoma. Woman.) anUpata, 411
abhi eravantu nah prtyth, 724
abhipatn vrs(yA (v¡ftthhte) tarpayan-

tam, 709
abhmtam ("mini, 'mAn) mahmt ("m+.)

divam (dwell), 411, 698, 786
abhOn mama (nu nah) aumatau vußva-

vedah, 332, 723
ahhnma yajñiyah ßuddhah, 158
abhyett , ice abhyattt
abhy enam bhitma amnia, (hhttnu

vrou), 180
Abby.. (abhyett na) ojasa apardha-

mtnt, 312
atnanmaht mahata (mahad) ¡taeya

nama, 620
ainA ma edht ma mrdha na (ma)

tndra, 488, 723
amtet sarvth (Sarvan) aut pravtst.ah,

406, 728
tuna hy tunt earvam anu pravtstah, 406,

728
a.mttrtn nu vt vtdhyatam, 723
amI anu mA tanuta, 768
ami ye ke earaeyaka avadhavatt, 739,

850
ami ye vivratt(h) ethana (stha), 703
ami ye Subhage civil, 320
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ttmt9lah eta= pratilobhayantl (na-
tint prattmohayantl), 706

amukthi yakpmid duntid avadyat,
150

amu9ya tva prinaih aidayltmt, 552
amu9ya tva prime aadayamt, 552
amtl anu mA tanutam, 768
amRn krtyakrto laht, 703
atoll ye divi subhage, 320
amUham Rami ai tvam, B49
amrtath nthttam guhi, 438
amrtam aal, 950
amrtam martyabhyah, 388, 849
amrtaaya ntdhtr hitah, 438
amrta martyebhyah, 388, 949
amito 'al, 850
amatsam rtttada prabudhath ('dha) vt

meat (naßyatu), 590
amori yak9mid duntid avartyat, 150
amo 'at sarvaR ant pravistal}, 406, 728
amo 'ham asmi ei (sa) tvam, B49
ambit ra hula ea nttatnt ca , 200
ambi dull nitatntr 200
ayam yalño hhuvanasya (vtßvaaya

bhu") nabhth, 392
ayam vilam ()an) jayatu vilaeatau,

704
ayam vai tvam ajanayad 40, 380,

432
ayam vu garbha rtvtyah, 739
ayam antrum ("trail) jayatu , 703
ayam ßrat9thye dadhitu nah (nau), 766
ayam eahaaram inavo drßah kav[narn

matir lyntir vtdharma ("ma), 420,
455, 794

ayam sahaeram i no drße kav[nim
matir lyuttr vtdharmant, 420, 455

ayam some vr9nu aßvaaya retail, 392
ayam ht tva avadhitia tettlanah, 306
ayaksmaya part bhuja, 829
ayaksmiya tvi aarharlimi pralibhyah,

491, 560, 739
ayak9ma vah prajaya santsrliimt, 491,

560, 739
ayaksmena part bhuja, 829
ayam ea brahmanaapatih, 428
ayam te aamy upa mehy (na ehy)

arviR, 723

ayath te yontr rtvtyal}, 739
ayath devo vanaapattb, 402
ayam no nahbaaaa pattl}, 329, 588
ayam no nahhaai purah, 588
ayam paßrad ("ea) vtdadvaeu¢, 69, 83,

575
ayam paßcad ('ci) vißvavyacah, 676
ayaß iamb) marka upavira ultikhalal;t,

749
ayaai manage. dhrtah, 259, 416
ayaai havyam Abuse, 259, 416
ayaathOnam (°miv) udita (°tau) a0ry-

aaya, 221, 402, 449
ayaamayam vtcrta (vtßrti) handham

etam, 703
ayaamayin vtcrti bandhapißan, 703
tyit aaraevatyi mesaaya (mesya)

bavtsah priyi dhatnarn, 779
ayi no yaldam vahvat, 416
ayi pavi pavasvaina vaatlni, 174
ayaß cagne 'ay anabhißaatiß ('atlß) ca,

177
aya ean manasa hitah, 416
ayi ean havyam fihise, 402, 416
ayaai manasi (vayasa) krtah, 259, 416
ayah ean (ayáayartt) havyam fihise

(mane. krttah, krtah), 402, 416
aya somah ('ma) sukrtyayi, 328
ararur dyAm mi paptat, 294, 326
ararua te divam mi skin 294, 326
ararue te dyam ma paptat, 294, 328
arare divam mi paptah, 294, 326
ariyo aemiA abhiduchunayate, 312
aravi yo no abht duchunayate, 312
artatint me sarvaRgini aarau (me

'Again), 108
anstant me aarvitmantbhrslah, 169
anstam tvi auha patyi dadhami

(krnomi), 379
artstim ma saha pat}a dadhatu, 379
ansta vißvany aógfint, 169
artstaao vrlanibhir layema 706, 799
aristas tarty() hh0yaama, 589
artstih syama tanva auviralt, 589
artstiham aaha patya bhfivasatn, 379
anstyi avyathyai giyatryi abhtb-

hOtyat (gayer, chandase 'bhi-

bhuve) avala, 233, 629

,

,
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arundhatldt ye (yad) dhruvatAm ha
nmyulj, 516

eacetaeabarepaaah (ac ) evasare man-
yusrtattamAR ('mantaa) cite (ctta)
Roh, 454

arkam yunlAnâh ever âbharann idem,
743

arjunyoh pary uhyate, 596
ardhameaasé ca
ardhamâsyam

masasé ca, 410
prasutât pttryñvatah

('ti), 496, 670
aryamne ("no) lopaéah, 126, 619
arvAk tvA parebhyu 'vtdam (parch-

hyah, paratr avidam) paro 'vare.b-
hyal} ('varath, 'varebhyo 'vtdam),
674

arvag devi aaya vtaarlanena ("Ianñya),
583

arvAgvaauh, 342
arv&gvaso avant te ¡Orate aéiya, 342

naharvâcinam vatnvtdam bhagam
(me), 724

arvañcath tva eaptayu 'dhvara;nyah,
765

arvâßca vam aaptayo 'dhvaraartyah,
765

alakqmt (°mir) me naéyatu ("ta), 209
alakdmlr ('min) n&éayâmy aham, 703
avakâm (°kân) dantamGlatlt, 699, 788
ava krty&krtam Jain, 703
avakrandena tâlu (°lum), 793
avatam mA eamunaaau aamaUkatau,

723
ava tara nadi8v â, 404, 684, 815
avatâd vyathitam, 499
avat8m tvam (tv&) dyavAprthsvg, 305
avatan mA nAthitam ("tat), 499
'main ata vyathttam ( tAt), 499
avattarant nadl9v â ("ro uadtnAm),

404, 684, 815
ava dev&nam

hldyAnt, yale
yaja hedo ague (yaje
hedyânt), 510, 703

ava devân yaje het)yan, 510
ava dronAnt ghrtavAntt aida (°vanti

ruha), 264
avadhata ardtayah (avadhütaratth),

703

ava prtya Cyan) adhügata, 401

ava badhe prtanyatall (°ta), 476
avavyayann aeatam deva vaama (vas-

vah), 351
avaé ea yah parab erucA (arucag, paro

divah), 574
avasAnapate 'vaaAnam me viuda, 329
avaaanam me 'vaaAnapattr vindat, 326
avaarqlA (°yah) pari pata, 831
avasphitrlad dhetth, 811
avasphürlart hetth (prahetth), 811
avatyur ("yür) aet duvaaven, 227
avasyuvAtA hrhati (Stir) na (nu, tu)

éakvarl (°rIh), 690
avany&da tauten ktrato dhatto anyan,

402
avâham bAdha upabhrt& eapatn&n

(dvtpantam), 703
avtdv&neaé cakrmA kar cau&Rah, 417
avtmuktacakra ('krA) &tiran, 340, 454
aviraghno ("ghat) viratarah ('tamah,

viravatah) move-An (euRevAn), 402
avívrdhat ('dhata) purnd&3r.na, 694
avivrdhanta purodeéath, 694
avlvrdhetaru purndâéena ('Rath), 694
avo devueya e&Waal, 222
avyathamartd prthtvyAm (°vi), 370,

849

avyn (avyam) v&ram vt dh&vatt, 85,
509

avyo (avya) vare ("rash) part prtyah
("yam), 164, 387, 597, 711

avyn (avyA) vârehhth pavate madm-
tamah, 184

avyo (avyA) vârebhtr arati (avyata),
184

avyo (avyA) vain mabtyate, 184
avyn yarn, (avyA vArebhtr) asmayuh,

184, 597
avyn (avya) vArath partpütah, 154
avrato ("tam) htnott na epréad rayon

(°ysh), 375
aaastthd vilanam (°nA) rakgam&nah,

698
aémAnam tanvatn krdht, 378
aém& bhavatu nad (te) tanüh, 378, 849
aémA bhava paraéur bhava, 378
aémeva tvam ethtrd ("ro) bhava, 769,

849
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a6nteva yuvâat ethtrau bhavatam, 769
abrubhtt} prevAm (prue°), 709
aBvAnAm eadhaatutt (°tth), 413
avina gharmam patam (pthatam)

,327
a6vmA tvA pra vahatatb rathena, 131
a6vtnadbvary4, 136
a6vma pthatam (°tAm) madhu (autam),

327
a6vtnA bhtealAvatah ("tam, °ta), 327
a6vmav adhvaryG, 136
a6vtnAv eha gachatam ("tAm), 327
a6vtnendram na lAgrvt CO, 762, 815
a6vtnau tva pra vahatam rathena, 131
aövtnau dvyakearena (°kparaya) ,

808
aévtbhyam dugdham bhtpalA earae-

vatya ("tl), 216
save na rare erupt, 332
a6veva cttrArupi, 332
aplahhyah (°yah éatebhyah) evaha, 300
ae6aathöno da6apakpab, 388
aplñpakpam daóapakqam, 388
aptabhyah ('ya4 éatebbyal,) eyahA, 300
aplati ca 6atAnt (eamvataaraayal mu-

hGrtan yAn vadanti, 166
ap4au bata yan minim tad vadanti, 166
aelrAm tAdam pratinahA (111am prati-

'Ahem), 753
aaapatnah kilAbhuvam, 846
aaapatnah eapatnahA, 846
aeapatnah pradt6o me hhavantu, 309
aeapatna ktlabhuvam (°bhavam), 846
manta. eapatnaghni, 846
aeamAttm grhepu nah, 486, 671
aaamb(Wham hadhyato manavanam

('vepu), 404, 623, 656, 674, 817
aaambadha ya madhyato manaveh-

byah, 404, 623, 655, 817
aeammrptn layase mAtrnh (°trvoh)

6uetb, 254
aaav (aaA) anu mA tanu, 768
stay etat te ',Leah, 692
eaum (aeu) nnann apah, 791
aeOyantyat r.anumatyat ca Avila, 182
aatlrtA a6rtA rapt., vimine, 454, 684
near. (°ta, °tah) aGrte ralaet nteatte

("tta, na Daft.), 454, 684

also yeti,. no 'vita vidhe ra (vidhab cit),
420

maul yo 'vaearpatt, 450
aaau yo vtmana Anal, 709
aeken gAm reabho yuvA, 700
aakannemA viévA bhOtArn, 163
salt. rpabhu yuvA gilt, 700
aetam rAlcva eatpatth, 711
aatA raleva eatpatth, 711
aetAvy agnir naram (nraam) euéevah,

252
aatrto namaham dyavaprthtvlh-

hyàm ("vynr) 644
aathahhyah (aaththhyah)evAhA,281
aatht mapanam mAearath ('ram), 459,

694
aathOn pat] (no, no, naul garhapaty-

Ant 771,

aentat au 6apathAt1 actin, 724
aemaddatrA (lava,. pasta madhu-

matih, 714
aemadrittA ('tA madhumatir, "ti) deva-

tri gacheta (Pacha), 714
aamahhyam au maghavan hndht gndAh,

619
aamabhyam gittuvtttamith ('mah), 739
aemahhyam dyavaprthtvl éakvarlbhth,

327
aamahhyam today tndrayult (indri-

yam), 16, 403
mama mdra muht varrAtSet dheht, 639
aamAA ("man) u deva avata havepu

(hharepv A), 155
aemakam santv A6tpah, 91, 671
aatttitkam su maghavan hndht gndah

(gnpah), 619
aamAkam krnmo hanvo medtttant tt3,

378
aamAkam abhftr haryakva rued, 378
aamAkena vrlanenA layema, 700, 799
aamñt tvam aditi lAtn 'et, 40, 432
eemad vat tvam alAyatha , 40, 380,

432
aaman u , are aamaA u
aamAn atty abhy opaaA epardhamAnit,

312
aaman devaao 'vata bavepu, 155
aamAn dhehi, 723

,
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Barman punrhi cake/ se, 724
Daman rays uta ysjJlAh ('Rait) sacan-

tam, 112, 689
aeman Hite payaaabhyAvavrteva, 312
aemasu sooty Liaean,

mdnyam
91, 871

&ember Andre dadhAtu, 723
roman keaye 'water/1m dídy&na}a, 823
semai goethe kariethih Chah, purlel-

nth), 849
mmtnn indra main varrAt1et dheht, 839
aamin brahmanv (brahmane ) ae-

mtn karmahy (karmaun) , 276
tumult yajfle yalamanAya eunm, 488,

537
aimin yajtle auhavAru ( "vA) Johavimt,

401
aamin rA. ram adht brays, 705
smut have puruhütah purukeuh

(lieu), 542
aime indrAhthmpatr, 721
asme karman/ JAtah, 738
same kestrant dhArayer anu dyttn, 721
same k,atrAya varrsae halAya, 566
same te rayah, 724
aime devAao vapuee ciktteata, 738
name dyAyaprthlvi 1,bQn vamaul, 721
tome dhatta vaiavo valiant, 721
aime dhñrayatam ('tarn) rayon, 721
tome prayaudht maghavann rite''', 721
same brahmAut dharaya, 705
acme rAyall, 724
mime rAe(rñnt dharaya (raeiram adht-

traya), 705, 721
aime raetraya malt' 'arma yachatam,

721

aime Tam (ci) vatu aumatil cantethA,
766

aimas tudrúb¡hmpatl, 721
mmat karluane JAtah, 738
aimai keatrent dhArayantam agne, 721
aimai dyavuprthivl hhnn vamam, 721
aimas dhatta vtoavo vaine', 721
amnia' dharayatam raytm, 721
aimai prayaudhn maghavann rl tom, 721
toms' rAetraya main aarma yachatam,

721
aimai earn duty bheeajam, 835
says kurmo (kulmo) hartvo medtnam

(ved') tva, 378

saya prip8d apAnatl (°tan), 447
saya rAtau eutam pubs, 519, 664
aiy& lanstayAlJ tratethy&ya /TAM, 148
aayft ("yam) nary& Cy/1m) gevinyon

(*yam), 85, 672, 753
sepal Janstayat tratethySya, 146
eeyat aam datte viryam, 835
aayoppeadyam mA

rtyAnta,
chatt/lt, 801

myopmadye ma 8(11

airivaya4 (°vat, °vla) chandah, 199
sham vAJönl JayAlnl vAJae&ta11, 701
aham vu nano aakhy&ya tevah, 314,

654, 549
aham tad saya manual hyena, 469, 509
ahem tam maya utanaaA ghrtena (h-

yena), 469, 909
sham dadhAmt dravtnam CIA) havae-

mate, 704

prinkaham ajanayam prthtvyam
("vyAh, pitfnAm), 671

ahar no atyaplparat, 724
ahar mAty apiparah, 724
al'A (altar) mmAno aktubhth, 709
slur Jaghana ktm (kam) rana, 121, 810
slur dadarta kam cana, 121, 910
ahth tayata upaprk prthtvyeh ('vyam),

91, 876
ahorAtrayor vretyA 442
ahuratrayoh aamdhtbhyu latOh, 756
allo lam anakty aryamA, 5ti0
ahorAtrAb ca eamdhtJAh, 410
ahorutra/ ("trim) te kalpantAm, 756,

828
ahoratre urvaet[h]1ve , 442
ahoratre te (me) kalpetAm, 756, 829
ahorAtrat4 ca eamdhabhtlt ("trath au-

aamdhtbhth), 410
ahnah eamdhtbhytut )attih, 756
ahnam ketur ueaaam ety (eey) agram

(agre), 530
abno rupe (rupeha) ariryaaaya ra4mteu

(°mthhth), 601
ahrutu maho dharunAya dey&n ('van),

402
Akóttm devim aubhagam (manaiah)

puro dadhe, 179
akin= ('tam) agntm prayulam av&hA,

485
&kOtim devIm manaiA prapadye, 179

,
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Ak{ltyat prayule'gnaye (agnaye) evAhA,
485

akrayAy6 ayogrim (akrayiy6yngOm,
Akram'), 782

akhuh kaeo mAnthalaa te pttrnAm, 252
/Litham te rudra pa4um karomt, 375
Akhue te paluh (te rudra pa6uh), 378
Akhuh maya

(4ayandakaa
4ayandakaa
te

te mattrAll
mattryah), 7(10, 779

agatya vAly adhvAnam (adhvanah), 695
Aganta pttarah aham yupmAbhtr

hhOyAaam
bh0yasta

supralaan mayA
yupmahhtr

y0yam
(vayam hhG-

yaema aupralaeo yGyam aatnñbhtr
bhìtyasta), 724

Aga nnta uutravaruuA varenyA (`yam,
varena), 350

(''am)agntr agra upaaam item'', 530
agneyalt kranagrivah, 765
apte yiht euvtdatrehhtr arvñn ('vak),

404, 515
Sgneyau krpnagrlvau, 765
it gharme ("mam) sulca paya uertya-

yah, 103, 535
it gharmo agn tm rtayann aaadt CAP ), 399
A gharmo agntr amrtn na eAdt, 394
aghnanAh pamnoraat, 105, 543
ang0.ganAm
arhetta te

Avavaßanta vAnih, 522
(vo) ma rtvam (rtpat., mar-

eam), 714
alaraaaya aam anaktv aryantit, 560
S lAgrvtr vipra rta (rtam) matlnam, 705
alyam uktham avyathlyat (`ya, 'tha-

yat) etabhnitu (`notu), 420, 797
anda `+uvnuaya bhedatt, 163
attr vahaen darvtda te vityave, 178, 424
ñ ttnlhu mttravardhana ruait), 27, 323,

334
at( vahaso darvtdA te vayavyah, 178, 424
a tr. agna tdhimaht, 511
ñ te prAnam euvamaat, 382
A te varum Saya ('am) clade, 553
itmann ('many) evanupa4yatt, 278
atmaaado ("dau) tne. etha (atam), 758
atmaey itmann Atmanam (Atmanatma-

nam) nte ma htñeih, 354
â tvagna tdhlmaht, 511
i tvA parterttah ('ert.ah, "arutah) kum-

bhah (`bhah), 412, 710

ñ tvA eakhliyalt eakbyA vavrtyuh, 389,
702

i tva evo vteatam varnah, 720
A tvA hirartmayah kumbhah, 412
Adakam ("kan, `kAm) khadena, 697
a dadhnah kala.4atr (°átr, "earn) eguh

(etr ), 412, 692, 787
Ad tt prthtvi

vtpnurn
Rhrtatr vy udyate, 380, 694

adttyam e0ryam, 697
Adttya praya4rttte tvam devAnam pr1-

yaecttttr eat, 339
Arlitya4 ra me aavltraA ea me,

adadhAtu,
740
412Mayas te vaaubhtr

adttyan vtpnum anryam, 697
Adttya rudrit upariepren nah (°apream

mA), 402, 511, 723
Adttya4 ra ma Indra+ re me, 740
itdttyin Unman no (ma) yGyam, 724
Adttyaa tvA prahrhantu lAgatena chan-

dag., 431
Adttyebhyaa tvA pravrhiml l3gatena

chandneA, 431
Adttyate te va9ubhtr A dadhAtu, 412
ad id ghrtena prthtvl vy udvate (°vlm

vy Gduh), 38(1, 694
ad 1m «Avant na hetarah Cram), 402
a devo yñtt bhuvanant paóyan (hhu-

vana vtpa4yan), 105
puvkaraaralaui dhattam ('tarn) CA),

131

A nah pralam lanayatu pram., 702
anaudam nandathuua (-thuhhyam),

753
anandA mndAh pramudah, 704
anandu mndah pramndah, 704
A na avo rLnutim varnah, 7211
anuplubhaayarhandaan'gneh , 355
Anuvlubhnna ehandaaA rhandavAgneh

5115

Anupyubhena chandaaA dilo 'nu vt
krame, 527

Anuplubheua Antidata mttravarunA-
bhyarn 585

A no gnpu vt4aty ausadblvu (ng', A
tanGeu), 724

a no lane éravayatam yuvanA, 723
A no vtev6au havyah ('yam), 374
antriru ethallr (11) madhu ptnvama-

nAh ('na), 710
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Apa tmdantu llvaae (vernal, varcaee),
667

Apab pAdyAh, 727
Apab pral&patir yalfio (pralApateb

prAQa) yalrtaaa bheyalam (aatj, 442
Apataye tva tananaptre AAkvarâya

âakvana ('tre áakmane áAkvaraya
áakmann) nitythâya, 655

A pavesava madintama, 329
Apea tat earvam lSvalAh, 493
Apaa tvA taamAl livalAh, 493
ApAma manaaA, 419
Apr no bodht eadhamadyo ("dye)

vrrlhe, 456
Apo adyânv actin., 281
apo aamAn (ma) miters)) áundhayantu

(etc ), 724
Apo devil) prathamaja Itena (rtaeya),

85, 580
Apo devih evadaritu (Bad') evattam rit

earl devahavtb, 327
Apo mA err Apo daman
Apo me hotraAañamah (`nyah), 864
Aptam manah, 419
Aptye earn nay/Imam, 645
Aprin&nau vilahatA arattm, 703
Abhur (abhúr) mays novañgadhih

("thih), 232
AbhQyantaa te (tvA) aumatau navayam,

484
Abhyo yonibhyn adhtlâtavedAh,7B4
Amanaaya devi ('va) ya atriyah ,

697
Amanaaya deva ("va) ye putrAb ('Aan)

, 159, 697
inianaaya deva (-va) ye ealatah

697
ñ manaayam hrdayad adhi, 665
A mA ganta pitan, viávarúpah, 327, 770
A mA gantAm ('tam) pitan mAtarA ca

(yuvam), 327, 770
a ma goau viáaty A tan0tsu, 724
A ma ghot+n gachatt vAñ mñaAm (vañ na

barn, var ny Adam), 723
A ma lane Aravayatam yuvanA, 723
A tnatara ethapayaöe ligatn0, 709
a ma roha =abate eaubhagaya, 305
A mA aucarite (°tAd) bhaja, 684, 668

e mA como amrtatvena (°tvaya) ga-
myAt, 558

A mttrAvarunA bhagam, 526, 748
A mitre venom bhage, 526, 749
&mum naya manna. rAtaharyam, 402
Amar aja pratyAvartayemAh, 836
A me grabo bhavatv (grah& bhavantv)

A puroruk, 692
a nie yantu, 724
A yat Lrpan maruto vavaáan&h ('nab),

737
ayantu nah pitarah eomyáaab, 724
A yâta pitarah eomyaeah (`yAh), 164
Ayatu yal6am upa no lupanah, 739
Ayatu varada day!, 326
a ya dyam (divam) bhaay & prthiylm

orv (urv) antankaam, 294
Ayantu yalRam upa no lurapAh, 739
ayahi viraje devi, 326
ñ yahi álra harobhyam (hanha, hart

oha), 353
a yahlma indavah, 421
a yahy *yam indavc., 421
ayuh klrtun yaáo balam , 387
âyuh kirtir varro yak halam, 357
&yukrd ayuhpatrti ayadhA vah, 769
ayum na yam namaa& ratahavyâh, 402
iyur dadhñnah prataram navlyah, 823
Ayurda agne havlvo lu8&çoah (havoya

vrdh&nah), 588
ayur brhat tad aálya tan mavatu (mAm

avatu), 304
ayur mayt dhehi, 640
ayur me dah (dele, dhattam, dhehi),

640
iyur me yocha (yarhata), 640
Ayur yajfiapataye dhat.Lam (yalfiapa-

tau), 639
Ayur yaltlaya (pune) dhattam, 639
ayur yam áaradah tat am, 765
ayuykrd Ayuspatnievadhâvantau (ayup

tad Ayupatnih avadhavah), 769
ayua te Sarah áatam, 765
Ayuymatldam part dhatava v&aab, 22,

334, 849
AynQmatyA ('tya) rep m& gAta (mApa-

g&yA, ma eaten) tan9pAt (*pith) sAm-
nah (reo rm chaitei ), 210
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ayupmantadt karota mA ("tu mAm,
krnuta mA, karotu me), 305

Ayuqmanto laram upagachema devah
(]CvAh), 725

[yupmann tdam part dhateva v&aah, 22,
334, 649

ayu9mAtt taradasttr yathAaßnt, 725
ayugmau'dam part dhateva v5aah, 22,

334, 649
Aran, ("yA) gramyAA ca ye, 397
a raÁmin (°mum) deva yantaae

710
(yuvaae)

avafivan (°vah), 402,
arßt te gttghna uta p0rusaghne, 83, 109,

430, 667
Aruroha tve ceca (tvayy apt), 316
Are aaman (asmtn) nt ditch' tam, 668
Are te goghnam uta pOrusaghnam, 9.9,

109, 430, 667
Are Antrum ("rön) krnuhu sarvavtram

("rah), 401
A roha maul mahate eauhhagiva, 305
druhdtmdtmanam (Arnhatman&tmñ-

nam) anhi, 419
&rtav& adhupataya Asan, 697
&rtavu 'dhtpal.tr Atilt, 697
Alehhrmid rvtuhhur yidudhßnat, 495, 703
i vats° lugat& (}AyatTim, wade.),

eaha, 700
Avartanam ntvartanam, 550
avartanc vivartane, 550
A vini pra)am lanayutu pralapatth,702
Avir hhuvad ('vann) arunir yaAaaa

gnit (travail), 448
A vuvegiipara7ttam (°ta), 406
& A&eiutah euvtryam (aauntanasam), 949
aA&s&niI medhapalubhyAm ('taye) med-

ham, 765
AAñaAnit saumanaaam, 949
&Air na (ma, nit) t7rlam uta eaupralñet-

vam (supra'), 724
AAirdaya dampatt vimam aanutam, 174
Astryarh ("r1) padam krnute agntdhane,

211
Aaanyan mA molt. pain (piht puri)

kaeyaA cid abhtAaetyah ("yat svaha),
150

gathapayata mataram lugatnun', 769
Aamât eadhaetad oror antanksat, 494

Haya yalñaayodrr.al), 494, BBB
Aeyat brahmanah enapanlr (°nam)

harantu, 727
â haryato anone ('no) atke avyata, 464
udayâa (`ßh) padam ghrtavac carâcaram

(°vat eartarpam), 142
tdâyal erptam ghrtavac carAcaram, 142
Ida earaevatt hhAratt mahth (°ht), 735
tdArlmAn ano vaatAm ghrtena, 772
irle rants vtHrutt (°te), 180
tdatvßamañ Wawa vAm) anti vastAm

vratena (ghrtena), 772
uta mdrad trvthan viryam akrnod

705
tin utdro akrnod viry&ni (`drn vttyam

akrn°t), 705
Ito muksiya mA patch, 219
ittham Areyo manyanuitnedam âgamam,

949
ittha hi aonta in made ('dah), 453
'dam Areyo manyamann vit Agam, 849
idem havir maghava vety utdrah, 266
idem tad says nuanaaa A)vena, 469, 809
'dam tam (tan) utt epïnu tam (tAn)

nr&II}ly avalttk"t, 740
'dam lava prasarpanam CIO.), 799
'dam te tad vi syAmy Ayusn na mad-

hyut, 604, B32
'dam devo vanaapatth, 402
'dam agntsnmaynh, 619
tdam agneh, 618
'dam attain yu me (nail) amann

724
'dam aham raksaaam ('an) griva apt

krrtt.im', 703
'dam aham rak9u hhi fraksnhh'h)

earn aham' ((labium), 459
'dam ham senayit ahhttvuryat ('ya'

mukham apoham', 612
tdam aham tam (tan) valagam (°gain)

yam (yin) me (nah) , 703, 723
'dam aham umusy&musy&yanaaya

pram aadayßnu, 552
adharam'darn enam Maroon yo nah

aamAnn yo'aamin° rattyah, 724
(me), 724idiom brahma lugaava nah

'dam brahma ptprlt' aauhhagiiya, 690
)dahna id &haran) aAlya, 565

,
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tndav (mdum) mdraya prtaye, 346
mdav (mdum) mdraya matearam, 346
tndra AaAlb (eQAm) netA brhaepatth, 836
indrareabha dravine (`çam) no dad-

bAtu, 534
indrah karmaeu no vatu, 326, 348, 390
indrah krtvA maruto yad vaAáma, 337
indram vajarn vt mucyadhvam, 488
indram Aaviylha eatpattm, 349
mdram ea rchatu yo mattaeyst (°yA)

diln 'bhtdesati, 149
indram eakhAyu (°yam) anu earn rah-

hadhvam (vyayadhvatu), 350
mdram ea diAAm yo mattaalai dilo

'bpidAaatt, 149
tndraut eamateu hhGyala, 374

madayantndram soma ( mo) datvyam
lanam, 329

indram eomaeya pltaye, 346, 357
ludre karmaau no vata, 326, 346
Indra kratvA maruto yad vaAama, 337
mdraghoyaa ("arm) tvA vaeuhhih (vaaa-

vah) puraetAt pAtu (pentu), 412, 697,
739

mdra hnY vo vasubhth purastAd upa-
dadhatAm, 412, 697, 739

rndraghoyas tvA puraetad vaeuhhih
pantu, 412, 097, 739

indrani Yammer avatu (Avatam, 'ta),
348, 390

indra latharam navy() (°yam) na, 402
utdram luaanA veyanaul (lanay()) na

patnth, 4412
indra ('rain) dheuuru eudugham anyam

team, 343
tndra piba eutenArr, 501, 893
indravantû (°to, "tau) havir idam

than' (luBantAm), 134, 766
Indra ',limn laya, 326
indra vtivAbhtr Gtibhth, 329
indra Aaviy(ha eatpate, 349
indra (°rah) Arutaeya mahatu inahñni,

342
indra eutuqu tonneau, 326
Indra eomaeya pltaye, 3.42, 346
indra etomena paócadalena madhyam

(paftcadeAenaulah),326
indraeya grhA (`hah diva) vaeumardn

varGthmae tan aham , 711

indraaya grho ei tam tvA pra padye
711

mdraeya te vlryakrto bah0 upavaha-
rAmt, 521, 762

bhAgamtndraaya tva sumenA tanaciui,
621

indraaya dhruvn 'ai (dhruvam am),
121, 808

lndraya nu vlryam pra vor am (nu
prA voram vtryani), 162

indraeya bhAgah euvite dadh.-ttana, 393,
623

iudrasya vair) et vIIrtraghnah, BOB
indraaya tarn vlryakrto búhn ahhyu-

pñvaharAmi (vam hñhG viryakrt.it
521, 702

uidrasya vAyum (`yoh) eakhyaya yard-
hayan (kartave), 519

indraeya vartraghnam asi, 808
mdraeya vocal pra luau! vlrya, 1(12
indraaya hardy ("dun) avtlan maui-

ytbhih ("vaya), 742, 703
indra evadham anu ht nu hahhütha, 337
indrah eamateu hhctyatu, 374
indrah euteau eomeau, 326
indrah eàrah prat.hamu viAvakarma,

115, 749
uidrah eumaaya pitayc ('ye vrgdyate),

3.12, 387
indrah ilumina pafeada4rna mad-

hyani, 326
tndrah evadhAm anu In nu hahli0tha,

:497

tudragnibhytuu chagaeya vapayameda-
Rah (vapam medal)) pre-ya, 502

indrñgulhhyam ch+igaeya vapayu ("yat)
mrditao nubrGht, 142

mdreKnihhyam rhitgaeya havih (havt-
sah) pretlya, 502

tndragnibhy6in purndAAaeya preyyu
(purodóAam), 502

indrAgni dyavaprthivi apa uyadhlli
('dhayah), 193

mdrenyA mnlqah, 795
mdrauyai (`yAh) 9ap(hl, 143
mdranyat ("yah, `yAe) eamnahanam,

147
mdrxdhipatih (`tyaih) piprtad at() nah,

417

luur-

upA'),

,
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tndrünamttram ("trial) nah paécIlt
("tram pabr.an me), 7113, 724

indraya tvA brhadvate vayasvata uk-
thayuve ('vam, ukthavyam ), 459

mdraya tvA bhagani eomenatanacmt,
621

rndriya hhagam part tva nayamt, 393,
623

rndriya vivant vi mui.yadhvam, 4513
mdraya 'roman' euautam hharantah

(`titi), 549
indrasúrl janayan vibvakarml, 115, 749
indrena dattam prayatam (dattarn

prayatam) marudbhih, 340
indrena devIlh (devan), 3911
indrena devir ('vair) vtrudhah eamvl-

daniih, 416
indrena devaih saratham turehhih

(turena), 737
indrena eayulo ('la) vayam, 416
mdrernarn ra Tram (`ram) krdlti

(naya), R23
mho lyeathúnam (Iyalathyriniun, 'thy-

aya), 627, 706
indro I,vlant balapatir may' dad-

hart' (yal+uniutlya dadittu) , 641
indri, me (valu) surma

alayit, 126
yarhatu, 739

indro vitlam
indro vt4vnm viriyutt, 503
indro visvasya rñlatt, 503
utdro viSv,-thhir útihhih, 329
imam yaliiatu yalarn,-tnaut ea súrau,

4RR, 537

imam yalñam avantu no ghrt.,icilt
(avatu ya ghrtIlri, avatu nn ghrtFu I),
6,9(1

Imam "main a4vtnnbhl brhaspatih,
329

imam yalilam prtaro me luaantam, 724
Imam yal6arn hrhanpate Avinohhn, 329
imam ratam eutam piba, 519, 554
imam etomant luaasva nie (nah), 724
imam nu deva eavitah, 724
imam adhvanam yam agania dúrat

("rani), 499
imam amum amuayayanam amuayah

putrani antu=yant vi;y avaganiayata,
145

Imam amuaya (imam amum amuaya)
putram amuaysi ("Yah) putram nays'
vibe, 145

imam mdra vardhaya kaatnyam me
(kaatrtyanlm), 515

Imam Indra eutam titbit, 501, 693
(auimam ú (u) au tvam asmakam tyam

asmabhyam), 621
Imam ma hired). ekaáapham (dvipadam)

pa4uni (patiimñm), 44, 515
Imam me deva eavitah, 724
Imam rudrayn tavaer kapardine, 690
Imam khanumy naadhtm (`dhlm), 192
iman me (nn) mttravarunau (`nl), 134,

724

tml pranapñnau, 135
Ima brahma pipihi sauhhagaya, 690
Ima rudnlya tavusr kapardine, 690
'nie catvarn

ye dhianyasn
raja-, vimanIlh (ne), 551

une agnayu yathasthanam
iha kalpatñm, 155

mtau te pakyav (°aa) ajarau putatnnau
("nab), 447

tmtu prauitpIlnuu, 135
iyant vedth paru antali prthivyah, 32,

39'2

'yam gam; taya te krittIlni, 33, 41R
IN ant te yalftlyl tanuh ("null), 232
tyarn te ran mitraya (-ro) yantiisl ya-

manah, 428
tyam te Aukra tanilr idarn , 292
tyam teaiun avaya duriatyai, 431
team dig aditir yo maitayai ( ya)

duo hhtdlsati, 149
'yam durttktst (`tam) panhadhantanIl,

49, Rtl, 493
Iyanl uaadhe (`dhi) tñ.yantfuta, :42
tyarU dhumarn arumam (-so ) bhanhhrat,

401
tram vahantah eumanusyam:.nIlh, 263,

749, 549
IrIlm vahanto ( tr, vahatu) ghrtam

uksaml«ah, 261, 739, 849
iyn ekapadi, 361
tyam nu nütnlvarunIl kartanedaru, 694,

704, 749
ise tva suntaúguli pralavatt outlive,

361
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tse Aye (rayyat) Tammy. eabaee dy-
umnaynr)e
apatyaya,

patyaya (dyumna Arre
dyumnaynrlapatyaya), 288,

655
tstAptlrtam ema krçutavtr ('tam krnu-

tad Avtr) aemat, 613, 751
tstapArte krnavAthAvtr (krsavath°,

krnutAd Avtr) asmat (aemAt), 613, 751
'Ito aglow

pipartu)
ahutah pipartu (evahakrtah

, 329
(ktumo,ilia krnmo kul') hanvo medt-

nam (ved') tvA, 378
'ha tvA RuparínaaA ("gam), 476
iba prim m pralaya (pralAyat) te earn

rdhyatam, 558
iha mabyadt nt yachatam, 644, 724
thAemAeu ("emabhyam) nt yachatam,

644, 724
au two 'tt rocanAh, 799
thatva ksemya edht trta prahasir Cato)

,304
thatva ttytha ntmatA (ntt.arA), 392
thatva dhruvAm ni mtnnmt éAltm, 344,

382

thatva dhruvA (ethane) prati ttytha Aale
(dhruvrt), 344, 392

thatva eantah prati tad yAtayAmah, 725
thatva eantah prati dadma emit, 725
thatva san tatra aste vo agnayah, 691
thatva san (mans) tatra imam tvigne,

691

thatva san ntravadaye tat, 725
Mann (Nana) vahtnr Cram) namasA,

399,
ldtsvA

737, 540
maheht ("111) vrsan, 490

Idenyakratr)r sham, 402

¡Warn vAryAnam, 739, 849

IfiAnam lagadatlt salta, 357
SlinA
Meno

vary/Won, 739, 849
jagatas patth, 387

Maya' (`ya) manyum ralAnam, 152
]samAna ('na) upaapréah, 407
uktha4A yaja eumAnAm (`tnasya), 693
uksA gaur na

gem
vayo dadhuh, 399

uksAnam na vayo dadhat, 399
uksA hthhartt bhuvanant ('sa mtmett

hlluLauPyu) vilayuh, 528

uksA eamudro ("re) aruçah (arusal})
auparnah, 456

ukhattt eravantim agadam aganma
(akarma), 840

ttkhAdt (^kha) evaeArttm adht vedtm
aethat, 399

ukhAyAh (`yat, 'yam) Emden,. eve, 142,
077

ukhyarh Cyan) haatestt btbhratah, 692
ukhyaeya ketuda prathamam IusAçau

("tga), 134
ugrampabyA (ugram pabyAr) ca ras-

trabhrc ca tint, 759

ugrampabye ugrajitau tad adya, 759
ugrab ea bhlmab ra, 949
ugrA ca Wilma ca, 849
uta na eta pavaya pavasva, 174
uta rA111am uttamam

budht
manavanam, 307

uta vam usaen (`dhth), 458
uta hidra utarye, 77, 654
uta Bravoed ('sa a) prthtvlm, 572, 705
utAtebhanañ r?ttbhtr yatudhanan, 495,

703

utAlabdham (ut.Arahdhan)eprnuhtlAta-
vedah, 718

utAla panmLihu et, 357
utemam ("mah) pabya, 740, 935
uta ,sana (haritau) hart, 131

('tau) maghavan spryasya, 221
utodtrytm ('yA dtéu) vrtrahan vrtra-

hAst ('hart chatruhn st), 676
utkúlantkNebhyae tnsthtttam (utk6la-

vtkAlAbhyam tnethtnam), 756
uttamarh nakam (uttame Bake) edht

ruhayemant (" yam am, rohemam), o26
uttamu se) (Jgadhinam, 84, 3117, 535

uttarasytm devayalyayam upahritah
('tA), 849

uttauaparne subbage ("nam eubhagam),
346

uttantyAut ('yac) éayanAytm ("yat), 055
uttauAyA ('yat) hrdayaut yad vtknatam

(vtltqtam), 022
ut ttytha (utthaya) brhati ('han)

bhava, 649
ut parjanyasya dhAmabhth ("mna, Aus-

mena, vrstyA, drstya), 705
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ut aakthyA (°yor) ava gudadt (grdam,
om ava) dhehi, 535

utao deva evo) htragyayah, 336
udagribhaaya namayan vadhaanath

(*Bum), 474
udapurA nAmIIay annena vista, 800
ud Bath. amrtAñ anu, 401
ud aathflmAmrt(t vayam (abh6ma), 401
ud aamAñ uttarAn naya, 721, 814
ud says dusmAd bhAnur nArta (bhAnor

nivyih), 435
udAdiya prthtvlm jjvadanum (liradA-

nuh, 'num), 406
wirer dik (dtéim), I I, 427, 438
toilet dik emmn 'dhtpatth evajo rakgl-

tidantrusavah, 427
udjryam du4y ipa (udicyA dtdapA, 'yA

dudapa, 'yA dtda aahape) osadhayn
604,

udicyan tvA Mae eomAyadhlpataye ava-
jaya raksttre 'danyA tsumatyat, 427

ud rrsvitah patuvati ('ti) by esII, 342
ud u ttstha dhruva tvam, 849
ud uttamam mumugdht nah (mat), 612,

724
ud enam uttaram Cram) naya, 721, 814
ud esam hahiu Chan) attram, 756
udgatah eilmini (aima) gaya, 690
udgrahhaut (`hhad) r nip ahharn

(" hhaA) ca, 389
ud divan' (dyam) at.ahhana, 294
uddhnyamAna ud dhara pipmano ma

(mAm), 305
udno dattodadhtnt bhml.ta (dehy udad-

him bhundhu), 502, 711
udyan bhrAjahhrstubhtr ('tv) lurk,

rnarudhhur , 416
ud rathAnìun jayatam yantu ghosah

('tAm etu ghnsah), 706
ud virñpAm jayatam etu ghosah, 706
un nambhaya prthtvlm, 344
upa rsabhaeya retest (yad retail), 550
upa "mann upa vetaae, 526
upa te 'dhAm eahamrmAm (sabiyaaim),

476, 488, 808
upa tvA kAnta Imahe easrgmahe, 550
upa tvA kAmAn mahah eaarjmahe, 550

upa devAn prAgur udtjn vahntta-
man (°gur vahnaya udtjah), 187

upa dyim upa vetaaam, 526
upa no rijan eukrte hvayaava, 724
upa pra yAhu (yate) duvyan' dhAma

(*man), 271
upa prete marutah viipattnAbhy

amum rajinam, 219
upa brahmAnt savanant vrtrahi ( °han),

330

upamam (°mAm) devatataye, 810
upa mint aakhi bhakeo hvayatim, 305
upa mi dlksiyAm dlksapatayo hvayad-

hvam, 697
upa mA (ntAm) dhenuh aaharsaltha hva-

yatAm, 305
upa mAm dlvyall capta hotAro hvayan-

tam, 305
upa mi (mAm) hrhat salts diva hvaya-

tam, 305, 724
upa ma hhakaah eakha hvayatim, 305
upa mA (mino) rathamtaram eaha

Prthtvya hvayatim, 305, 724
upa mA rijan sukrte hvayaava, 724
upa mi (miro) vAntadevyam eahinta-

nksena hvayatim, 305, 724
upa mA (mAm) eaptahotrühvayantam,

305
upareahhasya retain, 550
upa vim jthva ghrtam araranyat, 765
upa4nto ( °4ruti) diva!) prthivynh, see

ague tvam artktavig
upasrjan ('jam) dharunam mitaram

dharuno dhayan, 769
urautrjan (upa main) dharunam mitre

dharuno mitaram ('trc mitaram
dharuno, 'tre mate, dharuno) dha-
yan, 769

upa stub' (snub') tam nrmntm (nrma-
narrt) athadrim, 406

upasthAvarahhyo dilam ('rlbhyo ),al-
InIdam), 2941

upasthAdinam rnutravad anti, nlah, 449,
844

upasthidi mttravatitlam ojah, 449, 844
upaathe te devy adite grim, 331
upa enuhu, eee upa etuht, 406

.
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upahOta ('tA) upahavam te (vo) 'Atys,
739

upahüta RAvah (dhenuh) eaharpabhSh
('bhA, eahatp"), 700

upahüteyam yalamânA, 849
upahütn hhGyaat hav'pkarane, 849
upahüto'yam yalamanah ( ), 949
upAatavah kalaAah ('vah kalaMh) temo

agnth (aomadhanSh), 692
upaarrtán tda hvayatam aaha , 724
upedam upaparcanam, 329
upendra Lava virye ('yam), 150
upehopaparcana, 329
upo devin prigur vahnir (`naya)

uAtlah, 197
ubbA kavl yuvana (yuva), 762
uhhA rAlartA ("tutu) avadhaya madanta

(`tau), 131
ubhAv indra ('ro) udithah eüryaé ra,

115, 449, 747
ubhA ht haetA vaaunA prnaava, 132, 704
ubhe ea no (mi, ratnaut, ramant [na ttt

vAJ) dyavaprthtvi ,

dheht
724

uhhohhayavtnn upa dannlra
Crau), 131

uhbau trim Indra vrtrahan, 715, 836
urah pal.aurAv aghnSnah, 105, 545
urukpayAh eagana manu,aaah ('peçu),

455
urudrapan vtévarüpa induh, 401
uruvyaraan dhAmna (uruvyacaaAgnmr

dhAmnA) patyamanah ( ne), 416, 737,
766

uruh tan na nivartate, 849
uro antank8a (uror anlartktiAt) ealür

devena vAtena, 382
urv antartkgaui vllu, 4)2
urvaAi ca pürvat.tttiA raptaratau ("sa),

135

urvim gavyam panqadam nn akran,831
urvy antartkpant viht, 402
ulena panpito 'at, 357
u Inkam u

habitant)
dve upa lamtm tyatuh, 402

uln
('tuh),

vtpadartAaa te dhxtrc
618

upata éreyaai-Areyaatr (uyaaah Areya-
eih-Areyaair) dadhat, 709

uprtm-upam Areyaaim dhchy aemat, 709

uBAaAnaktAgnA ("gna, upAaanaktA agna)
Ajyaaya vitam, 136

upo dadtkpe na punar yativa, 326
upnak (uantbam, `ha) chanda mdrtyam,

399
upnena vAya ('yav) udakeneht ("natdht,

vayur udakenct), 326
Grimm puptani vas,'

640
itveéayanti, 704

Grlam may' dheht,
Grlam me dcht (dhattam, dhcht, ya-

cha), 640
Grlaevatt r5laava5 (-aGyñya, °tüyaA)

ritanAh, 492, 742
Grlaavatlr npadhir a riFantrtm (vil'),

2418

raja mitro arum putvaledab, 694,
704, 749

Grin bhagam prlhtvya ylty ( vim rty,
'vim rav) rtprnan, 51)0

rtryt ma pithy ndrram, h1, 494
Grnamradaaam(urna') tv:. ¡Opium

(Grnamradnh prathutva, "dam pra-
thasva) evaeaethaui ( etham) dtveh-
hyah, 382, 839

Grnamrad3 yuvattr ('d1h prtlin i) dak-
ptnavale ('ti), 429

Grdhvam imam adhvaram divi , 401
Grdhvam cnam atr Grdhvam utam

GrdhvayA dtfui (d' aaha) yalnah , 604
fudhva ('vas) t.t.tha dhruva 1' vas)

tvam,
r'rdhva

649
dtk (Warn), j, 427, 435

Grdhvam cnam (`vana mourn) ur rhraya-
tat (etc ), 849

(WI yalfiahGrdhvayñnt , 604
Grdhvayat tva dtfe brhaspataye

427
Grdhvo adhvarum divi 401
Grdhvo adhvaro aathat ( dhvataAathxt,

dhvare ethAh, adhvare ethat), 457
Grdhvo adhvaru dtvteprk, 401
Grdhvo nah (mi.) pithy atihaen

Cash), 494, 724
ürdhvo nia pally ndrrah, 81, 494
Grvam gavyam pansadantn agman, 831
ruvan ("yam) dayanta ¢onant, 698
Grvy ant.artkt'am viht, 402

.

I
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Glens panmldho 'a', 367
file halikpno vreadatifiaa te dhdtuh, 618
tivadhyam vAtam ("tat) eabvam tad

drat, 495
dadrA4efitJa na punar yativa, 326

rksauwbhy5m yaJuart aamtxrantalr
('bhyam samtarantu yalurlihih), 690

rg vita dakaina (`nah) piyiiqalt, 996
ri it yamt marutu brahmanaapat.trn ('te),

28, 343
r11a1 4avaaita pate ("tuh), 336
rnak eapatnau adharaná cu krnvat, 850
rtam vadantn iutrtarn rapema, 705
rtam natyet' k'm (ka4) , ana, 810
rtuye ateriuhrduyunt, 152
rtavo 'dlupatuya asari, 697
rtaeya garbbah Whitman, `tua) pra-

thama vyri;uai, 457
rtiutya tuft vynmano ('nine grhnitmr),

272
rtaaya dhamno anirtaaya yuueh, 497
rt.aeya padarit (`de) kavavo ui pint.,,

555
rtaaya lirahina prat.hamuta Jit16e, 796
rtaaya ynnit maht.ñ aheaula,'121
rlaaya ynnim mahtaaeya dharam,

agrhhnan
497

rtaaya yunau mahiWì (nine-
van), 221

rtau flirt mufti at:utbasah, 724
rt.a vadanLu anrtant rape..., 705
rtavtn vaJiiiyc nia (nail) punit:uu, 724
rtaviurt ('nu) Jane-Jane, 766
rtuhlua ¡virl.uwub (rtubh) av tvarta-

vebhyah), 566
rt.ur Janitri taayCt mots (apasaa) pari,

519
11114 ra nie vratnrn ea me, 709
rtfm pr,trhhih (prat'`), 188
rtena nah (mA) paht, 724
rtena (rte va) athfinam ("nav, na)

xdht roha vanta ("balJ), 3.37, 603, 7441,

758
rtyat atenuhrdayam, 182
rbhukyanani 0, hunt (rhhum rhhukynnn)

raytm, 350
raabha janayanti ("tu) nau (nah), 771
r,abhaya gavayi (`ya rayie gavayah),

779

reahhena gAh, 390
ryahho gaur vayn dadhuh, 399
r0ayah (trpyantu), 373
rayas tva vartµa (vanmpII) pra-

thantu, 273
ryibh'h aambhrtam raaam ("to rush),

387
r6tr bndhah prab.dhah, 750
(nm) raina tarpayamt, 373
rat budhuprattbodhau, 750
t ka eva rudro (eke hi rudrn, eke rudrn)

na dvitiyuya taathe (taathuh etc ,
rudrn 'va taathe na

dvtpadi
dvitlyah), 431

tkapadi ('im) ('im) tripadi
("im) , 374

ekapadurn dvipadam tripituam , 374
ckant tyt (tea), :Ail
ekavtt55a
eluáapham

rbhavah Mutant ('tali), 402
aaqata (`phah pa&avo

'arlYatita), 727
eko rudro (hi rudio) ,rie eka eva

rudrn
eny almalt (ahne), 615
eta u tye praty adrbran, 649
etani yaJrlani Warn no

('thah)
Juyantam, 724

(vo)et arn aadhaatha pari te
dadanu,69M

etat te kama, 509
ant te tata ('t.itaau) ye ea trim anu

(tvanu), 307
etat te tatamaha evadha ye ca tram

anti, :N17

t tat te
maha,

pitaniaba prapttñrraha (pda-
`hasau) ye ea tvim anu

t"vunu), 307
rtat te pratatamaha evadbd ye i a tvim

anti, 307
etat te prnpitñmahiutau (`pdamaha) ye

ea tvitm anu (tvanu), 3117
etat te many°, 809
etat te rudravaaani tena (etenu rutlra-

vaacna) pare mftJavatc tilu, 418
etat tva deva cavilar 815

etad ah Warn vasah ("sa adhatta), 692
etani Le deva cavilar , 809
etam tvant praJauaya, 513
stan uu g°paya, 724
eta pttatuh autuyasah, 154

u

.
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e taeya tvam prajanaya,
eukrtasya

513

eta ',madam joke, 770
eta u

(etani) te
tyah praty adrbran puraetat, 849

eta aghnye (`ntye, 'ghnye)
namâni, 168

etani vah pitaro vAsAnai, 692
etavati mahinA (niahtmna) sun bah-

httva, 273
etav aaadatam, 770
etñv3n atya mahimn, 705
e rr saumanaau hahuh, 795
etu hero 'ti rncana, 799
etc te vAyo (vayavah), 773
etena rudravaaena , see etat te rud-

r6vaaam
rte nanuva=alkrtñh, 407
etc pOtS vtpabettah, 155
ete vam agolearnidhau tAbhyam vard-

hethAm , 769
773etau te vayO,

ed u madhvu (-alum-) madintaram, 244
edhamanah ('nah, "na, `na) eve (eva-)

grbe (yak), 725, 840
enam kumarae tarunah, 835
enam panerutah kumhhyA, 412,

vayan, 703
789, 035

enab (enAnat) cakrmii
enab rakrvan main baddha ream, 439
enahnedam abar stye evens, 505
eno mutiny rakrsAn badJha eva, 439
rndrasya ja(hare Cram) vt4a, 526
eLhyo yonilihyo adhi jAtavedah, 784
imam pantham arukrama, 283
emani kumarae tarunah, 835
emjun anu aarpata, 765
em5tn panerutah kumbhah, 412, 789,

8.35

avant garbham dadhñmi te eau (dad-
hAlu te, dadhAmi te), 379

evam tam garhham A dhehi, 379, 403
evam tvarn garbham A dhateva, 379,

403

twain neyam siltikayam, 649
euputrAyat jagrata,evatu royal

ahan
649

cvant (main) ñyuvA (main med-
haya) , 350

evain main brahmacartgah, 305
evam ma bridhAtarah, 305
evam mA aakheyo brahmararmah, 305

eva te dhrtyatem garbhah, 379
rva tnnemann altrqiyamaqah (`pili),

739

eva tvam dabameaya, 329
eva dadhamt te garbham, 379
evil ma hrahmacannah, 305
eva mani , see evaamAn
evi nie aslu dhariyam, 724
evayam dabnmâsyah, 329
evaamâkedarn dhanyam, 724
evrwmân (evA mini) miro vacuum

brhaspatth, 312, 724
evi hindre. (-ram), 352
eta te lama, 809
eta te panate r$ja, 698
eea te. manyn, 800
eea te vAyo, 77.1
eta net tvad apacetayAtai, 713
r@a vasóni pibdanâ

tadvivâcanah
('nah), 542

eva vas (vah endvivara-
mam), 8.30

eta vo Janata rajA, 698
eta vo deva eavitab sourish, 740
roa te agrie octant tayA (taya tvam)

vardhaava cñ ca pyayasva, 769
eta te éukra tenOr etad 232
eta tvâ patti nailer upasthñt (nirrtyA

upaathe, prapathe puraatat), 184, bbJ
mill ("do) me lihagavaty ajam4thA

(bhagavu'jan') maitravaruni ('nah),
849

u rrt takha)am aakb)A avrt)Am, 389,
702

ojaae balAya tvcdyache vrvanr. 6u?rnA-
yayuve varease (vrvnr 4uvmAya), _72

oJaevantam main ayurmantam varias-
vani tam (roam m) , 378

ojaavñn aham (ojaavy aharn, opvthn
'ham) manuvyevu bhóyAeam, 370

opv(hab carvaniaaham ('han), 616
ojlyo rudrae tad asti, 342
ojo na jOttr ('tim) rrabhn (vrv") "a

bhamam, 389
ojo mayt dhehi (me dAli), 641
om ukthaba yaju

494
anmasya, 693

orv antarikvam,
uvadhayah prat grbhnita (grhnitAg-

nim eLam, grLhultagnim etam), 192
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o9adhayalt prat, modadhvam Imam]
(°dhvam agnim etam), 193

n9adhayah prAcucyavuh, 193
o9adhibhyah (namah), 192
n9adhfh pratt modadhvam, 193
n9adhlh prAcucyavull, 193
ereadhihhyah (namah), 192
o9adhihhyah paáave no (padubhyn me)

tanaya (dhaaaya), 700, 724
n9adhfr uta vfrudhab, 488
n9adhyA vai9qave athah, 212, 296
kam avid garhham prathamam dadhra

Apah, 609
kakup ("hur) rhanda thendnyam, 399
kakuhham (kakuham)rGpam vr9ahha-

sya (rGparn re) ror ate brhut (brhan),
842

ktkubham rhanda ihrndriyam, 399
kak;avantam ya auAttah ('lane), 397
kati dhamfint kati ye vivtsAh, 269, 705
l.anyakumarf ('rt, 'rya') dhimahi, 361,

431

haunts. ('ta) ulGkah AaAaa te ntrrtyat
(nairrtAh), 126, 424, 7110

karkandhu tatttc madhu atragham
mukhat (mukhe), 75 95, 660

karpabhyitm Arntram ('re), 774
kalpatam mr

Apa
yngakwmah, 724

kalpantam naadhayah ("dhlh),
192

kavi dcvau praretaeau (`sa), 135
kavin prrhamr vidmane (vtdvann) na

vidvtn, 487, 741
kan tam indra tvavasum ('so), 350
kas te yunakti, 468, 739
kas te vi muhratt, 488, 739
kas tvA yunakti xa tva yunaktu ("ti,

tva vt muhratu), 488, 739
kan ivA va muni( aG ea tvA vi muGrati

("tu), 458, 739
kaamar deva vasad astu tuhhyam, 840
kaaya nGnant parínaaah ('et), 679
kah twit prthivyat var,tyan, 812
ka (kAv, kim) GrG pAda (°dAV) uryete,

776
kAtyayanaya (°nyat) vidmahe, 752
kamam ('mah, 'mas) eamudram A vila

(v,veáa, vtáat), 399

kama kAmam (kAmam-kAmam) ma (ma)
Avartaya, 352

kam tvá grhqAmi (prati grh'1, 67,
558

kfimena krtah (°ta) Arava irhamAnah,
336

kAmena tvA prati grhpAmi, 67, 558
kamena ma (me) kama Agan (Agat), 48,

71, 478
kAmattat ta', ñ119
kamyAs, (h3myee), 339
'area. (kar9y) aat, 178
kfilena (kale na, kilo ha) bhtltam bha-

vyam ra, 419
ktv GrG , arr, ka GrG
kt (kim) avid tait pdippda (pibahgrlA,

pGrvar,ttth), 512
kim twit prthivyat tar9fyab, 512
kan avid tntah Imn,9a A viveda, 526
kim avid Asti , arr ka avid
kim avid garhham prathamam dadhrur

Apah, 809
kim raft , st ka GrG
kiyambv atra ruhatu, 801
kuvayam ca mr k9itad (`tam) re ma,

706, 795
kuhvA sham devayatyayA pu9t.tmtn

paáumAn (pu9timatl paáumat.l) bhG-
yasam, 849

kuhvai ('ve) tray(' runa,tah, 237
krnuta dhilntam vr9anah aakhayah, 350
krnutam putlkaraaratA, 131
krnutam tAv adl,var3lttaveditsau, 769,

791
krnuta dhùmam vr9anam aakhayalt, 350
krnotu sr adhvarih Ca) tAl.avedAh,

769, 791
krtant kartvkni ca (krtam yA ca kartva),

163
krtAn nah patty atahaaah (enasah), 724
krte ynnau (krto yonir) vapaleha bítem

(vitam), 37, 450
krtytkrtam ('tn) valagmam ('nah), 518
kr9taparytá ('yam) ca me kr9tapacyaá

('yam) ea me, 113, 727
kr9nagriva Aguayo rarAte (labile) pur-

as tAt,768
kr9nagrivA Agneyah, 768
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ketah salute)] euketaa (k° auk" eak') te
na AdttyA aJyam (haw/Jo)

aeya havtqn)
Ju4A45

(AdttyA JupanA vtyantu
(vyantu ), 501

ketum kr4vane (ketumatr) ajare bhart-
retasaa ("eau), 133

kelp antah puruga A vsveéa, 526
ko

705
aaya dhama kattdhA vyugtih, 269,

ko vo yunakti ea vo yunaktu, 488, 739
ko vo vi muheatq 488, 739
koéa Iva pOrno vaeuna, 387
koéam na pOrnam vaauna nyretam, 387
kyambOr atra rohatu (jAyatBm), 801
kratum rthantt madhunahhy (madhva-

bhy) anJate, 243
kratum dadhtkra (°rAm) anu earntavlt-

vat (earnaanteyadat), 406
kratva varl9tltam vara rimurrm uta, 179,

557
kratve vare ethemany amurim uta, 179,

557

krana etndhOnam aala(ad avivaHat, 419
keatram dharaya, 705
kqatram agne euyamam aetu tuhhyam,

411

kqatraeya tvA paraspaya hrahmanae
tauvam pain, 152, 708, 801

kqatrant dharaya, 705
kqntrenagne auyamam astu tuhhyam,

411

kqayadvJra ( Mya) Nrunnam wane tc
actu, 30, 359

kqayadvirìya pra bhanlmehe matih
("ttm), 690

kqayantant rAdhaan mahah (rìtdhaee
matte, éuvaee mahe), 70, 628

Wined devo 'ta duntany (day') attdu-
rttaty) agnth, 165

ktJaman (`ma) rurura ugaeo na biáanuna
(ketuna), 547, 745

kqtpreéyenaya ('nasya) vartskA, 61B
kqirena prank ('nad) udakena dadhna,

21, 385
kqutpspAeAbbyam ("saya) NvAha, 115,

751

k vut ptpAaamalA
("gthAm), 738

('lam) lyngthAh

kqetraaya ('ranam) pataye namaß, 698
kqetrtyAt tvA ntritya JamtéadaAt, 150
kqetrtyat tva ntrrtyat tvA, 150
khaJApo 'JupakAémih, 207
ganAn

trqan,
('na) me ma vt titrgah ("gat,
vy aringah), 380, 419, 459, 513

ganair mA
gandharvo

mA vi
ram

459, 513
rlhArna guha yat

(dhama vtbhrtam guhA eat, nama
nthttam guhasu), 599

gameti tndram ('rn) vrva autah ("tam),
389

gamhhirebhsll ('ra111) pathtbhsh pOrve-
hhth (`vinehhrh, 'vyath, paryanarh),
169

garbha Iva (ives) euhhrtn (eudhttu)
garhhulihhth ('niau), 607

garhham yony5m aévsna;ayarn, 130
garhham erlvantam ("tim) agadam

("dam) shah (akarma), 840
garbham te alvinau devau (a4vtnnbltA,

a.4vanFty ubhau), 1:10
garbham dhattaru avastaye, 702

asahasaugarhham Fame., ("tary3
Iva), 449

publish NamJayave punall, 457
garhhan dhattarn avastaye, 702
garhhe mall (ean, 'tam') Jiaya9P puuah,

457
garblur Jaraytth pratulhuk piylgah,

793

l;arbho yaa tc yaJñryah, 447
gava te kriniuts, 3,1, 41h
gahanam ('ue) yad Inakcat, 453
ga aévAn puruaan pa4un, 388, 701
gAtum (`tu) yaJOAya ',atom ('tu) YuJ-

tinpntaye, 791

gatrAnam te gatrabllAJn (`hhag) blsu-
yaema (°y+.sam), 725

gathayattt partqkrtarn ("ta), 838
gam navam ptuuyam Joliet (pa6utn,

aévan puruqan aham), 388, 700
gayatram vateam anu tae ta dguh, 952
gayatram chando anu eamrabhadhvam,

690, 852
gayatram aat, 848
gAyatrasya chandaeo gnch , 583
gayatri ('rim) chanda mdrtyam, 399
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g&yatri ('tri) rhandaaAm mata ('tah),
326

gayatrim r.handâiley anu eainrabhan-
tam, 690, B52

gayatri tnstub lagati viral, 399
gayatri tvA rhandasam avian (°ea-

vatu), 583
giyatrini trtslubham lagatim anuslu-

bham ('tim valiant), 393
gAyatrena i.handasagnma (rhandaaA

rhandaaagneg) , 585
gayatrena rhandasa prthivim anu vi

krame, 527
gayatrn 'er (gayatry aai), 949
gayatryat ("ya) gayatram, 150
garhapatyah (`vat) prul&ya ('lavan)

vasuvittamah, 437
torah Eumbhanty atrayah, 474
girah s:+mah (gira atnntim) pavamano

mani,.-ili, 4113
girin plil4ihhth (hhyam), 7M
gllCll pravartamilnakalt ( rer avara-

ran tiki), 832
giro vardhanty atrayah, 474
girhhtr viprah rah) prarnal.un irha-

mana)i (-flat)), 695
girbhin gumbhanty atrayah, 474
i;rnana ('no) lamadagninit, 765
grhanam u.samartyai, 446, 671
grhan nah Warn datta, 724
gnpit nah atha raktiiliunh (copa me

'tam), 759
gapayamanant (`nai) ra ni,-i rakvama-

ttarn ('nag) ra , 811
gnp.-iya ma (natal) 4rvadhis te ('dhi, te,

grryaae te) ham aanu, 105
gopithaya vo narittayr, 192
gnposam ra me (no, "sam no) virapn-

sam ca yarha (dhehi), 724
goptryo me atha, 756
gomad a su nitaatya (nitaatya la')), 135
gaur agvah purusah pa4uh, 348, 700
gaurir (gaur in, gauri) mtmaya salaam

taksatl, 206
gramam (°man) ealAnayn (°lataya)

garhanti (yanti), 698
gravaryuto dhisai}ayor upasthat, 664,

769

grAvavAdid (grava vaded) ahhi Emma-
eyailgum ('gunA), 488

grivayam ('v&eu) haddhn apikaksa
aeani (appal. Man), 275, 711

grime rtuh (rtitnam), 438
grismena tvartuna ('nadt) havis& dtkpa-

yami, 84, 581
gripmo daksinah ("awn) paksal} (loam),

791

gharmam fiorantali ('ta, "tam) prava-
nesu (prapavesu) btbhratals, 402

gharmam grinantu ('ti) prathamaya
('mitaya) dhwryavr (°eeh), 1r21

gharmam apatam a4viria 327
ghrtam vasAnah pari yam nirntlam,

694

ghrtam vasann gnrtaprsthn ague, 329
ghrtam duhunaditir ('hanam Adam)

lanaya, 147
ghrtapratika ("kv) binivanasyu mad-

bye, 765
ghrtapratika ghrtaprs(ha agar! (`nlh),

329
ghrtaprusa mauasa (madhuna) havyam

undan (manasa modamaridh), 739
ghrtavat.Im adhvaryo ('yolt) eruram

aayaeva, 363
ghrtavati eavitar ("tur) adhipatye

( yath), 31, 363, 602, 705
ghrtasya kulya upa, 698

ghrtasya kulyarri anu , 694
ghrta°ya dharAm mahi9aaya youim, 492
ghrtaayit vibhrarlim anu vagli aortal

(anu gukriOnrtsah), 391
ghrtru+yagne tanva earn hhava, 474, 548
ghrt&rt Oho dhuryau pAtani, 212
gbrtar,y nt+i luhdr (dhruv&) ngmna

('ma), 471
ghrtacy asy upabhrn ndmnii ('ma), 44,

471

ghrtaryau ethn yalamanaaya dhuryau
p&tam, 212

ghrtad ulluptam ('to) madhumat euv-
arnam (`mAn payasvari, madhunA
eamaktam), 550

ghrta vasanah pan yasi nirnilam 694
ghrtahavana ('riam) idyah ('yam), 387
ghrtahavano ghrtaprslho agnih, 329
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ghrtena tvam tanvadi (°nuvo) yard-
hayaava, 474, 588, 708

ghrterta dyavaprthiv! prnrpuvAtham
("pvathAm, "puvAtbm), 327

ghrtena dyavAprthtv! vy undht (un-
dan), 694

ghrtena no (m8) ghrtapvah (°puvah)
punantu,724

ghrtenaktau paBüña ('Bum) trAyethHm,
700

ghrtenarkam abhy arrant' vateam, 47,
465, 690

ghnatA (ghnantn) vrtrAny sprat', 416
.okra yac ca dupkrtam ('ma yñnt

dupkrtA), 703
cakpur akppuh, 281
cakpur a dhattam alma (akynnh), 291
cakpur no (me) dheht rakpuye, 724
cakpur mar dheht (me dah, me deli',

me dheht), 640
cakpur yad exam manaeaé ca eatyam,

444
rakpuB cit atlrye mara, 474, 550
cakyuya epAm manaaaB ca aamdhau, 444
cakpupah (°pA) pill manaeA ht dhirah,

585
rakpupA sOryam drée, 474, 550
cakpupe tvA (vAm), 765
raturakyau pathtrakpi (pathtpad!)

nrcakyaaau ran), 131

catuhBtkhapdA ('de) yuvatih ('t!)
eupeBah (°patnl, kanlne), 765

catuytumo ('mani) abhavad (adadhAd)
yi turlya, 378

ratuppadam ("Fulda) uta yo (ca, ye)
dvipadAm (°pAdah), 445

ratuetrtABat tantavo ye vt tatntre, 380
ratvAn BrfigA ('gAe) trayn says padah,

793
candravapayor medaaam anti brUhi

ream prepya), 694
candrerta pyotir amrtam dadhanah

("nA), 114, 735
candratr rare) yatt sahhAm upa, 417
cant mA , see Arnim mA
caraty ananuvratA, 404, 817
cantina te BundhAmt, 380
cApepa ktkidivina ('vyA), 218

rats, ('ttyat) evaha, 182
rtttaaya matA euhava no aatu, 18, 399,

723
cttrabhanum ('n0) rodee! antar urvl,

397
ritra rttram (`ram) aa0t, rttrAB cttrA

('rAn) uauvan, 849
ended rAdha upaatutaB (`tam) rid

arvak, 402, 942
chandaaa hannah Buctyat, 690
chandoavat! (rhandahpakpe) ueaaA

('eau) peptéane, 133
Oland... ("do) ',ache evA1tA, 690
rhandohhtr yalfiath eukrtAm krtena,

5811, 704

rhandobhtr hañeah Burtyat, 690
pagatAm ('tam) patayr namah, 700
jagati ('tim) rhanda tndnyam

(thendr'), 399
lagatl tvii (landamAm avatu (chanda-

eavatu), 553
lagatyamam (°ty enam) vtkyv A veéa-

)Amah ("yimtt, `yam), 29, 354
jaghana vrtram yattr na, 742
lalñanam ('nah) tanta matarah

("trhhth), 310, 419
janarn ca mitra yatati hruvAnah, 698
playa mein adruhe Chah), 616
lanAya (-ratan) vrktabarhtw ('sah), 427,

699
lambhAhhyArn (lamhhyatm, `hhyehhm)

tamkaran ('ran) uta, 171, 754
layanta upaepréatu, 326
layantam tvanu deva madantu (tvam

anu madantu devah), 308
payanttrtAnt maruto yantv agram ('re,

)antu madhyr), 530
layantnpa sprBa, 326
laradaettnt krnonit tvA ('tir hhavt-

yyaat), 378
laramrt)vm krputAm eamvtdanau

("ne), 947
javam pafighabhyKm ('bhih), 754
',stain eat (pagatAet, pagato 'et), 948
pagataaya chandaao 'gneh ('tena chan-

dean chandaaAgnelp) , 585
pagatena rhandamA divani anu vt krame,

527
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JAgatena chandaaA eavatra 585
Jagrwb ra marundhaticuttarad ('rato)

gopayatam,173
lAtavedah pratt havyl grbhaya, 689
JAtavedo nayA hy (nayaey) enam ('do

vahemam, 'do vahaavalnam) eukr-
tarn yatra lokah ('kah), 699

]Atavedu }lava. Jueaeva, 689
;Amt hruvata Ayudham (`dhA), 710
;Anum itvA nil vivant lokAn, 496
;Arnim rtvA maya patai

mA htnelr
lnkat, 496

;Arnim (rami) amuyi (anu
ya) éayAna (*tam), 401

; Im6t5n Igday aupaéahhyam Nena,
'Bella), 751

;Nam rudauti vt ntaynute (nayanty)
adhvare ('ram), 528, 835

Jivam devebhya uttaram etrnAmi, 402
JivAm rudanti vt mayante adhcare,

528, 835
Jiva Jivantir upa van endenia, 725
JivAtavc pratarairi ('rain) eadhaya

dhiyah, 823
;Nam rtehhyah (mît') parinlyamAnam,

701
Jivn Jivantir

devanam
upa vah eadcyam, 725

Juetam (`vehhya) idam aatu
havyam, 616

metani devanarii ('vebhtr) uta m5nu-
eAnñm ('yehhih), 65, 98, 579

;alto vñraapataye ('tih "trh, "tyuh),
21!1, 429, 449, 616

Justo var() ("te) hhúyaeam, 77, 619
Juhitr aal ghrtari ('ri namna), 471
Juhtir, upahhrd, dhruvAei ithrtñrt

nñmnA, 471
te dharunamJuhnmt madhv() agram,

402
Jattram indra (Jattrayann) ratham A

t4etha guvit ("vidam) 401
Jyeetham yu vrtrahA grpe, 397
Jyeytlinnya dharntam dyukeur ('eya va

dharmaui k,nr) splice, 277
lyaethAya ('thn) yad apraretAh, 431
Jyeethu yo vrtraha gym, 397
lyaiethye ératethye ea gathinah, 648
;yak ea

("ah), 389
paéyatt Chat, 'att) atlryam

lyottrlaray0 ralaeo tnmAne ("nab), 455
Jyotir vvivaamat bhuvanAya krpvati

(°van), B49
lyoti9am na prakaéate, 709
;yang. tvA (vn) vatévanaregopattethe,

714
lyott9e tvl (vAm), 765
;yoti mat I ('tih) prat i muftrate

nabhah, 402
ta ayajanta dravinam (`nA) earn eternal

( "min), 644, 704
ta Avavrtran

krtva,
eadanad ¡taiga ('nani

`nani ratvi), 495, 699
purastat,ta A vahanti kavayah 416

ta (ta u) evldhipataya Asan, 441
tarn rakpadhvam mA vo dabhat, 739
tam vartanir ("nir) anu vAvrta ekam

it puru (eka it), 389
tam vo grhnam. uttamarn, 714
tam evadhAm akvtam Lath eahnpa-

;ivAaau, 840
tam h,

('el),
evaralain vrsabham tam °lase
558

tam kravyadam aAféamam, 20, 396
tal ;arrant. ahhy antleata vrAh, 402
ta; (tam) papaya yavielhya, 727, 737,

650
tato no deht Jivaae, 659
tat() no mitrAvarunav avletam, 571
tato no (mA) vretyava ( "vata), 724
tato ma yajltasyAAIr Agachatu, 79, 90,

659

fati retry ('nr) ajAyata, 195
tat() vi teethe bhuvananu Cm) vulva,

164
tato virad a;Ayata, 173
tat te nadhnbmy (vt 9yArny) dyuee

varraae halaya, 832, 850
tat team bibhrhi punar A mad attoli

(a mamaitnh), 811, 659
tat tvendragraha see tam tvcndra-

graha
tat punidhvam 3avñ mama, 311
tat puruedya ('easya) vidmahe, 614, 634
tatra itau sann,akrtam, 771
tatra palycma pitarau ea putrin (pita-

ram ra putram), 702, 745
tatra yamah eAdanA te krnutu, 496, 698
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tatrApt dahre ( "ram) gaganam vtáokati
('kam), 454, 829

tatrahataa trim natant 164
tatrattam ("tin) praatutyevopaetu-

tyevopavaarak9at, 700
tatvaya aavtta dhtyah ( "yam), 690
tad agent anumanyatAm ayam (tyam

evahi), 840
tad anu preta eukrtsrn u lokam, 704,

Boll

tad antra prthtvyä adht, 495, 698
tad ayant raja varuno 'numanyatim,

402, 642
tad aáyima tava rudra pranitau

(-lieu), 705
tad alvtnä part dhattam avast', 480, 809
tad aatabhnA uto dtvam (uta dyam),

292
tad aatu tuhhyam id ghrtam, 309
tad aeman pitu vtivatah, 950
tad acme lam yor arapo dadhatana,

313, 318a, 639
tad aharn maltase prabravimt, 809
tad &pall ea (atlas tat) prat &patch, 113,

730
tad agiata rtayah capta alum, 519, B15
tad itharantt kavayah puractat, 416
tad Warn raifi varuuu nufnanyatim,

402, 842
tad vtpraan v'panyavah (`yuvah), 229
tana krnvantn arvate, 488
tantenaptrr lakmane éakvartya áak-

mana njojthayi, 655
tananaptre áakvaraya lakmann (lak-

vana) ni'9thaya, 655
tanür me Lama eaha, 611
tan. tanvA ( "nuva) me eaha, 611
tan0a tanvam me bhaved antah, 611
tantttdt tatam pease& aamvayautl, 465
tam to grbhnAmy uttamam, 714
tam to grhnamt yalutyath ketuhhth

eaha, 486
tarn to badhn6mt Aram evastaye, 850
tam to badhnAmy ¡yule 850
tam to vt 9yamy Ayu90 na rnadhyat (nu

madhye), 664, 832
Cant to harim' brahmana, 486
tam tva gtrah eu9(.utaytt valayantt, 411

tam tvA pra vtlamt , 815
tam tvâbhth euatuttbhtr vAiayantall,

411
tam tvi hhr&tarah euvrdhA ("dho,

auhrdo) vardhaminam, 413
taut tva harAtnt brahmana, 486
tam (tat) tvendragraha prapadye (pra-

vtlant) 815
tam devia eam aeikjpan, 419, 840
tam devehhyah ( "veto) partdadamt

( "mt vidvin), 72, 644
tau na indro varuno brhaspatth, 724
tan nah prabriht naiads, 724
tan nae trayatam tanvah earvatu (tan

no vievatn) mahat, 708, 724
tan nah samekrtam, 771
tan no aatu try', see tan me aatu try'
tan no gupaya, 724
tan no dante ("tilt) pracoday&t, 214
tan no brahma ( "rtta) prarodayat, 796
tau no varuno raja, 724
tan nau samvananam krtum, 419
tan nau eamakrtam, 771
tan ma acakeva n ¡rada, 724
tan ma (ma) apyayatant punah, 488
tan ma indro varuno brhacpat'h, 724
tan ma devil avantu lobhayt, 45, 487,

815, 818
tau ma puts] kartary erayadhvam, 815
tan ma ma binait pasme vyoman, 850
tau mavatu (mint avutu), 304
tan mavlt (mSm Avlt), 304
tan mrtyuna ( "ynr) ntrrtth ('tjil) eam-

vtdana ( "nah), 412
tan me (nu) aatu tryayuvam, 724
tan me gopaya ('yasvu), 724
tan me tanvam trayatam earvatu

hrhat, 708, 724
tan me ',arum rala, 724
tan me laya, 501
tanv&no ( "ne) yaldam purupelaaam

dilly, 765
tapaai devil devatam agra Ayan, 46, 100,

530
tapúucy ("pobhtr) agne luhvi patain-

gan, 459
tam akratum ('tuft) paáyat'vltalukuh,

401

,
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tam ague menyAmenim krnu, 703
tam ague heda1 pari te vr'aktu, 549
tam anu preht sukrtaeya lukam, 704,

809

tads arkair abhy arcantt vataam, 47,
465, 690

tam ardharnaaam ( °aya',) praautan
('tat) pitryavatah (orr tam), ace

ardham &syam , 496
tam aáv,n& parrdhattam evastaye

(-eta), 480, 809
tarn ahem manase prabravimr, 809
tam átman rn,) pari grhnimahe vayam

( "nimaaiha), 277
tarn an naáayamari, 701
tarn niarn y, vl hams te, 515
tam id arbhe huvily 8 samñnam it, 675
tam mdram atilt, gayata, 484
tam in mahe vrnate nfinyam tvat, 675
tam Imam vi vrhfuuu te, 815
tarn u tvain u,ayayavadh,h, 449, 815

('hytam u Ault, yu antah ndhau
antalis,ndbum), 20, 32, 394

tam pant hin an, (pantldun) jayerrul-
nand ram , 28.1

tarn pratyanram sanulaha lutavedah,
703

faut prutyañcatn art 1.71i v,dhya mar-
man (`man,), 275

tam mites earn al1gamam, 540
tam roil deva avautu áohl,aya,, 45, 487,

515, 518
tam mi purls' kartary erayadhvam, 515
tout ma ear, arfa varcaaa, 303
tayagne tvau, menyarnum amen,m

krnu, 703
tuya devat.ayatg,raevad dhruvuh ('va)

aida, 768
tuya devatayauig,raevud dhruvuh ('ve)

sldata (stun,), 768
Laya deva devatam agra cyan, 46, 106,

530, 780
Laya devah sutam a babhavuh, 419, 55dí
Laya tram indra sain aria (ma cam

mammal), 303
faya reliant ayann upa rnedhyasah, 695,

750

tal Ivahante kavayal, purastat, 411i

taya sapatnan pari vradhr ye mama,
851

tayAham vardhamAno bhGyasam apy&-
yamanaá ca avala, 724

tayaham linty& aarvaáantyA mahyam
dvipade catuspade ea áant,m karomt,
704

tayur deva adh,aamvasantah, 412, 765
tari mandraau prayakau, 458
tarpayata me (nah) pith', 724
tava-tav, Wall, 311, 671
tava tyan mIIyuyavudhih, 449, S15
tava praáastayn mahih ("taye mahe),

421, 690
tuya rayah, 311, 1171
tuya vtáve axlnyuaab, 650
tava áruvansy upumàni ukthya ( ya),

340

tava Ryan' (svama) áurman ('mana)
trivarutha udhtut (°I,hau), 311, 454

taved u atamau, ( ma,4) rdicta, 474,
690

taama ,ndraya gñyat.a, 454
tasma indraya sutam fi ('ya hav,y3, °ya

havir I, `yandhasu) ]uhntn (Antral),
47, 51, 65, 1211, 466, 502, 552

laama u l'rahmanaa pant, 425
taima etam

dad,h), 34,
bharata
425

ta,h-a4aya ("valu

taimad dha'1an nu parad, l.,tn ranasa,
81))

tasmad virid alayala, 173
taamu,n upahftl rh (`ti), 849
lusmu, palan prut,mufitama eta!), 701
t.asnun n,a etat suhutam astu pra6,t-

ram, 8511
tasnun ma t ya auhutu 'sty udanah, 5511
tasnun sakan, tr,bat3 na 6añkavah, 164
tasma, gntrayeha layapati aamrahhe-

tharn, 621
Mama, ca devi vayad acto tubhyam,

540
Lama' tr. dyavaprth,vl revatihhrh, 327
taima, Liam atona pra pyaya, 344
taama, duvet vayad aatu

15, 403

tuhhyam, 540
taama' deva amrtah (-tam) earn vya

yantam ("tu),
tannin namu yatamaayam digital', 769

.
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taamar no (mA) devAh par'dattaha
(°dhatta, `dhatteha) earve (vtéve),
724

teem] brahma ca brahmAé (brahma)
ca, 742

turn., rudróya name aetu (`tv agnaye,
`tv adya, 'tu devAh, 'atu drvitya), 360

taamar tannant prap,vâyaava, 344
aatn érayetharri,taeya Ruptaye dampati

621
taeya ta tytaaya vltasya dravineha

hhaky1ya, 346, 382, 704
tasya trmpatam ahithahuliu evaha, 94,

579
taeya te dattAm ynaya (yaynh, dadnlu

yeyAm, dadAtu yaeya) primo et evaha,
117, 7/i8

taaya te bhakttvañeah syama ("vino
bhiyy5ama), 849

tasye te bhakyiya, 501
taa)a te vayam hhitytythahhi')n hhh-

yearn, B49

tasya te éiya, 501
tasya na'rtaa)a

326,
prltav)a drav'nrhA-

gamch, 34f1, 704, 724
taaya no &hell, lfvase, 656
taaya nu ritava ( ), 724
taeya priori praeave ('vain) ySlt vulvlin

(devah), 527
tasya prxia

229
apearaan bhlnivxh (`ravn

mima),
taaya hhrilayatrha nah, 724
taaya nui yalrìaaye,taayn vitneya dra-

v'nehagamyat, 326, 7114, 724
taeya maélr avatu vardhatam, 79, 90,

656
taaya ngtyué (' yoé, 'yau) 1 arati ra,a-

e0yam, 449, 457
taeya nie !leva, 724
taaya meytas)a vtta93a draunam A

gamyat ('nehüExrnyah, 'nehagameir),
326, 392, 704, 724

laaya yolnasycytaaya aveylaaya dravt-
narn uiitgachatu, 326, 362, 704, 724

taaya vavam eumatan yatñtyaayn, 739
tasya vayam hedast miro bhrima, 635
tasyñut eamudra adhrvikyarantt, 665
taayam supatQAv adht yau ntviytau, 129

taayArh auparqA vrpapA nr yedatuh, 129
taayAgne bhaiayeha ma, 724
taayam deva adhteamraaantah, 412, 765
tnayirn devath eamvasantu mahitva,

412, 765
taeyA van mAtya, 145
taeyAaata ryayah ("te harayah) eapta

tire, .519, 515
barrie.taeyae te dcvt [Royal

tasyAa te devlytake, , 152
(`Ltr)taayAa te devy adita upaethe,

.131

tasyas te
hh0yasma,
bhakytvanah eyama (hhaktt-

vauo hhagam aélmaht),
649

tasyaa tvam harissa tapan, 616
tasyáh eamudrA adhi vi kyarantt, 60.5
tasyat (`yaa) te devi havtyA vidhema,

152

taayat te deveyt.ake ,

tapan,
152

t.asyat tvam haraaa 616
lasya' namn yat.amaayarrr drBital', 769

B35t.as)at vayam hedaat mapt
('ti),

hhOma,
tasya' van

ripai) ea
ntat)ri
prnlApatth,

145

113, 730ta
tah parvatasya veyabhasya prythe

('that), 79, 661
tab prarya (`yah, 'tir) ulpgahire

("hire., eamlrgatte), 213
tint viávatr devait. (`Ave deva) rtuhhth

enmvidñnnh (-nah), 412
tim savttah aatya9a4Ant au''triim, 363
tim savitur varenyaaya utnlm, 3113
tins te pandadamy aham, 739, 849
ti lanatir ahhy anifyata kyah, 402

ta iu@aeva yavr; h)a, 727, 737, 6:A
ta te dhiimany uémas' gamadhyat, 183,

402, 769
tsditna ('kub) 6atrum ("r0n) na ktla

vrvitse ('vatse), 703
tin tto nña;ayiimaat, 703
tint mira avantu, 304
ti no anlivam ('va) apalladhautanau,

703
ta no muneatam agasah, 132
ta no mrdiita idrée, 764
tint te pandadamy aham ('dAmi), 739,

B49
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tam te vayam Aeya Adatte (Adade)
hrdaya Adadhe, 6,53, 665

tim tvam evadham tare sahopa Lira,
840

tArn devath earn altgamam, 419, 940
tam (tin) nah punar debt, 724
tarn nah pü9au chrvatantánt erayasva,

342, 393
tara (tin) no (me) gupayAamakam

punar Agamat, 724
tAn pratico nirdaha tatavedatt, 703
tAn me punar debt, 724
tam rak9adhvam mA vn dahhan, 739
tin ema manuvaaatkrthah, 407
tahhtr it vart ayA punch, 569
tAhhtr no

}ñci
devah savita punrdu, 724, 944

tabhtr dut yam (yam) anryaaya,
799

tahhtr vaharnum aukrtam u lukam
(vahemum aukrtiun yatra lekah), 396
609

tihhrh SAntth}uh sarvnáñntihhrh 4ama-
}amy

Iva
ahani, 704

tiihlus devah sal ill punatu, 724,
844

tAhlus tvAbhi ii1cimi, 306, 737
t &bhih camrandham tnv avindan (°dhu

avidat) bad ur 1h, 399
tAbliyu tria nt t artaya, 569
tabhyas tvA vartayamasi, 569
lahhyam name yatanutsyam dttit ah,

769

tabby ill] (t" vayam) paterna eukrtam u
lekam (pat hyisma sukrtasya lukam),
704

tam ague hcduh pert te vrnaktu, 849
to ntandaehni manus() durona a, 778
trim ',roan ( son) rhtvatamam ern -

playa, 342, 3113
tam me goplyismAkam punar Agarnat,

724
tam me punar debt, 724
tarante asya mahtmanah,705
ti vim v/itany u6maat gantadhyar,

183, 402, 769
to vim glrbhtr vtpanyavah ('yuvah),

229
tóvin aeya mahrm6, 705

tav ima upa sarpatah, 765
taeAm vratananam ("4nyAnAnt), 835
tieam te sarvAaam vayam ("sam aham),

724
tAañm tvA larasa adadhamt, 642, 671

642, 671titan tvintar larasy A dadhanit,
tie te krnvantu bheealam, 949
tAa te gar hanty Ahutrrn (`t1r) ghrtttaya,

689

Lite tvri Artier earn
('vyn)

vyayantu, 558
('sA)tie tva dcvrr larase earn

vyayantu ("yasva), 213, 558
tie tvA vadhu praiivntlut, 825
ttgmenu nas

sum
felavi (nu LrahmunA, nau

brahmana) 4t4adtu, 771
ttruh purrr crd arnavain t`vAn) lagan-

van (lagamyah), 099
ttra4 ttttint ('tta) vaaavn Jrghansatr,

167

liras tamanat dar4atah ('tam), 397
fire, satyant maruto nghArlañt, 167
tiro mA santam Ayur ma pra Molt

('tam mA pra hitelh), 512
tire me yalna ayur ma prahisih, 512
tiro ralArlsy asprtah ('tam, astrtah),

387
ttivdTistant trAVUtim, ttivtla athAltrA-

vati, tilvalS ethtravatl, trlvtla eyad
travati, 406

trythantam RN t grthatt (trylhanu errava
guhast), 390

ttytha ratham ('the) adhi tam (yam,
yad) valruhaatr_ ('tail), 39, 339, 526,
916

tiara ca ralahandhavth ('vath), 459
torah 4rlpa va4a vat4vadevyab, 213
hero r hank (rauhtnyn) va4A martrt-

yalr ('tryah), 213
titre rohtnia ('nyaa) tryavyas tA vasu-

nim, 213
tirenaeau (tirena yamune) tav a, 598,

624

tire tuhhyam matt ('bhyam gauge),
598, 624

tute tanA (°ne) vanam evah, 637
top) yujo vanam (balam) eahah, 637
tuhhyam sutrwatl sumah (°bhyam ao-

mab anta ime), 155
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tubhyam ra tamvananam, 31.5
tubhyam aranyah paAavu mrga vane

hitch, 309
turai rid vtévam arnavat tapaavAn, 403,

727
turyavad gaur (°vAham gArn) yayo

dadhuh ("dhat), 399
luryama daayün tanübhth, 7113
tuvtdyumna yat+aavatah (°tA), 475
trttyaaya ("yam) ttn divah (°vr), 669
trtlye dhemany abhy ('mann adhy)

atrayanta, 278
trptg ('t&m) juhur m&tulaeyeva pima,

407
trptd md (mim) tarpayata ("yantu),

305
trpt&ham (tut() ham), 549
trmpantu hntrA madhvu yAh (yat)

evi4tah (`tarn), 727
te asme agnaye (Lyn) dravmam dat tva,

429, 691, 704
te soya yo4ape dtvye (°yah), 762
tejase tvA (vim), 765
tejo mays dheht, 640
tejo me dill avahA (dept, dhah), 640
tejo me yachts, 640
te te dhAm&ny uAmae] j;amadhye, 183,

402, 769
te tva vadhu prajivatlm, 825
Le divino ((leva) yajfiam (haver) imam

(edam) ju9adhvam (';antfem), 157
te nah krnvantu hhr4ajarn, 649
te rush panty aamtn brahmany

min karuiany a.vyam , 276
Lena Rrhninu ham ahem ('m] tv bas-

t am ), 306
tens (AntAnea tenon (°nUVn, `yam) in

4tda, 709
tena ta Ayuve vapami, 558
tenet trpyatam alihahau, 94, 579
feria te vapilme brahmanA ("my ayuye,

`my may dyugA varraaa), 558
tena team garhhtnt hhava, 850
tena tvam abÌu4iñcami, 306, 737
tena tvaham prattgrhpamt tvam sham,

306
tens devi deyutAm agra Cram) cyan,

46, 103, 530, 790

tena no mitrAvarunav ('t}a) avi4tam,
571

tena no raja varuno brhaapatth, 312,
724

tena brahmani tens rhandaaa
dhruvah ("vi) afdata (afda), 768

tena hrahmano vapatedam aeya
(adya), 327

tena brihman() vapatu, 327
tena yantu yajaun&neh avaetr, 217, 695
tena roham Ayana upa (rohan ruruhur)

medhydaah, 698, 780
Lena eamvanmau [wake, 419
tena eapatnan part vrñdht ye mama, 851
tend no yajñam ninth' vrávavfire, 417
teniemAn mart, varuno hrhaapatth,312,

724
trnaamat yajamdnayuru (yajñapataya

uru) raye ('y5.) krdht, 558
tenaaydyuse yaps, 558
ten&ham adya mina. autaaya, 469
tenattu yajamiknal] avast) ('tya), 217,

695
te no mrdanty 1dr4r, 764
te pOtAeu vtpa4citah, 155
te hrahmaluke4u ('ke tu) parantakale,

698
tehhtr no adya cavitnta vi4nuh, 60, 80,

312, 573
tehhtr ma devah cavita puuiitu, 724, 844
tebhjF rhrdram aprdadlimn yen' atra,

593

tebhiy (yam putrani jannya, 171
tcbhah cvarad aaunitun wink, 399, 563
tehhyah evariul a.runittr no adya (tine

etam), 399, 563
tehhyo asuran varunah soma indrah,

60, A0, 312, 573
tehhyo na indrah aavttota vr4nuh, 6(t,

80, 312, 573
te mam avantu, 304
te misstate' te mi jinvata, 3114
te mavat&m (mdvantu), 304
te me mi vitr4an, 380
te vtrajam ahhieamyantu carve, 299
Le vtávA dAéu4e veau, 693, 712
term vayam eumatau yajñiyánHm,

739
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tettAm vu3tprtydnAm (°nam vo ham),
835

tettem aam hanmo akttant (eam dadhmn
akttint), 291

team chidram pratt dadhmo yad atra,
583

teyAm ehtnnam aam clad (Baal imam,
praty etad) dadhAmt, 583

tegitm alma aadas krtam, 698
tent adhipatyam lout, 441
teyam 'gam aam IPA mutant', 412, 704
tr. Bamralam ahh,eamyantu Barve, 299
te 'anti agnaye dravtnant dattva, 429,

691, 704
tata tvam garbh,ni bhava, 171, 850
tata tvam put.rarn Craft) vmdaava, 171
tuke va gnçu tanayc yad (yam) apnu,

516
to-to (tn te) rayah, 311, 671
tau no muñcatant anhaaah (àgasah),

132
tau mavatem, 304
tmanñ krnvantn arvatah 488
trayaBtnn(at t.antavn yr (yarn, yan)

vitatnire (vitanvate), 350, 743
t.raynatnnte mrlarn Btutan, (mrtA

atutrth), 402
tray. gharma (°mien) anti rrta iguh

(retaekguh, lyutwaguh), 157, 467
trayatam ('ntam) marutAm ganah

("nah), 699
tnA4ad dhAma ("tilt, tru,5addhamA) vi

ralat,, 270
trunave marutah ('ta) stutah ('tam),

402
tripada ya ca,atpada (yit4 ea vatpadah),

690
tnpad Ordhva ud alt puruaah, 58, 413
tr,hh,h padbhir dyAm arnhat, 58, 413
triyavir gaur vayn dadhuh, 399
trtr e divo v,dathe patyamñnah (`nah),

739, B49
tnvatBam gam ('an gaur) vayn dadhat

(`dhuh), 399
trtvrd hhuvanam yad rathavrt, 438
trtvrd yad bhuvanaeya rathavrt, 438
trtvrrt no vtathayA ("ved vtythaya)

atumo ahnAm ('na), 585, 709

trtttt.up chanda indriyam (thendr,yam),
:i99

trttttup tva chandaBAm avatu ("advatu),
553

trt,tubham chanda thendnyam (tndrt-
yam), 399

tr,h Haute paramani rama tine, 741

trih septa mAtuh parament vindan,
741

trim padant ('da) nthtta guhAeya
('Aau), 167, 599, 734

tnn qharmñn abht vavatlanfl, 692
I.rin varan vrn,vva, 739
trtn aamudran aamasrpnt ovarian

('galt), 402
tredhA nt dadhe padam ("d..), 695
tra,etuhham au,, 146
trugtuhhasya chandaio 'Knelt ("bheua

handaBñ (gland iiitgneh) , 585
tra,quhhena ehandasantankyam unit vt

Frame, 527
trat,tubhcna ehaudaaeudrena , 585
lra,ytubbo st, 148
tryavir gaur ayo dadhuh (tryav,m

gam vayn dadhat), 399
tvam yaluryv ,tlynh, 780
tvarn raya uhhayasn pananam, 393
tvam Bamudram ('rah) prathamn ('nie)

vu dharayah (v,dharman), 402, 454
twat' tan agne menyameufrtl,rnu evaha,

703
t.vau, nlutim nrpatc (+,rbhyo nrutapu)

pAynsc Mirth, 659
tvam no nabhaam pate, 329
tv..m uttamñay (1;adhe, B4, 367, 835
tvaya gam (ga) a4vam ('van) puru;am

("van) vancma, 71111
tvayd bhñvu,tt vedheBah, 603
tvaya vayarn eamghntnm-aamghátan,

lettma, 105, 546
tvayaham (t.-intya Barvasantya mall) am

dvupade ca rntugpadc ,a éantm
karomt, 704

tvaytah poyaya viva nahhtm asme, 326,
486, ti2:i

tvagtar drvebhth sahtu,ama indra, 169,
336

tva;ta tva rOpatr upartvtat patu, 739
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tvaetA devath eahatnAna 'ndrah, 169,

336

tvaeta no daivyam viscid', 723
tvaptl paéilnAm mtthunanAm rOpakrd

rftpapatth, rüpenAamm }wile yala-
manAya paéün dadAtu evAbA, 641

tvaptl me datv7am vara}y, 723
tvaetA rüpAnit.dt r6pakrd rOpapatl rO-

prim paéOn aemtn yaffle may' dad-
hAtu avAha, G41

tvaetA rüpanarn vtktsrtA taeyaham de-
vavalyayA vtévarüpam pnyam pur-
yarn, 641

tvaptl rüpApt
('tlam),

(`pena) eamanaktu yal-
(lath 59, 461, 689, 707

tvaytA vtenuh pralayA eamrarAnah
("rah), 735

tvaetA vo rüpatr upartetad upadadha-
tarn, 739

tvaetlmatl , ser tvaytrl'
tvaetur abtun devayalyayft paéünant

rOpam rya aarvúntamain paéOnAm)
pueeyam, 707

tvaetur varutrím varunaeya ]rthhtm,
198

t.vattlmantae (lvaetn°, lvaetu-) tvA
paper, 483, 723, 849

tvaetedam v'Bvatr' hhuvanant 1alAna,
698

tvaytetnA vt4vA hhuvanrt 1it1Ana, 698
tvaetrlmatt (tvaVtt') to capeya, 493,

725, 849
tvim yay6eet !date, 380
tvAtn rAya uhhayrten lananlm, 303
tvA bhütany upaparvAvartante, 308
tvim agne

('tath), 694
pradtva Ahutam Opens

tva manaaAnartena , 905
(vim arhhaaya hav'gah aamrtnam tt,

675

tvim hhüt.any upaparyavartantc, 308
tvAnt mho vrnate (vrnate nitro) nan-

yam tvat, 675
tvtg'm indre na ('rena) hheealam, 611
tve A bhOyantt vedhaeah, 603
tve rayah, 671
tve vt4ve ealneasah, 680

dakeakrat6 ('tu) te mattróvArunal}
pAtu, 751

dakeaya dakeavrdhe ('dham), 489
daketnaya Mgr'

diet)
(`éK eaha, lipaayAm dtat,

'nAyAm rr'asah pttaro mArlayan-
tam, 299, 604

daketnA dtk (chant), I I, 427, 438
696daketQehhyah ('nAyat) avah;

dakytnayat tvA dtéa tndrayAdhtpataye
ttraértrAlaye raksttre yamAyeeumate,
427

ditto aamahhyun (dattvAyAama', dat-
tAyAama", dattAaama') dravtneha
hhadram 313, 396, 704

dadhatha no dravtnam var ea bhadram,
313, 396, 704

("na)dadhad ratnam dakyam pttrhhya
(dak+apttrbhya) Ayunt (Ayünet), 535
704

dadhad nitrify. (''nani) dA4uye v3ryant
(dAéuee, vt da4uee), 163

dadhanvrm ('vA, 'van) yo naryo apev
outer a, 267

dadhanveva tü ¡hi, 375
dadht mantham ("thin]) Arutam

('arutam), 789
döme -dam e eapta ratnA dadhAnA

('nau), 131
dame-dame tuetuttr ('tyñ, 'tir, `ti)

vim 'yrina (tAVrdhana, 'nail), 112,

216, 413, 974
de.;amfiöyAya (daEarno mast) eütavat

("ve), 239, 655
da agne ("nett, dAttnrh) pralayù salt,

3óti

dAtA vaa0nam puruhudo arhan, 87, 507
507dAtA intent' vtdadhe tanüpAh 87,

dadhre5nam dhltttant ßavah, 642
(Vilna grívaav avirartyam (av'mnkyam

yat), 832
dtkeu vtenur vyakranatfinuetubhena

r.handaöa, 527
dtgbhyah érotram, 126,995
d'tyavAd (`vaham) gaur (gam) vayn

dadhuh ('dhat), 399
dtdlht deva devayuh ('yum), 401
diva)) , eco divas

.
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divani vt8gur vyakraiiata Iagatena
chambers, 527

divam eamudram Ad bhfuntm, 293
divani akabhBna, 294
divan' gacha, 294
divani ca

292,
gacha prthiv1m ca dharma-

bhih, 705
divam te dhOmo gachatu, 294
divani drOha, 294
divani agrena ma lekhth (Meath), 204
divani agrenasprksah ('naprat, `naa-

prkaat), 294
divani agrenott.abliana, 294
divam antankyam ad LhOmtm, 293
divas rid antad upatnam (`tau upamadl)

udanat, 495, 814
divan éilpam avatatam, 664
diva (°vas, 'vah) akambhanrr ("nlr,

'by) am, 201
divas tva lyotiee, 629
divas tva paraspayah ("ya), antarik-

eusya tanvas (`uvas) pain, 152, 801
divas ("vat) pratham (`thc) bhanda-

ntanah (maid-) 527
dtvah aanOpeea, 528
divi anti!. ajaram (uttamam) arahhe-

tam ('them), 295
divi vicnur vyakratdeta lagatena dhan-

dasa, 527
divi étlpam avatatam, 664
dive lyottr uttamam arahhrth5nt, 295
dive tva lyottee, 629
dive-diva A stivi bhún puávöt, 679
dive prthivyai sain ca pralayat

hyalt), 702
divo ante ('tir) vivaava Edit ya

265, 326
civic-diva A suva bhUn paavah, 079
divo dhara ('ram) aeaéd.ata, 704
ddvu nu mani (ma) brhato antartkeat,

305
divo matraya vartna (`mna) prathaava,

273
divyam suparnant vayasani (payasam,

vayaaa,
dtvye

vayaaam) brhantam, 474
dhamann ('many) upahOtan

('ta), 278, 849

dt9a1} Pram, 126, 485
ddéam devy (tevy) avatu nn ghrtaci, 690
ditto vtéva arm prahhuh, 837
ditto vtenur

rhandaea, 527
vyakraiSatSnuptubhena

dikeayedam (dtkeayedadt) havir aga-
r.hatam nab, 565

dlkeapalaya vanatam (°lebhyo 'vana-
tam) ht éakra, 697

dikes (`sen) ma ma hied' (-ait satapa,
hmath), 327

didayanulhmo (-mam) ghrtanirnig
apsu, 405

dirgham yar rake aditer anantam,
392, 671

dirgham vani (ta) ayuh eatla krnotu,
765

dirghaprayalyum atI yo
ha,..aL

vanuqyatt, 762
dtrghapravaltird vrdhi-tna, 762
dirgham ayuh krn lu me (vam), 765
ducat ca vtéva avrn..d apa twat, 403,

727
dudllat ryítv anh.aaah, 701
durdt.-int yant k..ut ea i akrma ((Juri38

yam rakrma), 162
duhéei5siun (`en) martyam (-yo) ripum

('pith), 397
duhatham gharmadughe Iva dhrnO, 775
duripaéya d u ra,trahhrr ea tint, 759
dttrchetdh patatri valmtvun 214
dOrrhrhr tndnyavan ('ynvón) patatri

('rill), 214
durvd rohuntu Chat u) puypinit (°ni),

099
dOe.aaLbdr hrailunim (brad`), 709

drnha (9tasva) prthtvinl ('viam) 550
dréa ea Udall brhat.a subtkmana, 416,

564
drée ea bhaea 'rhata suáukvtuuh ( va-

badh), 416, 564
deva indro na rnalmuna, 402
(levant eavdtaram athtmittt;'aharn, 399
devalOte vtvaavann adttya 265,

326
devalOtr sahasvatt, 329, 346
devalahhyas tva devavitaye grhnamt,

192, 714
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devatra yantam avaae eakhbyah
('yam), 402

deva &vela. havth (`yah autah), 329
devam triitaram abhtmitte8ham, 399
devayuvam (devi') vróvavaram ('re),

352
deva varuna devayatanam no (me)

debt 724
deva vina urv adyñamtn yalile (vtsnav

urv adyemam yalnam) yalamarta-
y.tdht (`bnu) , 527, 549

devavitaye ('tyat) tva (vo) grhnamr,
182, 714

devaf+rut Cris) tvam deva gharma ,

228

dear.] ('rar) aman (Mini) pravapr,
229, 837

deva savttur clam (etat) te BIMJ

deva savttar ctam tvi rrrtate gnuu
, 815

deva eavttar clam tvi (tvam) vrnate
hrhuapahm , 308

deva savttar ega te aomah, 740
deva savrtur devayalauttm me debt

rlevayatyayat, 724
deva suvttas tvam diksitya ( saniint)

dtksipattr ast, 706
devils tva savrta pun5ty ('lotpunaty)

arhtdrena 7d9

devas tva savrti madltvinaktu, 765
devuaya te (tva) aavttuh prasave

haetatn grhnamy usait, 11

devaaya tva (vah) auvttuh prasave
haatñbhyaru samvapamt, 740

devaaya tva aavduh praaave saran,
valya vaei yantur yantrena hrhaa-
paton simriyyayuhhtatñeamt (yau-
trenentum brha-spatea samnllye-
nabhtyulriimt), 143, 585

devasya lva auvttuh prasave sar-
asvatyut ('ya) hhatsalyena 143

devasya tva savrtuh prasave ear-
asvatyat vice yantur yantrenagneh
('rtes lvi) simrfilyenabinyuV amt, 143,
585

devasya tva savttult prasave 'bvtnor
hahuhhyirn prtsno hsstabhyLm
(lade, 637

devaeye tva eavrtuh praaave prthr-
vyah sadhasthe ('thâd) 964

devaaya vah , see pre.e but five
devasya eavrtuh eavam ('ve), 527
devasyiham (°aya vayam) eavrtuh

save 724
devah savttabhtmattpihah, 399
devi akrnvann uótlo amartyave, 420,

448
deva ave varenyam, 28, 343
devi alyapi (NASO agna (tndra) ily-

asya vyantu, 340, 391
devin arha nu malmana, 402
devah ave varenyam, 29, 343
devia alyupan avahb,gntm bntral lus-

.Ina agna ajyasya viyantu, 391
devatl ('vi) lanam agan meal', 345
devi devam avardhatbm, 134
detia devebhyn ("vesu) adhvuryanto

("rlyuntu) asthtrh, 648
devi devesu 6rayantant ("yadhvam),

327
levi dhanena dhannm vrhambnah, 725
devitnant vakdt priyam a eadhaatham

rat hat), 496
devimitm eumne brhate ('mnn mahate)

ranaya, 455
devanam tva pttrnam (Imam) anumato

bhurtum bal.eyam, 252
devanam patninint ahem devayalyayi

, 445
devattam palntr agntr grhupattr

445

devanitm patnir ("rip), 'nap)) dtbah
(vtóah), 202, 213

devAmirn hhagada cleat, 72, 89, 619
devin lanam agan yalñalt, 345
devin punyalanìm pith'', 488

devi barhir Pleats, 157

devayuvam , see deva"
devav a.4vtnau madhuka6ayiidyemam

yalPlam ('dyitamm yalñe) 549

devino dadhtre purah, 154
devano barhtr Ssadan, 157
devils tva dadlttre puruh, 154
devi vag yat taemtn mb (no adya)

dhah (dhit), 723
devi devehhtr ntmtasy agre, 935

â

,
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devi devebhir yajate (ta) yaJatraih
(devepu yaJatA yajatra), 355, 609, 765

devl dvArau ma ma eam *Item, 778

devim Myna avantram anAgaaam,
402

devil. devil. ('vair) abhi ma nivartadh-
vam, 353

devir dvaro ma ma aamtxptam, 779
devir vamrir nays bhuvanaaya (bhG-

taaya) prathamaja rtavarih, 213
rkvebbyae tvi eavituh prasave , fi37
devebhyn Jivanta uttaram bharema,

402

devebhyo bhagadh& ('d&) aaat, 72, 59,
619

devebhyn ma eukrtam br8tat (voreh),
73, 105, 647, 724

devebhyo havyam vahatu praJanan,
689

devehhyo havyavad aal, 329, 339
devebhyn havyavahana (''nah), 71, 329,

339, 646
devehhyo havya vahatu praJanan, 689
deveyu nah aukrtn ('su ma eukrtam)

brOtat ('ta, br0yat), 73, 1115, 647, 724
deveFU havyavAhana}J, 71, 329, 646
devair ukta (nyupta, nutta) vyaaarpo

mahitvam (`tvi), 409
devo devanAm pavitram eat, 623
devo devebhir viniitasy agre, 935
devo devehhyah pavaeva, 623
devil devehhyah autah, 329
devo nar&baneo 'gnau ('gna) vaauvane

221

delft) vah savrta punaty arhidrena pavl-
trena, 739

devo rAm sawn madhvanaktu, 765
devau devaiü avardhatam, 134
(levy adite evadityant adyaamin yaJiie

yaJamanayasuvasva ('te 'nv adye-
mam yaJßain yaJam&nayaidhi), 549

devyn vamryn ('riyo) bhútasyu ,

213

daiva hotfira Grdhvam aiUivaram nah,
770

daivim navam evantrAm anagaaam
("Bah), 402

cuve vede ca gAthanam ('nah), 443

darvyA hut&ragn& ('gna, hntara agna)
AJyaaya vitam, 136

darvya hotbrav ('ra) Ordhvam (hntA-
rordhvam) , 136, 770

dogdhrl ('rim) dhenuh ("num), 387
dyam stnbhana, 294
dyam gacha, 294
dyam ra gacha prthivini ra dharmanA,

292, 705
dyam te dhrimo gachatu, 294
dyam agrrnAaprkyah (`yat), 294
dyam antankyam ad hhönnm, 293
d)am ma Ickhrh, 299
dybv&prthivi urn (urv) antarikya

('yam), 250, 333 336
dyava hiitraya prthivr (`vim), 115, 746
dyutanaa tvfi mrau'o minotu mitrava-

runau ('nayor) , 443
dyumattama aupratikaaya ('kah) aG-

noh (aaa6nuh), 444
dyumad vrbhati bharatehhyah luciti

[(I), 404, 915
dyumantarn ("tali) aamidhrmahi 402
dyumnani vrnita pu4yaae (vareta

pu;yatu), 550
dyumnam sudatra manhaya, 704
dyumna auksatra manhaya, 7114
dyumne vareta puyatu, 550
dyaur asI Janmanñ Juhfir riama , 471

dyaur Iva bhGmna prthiviva (bhOmir
iva) varmint, 273

dyaur nah (me) pita Janita nabhir atra,
724

dyaur mahnnar bhamir hh(lna ( mni),
273

dyaub ea nah (tva, ma ideo) prthivr la
praretasfi (`nau), 131, 488, 7?'1

dyaue te (tvi) dadat.0 prthivi ('vi WA)
pratigrhnatu, 489

drapsab iaskanda prthivim (pratha-
aifin) anu dyam Wyatt), 742

drapeas te dyam (divan') ma akan
(elan), 294

draghl)a ay uh pratarani ('ram, 'tiram)
923

druna aadhastham abnue (laadat), 597
druhah patin (barn) prat, ea (vG)

703
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drupe eadhaetham &bnuse (A&adat), 597
dvabhyam tn(.aye vtnAatyA (°tl) ca, 216
dvArn devir any aaya vive ('vAy), BO
dvtpac catunpad (dvipAc catuspad)

squat (a&mbkitm), 257
Jupadam ('dA) chanda mdriyam

(thendr'), 399
dvtpadA yA catuspada (yaß ratuspadah),

690
dvtpac , nee dvtpac
dvtpAc chancis thendriyam, 399
dvtsnaft ca mahyam radhyatu, 380, 633,

703
dvisatAtb patv anhaaab, 703
dvtsate aam nayAmast, 645
dvtnadbhyah pratt mud( Amt p8éam

(papam), 74, 645
dvtsantam malivaut (mania) randha-

yan, 380, 633, 703
dvtsantaa tapyantAm hahu, 703
dvisantn radhyantatu mahyam, 380,

633, 703
dvisan me bahu neat, 703
dvipe rAlau varunaeya, 3b3
dhattam raytm eahavlram (da4av")

var.aayave, 489
dhattAd aamabhyani dravmeha (asm9au

dravinam yac ca) hhadram, 396, 639,
704

dhanamlayam ('yn) rane-rane, 357
dhanamlayam dharunam dharayt¿nu,

850
dhanur hast8d adadAno ("n8) mrtaaya,

737
dhanena deva tíhanam ichamanah, 725
dhartram ("ra4) rat.u¿Inmah, 794
dharsa ('pan) tn8nusah Cyan, ',An), 403
dbñtA dhAtrnâm ('trnam) bhuvanaaya

yas patth, 252
(h8ta prataya ("lAnAm) uta raya 19e, 702
dhanaanman manthma indra ('rah)

AukrBt, 342
&Aram (°myat) titi, 279
dhtyfi martah ('tasya) éaáamate (lama-

tah), 449
dhtsanaa ("pA) tvA devir ('vi) mAya-

devyavatlh ('vyavatl) ,697
dhtnape vida (°dvl, vite) aatl , 297

AND PRONOUN INFLECTION

dhmam antah aabardughah, 402, 519
dhibhtr ytprah pramattm trhamAnAh,

695
dhirA tndraya (devenu) aumnayA ('yau,

etlmnaya), 246, 654
dhdmran ('rñ) vaeantâyalabhate (vaa-

antaya), 376
dhtlmra habhrunik3.í3h prtrnam soma-

vatAtn, 615
dhtirta ("te) namaa te aatu ('etu), 835
dhrtyai ératn(.hyAya gAthmah, 648
dhrsapo ("pan)) dhrsttam ('tah) éavah,

B42

dhrnnave dhlyate dhana ('nam), 704
dhcnAm antah sabardugh3m, 402, 519
dhenum gam ("nur gaur) na yayo dad-

hat ('dhuh), 399
dhehy aamabhyam ("inasti) dravmam

, 639
dhruvam ynntm a aida eadhuyA

('dhyA), 754
dhruvam aflgam pnyam yat tant7a te,

311

dhruvam ynntm Acida earl., 754
dhntvA dtg vtspur adhtpat.th , 427
dhruv8yat tva diée vispavr 'dhtpataye

, 427
dhruvaeah ("va ha) parvatá une, 154
dhruvatdht posyA ('ye) mayi, 334, 454,

671

dhvantam vatagram anusamraratitau
(abhtcam'), 402

dhvanta vAta &palm abht ye earn
rarantt, 402

na karma. ("ma) Itpyat.e papakenn
(nare), 409

na kt Indra tvad uttaram, 810
na kt deva mimas', 520
nakir aeya pra minanti yenta., 162
nakir A yopayAmasi, 820
nakir Indra tvad ut,tarah, 810
uaktr evA yatha tvam, 810
nakir deva mtnimaat, 820
nains la et.A vratA minanti, 162
nakih ea dabhyate ianah, 521
na ky A yopayAmaet, 920
na ky evam yatha tvam, 810
naksatr8nam eakAAAn mA >ammo, 437
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nakpatr&tlath m& eathkBáaA ea prat.,
éaé cdvatdm, 437

nak4atrapt rOpet}a (`path, prat.,
pe9a), 707

na lydyaa ('yn) anti vrtrahan, 810
na lyotltlyi r.akaaati, 709
na tam viddtha ya ima (idam) lalana,

698

na tat prapnott nirrtim ("tih) parecaih
(paraatñt), 390

na te tannin tam/ earn paprcyarn, 236
nadasya Wide part patu me (no) manah,

724

na dhvaamAnas tanvI ("ntivt) repa A
dhuh, 245

nauituduri eamrdl6l
aamralfiy

Weave, 102, 676
nananduh edhi, 102, 676
na para ligye kutara§ canamnh ('ua-

yuh), 319
'lama rtdityaya ("tyt.hityaé ) dtvtk-

ette ('ktlidbhyn) lokaaprte (`omite.,
lokakqidbityah), 697

noma nvyadhmibhyn vividhyant.tbhya3
(`dhyadhhyaé) ca vo namah, 836

namah krt.nnavatltya ('t6aya, krtaam-
vttaya, kr[anavltaya) dhavale., 563

namah 6vwubhyu ("nihhyu) mrgayub-
hya6 ra vo namah, 199

namaa ta ayudhaya, 796
mamas te aetu bhngavah ('van), 265
namaa te aetu ajoura (`rit 1, 337

manna to brhatc yat la ut.taratu yat ta
ut.t.arah pakRah (yac ta uttarah pak-
çatt, yaa ta ut tarn bahur yac ta utta-
rah paktlah), 826

namaa te bhagavann asti', 265
[lamas te rathamtaraya yat te dakat-

nuto yat te dolo pak9uh (yas te
dakauut
yah), 826

bahur yas te dakymah pak-

namas te ralanaya yaa ta ituta, 926
namas te rat.haintaritya yas tt dakyt-

nah pak,ah, 926

mimas te vimadevyiya yet ta atm& yat
te madhyam (yat te rnudhyam you
ta atma), 826

num.... tvedyam (`dy,a) latave-
dah, 28, 349

475

namah een&bhyall eendntbhyaé (°n1b-
hya3) ca vo namah, 199

namanei ta ayudh&ya, 706
na ttiatlaequ na endvaeu, 611, 707
na and (man]) bray& viryavatf tathd

eyam, 305
namo dive namah prthivyai, 749
namo dyivaprthivibhydm, 749
nomo mrgayuhhyah évantbhyaé ra vn

namah, 109
namn vali pitarn ghordya ("ya many-

ave, `ru yad ghoradt taamai), 426
uamu volt pitaru livaya ("ro ya1 Ryan!

laemat), 426
namn vt3vukurmane ea u patv asmdn,

358
nayantam girhhtr vana dhiyam dhah,

399, 695
nayanto garhham vanatn dhiyam dhuh,

399, 695
na yona (''nav, "my) u9aeanakta ('tag-

neh), 455
tiaras tnkaeya tanayasya Ratan (*tom),

705

nau-13cilecna naQnahum ('huh), 406
nara3ancn agnih ('ne), 324, 333
nava vat pur) naaattm ra Radyah, 810
nava yo navatim purah, R16

(tona va u te tanva tanvain tenant
tanva) earn papp.yiun, 236

na va uliyu rudra tvad anti, 342
na vi lanumi ('nanti) yatalat. ('rA)

parastAt, 851
navcna p6trvaot dayanti.nSh ayama

(dayamdne), 7413
na vat 3vetaeyadhyBritrr f'nyabhyata-

rena, `syabhyat:are, évetaé tabby--
Wire), 446, 601

na ht te agne tanvah ('vat, "uvat), 144
natty anyA ('yet) nAma grhhndmi, 145
naku el bradhnah (`no 'at) prat)g(h i

eamkramanah (''nam, °natamam),
794

nabha prthivyam nihitu davitlyutat,
672

nAhha prthrvydh aanudhdne (°nam,
'no) agnau Calm), I11, .193, 450, 548

niihha aumdavt ("va) nuvyaal (`ne), 429
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nabht prApnott ('nuyur) mrrttm part-
cath (parast.bt), 389

nAma trtlyam actin rocane ('nam)
dtvah, 539

nama avadhbvan (°vat) guhyam (sva-
ryam) bthharpt, 350

nanr ("ry) am, 200
rant ("ryas) te patriayo ("nyn) loma,

202, 213
nasfun awitro vyathir A dadhurpatt, 509
ntkAyaó ("yam) r.handah, 792
mcerur ast ntr.umpunah (nicafikuaa,

u'rufikunuh), 335
nt tad dadhtpe 'varam ( re) param

(°re) ra, 552
naiad. tvb maruto nthantu mitrbva-

runau , 443
nt duryoga avrnaft mrdhravacah

("cam), 703
mdhanveva tan Im', 835
nt mitrayur aratln atfirit,

6andarnarkau
703

ntrast.a ('tau) saba tina
yam dvtpmah (sahamunA), I34

air ahavan ("yam) krnotuna, 692
nirrttm ('tir al) tvaharn part veda vt6-

vatah (aarval.ah), 32, 393
rurrtyah (-Lyn]) panrami, 143
ntrdagdha arbt.ayah ('gdhñratth), 703
mve6anah rat) sarrtgamanu ('ut) vaaa-

n:un, 849
nlvet+ayann amrt.am ("tan) martyam

('yañ5) ra, 701
6alybnamntAlrya mukhA ('kham), 707

ntpafigma ("gum) upa apr6ata (°Áa), 697
ntyaAgtnr ("gtbhyah) avAhA, 697
ntpka Ime (hy ete) yalamauasya brad-

hnc ("nam), 550
ntpkA ete yuJamanasya loke (Bantu),

550, 637
ntykevalyam uklham avyathSyat ("ya,

°thayat) stabhnAlu (-auto), 420, 797
nipkrltah sa ('to 'yarn, `tao te) yaJOt-

yarn bhAgam etu ("gam yantu), 737
ntp(yam r(ya) nakyatram, 798
'arid urea evadhayabht pra tasthau,

113, 474, 575, 705, 734
abbinlLatr urta'h avadltb pra taelhau,

113, 474, 575, 705, 734

nilamgoh (*gave) krmi¢ (knmll7), 618
nilalohttam ("te) bhavati ('tah), 765
nudan eapatnAn adharA135 ca krnvan,

850
nu yam Jtbve , ate anu vam phva
nU ctt sa dabhyate Jana'', 821
nrbhtr yatah krnute ntrngam gbh

(gam), 700
nediya it arpyah ("ya) pakvam eyat (A

yavan, Ayat), 449, 589
ned epa yupmad (tvad) apacetaybtat,

713
neva manse na Ohara, 611, 707
natal.' amaro vyathu a dadharpatt, 509
'taws mAñaenu pivart, 611, 707
nyadhur matrbyam ("raya) kavayo vay-

udbasah ('sam), 402, 603
ny aávma hrtsu kama (`man) ayañsata

(aransata), 374
ny filwtbuh pururnitrasyu yupam

('panArn), 286
pafiktint (IAA) chunds thertdrtyam

(utdr'), 399
paitktta tvA chandasam avatu ("ea-

vatu), 583
patíktyar (°yA) nidhanavat, 150
meads. prasUtat pttryllvat.ah, 496
paftcavtm gam

("dhuh), 399
("viz' gaur) vuyu dadhlt

pa0cavts ('vyas) tiara Adttyan+un, 213
patim vaco adabhyam, 380
patim aurayb rya', 'raya) bhepulam,

563, 587, 622
patini turasya rtldhaeah, 765
patty yad vadhvu ('vat) vAsaaa, 144
pat'r vaco adAbhyah, 386
patir ri6vasya bht7manah, 427
pat' turasyu radhasah, 765
patyur anuvrat.a hhfitva, 53, 87, 506
putye vtóvasya bhumanah, 427
patyau (`yur) mc 61oka uttamah, 671
pathA madhumalA hbaran ('mad Abha-

ran), 476
pade-pade pAémah santi setavah ('ve),

41, 70, 420
panthanam ('thaw) bhr9bhyam, 253
papub earn. ("yam, "Um) nadyah

("yam, `dim), 50, 93, 501, 544, 690
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payaeA ('aal}) hukram amrtam Jam-
tram, 569

payo aghrtyAau
grheyu

payo vateeyu, 700
payo payo aghnyaylun ( "ni-

yaau), 700
payo me dah (mays dheht), 641
paramachado vara (`shad ava ran) a

viveóa, 449
paramalya rcleamah ('ma), 330
paramam padani ava bhati (bhari)

Rain (-rah), 522
para6ur vedih para6ur nah evaeti, +801
punch evapua mulch& krdhl, 378
para, 1m (°rlr) anu eatnvut.am ('tali),

694
paritputia aratuyah ('putaratth), 703
paramrtah (°tat) punmu(yantt carve

436
pads yata pttaruli .uni3Aeall ('yab), 154
parasutrpah tn4ueatali urntlu, 402
par/181114)o abut 402

pan
avapnamukhah 6u( ah, 174
nah pulir vvatali, 724

part imam viturirpa ('pn) lrg.att ( "et),
849

pari tva rudraaya het ir trnaktu, 743
part dyukaanr ( ";alt) eanudra3 im

(`ph), 401
pari dhatta dhatta no val.(

849
asemani

('tta v, i,aaatnlrm, liant),
pandhaayui Cyr) yandhu =yur (vat,

dhiaey(), 193
part porn. i a hhralrn< ea, 617
part ma pali[ viAvttah, 724
part vu ruilrusy a. hetir vrnaktu, 74
part salyaava (aukhyasya) dharmana

("rah), 340, F..71

part aadmeva paAumanti hula, 264
part aarvebliyn lfu-tt.ihhyulr, 657
part svay arra ( louse annam day t (Amon),

285

paridarn valy annam ('dam vitlrnam)
dadhc 'ham (`Ham dhutavlteau), 406

paramam yalamanam rayo man.),
nam, 442, 521

paramam yalamanam manueyali salta
rayas poaena , 412, 442

parrmam raying pun yalamanam manu-
e;yah (rayo manugyam), 402, 412, 442,
521

paretana (°tu) pitarah somyaaah
("yah), 154

paruitu mrtyur amrtam rra artu (°tanr
ma a gat), 723

part) diva. ('vo, 'vah) para cna prtht-
vya ("yah), 574

paro devebhrr (`bhyo) adurair ("raut)
yad asti ("ran. guha }at), 416, 574

paro yad rdhyate diva ("v1), 599
parnuur vanaspatc 'nu tva ("pat( r Iva),

'164

pörAur vutth para6ur nah ctaalth, 801
pavamanah rua) knnrkrudat, 329
pavamaunut v ( aryuntm, 387
pavamfura vtdharmunt, u93
pawamana vy u_<nuhr, 324
pnvamanah (°ua; -uurtantm ryt kruvan,

114

pavamiana vrdharmnni, 697
pavamanu vuuranth, 147
pavamanu vy a,maril, 324
pavasva diva iyu"eik ((heta}usak), 336
pnvttrr =ihn tawnnvyau (`n3v1), 212,

296
puSum ('SOn) ua gnpR [ryah punlma,

700
p 1401 nah Cntisya pahr, 724
p't;fm nah SunnyalOgupuh, 724
pu.un nu <allsyrt palo 724
pa>uu me taneyalugupah ("lug'), 724
pralhavad gaur ( vahnut gain) vayo

d ulhuh ("dhat), 399
pinktasya (`tena) ehanduen got

(`aagnrh, 'su brhaapattuir )

545
pañktrah (pañktah kaón mìtnthdavit,

(man') te prtrniuo (-Nam), 252
pañrulanyaeya hahudha }am inch tie,

520
pAtam ghrluaya guhyant nana, 521
pata tirynrlrcm (tirn6ralr), 718
putain no dyavaprlhrvi upaalhe, 723
prita prityafrram ('tIr.ab), 718
pata praticum (prat ah), 718
pata ma tiryalicam (prat.yatüanr), 718

,

,
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palm mi dyivAprthtvl upaathe, 723
patinvañcam ('nñcah), 718
pit ¡imam ttryañram (pratyañcam,

prañcam), 718
pAtho ghrtaaya guhyaaya (°yant) nAma,

521
pack 'ayehâbhavat (pAdaeyeha`, "bha-

vât) punah, 449
padyam (`yaáu hhuh), 727
pipit ("pah) evapnyâd (`nad) abhñ-

tyâh (`yat), 150, 435
pâpebhyab ca prattgrahah Chat), 434
pipaninam te pahanmah, 380
papminam me pa 'ara (me huta), 380
pâpmA Inc hatah, 380
p&vaka â (`kayâ yab) ettayantya krpa,

416
pivamAnaaya tva etumena gâyatraeya

, 586, 552
(trpyantu),pivaminah 852

pivamânlh punantu nah (tva), 213, 488,
724

pitvamanena tva emmena g&yatraeya
("tryit) , 586, 652

p&vaminyah (trpyuntu), 852
pdvumanyah punantu m& (te), 213, 489,

724
pibam grlvaav avicartyam ("rrtyam),

832
p&ht durudmanyaa (`y511), 150
pain dun;lnaa ('vah), 150
pitha pravt.yau ("yah), 150
ptkah (maul) kqvtñka nllablrgnl t.e

ryamnt (°nah), fi19
pitara &yugmantaa te

anua`),
evadbayiiyu5-

maniait (evedthiabhar 699
are (passai' pttitmahala pare 't vareb-

hyah) , 429
pitaras tv& mannlavA

pintu, 412, 697
pitare nârabaneih ('anh) ,

rayin;un,
443
706pita tLrAIAm ¡Tahiti)

pitrnam , sec patr
partant narâbadsah, 443
patrbhyah aomavadhhyo

dhiumrAnñkâb&n, 618
patrbhyn barhuqadbhyn dhñmrân bah-

hrvanOkabAn, 61M

dakvnatah

hahhrfin

pttEnâm ('rpint) aadanam ait, 252
pitr4An ("rein) ea manmabhth, 252
pttrn by atra gachAat, 550
piteva putram Iaraie ma imam (naye-

mani), 702, 718
piteva putram ("ran) abbi (tha) rak-

patad imam Oman), 702, 718
pitre putrâso

705
apy avlvatann rtam

(riant),
pit vo (padvo) nyañkuh kakkayaa (kaku-

tihas, kabae) te 'numatyat, 618
pipita (`hu) mi (mAgnayah, magne), 691
rabat eumam mamadad ('mani ama-

dann) enam Ida (gayal}), 457
Tubi eut sept matir ("ter) na (tha), 446
puáacebhyu badalakirlm ('ram), 792
pibaephAkam udârat.htm, 367
pivoannad ("na, `nam) raytvrdhah

eumedhâh, 929
pavo vrkka udarathah, 387
pudaah kartur matary Aetytkta, 569
puda& kart ri mitan mA nartñca, 569
pudaâni buhün&na mitant ('rau) eyauaa

(eyava), 771
pudsr putr&ya vettavau (vuttaye, kar-

tavaa, kart ave), 238
puny& punyam ('yam) aaa7t, punyih

puuya (-yin) usuvan, 549
putrah putariv ('ram) avrnita Oak, 775
putram ("ran) pautram ('rAn) abhttar-

payatatih, 702
puma] krnvaiva tv.t putarum yuvinam,

7rt8

punah krnvnntah palaro yuvAnah, 76M
punah krnvinrt ("vanta) pit.ari yuvâm:,

768
punah pr§nah punier itmit na tutu (pu-

nit'. &kOtar tutu), 724
punah priranh punar itmâ

&kOtarn
ma (punar

&kOtam, punar mu) Agit
(ìtgan), 724

punantu manuvu (manaa&) dhuyA
('yah), 411

punantu mA (mâm) devalanah, 305
punantu vaaavu (Puyi, 411
punantu vubv& hhñtAm (`LA mA, vtbva

ayavah), 165
punar agnayo dhiynyih ("yaiah), 155
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punar agah punarnava (punarr,tavah,
'va), 337

punar larayur (°yu) gaur tva, 793
punar dravtnam attu ma (mAm), 305
punar brahmann ('ma) vaeunitha ('nI-

vaaudhttam, °te, etc ) yalfiath
(agile), 340, 349, 401, 695

punar hr%hmanam tutu mi (maro), 305
punir manah punar ayur (rama) ma

agit (agan), 724
punir main adv (mattv, ma pratty)

tndrtyam, 303
punarvaeur Cari) naó9atram, 7.53
punas te aralia ayah (ayah, lyitu), 352
punanasya ("na) a) prahhavaenh reo),

364, 635
punldhvam na yava mama, 311
puma?' rrtam tanuta ut krnattt, 809
pumanmaru murent janaya, 381
pumtns te morn van, 361
puman entri vnyat.y udgrnatti, 809
puma')

hhn (
putro layatam

antah, 457
(dhiyatam) gar-

(hhe)
purl krurasya vtarpn vtrap5m (`tnah),

365
pur-latin Cul) anu venatt, 406
pura distad 3hutlr aQta tiento, 659
pura ahulun hunlv av)u, 1159
purtyam

('kam), 526
vaalnnh eukrtaeya luke

purpura vasanah ovum yontm yatha-
yat.ham, 526

purukvu t.vavla ("tall) euvlr_vam ('v1-
ram), 326

puruksu deva t.vaytah, 126
purudaemo ('mavad) viçurGpn (vtava-

ruparo) indult, 401
puru-amrga3 candrarnnsnh ("se), 615
puruyaeya vuima eahaeraksaeya, 514
puri.% lanayantt nah, 771

('tr),parue', 'dhi eamahttah 766
RN Aha.purovata (`ta) lutvaravat (`vat)

334
purnvatu varyaa l'uvar ayrt evaha,339
puslapate rak9use cak.uh ,359
pusppataye ("te) puyltg 359
pusyema (`yanto) rayim dhimahe ta

(tam) Indra, 511

479

paran darvi (`ve)
devehhyo

para pata, 180
pUrvam amrtaeya nabhtll

(bhayt, nAma), 958
parvo yat (yah) sann aparo bhavAat,

516

payanant varttsthunA, 126, 414, 508
pa9anvan karambhah ("bham), 407
pint& rti adhat (midhat., mi dh%t) eukr-

taeya lake, 724
pupa bhagam naval me (un) dadilu,

724
papa bhagam tihagapat tr bhagam as-

min ynyle mayt dadhñttt svah%, 641
papa visam vilpatir vtóum airain yala-

manaya daditu svaha,
(aanya),

641
pasa eautnñru 5i+5, 704
paya evahakaruth (sr agak `, evagaka-

rena), 704
pGyne t'arase ('eu) eyahii, 655
pust)o vattt9thuh, 126 414, 508
prrhamt tva cdaye ("yaut) devasakha,

487
prrhamt ('mn) tvA (yatrn, vt;vaeya)

hhuvanaeya labium ('haul,), 396
prthtvt matar

LVBrn),
ma ma htneth ("sir tao

ahanu 305, .120
prthivtm vtvnur vyaónnteta griyairena

chandail, 527
prthtvlm 3artram, 351
pi hi Im bhaamun3prne (bhaema)

evaha, 419
prlhtvi <arintm (*rani am), 381
prthivy ast lunmana dhrova nama ,

471

prthtv.andh) udbhrtam ('t.ñ), 551
prihiv)iun vtsnur v)akra,ueta gaya-

trena cbandanii, 527
prthivyam agn.tyu samanaman sa :trdh-

nnt., 655
prthtvyam ("ya) amrtant luhmnt

73, 101,
prthtvya

650
euh piht, 150

prthivya varrrtliet, 147
prlhivya ('yah) eambhava, 559
prthivy udapuram annena vista, 800
prthtvynt ma pñht, 150
prthtvyat varmast, 147
prthty) tt earn anumut., 655

tir,

,

,
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praato ("nto) hemantAya, 376
prlltibhyah (prFlibhyaa) evaha, 1ñ8
prsthavad our vayo dadhuh, 399
pr9the prthivyA nihitn davidyutat, 672
ppbaavati tantana samvxyanti (°vya-

yxnti), 465
pauru(icyad (°yena, 'Iran na) darvyat.

('vycna, 'vat), 570
prauqain uktham avyalhayat (°ya,

°t.hayat) atabhnñt.0 ('noLu), 420, 797
pru candramaa (`maa) tirate. ('It, nee)

dírgham ayuh, 326
prareta ('tas) vo (tva) rudrath ps4rad

, 412, 697, 739
pralunanah (°nam, prajanah), 795
pralananam vat prattglha

252
Wham

('rnam) ,

pralaya ra hahum (Mt-in) krdhi, 721
pralah
pra]Ah

krnvun lanayan vtrOptih, 727
pupnya (piparti) , 702

pralah pra lanaytivahat, 702
pralA (°lam) pnva, 702
pralam dadal.0 panvatsar3 nah, 702
pralaut nn narya pain, 724
pralam no naryalriqupah, 724
pralapatih pralayñ ('lñhhih) aarnrara-

nah (samvidanah), 702
pralñpalih prathamall rt.aaya, 387
pralapatih prathamo yam pgaya, 401
(orn) pralapaturi tarpa}tirni, 371
pralñpaturi aham tvava wimak4ani

rdhyasam, 403
pralapatun prathamajam ;tas} a, 157
prajapatir aham tvaya saky5d rdhya-

aam, 403
pralapat.tr lanayutt pralít 'malt, 702
pralñpattr yam prathamo ligaya, 401
prulapatis tanvarn me lu(+aava, 326
pralapatts trpyatu, 373
pralapatr ramayatu prala iha, 702
pralapatc t.anvaln me luaasva, 321i
pralapate na tvad etñny anyah (na hi

tvat tally anyah, nahi tvad anya eta),
165

prnlñpat.er vt4vahhrti tanvam ('vam)
hutam aat avaha, 249

pralapates tvA (°tay tvA) prapenabhi-
praprmt pOtlnult pnyrna ('yaya) ,

557

pralalihyaa tva ("bhyn yam), 765
pralabhyah evahA, 702
pralñm asmEau dhoti', 1141, 724
pralam a lanayivahai, 702

bahudha vipralAm impart.' Matt, 702
pralam pipartu parivataarn nah, 702
pralCurt pra lanayavahar, 702
pralAm me ,lith, 641, 724
praltim me narya pain, 724
pralñm aie naryAlugupah ('lag`), 724
pralñm mr yarha, 641, 724
pralAyat ham (hun) amrlaut avrnila,

822
pnyayaravaha,702
prajavatir (`varir) ya4aen ('er) vrtIva-

rtrpah, 420
pralAvat.lh FGyavaeam ('Cl) ru4ant1h

(n4'), 544
prala vtkrnvaA (`kurvañ) lanayan vira-

pam (`pAh), 727
pralaa tvanu avant auu) pranantu, 307
pralah earva.4 ra ralahandhavath

("vyah), 459
pra no hrOtñd bhagudhan ('alum.)

devatt-ida, 647, 724
pra no }arha bhuvaF (vttñrn) pate,

698
pra tad vignu (`nuh, 'nue) 'Laval,' v1-

ryrna ('yani, `y aya), 474, 486, 558, 705
pra tad voted amrt ways ('tam nu, Vol,

amrtain nu) vulvúti, 5(4
pra tam nap), pratarunt ( ram) vamp]

acha, F2.3
pra táry agnr pratarant na ayuh, 823
prati krtyakrtu dull*, 793
prati te lihva ghrt.am ui raranyrl

(`yat), 765
prati tva parvati ("tir, primer) vrttu,

21X1

prattdhtna prthrvyii ("yat) prt.htvim
lmva, 559

prattpOta arrttayah, 703
prattpraathatalt pa.§uncht ('aum upa-

kalpayasva), 474
pratiprastliatah pa4au (`éurn) aamva-

daava, 105, 543
pratipraethatar dadlugharntenIInGdehi

(`ghnrmaya dadby upahalpayaava),
51i3
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prati pranequ (°4e) prati
707

ttpthAmt
puste Mau, "my atman),

prati
("yet

ühvA ghrtam ur. (A) raranyat
'yet), 765

pratt4(.he litho devate ("Math, "te
dyavAprthivl) mA mA eamtAptam, 440

pratika>b me virakeagam,342
pratlkpante (°tAm) avaéuro ["bravo)

devaraa (°rAa) ca, 702, 782
pratrcl dik (di4Am), ( ), 427, 438
praticyA dtaa CAA naha, `ryam

604
dill)

grhah paaavo mariayantam,
pratliyai tva chap varunRyAdhipataye

427
pra te divo na money., ('ta) auBmah

('mach), 411
pratnani ni (pratnAnc) patt kavyam

('yah), 403, 740
pratyak atierutan, 404, 515
prat), afigcyu

("ni), 275
prati tiylhamy Atman

pratyafifi ud epi marmsñn ('qrh), 841
pratyaft ("afik) snmo atidrutah ("sru-

tah), 404, 815
pratyu?(am natant) pratyu,stA aratayah

("(aratili), 703
praty eta viimA (sunvan) pratiy-

thotnpavaktar ('ta) uta , 342
pra tvA ni patt kAv)ah, 403, 7441
prnthamarhad avarat5 A viveaa, 449
pra drvñh ('v!h) proto sOnrta, 782
pra nahhaava prthivi, 344
pra nu vocam vidathAlatnvedasah,11d6
pra nu nays prataram vasyo acha, 823
pra na yw$w (raava) viaas pate, 698
pra no raya (raye) parluaeï (paniyaee),

63, 557
pra nu vaco vidathA iAtavedase, 636
pra parianyah erlatam rode. aim, 390,

697
pra parvatanya veyabhasya prsthat, 79,

661

prapitamahAn Cham) bibbarti (°rat)
pinvarnAnah ('ne), 457, 702

pra ma brOtad bhAgadAm (Alum Ma)
dp.vatAau ("tábhyati), 647, 724

pra yam raye mnl8ast, 300
pra yakyma rt.0 nirrtim ("till) parAr.aih,

390

pra yad Pavo na bhOrgayall, 816
pra ya bhllmim (°mt) pravatvatt, 348
pra yulu ("la) vaco agriyab, 587
praytitam ('ta) dvepah ("pAdat), 703
pra ye gavn na hhtlrnayah, 816
pra yo

hum
paint
(-dhith),

vidvAtl ('vAn) soya band-
401

pra yo raye mnlPatt, 390
pra radhaeA (°dhanec) rodayate ("yate)

mahitvana, 62, 469, 704
pravai)ena eainaeeah, 742
pravayahnRhar (°vayahne har) jinva,

559, 788
pray's', 788
pra.4lrya 4alyanam mukham, 707
pra amaaru ('rubhir) dodhuvad ,

47, 469, 711
pra sakgati pratimñnam prthivyah, 703
pra eamraio ("iam\ asursaya praaaatim

('tam), 510
pra satiate prat.imanant hh(tri, 703 ,a

(sunvanR=pra eunvñnaeyandhaeali
yandh'), 623

pra skanrtAi ('nnam) iayalAm havih,
435

prastotah dime (`maut) gaya, 690
prasnápayanta ('ty) Ormayah ("'mi-

nam), 390
pra hadaasas trpulam ("IA) manyum

(vagnum) echo, 471
('no) madira+yapraharytnam , 520

praktad ('to) apciktñd ('to) adharad
udaklAt ("tah), :73

prAkto apaclm anayam tad enam, 499
peak (prAcl prank) sonn aicdrulah, 404,

815

pearl dtk (disam), 43
prat! dig agnir adhgial.ir , 427
pricier' avArlm ava yann any(.yai, 498
prAr14 ruiiagAhirc, 213
prFu,yA dotas ("cyam Matt lvaro mdrast

Ma, 676
prAcyani dtal (°rya dia, '4A

604

eaha) deva
rtvcio mariayantAm,

praryai tvA diae 'gnayc 'dhipataye ,

427

prAQam na vlryam nasi, 707
pranaaya tva paraspAyat ('paya) cak-

pupae , 152, 901

wimp
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prAnaeya pant.ha amrto ("tam) gra-
hñhbyam,843

pranah sindhünam kalaAdü acikradat,
419

prArQdn na viryam near, 707
prAnapAnayor (`na) uruvyacitt Laya

(tvayi) prapadye, 520
pranapanabhyam (pr$paya) me varro-

pavethAmdaeau ('da varease)
(`vaeva), 769

prang va apah, 707
prank eodhünam kaladan acikradnt,

419

pano agni ('gnill) paramátmfi paü-
ravAyuhhir (vat pa0cavayuh) ,

413
prar'o vA Opal', 707

('vLpo)prAtaryavabhir adhvarr.
('ram), 415, 527

prataryula ('lau) ii budhaya (murvr-
thdm), 131

pratary ague prat.ardm na Ayuh, 823
pranyA tantüns tirate dhatt.e soya,

402

pram layabhlme )ayantu, 836
pravanebhth aaloeaeah, 742
pravo 'ay ahnadet, 798
priyah kavinam mat! ("tih), 417
prtyam earvaeya paéyatah, 616
priyam mA brahmam ("ne) kuru, 101,

654
prtyany afigant tava vardhayautlh,

164, 311
prtyany aftgAni ("ga) evadh'ta (eukrta)

wallet (purfim), 165
eubhageprtyA devanain mrkhalryam,

322, 330
prtyena dhdmnA (nAmnd, nama) pri-

yam ('ye) nada amide (sadasi aids),
472, 528

prtye. ("yn) deVAnam plasma lantt.re
(sadhaethe), 454

prtyn datur daktltnaya iha eyAm, 142
pnyo dfvanAm dakatnAyat datur iba

bhüyAaam, 142
prugvA aéruhhth, 709
preis marutah evatavaaa enA viApalyA-

mum , 219

pretina ("tya) dharmaga ('ne) dhar-
main ltnva, 218, 559

preto muficatu ma patch, 210
preht-preht pathibhif! pürvyebhtll (pü-

ryAnath), 170
prattu hntuA camaaah prodgAtr-

nam ("gatub) 695

plAdir ('Mr) vyaktah éatadhara uteah,
177

phalam ahhyapaptat tad u vdyur eve,
826

phalavat.yo ('tir, phaLnyu) na ogadha-
yah paryantam, 213

phalguni ("tar) nak8atram, 116, 755
phalgunlbhyam ("niru) vy Cihyat.e

(uh'), 596, 755
phalgür ('gur) luhtturni balakyl (pal',

kIs) tAh wiraevatyah, 206, 227
balabolopakadmí, 207
bandhur me (nu) mata prthnI mahl-

yam, 724
habhravah ('ruh) saumyah ("yah), 700
babhravo dhümranikítfiAh pttrnam bar-

htNatlam, 618
harhid ea vedié ('dim) ca, 387
bah= may' dike. (me dill svdhA), 641
hahupraja rttrrtim (`tir) A vivrda, 406
hahubhyalt pantham artupaapaéAnam

('nah, anapa`), 387
bahllnatn (`hvinñm) plia bahur aaya

putrah, 834
bahvaévAlagavedaknm, 459
bahvim PINUP lanayant.im rt.!, "tau)

earfipAm (aura saretasA), 388
badhaava ('dhethAm) dare ('rant,

dve4n) utrrttm parncnth, 531
barhaepatyarn aet ('t_yu '81), 850
hahuryuto dh'aarujya ('nnyur) upasthat

(`the), 664, 769
htdvu nyafikuh kadae te 'numatyah,

618

brhar ca te rathamtaram i:a pürvau
padau hhavatAm, 750

brhata t.va rathamtarerta traty(.ubhya
(tris¿ubhA) vartanyA 586, 750

brhati ("tim) chanda utdnyam, 399
hrhat tam' pratiylhityA anLankBe

("a9am, 'tyat), 535

9t1
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brhad arkam yuliglollt Buyer
idam, 743

hrhad rgabham gAm yayo dadhat, 399
brhad dha taathau bbuvane9v antah,

811

brhadrathamtarayna tva element, triq-
jubhu vartanyA 586, 750

brhadrathamtare te pttrvau padau ,

750
brhad veyabham gam vayu dadhat, 399
brhan ha taathau rates° vimanah

('nova), 811
brhaapataye paftktùya caruh

('rum), 376
brhaapataye manna (mahi tad) dyu-

mart namah, 358
brhaapatim yalRam akrgvata porn, 406
brhaspatim aa rheas (b" aa) rchatu

yo mattaayat ( yA) (lido , 149

brhaapatir hrahma hrahmapatir
may' dadhatu (yajarnanaya dadatu)
avaha, 641

brhaapatir yalRam atanuta rph, 406
brhaspatir vAram ("ce), 627, 706
brhaspatisutavya indo ('da, 'dot.)

tndnyavatah patn[v+uitant ("veto)
graham ('han) , 31, 365, 520, 692

hrhaspate mahiya dyuman (main yAya
dive) namah, 358

hrhaspate yñrttyant ("ya) yufigdlu (yuft-
dlu) vacant, 605

bndhad ca tvi (mi) prat ibndhad (prato)
ca, 750

bndhatriaat tva haryadva yatñaib ('fie),
602, 689

LEND. me (no) aaya vacate, yavwlha,
724

brahmacary aet (aay asau), 334
brahmalyeglha sambhrta vlryam (`lhL

virya aambbrtlini), 101
bra}tmanaa tva paraepayah ('ya, `yen)

ksat.rasya , 152, 708, 801
brahmana guptah aukrtx krtena, 550,

704
brahmanA sampracinae atikrta krtena,

680, 704
brahma tena puniht ('natu, 'ntmahc)

nah (ma), 724

brahma devakrtam upahdtam, 796
brahma devâd ("vA) avivrdhat (°dhan),

389
brahma devânlim (brahmadevt) pratha-

malA rtaaya, 796
brahmadviqah Ole) darüve hantavA u,

423
brahma dharaya, 706
brahma yalRah ('RAl?) prthivtm dhâra-

yantt, 689
brahmavant ('rum) tvA k>atravant

(`nidi) paryühami, 808
brahma vanna mamantarani, 378, 449
bride., (°nam) mdram vayodhaaam,

406
brahma devakrtupahftt.A, 79u
brahma devanatn prathamalâ rtaaya,

796
brahmAdhiguptah (hrahmAhhi', brah-

mâbhtgtirtam) twirl kltaram (tetra,
gttah syam, avararakqAnalt) , 842

brahmfih.im autanun krnve (karave),
378, 449

brahmanah ("rah) Math, 695
brAhmanav tva nathakama ('malt) upa-

dhuvami (prapadyc), 740
brahmanenn vat arn (`ctth), 390, 706
brâhmann to nathalama upadhAvâmi,

740
hhalyiya te (vu) 'va.yu danyasya,

739
bhaga i.va bhagavatl aalu devAli (vah),

340
bhagant pftyA savitâ nu dadAtu, 724
bhadram padyemAkgabhir ('kpibhtr)

yatatiñh, 281
bhadra te (vim) pQgann Count-iv) 'ha

relit aatu, 765
Marlin nah samanasau, 729
hhavatt ("vAn) bhikyAni dehi (dadAtu),

326, 849
bharatt mini, 735
bharatlde sarasvat.i, 329
bhmadmt te kupumbham, 380
bhuidat sapatnan adharAd6 ca krnvat,

8.50

bhmdhi darbha aAputnAnAm ('tnân
nte), 51h

,
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bhtyam (*yo) dadhAnA hrdayepu éatra-
vab, 706

bhtyaeam & dheht áatrupu (Crave), 642,
703

bhtpagbhyn ('palAm) bhtpaktaras (eub-
htpaktatnAh), 858

bhtpalendre (`ram) earaavatt, 535
bhuvae te dadrum (tvayi dadhAmt), 641
bhuvaa tvam Indra brahmanA (°no)

mahan, 84, 79, 571
bhiltaye namah, 182
bhntaeya (°tAnam) lAtah patir eka Batt,

698
bhetAnam brahmA prathamn ha lalfie,

796
bhntaya tvA ttAratayc, 182
bhntyat tvA (vas), 739
bhOtyat namas, 192
bhnmtdrdham acyutam paraytpnu, 850
bh0mtdrdho 'cyutaé cyavaytppuh, 850
bhnmtr tit

janA vtduh),
tvAbhtpramanvate lanah

(tvA 698
bhOmtr bhmmuta dyaur varttlA, 273
bhnyaé ca (bh0yaeíh) éaradah AatAt,

734
bhfiyaat havtakarana upahfit.ah (°tA),

649
bhnyaama te eumatau viévavedah, 332
bhnrtathñtrAm bhOry ave5ayant1m

("tah), 14, 402
bbOr bhuvah svaa te dadamt (svah

earvam tvayi dadhAmt), 841
bh0a te dadAmt (tvam dadhAmt), 641
bhettAram bhafigurAvatah ('tAm), 703
bhralasvantam main (hhrAlaavñn

aham, bhrAlaevy aham, bhraltpthn
'ham) manupyepu kuru (bh0yaaam),
378

madhtplhaut (°thn) valasataye, 387
madhiptham vo (madhtpthaso) maghu-

nAm, 388
maghavafi ("van) chagdht tava tau na

Otdthth (Maya), 558, 704
maghabhtr gavo grhyante, 107, 596
maghlisu hanyante g6vah, 107, 596
minim (°nth) sahasravlryam ("yah),

387
manual rOpant, 218

maRi¢NtAfi lambhyebhts (°mbhath), 172
mag40ky apsu éatlt bhuvah, 419
maydOkyA au earb gamas (gamey.), 419
many& rnpapt, 218
matey& euAtpra (°rin) hartvaa tad (tam)

kasha, 842
mathavyAn etokAn apa yan rarAdha, 770
made (°epu) euAtpram (étpram) andha-

eah, 693
madhavyau etokAV (°kA) apa tau ra-

rAdha, 770
madhu tvA madhulA karotu (krnntu,

calcite), 488
madhu naktam utopaeah (°eA, `et), 69,

96, 107, 584, 596, 678
madhu me madhulA karah, 488
madhu reto (°dhur ato) madhavas pity

aatnan, 437
madhoh pavanta Ormayah, 244
madhnh pavlova dharayA, 244
madhoh ptbat.am aévinA, 244
madhnh ptbantt gauryah, 244
madhnr ato madhavah pity asman, 437
madho raeam eadhamadr, 244
madhné cakanaé c6rttr malaya, 244
madhyat.ahkartnRm camaeAdhvaryavn

vapatkrtAnuvapatkrtafi (-te) juhuta,
761

madhvah pavauta nrutayah, 244
madhvah pavaava dharayA, 244
madhvah ptbatam aévmA, 244
madhvah ptbautt gauryah, 244
madhvaA cakanaé tarur madaya, 244
madhvo raeam eadhamadc, 244
roam,. hrda)Ad adhi, 665
manolavasu vah pttrhhtr dakdmata

upadadhatam, 412, 697, 739
manolavaa tvA pttrhhtr ("tarn) dakpt-

natah pAtu (pAntu), 412, 697, 739
mano lvottr (lOttr) lupatam Alyasya

(Ajyam, Ajyam mc),
(hard)

501
manu me hard' yacha, 793
mano hArdtin yacha, 793

sataycmandrA dhanaeya (°yah), 420
manyum ('yur) vtéa mate manus yali

("te devayantrh), 408
manyum puma, dOdhyah ('yam), 520
manyunA krtam manyuh karutt , 408
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manyur akArg(n manyuh karat ,

405
manyur visa , see manyum
manyo vajnnn abhi (upa) mani (na) A

vavrtava, 723
mama c'ttam c'ttenanvcht ('ttam anu

e'ttebh'r eta), 706
mama tubhya ca eamvananam, 315
mama padyaya vt raja, 636, 655, 545
mama vade9u hrdayam vah krnomi,

705, 707, 739
mama vrate tr hrdayam (vrate hula-

yarn te) dadhAmt (°tu), 705, 707, 739
mama hrdaye hrdayam te aatu, 705,

707, 739
mamam't.ran vt vidhyata ("tu), 723
mamóalr , see mayy 33álr
mameyam amtu pu9yA, 334, 671
maya)} pat'hhyo janayah ( "ye) parts-

Val P. 422
mayA gavel gnpatanA eacadhvam, 607
mays gavah Bantu gopatau, 607
may' grhpAmt tvAm attain, 652
may' t'9thantu gnpatau, 607
may' te kAmadharanan' LhiyyAt, 739
may' tv rAyah drayant.Am, 739
may' dakeakrntf' (duke° may) kratuh),

115, 750
may' dohs!, padyftyat v'rAjah ('jnh kal-

patant), 636, 655, 545
may' padyAyat v'róju dohah, 636, 655,

545
may' p119ltm ("tain) pu9t'pat'r (puata",

pu9t'patni) dadhatu (dada' u), 649
may' vat kAmadharanant bh0yót, 739
may' vu rAyah 4rayantiun, 739
mayldam Indra u'drtyam dadhAtu, 723
maylndra mdriyam dadhatu, 723
ulayubhuvo vrtlluvali aunty agml , 717
mayobhOr vat() v'dvakr9tayah aanty

ammo, 737
mayy Afilr (mamA3tr) aetu may' (mama)

devahfit'h, 102, 671
merle, viprudbhth (`priva), 707
marutam trillavo mtutam, 402
marutah aadui'av'rdhónath ('n511-

hyAm), 7fi5
rnarut.óm pr9at.ir ("Lim) g vita, 700

marutam praaave ('vena) Jaya Cysts),
60, 593, 601

marutAm mauve adhi no (me) bru-
vantu, 723

marutvatlyam uktham avyathayat
('ya, °thayat) etabhnAtu (°notu),
420, 797

marudbhya euomugbhyam , 376
mart.. (Woad) etc' urvaélr akrpran,

440
marnlAul te varmauA ('mahhld) dada-

l Am', 704
marya tva yuvatibh'h (yo9Ah) gam ar-

9at1 ("se), 4117
maryn na yuttam abhy eta paRrAt ('cA),

575
mahad adya bharataeva ('tAnAm), 740
mahad dha taethau bltuvaueev antah,

511
mahaR c'd yaaya mldhu90 yavyA, 447
mahae te cato MIME panaayate (pan-

iytama), 446
mahad av(nAm anti Miry's!, 447
mahñng te mahatn mahatma, 446
mahakanna bharataaya, 740
n'ahA kavl yuvónA, 762
mahildrvaaya ("vaya) dhlmah', 634
mahAné.mni ("mnyu) revatayah

('tyah), 202, 213
mahñn mah'tvo ('tvA) taatabhónah

(eametambhr), 607
mahñm avinarn anu p!'rvyah, 447
mah'nam pay, 'e', dtr mahinam
mahu9arr' nah aubhvarn ('bhavae,

vat) taath'vartaam, 234, 402
malnyir (`+v) am, 206
mahl grnanA, 735
mah! ..'d yaaya mldhu90 yavyti, 447
mahl devaeya mliJhu9u 'vayan, 447
mahlnAn' Chinant) payo 'e', 215
mahl no vAtA'ha vñnl.0 bh'7rnau, 709
mahir griuí.gah, 735
mahl vidpatn! madam. (°nI) rtaaya, 455
mah! by aeya mfdhu90 yavyA, 447
mahe cana tvAut adnvalt avid, ),

306
moho golraaya k9ayatt avarójah

447

`btu-

('ja),
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maho ye dhanam ("na, ratnadi) aamt-
the,yu labhrtre, 704

mahyam vatab pavatam ("te) lame
aamut (kamayaamai), 99, 646

mabyam agro abharal lyottye kam, 70,
486

mahyam grhnamt tvam aham, 652
mahyam lyotir ahharat Orono tat, 70,

496
mahyam dhukyva yalamilnaya Liman,

309
maim% 'mirant (°ra) evaataye, 345
mailatya (°eebhyah) evaha, 707
makim brahmadviyo (°9am) vanah, 703
ma cakra aorta., 164
ma ca rtyad upaeatta te ague, 695
ma citham dvtyate radham, 633, 703
ma lamia mo9ir amuya Auyanam, 401
mata matan mata, 444
mata yad virant dadhanad (Talanal)

dhantytha (lamytham), 402
matur mitan mata, 444
ma te gnce (°he.pu) mat ghoya utthat, 711
ma te yuyuma eamdráah, 670
ma te man khantta, 714
ma to riysnn ...tiro ague (grita-

Aale), 695
mateva putram hibhrtitpev enat (hih-

hrta ev enat, °enam), 837
matevaema adite ('tih) Aarma yacha

(yalieat), 27, 322, 326
ma te vynma Berm., (mold.

670
ma t.vam harSh Arutatn mayi, 671
ma tv aham dvtyatam radham, 633, 703
ma tvi dabhan, 740
ma tva dabhan durevaeah kabnkah

(Elute,. yatudhanah), 155
mit tva dabhan yatudhanadurevah, 155
mA tva ni kran parvacitu (-tutti, 'rit-

tau) nikHrinah, 221
mi tva panparmo (paripari) video

(etc ), 703
ma tva vrkyah ('yau) earn Inldhiy(a

('tam, 'dhetham), 765
maduykrtau ',mans& Esau), 131
manaaya pattu karma Hyena,. 835
ma nah Inman, Aarunah eyona, 835

mia no andhe tamaay antar adhat,
312

ma no rak90 abbi nad yatumavatam
('vat), 440

ma no hardi tviQb vadhlti, 724, 793
ma no hasin metthito net tva lahama,

724
ma nu hielatyta, 724
ma no hirlarl Tanita yah prthivyah

(°yam), 654, 724
ma no hiAeid dhirlettn [dadhami[ na tva

lahami, 724
ma no hrnitam (°tha) atithir ("thim)

vasur agmh, 401
mandi vai3ah Aundhyar ('yuyo) alirah,

241
main dheht, 723
and ...man dhanam (nah ovum, mc

dhanam, mat payah), 80, 656, 724
main anuvrata bhava, 53, 97, 506
ma main mata prthivi Mitait, 305, 326
mu ma haein ( air) nathitn net (na) lva

lahami (`nt), 724
m1 ma hmet;(a, 724
ma ma (main) hulaty(am ovum (yat.

avant) yumm rtvifiantau ('Aathah),
305, 754

ma ma hiile4 Tanita yah prthivy;ih, 724
ma via hilieih avion (titrant) ynntm ave-

Reno (`San), 305, 754
maviryavt kam ration che9ah, 380, 510
mums. moci kaA rana, 380, 810
main eva gnabhir abhigah, 474
ma me vita nabhtm attgah, 474
ma me hardi tvi9a ("dim dvi9a) oath.,

222, 724, 793
mitan punihi ("nahe) vibvatah, 724
ma vayam Equaa varcaea ra, 724
ma vo dabhat, 740
ma vo resat khantta, 714
ma eavtark9atham parame vyoman

(Uni), 275
maNarena parteruta Casa, pariykrta),

459
maaaS ("Nam) caturthah, 709
m6aaA cardhamaeaA ca, 410
rua ev asmana lamaey antaradhah, 312
maltant ayu9a , 724

pam

LED.
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ml htdeteur vahatum uhyamanam
(RhyamanAm), 840

ma htneih reit) purugam ("tan) iagat
(mama), 701

miteva eadma palumantt ("mantel
284

mitrah keatram keatrapatil' may'
(ya)amanaya) dadhAtu (dadatu) ,

641

=trail pAnty adruhah, 115, 733
mitra eatyA¢Am pate ('nAm adhtpatr,

eatyah), 329, 438
mttraeya tvA (val) cakeueA , 740
mttraayAa' kanitukA, 759
mitrah eatyAnAm (aatyah), 320, 438, 742
mit.rAVarunayur dhruvrnA dharmanA,

443

md.ravarunabhyam AgumuFbhyam pa-
yaeyA (yam), 3711

m,travarunA rakyatam Adhtpatyath
('yr), 602, 705

mttravaruna laradvhnrun ("na) c'kttnt7
(rikittam, tgninli, r.ik,tvarn), 585,
709

mttravnrunau dhtenyath ("ycbbtr ag-
mbhth), 172

mdravarunau dhruvrna dharruanñ, 443
md.ravarunau lrunlbhyam (front"), 189
mttravaruuau aa mattaayat ( ya)

dtRo , 149
mttrAs panty adruhah, 115, 717
mitro Janin kalpayatt prai,-tnan, 695
mtlr° )anAn yatayati bruvanah (praiA-

nan), 696
miham na vat° vi ha vat u bhltma, 709
mukham ktm asp]. (asvAsit) kau (Lim)

habit, 776
muficatuya)fiam ("no) yailtapattm ,

390
mufiremam yainum mutt.. ya)t3apatim

, 390, 695
mufiremam adhasah, 695
muIIceman amrin atihaaah evahA, 695
mltrA ("rail.) amrtram purim darmñ-

uam, 419
mrgA na bhimaa tavteibhtr ('ecbhtr)

arcinah (Urmibhih), 841
mriantt va)mum sadaneev acha, 540

mrlyamAnA ('no) gahhaetyoh, 712
mrtaya iivam pariniyamanAm, 701
mrtyava ekaRatam parah, 380
mrtyur me pahi, 437
mrty0n ekalatam euve, 509
mrty'in ekaaatam raye(nude), 380, 509
mrtynh psdam ('dent) , 699
mrtyor ekalatam auve, 509
mrtyor ekalatam cayo, 509
mrtyor mA pAht, 437
mrtyor mukeiya mA patyuh, 219
mrdam haravath ('vrbhilt), 172
medaaah ("ea, medobhyah) evahA, 620,

694

MP. rayah, 724
meeam viprA abhtavarA ( ), 801
mainam htnateyam avian yarum Avt-

lantau, 794
matç+am kam varier rhteah, 350, 510
mateAm 4erhe.yl kun cana, 380, 810
mn aham dvteate ("t.) radham, 633, 703
modah pram°da Ananduh, 714
mn eft na mdratra (indra) prat, devaih

'va), 29, 55, 353
mn evatvam roman taradhAt, 312
mo yv aamatle tummy antaradhah, 312
ya Agachat pathtbhtr devayLnath, 816
ya Ajagma ('muh) Havana ma ('nedam,

uam tdam, aiagmedam eavanam)
1ueAnah, 651, 093

ya 9habhltva (AvabhOva) hhuvartant
vulva ('vAh), 835

ya Avia(,n vayaasn yn mrgeeu, 526
ya ¡hut= ('tir) atyamauyanta drvah,

61,t7

ya indragni aeanant aakbayau, 133
ya uudreua earaLham yTitt tlevah, 419,

588
ya mall praia vl4vakarmA iaiána, 417
ya tmA vtiva hhuvnnAnt rak)pr, 165
ya team° yStudhanAnam, 449, 455, 755
ya im vahanta A;:ubhth, 40, 408
ya ile palupatth pelnnAm, 447
ya uartyA apyA (apt pi) ante, almanah

("nt), 605
ya rte rid ahhtlrteah, 816
ya eLad (enam) vidur amriAa te bha-

vantt, 909

hula,
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ya enad veda ea id enad (enam) arhati,
B37

ya opadhipu paéupv apev antab ("pv
Aviveéa), 739

yah kravyat tarn abréamam, 20, 396
yab purupe yo aémaut, 691, 710
yah pOtah (potA) sa punAtu mA (nah),

724
yam hutAdam agnim yarn u kAmam

Caul, 396
yakpatah ('pat) avau (avant) mahlmA-

nau ("nam), 769
yaksate cid abhtéripah, 616
yakpmam éronibhyam (Runt-) bhAsa-

dAt, 189, 499
yakpmam bhaaadyam érnnihhyam bha-

eadam, 189, 498
yakpmA yanti Farad ("nad) anu, 495,

698
yac calomel) jagataarvam ("tyaamin),

457
yac cacArAnanuvratam, 404, 917
yac sham eno vidvané cakara yac cA-

vidvads , 726
yac eAham eno vidvadsaé cavidvAnsaé

, 726
yachA nab farma septa.. ('thñh),

257, 721
yachasmai 4arma saprathah, 257, 721
yalatrA muftrateha nah (mA), 724
yalamanaya IAgrta, 649
yalA no (yalano) devo ("van) ajarab

euvlrah, 402
yaliptham havyavahana ('nam), 332,

346, 397
yaliy(ho havyavahanah, 332, 387
yaj lagrantha eavitA satyadharmA, 465,

816
yaj latam lanitavyam ca kevalam, 448
yatñah pratyapthat, 328
yalñah praty u pthAt sumatau matí-

nam, 328
yalñam yad yalñavAhaeah, 474, 689
yalñam vidAnAh sukrtasya hike, 526
yalñam hmvauty adribhih, 419, 488
yalñam tapab, 792
yalñain dadhAnab sukrtaeya lokam,

526

yalña pratitipyha sumatau eubevAh, 320
yalGam ahur bhuvauasya aabhim, 302
yalñab ca dakpipA CIAO ca (ca dak-

pipe), 696
yalñas tapah, 792
'agate, lihvam avidAma guhyAm

("yam), 817
yalñaeya te (tva) yalñapate stlktoktau

(havirbhib, eaha), 483
yalñaeya mAtA (mAtaram) euhavfi me

astu, 18, 399, 723
yalñaeya Reese. rtvilA ('vtyau), 131
yalñaeyayuli pratiran ('ntau), 765
yajilAya santv adrayah, 419, 488
yalñaya etirnabarhiye vi vo marie, 489,

646, 689
yalilepu stirnaharhipam warner, 499,

646, 689
yalñair ',thou haviya yalup5 ('t.i yaluy3

havirbhih), 689
yalñair vA (vn) yalfiavahaeah, 474, 6E19
yalñair vidhema mimerait havirbhih, 699
yalilo hhGtva yalñam Laid. sv.Im

(svam) yonim , 784
yatah pralA akhidrA , 569
yatarnana ("no) raémihhih sOryaeye,

739, 849
yato deva dadhipe p4rvapeyam, 651i
yato bhiimim lanayan vi4vakarmA, 493
yat karmanaty artncam, 583
yatkAma 'dam luhomi tan mc eamr-

dhyat6m, 726
yatkami.e te luhumas tan no astu, 726
yat kint ta (rit.) tanvo ('yam) rapali,

708
yat kualdam apratittam (-Man], apra-

dattam) rosy! (mayeha), 607, 70:1
yat te asmin ghora asan luhomi, 276
yat te, kruddhah parovapa, 517, 717
yat te devi nirrtir Ababandha, 832
yat te pavitram arciyt ('8A), 609
yat te mahe see yat tvemahe
yat te bikvah parAvadhlt, 517
yat te suelme ('main) hrdaye ("yam),

340, 457
yat tvA kruddhah parovapa ('ddhAh

pracakruh), 517, 717
yat tvA éikvah paravadhit, 517
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yat tvemahe (te matte) prati tan no
(prati nae tall jusaeva, 496

yat pdrtam yA6 ea dak8tnóh, 696
yat pTthtvyrath ('yA) rajah evam, 671
yatra gavAm mhitA eapta nAma

Mama), 270
yatra devAaeo ('vA) ajuyanta vt4ve, 157

(vrnaar)yatra hhümer ("royal) juaaae
tatra gacha, 143, 192

yatra-yatra jatavedah eamhabhütha,
342

yvtra-yat.ra vtbhrto (Inbhrato) jata-
veda, 342

Yatra earaevatyA
havisah priva

metlaayn (mcyyA)
dhAmiuti, 779

yntrAdht eür.i udito ('tau) vthhIItt
(vyett), 457

yatra vrksae tanuvat yal. o vAeah, 144,
495, 517

yatraaprkgat tanvo yar ra vAaaeah
498, 517(tartuvam yatra vaaah), 144,

yatrrmS vt;vri bhuvanadht tasthuh,
1(i4

}at.raman (`raitAu) vrttha nihttfin pa-
rake (parArah), 553

yatrauyvdhth aamagmyta, 193
yat 8111011 airmen ("itv) Penn., ("halt),

795

yat euhhrtnm yal avAhA, 727
yal Arlin-1.m jivabhojanam, B(19
ynthAt!nih prthtvya aamnnamad cram

mahyarn bhadrAh aamnatayah earn
namuntii, 431, (1107

yut.h(' tvam (tvam agnc) suáravah au6-
rava ('va asy evam, "vit deVrJV evam)
ahane au3ravah euBravA ("vA brahma-
ncáu) bhGyaeam (rvant maul eu3ra-
vah eauBravaaam kuru), 376

yatha prthnyAru agnayc eamanamann
cva mahvam eamnamah sain na-
mantu, 431, 607

yatha mitraya varurtaya Eamtamah
("roam), 397

yathami("miçam)anyoanyam najanan
('nat), 438

vathavatham nail
doh, 134

tunvau ("vft, tan
nau) jatavt

yathoyatham nau (no) vratapate ("pA)
vrat:dnt (vratmor vrat8ni, vrattttAm
vratani), 771

yathava6anitanvam ("vatl)kalpayaava
('yAtt), 709

yathaham rays vtraeya (epAm bhütA-
nAm, egttm virAnAm), 7â9

yathedarn tram aganma rudn-
yAya, B93

yatheyam tart pautram agham na
rodAt, 533

yathattepAm anyn anyam na jAnat, 438
yathatnam jaraee nayat, 431
vathatyfirn anyn anyant

luvyavahana,
na
316, 816

janAt, 438
yad agne
yad adya te ghora Aran juhumi, 279
yad antankyam rajan. tmAnam, 457
yad aut.ankyatn tad u me (nah) ptta-

bhüt ("tibia i, 724
yad antah aamudre kavayu vadantt,

796
yad amatanttam avaeam mourn gill

(gnh), 505, 700
yad aFiuddhatt parajaghfina tad va

stmts. 4undhantàm, 472
yad soya karmann tyartru:am, 553

yad aham dhancna prapanaA3 carAmt,
472

yad ahnat lurulr papam, 69, 575
yad alma' papam altiryant, 69, 575
yad Agar.hat pat.hihhir devayAnath,

916

yada malts)),
b62

aain\araitad ("ne) vy
'titbit,

yatiaritghali varudab (adH ritkhSlyau
vadatall), 212

yad A4trdA dampatt vArnam a6nt.talt,
174, 476, 9119

yad Ahu6 ralyur aditAv unantam, 392,
671

yad ir hAmt manaaii eakrunah, 809
yad rd bhümim janayan vt6vakarmA,

495
yad indro apibar. charibhth, 501, 809
yadt varuµaeyAat rajüo (vAruny aet)

varuuAt 1vA night 'dhikririomt (LvA
nt;,krinAmt), 613
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yadi viruny ast varunAya twit parikrt-
nAmy aham , 613

yadi ératn ("tam) juhutana, 397
yadi somasyast r8ldah (mutiny run)

aural tvA rAitlo 'dhtkrlQArnt (tvA
ntpkrinAmi, somAya tvA parikrinamy
npadhtm), 613

vahanty aéavah,yadi 40, 408
yad rte cid ahhtéripah, 816
yad enaé cakrvan baddha epa, 439
yad o9adhayali Bamgarhatite (annal,

mata), 193
yad gharme, 768
yad dattarh ya ca dakptnA, 690
yad devasya Bayard prArinAh, 816
yad deva devant ayajanta volve, 697
yad deva devAn havipAyalanta, 697
yad devAnAm (°vesu) tryayupam, 671
yad devils() lalamagum, 816
yad dha kraal vivasvati ('te), 045
yad ammo ('ni) yavarn atti, 779
yad bhadram tan na (ma) a Buys, 724
yad bhOme.r hrdayarn divi r.andrumast

Britain, 363, 396
yady antariksAt sa u vayur eve, 826
yady aérñto ('tam) mamattana, 397
yady asi arum varunAya tvA rA1Ae

par'krinAmi, 613
yady ast satimi sumaya tyA rAlOe para-

Juba, 613
yad ratnyat kurute

("rya) papam
papam, 68, 575

yad riitnyA akñrpam, 68,
575

yad vaular'ksAl tad u vayur
prapapam

eva, 826
yad vo devith earama, 472
yad vu devAsa Agure ('rt), 646
yad vo Buddha alrbhe tan éundhadh-

vant, 472
yad vo 'ßuddhAh ('dhah) para jaghnur

(laghanaitad) , 472
yanta rAt, 849
pintas' yamanah, 849
yam te devi ri'rrtir A babandha, 332
yantri rat, 849
pantry aet yamani ("marl), 849
yam tvam ayam

(tetilAnah
(tvAyam) avadhrt's

trlamAnah ttgmatelAh),
306

yam devAao lalAmagum, 816
yam dvismas taamtn prati muliclmi

pAAam, 703
yam (yan) nah pdtA samlanite, 811
yam nirmanthato aévinA, 131, 470
yan maya duskrtadi krtam, 580
yan maya manaaA vana, 88, 580
yan me agua Onam tan vas tan ma (mA)

Aprna, 239
you me kin cata duskrtam, 580
yan me mama& vice, 89, 580
yan me yamarn vatvasvatam, 496
yam adhvAnam agama darum, 499
yam antah samudre kavayn vayantt,

796
yam ahadhnita vitau euketah (suée-

vah), 465, 916
yam aévma namucer Asurad adht ( "city

Asure dadhi), 665
yam asyendro apiba6 éaribhih, 501, 809
yamAd aham va'vasvatAt, 496
yamaya yamasrim, 782
yamaya airman' ('mall) eunuta (pa-

vate), 382
yam A4trA dampatt vumam aénutali,

174, 476, 909
yamena team yamya samvid,liA ('nah),

949
yamena prti'n (pitarah), 390
yam pittcalanyam bahavult samtnd-

bate, 520
yam putrina Akramnnte viénkah, 465
yarn mitrarn na praéastibhih ('taye),

558, 690
('yfs)yamyat trayodaAI, 143

yamyat ( "yah) pAtilrah (`jnr`), 143
yamyat yamasrtm, 782
yayA,Ii A datnpati viunam aénutali, 174,

476
yaya rathah satyavartmarluraémili,

443
yavaya dveso asmat, 703
yavayAratlh ('tam), 703

:arced agha dvesAdst ("mad dye-
Bah), 703

yaya ( "vair) na barhir bhruvi kesarAnr,
56, 412

yavAs rAyavAs radhipataya Asan, 441
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yavena ('na vA) keudham puruhüta
vtbvAm ("ve), 402

yavenaueadhl)j (°dhayah), 31111
yaéaeA mA

bhaga4 ca

dyâvAprthtvi, 412
yaéaeendrAbrhaepatf, 412
yak)

(neat,
(hhagaeya) ma vtdnt

°eya vtndatu), 442
yak) may! (Mehl, 639
yak) ma dy¡vAprthivl, 412
yaAo me dhtih (dheht), 639
yak mcndrAbrhaspatl, 412
yac tad veda eavduh (ea Intuit) pttaaat,

729
yac tant vida cu pit us ("tula) ptl.ñsat,

164, 729
rail t¡ vtjanat ca palum (cavttuh) WA-

RM, 164, 729
yac te dt vu varuna tam la rltna-

vayape, 472
yam te rajan varuna tant

472

t.a rtcrtA-
vayajc (start avayaje),

ya ctrinam jIvabhnjanah, 808
ya ama Irutarvann ¡rkeyr, 449, 457
yaamaj jata na para naava kam ramaaa

(pant na puri ktm ranatva), 729, $10
yasrnlj jitt.rt nu paro 'nyu (,utyn) asti,

8I0

yaamltt pararn naparam asti kurt rat, 8111
yuemad anyan ua pararu lun cau¡Rti,

RIO

yasmaul anyn na yarn Kati ill all, 910
yammad hhttA ('t.o) mvidaet, 849
y.tmm4n na jatah part) anyn ash ( Mt),

810
yacmann 'dam vt4vam bhuvanam adht

.vntam, 698
bhütamyaamtn ea bhavyam ea, 643

yaamm va3vAn' bhuvanitnt (v'4vA bhu-
vanedht) taethuh, 167, 895

yasmat ca
714

tva khauamy alum (khana-
mast),

yasmat eaham khanama vah, 714
yaemat bhfttant ea bhavyam cx, 64:1

playa jatam janamiutam ca kevalam,
445

yaeya deva dadhter pürvapr.yam, 656
yasya dyavo na vtr.arantt m,-intpla

('eam), 402

yaaya dyaur urvl prthtvl ca mahl, 114,
SFiR, 757

yasya vratam ('ta) upattethanta.tpah,
54, 523, 526

yaeya vratant ('tr)pa3avo yanti carve,
54, 99, 526

t.te)a srutarva brhan, 449, 457
yxeva ...earn rasayA eahehuh, 463,

550
ytutyA Aá¡n (unis) tanvu vtt.apre(hah,

1171

yae,yam Larmant kurvate (krnv"), 552
yasyam deva alihteamvt4antala, 412, 765
yacyA bahvyac tanvo vltnpre(h¡h, 148,

21.1, 671

yamyam una hahvyas (anou vltapre(.-
halt, 213, 671

)asva yonir , vrr )royal ynntr
yaey¡a ta Imam gh,re juhoma, 27R
yavyéa te acy8h kritraamaft juhuma, 774
yasyas tr. ahora asan juhomt, 275
yaayaa te vajntyn (harttu) garbhah, 148,

447

yasyaham aemt purnhatah, 718
)asyendrn ambit( rhaclhluh, 501
yac)at te yajfityu garbhah, 148, 447
yaeyaa baby's tanuvn vitapre¿hâh, 19R,

213, 671
playa' ('y:.) yonar htranyayl, 148, 447,

784
yah samgraman (`mam) nayatt (jay')

main yudhe vail (earn veli yudhe,
yudhe), 5ta, 69ti

yah samadhi ya Ahutl ('tyA), 216
yah strirtlm jivahhnjanal,, 808
yahvl (°vlr) rtasya r.aatara (`rxh), 766
va antartktta uta pßrthlvlr yAh, 451
yA ant.artkeyA uta plrthtvaeah ('v[r

yah), 451
ya ataethatur bhuvanAnt vtéva, 528
)A ¡haraj jamadagmh, 740
ya ieavn y8tudhAnaraIIm, 449, 455, 788
yA neadhayah prathamajah, 193
ya neadhayah aomarejnlh, 193
ya neadhlh pürvA With, 193
ya oeadhlh mnmarajn)h, 19:1
yah paraatad rocane t'nah) eüryaeya,

455
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yids (yam) te Boma prApißa tin (tan,
tan) whom', 406

ya 1AtA nyadhayah, 193
ya ta tour yuvA nama taya no mida

(tayA vtdhema, taeyat te vtd-
hema ) taayâa ('yat) te namaa

, 152, 563
ya tint rAtrlm upAamahe, 349
yatudhanam (°nA, °nan) ktmidtnam

("n/, 'nail), 703, 764
yatudhanebhyah kanlaklkArrm ("kaki-

ram), 782
yâ te agne rudrtya twat! rya') te

avaha, 152
ya te dhamany u3maes gamadhyal, 183,

402, 769
yA te pattghnt (°ny) , 671
yA tep/Im avaya dunytith, 431
ya devir anti?' abbilo 'dadanla, 213
ya devy aetplaka ("ke) ea main

upa3eqva (mopa.4e@va) , 304
yam karmans cakrtre, 552
yam kpetrant yd (dhanvint ye) vanA

(vau/h), 793
yam gharme kapalAnt, 768
yA no dadAts 3ravanant ptlrnâm, 252
yam te cakrur gârhapatye, 488
yAm LvA Iano bhOmsr tit pram...,

698
yam tvA retry upâamahe ("sate, "lrs

vajAmahe), 349
piny apâmstyany aprat lt tiny ('Litany)

aemt, 703
ya patyete aprattt.á auhubhth, 132
ya prathamA eamakrtsr yalfle amain,

830
yAbhtr yam dtltyam e0ryaaya, 799
yAbhyam ntrmanthat.Am a3vtnau devau,

131, 476
yAm 5á5m emi keval! ea me aetu, 809
yam aharal Iamadagnth, 740
yam loom gsrs3anta ("tam), 352
ya rAlânam ("na) earatham path.

(vita) ugra, 402
ya rucane paraetAt e0ryaeya, 455
yâvayArâttm, 703
yAvayAamad dregam ('gah), 703

yâv Ataathatur bhuvanAnt vt3vA (°na-
aya madhye), 528

yaranAm cAyivAnam cAdhtpatyam aeit,
441

yâ3 ca gnA deryo 'ntAn , 213
yâá ca devil* ant. , 213
yâ3 ca devia tantOn (devyo antan) ,

213
yaA ca bhtmy adharâg yAA ca pa3cA, 180
yAearaevattrt3obhaginâ (ve3abhagtut)

t.aayAm me (taeya no) nova , 681,
723

yam tiarah prathamal5h (paramalAh),
438, 8,35

yam tv hhilme Wired y63 ea pa3t.At.,
180

yAa te râtrih (°trayah) aavltar deva-
3anth, 197

yAa te rudra puraatat sends tahhya rya
halls tabhyas te namah, 667

yaa Le rudra purvasy/m dt31 arn+ia tah-
hya enat, 167

y5a te vogue tapaeah ("eA) eambabhO-
vuh, 64, 7R, 569

yaa te soma prAnatis acc yang
te

yieya apa3avyA tangs tam oayA apa-
Iahl, 148, 612

yieya nputry5 ("rtyA) tallas tarn asyA
apalaht, 148, 612

yiulydh ('yat) pat.tghnI tanOs tam aayA
apalaht (nays' ny4aya svAhâ, stn n'),
148, 612

yaayah pap! Iaksmir ya pattghnl yApu-
trya yâpa3avya t5 newt apahata, 14M,
612

yâayAh pap! lakymta trim aayâ apalRhl,
148, 612

yóayiun patlghn1 tanOh aayat tam
krnomt evehâ, 148, 671

yaeyot grhaghni (etc ) tanúe tam aeyal
[Maya evaha, 148, 612

yam,. ghost (clr ) tunas tam Ito ntl3aya
evahA, 148, 612

yA evapantam bodhayati (avapatau Ii-
gartt), 548, 701

yA1l euprttAh auhutâ yat ev5hâ, 727

,
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yuktAe nero vtmrlab e0ryseya, 390
yukts harl vrpanA yAhy arvAü, 815
yukto vato'ntartkpepa te salts, 380, 564
yuktvA harl vrpanA yahy arvall ('yak),

815
yunajmi torn vtprcah Baryaeya te

(vtvrtah earyab eave, or Bavai)), 380
yunajmi vayum antarakgepa te (tena)

Bala, 380, 564
yuvam tan tndra vrtrahan, 715, 836
yuyo rathu adhvaram (`rn) devavitayc,

399
yupmané ca dAyam ma upeta ("yam

copetartt), 403
yuqmakam eakhyr aham aeon érva, 314,

654, 849
yuyman ("ma) indro vrnita vrtnd,riryt.,

803
yugman rlya uta yaldd asaér.ata, 112,

689
yu3mr. ('main) aetu dive-dive, 318
ye agnayo apav enter ye vrtre, 691
ye antanksa uta ye divi ßntah, 155
ye antankva oysdhlqu pan, aptly an-

t ah, 739
ye antarikcc ye at divi énGisah, 155
ye aprathetam xmitehhir olnbhih, 469
ye aprathethknt amitam tibia yojanam

(amtta ynlanani), 469, 695
ye ripen ,adriuet ('peu eadadst) raknre,

695
ye ami rocane divah, 672, 515
ye arvaG ("vañ madhya) uta va purism,

(-narn), 532
yr, ke ca prt.htvlm anti ('vyam adht),

542
ye krétnah prathamah ('mc) satram

aeata, 299
ye gharme, 768
ye ca tvam anu (atranu), 307
ye r.atvArah pathayo devayáttah, 253
ye ca devañ ('va) ayajanta, 401
ye cltra tvanu , 307
ye cami rocanc divi, 672, 615
ye cerne abhttu rudrah, 402
ye cautery.' (ecmain, cerne) rudra abht-

lah, 402

ye lAtAe tanvaa ("vatia) pan, 494
ye ta Aranyah paéavo mrgA vane httah,

309
ye tad virtue amrtAs te bhavantt, 809
ye te panthl adho (panthAno 'va)

divah, 283
ye te panthab ("thanah) eavrta(t par-

vylea4, 283
ye Le earaava ("swami) armayab, 265
ye tvam atranu, 307
ye tvl ratry ('rim) upaeate, 349
ye devil agnmetrlh purahsadas leh-

hyah evAha, 426
ye deevah puraheado 'gnanetra (agni')

,426
ye devA divy ekddaéa etha, 107
ye devil devegv ("vebhyn) adht devat-

yam Ayan, 865
ye devanam Stoll yal8tyaeah (°yi ye

ca yaldtyah), 154
ye devi manolata (manu') dakea-

pitaras ('tAras) , 253
ye devaen divy e:kAdaéa tithe, 157
ye do recant. divah, 672, 815
yena te te pralapate, 363
yena tvarn deva veda (tvam veda)

tena mahyam (teuasmabhyam) ,

724
yena tvahadhnat savita suér.vah ('vâh,

suketah), 465, 816
yena deva amrt.am any avindan, 154
yena devil ('vasn) asahanta dasyan,

157
yrna de.vAan amrtaLvam AnaSuh, 154
yens dyaur ugrA prthtvi ca drdha

(`dhe), 114, 588, 757
yenn dhanena prapapam rarkmi, 47'
yena (flats (piled) brhaspatrh ('tilt),

444
yena prajA achtdrA , 569
yena pral3 vaévakarma lalana (v)ti-

nal), 417
yena mabadhnat savda euécvah, 465,

816
yena ényam akrnutim (stnyam akrnu-

tarn, amply akurutam), 774
yendkramante putrtgo (ye) viéukdb 465
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yenakva rain, "vyAv, yena kv&rn) ahhy-
avtryanta ('viftcatam, °tam), 380

ycnavrtarh kham ca divam mahim ("hi)
ca, 391

ycnA eamateu a&aahah ("Inh, 'hi), 842
yenendraeya ratham SadtbabhOvuh,

419, 588
yenem& vt,vA hhuvan&nt taethulj, 164
yenatte prajApatrh, 363
yenatya LhLGta ttvthaty Maui tiqthate

hy) antarAtm&, 417
ye no dvt9anty anu tan rabhaeva, 703
ye panth&nu hahavn devayñnah, 283
ye purv,le ye adman', 691, 710
ye barium) Call) nauiuvrktuti (namauk-

tuu) , 588
yrhhtr v&ram viévarUpehhtr ("pan])

avyayan (eamavyayat), 47h
ye m&mak&h ptt.aralt, 724
ye ratnm ('rim) auut.t,thauti ('atta),

196

ye vanaapatln&m, 514
ye vado (vami) rocane diva'', 672, 815
ye va vanaapatiñr anu (°patln&m), 514
yi;am ttarah pararnaj&h, 438, 835
yrvtm adhyrt.i pravaaan,

(`dah)
682

vyam apeu dadas krlain 698
yr9Am aemt purnhitah, 718
',edam 1pe paéupatth paéUnAm, 447
vr9u vii y,-itudhñnah, 499, 455
yrvil aaumanann (`Sam) hahuh (ma-

hat), 795
yrvv adhyrt.i pravaaan, 682
ye etha trays ekAdaé&h ('éiu+at), 158
ye am6kam pitaran trv&m barhir aai,

724
yr aman abhyughayanti, 703
yo akveneva rakrtyil ('yau) (arihhth,

131
yo agnaya dadaéa havyadñttbhth

("taye), 567, 742
yn agntlt kravyavahanah (kavya'), 326,

816

yo agnlvnm&v ajuvr eakh&ya, 133
yo antarikve rajaeu vim&nah, 457
yn spay mutar agnir yo vrtre, 601
yo adman ahhyaghayatt, 703
yogakvemu nah kalpat&m, 724

yn devakAmn na dhanA ("nam) ru>,tad-
dht, 704

yn devaaya éavaaA pr&ng&h, 816
yo devo viévAd

kadA ctd
yam u 'amain &huh, 396

yo nah abhidAaatt druhA, 724
yo nah kaé rabhyagh&yati, 724
ynntr yae te htranyayah, 447, 7M
yoner tva pracyutit garbhah, 184
yo nu anti éapati tam etena roam, 724
yo no diva dipeatt yaé ra naktam, 724
yo no dvevtt tanin rabhaava, 703
yo rio dveyti sa bhidyatAm, 312
yn nn dveaty ano tam ravaeva, 703
yanya 'va praryutn garbhah, 184
yu mis kadi cid abhtil&eati druhuh, 724
ya ma kas. rabhulASata, 724
yo ma rakaueA yo manaaa, 724
yn mA diva dtpaat.t ya4 ra uaktam, 724
yo mc nt.i dare 'rAtlyati tam etena

je9am, 724
yo mattaey& digo , 149
yo rudrn vtévA hhuvanñvivoa, 165
yn vam ratio' rjuraémih eatyadharmx,

445
yo mind rakvuyA manaaA t.itt.yakrttyA

ra, 724
yo 'ernan dvrr,itt yam ra vayam d./lama

idam aaya grlva apt krnl&mt, 724
yo main rives(' sa bhidyatAm, 312
yau te pakyav ajaran patatrinau, 447
yau pat.yrte apratjtau eahnhhih, 132

au vlryair viratamrt 4avwthA, 170
rabanal tayA (t&hhir) daha jiltaveduh,

739
rakv&yat Lv& nAratyai, 152
rakrnghnu ('ghnn vu) valagaghnalt

prok9Ami vaivi}avAn, 262
rak9oghno

(

valagaghno vaatñrAmt
vaetrtiñmi) vaunavan, 262, 740

rakyohanatn lvA valagahanam avaetli-
aunt (avaetrnamt, AatrrtAmt) vatting-
vam, 740

rakyuhano ('no vo) valagahanah prok-
vAmt vaivnav&n (°vam), 262, 739

rakvnhano ("no vu) valagahano 'vae-
trnamt vatqrtavAn, 262, 790

rat.nam devaaya eavitur iyanah (`nah),
739
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rathadttaram alma prattqt.httyA anta-
rtkge (°kgam, alma pratts(,httyai), 535

ratha aSvAöa uqaso vyuqtau (°jtqu), 709
rathltamam ("mo) rathinSm, 387
rathe aksesv rsabhasya ("su vrg") vale,

710
rathesv akqeyu veyabhara)ah, 710
rantir aet, 179
rant! ramatih sfinuh süuarl, 179
rabhtyasa ('yañsam) iva krtvl , 700
rayim ca nah earvaviraru ('rdrn) ni

yarhatu (`chat), 785
raytm danaya rodaya, 704
rayun devi dadhitu mr, 704, 723
rayim dhrhtearvaviram vurasyam,499
rayim no dheht suhhage nuviram ('re,

"ryam), 350
raranas tmana devebhyah ("vequ), 644
rasai!' parterut.a (`tn) na rnlutam, 597
.tk.tm allant suhavitm ('vit) annuli

huvc, 59, 470
rtkfiya aham devayalyaya praiñvñn

('vati) hhftvn-"arn, 949
ralantam ( tav) adhvariinam, 765
atrun-ratrim aprty,ty tin hharantah,

196

ritrun (`rìm) luiva 196

ratrun dhenum irtyatim (upayatim),
196

ratnnt viva, 190
ratri Bturnaui na pltvu.]r ('.:t), 195, 337,

410
ratrun r,d.rim aprtyavam Lhantnt.th,

196

r.ttrtrn dlienum iviymtim, 196
rtt.nrn pivnsk, 196
ritiri .]tnmani na pgyuai, 191, 337, 431
raya.] pupuu yanmane daiLittu, 640
raya.] pnyam vi syat.-tm (..t.u, .]ya) nitb-

htm asme (asya), 490, 62
rayas posant

430,
cikitugc CO) dadhlttu

(dadatu), 840

rayan posa ("yaya) yalamiutani vió-
antu, 421

rayas pogA ("gAya) yalamauam encan-
Lam (°nasya Bantu), 421, 519

i}as puyena ("se) eam tg.-i madama,
100, 603

rlyas puye
739

yalñapattm Abhaiantlh
(°t,1),

raye agne mahe tva, 70, 86, 629
raye tatah Bahama vrddhail, 559
rayo agne mahe tva, 70, 86, 629
raya danaya rodaya, 704
rayo devi dadittu nah, 704, 723
rayo hudhnah eamgamertrt vasóriant,

949

rSv(r-any asmit adheht (aemin dheht),
642

rudrah pa3pnam ("3ubhyah), 627
rudra ("rani) )alAgabhanala (`lam), 346
rudra yat tc krayi (knvi, kravt, girt-)

param nútna lama' ('mtn) hutam
amt, 650

rudrasya ganapatyan (") am, "ye) may-
)bhftr tin, 495, 526, 705

ruchait paficada3e atutam ('tait), 402
rudras tva prat (Amal' pa3cat pantu,

412, 697
nihu rurnlia rohita a rurnha, 687
rapam varnarn na3amirn ma menu*.

°arn, 495
rfiparn indu (`ro) htrunyayam, 453
rup.mi pui4an hhuvanani vt.4t A, 57, 459
rup id varnarn ma

bhuvanant
ntrmrksat, 495

rupair apin4ad vi3va, 57, 459
rrval )stah sahaaa vrddhah, 559
n.vati predhft yalñapatim avt3a, 550,

697
ri.vatt yaiamanc prtyam dha ivt3a, 550,

1197

revat.ir yalñapattm pnyadltaviAata,
551), 1197

rodents krnvatIr ( ty, "vautul agham,
739, 849

ruham-roham rohita firuroha, 687
rnlunle ("nyay) tryavayu vitre, 213
rnhtt kundrnáci golattika ta apsaratuim

(te 'psarasiun), 925
raudrenñnikrna pRh1 magne (pata mAg-

nayah), 691
Iall3ñ rharL3n (141Ci bitrr3) yavye gavye

(ya5n mamagin ), 280
leóah ealrkah sulekaa te na Ad,tya

atyam luyanA vtyantu, 501
lukaai u (id) cive upa laini 1yatu¢, 402
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lokam paran nark 550
vaükrlr aévasya evadhatah aam eta, 177
vateam gayatrim anu ta thaguh, 852
vateam lAtam na dhenaval} (mAtarah,

°tam tvaghnyA), 700
vats() larAyu pratadhuk piytlyth, 793
vatso vtralo vraabho rnatinam, 706
vanaspatayA Wiliam. 699
vanaspataye (namah), 699
vanaspataye svahA, 699
vanaspattbhya ulükan, 699
vanaspattbhyah (namah), 699
vanaapattbhyah avAha, 699
vanaspattbhyu vanaspatyebhya ,

488
vanaepatin vanaapatyacl, 488
vanema pürvir aryo maniOAh ('aa), 489
vanema te abhtaltbhah (°tayc), 568, 704
vandadvarA vandamAnA vtvaatu, 402
vandArua te ("rua te, 'rum te) tanvam

(°nuvam) vande agne, 402
vande dirt= vandamAnu vtvakmt, 402
vap va tam ('to) nagntnA tapantah,

402
vaptA ('tra, 'tar) vapasi Ctrl keéaé-

maéru (keéAn), 326, 334
vayam raiabh,h ('luau) prathama dha-

nant, 607
vayam vAm mitra eyama, 449
vayam eamghatam ('tant-damghatam,

`te-aamghñte) leama (layema, eam-
layema), 105, 546

vayam te rudrA syAma, 449
vayam nAma

('tena),
pra hravAmA ('ma) ghrta-

aya 587
vayAnat ya Avaveáa yo mrgeau, 525, 526
varam vrntava, 739
varuQa mitra daAuaah ('9e), 6:15
varuqaa tvA

("naynr)
dhrtavratn mttrúva-

runau , 443
varunaeya akambhanam ("ny) awn, 802
varunaeya akambhasarlauam ('ny) ait

('lanl athah), 769, 802
varunah aamrat eamrAtpatih may,

dadhatu (yalamAnAya dadatu) ,

641
varutrint tvagtur varunaeya nabhtm,

198

varutrir avayan, 198
varütrayae tvavayan, 198
varütrayo lanayas tva devir vtévade-

vyavatib , 198, 697
variaron tvagtur varu¢aaya nabhtm,

198
varütrf (varu") tva devl vtévadevya-

vatl , 697
varStrtrrt tvagtur varupaiya nAhhim,

198
varütría tvA ('rutria tva) devir vtávade-

vyévatih 199, 697
varüthyam ('ye) varune chandyam

vacah, 552
varenyakratür ('tur) aham, 402
varca a dheht me tanvam (dhayt me

tanüh), 249, 380
varcase tva (vam), 765
varen asrnñau dhat.ta (dheht), 640, 724
varco dhd yalüavahaae ('st), 639
varco may, dhcht, 640, 724
varco me dill (delu, dhah, dheht,

yacha), 640, 724
varnarn pavttrant (puranam) punati ma

(na) digit, 724
vardhamano ("clam) mahad (-ha) I ea

puakare ("ram), 453, 837
vardhA samudram ukthyam (`ya), 350
vardhtaimahi ca vayam A ca pyasisi-

maht (pyaytytmaht ea), 724
vanna (`m5) elvyadhvaut hahula

prthún,, 270
varea rtuh (rt.unam), 438
reran. (°aA3) cak?uaant (°;yah), 797
varyabiva tvartuna Cann) havtgA dik-

qay5mt, 581
varaiyo varaiyaet ("so) yalhe ('üam)

yalüapat.m, ("tail) dhAh, 537, 670
vareo vary ryas' yalüeyalüapattm dhah,

537, 670
varama ("man) dtvah, nabhA prthtvyah,

458
varaman kaatraaya (raalraiyg) kaku-

bh,h ("bin, 'bbhth, kakudl) ótértyA-
nah (érayaeva), 611

valmikan klomnA ("mabhth), 707
vavrAd anantad (vavram anantam) ava

BA path*, 698
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vaßam vehatam gam (gatln na) vayo
dadhat, 399

Vail mega avaargtAaa ("t.A) Ahutdh, 157
vade vehad Chad gaur na) vayo dad-

hub, 399
variants rtub (rttlnam), 438
vaaantena tvartuna (°nAm) havtga dik-

gayAmt, B4, 581
vasava4 cattgthan vasudhalara4 ca, 697
vasavas trtvrta stutam ('tab), 402
vacavo rudre Adttya upanepr4am ma,

402, 511, 723
vasavu rudra AdttyA eta vah panneja-

níh, 359
',arum sOnum eahaso jatavedaaam, 521
vasudava vaeupatth (vasupat.c vasudA-

van), 326
vaaubhyah kaptAjalab, 618
vasubhyu rudrebhya adttychhyo vtb-

vebhyo vo devehhyah panne]anlr
grhnamt, 959

vasumatas Ytm agne) te chayam upas-
t.hegam, 521

vaeumadganasya upahOtasyopa-
hOtn (upahúta upahntatn) hhaksa-
yArnt, 501

vueub cettptho vasudhatamn3 ca, 697
vasuh simuli eahaso apsu raja, 447
vaeUnAttt kaptñjalah, 618
vas6nant tvadhjtena ('nAm -sdhdau)

,601
vasOnam pavtt.ram adt , 697
vasunt carur (caryc, caryu, cayyo) v

bhajast (bhrjAst, bltaja sa) jivan, 334,
649

vasitnt irae janamana (jóto jantmany)
mask, 458

vasnh kuvtd vnnatt nah, 244
vasoh pavdram ast , 697
vasur vaso (vaso vasvah) puruaprhah,

244
vasoh sOnutrt suhasu jatavedasam, 521
vasob e0nuh eahaso apsu rija, 447
vaeya.pt.aye ('tyat) tvA, 182
vasvah kuvtd vanAtt nah, 244
vasvl rantth ettmanah, 179
vaha kAla ('lam) vaha buvant mahlt

vaha, 349

vahadst sa sukrtAnt yatra lokah, 396, 698
vahAat ma sukrt2.m yatra InkSh, 396, 698
yak patamgaya dhlyate (4t4rtye, hay-

ate), 431
vak patantgo aRtAriyat (°gA nRt4rayub),

431
van ma lean (aaye, Asyan), 285
vacaspataye tva hutam pri4nAmt, 501,

563
vAcaspattna te hutasycge (huta-

aya hutasya4nónty ), 501, 563
vacaspate vidhe nAman, 250
vaca mendrtyepAvt4a (vacan incite),

589, 706
vAt.t ("ce) vaha, 655
valona valine jayatñdhvAnam (`vanas)

,698
vajasya ma praeavt na ("vah), 411
vajasya ht prasat ,t ("ve) , 457
va]t tvA sapatnaaitham sam mAr]mt

(mirer), 850
vapnant tvit vApn. vanayamuh ('ny

avanayamt), 455
va]tnam tvA vajttt va]ayatyñyat earn

marjmt, 850
tijnutm tvA vajedhyayat (supatnaaA-

ham) oath ntatjmt (margent), 850
vaAnn vAjajttu dhvana ('no vA]am

layatadhvaua) skubhnuvantu ,

327 698, 777
vajtnu vaja]ttu vijam aansyantn

bhagam ava jtghrata, .527, 777
vajmn vAjapto va]aut easrvAtlso

vatleo) hhAgam ("ge) , 327,
777

vajtnau va]ajttau vajam java l'ha-
gam ('ge) 327, 777

vain nah (me, ma) aapta pradtRah, 619,
724

vAjo no (me) adya prasuvAtt danam,
723

vaio no (ma) vt4vatr dcvath, 724
vAtam print= anvataerjatat, 381
vita (°tab, "tas, 'Lit) sprtah ('tab),

709
vAte.na prinks', 390
vat. va (va vo) manu vA, 741
vitnaspatyAst (`t)am set, 'lys st), 545

(]tgi-

(
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'Arnim duhatham gharmadughe Iva
dhenll, 775

vimarn prayaty adhvare, 527
vltml (vamyit) te eamdr61 viAvam retti

anudheyíya (dhi') tavu vamir ('my)
eamdrßi, 207, 705

vayav ete (etau, eya) te vaya, 773
vayavyam óvelam, 407
vayavyah óvetah pudic, 407
vayuh p8tuh pavttrena, 443
vrayuna pranñh,390
(um) vayunt tarpayamt, 373
vayur na Iditñ Irhtnvyatr desalt nnta-

rikyyath (antartkvaQt) patu, .576
rak9atu,vayur nae (ma) tehhyn 721

vayur vit tva manur va tv,i, 741
vayuq tvanturikgat pñtu s6ryo drvnl,,

576

vayueavttrbhyam agnmughhyitm pa-
yah, 424

vayus típyat.u, 373
vayoh piltah pavitrena, 443
vayo pruya4cilte (°ttir nsi) warn ,

339
vayoeavttra agnmugbhvant carob, 424
varan ('rant) yat ptStn edyroy avyan

("yam), 711
vI kumitram lanlyuna, III, 459

vi garbham ca larlyu ra, fil, 459
vicaranty apativrata, 404, 817
r,IChanda yaß (ya) ea surhand5h, 690
vI lihtyva ("trova) lokim ('kan) loran

(krdhi), 895
vI te bhinudmi takarim ('rim, meht-

nam), 190
vt te muticamt ra4anjm (nit) , 710
vtdan8 asya yalanam ('na), 698
vidi rüyah ('ye) euviryam, 630
viduh prthtvyit divo t tram (`rat.),

495
viduqturo diva arodhanani, 698
vided ('der) agnir ('ner, 'ne) nabho

, 333, 369, 449
vide.yam enad dhrdaye nivi9tam (roam

(Manas: pravi4tam), 809
vidma te dh4ma vibhrtir purutra, 695
vidma te sadma vibhrtam purutra, 698

vidyutam ('tau) kautnakabhyam (ka-
nIru", kan'tna'), 774

vidvan arodhanam divah, 698
vidhrtir aeI ('tl ethah), 765
vnlliee tvam asmakam riama (namna),

474

vt parlanyam ('yah) manta rndast anu,
390, 697

vipipima ('nah) earaevatt, 758
vlprra ('ras, 'culi, "eau) etha (ethah),

770
vqirueya dharaya kavih, 446
vtprasya va yac cha4amIIna ukthyam

(-)ah), 401
viprah sn dhuraya eutah, 440
vipra ("tuya) gatham gayata yaj litln-

iti (°5at, )am lulo9ate), 390, 816
viprl viprasya hrhatn vipaßrtlah, 446,

739

vepro veprasya eah:teo vipa.4rit, 440, 739
vthhave svalrt 233
vdihunt kñmam vy 'trays (a4navai), 704
vibhur not pravahanah, 232

pitrit,vihhur rnatrl prabhuh 232

vehhuvr vvah.t, 233
vihh4n kaman vy a4tavat, 704
vtbhiir aet pravahanuh, 232
vibhur mare prabhGh para, 212

vibhr:yamanuh sanrasyt (salol') mad-
by( ('yat), fili4

vehhve svahit, 233
vi ntani,trßa rahito ißvar7pah, 402
vi mitra cvuir aratim ablrtt, 703
vi yo manly rains! sukratlyayñ, 413,

755

vi yo ralaney amanita ukratuh, 413,
755

viral ant ("rat) chanda thendnyam
(indr`), 399

vi rohito amr6ad vt4varùpam, 402
vihpt I yit (''ptya) hrbaspale, 445
vivadhaß chandali, 792
vivusva ('vann, 'van) adityatya te

eomapithae lens (tasmin) mandaava
(taenun mat.eva), 265, 340, 8(13

itrastatl eclair devaliltie te na adltyu
alyam lut+una viyant.u, 326
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vtvrtarakrA Aslrtah, 340, 454
vióanlu , tire vt6vantu
vtóAkham ('khA, labe) nak9atram, 752,

799
vtóAm kavun vtópatam mAnuylrtfim ('91r

iaah), 446
vt6Am a,gntm atrthrm auprayaaam ('}A-

aam), 258
vt6n yantrr. ("rl) nudamrine tirAtim, 500
vt6u-vtsah praviétvAna:tm !niche, 526,

697
vt6n vi4vA anu prahhuh ('hhu), 837
vi 61uka rtu (clt, "kñ yanta) pathycva

('thrva) afire!, ('nh, 'rah, 'rah), 284,
419, 443, 690, 71111

vt3luka vi6vadavyc Lv.i aamluhomt
övaha, 67.1

visvakarmana LanópA usi, 762
pally Haman,visvaknrmau names tc 355

vt3vukarrnAnau lan6pau me hah, 762
vt3vaknrmA t yacht} air ul.triratHlt (`rat)

patu, 173, 739
vi4vakarrmi mana+i yud v1h53a11, 516
vt4vakarmk va adttyatr uttarat.a upa-

dndhatam, 173, 739
vt4vakarrn.-t vtmaufi Ad vthAyfth (`na yo

v3 tuna, vtmamc yo vihayah), 916

viavalaoaaya rhAyA ('yae-t, "yam), 397
vtévaulu tu,

(t.vllhutayalt)
viYarlLU) Ivatli ltllu-

Isya3 , 306
vi<vum anykhhivavrdhe (unvitbht va-

vara, anykm HhluvArct), 359
vi=vtm aatu dravmarn valu (' li.) ague

("min), 457
vt3vam aeyn ("}ah) prt}tnt upihfdurn,

849
vi6vaut ft bilked rut.inan, ('n.i), 351
vi6var6pA 3ahallr (4avaly) HFnikrtuh,

206
vt6valupa vt6vadavitsya lvñr!nft luhnuit,

673
vt6vavidant ("do) vftram avt6vamtnvam

(avt6vavtunkm), 402
vt6vaerlah prat.hame ('mkh) flatten'

Adata ('h), 299
vtfivasya jagatu n165.m (rAtri), 387
vt6vasya l.tntnr adhamam rakitra ('rnas

padt9ta), 379

499

vt3vaaya te vamir anu
207,

samdrót
',lava retinal dhi9lya, 705

vt3vaaya pnyadynpah8taoyopahTlah
('tA), 849

vtóvaayam vt3t pravtvt3tvAneam ('6A-
nam) ]male, 526, 657

vt3vaeycóAUa opted ('sah), 585
vt6vA ahhwith prt.anA layatt, 177
Vl3VA anllvkh pramuHran mAnugihhth

('9ebhynh), 474, 573, 597, 835
vt3v6. A3Ah pramufiran manu9tr bhiyah,

474, 573
vifivA fi3k d,ikvtnaaat

'nadhak), 255
vt6vAh priant ubluhhfituram naram

('rah), 402
./Adam ulrnuu vain u kamam fthuh,

396
v13v5. drv n prt ma ,thlu,ya, 326

vivaktt,vifiva drvkuam puumA 160, 164,
269, 449

vi4viuu d-va va}un.-tm vnlvitn, 32'I
vi<vhnt (fern lautmit vivakti, 164, 269,

448
viFv im drvn vayun.-tm vulviur, .129
vt3vfuu 3o amart.yah, 402, 457
vtavñny anyo hh.tvanlhhtcuac ('ua vi-

cage), 167
vt3vkuyu bltuvana vir utile, 167
vifivkrfttl sai vtnvanAut ('viusul) nft-t.rfi-

num pant.., 299
visvA rUpAnt btbhratah ('tarn), 398
vi<vA rUpant vadUuy Avc6ayautl, 704
vi4v1. rópfmt eambhrta ("tarn), 737
vtsv t rOpany ahhtcastr (rqp'ihht rule)

varibhth, 164
viévA vast) ('sUnt) dadhtrc vAnam, 249
v14va.4 ca deva ("van) prtana abhtsyAh

("yak), 326
vt4v5c t.vftm (tva) pra35 upavurohantu,

305
vi6vah5 dhattam (entity) anapaaphu-

rant.. ('tIh), 379, 739
vt4vA ht hhUyáh prtanA abht9tlh, 177
vi6vA ht ntAyA avathah avadbftvantau

(avast dvadhAvah, 'van), 265, 765
vrvet lA le (vfirn) savane9u pravâcyi,

765

('silt, 'natati,
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vtive devaeya netuh, 731
vtive devA atilupu nyuptah ("pyama-

nepu), 454
vive devA adttah aalopAh, 157
vtive deva anu ttpthantu meha, 154
valve deva abbi rakpantu ("tt) tveha

(pakvam, palcat, meha, mam Ma),
154, 303, 327

thamAdayantAm (virayadh-vive devA
vam), 157

valve deva yad alupanta parve, 157
vtßve devana iha virayadhvam (mAda-

yadhvam, madayantAm), 157
wave devAao adatth nalupah, 157
My!, devano adhi vocali nah (me), 154,

327, 723

devAhvtive ealopanah, 157
vtßve no devil avasA garnantu (gamann

ilia), 724
vtivebhyn devehhya ueritnAtn me-

daeam anubrOha (°eam pregya), 694
vtivebhyn devebhyall prqatAn ('tah),

618, 700
valvrbhyo devehhyah rhagAnam

medaan 'nuhrOha ('nah preeya), 694
724vtßvr mA deva avaeAgamann iha,

vive ysemiun amartye, 402, 457
vtßve raya Iqudhyael, 731
vtiveEAm devánAm ahani Cairo ahem

devAnñm) pranaah (°nEnlm) aAyu-
)yam gameyam, 579

vaßvepAm devAnam metal, 618, 700
vaßvatr devath pitrhhih (°vair yalOa-

yath) eamvtdAnah ('-nau), 765
valvatr devait anumatA ('tam) marud-

bhtt}, 388, 404, 817 849
vtivn devanya netuh, 731
vtßvo rAya Ipudhyatt, 731
vtpurlipAyat aalak,m5no hhavatha, 727,

848
vtpOkuham Iva ('hasya) dhanvanA, 519
vapnctm vi vrhamaea, 849
vtpticinan (°nA) vyaayatAm (°tat), 850
vtptambhant dtlAm adhipatni hhuvanA-

nAm, 381,
vaqtamhhena

698
vrptYA ("Yea) vrptam imva,

559
vtqthdAh OA) prthtvlm anu, 551

vrpnula prthavyam vyakranet.a gAys-
trer}a chandaaA, 527

rAnee vanumdbarA (°ro), 342
(om) vapVum tarpayAml, 373
vrpnum agan varunam pt1rvahtittn, 115,

399, 457, 748
vaqnur antartkpe vyakratleta tratptu-

hhena chandanA, 527
vapnur divi vyakraásta lAgatena chan-

dank 527
vaqQun trpyatu, 373
wanes t.ryakparena ("kparaya) 808
vtpnus Lvaqta praiayit.

(tvam)
namraranah, 735

vtqnua tvA nayatu, 308
vtqnue

pAtu),
tvam mdrgeVa patu (tvam

308
vtqnua tvAm unnayatu, 308
von(' swan varurair púrsahdtau ("ttm),

115, 399, 457, 527, 748
vtsnor dhruvu 'at ('vani asa), 121, 908
vapnor manaaA pOte athah (pútam ant),

769
vrtlnnh ('uoß, 'no) lregthena (4rattt-

thyena) rnprna, 363
vino ("imp, 'nob) nthitnam ant (nlhA-

mónt, athanmah), 35, 433
vtqvak patantu dtdyavah, 404, 815
vtpvahcam vi vrhiunaat, 849
vaqvanco aemac chnravah patantu, 404,

815
vahaya rogain tanvah (°vain) avayiih

Cyan), 671
vldu chapsthalambhanila, 699
viduhartla tapa ugrn ('ram) mayobhOh,

842
vitam lamatre (rra, "t:am) ßamtl.A

('tam) yaladhyat, 163
vitam ghrtanya guhyanl rama, 521
víty arpa ranarthaya (pamgtaye), 567
vltho ghrtanya guhya lupdna ('Vau), 132
viran ("ran) vtdcya tava aathdrlt (tava

devi e'), 702
viravatahviran hi nulevA, 402

',tram dhatta (me datta, no datta)
pitarah, 702, 724

virAu nah pitaro dhatta, 702, 724
virAn me pitaro (tatAmahA, prated/.

mahA) datta, 702, 724
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virAn vtdeya , eee viraih
viruc r.hapathayopanl, 699
virudhaly pgrayi9Vva1} ("oval)), 229
¡rudham ("dhArn) balavattamam

("meth), 515
virebhir viratamA bavtptha, 170
viryebhtr v¡ratama

(°dhab)
bavipthA (part'), 170

vivadham nhandah, 792
vilu havyam prayatam Bhutan& me

(nah), 723
vrkpam tvAbanya ("tuna) Jain, 218
vrtram yo laghana yatir na, 742
vrtraghna ('nah) etnmA upa main upa-

guh (mema 8guh, mam ih8guh), 303
vrtraaya kauinikaat (°tiakAat), 789
vrtraayaat kaninakah ('ntk8 ), 789
veyanam bupmam fiyuqe varcanc k3dht,

486
vrqanam ApdAhbyam,774
vrganall eamtdhimahi, 260
vrvana AndAhhyam, 774
vrl3aqe buymayayupr varcasc, 486
vrr9abh8ya gavayi, 779
vr@abhena 'ravel (gill), 390
vr9abhn gaur yayo dadhuh, 309

nah aamidhlmuht, 260
veya punAna óyuyu (ayün8t), 550
v¡twI vanam ('ne) veyA madah (°dc,

autah), 457
vrqa vrqnc ('nah) part pavitre akp8h,

89, 621
veyAat v¡ynyavan ('van, °vatt), 849
veyBttv nrmih, 65, 440
veyormtr aat, 85, 440
vr?tim dived' pavaava rit.tm ap8m

(apah), 509
v¡qna ürmir sat raa(rndah, 85, 440
veyriall eutaayaulaea !Leah), 591
vr4ntniv1h ("vayah), 390
vrqne (°Ito) codaava aurtuttm, 621
vedam eavttrA praaütam (pr° a') magho-

nAm (°nA), 591
veda te blame hrdayam, 363, 396
vedaaya ("danám) nidhipu bhüyAaam,

690
vedtm ihuh param antam prthivyah,

32, 392
vedtm bhilmtm kalpayttva, 380

501

vedir bhümtr akalpata, 380
vepabrtyat ('ye) tvA, 209
veyabrir (°brir) aal, 199
veqiya vim (tva), 769
vatrAlam earn. prattythttyat (°ya anta-

nitwit, °kite), 535
atrAli (`le) purupi, 296
vatrüpam aama pratay(hityat ("ya anta-

nkyam, `kge), 535
vatrüparh ra vatralam apatite, 750
vairüpavairAie antic!, 750
vole,. sAmna Lac rhakeyam 601
vairüpc eamann tha (adhi) tac chakcma

(chakcyam), 601
vaibvadcvagnimñruteuktheavyathayui

rya, °thayanti) , 420 797
vaipvudevfimikyII, 296
vatóvadevy funikya, 296
vatpvanarah pavayñn nah pavitrath,

417, 723
vaipvànarah pavit.w ma punatu, 417, 723
vaibvanaram dvñdubakapAlam, 376
vatbv8naram rta a (rays) latam arum,

653
vatbvanuruaya telaai ("at), 604
vatbvanaraaya danylrayoh ('rahhy5m),

609
vaipvanaraayvtinam dunit(.rayur apt da-

dh&mi, 609
vatbvanarfiya mutir rutvyani (",+e) put

429
vatpvannrn afigtraaam ("rnb4i0.h, ógi-

remise), 621
vaibvanaro ria fdaye (utyp), 62, 558
vaibvanaro no (me) arlabdltaa ( dab')

tanüpfih 724
vatbvanarn mahtmnft China, Meant)

vtbvakry(il, (vióvaHatubhrihl, 273
vatpvanaru rapmibhir ma (nah) puuatu,

724
vucad bralimani (`meta) ver u tat, 266,

690
vyariytham annal ('nam) rabhasam

drbanam (vttlauam), 473, 704
vy amivah pramuñt an mAnupat}Am,

474, 573, 587, 835
vy amivap ('vañ4) c.atayaava vigücih,

788

th,
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vy aetabhnA (aak°, agk°, as(°, aakab-
hnad, as(.') rodeo! vrg4av ("na, 'pur)
ete, 333

vyAghrenArapyan palfin ('nyAh pala-
vah), 390

vyAnallh ('(i) pavan soma dharmahhth
("mapa), 214, 705

vyAnal ea me 'aul ( eu) ea me, 791
vvoma (`ma) aaptada(afl, 115, 794
vrat.am rakgantt vrlvahA, 7(15
vrat.am ca ma rtaval ea me, 709
vratA dadante agneb, 705
vratSnAm vratapatc (°t.ayn) vrat.rm

acangam (at:Argam), 697
vratant (vratA nu) blbhrad vrat.apA

adabdhah (adabhyah), 164
vrata
vrlhinam

rakgante vt(vSha, 705
medha ('dhah) aumanm+ya-

manah, 336
4am yalurbbyah ('hhrh), 570
bam yah kumbhcbhtr abhrtAh, 1(X), 6(X)
bam rAtri ('rill, crib) prat' dhiyatAm,

195, 206
(akmana nlw(haya tva, 655
(akmane (Akvaraya (akmana olts(.haya

tvA grhpamt, 655
6akmann oliglhAya [IVA grim irto), 655
(akraya aunave Coil) tva, 238
(akvarir afigulayn dt(a( ea me "plena

kalpantam, 202
(amgay! ("gay!, `gaye) ]tradhnù

(Jtva°), 296
bam ra no (me) maya4 ca nah (me), 724
(andAmarkñ ('do marka) upavtrah, 749
ßatam kumbhañ astñratant surayah

(madbOnr<m), 704
(atam ta 'nitro agmh aavtt.A brh Rape hh,

749
(atam tndrAgni savtta brhaapat.th, 749
6atamOttm ('te) (atakratum (°to), 34(3
(atam0lA ( '1A1,1) (atañkurA ("rib), 699
éatam pavttra vitata hy (-tiny) ?tau,

185

(atam bhavSay Gttbhth (Cttaye), 558,
704

(atavugam ('gIm) krnuta dtrgham
ayuh, 549

bam te parehhyo gAtrebhyan (parse-
mat gatraya), 707

lath te meth! bhavatu /am yugasya
trdma, 178

bam tokayatanuve.('nvat)eyonah,237,
616

(am no bhavanty Spa (apa) ngadhayah
("dhih) Alvah, 19:3, 261

lapharulam (°]n) yena pa(yaat yStud-
hanam ('nan), 703

4am aetu tanve mama, 237
bam aaty avarebhyah (craya me,

paraya te), 707
bam ahnbhyah ('yam), 756
(amihluh (amyantu t,vA, 203
(am u te tanve Came) bhuvat, 237, 311
4am u yah kumbha ahhrtah, 100, 600
bam padani magham raylgme (raytgaru)

na kamam (somali), 644
(amhhu

hrde,
('hhOr) mayobhu ('bhñr) no

842
lambhñr (°bhur) maynbhOr ahht mS

vaht evahA, 232
Aron methtr bhavat.0 (am yugasya

tardma, 178
barn me paraamat grdraya, 707
<am V aetu tanval tava, 237, 311
(arada tvartuna ('nam) havt°a dikya-

yñmt, 551
;arad !tub (rtónam), 435
sarade (°dhhyah) avaha, 7110
4arar ve hrahmaeam4rte (`ta), 336, 831
bantam mc vtrarganam (vrcakMana(m I),

342
barn brahmasam(ttah, :136, 831
(ardhGnsv agile

521
alar,-int (-raeya) dhak-

satah ('gyase),
barman ('mate) te eyama irtvarOtha

udhhau, 311, 454
(arma yaehatha aaprathah ('thah), 257
;arma varOtham ((armavarfithe) pu-

rist' na
('ma)

AgAt, 724, 750
4armA eapratha (vane, 257
bavtg(ha ('(hah) valrtnn opaaA (Tiptoe),

342
(Akvaram ratvatam sima, 750

7506akvararatvate eAmani,
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Aakvararatvate daman! pratt9(httya an-
tartk9e (°9Aya, 'yam), 535

titAkhAbhyah ('bhyam) avahA, 778
anti nah aantv o9adhih, 313
!Matir no (me) aatu ("tu tallith), 506,

724
Aargah arlayah Aayandakae te mattrah,

700, 779
Adoua aakhtbhyo haws' ('9a) evadhavah,

601

Aittpan chttyo9(hah Attibhrtta ('rile) ta
aindravat9navah, 232

Ettihhravo ( rave) vaarinam, 234
Biprah Air9an ('9aau vanta) hiranya-

yth, 707
Amati ('nt&m) krnvantu Atmyantah,

407, 799
Atniibhih (Bimt°) Atmyantu tva, 203
Eirah-4trah prati albi vi cage, 178
duro (levi prati earn. virage 178
Ailpit vai4vadevih (`vyah), 213, 791
Ailp&a tray° vai4vadev&h, 791
4ivam Ayantarn ahhy atra yu9mAh

('rnan), 903
Atvam praJ.-ihhyo sadhasthad ('the)

98, 964
Atvam mahyam madhumad aaty an-

nam, 309
Aivalt Aagmo bhavaei nah, 724, 849
Eivae tokay a tanvo ("ve) na chi (edht),

616

diva asmabhyant uadhih, 313
Siva I a me Eagrmi catdht, 724, 849
Éiv& t.vant mahyam edht, 724
Alva devi suhhnge mekhale mit ri9&rrta,

:i'22, 330
Amri na thaidhi, 724
EtvA no aetv aditer ('tir) upaethe, 444
Aivabbtr adya part pain no gayam

(vrdhe), 935
Btva Tutu, (rudraaya, 'va rt.amya)

hheyaJl ('1A), 2116
Alva vtbvaha ('ha) hhe9aJí (-JA), 296
hyena tvA (niA) cak9u9A pa4yant.v anal,

(pa4yat3pah),327
Atverta me main tt9thaeva, 605
Atve.bhir adya part pant no gayam

(vrdhe), 935

dive me earn tt9(haava, 605
AiAJtr. Arago rak9aee ('9obhyu) vmtk9e

(°nak9e), 703
Air9qa glum (Atro) valued vak9a eJa-

yan, 551
Crank Atro 'peaeApan ardayan, 551
AIIayAliJanikñrlm ('ram), 782
Afle9u ('le ra) yac ca papakam, 706
Eukrath vain (te) anyad ra)atam (yaJ")

vam (te) anyat, 765
Aukram te Aukra Aul.rega 499
Aukrarn te Aukrena krlrtAmt 499
Aukram te Aukrena grhn&mt, 489, 559
Aukram tva Bukra &dhrtnomt, 499
Aukram tvA Aukra Aukrñya , 489, 559
Aukram tva Aukrena kriniunt 489

Aukram na Jyutir amrtant dadhanA
('nah), 114, 735

Aukrah Aukra4oct9A, 412, 769
Aukrriui ('r&) vayanty (vi yanty) am-

raya ntrntJam ('Jc), 402, 497
Aukra [Than ('had) dak5irny& ('ua tva)

pipartu, 411, 811
Aukrau Aul.raAuu-au, 412, 7119
(mull Aukrc (°ro) ahany ( hany, ahann)

uJaetná Crie, nain, oJasyc), 277, 447,
454, 653

Auddha IlAlrvAn mamattu, 416
Auddha bhavata runt.) yaJruyAh

('yaaah, 'vantail Aurayah) , 159
AuddhaA cantrah, 390
Auddhatr ABirvan rnarnattu, 41ti
Buddhn mamaddht Fanny, (") a), 334
Aimant kinaEA (`Eo) abht (atm) yantu

(ahhy etu) vAhuth ('híin), 47, 467, 701
Aunñatr.-iv imam vAcam Ju,,rtham, 136
;unAslreha ama me Ju9etham, 136
sundhat&in ("ntAm) lokah ('k.-ih) pttr-

)(.((anal) ('nah), 699
Euudhyur (°vur) est rtiarJFillyah, 227
Aubham yatAm Chile kam) itou rathrt

avrtsata, 479
+uhham gamiglhau ('(lui) suytintebhir

a3vath (AAubhth), 134
Aumhhantfun lukAh pttr9adanxh, 698
AumbhamAna (`nA) rl&yubhih, 712
Auynasy.indAui bhedatt, 16J
AOdrfiya r iryitya ru, 77, 614

,
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étlgadi na madhye nAbhyam ('yAg), 672
arqntu mitro aryamA bhagn nab (me),

723
árr}vantt (°tu) suave amrtaeya putrah

(Maya etat), 449
arnvanty Apo dhrpapAa (°gA) ea devil'

('vi), 692
Warn havrh damltA3h ('teh, havi3h

aamrtah), 342
Aerie vane8u mAtroh (Trim), 777
aucrqkeéarn vtcakt)ana ('nam), 349
Arad amnia' naro vacase dadhAtana, 738
araddhA ca no mA vyagamat, 724
AraddhA me mA vyagat, 724
araddhe arad dhApayeha nah (ma), 112,

723
¡raven no magbunah ("nAm), 695
Aravo devaeya eanasrm (Lei), 222
aretee ta Indra soma vAtñpayo ('per,

'pe) havanaarutah, 340, 447
Anyam vaeanaa canal inward, ('cAh),

706
anyam ca lakemitu ca puytun ca ,

390, 704
anye (°yar) putraya vedhaval (vetta-

var), 209
any() vaeanaé caret evarncrh, 706
An (Arir) me bhalata ('tu), 208
AriA ea puetra canrnyam , 390, 704
Ar ia ea lake= ia ca pu,tia ca 390, 704
arutakaktlo aram (''Aram) gave, 326
arutam me mA pra hAsih, 971
aruytt ("(e) Wass rndavah evurvrdah,

607
arunrhhyam (`nibhyAm) evahA, 159
Arntram te cakre again, 774
arotsam mar dhchr, 640
arotram me dal (dhattam), 640
Aram, me yam. v (arum (me var-

coati) puvaeva, 778
arntrayu ¡me varcoduu varcasc pave-

thAmj, 778
¡nitre te cakre Aetant, 774
gaetla cadhvary6 ('yo, 'yor) navatta ca

pariah, 369, 769
ea idam vravam abhavat ea Ahhavat,

698

e a indra etomav6hae8m (°ea) Ilia Aru-
dtu, 693

ea Imam devo aryamA (adhvarah), 312
ea im (I) mandrA euprayaaah ('drAeu

pra°, °drA euprayaeA etariman), 458
earn yulyava eambhya a, 655
eamyopayantn durrtAnr vravA, 161
cam revatir lagatih ("tibhrh , 'blur

), 412
eamlobhayanto durrtA Imam, 181
earn vats. Iva mAtrbhrh, 383
eamvatearaeya praLlmam ("mA), 395
eamvatearaeya yaethah COIL 849
eamvateareua eavrta no ahnAm (ahne),

595, 709
earn varatrA ('ram, 'ran) dadhatana,

692
cam vasAtham ('eethñm) evarvtdA

("dan), 134
eamvaaAnam ('nu) vivasvatah ('tA),

88, 386, 578
earn vah smarm hrdayñnl (°yam, "yarn

vuh), 707
cam valebhrh ('larh) puruacandratr

ahhrdyubhrh, 169
earn vam mend., earn vrata, 766
eamveaanae tauuvar rove) eArur edit',

74, 237, 455, 560, 578, 617
earnveaane tanvaa ('va) carur edhr, 59,

74, 455, 560, 578, 617
eamveaayopaveaAya gityutryñbhthhave

,233
samveatyupaveañya gayatryal (rk )

'hhrbhuve evAhA, 233, 629
eamveaaynpaveaaya gayatryar ('rtyae,

etc ) bhrbhUtaye ('tyat, °bhr-
tyat) evAha, 182, 629

earn vo manAner earn vratA, 766
samartam kratram lrgnu ( 1re31}uh),

637
eamattam ctt eamtaram ('ram) earn

atáAdhl, 823
earn eanuyAva varl@v a, 655
mamas, ('pan) trio eamudrAn evargan

(`gAAI lokAn), 402
earn etlrrbhtr maghavan (hartvah, han-

van) earn svastya ("tI), 217, 265
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eamerpl.Aeu yutev indro gagepu, 464, 548,
607, 684, 698

e ametaptia ea yudha rndro gape., 454,
548, 607, 684, 698

eamhtt8at vlBvarUpa ('pi, "pih), 206,
296

eakrd yat tvA (te) mammal garhha
(°bham) &Sayat, 406, 519

e akhi devi eubhaga mekhaleyam, 322,
330

eakhâyar] eaptapadA abhilma, 764
sakhAyau eaptapadav abhilva ('da bah-

hova), 764
eakha eakhayam mero jartmne, 336
eakhA eakhyur na pra mtn&tt eamgtram

(`rah), 706
eakhA eaptapadi ("da) bhava, 296, 334,

754
eakhe eakhAyam ajara

bhava,
janmge, 335

334, 764eakhe eaptapada 296,
eakhyam te ma yop5h eakhyam te mA

ynòthâtt, 493
eakhy&t te mA yopam, 493

eakhyan me mA yop(hAh, 493
earn hays puro ('ru) WA, 248
ea cakAráraeam vivant, 949

ea ctttdnt (rittA) muhayatu parepâm,
167

eachandA yA ca vtrhandâh, 690
ea]Atflnâm madhyamaethâ cdh' (mad-

madhlamcpthryAya,hyamepthâlt,
madhyamey(hA yathâaant), 420

na ]âyamânah parame vynmant ('man),
275

ea jive Saradeh Salem, 849
major agntr vat4vAnara tt,labhth, 694
ea]rar ahdu (abdA) ayavubh'h (etc ),

709
ea]ilr devehhtr avarath pareil ra, 171
e ajilr devath ("vehhyah) pr&taryavah-

hth (`vabhyab), 563
ea]or devath (`vebhyah) a&yantyAvab-

hth ("vabhyah), 563
ea]ilr vativ&nara'day& (day's), 694
eajopA indra ("rah) eagano marudbhih,

323, 336

devatreajnpA avarath paratS ca, 171

e amjagmAn& abtbhyupth (av'hrut.ah),
416, 739, 849

eamjagmano ab'bhyupa, 416, 739, 649
aamjagmAnu dtvah kavth (diva have),

335

eamjagmâno Unit, 'nau) divi ('va â)
prthtvyâ ('ya (A`)), 59; 134, 576, 769

eamjânânau va]ahat8m aratRt, 703
aam]hAnad' nah (na) evehhyah (eveb-

hth, evath), 169, 560
e amjhAnam araocbhyatj ("nebhth,

°natl)), 169, 560
eattâ ut yoni ('nau) kalalepu aidatt, 221
eatyam cttralravastamam, 850
e atyadbarmitr)am ('nu) adhvare (Cram),

346, 527
e atyadharmana pararne vyomant

("man), 275
eatyam pilrvatr ('vebhtr) rptbhth ,

171

eatyal cttra3ravaetamah, 650
ealyaeya dharmanae patt ('te, eat ye-

eya dharmanA), 340
satyr' cairn (e'A) A4tsah ('pat) Bantu

kAmah ('math, 'mat., santu aarVAh,
eamuamant.Am), 412, 437, 572

eatyA to ('ly&d a) dhurutanna pat!
(part, dharmanA), 437, 588

eatrAryA .have ('vaut) enmaptt.aye,
266

ea tvam no nahhaeae patt ( tat), 329
sa tvam any

rakpatu
amo ham, 849

ea tva earvatah, 4AR
ea tvA rñplrúya eubhrtam bthhartu (pt-

partu), 643, 705, 720
sa dadhâra prthtvjm rjyArn utrmAm

("vim uta dy&m, "vim diverti ra,
`vIm antankpam divan, ra), 292

ead& pahy abntptaye ('(thhth), 5iií4, 704
eadhaethe vii (`thcyu) maho dtvah, 698

ea uah pâvako dravtnam ("ne) dad-
hatu, 534

sa nah pilera e0nave (putrebhyah),
702

ea nah into madhuma'S A vticha (vi-
vela), 333

ea nah prthu ('thuh) Sravayyam, 402
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ea nah lama trivartltham vt yadaat,
849

ea nah etndhum Iva nAvaya (navi), 289
ea no aryama devah, 312
ea no dadatu tam (tam) raytm, 785
ea no dohat.am euvlryam ('ram), 849
ea no nedtxtham havanAny agamat ('nt

lopat), 162, 734
ea no nedipthA have n r ("na) lo9ate

(Iuloya), 162, 734
ea no maynbhftb pito avtéasva (pitav

iv', pitav Avideha, piturAviveda), 333
ea no mrdatidrde, 764
ea no rakpatu earvatah, 488
ea no ray= earvaviram ntyat.hatu,785
ea no ragtrepu audhltSm dadhatu, 643,

706, 720
ea no vulva at' dvipab, 849
earn lam uacatu ridhaee, 11, 121, 556,

809
earn takpa battit cakrl vab (eaknpah),

406
earn tat eincattt radhaea, 11, 121, 556,

609
earn tva nahyami payaaauBadhiniim

("my apa oradhlbhih, "my adbhir
op"), 460, 588

eamduhiit.ham gharmadugheva dhenuh,
775

earn devanam ettmatyA ("tau) yalntya-
aim, 59, 605

earn devi ("v!) devyorvadyA paóyaava
('va3yakhyata), 326

eamdhalA earndhim ('dhir) maghava
puriivaauh (puro', punt'), 403

eamdhm;intankgc.pantartkyant ("kyA-
yñntartkpam) ltnva, 559

earn nee tabhyiirri (tehhth) erlatu
vidvakarma, 770

earn no mahani earn IBo mahantam, 412,
704

eaputnAh pradido me bhavantu, 309
e apatnin mahyam randhayan, 380, 633,

703
e apatnlr abhibhllvari ('rih), 207
ea pavlova madintama, 329
caputnkayam lagrat.ha, 649
ea punano madtntamah, 329

aaptarpayae tapaee ('ea) ye nipedub,
558

eapta ca mAnuplr imab, 459
eapta r.a varunir ('nair) nab, 459
eapta yonir (yonidr) a prQeeva (*vi)

ghrtena, 784
aa praty ud (pratyatill) aid dharupam

("po) madhvo agram, 402
ea prathamab eamkrtir vtávakarma, 830
ea budhnyad ('nad) asta lanupn hhy

('pabhy) agram, 576
ea bhadram akar yu nah somata ('ma-

aya) payaytyyatl, 501
earn arlr (arir) vidam ('dah), 177
earn aryamA earn bhago no ninlyat, 419
aim asya (asyai) tanva ('mivA) bhava,

851
earn akfitlr ('tir, "t.im) namamaHi

(ananeata, manamaet), 706
earn ca ma mdrnd ca me, 709
Hama chandah, 709
eamünam yonim anu eamcarautam ('LI,

carete), 398
earmulmim almam (ayman) nary cl.t

701i

('ma pari yati) lagrvih, 406
eamana ("nt) va (va) itkut.Ant ("t.ih),
semi hhavanttldvatn ('tA) rupiah,

412, 699
ea main A viéatad Iha, 849
ea ma mi hidelt parame vyornan, 950
ea mim pito, 724
eamarahhyordhvo adhvaro divteprdam,

401
eamñá ca ma indrad ca mc, 709
cama.) chandah, 709
earn it tam rñya ('yah) matt evadhavan

("dhabhih), 558
eamiddho agna Ahuta (agnir ahutah),

329
exmiddho mi (mim) gam ardhaya, 305
eamidbhyah (eamidhah) preyya, 488
eamidha ("dham) A dhehi, 692
eamidhyamanah prathamanu dharma

(prathamo nu dharmab), 403
cam tndrena vidvehhtr devebhir at11t-

tAm, 419
earn indro viévadevchhir atlktAm, 419
earn I vateam na mAtrbhih, 383
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same... year, raeaya Nahahuh, 463,
550

eamudram gandharveptham patma-
nrdtta (patmann Idtta), 597

eamudram ehandah, 792
aamudram na subhvah ev8 abhrptayah,

234, 402
eamudram na euhavam ('huvam, eub-

huvaa) taaLhtvailsam, 234, 402
eamudraß chandah, 792
mart uaraava tvakprtya (vu 'kprtya) un

nayñrnt (naye), 716
eamudraeyadht riot, ('pah), 665
samudrasyadht vtptapt ('pe) manipt-

nah, 665
sumudra (ran) nadyu veßantxh ("tan),

391

samudrñya ßlßumaruh, 618
aamudrtma ('re na) etndhavo Adam/-

nah, 611
eamudre yaeyu rusam Id ahuh, 463,

550
sum u van, (vu) yalfiam mahayum

Cyan) namobhth, 766
aamrddhlkaranam Lava Craft mama),

727
ram eta vtßva ('ve) varas& (nlaea) pa-

tun divah, 835
ea me rakpatu sarvatah, 488
sam opadhuyo niacin', 193
ram ujadhtbhtr npadhih, 193
ram patni patya sttkrtepu (Yens) ga-

chatarn, 605, 704
eampußyan pafiktir (pafitim) upattp-

thamanah, 706
nimbus ('cns, 'call, `eau) stha (Allah)

sum ma hhadrutn prfikta ('tarn), 770
auutpnyah paßuhhtr bhava (bhuvat,

pttßubhrh), 827
eamprtyam praiaya paßubhtr bhuvat,

!4'27

earn hahhtiva santbhya a, 655
sum brahmana ('nam) dcvakrtam Chi-

tam) yad asti, 587, 690
cam bhugena eam aryantna, 419
sam magne varcaaa arm, 303
tram main àyupa varcaea ('aa pralala)

aria, 303

main ma erlamy adbhtr (apa) opadhtb-
hth, 59, 460

eamyag Ayur yalt7am ('t7o) yalflapatau
dadhAtu (dhah), 399

eamraltti ßvaßure bhava, 7112
swat-1116i ßvaßrvam ('rttvam) bhava,

676
eamraldy uta ßvaßrvñh, 676
e amralfly edht Hvaßure9u, 702
earnrad aer krßanuh Cull), 334
sa yalfla dhuk9va matt me pralayam

('yat), 644
aaraavathiL mah!, 329
aaraevati pupt.th ("tim) pu9trputni

("tth) yalsunanaya dadatu (may'
dadhatu) , 641

suraevatl vayalt peón antaram ('rah),
401

Bereave, ('tth) svapaaah radaul.0
('tam), 207

saraavate nu ('ty anu) manyasva, 204
earaevaty asuuud mdnyay t ('ycna), 70,

558
earasvatya ("yarn) ant manav (maim,

manav, vanava) , 671
earasvutya rya') ntpaksaUh, 143
saraavatya Cyah) sup'ppulalt, 557
saraavatyas tvÏl vlryerla ya5uar nna-

dyayabhr , 143
earasvatyat bha'9ulycna viryityfutn.-t-

Ilya) abLr , 143

sarah ("r3) patatrutth ("nt) sthana
(stha, bhötva), 739

ea raye sa puramdhyfur' ('v3) 67, 603
eurítp tvar9a ehr, 334
earlipu tr;ann a Kahl, 334
sarvant tivt9(am euhutaur kar ti u ("tu

me), 724
rarvan' tad lulu te ghrl um (me 81vam),

309
sarvam tam bhaamasa (rnasmasa) kuru,

717
sarvant punatha me ',avail, 311
aarvaNrnal ca v1pa.+yate, lilh
sarvane tan (arm), (ma,ma*t) kuru,

717
nary& devanaut lammal' vtdvSn, 134,

269
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easy. w ma9ma98karam, 717
e arvAn
earvaA

mac
ca rAlabñndhavlh

chapathAó adht, 724
(°vath, °vyah),

459
carve kAma ablu yantu mA (nah) pnydh,

724
ealak9mA (°ma) yad vt9ur4a ("pain)

hhavati (bahhtiva), 727, 948
ealdah saltgah eagarae te na AdttyA

havt9n lu9AnA vyantu , 501
sa val! rocanA (°nam) dtvah, 698
savAtarau na telasa ("sI), 477

adhipate,savtíah prasavatAm 329
savitA tvA eavAnAm (praeavAnam) eu-

vatAm, 627
savitA devo bhtmAtt9ahah, 399
savart praeavAnAm ('nAm adhtpatth ea

mAvatu), 329
rA9trame avtta mayi dadhdtu (yala-

mAnAya dadAtu) , 641
eavitur baba litho devalanAnAm vid-

haranth (°p1), 75Ba
savttrA prasavitrA tndrenAamr

('mat) , 721
eavttra profita tanOm Cavan.)

,236
sa virAlam rra) pary ett (etu, part yatt)

pralAnan, 489
sa viAvatn ("va) prati cAkjpat ('po), 699
aa vidvAcir ('cl) abh, cote ghrtruah

('cl), 763
sa vidvA dAAu9e vaeu, 893, 712
sa vidvA bhuva abhavah (bhuvo abha-

vat sa Abhavat), 699
sa dukrebhih dikvabhl (dukrena dtk-

vana) revad asme (agmh), 709
ea eutrAma svavaó indro asme. (asmat),

75, 80, 612
sa suprapite (tI) nrtamah svarad act,

371
sa srira a (sGrye) lauayad Iyntir tndram

('rah), 390
saha kaatrega varcasA halena, 566
sha dharmam rara ('mad caryatAm),

'180

aha nah aAdhukrtya, 766
saha nau vratapate ("te vratinor, vra-

t.apa vrat.inani) vratani, 778

eahamAnA ('nadt, 'ne) emhaavati (`ti,
"tim, earaevati), 329, 346

e ahseradhAra utao ak9iyamApala, 367
eahaeradhAram Aatadh&ram utaam ak-

Wash 387
eahasradhAram ak9atam, 387
e ahaeradh&re ('rich) payai mahl

('h!m) gauh (gAm), 387
sahaeradhdrdm maht90 bhagdya, 387
e ahaeradhAro ak9ttah, 387
eahaerapn9am subbase ('3a)rarapa,329

eahaerasa ream) medhaaAtBv (°ta) tva
tmana Cati ettay9gavah), 338

eahaerak9a medha A (medhAya) ciya-
mdnah, 101, 336, 651

eahaerak9aeya mahadevaeya dhlmaht,
634

sahasrdk9Aya mldhu9e. (valine), 566
sah asrdkaayAmartya, 332, 427
eahaarAkeena valtnA, 566
sahasraken amartyah, 332, 427
eahaarAk90 medhAya ciyamAnah, 101,

336, 651
sahasrapo9am subbase raranA, 329
e ahaenna upa

382
no mahl vAlan (no yantu

valah),
sahasrutth (°te) datamagbah ("ghu),

329
eahaava no abhimattm (me arAtih), 703,

724
eahaevaratih (°tim) euhasva prtanAya-

tah (sahaevarAtlyatah), 703
sa ht punk (puru) cid alasa virukmatIl,

247
sa hi viAvAti ('vati) pArthtva, 163
sahatva nau sukrtam saha duakrtam,

7641

eahubhau caratAm dharmam, 380
sahn mayt dhehi (me dah ), 641
dâ rakarthArasam vi9am, 849
tta liva Aaradad Aatam, 549
aata (°tau) vdlasya kAravah, 221
sA tubhysm adite main ('he), 204
sA tvam any amo 'ham (aham, amOham,

Apy amo 'ham), 849
aß nah plia& Alvatam&m eraya, 342, 393
sA nah Aarma trtvar6thado nt yachat,

849
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H A nits samantam anu partit' (abhl pary
eht) bhadrayA ('re), 356, 724

al nah alte payaaAbhyAvavrtava, 312
aA nail} euprAcu supra., edht ("cl

biwa, 'cl aam bhava), 724
aA no amain muta Ababhflva, 419, 550
al no dadAtu dravanam pttrnArn

(*tram), 252
sa no dohatAm Huvlryam ('ram), 949
eg no nAbhtb paramam lAmt tan nau,

771 777
al no bhtlmth ptlrvapeye ('yam) dad-

hAtu, 534
aâ no yaltlaut ptprht vtévavarc, 417
ea no vulva att dvtuah, 849
BA nau nâbhih paramam jAmi tan nau,

771, 777
aft paprathe prthtvlpArthtvânt('vAya),

45, 479
sâ prathama eamHlqttr vtévavArA, 930
sa mandaHânA mamma hyena, 778
aA mitm A vldatAd iha (°tâm 'halva),

849
sit mA Antar edit, 506, 724
sA mA samantam abhtparyrlu bhadre,

356, 724
NA mA euprAci supratici bhava, 724
sâ mc dhukuva yalamAnaya kâman

('ava earvAn bhOUkAmân), 309
sAAmrâlyAya prataram ('rAm) dadhAnalt,

823
srunrAlyaya eukratuh CO), 765
sa va apaéyal lamtñrant agre, 790
sAvttrim bho ('rim me bhavan) anu

bróht (bravitu), 326
ait éamtAtt ("th, dantAfl) mayas karad

apa srtdhah, 402, 550
sAhyâma dasyum tanObh'h, 703
emhtr (°hy) uHt , 200
etdhram adya dtvteprdah ('dam), 398
stnlvAlyA aham devayalyaya padumAn

(' matt) Ithtlyñaatn, 849
stndhutae pary Ahhrtah ('tam), 387
emdhum ('dhur) na navA aura. purl',

407
atndhur avahhrtham avapruyan (ava-

bhrthñyndyatah), 479
stndhnh éttieumarah (étain-), 618

HtmAh krpvantu (damyantu) damyan-
tilt, 799

sudan yonâ (°nau) vaneert A, 221
elrAh patatrtQt !Ahana, 739
sukalpam agne tat tava (tvayâ), 583
sukrt.am nau eaha, 766 ,

sukrtam mA deveuu brOtAt, 647, 724
sukham (etgam) meuaya meuyat ('ye),

209
eugam panthAnam Arukuam, 283
sugArhapatyo vidahann aratih (vita-

pann arA4m), 703
suga vo devAh HadanA (`nam) alarma

(kruumt, eadanAnt saute, sadanedum
astu), 164, 378, 699

sugrhapattr maya ("titi tvaml grha-
patinA ('tya) lthOyah, 219

sugebhu (`gena) durgam atitAm, 704
sucak9â aham akuihhyâm (akin-) bhú-

yâsam, 189
sulyottr lyutt+A ('uânt) svAha, 583
muta ('tâ) tndraya vayav., 693
steam (`tab) snmam ("mu) dtvt9lrvu,

397
otitis* (°tevv) Indra gtrvanah, 452
sutramendre (`rant) earaevati, 515
tiudakuA *datum,. ('tara), 25,1
sudughrndrr ('rant) saraevati, 526
sudughr muta, (`rau) mall, 134
sudevam utdrr advtmi ('ndróyA4vanA),

(.39

sudhin yon m suwuiam prthttim ('vi)
svaha, 550, 707

imprint() to.yathtr ('tht) hharat, 214
supippala npadhlh kartana_:me (kaftan'

mana', 'avine), 721
supralah pralAbht syam ('laj.a bhtiva-

eam) euviro virath supu.ah pu°ath
(pralahhtr bh0yásau' supouah pnath
euviro virath), 702

supralAh pralAbhth syrtma euvirA virath
supnuSh pu9ath (pralayA bh02,âaam
Huvtro vlrath supouah pnuath), 702

suprâvyc ('yA) yalamanAya Hunvate,
429

suprittt manuyu VIII ('4(`), 101, 664

subirana erla-sua dunaka, 3:36
snbhagamkaraul mama, 851

5tí9
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aubhage kampilavAaam, 350
eubhadr'kam kAmpilaviuunim, 350
eubhagamkaranam mama, 851
subhütaya tva (vah), 739
eubhfir aea (nanaaet) breptho mama

(raáminam), 84, 439
subh011 avayambhüh prathamah

("main), 43, 404
stmtamh suluranyavAn ('vah), 342
eumattm pall (aatyaradha-

sah, "aam, tévarAdhasah, valtnt-
vatah), 518

sumauma vaavl rant! sünari, 178
n umrdikah evavaa] ("va) yatv arvaft,

267
e umrdikAil Clam) ahhtptaye, 739, 849
aumrdtkA aaraavatt ('ti), 342
eumnahür ("hur) yalña (yalllo devan)

A ca vakpat, 232
sumnayuvah ('yayas) sumnyaya sum-

nam (-nyam) dhalta, 229
auraya ('raya) metas lanayanta (`ta)

retnh, 589
auraya ('rayah) somali auto Aduto ma-

daya, 569
surastra tha mAvata (no 'vata), 724
suvaft nabhrad afighare bambhare star

ahast.a kréauo, 341
euvirah pralah pralanayan pnriht, 402
suvirtnah erta-srla, 336
auvinl virai, pralamt,yan parth) ,

402
suyadñ ynnau ('mm) evaha 550, 707
supamaddhant('dhu) varenyam (=yate),

387
eupvanam (`nn) devavitaye, 387
susamaddham (`dho) varenyam ('yah),

387
eusamhhrtL ('te) tva sarn hharamt, 59,

.5611

euhavA na era saha rayaspoNena, 724
auhava mehr Naha pralaya , 724
eüktam ('ta) brills', 690
silnum ("nuh) satyaaya yuvamtm, 394
s6yavxsad bhagavati ("tl) hi bhilyah,

334
a0yavastni manave (manupe, tnHnupe)

daéasya ("ye, yaéasye), 417, 654

Kra aat auvanaaya retail ("t3 testad
evargo lokah), 455

ear anima aeiptaa,kA evarge loke, 455
/giro ahnim prataritA upasam dlvall, 709
aüryam cakpur garhatu vatam atmA

gamayat$t vatam pagans an-
vaerlatat), 391

aüryam ramum
dasah), 402

raéadasam (rama rtéA-

(om) eüryam tarpayamt, 373
süryam te rukpur garhatu vatam AtmA,

381
sürya prayabutte ("Mr aal) tvam ,

339
auryañ caktur vAtah pranam, 381
süryas trpyatu, 373
düryas te cak=uh 381
süryas tva (tvA ra4mthlaah) purastAt

abht4aelyaa (°yah), 150
eüryueya mannth, 406
aüryaavatka raratt utgkrtcsu ('tatti),

524, 527
eürvagni dyavaprthavt uro anlanksapa

tJqallltayall, 193
süryaya Odhu ditya (ara', üdhar adder,

üdhu adtter) upaet.hr, 154, 282
e0ryena dyAm (thvam), 294
airy° devo (dtvo) dtvapadhhyn dhata

katraya Clwyd) vayuh pralftbhyah
(prah-inam), 636

sat') u tins (mA) tehhyu rakyatu, 723
4ftryo marl( adatte, 406
eftryo me rakvur vatalt prAno , 381
auryu rüpatn krnute dyur (dyaur) upas-

the, 290
drkvanam gharmam :thin vavv4Ana, 692
drl id dhara ava yad danavan han, 703
yrin vt dhara ava danavana han, 701
sedum priyena

(pm ena
dhamtta pn)am Aida

iuildu
Aida),

nama prtye Emden]
472, 528

du adhvara (dhvara karat') latavcdah,
769, 791

so apaéya,l lanatAram agre, 780
('manso aeman palm sarvatah sarvatah

pAtu), 850
somah kulak. éatayamnñ ('mana) pa-

tha, 272
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somah prathamn vivide, 404, 449, 515
some. raj/imam oeadhrev apdu, 374
domain ea mattaeyat rya) dibo

149
somam abur vreuo abvaeya retali, 392
soma. pibatam madyam dhrtavrata

('tau), 131
somata piba vrtralul Ants ('han chtira)

vidvan, 323, 335
soma8 ca yo brahman5ü ('nam) avivcba,

695
domaayu iaya prat.hamam, 404, 449, 515
sumadya r:tiñali kulumgah, 615
eomasya éu{imah ourayi ('ray5ni) eu-

tasya, 601
eomasyagne vihi, 693
somaayüham devayaiyaya reto dhi-

eiya (dhee'), 445
soma areanti ( lu) viynave, 693
coma divyant parthiv.-i, 693
Homanam ("ohm) evaramtm, 509
anmñnúnt ngne v ilit, 693
Humaya kuluñgah (ku1a6'), 615
enmaya r5iñe kuluñgali, 1115
sornena tvat.anarmIIidraya dadht, 621
SUMO arati vnavc, 693
nomo ahnali ('narn) prat.aritn9asu

(°Ham) divoh, 709
como divyanl p5rt.hiva, 693
domo no raiavatu manu9ih prai5 nivts-

tiacakraeau (`kra asau), 454
como rayim eahaviram ni ylulsat, 755
Homo r5i5 riiia pat i nuiyi dadh5tu

(yaiaman,.ya dadatu) , 641
como raiarwadhisv apsu, 374
como radhaeam ('sñ), 585, 704
domo rudrair (°rchhir) nhhi raksatu

tmarta, 160
Homo retodhae tasyaham dr%avaiyaya

suretodh5 reto dimly, 445
enruh sati na nivartate, 849
so 'Brian devo aryam5, 312
so 'aman patu, 724
en 'syal ('syah) praiam mull rat u mrtyu-

pa$at, 622
eo 'ham ',Siam eaneyam (aanaIDy) agne

('neh), 363
skannema vibva bhuvanri, 163

elan, mandraa suprayakeril?, 458
etutara ("trbhya) indra girvanah, 427
stnma tray adtnnée (stomas tray &-

etrtdbe) bhuvanaeya patnt CO, 342
etomena ('mrbhir) prati bhQeatt (bh'

pr'), 670
Htomebhir vtbvacareamm ('pe), 346
Htiimrhhir havanaárutam ('ta), 346,

765
stoma eaptada5e etutam (°tah), 402
etomarr vardhanty atrayal,t, 474
elnmu yaütab r.a ('tiasya) radhyo havi-

Nrnata ("taii), 449, 591
Alvah ant 18 tan (Ca) u me punch alluii,

826
epardüanle dhtyah (divah) eñrye na

(sitre na, enryrna) vn.ah, 606
dphatyai tvit naratvai, 182
sySuia te atonally apt, 311
eyama sumatuu Lava, 311
sy5ma sumnasyadhrigo (HUmnr te mitt-

rigo), 675
eyunam annaui madhuman me krnnmi,

309
synnum rutty'. ('tibhyn) vahutuni krnu-

sva (krnu tvam), 702
srurah sammrddhi, 77(1
snu ail.ini (`yi on) iuhvatali (eruca-

nvrna iuhvata), 466, 694
sruriva ghrtam eamviva (camil Iva)

somah, 245
erurau sammrddhi, 770
sruvam ra srureA ca sarirnrddhi, 770
evahpatlr }.tdi vrdhc, 397
ovaio yunun gar.ha svaha, 784
ovum yonim ihiwadah, 754
evagan , e r evargan
evagd vu devah eadanani akarma (aada-

Taint sttnt.u), 164, 376, 695
svamkrtn 'ei, 824
even) JarAyu gain' Iva, 793
evadhA patamahñya ("hebhyah), 702
svadha pitre (patrbhyali), 702
evadha prapitamahaya ('hebhyah), 702
evapnah evapmidhikarane (svapna

si apnabhikaranrrio, 'dhi'), 342, 601
evayamhhitr est brcethu ra3mlh , 84,

439
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evaya tanvA tanvam atrayat, 236, 240,
604

evayomm gacha evahA, 784
erargam ('gAti, evagati) arrant() (ar-

vato) jayema (layata, layatal), °Lt),
350, 401, 698

evargam me lokam yalamanaya dheht,
72, 103, 482, 533

evargati , see pie but one
svargeyalokenaeamprornuvatham,601
euvurgey9ya (ever') ßaktyat ("ya), 182,

557
evarge lnke ptnvamano btbhartu, 457
evarge loke prornuvatham ('nvAt.ham,

°t}uvatam), 601
euvarge loke yapatnânam ht dheht ('ht

mane), 72, 103, 482, 533
euvarge (evarge) loke eatioprornvatham

(°nuvathAm), 601
evargyaya ßaktya ("laye), 182, 557
aver deva (devatl) aganma (aga.ma),

340, 349, 401
svarpattm yad Im vrdhe, 397
avant devi ('victim) aubhaga mekha-

leyam, 322, 330
soar° mAtartbhvar(r artprah, 770
evaaarau matartßvarl ('bhverl) ertpre,

770
evaattda vtßae path, 698
avast' na mdro maghavan kruotu, 266
avast'. nah pkrrtamukhah (Attain) part

kramatu (kramantu), 404, 815
evaatt nn maghava karotu, 266
eves, no maghava dhâtv indrah, 266
evaett ma eam vahasya yaifiaeyodrei

evâhâ, 523, 526, 666
evaett ma aamparaya ('yA¡ya yapfia-

eyodream), 523, 526, 6i6
twat' tr dean, 641
misty apau vrjane (vrai") evarvatt

("tah), 683
evaety uttarAn (°rat1, 'rany) aßlya, 837
avae (auvaa) tvayi dadhamt, 641
svam yet tannic tanvam atrayata, 236,

240
avant yonim gacha evahA, 784
imam ynntm thaeadah, 784

evAmkrto 'et, 824
evA tanOr baladeyAya meht (balaclava

na chi), 723
evâttam sad dhavtr Apo devih ava-

dantu, 327
evattanc ml eadevadt bavyam Apo devih

svadatatnam, 327
avina bhrAiâñghAre harnbhare biota

auhaeta krßano, 341
avina bhrAl, afighAnr bambltArih, has-

tab auhaetah, krßanur vtavevaeuh,
341

¡van nabhrad añghare hambhare hasta
euhasta Want), 341

avi yet tank tanvam atrayata, 236, 240,
604

¡vayam yat tanvâm ("nuvAnt) tankm
atrayata, 23h, 240, 604

evâyAm tan0 ('nktl) rtviye (''vye.) ,

'240, 249a
avâyudhah eotrbhtli púyate vrNA ('bhth

soma skyasc), 328
evavr a)A ("áa) Latvia eamvtßesva, 174,

415
evâve6o ay agregA net;nitm ('rpam),

252
evar5ur a4valt ('va) suyamI ()dint), 779
e vâaaathas ('this) tanuva samvtßaeva,

849
svahal.rttbhyah ('tlbh)ah) preBYa, 188
evahagntm na bheyapam (`path), 459,

704
evahâgnim, 126, 485
evâha devi ('vaA) ail apAh ("pan), 126,

377
evAhA !Aline tarase, 655
¡vAhâ pralapataye ('tim), 485
¡vahA marudbhih ('bhyah) ,559
evâhâ yaiñam manasah ("ea, "si, yap-

fiamanasaF), 570, 607
evAhA râpasfivâh ('yáya cttAnah, rA1ae-

vah), 402, 742
evâhâ vanaapattm prtyam ¡Atha na

bhe@alam ("pith), 459, 704
¡vâhA vace, 655
evAbâ vißvan dcvan (vtßvebhyu deveb-

hyah), 495

NAM)
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evAhi earaevatim ('tyat), 485
evahó &imam tndrtyam ('yata), 459,

705
evta(am euhutam karutu eváhâ ("tu nah

evahA), 724
eve datum (aval, dakaatr) dakaaptteha

aida, 62, 100, 603, 705
evo (Burn) ruhina adht nAkam ('ka)

uttamam ('mr.), 526
hatae te atnttA krtmth (krm'), 703
hato me p&pmA, 380
hanubhyAm (hanfi') etenAn hhagavah,

230
hant7bhyam (halm') evñbi, 230
hanlAram bhañqurAvat&m ('tali), 703
hunt, rakyo badhate pary aratth ("tun),

703
hayasya rh&gaayoeraaya eandravapa-

nim medaeah preaya ("eo nubrGht),
694

haraaminAeo dhrvt& ("anti) marutvah,
156, 265, 417

haraamAnA hrwtlteo marutvan, 159, 265,
417

havana8run no rudreha hodht, 225
havtañ yalda ('dam) indriyam ('lath),

19, 473, 549, 705
havta ('vth) kruvanlah panvalearinam

('nam, "riyam), 538
havyalt ('yam) paravatebhyah, 407
havyam martian utdhate, 457, 6B9
havyi marteau ranyati, 457, 689
havytiy&amat vodhave ('vat) Agave-

dah, 235
haatagribhaeya (helium's (da`) tavedam

(tvam etat), 449
haetaryuti ("tam) janayanta ('yata)

pra8aetam, 477
haetAya Nana) valnth prat( dhayt

dar8atalt, 562
haatau pinaava bahubhtr vaeavyath,

132, 704
haetyaávAßvatarat rathath (haetya8va-

dtRave ratham), 459

havanaBrOr no rudreha bodht, 228
htnva ("vi) me gatrA ('rant) hanvah,

166

hunavate ('to) haati ('imam). 126, 376,
618

htraStyapakaah aakunth, 329
htranyaparna 8akune, 329
htraqyapAnir amtmita eukratuh krp&

('pit) evah (euvah), 572
htraqyayah ("yA) 8urayu dhAraput8h,

402
htranyaritpam ('pA) uaaa0 vyua(öu (Vt-

roke), 402, 709
htranyavarnam uaaao vyua(au,402, 709
htranyavarnah 8akunah, 329
htrapyavarn&v uaaeam viroke, 402, 709
htranyavart}A Clot eubhagA ('ge), 329
htranyibhiáum ("Sur) a8vtna, 357
htranyena ',rearm ("rah), 704
hutidam agntnt yam u kimam Ahuh,

396
hrtau kratum varunaut ('no) vtlav

(aptly, dtkav) agnim, 399
hemanta8tatrábhyaat tvartuna (calm)

havtyu dtkaay&mt, 5B1
hemanta4t4trAv ("rat itG (rtúmím), 418
huta( rtkdvo ('vann) avrnimahlha,

285, 349
hot& yakaat. tanOnapñt 9araevatim

('ti), 398
hot& yakaat aaraevattm mr:aaya('aya)

,779
hart yakaad akvtnñ ('lau) ehagaaya

, 134
hot& yakaad aávutuu ("n1) earaevat.Im

, 134
hotraadanam harttaut htranyayant, 727
hotraadan& harttAh euvarttñh, 727
hotribhtr ague ('ntr) manuaah avadh-

varalt, 329
hradi8 ea ("do v&) punrlarikñµt ('ka-

vin), 699
hradunibhyah ('mbh') eváhd, 188
hrAdunly daatkabhth, 709
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